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ROBERT BOWNE MINTCRN.
In the generations of a family an individual frequently arises who seems
to concentrate the virtues, the excellencies and prominent qualities pre
viously distributed among several. He attains distinction, and we natur
ally ask was he born great, or did he achieve his own greatness, or was it
thrust upon him ? Too frequently the biographer simply follows his he
roes' toilsome pathway up the eminence, obliterates carefully his every
fonstep, and then calling upon the wondering world points to the
man upon the pinnacle as a prodigy of Nature, exclaiming to them, in
his exultation, " Ecce homo 1" This, however, does not fulfil the true
object of memoir. With us success in life is not the result of genius, or
of birth, or of a happy chance. It is true that circumstances sometimes
appear to develope noble traits, which in another sphere had, perhaps,
never been known ; but if we were to examine even those cases we would
find that, though the circumstances were the stepping stones, they were
made such by being turned from their original purposes, and arranged by
the minds that used them to suit their own ends. To exhibit, therefore,
these distinctive features of mind and heart which have served to accom
plish success, is the true object of memoir. And particularly is it our
tol. ltiii—so. U
1
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object in these sketches, seeking, as we do by them, rather to instruct than
simply to interest.
Robert Bowne Minturn was a man whose conduct and character can
not be indicated by the measuring line which is usually employed. He
united in his own person the ideal of the Christian gentleman and the
republican citizen, exemplifying in his own history what a man can be
come in American society by properly employing the opportunities of im
provement and usefulness as they occurred to him, and conscientiously
performing whatever office devolved upon him without questioning or
ostentation. He was a hero because he persisted steadily in the course
which he thus marked out for himself ; he had aspirations, excellent they
were, although seldom tending toward personal distinction, and he bravely
wrought out their fulfilment ; he was patiently laboring, and did what
ever came in his way to do ; and while many of his acts had all the ap
pearance and character of extraordinary merit and love for his race, he
was performing them purely and solely in the spirit of an earnest fidelity
to his own convictions. Oberlin, when he gave up a place in which honor
and emolument were awaiting him, turned his back on fame and popular
applause ; but his self-abnegation was commemorated by a higher reputa
tion, and he achieved renown unintentionally in his humble pastorate of
the W.aldlach, inscribing his name among the nobler heroes of the world
whose honor is that they were the helpers of man.
Of the same class and order was Mr. Minturn, as his personal character and
lofty purpose, his innumerable acts of kindness and unselfishness, abun
dantly proved. The faults so generally imputed to merchants and other
persons engaged in commerce, such as a want of patriotism, moral timidity,
unjustifiable neglect of duty to society, he was exempt from, to a remarkable
extent. It is an unanswerable argument against the frequent assertion that
commercial life is hostile to spirituality and patriotism, that Mr. Minturn
was :> merchant and descended from a lineage of merchants.
William Minturn, the grandfather of Robert, was engaged in business
for several years in Newport, Rhode Island. He transferred his residence
to the State of New York and was one of the founders of the city of Hud
son. He was successful, but finding the place too circumscribed, removed
to New York, where his sons entered into business on their own account,
and became prosperous and well-known merchants. His other grandfather,
Mr. Robert Bowne, was a most respected member of the society of Friends,
and distinguished himself by works of benevolence and public utility. He
was one of the originators of the New York Hospital, and for near half a
century served as a Trustee in that institution. He bore a wide reputation
for goodness of heart and active philanthrophy.
The characteristics of both of these ancestors were inherited by the sub
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ject of our sketch—the sagacity and enterprise which ensured the success
of William Minturn, and the unselfish love for his fellow-men which so
nobly distinguished Robert Bowne. Indeed, he bestowed as much atten
tion upon works of charity and benevolence as though he had been born •
the heir of a boundless fortune, and they had been the chief objects for
which be lived. Yet he was equally assiduous in his business,
not permitting his pecuniary interests to suffer from neglect, and was
always eager for knowledge, never omitting an opportunity for self-cul
ture. In these particulars be was a model lor young men engaging in
mercantile life, or in any branch of business. lie thereby made himself
able to afford a princely liberality, because he wasted nothing, but was
frugal of time, of energy, and of his pecuniary resources.
As the most of our readers are aware, Robert B. Minturn was the son
of William Minturn junior, and his wife Sarah, and was born in Pearl
street, New York, on the 16th day of November, 1805. He received in
struction from an early age in the rudiments of an English education.
When he was fourteen years old his father died, and he abandoned school
with great reluctance, to enter a counting-house. His evenings, however, were
employed in study and attendance upon regular courses of instruction, and a
habit ofreading formed which continued through life. There were few subjects
io regard to which he was not well informed ; and the clearness and accuracy
of his views upon all prominent questions were remarkable. He gave con^
siderable attention to the study of languages, making himself proficient in
French, and acquired an extensive acquaintance with the several depart
ments of general literature. Perhaps his being thus early thrown upon
his own exertions was one of the best me;ins that could have been used for
his advancement. Had he not, however, possessed character and ability
of a high order, we would have found him either yielding to the discour
agement that thus surrounded him, or satisfied with attainments which
would simply have enabled him to accomplish liis daily duties. Strength
and weakness of character both alike develop themselves under such cir
cumstances. The weak look around them for support, asking aid
from others, but the strong look to themselves, and while doing with all
their might what their hands find to do, they are preparing themselves—
by study and application in leisure hours for a position of wider influence
and greater responsibility. Thus young Minturn, while engaged as a clerk
was, though still young, by employing his leisure hours in study, prepar
ing himself for a higher sphere of usefulness, and at the same time was so
assiduously attentive in the performance of his duties, that he gained the
entire confidence of his employers. Special privileges and opportunities
for advancement were therefore given him. He was permitted to invest
little sums in commercial ventures, a practice not unusual in mercantile
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houses. Success followed these first efforts, so that he was able to become
himself the owner of a small vessel. He was then in the service of Mr.
Charles Green, and such wa? the respect and regard he entertained for
him, and the confidence he had in his fidelity and capacity, that in 1825
he made young Minturn a partner in his business, and placing the exclusive
management of the house in his hands, sailed a short time afterward to Eu
rope. All cannot expect to advance thus rapidly, and yet the same persever
ing industry not only in ones daily business, but in preparation for a more
responsible position, must make its mark, since Providence is ever wont to
bless such efforts with success. Advancement, however, brought with it
heavy cares; only about one year from that time, when be was but twenty
one years old, occurred the great financial crisis, still remembered as one
of the most fearful periods ever known in commercial history. All through
that terrible season young Minturn was compelled to bear alone the re
sponsibilities of that extended business. The anxiety which it occasioned,
and the severe tension to which his mind was subjected, hardly experienc
ing any alleviation or mitigation for many months, taxed his powers of
endurance to the utmost ; and in subsequent years he could never think
or speak of this period of his life without seeming to realize anew the
most exquisite mental suffering.
But his efforts were successful, and the interests which had been en
trusted to him were safely preserved. He remained, however, in partner
ship with Mr. Green only five years, and in 1830 entered the firm of
Fish <fe Grinnell, since known the world over by the title of Grinnell, Min
turn <fe Co. The thrift, ind stry, and unflagging devotion to business
which had characterized him already, now helped to give this mercantile
house, to which he belonged for thirty-five years, its stability and world
wide reputation. His cares and duties were multifarious, for he would
never permit in himself inattention to any particular of business; He re
frained entirely from "outside speculations," but was simply an intelligent,
enterprising, sagacious merchant. The success which a tea led him and
the firm with which be was connected constitute a part of the commercial
history of New York, and re uire no extended review.
But if as a merchant, simply, Mr. Minturn was worthy of imitation, as a
private citizen he was doubly so ; for his consistent, earnest, Christian life
served to make all excellencies of character shine with a peculiar bright
ness. With him, Religion was no form—it was a living principle. A
member of the Church of the Holy Communion, while under the rector
ship of that eminently benevolent and universally beloved man, the Rev.
Dr. Mullenberg, he was one of his pastor's most efficient auxiliaries in
every charitable enterprize. Living under a lively conviction of his ac
countability to his Creator, and possessing a heart easily touched by the
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infirmities of his fellow-men, it is do wonder that we should find him de.
voting his time and wealth and the best energies of his life to labors of
lore. Hence it is that few can know the extent and depth of the sorrowhis death caused among that large class who had reason to bless him for
the light his bounty and sympathy had shed upon their darkest hours. . It.
is easy, out of our abundance, to throw to the importunate beggar a few
pence, or even to give largely in public, that we may receive the praise of
men ; but to spend our time as well as our money, not in seeking our own
pleasure, but in finding out misery and suffering, that we may relieve the
deserving, and pour the oil of gladness into hearts burdened with the cares
and sorrows of life, requires a higher principle, a nobler purpose ; and
herein consisted the greatest attraction in Mr. Minturn's character. lie
was not charitable to be seen of men ; he did not content himself with
giving when it cost him nothing; but there was a nobleness of purpose, a
purity of motive, a self-abnegation in all his inner life, that one in thinking
of him is forced to exclaim—" Behold an Israelite, indeed, in whom is no
guil* 3"
Animated thus, in private life, by his devotion to needy, suffering hu
manity, we find him also foremost in all public efforts seeking the welfare
of the poorer classes. He was an active manager in many lending charit
able institutions. We have, however, not the space here to refer more
particularly to the various duties he thus assumed, but would simply state
that he was one of the originators of the Association, in this city, for Im
proving the Condition of the Poor, and also was one of the founders of St.
Luke's Hospital. In fact, as in private, so in public life he appeared to be
ever striving to see how much he could accomplish for the good of liis
fellow-men. His sense of responsibility appeared to increase with his
wealth, till be became almost solely an almoner of the Divine bounty.
With him wealth was simply held in trust as a talent to be improved,
An increase of it he looked upon as a blessing, only because of the greater
opportunities for usefulness it afforded. And yet, with it all, so modest
and unassuming were his effons to seek out and relieve obscure suffering,
that the amount of good he actually performed was rather guessed at thau
known.
With political parties Mr. Minturn always refused to identify himself
and would never consent to become a candidate for or hold any civil office.
Once, however, in his life he considered it his duty to accept a public
position. The great Irish famine of 1847 urove to this country an unpre
cedented number of emigrants in a half-starving and helpless condition.
They suffered fearfully from ship-fever contracted in the crowded vessels
which brought them over. At New York no adequate provision existed
or their reception. To meet this terrible exigency, the Legislature of New
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York passed a law creating the Board of Commissioners of Emigration.
Gideon C. Verplanck, James Boorman, Jacob Harvey, Robert B. Minturn,
Win, F. Havermeyer and Daniel C. Colden, together with the Mayors of
New York and Brooklyn and the presidents of the German aBd Irish Emi
grant Societies were designated in the act as Commissioners. Tl.is was
the only public trust at all approximating a political character that MrMinturn ever accepted. There were then no emoluments, directly or in
directly, connected with the office, or contracts given ont under eircutn.
stances savoring of peculation. Mr. Minturn consented to become »
Commissioner solely from his extreme regard to duty, because be desired
that the emigrants should be protected from robbery, and that homes
should be provided for emigrant orphans. He was fully aware of the
severe and often repuk ve labor that would be required ; and he was not
contented to give his name and money, without also bestowing his heart
and personal efforts. "We remember one occasion, when an emigrant
woman lay ill of ship-fever, and neither nutses nor physicians would risk
their lives to lift her from her bed, he quietly took her in his arms and
tenderly carried her to a cairiage. This was but a single instance of that
practical charity he ever exhibited, and from which no fear of his own
safety for a moment deterred him. And yet bis sensitive sympathy never
impaired his sagacity, for his heart and mind were in entire harmony.
The practical shrewdness of his counsel equalled his generous impulses ;
and he transacted business carefully, unobtrusively, and with scrupulous
fidelity. But the new labor which he assumed seriously injured his health,
and he went to Europe in 1848 for its restoration. Even there be couM
not be idle, but sought every opportunity for acquiring information which
could be made of benefit to others, and after his return home abundantly
demonstrated how well his time had been employed. Among other sub
jects of great interest to him at this period was the establishment of the
Central Park. This work was urged by him with so much earnestnesa
that he was persuaded to become one of the Commissioners; but at the
last moment his characteristic disinclination to accept notoriety iD the per
formance of a public duty or charity led him to decline. At length, how
ever, under bis multiplied self-imposed duties, his health became perma
nently impaired. His friends admonished him of the consequences of his
restless activity ; it appeared to be of little use. Convictions of duty were
so strong, his sense of the brotherhood of mankind so vivid, the field which
he occupied was so very large, that be had no opportunity for pausing.
He, however, withdrew his attention from mercantile business, and con
centrated it almost exclusively upon the pursuits of charity and benevolenceWith regard to his course during the civil war, but few words are ne
cessary. With him patriotism was a passion ; be bestowed his money
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liberally, and entered with enthusiasm into every movement having for its
purpose the upholding of the Government. His health suffered so severely
that he went once more, though reluctantly, to Europe for its benefit; but
he would not intermit his efforts in behalf of his countrymen. When he
returned he was induced to accept the presidency of the Union League
Club, and he held it till his death. The condition of the freed men very
naturally engaged his earnest attention, and much of his time was occu
pied in endeavors for their benefit. This work be continued to be engaged
in till the very last. On the 8th day of January, 1866, he was thus em
ployed till a very late hour at night. As he set out for home, he remarked
the sudden coldness of the weather, and expressed his anxiety for the poor
people of the city, to whom it would bring unusual hardship and suffering.
He had gone but a little way, when he was seized with paralysis. In a
helpless condition he was conveyed to his home, and at about two o'clock
the next morning, without a pain or struggle, he quietly passed away.
The announcement of his death necessarily produced the deepest sor
row. His private virtues, his high-toned character, his unbending integiity,
his sound judgment, his conscientious discharge of every obligation—all
positive qualities—added to his kindness of temper, his earnestness and
sincerity, had won from all their deepest respect and affection. A long
train of the poor of New York, who knew him as their friend, came weep
ing to his house, asking permission to look upon his face once more. All
the public bodies to which he belonged held meetings to pay him their last
tribute. We have not space to give the proceedings of these various
bodies, but annex the following resolutions passed by the Union League
Club, as embodying the pervading sentiment of the community:
Whereas, It has pleased an all-wise Providence to remove from his sphere of benign
activity on earth our respected fellow citizen and beloved associate, Robert B. MiaTCBM.and whereas he was one of the earliest and most efficient of the founders of this
club, and its first President, as well as the personal and cherished friend of many 01
its members, therefore
Resolved, That we recall with grateful satisfaction his original co operation in the
national objects and patriotic duties which this association was formed to initiate and
promote.
Resolved, That while we deeply sympathize with his family in thier irreparable
bereavement, and tender them our sincere confidence, we mourn an honored and be
loved associate, a generous and genial man, and a true Christian gentleman.
Resolved, That his judicious and unremitted liberality in the benevoleut use of the
gifts of fortune, and bis conscientious discharge of responsible duties as an officer of
our public charities, render his example memorable and precious.
Resolved, That his uniform kindliness and hospitality in social intercourse, his con
sistency in friendship, his integrity as a meicbant, his fidelity as a citizen, his earnest
religious convictions and the daily beauty of his life, endear and consecrate bis
memory to our hearts.
Such is the record of this New York merchant, the American gentle
man, the serene Christian, whose life was a public blessing, and whose
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death was a universal sorrow. Few purer or more unselfish men have ever
jived. " The memory of his character and life survives," said George WmCurtis, " and it is a perpetual inspiration of th ■ noblest action. The death
of such a man, to those who were nearest to him, is a personal loss not to
be measured. But to the community, his influence iR so vital and endear
ing, that it should rather be gratified that he lived so long, than grieved
that he should die so soon."

ACQUISITIONS OF TERRITORY—RUSSIAN AMERICA.
The apparent hesitation of the House of Representatives to make an
appropriation for the purchase of Russian America is significant. It does
not mean that the House desires to assert a claim to be consulted in all
foreign treaties involving appropriations and the acquisition of territory.
No such claim could be allowed ; for the House is not a branch of the
treaty making power. Nor is Mr. Washburne's desire to have " the
Committee on Ways and Means say whether the Treasury should pay f jt
that useless tract," to be construed that he is really willing that, after the
Government has taken formal possession of the territory, and pledged it
self to pay to Russia a consideration of $7,200,000, the country should
dishonor itself by refusing to sanction the contract of its appointed
agents. It is not to be for a moment supposed that a majority of the
House could stultify itself by any such repudiatory action ; and it may
be taken for granted that the necessary appropriation will be ultimately
made.
This reluctance to authorize payment, really means that the House de
sires it to be understood that it disapproves of the appropriation of the
public monies for purchases of new territory, and especially so in the
present deranged condition of our affairs. And so far the House reflects
the very general sentiment of the people. The disposition shown to com
mit the country to other treaties of a similar character, and involving
large appropriations, makes it the more necessary that Congress should
take its course. The Secretary of State has negotiated a treaty with
Denmark for the purchase of the Islands of St. Thomas and St. Johns.
A disposition has been shown to treat for the transfer of Hudson's Bay
territory, for a large consideration in gold ; and, if recent representations
may be relied upon, advances have been made to Spain for the purchase
of Cuba. A resolution was introduced into the House last week proposing
to purchase from Great Britain the whole of British North America west
of the 100th parallel of longitude for a consideration of $0,000,000 in
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gold. Whether this proposal is due to efficient inspiration, we are not
prepared to say. These numerous schemes betoken a mania for annex
ation which it is impossible to justify upon reasonable grounds. The
reasons actuating the Government in these measures are thus laid down
in the late Message of the President :
Id our recent civil war the rebels and their piratical and blockade-breaking allies,
found facilities in the same ports (West Indies) for the work which they too success
fully acc mplisbed, of injuring and devastating the commerce whicu we are now en
gaged in re building. We labored especially under the disadvantage that European
eteam vessels, employed by our enemies, found friendly shelter, protection and sup
plies in the W>»st Indian ports, while our naval operations were necessarily carried
on from our own distant shores. There was then a universal feeling of want of an
advanced naval outpost between the Atlantic coast and Europe. The duty of ob
taining such an outpost, peacefully and lawfully, while neither doing nor menacing
injury to ■ ther States, earne-tly engaged the attention of the Executive Department
before the cbse of the war, and it has not been lost sight of since that time. A not
entirely dissimilar naval want revealed itself during the same period on the Pacific
coast. The required foothold there was fortunately secured by our late treaty with
the Emperor of Russia, and it now seems imperative that the more obvious necessi
ty of the Atlantic coast shoul i not he less carefully provided for. A good and con
venient port and harbor c pable of easy defence will supply that With possession
of such a station by the United States neither we nor any other American nation
need looger apprehend injury nor offence from any trans Atlantic enemy. I agree
with our early statesmen that the West Indies naturally gravitate to, and may be
expected ultimately to be absorbed by Continental States, including our own I
agree with them, also, that it is wis* to leave the question of such absorption to this
process of natural political gravitation. The Islands of St Thomas and St. Johns,
whirh constitute a part of the group called the Virgin Islands, s«emed to offer all
advantages immediately desirable, while their acqui-ition could be secured in har
mony with the principles to which I have allu ied. A treaty bis ther fore been
concluded with the King rf Denmark for the cession of those islands, and will bo
submitted to the Senate for consideration.
It is not easy to see how a naval outpost among the West India
Islands should add materially to the safety of our coast. In the event of
war with a foreign power, such a station would be the 6rst object of the
enemy's attack; and falling into his power—which from its comparative
weakness and exposure it almost inevitably would—our post of defence
would become a point cCappui and a depot of supplies to our assailants.
Did St. Thomas, St. Johns or Alaska afford us a Gibraltar, the case
would be different; but without any special natural facilities for defense,
each of these outposts would be rather a source of weakness than of
strength. In what respect could it be more difficult, or rather, why
Bhould it not be easier, to blockade Sitka or St. Thomas, than to seal up
the ports of our coast? With the present appliances of naval warfare,
anv work we should be like to erect on these outDOSts would be a mere
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ordnance, there might be circumstances under which a naval outpost
could be of service to a country. But even in those now historic times
little reliance appears to have been placed upon this sort of protection,
except instances where nature provided some invulnerable position, as in
the case of Gibraltar or Tangier. Does England rely for the safety of her
coast upon the Isle of Man or the Isle of Wight! Does France covet
Guernsey or Jersey for the sake of the protection they would afford to
her frontier ? Both the leading naval powers of Europe appear to re
gard their works upon the main land as adequate protection ; and it is
not obvious why our policy should differ from theirs.
Were it, however, unquestionably desirable that, for the imperative
purposes of defence, we should acquire these positions, yet a proper dis
crimination should be observed in choosing the time for making acquisi
tions. This is no period of special danger. The Mexican crisis is past ;
and, with the closing of Maximilian's tragic career, all European aspira
tions for aggression upon American territory have been quieted for a
century. Great Britain was never more disposed to cultivate amity with
us, and never before so respected our military and naval power. Our
war record itself is a protection which largely diminishes our liability to
foreign hostilities. Why then this remarkable anx'ety to secure naval
outposts? If it is not because there is danger from the disposition of
foreign powers, are we to conclude that preparation is being made for the
hatching of some scheme of aggression upon neighboring territory ?
Such a suggestion may seem far fetched ; but in attempting to account
for this singular policy we are driven to strange suppositions.
If then, naval outposts are of questionable utility for the purpose of
defence ; and if, even allowing them to be serviceable, there is nothing in
the public situation rendering their immediate acquisition necessary ;
what can be said in justification of expending large amounts of revenue
on these schemes, at a time when every interest in the country is suffer
ing, and demands all possible relief from Government pressure ? So ac
customed have we become to large governmental expenditures, that it is
no longer deemed an important element in any proposed scheme that it
involves the payment of several millions of the people's money. It is
high time that this demoralization were placed under check. The Gov
ernment should be given to understand that the people are not disposed
to have their means squandered upon territorial acquisitions for which, to
say the least, we have no immediate occasion. The people at large have
no sympathy with these annexation tendencies, and ask that, after the
si v. re experiences of the last six years, they be allowed a fair chance
to recuperate, and that no unnecessary burthens be imposed upon them.
It is, of course, well understood that the expenditures upon these outposts
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do not end with the purchase money. The Government of Alaska is
likely to cost us much beyond the revenue it will contribute. The forti
fying, garrisoning, and governing of St Thomas and St. Johns would in
volve an outlay beyond the Federal taxation of the islands. These ex
penditures ought not to be tolerated ; and we trust that Congress on
making an appropriation for the Russian American purchase, will make
it understood that it will vote no more money for such Quixotic pur
poses. But these objections come too late so far as Alaska is concerned,
for we have already taken possession of that territory, and bound our
selves by treaty to pay for it. It becomes of interest therefore, to enquire
into the nature and value of this new purchase. Under the Russian
dominion this territory was divided into five districts, viz.:
1.—Aicha, embracing the two western groups of the Alention Islands,
known as the Andreanouski and the Rat Islands ; and also a group about
Behrings Island, not included in the act of .cession.
2.— Ounalaska, comprising th« Fox Islands and that part of the Peuinsula of Alaska, west of the meridian of the Shumagin Islands, also, the
Sbumagin and the Prybelow Islands.
S.—Kodick, embracing the remainder of Alaska, the coast westward
to Mount St. Elias, with the adjacent islands including Kodick, Cook's
Inlet, and Prince William's Sound, together with the country extending
northward along the coast of Bristol Bay and that watered by the Nushagak and Kuskokwim Rivers.
4.— TTie Northern District, comprising the country of the Kwichpak
and of Norton's Sound.
5.—Sitka, embracing the coast from Mount St. Elias, to the parallel of
54°40' north latitude, with the adjacent islands. The southern part of
this district below Cape Spencer is held by the Hudson Bay Company
under a lease. The capital of all these districts is Sitka.
These new possessions of ours are not blessed with a very numerous
population, there being only fifty thousand according to the best Russian
evidence. The number actually subject to the Czar, at the time of trans
fer, amounted to ten thousand, only about 2,500 being Russians. The
aboriginal inhabitants are in numerous tribes and speak an infinite variety
of dialects. Scientific men consider a part as belonging to the Esqui
maux and part to the Indian race of North America. They do not ap
pear to cherish repugnance to civiliz?d life, but still are not sufficiently en
lightened or numerous to make it desirable to reconstruct tbem at
present.
Despite its high northern latitude, the climate is far from being as severe
as has often been supposed. Capt. Cook expressed the opinion that cattle
might exist in Ounalaska all the year round without being housed. At
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Sitka the winter is comparatively warm, averaging about 32-$- degrees ; and
the summer is cool, averaging less than 54 degrees. The atmosphere is
damp ; indeed, wet weather seems to be the rule, often but about forty
pleasant days having been counted in a whole year. Even as far north as
the Aleutian islands, the winter is not so terrible as would be imagined.
Large pine forests are seen everywhere till a little way beyond Cook's
Inlet. Berries are very abundant, among them the strawberry, raspberry,
whottleberry, currant and cranberry. There are also edible plants in
great vaiiety; but the endeavors to introduce the cereals do not appear
to have been very successful. The northern limit of wheat is several de
grees south of this region. Rye and oats flourish better, yet the dampness
of the climate interferes with their successful culture. Barley does betterGarden vegetables, however, generally flourish in all the southern districts'
Grass abounds in great luxuriance, so that it would appear to be a region
where cattle and sheep can be kept to advantage. It is thought that farm
ing could be carried on as profitably as it is in Canada, Maine, or New
Hampshire.
There are also appearances of great mineral wealth, particularly coal'
copper, and iron. The country belongs geologically to the tertiary period*
Volcanic r6cks and limestone abound near the coast. At the head of
Kolzebue's Sound the cliffs contain the bones of elephants and other ex
tinct animals, as well as of animals still existing in the country. At Cape
Beaufort, near the 70th degree of latitude, seams of coal have been foundi
evidently belonging to the coal measures. Iron of an excellent quality
exists in the neighborhood of Sitka ; and specimens have been collected
on Eotzebue's Sound. Silver appears also to have been discovered near
Sitka in quantities sufficient to pay for the working. The existence o^
lead has also been reported. Copper has been found in the Copper River
often in masses of forty pounds weight. Traces of the same ore have also
been discovered at other places. Coal seems to exist everywhere along
the coast, and there are supposed to be extensive beds of it as far north a8
Beaufort. The natives also report that it abounds in the interior ; that o^
A'asVa the inlands, and 0 unalaska appears to be unfit for the use of steam
boats. On the Kenarian peninsula a better product is obtained. It has
been repeatedly exported to California, and there used with satisfaction.
The presence of gold# in considerable quantities is not yet fully deter
mined. A few years ago it was found in the mountains, not far from
Sitka, and miners repaired thither, but were not able to obtain enough to
be remunerative. Doroschin, a Russian engineer, found gold in three dif
ferent places ; the first was in the range of mountains on the northern side
of Cook's Inlet, extending into Alaska, and consisting of clay slate per
meated with veins of diorite, which is known to be a gold-bearing rock.
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Other specimens of diorite were also procured in the neighborhood of
Mount St. Elias. In 1855 he also obtained it on the southern side of
Cook's Inlet, in the mountains of the Kearny peninsula. Having been
convinced that the bank at the mouth of the Kaknu River is gold bearing
he followed its coarse up the valley; and as lie ascended the alluvium be'
came more and more auriferous. As the Sierra Nevada also extend into
this country, it is not improbable that the same products which abound at
their southern extremity also are continued at the north.
How rich these products are is a matter for future exploration to deter
mine. The probabilities are certainly encouraging. The laws which seem
to influence mineral deposits indicate that this region is rich in the ores;
and the outcroppings and other discoveries, as we have already shown, all
seem to demonstrate that there has been no exception made here to the
rule. We may therefore predict, with good ground of confidence, that as
soon as facilities of travel and transportation shall have been afforded
miners will repair to " Walrussia" with as much enthusiasm, and expe
rience as gratifying success as they have achieved in other parts of our
country which are interrupted by the same mountain ranges and possess a
similar geological constitution.
But since the discovery of this country by Behring and La Perouse, it
has been most esteemed for the production of furs. The traffic in these
has been monopolised by two companies the Hudson Bay Company hold
ing the unsettled territory north and west of the Canadas, and the Rus
sian-American Company, which held sway in the Russian Provinces.
The transfer of this country will extinguish the Russian Company, and
leave the British Company restricted in futuro to the region held under
their own government.
The animals of this region producing the furs of commerce are deline
ated by Langsdorf as follows : A great variety of the rarest fox skins—
black, blackish, reddish, silver-gray, and stone fox; brown and red bear •
also the black bear, the grizzly, and common marmot or woodchuck ; the
glutton, the lynx, chiefly whitish gray ; the reindeer, the beaver, the hairy
hedgehog ; the wool of a wild American sheep, whitish, very fine and long ;
sea-otters, etc.
The profits of this commerce have been greatly exaggerated, but they
are enormous. They were formerly much greaUr, but the races of furproducing animals are steadily diminishing in number. Van Wrangel
states that from 1826 till 1833 the Russian- American Company exported
the skins of the following animals: 9,853 sea-otters with 8,751 otter tails.
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132,160 seals, 830 poods (29,880 pounds), of which line 1,490 poods
(54,040 pounds) of walrus ivory, and 7,122 sacks of castoreum.
The value of skins at Sitka, in specie, for the last year, was substantially
as follows: Sea-otter, $50 ; martin, $4 ; beaver, $2.50 ; bear, $4.50 ; black
fox, $50 ; silver fox, $40 ; cross fox, $25 ; red fox, $2. A New York Price
Current gives them, in currency, as follows: Silver fox, $10@50; cross
fox, $3@5; red fox, $1@1.50; otter, $3@6; mink, $3@6 ; beaver, $1®
4; muskrat, 20@50a. ; lynx, $2@4; black bear, $0@18; dark marten,
$5@20.
The tables of Capt. Gjlowin—Russian —p.esent the following statement
of furs received from the Russian possessions of this continent, now trans
posed to the United States, from 1842 till 1860, inclusive : 25,602 sea.
otters, 63,826 otters, 161,042 beavers, 73,944 foxes, 55,540 Arctic foxes,
2,283 bears, 6,445 lynxes, 20,384 sables (not an American but an Asiatic
animal), 19,076 muskrats, 2,526 Ursine seals, 338,604 marsh-otters, 712
pairs of hare, 451 martens, 104 wolves, 46,274 castoreums, 7,300 beavers'
tails.
Several of the largest fortunes now possessed in this city were obtained
from this commerce. It-will, evidently for years to come, be the occasion
of resort to this region by traders, and therefore demands consideration.
When civilization shall have supplanted tho<e denizens of the stream,
forest and sea coast, there will be a corresponding change; but till that
time the common productions of the country will claim notice.
Fish are taken in great abundance everywhere on tin coast, around the
islands, in the bays, and throughout the adjacent seas. Oysters, clams,
crabs, oolachans (a species of herrings), salmon, halibut, cod, have for cen
turies contributed to the principal food of the inhabitants, and exist in ap
parently inexhaustible profusion. Capt. Cook, Portluck, Mears, Langsdorf
Liitke and others bear testimony to these declarations. The evidence on
this subject is cumulative. It may be regarded as certain that the fisheries
of that region, particularly of whale, cod and herring, are destined to form
an important element in the commercj of the Pacific States and territories
of our Republic.
A year ago seventeen vessels left San Francisco for the waters of the
Behring Sea to engage in the cod fishery. One of them stoppod on better
fishing-grounds south «of Alaska, in the neighborhood of the Shumagin
islands, and began its work. The weather was stormy, but in the space of
seventy days, from the 14th of May till the 24th of July, 52,000 fish had
been taken, 2,300 being caught in one day, and the average weight being
three pounds. Others stopped at the Aleutian islands, and found better
fishing than in the Asiatic waters, for which they had set out.
The report of Mr. Giddings, Acting Surveyor of Washington Territory,
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made in 1866 to the Secretary of the Interior, says that " Along the coast
between Cape Flotting and Sitka, in the Russian possessions, both cod and
halibut are very plenty, and of a much larger size than those taken at the
Cape or further up the Straits and .Sound. No one who knows these fact8
doubts that if vessels similar to those used by the bank fishermen from
Massachusetts and Maine were fitted out here, and were to fish on the
various banks along this coast, it would even now be a most lucrative
business. The cod and halibut on this coast, up near Sitka, are fully equal
to the largest taken in the eastern waters."
The market for (his product is already extensive. Nine hundred tons
were taken by San Francisco at one time from Okhotsk. The three States
of Oregon, Nevada and California are expected to be perpetual customers,
and the very sanguine look to the Spanish- American countries extending
southward on the Pacific to the Straits of Magellan, and across that ocean
to the empires of Japan and China, as extensive consumers. Mr. Spinner,
in bis address to the Senate, when the treaty was ratified, thus sets forth
the importance of fisheries : " The cod fisheries of the United States are
now valued at more than two million dollars annually. Even they are in
ferior to the French fisheries, the annual product of which is more than
three million dollars; and these, again, are small by the side of the British
fisheries, wbofe annual product is not far from twenty-five million dollars.
Already the local fisheries on this coast have developed among the gene
rations of natives a singular gift in building and managing their small
craft, so as to excite the frequent admiration of voyagers. The larger
fisheries there will naturally exercise a corresponding influence on the popu"
lation destined to build and manage the larger craft. The beautiful baider
will give way to the fishing smack, the clipper and the steamer. All
things will be changed in form and proportion ; but the original aptitude
for the sea will remain."
Such are the main attractions of our new territory. We did not favor
the acquisition, but, now that it has been added to our domain with due
formalities, we trust our people will not be long in ascertaining what are
its advantages, and reaping benefit from them.

MR. SHERMAN'S FUNDING PROJECT.
It is to be regretted that in some influential quarters promises continue
to be made of some comprehensive financial scheme which is to satisfy
every want of our defective system, and to include contraction, taxation
and the general policy of the government. We have had for years past
numerous prophetic hints of such panaceas. But so far they have always
disappointed expectation, baffled the hopes of the projectors and misled
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those persons who looked to such sources for pressing needed reforms.
The truth seems to be that we must be content to deal with our some
what troublesome financial vessel as a good sailor behaves at sea. If
his ship springs a leak he attends to that, if a mast or a sail or a part of
the cordage needs overhauling, he takes each detail in turn and thus
keeps the whole ship taut and trim. In treating the defects of our finan
cial barque, we must deal with then) one by one, correct them one by
one, and, above all, we must learn how to let well enough alone. If
certain senators had not lost sight of some of these simple principles
they would not have introduced into Congress the bill before us.
Last December Mr. Sht rman,from the Finance C> •mmittee of the Senate,
reported this measure, which is, we understand, to be pressed in Congress
immediately after the holidays. The chief objects of this measure are
two. First, it applies itself to the Five Twenties and the other obliga
tions of the government which are in this country, and offers to exchange
them at par for a new non taxable Ten Forty bond, which will give 5
per cent, a year to the holder in coin. Secondly, it offers to foreigners
who hold Five Twenties to exchange them for a non-taxable bond juJilding 4£ per cent, a year, payable in Frankfort and London.
These are the main points covered by the bill ; which has, however,
several subordinate features. The first section provides that the expense
of funding the home debt shall not exceed 1 per cent. Now this rate
on 2,000 millions will amount to the vast sum for commissions, &c,
of 20 millions of dollars. This new funding scheme is naturally very
attractive among a certain class of financial aspirants ; seeing that it
proposes to distribute business the doing of which will be so lucrative.
In the negotiation of the foreign loan the relative gains would be on
a still larger scale ; and they would be attended with a control over the
foreign exchange business, the profit resulting from which would be
extremely handsome to the party who were lucky enough to get the
appointment offoreign agents for themselves and their friends. The spitit
of retrenchment is, however, too vigilant to allow 20 millions or more
to be thus added to the too heavy burdens of the national debt.
Another subordinate feature of the bill is the exemption cf the pro
posed new bonds from all taxation whatsoever. At present the United
States bonds are not^ free from federal taxation. They are only free from
State and municipal dues ; and the aggregate of these dues throughout
the country is prospectively so small that the exemption is really no
hardship. It has never given rise, we believe, to any bitterness of feel
ing except in certain Western States where scarcely any federal bonds
are held except by the national banks, which are now taxable by the
States without question. The new bill would renounce beyond recall
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the right of the federal government to tax United States bonds, and would
make such property absolutely untaxable forever. This is obviously a
very dangerous principle, and is proposed to be introduced now for the
first time into our fiscal legislation. It is an intelligible provision, and
perhaps a wise one, that the federal government which requires such
prodigious revenues to sustain the public credit should appropriate ex
clusively to itself a certain field for the imposition of its taxes, and that
local taxation, which is comparatively small, should not trespass on cer
tain reserved parts of that field. At any rate, it always has been and
always should be the law of this country that no local government shall
tax the bonds of the general government. But for the latter to give up
the right to tax this kind of property because the right cannot be shared
by the former is, we repeat, to establish a precedent which may breed
mischief hereafter.
Connected with this subject is the proposition of section two to pay
the individual States an annual sum as compensation for the taxes which,
as we have seen, the States have no right to impose on Federal bonds.
The Government, which has the right to tax, is to give up the right with
out compensation, and it is, moreover, to pay over a considerable an
nual sum to the individual States besides. If such a preposterous
payment is to be made it should be voted yearly out of the taxes
■with the other ordinary items of expenditure. To resort to the puerile
device of allotting 6 per cent, interest on bonds, while really paying &
per cent., and dividing the remaining one per cent, between the sinking
fund and the States is absurd. The sinking fund is provided for by
existing laws. Let Congress enforce these laws. The States have no
right to tax the U. S. bonds; still, if Congress thinks proper, it can vote
to give an annual sum to each of the States in lieu of such taxes. But
let the vote be an open, annual vote subject to revision, and distributed
according to some wiser principles than that of the relative popula
tion, which would give to some States a good deal more, and to others a
good deal less, than their equitable share.
We are unable at present to discuss other provisions of the bill
which deal exclusively with the bonds. We next pass to the fifth sec
tion, which takes up the currency and attempts to remodel that, as the
earlier section? have remodeled the funded debt. That we may do no
injustice to the unique plan for reforming our paper money system, we
give the words of the proposed law which provides: "That the holder
of any lawful money of the United States to the amount of one hun
dred dollars, or multioles of one hundred dollars, may convert the same
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holder of any of the Five-Twsnty bonds, or of the bonds contemplated
by this act, may demand their redemption in lawful money of the United
States ; and the Treasurer shall redeem the same in lawful money unless
the amount of United States notes then outstanding shall be equal to
$400,000,000 ; but such bonds shall not be so redeemable after the re
sumption of specie payment ; and the Secretary of the Treasury, in
order to carry out the foregoing provisions, is required to maintain in
the Treasury a reserve of not less than $50,000,000 of lawful money,
similar in all respects to the United States notes authorized by law,
provided the same shall not at any time exceed $400,000,000."
If previous parts of this bill were designed to please other classes of
persons, this section is obviously adapted to conciliate the inflationists.
It would introduce into the currency arrangements an element of discord
and confusion whose disturbing influence in business would probably
recall our worst experience during the war, when the heavy disburse
ments of the Government, requiring five times as much currency as an
equal amount of ordinary commerce, neutralized some of the worst evils
of the immense issues of paper money and of the morbid feeling during
the expansion in 1863 and 1864. Once admit the principle of this
scheme and you will not be able to limit the currency to the authorized
400 millions. All our past efforts to reform and contract the currency will
thus have been made in vain. An era of speculation and wild perturba
tions of value will be inaugurated, in the course of which it will be well
if we do not plunge into the gulf of national bankruptcy.
Mr. Sherman acknowledges that his bill does not provide all the finan
cial arrangements that are needful. He might have gone further and
acknowledged that the bill does not offer a single provision that the
finances of the country really demand. We have shown that this is so
in regard to the currency and the bonded debt, both of which it propo
ses to disorganize and throw into confusion. Let us now turn to the
floating obligations of the Treasury, which, as has been often said, are
now brought within dimensions so limited as to be incapable of causing
embarrassment. Should this bill or any such measure become a law we
might be compelled to revoke this favorable opinion as to the short
debt. It consists partly of compound notes which mature during the
six months May 1st and November 1st, and partly of Seven-Thirties
which fall due next June and July. Of the 43 millions of Compounds
10£ millions mature on the 15th May, 12£ millions on the 1st August,
8£ millions in September, and 3 millions in October. The SevenThirties amount to 285 millions, about half of which fall due in June,
and the rest in the following month. The Treasury has thus to provide
for the payment of 328 millions of short paper before next November.
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Almost the whole of this sum will be converted into long bonds if
the Five-Twenties remain as now 4 or 5 per cent, above par. But
a large part of the aggregate will have to be paid off in currency
if the Five-Twenties should fall to par or below. How long these bonds
would be in descending to par under the depressing influence of Mr.
Sherman's bill it is too easy to predict. In the 4 or 5 percent, premium
on the Five-Twenties lies our safeguard against the dilution and depre
ciation of the currency by the issue of a vast mass of new legal tenders,
which Mr. McCulloch has the power to emit under existing laws, should
the demand be made for currency by the 'holders of the outstanding
Seven-Thirties. In view of these facts, it is gratifying to find that
the introduction of the bill into the Senate did not, as was antici
pated, depress the Five-Twenty bonds at the Stock Exchange.
That mischievous result was averted by the general conviction that the
measure could not pass, but would be rejected by Congress. The belief
is often expressed that the national debt can be hereafter consolidated
into a five per cent, consol, which will command par in gold, at no
very distant day ; but premature crude attempts at consolidation will
defeat their own purpose. Almost all we can do for the present to
establish the stability of the national debt, is to fund our short embar
rassing obligations into long bonds, and to let the existing Five-Twen
ties alone. It would also be unwise and unnecessary in any future nego
tiations of consolidated bonds of the United States, to give up the
Federal right to tax such bonds equally with other property.

THE REPORT OS THE BAMS.
Mr. Hurlburd's able report on the banks, the substance of which we
'published last month, is at once gratifying and unsatisfactory. It is grati
fying because it shows that the vast multitude ot banks which have
been created during the past four years are doing for the most part a safe
profitable business ; that very few of them have failed ; and that the new
system is working smoothly and successfully. But, on the other hand,
the report is unsatisfactory, because it is less practical than we had anti
cipated from the acknowledged efficiency of the Bureau, whose work for
the past year it professes to record.
The rapid growth of the National banking system is without precedent
in the annals of finance. The earliest of the two acts creating these in
stitutions was passed 25th March, 1863, and the first bank was organized
20th June following. Yet, in October, 1864, the number was 50, with
an aggregate capital of $86,782,802. At the same date in 1865 the
number was 1,513, and the total capital $393,157,206. In 1866 there
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were 1,643 banks, with a capital of $415,278,969. This year the number
is reported to be 1,643, and the total capital is #420,073,415. In how
many stockholders the ownership of these corporations is now vested
Mr. Hulburd does not tell us ; but in his report of last year the owners
of bank stock were put down at 200,000.
Although 1,672 banks have been called so suddenly into existence,
730 of which were entirely new, no more, as yet, than ten of the number
have failed. Never has any country passed through so exciting a
period of financial inflation with so clean a banking record. For not
only has the currency of every one. of the ten broken banks been fully
protected by the Government endorsement, but 'it is actually selling iu'
the market b.% a premium of two per cent. ; while, as the Comptroller
tells us, the general creditors of the insolvent institutions will receive on
the average 70 per cent, of their claims.
Of the 424 millions of capital the 490 New England banks have
145 millions, the 314 New York banks 116 millions, the 203 Penn
sylvania banks 50 millions, the 290 banks in Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois
46 millions, leaving about 67 millions distributed among the other
States. If we turn next to the bank circulation we find that it has
increased from 46 millions in October, 1864, to 171 millions in 1865,
280 millions in 1866, and 293 millions in 1867. Of these 293 millions
of National Bank notes 104 millions are issued by New England, 69
millions by New York, 39 millions by Pennsylvania, and 39 millions
by Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois. Erom this it appears that about three
fourths of the National Bank circulation and capital of the United States
is organized in New England, New York, and Pennsylvania.
Waiving for the present all inquiry as to how this distribution of bank
power first originated, let us to try to find out how far the adjustment
is equitable and adapted to to the convenience of business. In all
modern commercial nations capital shows a strong disposition to
concentrate itself on the sea-board, at the confluence where meet the
widest currents of interior and foreign traffic. It is consequently natural,
necessary, and for the good of the country, that banks and other financial
institutions should concentrate there also. The question is, whether in
our rapid building up of new financial machinery we have not built too
much in some places and too little in others. To obtain the first crude
elements of the answer to this question a good method will be to look at
the relative deposits of the banks. For where the natural centres of
financial activity are, thither will the deposits tend by a law as strong
as that of gravitation and with a choice as constant as that of chemical
affinity. The individual deposits of the banks are thus one of the best
tests we can apply with a view to discover the growth, utility, and fit
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distribution of the banks. In October, 1863, the deposits were in the
aggregate 8 millions, in 1864 they had risen to 122 millions, in 1865
to 501 millions, in 1866 to 563 millions, and in 1867 to 538 millions.
Of these 538 millions of deposits New England reported 83 millions,
New York 262 millions, Pennsylvania 72 millions, and Ohio, Indiana and
Illinois 48 millions. It appears, then, that of the aggregate bank deposts New England, New York, and Pennsylvania hold 417 millions, or
about four-fifths. To make these points more clear we present them in
the subjoined table :
Deposits. Circl'tion. Capital
millions, millions, millions
Aggregate of 1,639 banks in United States
(38
298
424
Do. 490 do. in New England
JJ8
104
148
Do. 314 do. in New York
262
69
116
Do. 208 do. in Pennsylvania
72 i7 39
60
Do. 290 do. in Ohio, Indiana A Illinois
48
89
46
Do. 842 do. in other States
73
42
67
Considering the circumstances under which our banks were most
of them organized during the financial pressure of the late war, and
the general inflation of paper-money credit, it is singular that they
should have been so equably distributed over the States. The relative
amount of the deposits being taken as indicative of the extent of the field
for banking enterprise, we see that there is for the most part a harmo
nious adjustment. An objector might, indeed, say that in some local
ities the deposits could be created artificially, or be over-stimulated by
a hot-bed forcing process. This argument does not seem to have much
force. At any rate it is refuted by the condition of the New England
banks, which have failed to get more than 83 millions of deposits!
although they have 104 millions of circulation. It is also in direct con
tradiction to the condition of the New York banks, which hold no less
than 262 millions of deposits, though they have only 60 millions of circu
lation.
This question of the unequal distribution of banks is an interesting
one, because on it depends the elasticity and efficipney of the national
banking system, and perhaps its permanence also. During the last three
months complaints have been very general of the want of elasticity in
our currency. Now elasticity is just what a bank note circulation
claims to impart. It is because in this respect and a few others a
bank currency is superior to a government currency, that government
foregoes the profits of issuing paper money. If our banking system can
not give us a uniform elastic currency, that system cannot endure, but
must sooner or later give place to something better. We do not intend
at this stage of the bank controversy to enter upon an elaborate
discussion of such questions. We will, however, suggest that any per
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son will do an inestimable service to the banks and to the national bank
ing system, who will show how far the inelasticity of the currency is
dependent on inequality of distribution, how far it depends on other
contingencies, and what practical expedients are the best for correction.
Of one thing we may be well assured. At certain times of the year
the country requires twenty or thirty millions of currency more than is
required at other times. To supply this currency is to give elasticity
to the movements of the monetary machinery during the strain caused
by the moving of the crops, the fluctuations in the domestic or foreign
exchanges, the disturbances of credit, the negotiation of loans, the locking
up of greenbacks in the Treasury, the preparations for some heavy Gov
ernment disbursements. The supply of steam to a locomotive does not
more urgently need a self regulating mechanism than does the supply of
currency to the financial machinery of the country through the banks.
A certain degree of elasticity was one of the redeeming compensa
tions of the old State bank system which made that system tolerable. In
time of pressure fir currency the New England banks issued an extra
amount, and were very ready to do so because they gained by the opera
tion. They issued their notes when the pressure was on, and redeemed
the surplus when the pressure was over. Our national banking system
absorbed these currency " factories," as such banks were sometimes
familiarly called. But it stopped the old regulation for expanding or
contracting their currency. The national bank law authorizes a fixed
rigid amount of notes, makes such arrangements as will give these
notes a forced circulation, and thus keeps them e float as constantly as if
they were government notes redeemable by no bank and not liable to
be thrown back into its vaults for redemption. Some persons have
proposed to remedy this want of elasticity by enlarging the limit of 300
millions to which the note issues are restricted. But this expansion and
enlargement of the currency is not to be tolerated. Others would
take away the note-issuing privilege from the banks, and as their cur
rency is not more elastic than that of Government notes, let Government
have the benefit, they say, of the circulation. Mr. Hurlburd gives a
good deal of his space to an argument with Congress that the National
Banks should not be deprived of the currency privilege. But he fails
to show, as he might easily have done, how the complaints have arisen
against the banks, and how those complaints demand wiser treatment,
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in his bands has been very firmly and judiciously administered. One
of the most valuable safeguards of the solvency of the banks is, of
course, the publicity to which their business is exposed. Tuis principle
of publicity Mr. Hurlburd urges Congress to apply to the banks more
fully by requiring them to make a full report monthly instead of quarterly
as at present. If such reports were made and promptly printed in the
newspapers instead of being kept in the Department at Washington until
they cease to be of any great practical use the protective force of such
a safeguard of solvency would certainly be enhanced.
There is another precaution of great importance, which is,we believe,
peculiar to our National banking system. We refer to the organiza
tion of the official examiners. These gentlemen are experts of great
experience and approved integrity, who are commissioned at irregular,
frequent intervals to visit every bank in the country to examine its books,
interrogate its officers, and report on the state of its business. On the
number, functions and efficiency of these officers the report is wholly
silent. This is the more remarkable, as the institutions which have fallen
into bad habits of banking, are said to be more afraid of the visits of the
examiners, than of any of the other provisions of the Department for
keeping them on the straight path of solvency and sound banking.
Too much of the report is devoted to an elaborate discussion of various
projects which are, and shortly will be, before Congress, for taxing the
banks and for substituting green backs for the National bank notes. We
regret to see that in discussing the tax question he repeats the singular
argument lately put forth by other, writers, that the banks are entitled to
set off the interest on the whole of their cash reserve as if it were a fiscal
payment to the Government, and exempted them from liability to a certain
amount of taxation.
Stability and elasticity, as we have seen, are the chief requisites of a
good financial system. It is premature perhaps to claim, as yet, that in
both these respects our National banks have fairly proved their full adimi
tation to the wants of the country ; but the report before us, so far as
it goes, affords gratifying evidence not only of the general prosperity of
the banks, but of the efficiency of the system when well managedand of its
capacity for considerable improvement.

BErEAL OP THE COTTON TAX.
The earnestness shown by the House for the repeal of the tax upon
raw cotton meets with but qualified sympathy in the Senate; and it now
looks as though this very important branch of industry is destined to re
ceive tardy relief at the hands of Congress. It appears difficult for a
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portion of our legislators to comprehend that this is, in the broadest
sense, a national question. Some approach it with sectional prejudices ;
others think the tax specifically adapted for exacting from the South its
due share of revenue ; others dream that cur advantages for cotton grow
ing are so transcendant that a tax cannot debar us from ascendancy over
all other countries ; while few realise the important fact that the com
merce of the whole country and our command over the trade of Europe
are supremely dependent upon the planting interest being restored to the
relative position it occupied before the war. It surely cannot be too
much to expect of statesmen that they should give due weight to the
consideration that now, as before the war, the commercial interests of
North and South are mutually dependent. Whatever tends to diminish
the profits of cotton growing has its result in the limitation of Southern
purchases in our markets. Take twenty millions from the South in the
shape of a cotton tax, and so much nutriment is withheld from the man
ufactures of the Middle and Eastern States^ The impoverishment of the
South, by persistence in this tax, tends directly to deprive us of the
commercial advantages emancipation was said to promise. Many antici
pated that the freeing of the negroes would elevate them in the scale of
civilization, and result in their becoming larger consumers of Northern
manufactures. But, if the planter's profits are to be severely curtailed
by taxation, he will be compelled to employ the laborer upon terms
which make it impossible to extend the range of his enjoyments beyond
what he had in a state of slavery. Even now, with cotton much above
its normal price, the freedmen in many sections of the South are suffer
ing extreme want. The planters are unable to employ them upon the
late liberal terms ; and it is anticipated that on the first of January, when
labor contracts for the year are made, a large portion of the hands will
be left unengaged, from the sheer inability of the planters to find them
employment. If this is the condition of the laborer when cotton brings
to the planter 12£ cents, what must be his suffering when the price has
still further declined, as it inevitably must? The tax then being ulti
mately taken out of the negroes' wages, the North is thus directly de
prived, to a corresponding extent, of a market for its products. At pres
ent we say nothing of the cruel result of this policy to four millions of
population who have been removed by the Government from a condition
in which their physical wants were provided for, to one of dependence
upon their own efforts. We desire rather to convey the more practical
moral that the North loses four millions of customers by this tax.
But to our manufacturers also, relief from this tax is especially im
portant. We have never been importers of foreign grown cotton, and
probably never shall be ; the tax, therefore, so far as it can be added to
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the price, acts as a direct discrimination against our own fabricants, who
can not, like those of Lancashire, have the alternative of using the untaxed
cotton of cjther countries. Domestic manufacturers are thus being
directly injured by this impost. Without the tax, we have an advantage
oyer Manchester, to the extent of freight charges ; continuing the tax,
so long as cotton all over the world can be raised without this additional
charge, we change our relative positions, giving them the advantage.
When it is remembered that about $150,000,000 of capital is invested
in this branch of industry in the North, and that this taxing policy thug
cuts off the possibility of our manufacturers placing their goods in foreign
markets at the same price British manufacturers can furnish like goods ;
and further, when we remember that every individual among ourselves
is a consumer of cotton fabrics, and must therefore pay this enhanced
cost, we see how important this consideration is.
There appear to be some in the Senate who still insist that this tax is
paid by the consumer, and therefore that we can fix any price we choose
on cotton, and that the repeal will not benefit the planter. Plausibility
has been recently given to this idea, from the fact that the price of cot
ton declined to the extent of the tax when it was reported that Congress
would repeal it. Clearly, however, this fall in the market value was not
the result of the proposed repeal ; for if it had been, why have the quo
tations continued to give way even after the House has voted not to
take the tax off this crop, and the Senate has shown a disposition to
leave some tax on permanently ? To those who have watched the move
ments of the trade this season, it is hardly necessary to add that the
continued fall in price is due to the present necessities of the planter
at a time when the demand is unusually limited. Cotton to arrive has
been pressed for sale, per cable, considerably under the ruling price, day
after day, and this has forced down the market. But it seems unneces
sary to argue this point, when it is so palpable a fact that we have lost
our monopoly in the cotton trade. Senator Sprague recently stated in
Congress that the Lancashire spinners could now use India cotton as
successfully as Sea Island ; and such have been the improvements iu the
India staple on the one hand, and :n the methods of using it on the other,
that this assertion is to be regarded as almost literally true. Within
the last six years India has gained immensely in her cotton culture, and
will henceforth send to market a far more valuable product than we
formerly had to compete with. On the contrary, the advantages of the
Southern planter nave been seriously diminished. His capital has been
impaired and his credit is almost gone—a most material consideration,
when it is remembered that the crop is raised almost entirely upon
credit. The war has left behind a condition of universally high prices,
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which involves a doubling of the former cost of planting and marketing
the crop. Whatever may be the ultimate effect of emancipation upon
the cost of negro labor, the result thus far has been to make it much
more costly and also much less reliable. . Under such a reversal of the
former conditions of production, it betrays an utter disregard of facts to
assert that we have no ground for apprehension in regard to the com
petition of foreign cotton. On the contrary, there is every reason for
the most serious misgivings as to our ability to market the former
amount of cotton in Europe, without a sweeping reduction in the costs
of growing, and especially of the costs of labor.
The planters are already beginning to feel the necessity of reducing
the price of labor. At the current price of cotton they lose enormously.
Some have been ruined by the present crop, and all have had their
capital seriously impaired ; and this very fact renders it the more dif
ficult to procure advances for cultivation in the coming season. A
very large proportion, consequently, will either totally abstain from
planting next year or will plant much less. How far this may tend to
improve the price will depend upon the extent, to which the prospect of
a light crop in the United States induces the growers of India and
other countries to increase their product. But, in the meantime, what
becomes of the cotton laborers 1 Thrown out of employment, with no
reserve means, and with an almost universal notion that somehow they
have a claim to a portion of the property of planters, it is clear that there
must be not only great suffering among the freedmen but also much
lawlessness. In short, if Congress persists in the collection of the tax
upon the crop of this year, it would almost seem to bring upon itself the
necessity of supporting the negroes, and protecting the whites from
their violence and depredations. The enforcement of the tax involves
three distinct calamities, each one sufficient to justify its repeal. 1. The
ruin of the interest from which the tax is collected ; 2. The depredations
ot the freedmen out of employment, with much consequent suffering ;
and, 3. The feeding and clothing by the Government, of a large portion
of the negro population.
We had hoped from the unanimity with which the House voted in
favor of the repeal of the tax, that it was no longer necessary to urge the
discontinuance of the impost upon Aese general grounds. The tenor of
the late discussions in the Senate, however, shows that that branch of
Congress has been slow to comprehend the economic principles underly
ing this question. The considerations above advanced hold against the
taxation of cotton in any degree, and apply as much to the proposal in
the Senate to impose a tax of 1 cent per pound as to the present more
onerous duty of 2£ cents. The mitigation of an evil is a good thing ;
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but its eradication is far better. The present condition of the cotton
interest, and of the large working population dependent upon it is such as
to demand the utmost possible relief, and with no unnecessary delay.
So many of the factors have been ruined by their late losses, and so
limited are the means of the planters that it is also extremely important
that the tax should be remitted upon the present crop if the South is to
be placed in a position for planting next year. If the tax is collected
upon the cotton now in the hands of the growers, many will be inca
pacitated, by the consequent losses, from growing a crop next year ; with
what result to the negro population, and to the commercial interests of
the whole nation, need not be stated. Besides, the less needy class of
planters would be apt to hold their present stock until after the repeal
went into effect. They would argue that the injury to planters generally
from the payment of the duty would so far limit the next crop as to
keep up the price of the staple, and that consequently they could safely
hold their cotton until next September, and save the 2£ cents duty.
Not only would this hoarding of cotton seriously derange its value, but
it would also produce great inconvenience to our foreign exchanges.
If cotton were kept back we should be, so far, deprived of the means of
paying for our importations, and the result would be extraordinary ship
ments of specie, with all the evils of wide fluctuations in the gold pre
mium.
It has been urged in Congress that this immediate repeal of the tax
would benefit speculators. The objection appears to us to be singularly
devoid of force. Only about half a million of bales have been received
at the ports. A large portion of this has gone into consumption, and
only the balance is held by cotton merchants, or speculators, who have
bought it tax-paid. In the event of the repeal of the tax at once, the
holders of this portion of the crop would probably lose to about the
extent of the tax. Probably about 2 million bales is yet in the hands
of the planters ; and upon this the planters and their dependents would
be directly benefited by the removal of the duty ; and the amount saved
would be devoted to the production of the next crop, the support of the
negro population, or the purchase of Northern products.

RAILROAD EARNINGS FOR NOVEMBER.
The gross earnings of the under-mentioned railroads for the month of
November, 1866 and 1867, comparatively, and the difference (increase
or decrea*e) between the two periods, are exhibited in the following
statement :
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Railroad!.
1868.
1867. Increase. Decr'se.
Atlantic and Great Western
$497,350 $446,596
$.... $50,654
Chicago and Alton
833,0110 864,196
41,168
Chicago andGre»t Eastern
186.897 140,000
8,108 ■ ....
Chicago and Northwestern
1,010,888 1,810,387 199,495
Chicazo, Rock iBland and Pacific
848,087 415,400 70,878
Erie
1,416,001 1,481,881
6,880
Illinois Central
688,819 679,160
90,941
Marl.-tta and Cincinnati
118,068 138,387
19,485
Michigan Central
414,604 418,983
1,671
Michigan Southern
489,546 483,341
6,805
Ohio and Mississippi
808,486 3Sti,065
88,640
Pittsburg, Fort Wayne and Chicago
679,938 691,005
11,070
Toledo, Wabash and Western
854.830 851,t69
3,071
Western Union
—76,848 79,431
4,188
To'al in November
$6,676,886 $7,104,541 $487,685
Total in October
7,497,743 8,849,884 751.581
Total in September
6,668,141 7,767,877 1,099.836
Total la August
6,896,416 6.654,388 857,978
Total in July
B-85?-*I? 5.431,795
156,481
654,704
Total in June
6,051.GS4 5.396,930
831,158
Total In May
MSM5! 6,558,049
Total in April
5,880,096 6,588,680 318.585
Tot .1 in March
6,867,431 6,418,0-1 44,640
Total in February
4,457,007 4,583,078 186,971
Total in January
5,184,960 5,184,687
Janaary—November. 11 months
$64,737,760 $66,815,760 $8,078,000 $.
"
" average
6,885,861 6,074,160 188,909
The gross earnings per mile of road operated are shown in the sub
joined table of reductions :
^—Miles-^ Earntn
,-Differ'e-,
Incr. Dec.
Railroads.
1866. 1867. 1866. II
Atlantic & Great Western
607 607 $987 $888 ... $99
Chicago and Alton
880 880 1,158 1,800 147
Chicago and Great Eastern
884 884 611 685 14
78
Chicago and Northwestern
1,088 1,145 . 979 1,067
410 450 841 S83
88
Chicago, Rock Island * Pacific. . .
Erie
798 775 1,774 1,884 60
708 708 881 959 188
Illinois Central
Marietta and Cincinnati
861 861 450 587
77
Michigan Central
• ••
885 885 1,465 1,449
"4
ii
Michigan Southern
684 584 819 808
340 840 889 988 99
Ohio and Mississippi
Pittsburg, Ft. Wayne and Chicago. .
468 468 1,488 1,476 83
Toledo, Wabash and Western
581 681 689 681
84
177 177 485 449
Western Union
Total In November. .
6,635 5,655
$44_ $.
83 •
Total in October .
1,149 1,831
Total in September.
1,083 1.173 151
6,585
6,680
Total in August
965 1,'05 <0
61
„ 866 805
Total In July
11
* 947 816
Total in Jnne
40
889 840
Total in May
36
Total in April
6,685 6,615 800 836
'tt
To'al In March
853 815
Total in Februry
683 693 *io
785 761
'ii
Total in January. . . .
January-November : 11 months
6.585 6.680 $9,083$10.O93 $171
"
" average
6,585 6,680 903 018 16 ...
October gave the maximum monthly earnings in both years. The No
vember fall from the maximum of 1866 was 11.0 per cent., and of 1867
13.3 per cent., indicating a more sudden relapse in the latter year. The
results show, however, an increased business in 1867 of $44 per mile or
road operated, or 4.3 per cent.
The total gross earnings for the eleven months of 1867 exhibit an im
provement over those of the previous year by $171 per mile, or 1.72 per
cent. The early coming of winter this year may be prejudical to the
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December returns, but any material decline from the earnings of Decem
ber, 1866, need not be anticipated. There is some falling off, indeed, in
the weekly statements, but not more than, under the circumstances, might
have been expected.
THE TOBACCO TRADE OP THE UNITED STATES.
(From The Commercial and Financial Chronicle.)
We present below our first annual statement of the growth, movement,
and prices of tobacco in the United States, being for the year ending No
vember 1st, 1867. This has been a work of no little difficulty, owing
to the circumstance that the statistics of important districts are very im
perfectly kept. In fact there are none worth the name, except for the
ports of New York, Baltimore and New Orleans, which are shipping
and distributing ports rather than the primary receivers. Still the
tables we have furnished in our weekly report through the year indicate,
in the totals we give below, so clearly and readily the entire export
movement of the country, that the domestic movement is more easily
supplemented than ever before.
As to the crop of tobacco for 1867, there appears to have been a
very decided falling off. The following statement indicates the extent
ot the growth of leaf tobacco in the United 8tates for the last two
years :
1866.
1867.
Kenta-ky and the West
—
hhda. 135, ,00
T!,0u0
Ohio...:
18,000
10,000
Maryland
"
40.000 , 80,0110
Virginia
"
45.000
50,000
Total
"
828,000 163,000
This remarkable decrease was foreshadowed, in the reports from Ken
tucky, as early as June last, and immediately led to a large advance in
prices. The export movement, however, notwithstanding the advance,
was very large, and the crop year closed on low stocks of desirable
qualities.
Of Seed Leaf, the growth for five years was as follows :
1863.
1864. 1H85.
1866.
186V
Massachusetts and Conn, (cases)
25.000 30,000 20,000
Pennsylvania
"
8,000 6,0 0 2,000
New York
"
....
8.0it0
6,0 0
lfima
Obi*
12,000 20 0110 10,000
Western States
"
5,000 5,000 4,000
Total cases
110,010 80,000 58,000 66.000 35.500
We have here, also, a marked decrease in the yield, while at the same
time the demand has not been curtailed so much by the high prices asked
as by indifferent assortments.
This decline in the growth of tobacco this year is due in part to the
unfavorable season, but the principal cause may be found in the very
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high prices and scarcity of field labor in the Northern and Western
States, and the disorganized condition of affairs in the old Tobacco,
growing States of Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri, Maryland and Vir
ginia ; the very high prices borne by articles of food, and the smaller
amonnt of labor required, comparatively, for their cultivation, have also
had an unfavorable effect, serving to divert attention to the growth of
wheat, &c, in many districts in which Tobacco has heretofore been a
leading article of cultivation. Of the prospects of future tobacco crops,
it may be justly said that they are not promising. Labor in the South
ern States will no doubt be more, instead of less disorganized during the
next two or three years, and while at the North there may be some im
provement in this respect, other crops promise to be more valuable than
tobacco, even at the enhanced prices current.
Our tables showing the export movement during the year present
many interesting features. It will be seen that the total exports of crude
tobacco from the United States for the twelve months reach 165,799
hhds., 52,075 cases, 32,831 bales and 716 tierces of leaf, besides, 6,801
hhds. and 924 bales of stems. The shipments of manufactured tobacco
have also been very large, amounting in all to 8,646,142 lbs. and 15,276
pkgs. Below we give our tables showing at a glance the movement for
the year.
EXPORTS Of TOBACCO TEOM THE UNITED STATES FROM NOVEMBER 1,1866, TO NOTEMBEB 1, 1867.
Cer's & .—Stems—, Pkgs. Manfd,
hhds. bales. A bxs. lbs.
To
:05 ... 1.38S 1,868,716
Sweden
<vn
German;
60,735 8V570 19,642 8 «,748 924 735 •>,,-. ....
Belgium
6,518 H)l
13 ... ...
7niri
Holland
27,310 279 ...
2 1.774
18 fTM
Italy
20,026
21 ... ... "
& Ji'SS
France
18.841
IS 99 ... 154
itfrnt
Spain, Gibralt.&c
11,907 1,935 20 ...
.
' 1 029 irmS
Mediterranean
1,096
61
.\ '5? nm
Austria
14
7*,WB
Africa, &c
2,053 871 1,271
691 its diii
China, India,
15 ... . 2.714
820 •> <m*m
ILlS
Australia
&c 4c
100 8,662
902 97
20 60
B. N. Am. Prov
718 818 194 ...
6 438 8427M
South America
251 1,828 8,3.5 24 . .
" '973 nZaS
West Indies
929 1,411 7,695 8 .. . . ' 790 SSfim
East
Indies
7
879
.
..
Mexico
8
76 231 ...
Ymi
Honolulu, &c
236
"" 'to
T'l since NOT. 1
165,799 52,675 82,881 716 6,801 92415,576 8,646,142
The following table indicates the ports from which the above ex
ports have been shipped :
*
_
Tcs.4 .-Stems..-, Bxs. & Lbs.
Hhd'. Cases. Biles. cms. hhds. bis. pkgs. manfd .
From
85,010 47,248 28,797 425 2,668 924 6,576 8,211,548
New York
68,308
?32
4 4,133 . •■ 142 290,981
•• . 8,152 4,516
1,664 4,7S3 8,659 65
Boston. . .
84
It
... • >■ 663
Portland .
9,799
263
8
.... . ■■
47
.... 189,097
28 "Si
Philadelphia...
438
65
■ ■ ■ 669
San Francisco .
29
222
•ii
Virginia
82^31
~716
"6,801 924 16,6768,646,143
165,799
62,675
Total since Nov. 1
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We now subjoin such detailed statements of the various leading mar
kets as we have been able to compile ;
New York—The year under review was very active in the tobacco trade of New
York, although since its oloee business has fallen to a very small aggregate. Open
ing in Nov, 186C, under a heavy money pressure, prices were sustained in the face
of a large sale of seed leaf to realize. A leading manufacturer took 1,100 hhds.
just beiore last Christmas, and January opened with some improvement in the better
grades. In February a further advance took place for Kentucky, while a liberal ex
port demand for Seed Leafset in. February was also noted for large sales of Havana
and manufactured for export. In the latter part of the month there was renewed
activity in Seed Leaf. In April the real state of supply and demand began to be
appreciated, and a decided speculation set in for Kentucky, which carried up prices
l@2c. per lb., in the face of wnrlika news from Europe. The announcement of the
French contract in May, caused a large export demand for hhds. with a strong specu
lation, both in Leaf and Seed Leaf, and prices were further advanced. There was also
some speculation and a good export demand for Manufactured Tobacco. The buoyancy
and activity of May was continued without an interruption in June andJulyfor all des
criptions ; and during the latter month the reports from Kentucky as to the growing crop
began to be very unfavorable. The month of August was active and excited through
out—the sales being about 7,500 hhds., 5,200 cases leaf, and 25,000 cases manufac.
tured. In Kentucky tolacco an advance of 2@5c. per lb. from the lowest point
was established the, West participating largely in the speculation. An improved
demand for Spanish tobacco was also noticed. September witnessed the culmination
of the advance, and closed with sellers disposed to realize. A new rule of the Treas
ury Department, respecting the storing and bonding of manufactured tobacco, gave
great disatisfiction, and interrupted the operations of the cutters. In October, the
closing month of the crop year, the sales of Kentucky Leaf were very large, but it was
a realizing market ; holders meeting buyers freely and prices were scarcely so firm. The
inteiior markets all became quiet, with a downward tendency. The reports of injury
by frost were not fully confirmed. Exporters complained of the indifferent character
of the assortment. The sales of Spanish were veiy large early in the month.
From this rapid sketch of the Tobacco trade of New York for a year, it will be seen
that this branch of business has been exempt from the disasters that have overtaken
almost every other. A large manufacturing house failed, it is true, but it was under
stood to have been brought down by complications having no relations with the trade_
We enter upon the New Year with high prices, moder te stocks, and a elow trade ;
and it will le great good fortune if the successful results ol operations in the past
year thall not lead to enterprises of doubtful wisdom, whereby losses may be incurred.
Gold prices are now fully 20 per cent, higher than one year ago. The receipts 0l
tobacco at New York from Nov. 1, 1866, to Nov. 1, 1867, have been aB followB ;
r-T'l gin. Nov.
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Inspections to Sot. J, 1887—
irfaryland.
Ohio
Other sort*
Total hhds
Ot which 5,200 bhdB. reinspected.
The shipments were—
To Holland
—
To Bremen
To France
To England
To fcpain
To other porta
Total foreign
Coastwia and for consumption
HeinspectionB
Leaving stock Not. 1, 1867 .

[Januaiy,
42,504
81,606
TOO— 64,810
91,810

26,988
25,231
12.009
1,412
U80
186
66,454
7,456
5,»U0— 79,110
JU, »w
• AND AVERAGE PRICKS FOB FIVE TEARS.
1862-3. 1868-4. 1801-6. 1865-6. 1866-7.
Inspections :
83,623 30,214 25,892 83,129 42,504
Maryland .
16,251 21,210 16,786 15,423 21,60a
49,874 5M24 42,628 48,552 64,110
Total .
Shipment* :
12.015 16.677 11,717 19.634 26,664
11,275 12.963 13,007 13,197 24,547
Bremen
20,681
18,784 20,904
8.421 80,999
Other, 4c
43.971 48,424 45,628 41.258 72,210
$6 92 $7 00 $7 50 $6 00 $5 68
Mr. G. O. Oorter, fr >m whose circular we compile the above figures, estimates the
crops for the current year at 26,000 to 30,000 hhds. Maryland, and nearly ten thousand
hhds. Ohio, both of fair quality.
Until April, ths movement was rather ight, and prices averaged 6c. per lb. in gold,
since when business has been quite active, until the latter part of October, prices
averaging 6c. gold. The stock is tome what reduced, but the speculative demand
has nearly cease I.
New Orleans.—The following is the aucual statement for the year ending Sep.
tember 1st:
Stock September 1st, 1866, hhds
8,707
Kecelpts for the year to September 1st, 1867
12,107
20,814
EiportB, for the year —
16,880
Taken for consumption, &c
1,243
17,623
Stock September 1, 1867. hhds
3,191
RECEIPTS, EXPORTS AND BALES, FOR EACH QUARTER OF TWO TEARS.
-Quarter EndingDec. 1. March 1. July 1. tept 1. Tolal.
Receipts, 1866-67
1,342
425
8,ti08
6,482
12,107
•• 1866-66
1,258
8,849
6,560
6,745
15,412
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DKTA1LBO STATEMENT Or EXPORTS.
1859-80. 1860-61. 1885-66. 1866-67.
Te Liverpool
fahda
8,844
1,436
1,509
2,497
London
6,808
8.017
— Cowes, 4c
2,018
3,011
Havre
8,010
3,n»
....
79
Bordcaox
8,21*
8*8
...
114
Marseilles
8,197
1,087
839
288
Amsterdam
1,143
...
....
Roiterdum, <fcc
1,785
40»
Bremen
18,694
5,084
1,566
3,94*
Antwerp,.*^
4,799
1,087
....
785
Gibraltar, Ac
10,848
9,560
758
8,685
(it-no*. Ac
8,847
7.589
81
100
Olher foreign ports
6,581
1.816
86
111
New York
7.39*
1,969
2,016
6,626
Bo»f>o
1,810
218
101
10
Oihei tetwlce porta
746
124
20
80
RECAPITULATION.
To Great Britain
17,165
7,4*1
1,509
2,497
F.ance
8,419
4.544
S39
481
North Eorope
28,82*
8,577
1,566
f,727
Snnth Europe. &c
24,385
18,916
870
8,8(4
Coastwise porta
9,486
'.'.Sr6
2.137
6,871
Tola) exports
8*,6S9
89,806
li,921
18,880
Tbe New Orleans market thows no improvement in tbe volume of business over
that of laat year. A considerable effort seems to bave been mad* to restore her
former position in tbe trade ; but the superior financial and shipping faci'i'iesof New
York teem to bave overt orneanv a 1 vantages that New Orleans was able to offer. A
larje number of European orders have been executed the past season on favorable
ttrms ; but the assortment has been I'eficient, and stocks small. I rices bave :d
va red 1 @ tc per lb. during the year.
Kentucky.—The following is tbe annual statement of the Tobacco trade of Louis
vDle:
ntidK.
Stock on hind, November 1st, 1868
4,768
Receipts since, to November 1st, 18o7
81,998
Total
89,761
Deliveries
36,270
Stock on hand, November 1, 1867,
8,611
Sales f r the year
41,602
Sales last year
S4,90<
The value of the saleB for 1867 is set down at $4,434,758 84.
The "direct" receipts for tbe year are reported at 80,885 hhds., against 24,1 1 1
last year.
Tbe market at Louisville ruled firm and active all tbe year, prices gradually
hardening towards the close, as the prospects of the growing crop became impaired,
and the stocks at leading points became reduced by tbe export demand, leading to
a considerable speculative movement.
Virginia —The following is a cta'ement of the inspections of tobacco at the prin
cipal markets of Virginia, for the year ending Oct. 1, 1867 :
At Richmond
hhds. S6.ST4
At Petersbar?
lO.ST'S
At Lymhborit
....
6,436
Ati'araertvile
MM
Total
43,778
We have been unable to obtain for this review tbe details of tbe shipments from .
these points. The local journals and trade circulars are silent ou the subject. But we
have in tbe receipts at N'W York, Baltimore, Ac., and the exports to foreign porta
from Virginia, some indication of the direction these inspections have taken. The
Virgin a crop for 1863 pr?m'scs to be an improvement oa that of 1867.
3
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DEBT AND FINANCES OF KING'S COUNTS'.

[January,

DEBT AND FINANCES OP RINGS COUNTY, N. T.
The following is a statement of the funded debt of the county and t'le
purposes for which the same was created, being the total outstanding July
31, 1867 :
<-When payable-^
Authority.
For what purpose.
Amount.
"
Amount.
Year.
t Mar.
h
8,
1857....
Erection
of
Penitentiary
*:v,00
1888... $106,000
•' 19, 1862 ... "
"
40,000
1869 . . 166,000
April
I860.... "" of Court"House
4U,0
1870. . 1(5,000
•' 17,
7, 1888....
86.0100
1871... 105,000
" 11,1863.... '•
"
100,000
1872... 165,000
June 30, li-63 ... "
"
100,000
1873... 165,000
April 15, 1853
" of Lunatic Asylum
50,000
Ifc74... 185,000
" .... " or Hospital
10,000
1875... 665.000
Feb.
1,
1862....
Volunteer
Relief
800,0(
0
1876... 1(15,000
•' SI, 1868.... "
"
485,000
1877... 165,0' 0
" 9, 1861.... War Enlistment
4,797,000
1878... 165,000
"
" .... "
"
600,000
1879... 275,000
18h0... 275.000
Hearing interest, 6 per cent
|$2,554,CO0
1881... 250,000
Bearing iutcrest, 7 per cent
788,000
167,000
120,000
Total outstanding, July 81, 1S67
$3,342,000
In addition to the above, there are temporary loans in anticipation ofcollection of taxes $801,000
And on account of support of poor
60,000
The treasurer also holds in trust moneys paid into the treasury by ord r ofthe different
courts
180,056
The total amount of money received by the treasurer during the year from all
sources was
$3 0^2,077 83
Amount paid during same period
2,753.556 44
Balance, August 1, 1867
$325,521 45
The following is the statement of the treasurer in detail :
Balance, Aug. 1, 1866
$233,535 85 Superintend nts of poor
$404,064
Sup'is oCpoor
27,85118 Certificates rede m^d
83,151
LoanB for support of poor
50,000 00 Temporary loans paid
100,000
Loans on taxes
300.000 00 Contingencies
19,697
Non-attend. militia fines
1,761 00 Bounty cert flcates red'm'd
503,200
Sale of propen y
9,200 00 County asyl. b'ds rei'm'd
122,000
Interest on county bonds
11,948 90 Interest
244,742
Sale of county bonds
498,750 00 C. of B. takes lefunded
7,579
Commissioner ofjurors
8,091 50 Coron.r
10,000
Court house auction sales
611 76 Commis. ofjurors
18,658 08
Fines and fees of county
1,890 15 County curt house —
43,041 54
Keeper ofpenitentiary
8,037 87 J udgea and dlat. attorney
89,494 48
Surrogate
8,331 61 Jurors, Ac
*,606 51
State school apportionm't
98,156 58 Jail expenses
77,331 27
Militia fines
2,244 00 P' nctentlary supplies, Ac
68,450 19
Town ol New Utrecht
80,904 01 Supervisors
**.66J 17
606,810 34
" of New Lots
26,690 98 State tax
" ofFlatbuBh
82,914 60 State school tax
SM'4S
" of Flailands
... 12,411 65 Metropolitan distri t
127,800
" of Gravest nd
14,187 62 school money to
to towns
C. of Bkln
98,156
11,428
C. ofBrooklyn (taxes of '66)
1,089,021 49 m
(airears)
688,727 92 Sundries
«.87«
Total
$3,C82,077 89 i Total
$2,758,556 44
—leaving on hand, August 1, 1867, the sum of $328,521 45.
The assessed valuation of real and personal property in the county in
1866, that on which the Uxes collected in 1866-67 were levied, was as
follows :
Real.
Personal.
Tot 1.
City of Brooklvn . . . . „
$113,94 1 ,866 $22,483,420 $130,421,736
2, 1W.871
Town of New Utrecht
1,906.271
289,300
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The amount of tax levied on the above valuation for the service of the
year 186G-67 was $1,895,028 75, vis., State tax, $606,310 34, and State
school tax, $94,489 92; County tax, $1,194,228 49. The distribution of
these taxes to the City of Brooklyn and the several towns was as follows :
City of Brooklyn
Town of New Utrecht
" ofFMibush
" of New Lota
"'• of
of Flat
Oraveeend
and*

State and
School.
$664,(169 33
10,674 61
10,3315s
7.408 70
4.856
4,069 77
26

County
Proper.
$1,131,637 48
ls.189 96
17,417 81
12,694 74
7,421
6,934 26
23

Total
Amount.
$1,795,706 79
28,(164 58
27,639 39
20,083 44
11,781 08
11,008
49

Total towne
Total county

$36,730 93
$700,800 26

$62,591 03
$1,194,228 49

$99,331 96
$1,895,028li

This is about $1 3l£ on each $100 valuation. The taxes for city or
town purposes are in addition to the above. In Brooklyn they amounted
to $2,674,622 38 ; in New Utrecht, to $345 95 ; in Flatbush, to $2,756 41 ;
in New Lots, to $483 69; in Gravesend to $1,278 67, and in Flatlands,
to $796 94. There was also levied on the whole county for the Metropol
itan Board of Health the sum of $127,009 80. The collectors add to the
tax bills 3 cents on each dollar collected.
Taking Brooklyn separately, we find that the assessed valuation of tax
able property therein was $136,424,786. The taxes levied on this property
were for the following purposes:
State—general and school
$664,099 38
Conntyproper
1,181,637 46
City and local pornoses
2,671,0-22 38
Board of Health <city'e p .rtlon)
120,190 23
Total City of Brooklyn taxes
$4,690,519 40
Add 3 per cent, for collection
187,715 58
Aggregate
$4,729,231 98
This amount is equivalent to $3 46 on every $100 valuation; and if
we estimate the population of the city at 350,000 the ratio is found to be
$13 51 per capita.
The support of the general government and maintenance of the public
credit involves an annual contribution from the nation of some $450,000,000
(currency). Brooklyn is the habitat of the one hundredth part of tlie whole
people, and hence the city's share of the national revenue is $4,500,000
annually. This added to the State, county and local taxation, as given
above, swells the annual contribution for all purposes to the grand sum of
$9,229,234 98, which distributed among the citizens makes the total taxa
tion a levy of $26.37 per capita, or five or six times that amount for each
head of a family.
If this result, shows nothing more, it at least shows that the people of
Brooklyn are a prosperous and wealthy community.
4
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NEW YORK CENTRAL RAILROAD.
The following analysis of the operations and finances of this company is com
piled from the report for 1866-7 just issued, and the like reports made for the
three previous years.
The New York Central Railroad is constituted of the following lines acd
branches :
Jfain Line.—Albany to Buffalo
291.75 milesf Schenectady to Troy
21.00
Syracuse to Rochester, via Auburn
104.00
Batavia to Attica
11.00
Lateral and J Rochester to Suspension Bridge
74.75
Branch Lines. | Lockport Junction to Tonawanda
12.25
Rochester Junction to Charlotte
0.88
Buffalo to Lewlston
28.25
Saratogo and Hudson Hiver Railroad
87.87— 296.00 "
Total main, lateral, and branch lines owned by company
693.75 miles.
Second track, 265.24, and siding*, turnouts, and switches, 167.33
452.57 "
Total equivalent single track owned by company
1,046.32 miles.
Niagara Bridge and Canandaigua Railroad (leased)
98.46
hidings, turnouts and switches on same
3.65— 10211 "
Total equivalent single track operated by company
1,11--.43 miles.
The length of track (miles) in use on the 1st of October, 1862 to 1867, both
years inclusive, was as follows :
Specifications.
1862.
1863.
1864.
1S65.
1?66.
1867*
Company's Lines
655.88 655.88 555.88 555.88 556.KH 593.75
Second track on same
246.58 216.50 262.86 268.71 280.51 285 24
Sidings, etc., on same
132 56 141.51 145.43 152 27 152.27 1&7SS
Leased lines
101.09 101.09 lui.'H 98.46 136.33
9*46
tidings, etc , on same
3.42
8.42
3.42
3.42
8.71
3 65
Total single track
1,089.48 1,058.40 1,068,08 1,078 74 1,133.73 1,148.43
The equipment (locomotives and cars) on the 1st October, 1863-lc67, both
inclusive, has been as shown in the following statement :
Classification.
1?63. 1S64. 1865. 1868. 1867.
Locomotive engines
239 241 258 276 289
Passenger cars, first class
197 IPS 200 208 205
Passenger cats, eecoi d class and emigrant
68
68
78
84
92
Bagg ge, mail and express cars
68
78
82
83
9U
Freight cars—wooden box
2,693 2,7«2 2,987 3 017 8,19s
iron box
610 719 717 698 «1
platform
80S 1,095 1,2(K) 1,166 1,291
Gravel and other service c rs
850 350 850 350 «0
The " Doings in Transportation" in each of the years 1863-4 to 1866-7, both
inclusive, are shown in the following table :
Doings in transportation.
1863-4.
1864-5.
1866-6.
1866-7
WHes run by passenger trains
2.12i,5S0 2,270,t-88 2,371,821 2,170,731
Miles run by freight trains
3,45i,275 8 094 665 3,833,454 3,8 0.9:5
Miles run by service trains
414,853
432,595
402,486
429,764
PassengerB carried
193,554,254 3,783,263 3.740, 56 3,618,642
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The following statement shows the gross earnings from operation?, and the
expense on acconnt of transportation and repairs, for the same series of year :
1863-64.
1884-65.
1885-66.
1866-67
Specifications.
Passetigor
$3,9*8,151 $4,521,454 $4,360,248 $4,032,023
Freight.
8,543,370
8,776,027
9,671,919
9,151,750
Mail.
95,790
85,190
96,790
795,710
435,577
584,252
468,827
Gro89 Earnings
$12,907,889 $18,976,624 $14,696,785 $13,979,514
4,1S5,521
4,143,314
3,783,490
Passenger
8,960,434
Freight
6,285,949
6.696,833
6,870,123
6,670,2ul
$9,346,184 $10,882,858 $11,013,441 $10,653,692
Expenses .
Profits
$3,661,705 $3,094,166 $3,533,344 $3,~82S^S21
The Income Account for the same years reads as follows ;
Specifications.
1863-64.
1864-65.
1865-66.
1S66-67.I
Balance from year
$3,765,243 $3,854,867 $3,921,297 $4,403,948
Gross earnings, as above
12,997,889
13,975,624 14,690,785
15,9.9,514
Total
„ $16,783,133 $17,830,392 $18,518,083 $18,383,444
Erpenses
9,348,184 10,882.358 11,618,441
10,653.694
Coupons and interest
1,028.785
974,169
1,046,995
843,880
Dividend', February
1,218,450
781,780
739,230
796111
Dividends, August
915,400
741,7:10
189,230
858,110
Dividends. U. 8. tax on
85,323
78,473
73,923
82,611
Sinking Funds
111,184
112,104
111.184
111,184
Rent N. B. <Ss Can. RH
60,000
00,000
60,000
115,1,66
C. 8. Tax on earnings
84,959
388,451
342,212
110,358
Balances, charged off
Balance, September 3D
8,854,887
8,921,297
4,407,923
4,7271831
Total . . . .,
$16,763,188 17,880,894 18,518,083 18,887,444
The financial condition of the Company on the 30th September, yearly, is
shown in the following abstract from the General Ledger Balance Sheet :
Specifications.
1864
1865.
1866.
1887.
Capital Stock
$24,836,000 $44,591,000 $25,801,000 $48,587,000
Funded Debt
13,211,341
14,627.444
14,095,804 12,069,820
Bills payable
52,563
38,000
Unclaimed Dividends
5,14:1
5,631
1,066
4,630
Expenses (paid in Oct)
330,821
451,153
388,284
278,7S8
Int ere-t accrued
34'.i.U4 1
360,494
38J),«H>
316,144
U. S. Tax account
88.2 5
79,879
68,818
59,418
Income Account
S.'-M^T
8,921,297
4,407,928
4,747,883
Total
$44,275,999
44,075,497 41,110,903 46.023,(36
83,701,919 21,138,911
Railroad & Equipment..
32,879,251
958,684
Ca^h
..."
983,265
551,949 36,691,406
674,507
Buff. & State Line R. Stk
644,300
542.300
612,300
542.300
Troy Union HR. Stock
62,150
68,950
75,750
82,550
Hudson R. Bridge Stock
108,4WJ
43s,;iffl
678,300
553,300
Lake Propel er slock
149,011
198,414
249,477
F.rie &. r\n*. RK. Bunds
81,500
76,080
73,350
Debt rem flcatea
6,983,697
6,76,1 19
6,547,438
6,288,954
Fu 1 snpplies
491,756
1,173,833
1,192,918
759,776
Bills receivable
150,046
132.210
188,395
194,466
Gen. P. O Department
23,923
2),947
22,917
23,947
U. S Treasury
Real Estate
8S',212
89,214
32,600
32,300
Total
$44,475\999 $44,075,497 $44,119,903 $46,023,536
The ■' Funded Debt n (less Sinking Fund), at the above dates was compos, d
of the following securities
1864.
1865.
1866.
1867.
<Ts Premium Bonds
,
$6,917,597 $6,690,119 $6,450,438 $6,lt9,954
7V Bonds
6*s Debt of old Cora
¥i4,m '100,666
io;i,ooo
7's Bonds for fundin?
1,398.000 1,39.*,0U0 1,89S.0.J0 1,514,0110
6'e Bonds for B. & N. F
78,n00
78,000
77,000
77,W)J
6's Bond- of " "
6"« Bonds for Railroad Stock
663,0011 ' 634*o66 ' '606,(66
691,000
6'a Bonds for Lands
165,000
165,000
165,1100
105,000
7 s Mortages for Lands
190,272
1'3,7:2
139,815
116,866
•'a
"
"
45,550
45 50
45,550
7'a Bonds (convertible)
604,0(10 2,399,000 3,189,000
6's Bonds (renewal)
4.92>,000 2,925,000 2,945,000 4,900,000
Total
$11,411,041 $14,647,444 $14,095,804 $14,069,540

00
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Of the convertible bonds there was converted into stock, in the fiscal year
1862-63, $209,000 ; in 1863-64, $177,000; in 1864-65, $205,000, in 1865-66,
$210,000; and in 1866-67, $1,736,000.
The stock has also been further increased dnring the last year by an issue ol
$2 000,000 in exchange for the slock of the Saratoga and Hudson River Railroad
Company,
The market price of the stock of the New York Central CompaDy'at New York
(the lowest and highest in euch month), for the Bix(years, as above, is presented
in the following table :
Months.

1802-68.

1883-64.

^ec
|aJ

10 *®I04* 181 @i8S
It" ®W4J4 180 @ 87J*

£pri>
Miy
in|y -;
August
SePl
Year

m am
1WJK&183
i'« © •»
m.H@i89)f
i»8 Si4o
101 @14U

i&. ®i.4x
1V8 ®H5V
lsixaiSx
i*»,@m
114 Si«
114 ®145~

1864-65.
MM @128
119 @,l£SX
112>4©lJ2X
10 U.I19
102 ©118
S4X@10i
86 @104
8SH@ M5«
93Ji@
KSJ* (ft «8
9i},@ 95*
80 ®128«

9W@1II6£
9s>-;@'i!4
95
@ 98X
90)j@
"is
8ti?i@ 93
91
97 >i®
® «8X
99*
102 @ 14),
86X©114X

1R66-67.
10«\@iaSJ<
iOT>,iai]4
W» ©113
94)40 IU8X
101IH®1II6
95Jt®I<i5%
97 @ 98«
98X®1IHX
101),<aiU5X
ie6xoiu)){
94><®12\Jf

The lowest in the five years was in March, 1 864, (80); and the highest in
March, 1864, (145). Extreme range 65.

PRICES IN 1867.
Having reached the close of the year 1867, it may be of interest to
inquire what progress has been made, within the period, toward that
lower level of values from which we departed soon after the commence
ment of the war. The question is one of great importance ; since a period
of high prices usually produces languid industry and repressive mercan
tile caution on the one hand, and, on the other, an unhealthy speculation
and a limitation of the engagements of the people at large.
The course of the gold premium during the year has corresponded so
nearly with the range in 1866, that, in comparing prices for t e two
periods, it is hardly necessary to take note of the fluctuations in the precious
metals. At the close of the past year the premium was at the identical
figures of Dec. 31, 1866. In making a comparison with preceding years,
however, the requisite adjustment would require to be made for the diferences in the gold premium, and in the depreciation of our pa|.er currency
which this premium imperfectly indicates, at the respective periods. The
following gives the wholesale currency prices of leading articles of pro
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duee at New York, at the opening of January of each of the last eight
years :
1801. 1862. 1863. 1864. 1865 1886. 1887. 1868.
•c $e tc «c tc $c fe Ic
Arties, pots
100 lbs. BOO 625 850 850 11 75 9 00 6 50 8 85
' Pearls
5 00 6 25 8 25 9 75 13 00 1100 12 00 10 60
Breadstuff"—
Wiest floor, 8Ute
bbl. 5'35 5 50 6 05 7 00 10 00 8 75 1100 1000
Wheat ex Genesee
7 56 7 50 8 75 11 00 15 00 14 00 16 00 14 50
Rye 11 or. "
400 8 97X 6 48 665 800 61(1 785 675
Cora meal, Jersey
8 16 8 00 4 00 6 65 8 80 4 25 5 "0 6 15
Wheat, white Gen
bosh. 1 46 1 60 1 60 1 80 2 60 2 63 810 300
White, Michigan
145 1 50 1 58 1 83 2 70 2 75 8 03 2 95
Whit. Ohio
145 1 48 1 53 183 260 268 800 300
White. Southern
145 152
275 2 45 290 295
Red. Western
.• ....138 141 148 157 245 205 260 240
Chlcigo, Spring
1 18 1 30 183 1 43 2 22 185 245 288
Rye, orthern
bush. 75 88 96 1 80 1751051251 75
Oats, State
87 42 71 93 1 06 62 69 80
Corn, old Western
72 64 83 180 190 95 65 185
Cotton, mid. apian 1
lb. 12* 35* 68* 82 1 20 62 81 16
Mi l. New Or eans
12* 86 68 .... 1 21 53 35 16}
Flsh,dryood
qU. 8 50 850 4 50 6 70 900 9 45 800 550
Fruit-Bench raisins
bz. 1 75 820 350 4 00 685 440 3S5 3 80
Currants ..
lb. 4* 9 13@18* 15
21 15 13 ....
Bay. shipping
140 lbs. 90 77* HS 145 155 76 125 120
Hops
lb. 25 20 23 8S
4(1 50 65 65
Iron—-eoteh pig
tonSl 00 21 00 S3 50 45 00 68 00 52 90 60 00 36 00
English bars.
52 00 57 00 7160 9000 190 00 ISO 00 105 00 85 00
Lath
per Ml 30 1 25 1 45 1 f,0 2 40 5 00 8 25 3 00
Lea —Spanish
ton 6 15 7 00 6 00 10 50 16 00 10 00 7 00 6 50
Galena
.. 5 50 7 12* 800 1060 1600
Leather—hemlock, sole
lb. 10* 20* 27 80 00
42 36 82 23
Oak
27 28 83 42
51 89 34 88
Lime, com. Rockland
bbl. 75 65 85 1 35 1 15 1 10 1 70 1 85
Liquors, brandy, cog'e
gal. 200 409 525
Domestic whiskey
19* 20* 89 94 2 24 2 27* 2 88 2 85
Xolass s, N. Orleans
gal 87 68 65 70 1 43115 90 85
Naval stores —
Cru .« turpentine
bbl 2 75 10 00
9 00 6 00 8 75
Spirits turp ntine
„
gal 36 1 47* 2 60 2 95 2 10 1 05 67 60
Common rosin. N. C
bbl. 1 25 600 1060 3000 28 00 6 50 4 25 2*5
Oils—Cm ie wha:«
gal. 51 48 831 10 148160180 70
Crnde.eperm
140 1 40 1 75 1 60 2 18 2 50 2 60 2 15
Lin-eed
SO 86 1 27 1 47 1 60 1 45 1 34 1 63
Provisions—
Pork, old mass
bbls.16 00 12 10 14 50 19 50 43 00 28 '0 19 25 21 15
Pork, old prime
105U 850 1260 1 50 36 25 2350 17 25 I860
Best, city me-s
6 00 6 50 19 00 14 00 20 50 20 On 18 00 15 0(1
Beef, repacked Chicago
9 00 1100 13 < 0 15 00 23 00 24 00 21 00 18 00
Heef name, extra
14 00 1450 1550 1830 2700 3500 34 00 8000
Ham*, pickled
lbs. 8
8
8 11
20 16* 12* 18
Shoal crs, pickled
5* 4* 5* 8* 18 14 18 13
Lard
:
10* 8* 10 18
23 19 10 121
B tter, Ohio
14 15 22 24
45 80 80 88
Batter, State
18 19 22 29
65 48 48 46
Batter, Orange Coonty
22 22 25 31
63 50 45 46
Cheese
10
7 12 15* 20 18* 17* 16
Kice.aoid
100!b9.400 700 8 75 1000 1300 1250 925 6 50
Salt, Liverpool, ground
ek. 65 86125185 2272(0 56 50
Liverpool, fine, Ashtons
160 1 70 2 15 2 80 4 75 4 10 2 70 260
Seeds, clover
lb 8* 7* 10* 12* 27 14 14 1V4!Sui;ar. Cuba, good
6* 8* 10 12
10 13 10 11*
Tallow
9* 9* 10* 12
18 14 11 104;
W alebone. polar
88 76 165 160 S25 155 187 ....
Wo L fleece
SO 50 60 75
95 75 66 60
American gold
Par Par 138* 152 227 144* 183 ISSt
It h not unfrequently the misfortune of great wars that they leave behind
them a general enhancement of prices; and it is in the nature of things
that the return of values to the normal standard should be slow. The fact
that the production of the country is interrupted during hostilities, and
further that the supplying and equipment of the forces involve a very
wasteful expenditure, tend to induce a general scarcity; and with scarcity
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ooraes its consequence, high prices. In such cases there can be no return
except so far as there is a recovery of the former reserve of supplier.
And yet, to this process of re-accumulation, there are obstacles which are
to be overcome only through the operation of tardy causes. The loss of
stalwart producers has to be compensated by the conversion of many
former non-producers into producers ; a large amount of labor has to
be exacted from muscle ; invention has to bring forth its labor—saving
contrivances; and for all these restrlts not months but years are required.
Besides these ameliorating tendencies must be delayed in working out
their remedies. When in addition to the industrial derangements, there
is also a disturbance of the financial arrangements of the country. In our
case this currency question is the one of gravest importance. Other dis
turbing causes would easily adjust themselves, but our redundant currency
will permit no sudden return to the specie standard ; this can only be
realized as we make our paper dollar approximate to value of the gold
dollar.
But in addition to these causes of derangement we have suffered
somewhat through the short crops, and also through wars in other coun
tries. The trade of Germany has sustained injury from a great struggle,
with which the commercial interests of England, our chief customer,
have sympathised. Mexico has been prostrated by an invasion, and ap
pears to be now on the verge of a revolution. The South American re
publics are in a chronic condition of war. The «eaaous have afco been
against us. For the last three years the grain crops of the world at large
have falien below the average, causing very extraordinary prices for breadstuffs. And when it is considered how directly the price of bread bears
upon values generally, it is readily apparent how this circumstance has
tended to keep up prices.
We have referred thus to the causes tending to retard the decline in
prices because we apprehend that some surprise will be felt, on comparing
present quotations with those of a year ago, that we have not made more
progress in the direction of normal values. The truth is, that the disturb
ance of our industrial and monetary arrangements is too radical and deep
seated to admit of anything beyond a slow and protracted recovery;
so that while we have little to fear in the way of mercantile derange
ments from a general sudden fall in values, we have little to hope from an
early return to old prices. By an examination of the above table, it will
be seen that the instances of products being higher than a year ago are
quite exceptional, and are set off by cases where there has been a material
decline. Upon an average, the decline in the commodities above enumer
ated is about ten percent, within the year. The most important excep
tions are in cotton, naval stores and iron. The fall of $14 per ton, or 28
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per cent., in the value of iron, and 50 per cent, in the value of cotton are
quite important in those bearing upon the future course of prices; inas
much as the former is one of the most important materials used in the
various appliances for production, and that the latter enters into the con
sumption of every family.
The commodities quoted are principally agricultural products. Were
it possible to give comparative prices of mantifaotures, we think it would
be found that in that department of industry prices have generally de
clined more than on the products here instanced. On many kinds of goods
the fall has been so severe as to involve the manufacturers in embarrassing
losses and not unfrequently even in bankruptcy. This inequality between
the manufacturing and the agricultural interests is one of the derangements
bequeathed us by the war. But the losses in the one branch and the
handsome profits in the other may be relied upon to effect a more even dis
tribution of labor and capital between the two departments when the values
of the two classes of products will be equalized.

INTERNATIONAL COINAGE.
REPORT TO THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE BT SAMUEL B. RUOGLES, DELEGATE
FROM THE UNITED STATES IN THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY CONFERENCE
AT PARIS.
Paris, November 7.
Sir— On the 4th of October last, the undersigned transmitted to the
Department of State duplicate copies, duly corrected and verified, of the
proces-ver beaux, or official reports, of the eight successive seancis, or ses
sions, of " The International Monetary Conference," at Paris, terminating
on the 6th of July last.
The government of France, at the request of the Conference, undertook
the duty of transmitting to the different nations, through their delegates
in the Conference, copies of these official reports. The general features.of
the plan of monetary unification agreed to by the Conference have been
already reported to the Department of State. Briefly repeated, they are
as follows :
1. A single standard, exclusively of gold.
2. Coins of equal weight and diameter.
3. Of equal quality (or litre), niue-tenths fine.
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5. The coins of each nation to continue to bear the names and emblems
preferred by each, but to be legal tenders, public and private, in all.
The Conference further requested the Government of France to invite
different nations to answer, by the 15th of February next, whether tfcey
would unite in placing their respective monetary systems on the basis in
dicated by the Conference, as above stated ; and after receiving their an
swers to convene, if necessary, a new or further conference.
A further resolution of the Conference recommends that the measures
of unifi alion which the nations may mutually adopt be completed, as far
as practicable, by diplomatic conventions.
By these proceedings and official reports, the whole question of monetary
unification is now distinctly presented for consideration and decision to the
governmental authorities of the United States, executive and legislative.
The communication from the Department of State to the undersigned,
of the 30th of May last, empowering him, within the limits therein slated,
to represent the United States Conference, directed him not only to report
its proceedings and conclusions, but to add such " observations as might
seem to be useful." He therefore respectfully submits the following ad
ditional report, mainly explanatory of the grounds taken in the Conference
in behalf of the United States, but embodying statements which may pos
sibly facilitate to some extent the exaraina'ion of the subject by the gov
ernment.
1. All the independent sovereignities of Europe, with the possible ex
ception of some small portions of northern Germany, were represented in
the Conference by delegates duly accredited. The delegates from Frussia
appear on the roll as representing that power only, but from the fact of
their repeatedly abstaining from voting on certain questions in the Con
ference '* without the consent of the Confederate States," they were prac
tically considered as representing all the States and communities of north
ern Gem any, now confederate with Prussia. There were no separate
delegates from the kingdom of Saxony, or either of the Hanseatic cities of
Hamburg, Bremen, Lubec, or Frankfort. There were separate delegates
from Baden, Wurtemberg, and Bavaria. None of the nations west of the
Atlai.tic were represented, except the United States of America.
The nations appearing by delega'es in the Conference were entered
alphabetically on the roll, in which order they voted. A co iy of the roll
is hereto subjoined. Including Sweden and Norway as one, they were
nineteen in number, being Austria, Baden, Bavaria, Belgium, Denmark,
Espagne (Spain), Etats Unis (United States of America), France, Great
Britain, Greece, Italy, Pays Bas (Holland), Portugal, Prussia, Russia,
Sweden and Norway, Switzerland, Turkey, Wurtemberg.
Their aggregate population, European and American, a little exceeds
three hundred and twenty millions. The population of the dependencies
of these nations in Asia is estimated at one hundred and ninety millions.
There were no separate delegates from any portion of the West or East
Indies, not even from Australia, which had been separately and conspicu
ously represented in the International Statistical Congress, at London, in
186(,and which still plays a part so important in furnishing gold to British
India and other oriental countries.
It is, indeed, specially noticeable in the reported discussions of the Con
ference, how little account was made of that populous quarter of the globe
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in estimating the world-wide advantages of a common money ; and this
omission has become more worthy of remark from the circumstance that
information reached Paris, soon after the adjournment of the Conference,
that measures were in actual progress at Pekin for striking, for the use of
the immense population of China, coins of the weight and value respect
ively of twenty francs, of five francs, and of one franc, bearing on their
face the head of the Chinese Emperor, thereby assimilating the money of
the Celestial Empire to that of Europe.
The interesting fact is stated in a historical report (recently published by
a member of the British embassy) of the money of Japan, that it possesses
a coinage of gold and silver, in some essential features resembling that of
France, particularly in a double standard, under which the ratio of silver
to gold is fixed at 13£ to 1.
It appears that, in ignorance of the actual relative values of the two
metals in our Atlantic world (of 1.5 or 16 to 1), these Pagan Asiatics had
fixed the ratio at only 4 to 1, which great exaggeration of silver they were
furthermore induced to continue by a treaty in 1858, under which they
were rapidly despoiled of their gold in large quantities by some of the
traders from Christian nations. The partial correction of the mistake, in
18t50, by raising the ratio to 13J to 1 (if any ratio fixed by governmental
regulation be admissible at all), shows an advance of intelligence, in this
distant region, inspiring the hope that, in due time, at least a portion of
Eastern Asia may be brought within a- world-embracing and worldprotecting belt of monetary unification.
The British colonies in Continental North America recently consolidated,
by imperial authority, in the " Dominion" of Canada, were represented in
the Conference only as a part of the British Empire by the delegates from
the United Kingdom. That young but rising power, though remaining in
form a colonial dependency, now possesses, under the 91st section of the
act of the Imperial Parliament of the 29th of March, 1867, the sovereign
and ''exclusive legislative authority " to regulate its own " currency and
coinage," already much assimilated to the decimal system of the United
States. The deep interest in the success of the pending measure of uni6cation manifested by Mr. Bouchett and other intelligent Canadian officials,
who were at Paris to superintend the exhibition of the products of their
country, affords ground for believing that the general couclusions and the
basis now proposed by the Conference, will command the ready absent
and cooperation of that active and interesting portion of the North American
continent.
Of the Mahomraedan nations, the Ottoman Empire was represented in
the Conference by His Excellency Djerail Paclia, its ambassador extraor
dinary and plenipotentiary to the Court of France. With him was asso
ciated the Colonel Essad Bey, the military director of the Ottoman Academy
in Paris, who had, moreover, officially represented his government in the
preliminary " International Committee on uniform weights and measures,
and coins," in which body he had manifested a marked desire that the
proposed monetary reform might include the coinage of Turkey. At a
later stage of the Conference His Excellency Mihran-Bey-Duz, member of
the Grand Council of Justice, and director of the mint at Constantinople,
whose early arrival had been unexpectedly retarded, appeared and took his
seat as a member.
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The ambassador to France from Persia (sometimes called the "France
of Asia"), a personage of singular intelligence, had also manifested a lively
interest in the proposed monetary reform, but had been obliged to leave
Paris on the eve of the first meeting of the Conference. It is worthy of
notice that the standard of the gold coin of Persia is .900 fine, being the
same as that of the United States, while that of Turkey is still higher,
being .915 fine. The principal gold piece of Persia is worth 22.27 francs;
that of Turkey, 22.48 francs.
2. There is good reason to believe that the disparity in the representa
tion of the two continents was not occasioned by any want of consideration
for the nations of Central and South America, but solely by want of time
to reach them without formal invitations. The consequence was that the
United States, being the only transatlantic country represented, its delegate
is erroneously mentioned in the official report as the " sole representative
of the transatlantic countries." He begs to state that he did not profess
or seek in any way to represent any nation but the United States. The
Conference is repeatedly mentioned in the official report as embracing " all
the sovereign States of Europe and the Government at Washington
but
if that implies that the United States assumed any authority to speak for
any other of the nations of either of the two Americas, it was not war
ranted by any act of the undersigned.
Wholfy disclaiming any wish to exceed the limits of his proper author
ity, he would, nevertheless, venture to suggest, for the discreet considera
tion of the Government at Washington, whether it would not be desirable
for the. United States, either singly or in cooperation with France, to invite
the early attention of the independent American nations of Spanish or
Portuguese origin, now nine or ten in number, to the proposed plan of
monetary unification, in the hope that the whole of the western hemisphere
may be brought into line in this onward march of modern civilization.
The long array of States in Central and South America, which for
brevity may be classed among the " Latin" nations, now embraces in the
aggregate a population of more than thirty millions of inhabitants, enjoy
ing an oceanic commerce with the United States, Great Britain and France
(ihe three great coining nations), exceeding yearly two hundred millions
of dollars, and, above all, possessing the larger portion of the grand trunk
of the broad metalliferous mountain rauge stretching from Cape Horn to
the Arctic Ocean. Our own gold and silver-bearing, snow-clnd Sierra
Nevada and Rocky Mountains are only the offsprings and offshoots of the
Sierra Madre, itself a prolongation of the Cordilleras, first Melding up
their metallic treasures to the Spanish nations planted by Cortez and
Pizarro. Speaking the language of Spain and Portugal, these " Latin "
races of the two Americas approach, to say the least, in general culture
and intelligence, some of the Teutonic and Sclavonic races represented in
the Conference.
In view of the continental importance of securing the early and cordial
cooperation of these neighboring nations, the Government of the Unwed
States will be gratified to learn that tho extensive and rapidly improving
Empire of Brazil, so favorably known by its well-directed patronage of
industry and science, although not directly represented in the Conference,
nevertheless enjoyed the opportunity of fully participating in the prelimi
nary examinations of the International Committee on weights and measures
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and coins, composed largely of members selected from the commissioners
from the numerous nations represented at the Universal Exposition. Of
that committee Senor de Porto Allegri, the regularly commissioned repre
sentative from Brazil, was not only a member, but actually the president
of the sub-commission on uniform coinage. In that capacity he carefully
presided over its deliberations and united in its general resolutions, copies
of which have been heretofore transmitted by the undersigned to the De
partment of State, and which will be found to be fully in harmony with
the plan or basis proposed by the Conference.
3. The clear and comprehensive vision of the far-seeing advocates in
Europe of monetary unification, has fully discerned the grandeur of uniting
the two hemispheres in one common civilization. M. Esquirou de Parieu,
Vice-President of the " Cons il <TEtat " of France, who presidod with
evident wisdom and dignity over the Conference at several of its most im
portant meetings, declares, in one of his learned and luminous monetary
es-ays, now lighting the path of the older world, that " a monetary union
of western Europe and the transatlantic nations would possess an incon
testable importance. Above all," he adds, "it would produce a grand
moral effect" As if foreseeing, with the eye of prophecy, a continental, if
not a world-wide, " solidarity " for the " dollar," founded historically on
the past, he adds, " the Americans can never regard their dollar as a
merely national coin, after having borrowed it from their neighboring
Spanish colonists."
As a matter of historic truth, Spain itself had borrowed the "dollar"
from Austria, during their union under the common empire of Charles the
Fifth. The "Joachim's thaler" first coined in the silver mines of the
Bohemian valley of St. Joachim (or James), is the great ancestor, in fact,
of the American dollar. In purity of origin and length of lineage, it must
surely suffice to satisfy the most aristocratic tastes of modern Europe.
Nor is there any such diversity in the coinages of the Central and South
American nations, or difference from those of Europe or the United States,
as to render the task of unification seriously difficult on their part. The
gold_ doubloon or "doublon" (sometimes denominated in the monetary
tables the " quadruple pistole") of New Grauada, of Bolivia, and of Chili,
are each .870 parts fine ; thai of Mexico, .870.5 ; that of Peru, .808. The
French •' Annuaire" reports that of Eucador at .875. Their money /alues,
in the existing dollars of the United Slates, are reported by the Director
of the Mint of the United States as being, for New Granada, $15.61 ; for
Chili and Bolivia, $15.59 ; for Peru, $15.58: for Mexico, $16.52.
The full and perfect measure of Hispano-American unification would be
attained by increasing the weight of all these doubloons to one hundred
francs, which would render them at once equivalent to the double eagle
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The twenty "mil-reis" of Brazil, now worth $10.85, would probably be
conformed to the plan proposed for Portugal, the parent country, by the
Count d'Avila, her experienced and able delegate in the Conference, by
the issue of a gold coin equivalent to twenty-five francs, with such sub
divisions and multiples as convenience might require.
4. The importance of including the whole of the western hemispheres
in the work of unification is still more evident when we consider its interme
diate position on the globe, as a connecting link or stepping-stone between
Western Europe and Eastern Asia, and the dominant fact that the two
Americas already furnish the larger portion of the gold and silver of the
world. The comparatively moderate quantities found on the eastern con
tinent hardly suffice for the necessary consumption in the arts in the popu
lous parts of Europe. The mines of Russia yield annually but little more
than fifteen millions of rubles ($12,000 000), of which more than twothirds are painfully extracted from Eastern Siberia, north of the sixteenth
parallel of latitude, in ground frozen eight months of the year, and far re
mote from any adequate supply of food. There is no probability of any
large or disturbing influx of gold into Western Europe from that distant
quarter of the globe.
The course of the monetary currents through middle and central Asia is
instructively indicated by recent statistical returns from Russia, showing
that of gold and silver coin sent in 1865 from Russia' overland into China,
through the international entrepot of Kiacbta, 3,876,184 rubles were in
silver, and only 327 979 rubles in gold.
Of the large gold product of Australia, exceeding in some years sixty
millions of dollars, portions are sent to Calcutta, Canton, and other oriental
ports, and the residue principally to London. The sovereigns of Australia,
bearing the head of Queen Victoria, finely struck, have recently been made
a legal-tender throughout the British empire.
A portion of the gold of California and Nevada has now begun to find
its way directly to China, in the Pacific steamers, by a line shorter by at
least 8,000 miles than the circuitous route hitherto pursued by the way
of Panama, the Atlantic Ocean, the Mediterranean, the Red Sea, and 'the
great Indian ocean. So marvellous, indeed, are the facility and economy
already afforded by this new line, in connection with the land and ocean
telegraphs, that the London banker, with one hand, and within thirty-six
hoars, may order his agent at San Francisco to ship gold to Canton di
rectly across the Pacitic, requiring from twenty to twenty-five days, and
with the other may telegraph to his correspondent in Ceylon to send to
China by the steamer mail from that island, in ten or twelve days, the
necessary advices of the shipment. The " inexorable law of cheapness "
will soon render permanent this strange geographical inversion, by which
the money of the Pacific slope of the western world is sent westward to
find the markets of the east.
5. The proposed unification of gold will necessarily involve the expense
of recoinage only by the nations not already measuring their mouey in
francs. No recoinage will be needed in France, Belgium, Switzerland or
Italy, to which have been recently added the Pontifical States and Greece,
the whole embracing a population exceeding seventy-two millions. Every
other nation has a different coinage, no two of them being alike. It could
not be reasonably proposed that these united nations, with seventy-two
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million* of people, should call in and recoin all their gold, to conform its
weight and value to the coinage of any other separate nation, with a popu
lation much inferior in number, and especially with a much smaller amount
of actual coinage.
On this point it became necessary to examine the statistics, so far as the
United Slates, Great Britain and France, the three great coining nations,
were concerned. Gathered exclusively from official documents, tliey will
be found condensed in the "Note" or written argument in favor of the
twenty-five franc coin, submitted by the undersigned in behalf of the United
States, and pointed as an appendix to the sixth " seance" at page 01.
For more convenient reference, the figures are now repeated, as follows :
I. The gold coinage of the United States In the flty-eevea. years from 1799 to
1849, m xt preceding the outbuilt of gold In California in 1849, was
t&Vra.OSS
In the next two years, 1849 and 1 GO
94,59fi,a :0
in the next fifteen years, 18S1 to 1866
6115,352,388
Total
$815,536,591
n. The gold coinage of Great Britain in the thirty-five years from i's reform, in
1816, to 1856, was £96,011,151, or
480.106.755
In the fifteen years from 1851 to 1866, £91,017,189, or
465,235,656
Total
$935,341,460
III. The sold oolnage of Ifrance in fl'ty-elght years, from 1793 to 1851, was, in
1,624,4M,5H),
or the Empire of Napoleon III., from 1851 to 1866, in 8*4,492,516
Infrancs.
the fifteen
»<• irs nnder
francs. 4,938,041,490, or
987,728,208
Total
$1,812,280,814
8UMIIART.
Total coinage by the three nations before 1851 :
By the United States
By Great Britain
By France
Amount
From 1851 to 1806 :
By the United States
By Great Britain
By nance
Amount

$180,,84,268
4t-0,IO\755
824,492,516
984,782,689
$665,852,823
45\22fl,6«5
987,728,208
$2,108,336,316

The preceding summary does not include the gold coinage of Australia
full statistics of which the undersigned hopes to be able soon to furnish
The value of the gold produced in the year 1865 in Australia, was $43,686,665; in New Zealand, 111,133,370. He also proposes to add to this
statement reliable statistics of the gold coinages of the other principal
coining nations of Europe, and especially of Spain, Prussia, Austria, and
Russia; but for the present purpose the preceding comparison of the three
nations may suffice. It points clearly to the following results :
The amount coined by the United Slates having been 1845,536,591, if
two-thirds shall be deducted for the portion recoined in Europe or used in
the arts, the amount remaining which would require recoinsige would not
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emigrants, it would amount only to thirty millions of dollars. In view,
moreover, of our large importations of foreign merchandise, with our tem
porary disuse of gold for domestic purposes, even the estimate of $300,000,000 may be too large. The recoinage, however, of the whole amount
would cost, at one-fifth of one per cent, (the rate ascertained by expe
rience), only $600,000.
The amount of gold now in actual circulation in France, Belgium and
Italy, is estimated by M. de Parieu and other distinguished economists of
Europe, at 7,000,000,000 of francs, or $1,400,000,000. The amount in
circulation in the residue of continental Europe would probably carry the
total to $1,800,000,000. To suppose that the seventeen nations, from the
Atlantic to the Volga, would or could unite in recoining such an amount,
and in abandoning every vestige of the monetary portion of the metric
system, merely to adopt the existing coinage of the United States, with
only $300,000,000 outstanding, would be preposterous indeed.
The proportion of the total amount of British gold coinage ($935,431,450 in fifty years) now in circulation, is variously estimated from £80,000,000 ($400,000,000) to £100,000,000 ($500,000,000), mainly in sove
reigns, many of which are now so much worn ss to be reduced in actual
value to twenty-five francs. A considerable amount of British gold must
have been imported into France to enable her to coin the $987,728,293
in the fifteen years from 1851 to 1866. If $500,000,000 yet remains out
standing in Great Britain, the cost of its recoinage, at one fifth of one per
cent., to effect the proposed unification, would be covered by a million of
dollars.
It will be borne in mind that this expense of recoinage by the several
nations is to be incurred but once for all, while the incessant remeltings
and recoinages under the present system by the mints of different nations
are a constant and needless diminution of the monetary wealth of the
world. The burden principally falls on the nations, like the United States,
which export gold needing to be recoined, the value of which abroad is
reduced precisely by the cost of its recoinage.
If the total expense of the necessary recoinage throughout the world to
accomplish the proposed unification were even to reach two millions of
dollars.it would be speedily reimbursed in the saving of further recoinages,
brokerages, and exchange. Without attempting at the present time accu
rately to estimate these savings in detail (more properly the duty of an
experienced commercial committee), we may safely assume that they
would amount yearly to several millions of dollars.
It is stated, by an eminent and experienced banker in Europe, that there
are now scattered through its different nations and along their frontiers at
least 5,000 money changers (including their employes), who gain their
Hving by changing the gold of the various countries of the world. If there
aie but 2,000, earning, yearly, an average of $1,000 each, it would amount
to two millions of dollars yearly, which the world ought to save, and
would save by the proposed unification, not to mention the vexatious loss
of time in calculating fictitious rates of exchange, and the large additional
saving in the future product of gold.
The estimate of $1,400,000,000 as the gold circulati -n of France, Italy,
and Belgium, will not be regarded as exaggerated when we consider the
heavy drain of silver from France during the last fifteen years, in connec
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tion with the fact that its silver coinage from 1795 to 1851 had amounted
to 4,457,595,345 francs, or $891,519,069. Of this large amount at least
$750,000,000 are said to have been exported within the last fifteen rears,
principally to the East Indies, leaving the amount of silver now in circula
tion in France not exceeding $150,000,000.
The coinage of silver at the royal mint of Great Britain in the ten years
from 1857 to 1866, both inclusive, was only £3,677,182, or $18,385,910.
The total coinage of silver in France during the reign of the present Em
peror, in the fifteen years from 1851 to 1866, was only 215,561,101f., or
$43,112,180. The silver coinage of France, Great Britain, and the United
States, from 1851 to 1866, was, in round numbers, only $117,000,000,
against a gold coinage, in the same period, of $2,108,000,000.
So severe, indeed, had become the destitution of small silver coin in
1865, that the treaty of the 23d of December of that year, authorizing the
issue of silver of denominations less than five francs, reduced its standard
about seven per cent, (from .900 to .835 fine), to prevent iX further dis
appearance. At the same time, it limited the amount to be coined in
France to 239,000,000 francs, or $47,800,000.
Fortunately for France and the commercial world, the surplus gold of
the United States was at hand, during these fifteen years, ready to be recoined. Steadily filling the immense vacuum caused by this great ex
port of silver, it now invigorates every branch of industry in France.
The monetary movement in these fifteen years on the waters of the
globe signally illustrates the power of the oceans not to divide but to
unite the continents in a common "solidarity." Subdued by steam to the
use of man, they are now incessantly ministering to the wide-spread
monetary necessities of the human race. It needs but a glimpse of their
currents. Within that brief period, only the dawn of the opening auri
ferous area, we discern a mass of gold, in the aggregate exceeding $500,000,000, moving across the Atlantic from the United States; another and
still larger volume of $838,000,000 pouring out from Australia upon the
surrounding oriental waters, and at least one-half finding its way to Lon
don over the Indian Ocean, the Mediterranean, and the Atlantic ; another
golden mass of $020,000,000 crossing the British channel into Frr.nee,
while the great countercurrent of $565,000,000 of silver, largely derived
from France, is seen flowing out of England and up the Mediterranean on
its way to the ever-absorbing E;ist.
6. While we see the gold of the United States largely diminished by
export to other nations, it should be considered that its present progress
may rapidly and largely increase under the stimulating influence of the
Pacific Railway and its branches (the main line being now in vigorous
progress), penetrating our metalliferous interior, and greatly facilitating
and encouraging our mining industry by the cheap and expeditious car
riage, not only of machinery, but of food in large quantities, both from
the Pacific slope and the fertile valley of the Mississippi. With these
suoera idtd facilities, our rate of product of erold for the next fifteen years.
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product that the undersigned deemed it necessary to insist in the Con
ference in behalf of the United States, that the work of monetary unifica
tion, with its consequent recoinage, nio>t be accomplished " now or never."
The interesting theme of the future development of ihe trade and power
of the two Americas on the Pacific, an ocean as yet almost unoccupied,
would open a field of view quite too large for exploration on the present
occasion. Confining our examination to their mining industry, it is enough
to say, that by the natural increase of their population, inres-antlv swelled
by immigration from overcrowded Europe, at least 130,000,000 of inhab
itants, under governments more or less united or confederated, will be
found, at the end of the next fifty years, in possession of the whole line of
the gold and silver-bearing Cordilleras and their branches from Behring's
Straits to the confines of Patagonia. Their incalculable masses of treasure,
now comparatively dormant, but then brought actively out to light, will
be counted indifferently by dollars and by francs. We need but to look
calmly and clearly ahead to perceive and to feel that it has already become
not only the privilege, but the solemn duty of the United States and of all
the nations of the western hemisphere, custodians, under the irrepressible
logic of events, of so large a portion of the money of the world, to secure
the uniformity of its coinage, for no narrow "inch of time," but for the
unnumbered ages yet to come.
Above all, let us never forget that the two Americas are Christian mem
bers of the great family of nations, and that the unification of money may
be close akin to other and higher objects of Christian concord. We can
not wisely or rightfully remain in continental isolation. Integral portions
of the mighty organism of modern civilization, let us ever fiaterually and
promptly take our part in the world-wide works of peace.
7. The present heterogeneous condition of the coinages of Europe was
originally and primarily caused by the downfall of the Roman E npire.
The wide-spread rule of Augustus and his successors embraced a popula
tion of various races, estimated at its zenith at one hundred and twenty
millions. His vigorous arm suppressed the private coinages of the leading
Roman families under the republic. The coin of bis government bore
" the image and superscription of Csesar" throughout the wide extent of
the empire. Authoritative alike on the Jordan and the Thames, the farreaching imperial edict regulated the money of Judea, and restrained the
rude coinage of the barbarous tribes of Britain.
It is true that the imperial money, subject, like all human things, to the
fundamental law of demand and supply, largely fluctuated in value during
the first four centuries, but its coinage remained directly or indirectly sub
ject to the central authority until the fiual wreck and disintegration of the
empire.
By that momentous event, western Europe was strewed with fragments
from the Mediterranean to the Baltic, and the wall of Britain. Toe
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most powerful of the German emperors seemed unaware of the necessity
of centralizing and regulating the coinage of money. In 910 we find
Otho the Second, of the great and then dominant Saxon line, granting
licenses to the Archbishop of Strasburg and the bishops in its vicinity to
exercise this high function of soveieignty.
Nor was this mingling of God and mammon confined to Germanv.
Before the extinction of the Heptarchy, similar powers had been vested in
the Archbishops of Canterbury and York, while France was annoyed for
centuries with the varying coinages, not only of petty feudal sovereigns,
but of abbots and other ecclesiastics of high and low degree, perhaps quite
as fit for the trust as the ignorant princes at their side. The cabinets of
coins in Europe are filled with the heterogenous issues of mediaeval France
and modern Germany.
There may now be seen, at the mint of the United States in Philadel
phia, specimens of the coinages, not only of the royal houses of Germany,
but of the secondary dukedoms and minor principalities of Brunswick,
Nassau, Hesse Cassel, Mecklenburg, Anhalt, Bernburg, Oldenburg, Reuss,
Lippe, Saxe Weimar, Saxe Gotha, Saxe Coburg, Saxe Memingen, Schwartz
burg, Hohenlohe, Hohenzollern, and Waldeck, some of them ruling popu
lations of less than 100,000 souls.
8. For this fragmentary state of things there could be but one remedy.
The disintegrated political and monetary world must be reintegrated ; and
this has been the tedious task of the last ten or twelve centuries. During
this long interval of reconstruction, the scattered members of the once
united monetary organism have been slowly coming together. Hundreds
of petty sovereignties have been already extinguished or consolidated,
giving place to large and efficient nations.
The fusion of the seven little kingdoms of the heptarchy in the undi
vided realm of England; the conjunction, in Spain, of the crowns of
Castile and Arragon ; the consolidation of the provinces of France, and
conseqeent extinction of feudal rule and fpudal coinage ; the union of the
three kingdoms in the British islands, all becoming centres of monetary
reforms in which discordant coinages have been melted into unity ;' the
recent conjunction of the fragmentary portions of the Italian peninsula,
incoherent and jarring for centuries; the unifying operations now in
vigorous progress in northern Germany ; and, above all, the advent rthI
progress of the great Empire of Russia, emerging from Asia and steadily
moving into eastern Europe, have all converged to one grand monetary
resnlt—the diminution in numbers of the coining nations, enabling them
all at last to meet face to face in general and friendly Conference, as they
have just done for the first time in the history of man.
It is true that a cluster of smaller principalities with mimic sovereignties
may yet remain in Germany, portions of a more numerous group, whose
multifarious and multitudinous silver coinages had been so long the »n"
1
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PUBLIC DEBT OF TIIE UNITED STATES.
Ab tract statement, as appears from the books and Treasurer's returns ia
the Tieasury Department, on the 1st December, 1867, and 1st January, 1868 :
BEAKINO COIN INTEREST.
December 1. January 1.
Increase. Decrease
5 per cent, bonds
$203,582,850 00 $204,029,800 00 $
$6A050 00
66 "'• 1881
'67&'6S
14,690,941
80
14,090,94180
882,731,550 00 283.616,600 00 946.050 90
« "Pen. F\l
(5-20's)
1,324,412,550
)4,750 00
Navy
6 p.c
■.
13,000,000 00
00 1,373,8
13,000,000
00 49,392,200 00
Total
1,840,367,891 80 1,890,102,091 80 49,731,200 00
DEBT BEARING CURRENCY INTEREST.
R per ct (RR) bonis
$18,001,000 00 $20,713,000 00 $2,112,000 00 $
3-y aracom. lnt.n'te«
62,249,360 00 46,241,780 00
16 004,580 00
3-years 7-30 notes
285,537,100 00 2H8,S68,450 00
47,318,650 O0
3 p. cent, certificates
12,856,000 00 23,265,000 00 10,410,000 00
Total
379,292,160 00 828.491,230 00
50,801,i30 CO
MATURED DEBT NOT PRESENTED POB PAYMENT.
7-30 n. dneAug.15,'67
$2,855,400 00 $2,021950 00 $
$S32,450 00
li 3. c. comp.int.u'es.
7,065,750 00 9,952,810 00 2,8S7,06O 00
B'ds of Texas lnd'ty
26i',0 0 00
257,000 00
8,000 00
Treasury notes (old)
168,011 64
162,811 64
200 00
B'ds of Apr. 15, 1814
54,061 64
54,061 64
Treas. n's of Ma. 3,63
86t>,240 00
716,192 00
162,048 00
Temporary loan
2,880,900 55 2,674,815 55
206,'IS5 00
Oertitt. of indebt'ess
81,000 00
31,000 00
Total
14,178,363 83 15,871,640 88 $1,698,277 00
DEBT BEARING NO INTEREST.
December 1. January 1.
Increase. Decrease.
United States notes
$356,212,478 00 $356,159,127 00 $
$53,346 00
Fractional currency
30,929,981 05 31,597,533 85 667,699 80
Gold certl. ofdeposit
18,401,400 00 20,104,580 00 1,703.1»0 00
Total
405.643,857 05 407,861,290 85 2.317,433 60
RECAPITULATION.
* 80 1,890,101,091
$ SO 49.731,200
$ 00
$
Bearing coin interest
1,840,367,891
Bearing cur'y Interest
319,292,460 00 328,4!<1,230 00
50,801,230 00
Matured debt
14,178,363 83 15,s71,6.0 83 1,693,27! 00
Bearing no Interest
405,543,857 05 407,861,290 85 2.817.433 80
AgTre?ate
2,630,882,572 68 2,642,8J6,253 48 2,943,680 80
Coin&cnr.inTreos
138,176,820 93 181,800,603 88
8,976.217 55
Debt less coin and enr
2,501,205,751 75 2,508,125,65J 10 6,919,898 £5
The following statement shows the amount of coin and currency separately
at the dates in the foregoing table :
COIN AND CURRENCY IN TREASURY.
December 1. January 1. Increase. Decrease.
Coin
$100,690,645 69 $108,430,253 67$7,710,607 98 $
Currency
37,488,175 24 25,770,349 71
11,71{,8SS 54
Total coin A curre'y
138,176,820 93 134,200,603 88
$3,976,217 55
The annual interest payable on the debt, as existing December 1, 1867, and
January 1, 1868, (exclusive of interest on the compound interest notes) com
pares us follows :
ANNUAL INTEREST PAYABLE ON PUBLIC DEBT.
Dec. 1
Jan. 1.
Increase. D crease.
CHn-5 per cents
$10,276,642 fO $10,246.490 00 $
$30,15* 5u
" 6 - '67*' 63
881,456 51
881,456 51
" 6 " 1881
16,961,893 00 17,020,596 00 56,703 00 ;
" 6O "•' (5-20's)
79,164,753
00 82,428,2S5
00 2,963,532 00
N. P. F
780,000 00
780,000 00
Total com interest
$10«,366,745 01 $111,356,921 51 $!,!iMj,o-2 51 $
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PACIFIC RAILROADS.
The condition of the several works under this general title at the close of the
working season is very favorable, showing that an immense energy has been
exercised in their construction since the opening of 1867, and that we are now
considerably nearer the consummation of the enterprise which contemplates the
uuion of the Atlantic and Pacific seaboards by mail than is generally supposedThe latest advices from San Francisco inform us that the track of the Central
Pacific Railroad has been laid from Cisco to the summit of the Sierra Nevada
(100 miles from Sacramento) and through the great tunnel 7,000 feet above sea1 ind. The first passenger car passed through the tunnel on the last day of No
vember. Twenty-four miles of the track have been laid on the east side of the
mountain?; and with open weather until the midd'e of December the gap of six
miles (intervening between the completed portions) would be filled up and a con.
nection made, so that the travel and traffic would be carried uninterruptedly
iato the country east of vhe Sierra, a distance from Sacramento of 130 miles.
No further progress has been made on the TVestern Pacific-Railroad, or that
portion of the total line between Sacramento and San Jose, 120 miles. The
completed portion is the same as last year, viz., 20 miles.
The Union Pacific Railroad is now finished 525 miles west from Omaha
to the base of the Rocky Mountains, and it is expected that the track will be laid
to Evans Pass, 30 miles further) and the highest point between the Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans) in January. The maximum grade from the foot of the mountains
to the summit is but 80 feet to the mile. Work on the rock-cutting on the west
ern 6lope will be continued through the winter, so that track -layingmay be re
sumed early in the spring.
•The Union Pacific (E. D.) Railroad was opened for business to Fort Hays,
230 miles west from the Missouri River, on the 14th October. The track is
now laid to the 315th milestone.
The Central Branch (formerly the Atchison and Pike's Peak) Railroad is
open a distance of 60 miles west of Atchison, where it connects with the Mis
souri River Railroad, a line running from Kansas City to Leavenworth.
The following table shows the total length of these several routes,the length
completed at the close of 1866 and 1867, respectively, the length opened in 1867 _
aad the length yet to be built :
Lines.
Union Pacific (main line)
" (E. D.)
• (Central Br)
Central Pacific of California
Western Pacific (California)
Total in miles

Total
route.
955.7
881.0
100.0
701.3
120.0
2,258.0

r-Completed-> Opened. Miles 19
1868. 1867. 1867. be built.
305
!55
250
400.7
155
315
160
66.U
40
60
20
40.0
93
130
SI
571.3
20
10
..
10OO
613 1,080
467 1,178.0

—ihe whole to be completed by ihe close of 1870. The government bond sub
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COTTON—ITS PRICES A5D PROSPECTS.
The Round Table of Saturday, October 12, contains a highly interesting
article on the prices and prospects of cotton. The most important points are
subjoined :
PK0I8.
(ieorgia cotton is first quoted in England in 1793, via. : Is. Id. to Is. lOd
(or uplands, with India cotton at lOd. to Is. 4d. In 1799 Georgia cotton rongfd
in price in Liverpool from Is. 5d. to 5.*., and India cotton from lid. to 2& 4d.
In 1603 the quotations respectively were 8d. to Is. 3d. and 9d. to Is. 2d. Be
tween 1806 and 1814 the lowest price at which Middling Uplands were sold in
England was in 1811, viz.: lljd. with Surats at 10|d. The highest prices
known at any period between the year 1800 and the breakiog out of the
Southern rebellion was in 1814, when Uplands were sold in Liverpool at 23d. to
37d. ; Sea Islands 42d. to 72d., and Surats 18d. to 25d. Between 1814 and
1 834 the lowest cotton year was 1829, when Uplands were quoted at 4JJ. to
7d., Sea Islands from 9d. to 21d , and Surats from 2|d. to 5fJ. These very low
prices were no doubt caused by the heavy imports of 1827 and 1828, 452,240
bales being in stock at Liverpool at the close of the former year, and 405,800
bales at the end of the latter.
DVRING AND AFTER THK WAR.
But, to leave these figures for the present, let ns see what was the course of
prices in this country for cotton during the late war. The fluctuations in the
article from April, 1861, to July, 1861, at New York, were only three cents
per pound, viz. : from 12} cents to 15} cents. In September of that year
Middling Uplands had risen to 22 cents, and in November to 22J cents, in De
cember early to 28b cents, and on December 25, 1861, to 37 cents per pound.
These were all gold values, as specie payments were not saspended uatil January,
1862. The year 1861 closed, however, in New York with only about 15,000
bales on hand. The article increased in value very rapidly afterward, but did
Dot reach its maximum price in currency until the 23d to the 25th of August,
1864, when Middling Uplands were sold in New York at $1 90 per pound.
The statistics of 1864 are curiously interesting, and, at the risk of tiring our
readers, we submit them. The following table shows the per centage of premium
on gold, and the actual prices of cotton in this city at various times in that year.
June 13, 1864, gold 95 premium, Middling Upland cotton SI 25 currency.
June 18, 1864, gold 96 premium, Middling Upland cotton SI 60 currency.
June 23, 1864, gold 115 premium, Middling Upland cotton SI 47 currency.
June 29. 1864, gold 144 premium, Middling Upland cotton SI 47 currency.
July 11, 1864, gold 185 premium, Middling Upland cotton SI 68 currency.
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From this it appears that between the 13th and 18th of June, 1864, with no
advance in gold, cotton rose 25 cents per lb., and on the 11th ot July of that
year, on which day gold reached its maximum of no less than 185 per cent, pre
mium, cotton sold at 22 cents per lb. less than it did on Augu t 23, 1864, when
gold was 27 per cent, lower. On July 1, 1865, the gold premium stood at 40
per cent, and cotton 44 cents per lb., and at the end of 1865, gold stood at 45
per cent premium and cotton at 46 cents.
Now, while we write, the gold premium is about 45 per cent., and middling
uplands are telling at 25 cents per pound, currency, or about 17$ cents, gold ;
about the same price as was paid in August 1861. Of course the extraordinary
fluctuations which we have named built up and destroyed many a fortune.
Gains and losses in cotton were enormous, the latter in many well known in
stances amounting to no less a sum than $700 or more per bale. Many case*
are known of almost ridiculous hardship, in some of them equivalent to a total
loss of the cotton on the part of the planter, by reason of charges r nty, where no
ndvance bed been made him, olber than freight and government dues. At this
moment we are credibly informed that an invoice of about two hundred and
fifty bales of cotton is offered for gale, in this city, which will result in a loss to
the parties interested of more than $100,000.
THE STAPLES.
The best cotton produced in the world is undonbtedly the Sea Island—tint
is, the islands which fringe our Southern coast from South Carolina to Florida.
The quantity of this however, is not important, and indeed, this year bids fair to
be very much less than usual. But, apart from quantity, the best qualities of
Kgyptian rank nearly as high in Liverpool as Sea Island, and the cotton of
Brazil is nearly all of long staple and takeB rank next to Egyptian. The Cotton
Supply Association of Manchester have just held their annual meeting, and
their report states that American seed has lately been more extensively used in
Turkey, India, the Brazils and elsewhere, and that the result has been the
growth of a better quality, and that cotton from Smyrna and other districts has
realized in Liverpool nearly as high a price as the product of the United State*.
TBI QUANTITIES.
The quantities of the [four principal classes of long cotton which were im
ported into England in 1866 are as follows : Out of a total import ef 3,749,588
bales there were 1,163,745 bales American, 307,656 bales Brazilian, 200,221
Egyptian, and 1,867,150 baleslndia. Our Sea Island seed was planted in Egypt
in 1327 and yielded finely. It is a singular fact that notwithstanding cotton
had been known in Egypt since the days of Pliny, its cultivation had been
abandoned, and it was not until 1821 that any energetic attempt was made to
revive it. In that year but 60 bags were made ; in the next year about 50,000 ;
and in 1824 no less than 140,000 bales. We have not at hand the statistics of
its recent growth, but are persuaded that large quantities would be exported
thctfcewLere labor more abundant. Egypt and Turkey together exported to
England nearly 414,000 bales in 1865. Egyptian cotton was first imported into
England in 1823, although the cottons of Brazil were known there as early as
1781.
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To these facts, it may be addel that the import of cotton into England from
all countries, was in 1701, 1,965,868 pounds ; in 1751, 2,976,610 pounds, and in
1800. 56.010.732.
The first export of cotton from the United Stater to Great Britain occurred
in 1784, in which year an Americad vessel arrived at Liverpool with eijrht
bal. a, which were seized by the custom house authorities upon the plea that they
were not the product of this country. It was not until 1798 that any consider
able quantity, namely, 189,316 pounds, was exported from the United States.
The following table shows the total exports at different periods thereafter :
1169
1811
1816

6,106.716 lbs.
61,186,084
81,747,116

1831
1882
1848

260,979.784 lbs822,216,122
696,952,297

The following are the exports to Great Britain alone since 1850, the total
quantities since 1860 being computed at an average c f 450 lbs. to the bale :
ISM
670,645.122 lbs.
1864
696.247,047
1856
892.127,9*8
1847
688,997,972
1860
1,160,000,000
1861
830,000,000
To August 22,1867

1862
1868
1864
1865
1866

82,600,000 lb*.
69,500.000
89,000,000
208,000,000
880,00,00
447,000,000

These figures Bhow that in but little more than sixty, years our exports of
cotton increased from about 6,0000,000 ponods to 1,100,000,000—a wonderful
difference truly.

CURIOSITIES OF THE OPIUM TRADE.
Two or three years ago, when Victoria, Vancouver Island, was a free port,
enormous quantities cf opium were taken out of bond iD San Francisco and sent
to Victoria ; and, strange to relate, at the very time the consumption of the drug
among the 6,0O> or the 8,000 Chinese in the British colonies was so large, the
consumption in San Francisco and vicinity, with a population ten times greater,
fell off in an extraordinary manner. A seizure was made, and very litile opium
went north after that exposure. It transpired that the opium generally came
back by the very steamer, though not in the same packages in which it went.
The San Francisco smugglers, however, are ingenious, and, being checked in the
Vancouver Island business, first, by the increased vigilance of the revenue
officers, and afterward driven out of it by a high colonial tariff, they have sought
another convenient port where there is no duty on the drug. One of the city
papers gives a bint of the way in which it is done, saying that during the past
eight months larpe amounts of opium have been taken from bond and shipped to
the Sandwich Islands ; in fact, that more of this drug has left San Fruncisco
for the Islands than their inhabitants could consume in 20 years, even tbouzh
every fifth person was a consumer. Until this year the Sandwich Is'ands hare
never been known to San Francisco merchants as a maiket for op:um; and it is
not probable that many of the statements respecting the enormous consumption
of the drug by the Islanders may be explained by the hints given a'>ove.
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BOSTON DIVIDENDS.
We are indebted to Mr. Joseph O. Martin, of Boston, for tables of Railroad and
Manufacturing Dividends payable in that city this month, January, 1868. We hav«
also added, for comparison, the figures for the previous three years. It will b*
noticed that the railroads have had a profitable year, their dividends in many cases
exceeding those of last year, and being considerably in excess of the previous yearThe total amount of the payments in January, 1866, wan $2,186,214 ; January, )867,
was $2,674,429, and January, 1888, $2,751,168.
On the other hand, however, the manufacturing exhibit, although more favorable
than we anticipated, shows a considerable falling off. 1 hi aggregate payments in
January, 1866, reached the large total of 98,884,860; but in January, 1857, the
total was reduced to $2,590,760, and this year, Jan., 18(8. it is onlv $1,120,000.
Still it will be seen that some of the companies continue to divide large profits among
thu>: stockholders.
DIVIDENDS Or BA1LKOAD COMPANIES.
Pay
-Dividends.able
Stocks.
Capitol. July. Jan. July. Jan. July. Jan.
Jan.
1865. 1860. 1868. 1867. 1887. 1866,
.Berkshire Biilroad
$350,0(10 IX
IX IX
1.'.'. Boston and Lowell
1,830,000 1
I* 4
4
4»
4
4,156,700 4
1 .. .Boston and Maine
4
5
5
5
5
.Boston and Providence
3 360,010 5
6
8
5
5
5
. Hostonand Worcester
4,600,000
5
5
5
5
.Cheshire, pref
81,000 sh.
J*
a
.CapeCod,"(iar60)
600,000 SX
8« 3X
3>i
W*
.Concord and P. rt'hgr'd
850,00 1 8X ax 8X 3* 3X
.Connecticut Biver
1.881,0*0 «
4
4
4
4
«
.Pastern
8,155,000 8
4
4
4
4
.Eaet rninN. H
49i,MX) S
4
4
4
4
4
Fitchbunt
3,540,000 8
4
8
5
4
4
.Metropolitan
1,250,000 — —
0
5
5
5
.Michigan Central
7,502.700 4
6
5
5
5
5
.New Bedford and Tann.
500,000 4
4
4
5
4
-1
.Old Colony and Newp't
4,798,800 4
4
4
3
3
3
.Philadelphia, W11.& Bal
7,178,860 — —
5
5
4
4
.Pittsfl'd and No.Adams
450,000 8
0
•i
3
3
8
. Providence & Worc'r
l,71X*O00 4
4
4
4
4
4
. Taunton Branch
250,000 4
4
4
4
4
4
.Vermont & Mass
2,800,000 —
8
IX
IX •X 0
.Wcs-ern
6,710,800 4
«
5
B
s
s
.Worcester & Nashpa
18,222 Bh. $3 $4 $4 $1 $4 ft
• Also 3 scrip.
DIVIDENDS 0» MANUFACTURING COMPANIES.
Pay
- Dividends.able
Stocks.
Capital. July. Jan. Jaly. Jan. July Jan.
Jan.
1K65. 1S60. 1886 1867. IS 1-68.
$1.00'\000 15 S5
20 20
5
e
1... Androscoggin
5
-....Appleton'.
600,000 6
20
10 10
5
— ...Atlantic
1,500,000 0
4 0
a
10
I... Bntes
1,000,000 10 25
10 5
o
0
1(S
l....Ch
eopee
440.000 $20
20 30 15 20
8
•....CocBcco
2,i)00sh
$50
$50
$.0
$40
140,000 ..5
4 &
B
•t ...Contoocook
...Poniilas Axe
400.000
5 10
5
• Dwight Mills
1,700,000 0
S
0
O
8
— ....Everett Mills
800 000
5
5
1... .Franklin
600,000 8 io io in
5
5
1....
Great
Falls
1,800,100
0
0
O
5
8
8
♦....Hamilton Cotton
1,-00,000 0
5
O 5
0
0
12
ft
20 20
1• ...Bill
still Company
700,000 5 10
...Jackson
600.000
15
5
5
5
5
3
• ... T.« ncaster Mills (par 400)
800,000 «x 20 25 10 25
10
'....Langtlon Mills
225,000 6
20
10
25
25 25
1....
Lowell Bleachery
80>,0H0
5
5
6 5
•....Manchester
P. W
1,80
',000 54 125
4
« 6
0
0
J ...Massachi-ettsMilU
1,800.000 3
0 6
1
10
«....
Merrimack
2,500,000
.
7X
15
•. ..Middlesex Mills
7 0.000 7* ii)
5
6 6
t5
» . Nashua
t.OOJ.OOO 10 55 10 10
5
3
10
10 12
......Nanm-osg
1,200000 4
»
6
...Newmirket(par700)
6«>sh.$21 $100 $50 $10 $:t5 $»
12 |2
•
12
» ... Pacific
2,580.000 10
14
Salisbury
1.000,000 7X IS
5
7X t»
O
0
0
— ...Salmon Kails (par 330)
800.000 8
7
5 10
5
* ...Sta k Mills
1,250,0(0 8 1J
S
U
1... Washington Mills
1.680,000 8 W 10 10
'Payable on demand. tQuarterly. iNoi declared
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COMMERCIAL CHRONICLE AND REVIEW.
Coarse of the Honey Market—Kates of Loans and Discounts—Volume of Shares sold at the
Stock Boa d—Bonds told at the New York Stock Exchange Board—Coarse of Conso » and
American Securities at London—Price of Government Securities at New York—Prices of
Gove rnment Securities at New York—Price" of Compound Intereit Notes at New iork—
C'osir g qaotaiions at the Begu'ar Board—Gold movement—Course of Gold at New YorkCoarse of Foreign Exchange at New York.
The closing mouth of the year exhibited a partial improvement on tho3e imme
diately preceding. There was a recovery of coraBJeoce in commercial circles ;
merchants showed less distrust in prices ; the traders of the interior, being beneStted by abundant crops, came into the markets for a second supp'y of goods,
and the jobbing houses close! the year with much lighter stocks than appeared
probable thirty dayB ago. In monetary circles, also, there has bseD a general
improvement. The extreme sensitiveness of credit, and the high rates of interest
which characterised October and November have disappeared, and call loans
have ranged steady at 6@7 per cent., while discounts of prime paperbave been
made generally at 7@8 per cent., merchants having found no difficulty in pro
curing adequate accommodation- The opening of Congress was anticipated with
fears of trouble growing out of impeachment and with doubts lest Congress might
prove strongly in favor of a fresh inflation of the currency. These apprehens
ions have been dispelled ; and with a general confidence that Congress will at
tempt no extreme measures on financial questions, there is a muchruore healthy
tone in business generally.
The assurance given by the Secretary of the Treasury, that contraction will be
temporarily suspended, has infused a more confident spirit into Wall street. Stock
speculation has revived and government securities have become firmer. It needed
but the removal of the check imposed by contraction to encourage an active
speculation for 1 igher prices in the share market. For some time the conviction
has been growing that the railroads of the country are a good investment; the
Urge earnings of the last few months have strengthened this feeling'; while the
placing of the Harlem, Hudson River, New York Central and Erie, virtually
under the control of one master mind, with the understanding^ that_ they shall
be subjected to a rigorous economy in management has done much toward inspir
ing confidence in this class of investments. Within the last three months a large
amount of railroad shares Las gone into the hands of private capitalists, to be
held as a permanent investment, or lo be sold at higher prices; and this movement
has given an appearance of much firmness to prices during December. The total
sal- s of shares at the stock boards for the month amount to 1,760,721 ; which,
though materially below the transactions in December, 1866, is yet fully up to the
average for .the (year. The total sales for the year 1867 are 21,271,036 shares,
which is about 2J millions be'ow the transactions of the previous year. How
far this decrease in stock operations is due to the enforcement of contraction is
a question upon which there will not be much difference of opinion. It will be
tcej from a comparision given below that the transactions in bonds show a very
large increase both in December and for the year, upon 1866. This gain, how
ever, 18 apparent rather than real, the difference having arisen from the organize
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tion of a board iD the Stock Exchange, with three daily sessions, "especially for
Government securities, which has caused a much less proportion of the business'
to be done at the counters of the dealers.
The following are the rates of loans and discounts for the month of December :
BATES Or LOANS AND DISCOUNTS.
Dec. 8. Dec. 13. Dec. SO. Dec. 88.
Oall loans
7 @— 7 @— 7 @— 6 @—
Loans on Bonds and Mortgage
— @ 7 — <cb 7 — @ 7 — @ 7
A 1, endorsed bills, 2 mos
H@ 8 7f@ 8 7i@ 8 7 @ 7+
Good endorsed bills, 3 A 4 mo
8 @12 S @I2 8 @12 7 @ 9
"
single names
11 @12 11 @12 11 @H 9 @12
Lower grades
16 (325 IS @25 16 @!5 16 @25
The following table shows the volume of shares sold at the New York Stock
Exchange Board and the Open Board of Brokers in the three first quarters,
and in the month of December, and the total in all the year 1867 :
VOLUME OF SHARES SOLD AT THE STOCK BOARDS.
Classes.
1st Quarter. 2d Q'rter. 8d Qr'ter. December. Tear.
Bank sharps
7,815
11 168
9,070
5,451
35.506
Railroad "
5,0-9,773 4,9:0,368 4,265,798 1,276,917 18,071,931
Coal
"
67,800
25,405
40,588
7,774
140,4.-«
Mining "
128,857
91,188 92,594
28,i 80
8«9,KB9
Improv'nt"
81.269 103,435
68,649
87,465
321.138
Telegraph"
117.978 153,118 281,493 109,036
871,868
Steamship"
S28.683 215,878 132.450 172,740
914.802
Expr'ss&c"
17,674 104,480 117,279 126,708
535 596
AtN. T. Stock Ex. B'd
2,072,406 2,074,851 2.013.966 74*,858 8,310.687
At Open Board
8,652,443 8,540,659 2,996,930 1,016,868 12,980,341
Total 1867
5,724,849 5,6:5,010 5,010,896 1,760.72". 21,271.0£6
TotallSBtt
6,172,087 5,842,110 4,383,801 2,212,917 23,811,183
The closing p> ices of Consols and certain Arrerican securities (viz. U.S. 6's
5-20's 1862, Illinois Central and Erie shares) at London, on each day of the mcn'.h
ol December, are shown in the following statement :
COURSE OP CONSOLS AND AMERICAN SECURITIES AT LONDON -DECEMBER. 1867.
Cons Am. securities
Cons Am. securities.
Date.
for U S.illl.C.I Erie
for
Date.
mon. 5-20s eh'e. she.
mon.
Sunday
J
Sat'day
£ 92%
Monday
J 03% 71% 80 48 S »d«y
2S
28 92%
Tues
J 93% 71 X 80% 47% Monday
Wedue
* 03', 71% 89% 47%
Tu^sdy:
**!
92fc
Tliurs
° vsn 71 no;4 •t-'« Wedn'y
S3 (Ch
Friday
S :>3 70% 80>j 47'i Thnrs .
S8
Sat'day
7 nx 70% 89* 47% Frvay
*J 92%
Sundav
8
S»t'diy.
28 92%
29
Monday
9 92% 7 H> 88% 47% Sunday
80 02%
88% 47% Monday
Tues
10
71X
Tus'day
31 n
Wedne
*J «■-"; 71 y, 89* 48%
Thnrs
IS
7'% 80% •18,'v
Friday
18 92% 71% 80 '» 48% Highest
93'.,"
Lowest
92%
Sat'day
»*
71ft B0 48% Range
Sunday
15
Monday
}« 92% ii" 80% ROM
Tncs
JJ 92% 71 % 80% 49* Low ) a"
Wedne..
18 92% 74 80% 40% HiaVcg
49% Rng)Z3
Thurs
J9 92* 73
•8X 89%
Friday
SO
80 H 49* Last
72% I 88%
The amount of Government bonds and notes, State and city bonds, and
company bonds, sold at the New York Stock Exchange Board m the three first
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quarters and in the month of December, and the total in all the year 1867, is
shown in the statement which follows :
BONDS SOLD AT TBS N. T. STOCK EXCHANGE BOARD.
Classes.
1st quarter. 2d quarter. Sd Quarter. December. Year.
L. 8. bonds
$18,702,650 $40,388,860 $43,284,0 .0 $9,6<i7,400 $140,088,450
U.S. notes
4,792,4R0 8,317,600 10,821,550
784,650 23.421,880
Sfe Aciryb'ds
8,8-4,100 7,601,650 7,954,800 2,409,500 84,185,550
Company b'ds
2,216,200 2,367,700 2,184,000
727,500 9.215,100
Total 1867.
$34,695,430 $53,705,800 $63,743,900 $13,5S9.050 $206,(180,431
Total ISMS
82,600,500 86,414,350 44,050,100 10,518,550 155,843,090
The lowest and highest quotations for U. 8. 6's (5 20 years) of 1862 at Frank
fort in the weeks ending Thursday, have been as folows :
_
Dec. 5.
Dec. 12.
Dec. 19.
Dec. 28.
Frankfort
76V
75*
76 18 16
The daily closing prices of the principal Government securities at the New
York Stock Kxchange Board, as represented by the latest sale officially reported
are shown in the following statement :
TRICKS OP GOVERNMENT SECURITIES AT NEW TORE, DECEMBER. 1867.
7-30.
_
^-6's, 1881.^,
6's, (5-20 yrs.)Coupon
. B'«,1M0 2d sr
Day of month.
Coup. Reg. 1862. 1864. 1885. new. 1667 yrs.c'pn. I860
Sunday
l...«,„
Monday
2
1!2* 108 107V 105 106V
107V 101V 105V
Tuesday 3
112V
101 104% 105V 107V 107V 101K 104V
Wednesday 4
107V 10tV 1H6V VflU
101V 104V
Thursday 5
112*
107V 104V 105* 1 7% Vl% 101?i 1 4K
Friday
«
112* 107V 107% 104V 106V 107* 107V 1 IV 104V
Saturday 7
107V '07 104),- 1 6V 1C7V 107* 101 V 104V
Snnday
8
Monday
9
112V
107V 104V 10">V 107V W% l6iv ioiji
Tuesday 10
112V
107V 104V 105V 107V 107V 101V 105
Wcdncsdayll
112
107V 1' 4V 106V 107V 107V 101V 1C4V
Thursday 12
112 107V 1»7V 104V 105V 107V 107* 100V 101V
Friday
13
111V
107V 10i,V 103 1"7V 107V 100V 104V
Saturday 14
111X
107V 104V
107V ... . 100V ....
Sunday 15
Monday. ...10
111V ... . 108V 101V 105 107V '07V lOOV ioiji
Tuesdiy....l7
111V 107V l''8V 104V 105 10 V 107V 1O0V 104V
Wednt-sdayl8
111V
108V 105 105V 108 108 100V 104V
Thursday 19
112V 107V 108V 10«V 103V 10-! 108V 101V 1 4V
Friday
20
112V 108V 108V 105*
108V 108V 101V 104V
Saturd.y 21
112V .... 108V 105V 105V 10»V .... 101V . ...
Sunday 22
Mon.'.ay 23
11SV
108V 106V 115V 103V 108V 101* 104V
Tueslny 24
112V
108V .... 106V 108
1U4*
Wednesday -25
Christina- Day.
Thurs ay 16
103 105V
ffV l^V 1°1V 1"4V
Friday
27
U2V 108V
105V 105V 108V 108V 101V 104V
Saturday 28
103V 106V 103V 108V 108V 101V
Sunday 29
Monday 80
112V
108V 105V 105V «»V 108V 102 io4V
Tuesday 81
112V .
lot-V
103V 108V 108V 101V 104V
First
112V 101 107V 105 106V 107V 107V 101V 105V
Lnweet
11-.(V 108V 10SV 106V 106V 108V 108V 102 103V
Highest
111V 107V 107 104V 103 107X 107V 100V 101V
K»n?e
IX «
IV IV OV IV IV IV OV
Last
... 112V 108V 108V 106V 105V 10S* 108V 101V 104V
The quotations for Three years' Compound Interest Notes on each Thursday ot
the month have been as shown in the following table :
PRICES OP COMPOUND INTEREST NOTES AT NEW YORK, DECEMBER, 1867.
Issue of
Dec6.
Dec. 12.
Dec. 19.
Dec. 20.
December, '64
119V@119V 119V@11»V ■• ■©
<» ....
May, 1863
117V@H7V 117VOH7V 117V@U7V 117V<ail7V
Aapust. lssr,
116ii«5>116V 116V@lltiV llOklftllliV 116K<3> 1«V
September. '65
lUX&'M 115V@H6 115V@116 115V©116
October, 1865
1.5V@115V 115V®116V 115V@H6V H5V©H5V
The first series of figures represents the buying and the last the selling prices
at first- class brokers' offices.
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[January,

The following are the closing quotations at the regular board Dec. 27, com
pared with those of the six preceding week3 :
Nov. 15 Nov. 22. Not.25. Dec.S. Dec 13 Dec «C. Dec.iT.

g^feai::::::::::::::::::::::^ »& ijg

»g m* ™*

St^igfuSontherB-.V.V.V.V.V.:.:-.:-..-.-.-. «X
Michipan Central

6**

f/
"••

»X
™

8»
il"

Ncrthwe-tern

gJj

»

g*

*

^....... .......... M

n»lnoi» Central
Ohio and MiMlti'ppi

&
«u

lb |«
•••• 131

130

»
ii"
S0

«S
oT?

«S

W *
S6V K!i
'

The go'd movement for the month has exhibited features usual in December.
The shipment! of cotton and produce have not, as is usual at the close of the
year, nearly sufficed for liquidating our maturing foreign obligation?, and we have
had to ship from this port $6,843,878 in coin and bullion during the month.
The receipts of treasure from California, however, have increased largely opon late
months, so that our exports have exceeded our California arrivals by only $3,431,799. The total supply from California arrived here, during the year, is only $28,391,396, again8t$41,431,726 in 1866. We have imported from foreign countries
$3,160,720, making a total supply, from the Pacific and abroad, of $31,552,116.
Our exports for the year amount to $51,791,283 against $62,563,583 in 1866 and
$30,003,683 in 1865. The total supply of gold coming upon the market during
the year, that is to say from California arrivals, foreign imports and interest pay
ments by the treasury, amounts to $98,423,465. The amount withdrawn from
the market, in the payment of customs duties and foreign exports, aggregates $168,649,807; so that the withdrawals exceed the new supply by $70,226,342; as the
banks have now $2,213,253 less than at the beginning of the year, there remains
a difference between supply and withdrawals of $63,013,089, which has been
mode up by sales of coin by the treasury and by arrivals of which,there is no re
corded movement.
The leceipts and shipments of coin and bullion at New York in the three first
quarters, and in the month December, with the total since January 1, being
the full aggregate for the year 1867, have been as shown in the following state
ment :
RECEIPTS AMD SBIPKENTS OF COIN AND BULLION AT NEW TOaK.
First

Second

Third

Month of

Tear
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The following statement shows the receipts aud exports in December and for
the seven years 1861 to 1867 :
,—Califonna
Foreign Exports
Dec. Receipts^
Year. /—Foreign
n" Imports—,
v—
''—
Dec.
Year.
Dec.
Year.
1S67 .
....$3,188,281 $2S,391,396 $123,917 $3,160,720 $«,843,878 $51,791,383
1366 .
4 323.023 41,431,726 852.098 9,578,020 8,217,270 62,563.700
1*» .
3,316,283 21,531,788 127,054 2,123,281 2,752.161 30,003,683
13*4 .
2,205,679 12 907,803 114,976 2,285,(122 6.104.177 60,825,621
1**>3.
857,688 12,207,320 118,193 1,52-Vll 5,259,053 49,754, 66
1,435,627 25.07lt,7.S7
78,816 1,390,277 3,678,113 69,437,021
2,681,389 31,485,919 353,530 87,088,413
893 013 4,230,250
The followirg formula furnishej the details of the general movement of coin
and bullion at the port for the first three quarters and the month of December,
with the total since January 1, being the whole year 1867 :
GENKB.AL MOVEMENT OF COIN AND BULLION AT NEW TO; K.
1st quarter. 2d qnarter. 3d quarter. Dec Year 1867.
Rec's from California
$6,100,861 $6,899,555 $9,210,1.79 $3,288,162 $28,391.3%
Imp's fmfor'n ports
409,077 1,147,619 942,519 123,917 8,160,12,,
Coin int'st p'd by U.S
10,838,303 17,793,025 19,644,897 1,438,708 66,871,84!,
Total repo'd sup'y
$17,367,241 $25,810,199 $29,827,595 $4,850,832 $98,423,465
Kxp. >o for' n ports
$6,566,958 $18,028,709 $17,436,446 16,843,878 $6!,791,«fc3
Customs duties
83,170,628 27,185,686 S4,665,968 6,448,244 116,858,521
Total withdrawn
$39,787,586 $45,214,595 $52,102,414 $2,292,122 $168,649,807
Rieees of rep'd snp'y
$
. $
c
Excesscpecie
ol withdraws
22,380,315 19, 874,396 22,274,819
$7,151,290 $70,220,342
Bank
increased
1,727,167
Bank specie decreaa'd
... 4,662,618 753,813
6,600,921 2,218,253
Deficit in reported supply, made up
from unreported sources
$17,717,782 $18,620,783 $24,001,986 $1,850,369 $68,018,089
The course of the gold premium during the month has been steadily downward.
The defeat of the impeachment measure, and the unexpectedly conservative tone
of Congress upon questions of finance buve weakened the price; while the antici
pation of the payment of about $30,000,000 of coin by the Treasury during Jan
uary has had a still stronger influence in that direction. The ui.expectedly large
exports have checked the downward tendency. The price closed at 133$, almost
the identical quotation of the same period of 1866.
COURSE OF GOLD AT NEW YORK— DKCEMBEIt, 1867.
Date.

Date.

O
3
-ISaturday
21 133* 131* 133*1138*
Sanday
221
Monday
137* 186* 137); 1.16* Sundfty
23il83* 133 133*1133),
Tuesday
137 ma 137* 130* Monday
Wednesday. . .
133* 133* 1S1*|183*
. 4 137* 137 137* 187 Tuesday
25 (Chr istm las.)
Thursday
S 187)4 13l)?i 137",' 1«7 Wednesday
26 134 131* 134*1134
Friday
. 6 187* 137)4 137* 137* Thursday
27 134*
Saturday
. 7 187* 130)4 137* 136* Friday
Saturday
281 133*. 138*|l84*|lS4
Sunday
.8
183*1183*1133*
29
Monday
. 9 137* 130* 137* 136* Sunday
80 .33*'133*jl34 133*
Tuesday
.10 136* 133* 136* 135* Monday
,
81 133* 1 138* 1 183* 138*
Wednesday ...
.11 185* 134', 135* 131* Tuesday
.121131* 133* 134* 133','
Thursday
.13,133* 133* IWi 188* Dec. .1867..
137* 182*1187* 183*
Friday
1866..
141* 1.11* 141* 183*
Saturday
.14 133* 133,V 134* 134*
14S 144)4 1148* 145
1865..
.15
Sunday
228* 212* ,243% 1-M
16 134 131* 131), [13.1*
1864..
Monday
1863 .
148* 148* 1.2* 151*
.171134* 133* 135 1133*
Tuesday
130* 128*|134 133*
1862..
.181183* 133)4 134* 183)-,
Wednesday. . .
.19 138* 13!* 134* 134
Tbur-day.. ..
132*|l3i*|l46*|l88*
.2oll33* 13354 184 |133* S'ce Dec 1.1867.
Friday
The Mlowing table shows the course of Foreign Exchange, daily lor the
month ol December :
col-use or roBBias exchange (60 days) at new york—December.
London.
Paris. Amsterdam. Bremen. Hamburg
Berlin,
centimes cents for cents for cents for cents for
cents for
for dollar. hoi in.
rix duler. M. banco. thaler.
54 police.
Days.
i09*®i«l* 5i7*@516*; 40*&4l'' 78*@78* 85*®88" 71*« 172
3
109*©10i* 517*@515 40*©« 73*(tf7S* 35*®38 71*4

so
Days.
4. . ..
6 ....
9
10
11
12
13
14
15 .

20.i7.
25.
'.".I .
30.
31 .
Dec
Nov
Oct
Sep
A llir
J'ly
Jun
Mav
Apr
Mar
Feb
Jan
SiaceJanl
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London.
109Jf®l09X
109).@110
109Ji®110
109X®1(W«
109X©10:'J4
109X©109;.
109X@110
109Jt@110
110 ©110*

110 ©now
nox©uox
110 @lio.x
1lHixaiiox
10X®110X
110}.'®! 10*
110«©110V
no
©uox
109X@110X
10!)
..109Jf
H1S¥®109.X
109 @1IU
109X®110X
lU:i«@U0X
109)4@110X
lODXailUX
108?i@10 y.
108 ©109.X
lOSJifftloa
10SJ<©109X
ins ©110.X

Paris. Amsterdam.
516)«@513X 4UJ,@11
515 ©512.X 40J,@4l
516X©515S' 41K@11X
51tiJj'<a5!5M 41X@41.!.£
616X®515X 41X®«K
51(>K@516*. 41X@41X'
61BJt®51»« 41S®<1«
516X®515X 41X@41X
615 ©514X 41X@»11<mXQmx 41X@41Jt'
41X©41X
41X®"'*'
4tx©"x
41X®«"
41 «l "
41*
515 ©514« 41,'«©«1X
518"4-©ol4tf 4iiiau»1615 @5UH 41X@41X
515 @514)t 4ix@4ix
513>;©512X 41 SiCfifrii;.
51»X®513X 41>1®11.,J
513>4-Q5:Sitf 41XS4I«
513}»@512.X 41X®41«
617K®5iatf 40K®HX
40?.©" X
617X®518X 403,®I1X
521X1*515
541X©515 40J<@4IX
51SJi@512>f 40S©".1.'
517«©511J»- 4ux©"«
5;sji©5iix
40J,©41«
620 ©510 40X©»1S'
40Jf®"^
522X©512^
545 ®M5 40X@"X'
522.X©,>15 40Jf©HX
620 ©518X 41X©11:.
6!5 ©510 40X®41K

Bremen.
7SX®78X
79 ©79*
79 @79^
79 @79X
79 ©7!>X
79 @7»X
79 ©79X
79 ©79*
79 ©79*
79 ©79*
79 ©79*
711 ©79*
79 ©79K
79 ©7J X
79 ©79*
79
©79X
7««@79?»'
79
79 ©79X
©793*
79X&79X
79>.®79X
79«®79»<
79yc©79«4
78X©79«
78X©79
78?,
©79
78X®78J<
78 ©79X
78 @7«X
78X©79«
735, ©80
78«®7»X
78
@79«
78Xr©7'.»X
78Xfe79X
78 ©80

Hamburg.
35!,©30
80 © OX
36 ©36X
56 ©3UX
3» ©86X
36
86 ©36.X
84 ©36X
86 ®36X
3ii ®S6;<
8ti ©30X
30 ©*i,'.'
8li
30 .30.x
86
86
©36X
86X©3K«
81
©30X
86 ©*>>»
86X©36.',
S0X®*>.'i
86*©36x
B8X©36«
85},<3.30X
85!.®:*iX
8')3i©!li.X
8S}.©86X
86X
36X
36 ©36*
80 ©Ms
86 @i8X
85;,©n;«
86 ©36.X
3r>X®36X
85Ji®30V

Bcrlin .
71 !4©74!
71«®7*
71Ji®7*
71 '.©74
71.'.©74
71>,©74
71K»7*
71J,®7*
71J,®7*
71'i©74
71Ji®74
7:Ji®7t
71J<@7*
7i?,©74
71J,©74
7 1 ',©72
72>,©72X
7l;,©72
71 !,©72
74X®7»«4'
7«X®743i
7SX®7»'li
72s®7iV
71«®723<
7i',©7i«
71S®74
71X®7*X
7 IX ©72)*
71\©7JX
72 ©72J4
7l4;©72»;
7l?i®7*X
7I>»©7««
7U©72J,'
72 ©TSX
T1M@74X
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Betnrne of tbe New York, Philadelphia and Bojton Banis
Below we give the returns of the Banks oT the throe cities since Jan. 1 :
HEW TOBK CITT RANK RETURNS.
Da'e
Loins.
Specie. Circulation. Deposits. Legal Tend's. Ap. clear'a-a
.January i
*'>57.8j'-',1fi0 12,791,892 84,764,77V 202,533.564 65,046.141 4Mi,«87,7!f7
JanoarV 14 . 453.'J45 468 14,613,477 82,62M08 202,517,008 68,446,870 «OAI.;2,00«
Jauuarv-19
255,032,243 15,865,407 32,851,928 201,500.115 «8.235.3Hli 5211.(140,04*
.lannurvSO
451,674,80 • 16,014.007 82,957,198 197,952 076 f>8.44)i..'<69 568 824.8 4
Kcbru rv2
161,404.355 10,332,98. 82,995.347 400,511,590 65,944,541 612.4-.7.454
FebraaryS..... 456,208,848 16,157,257 32.777,00 198,241,835 67.028.994 ^ 508.845,6.34
F«bru'ryl6 .. 453,181,348 14,794,026 84,958,309 196,072,292 64.644,940 455S.i3.f2*
Febru'rv43 .... 257,828.991 13,513,460 8S,00«,141 198.420.347 63,153,895 4a3,574.«8«
Marc i 4
20 ,160 43 1 11.579,881 33,294,433 198 01",914 6 .014 1H5 401.534 6 11
Mar. h »
MM 458 10,863.143 83,409,811 400.4r8,547 64,523,44(1 544,17',4r6
March
6
'
263
074,9715 9,143,913
9,908,7)4 33.5i9,401
8»,4?0.68^ 1U4,875,6'6
197.958,804 60.901.958
61.813 0 9 472,604,8
496.558. 138
Marcll 23 . " 459,4"0.8
Mnrcn 34
056*82,364 KS4i,6 9 38 609,195 1R8,48»,250 62.459,811 459,aSil,0O4
Anril 6 .
254,470,1127 8,13-1,813 83,771,578 183,801,409 A'J.021,775 Sll.S35.184
Auril 13
459,102,178 8,856,229 33 702,047 182,861,286 01.20 ,515 64J.P-38.464
ADril 29
247,5111,581 7.844,585 33,648,571 184,090,256 64.090,916 447,814,375
ADril 47 .. 247,7«.:!S1 7,401,304 33,001,2*5 187,674 341 (7,3.11,861 440.484,45?
».„
4 .. 2>0,h7i.553 9.902,177 33,571,747 195.741,074 70.6*7,407 5-'3.860,111
Mav 11.... S53,0S:,S29 ".4,»5 ,590 83,595,809 2O0,84S,a34 67,996,0:9 524 313.709
Mav IS • 457,901,874 15,507.452 S3,03',301 401,436,854 63.848 601 bfg.075.T38
Mar 25 . 356,091,803 :4,088,1',67 88,697,254 193,673.345 60.562.440 4fl.734.«44
Jnne I..... 252.791.514 14,617.070 33,747,039 190,386.143 68.469.847 444.075.68s
June 8 .... 250,177.293 15,699,0:18 83,719,088 184,730.335 65.923.1 7 401.734.4U
Juse 15 .... 446,228,405 12,656,889 83.707,199 180,317,763 67,924,294 460,968,602
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D»tc.
June 23
Jane 20
July
6
July 13
Jsly 20
Jllj 27
August 3....
August 10
August 17
August 31
August 31
Heptember 7..
September 14..
Keptemoer 21 . .
Sepu-ruber 28. .
October &
October 12...
October 19
October 20....
November 2. ..
November 9. ..
November 16..
November 23. .
November 30..
December 7..
December 14
December 21..
December 28..
Date.
January 5
January 18
January 19
January 20
Februarys
February 9
Febru'ryl6
Fcbru'ry23
March t
March 9
Barch 16
March 23
March 39
April 8
April 13
April 20
April 27
May
4
May 11
May 18
May 23
June 1
June 8
June 15
June 22
June 29
July
S
July 18
July 20
July 27
Aneust 3
August 10
Angu.tl7.i
August 24
Autiust 31
September 7
riciit rober 14
.-eptember21
September 28
October
October I5
October 19
October 2li
.November 2
November 9 ..

Specie. Circulation. Deposits. Legal TeotVs. Ac. clear'gs
9,399,585 33,633,171 179.477,1/0 62,816.104 442,440.804
7,768,996 33,542,561) 188,213,257 TO, 174,755 403,944,356
10.853,171 33.689,307 191.524,319 71,1011.473 494.081,090
12,715,401 83.li5S.809 197,872,063 72 495.703 121,459,463
11,197,700 33.574,944 1 99,435,952 78 441,301 401,830,963
8 73 ,094 S3,5-0,h69 200,608 8S6 74,6u5,840 481 097,480
6,461,949 33.J50.117 201,153,754 76.098,763 468,021,740
5. 311,907 33,56>,»7S 199,4118,705 76,047,481 4ti0.s«s urn
5.920.557 3:l,ltr>9.757 194.0 16.591 69,473, 91 41 1,289,617
6,028,535 83.73H,249 180,744,101 64,960.030 421,406,637
7,271,595 83,716,128 1911,892,315 67,934.e*ri 885.591,548
7,967,619 8S,70t,172 195,182,114 69,657,415 441,701,886
8.184,946 34,015,228 193,0s«,776 05,1,6,903 01 (.( 88,7o3
8,617,498 84,056,442 185,603,039 67.709 3*5 604,142,360
9,496,163 34,147,269 181,439,410 66,091.526 600,6*8,710
9,368,603 84,925,5"1 179,447,429 66,853,5S5 070,187,624
9,603,771 36,006,iMl )77,1»0.684 66,114,9v3 5fc,6o2.270
7,3.0,010 34,057,460 173,438.3;5 64,846,>S2 5,-8,162,707
6,'.61,1«4 33.959,080 173,0114,128 50,381,9 8 611,792,667
8, 974,515 84,087.016 178,209,724 C 396,(47 481,356,278
12,816.984 34,069,003 177,849,809 65,540,883 615,391 ,HtO
1.3,734,964 84,136,368 177,742,853 54,329,1150 405,217,113
15,4! 9,1 10 34,129,911 174,741,6-8 61,121,011 580,0(5,807
16,612.890 24,1)811,792 175,688,238 62,098,133 432.744,259
15,81)5,254 £4,092,202 174,926,355 62,595,460 472,!"56,9'.S
I4.SS6.S28 34,118,611 177,014,250 64,D54.i,(M 447,(KX),0(()
13,468,109 34,010,101 177,632,583 68,311,132 473,161,502
10,971,969 84,134,400 178,. 18, 191 60,087.932 449,140,304
Philadelphia bank returns.
Legal Tenders. Loans.
Specie. ClrcnlakioB. Depasilf .
....(20,209 064 52,3i2,817
908,668 10,888,840 41,308 327
20,006.255 52,528 491
906.829 10,380,677 41,043,401
19,448,099 53.45S 307
877,548 10,381,695
048,646
19,363,374 52.168,473
880,582 10,314,683 80
89,001,770)
19,269,128 05,55,130
871,564 10.430.8 8 80,602,718
10,659,250 64,884,829
873,614 10,410,062 89,81 :.596
18,892,747 62,673,130
887,110 10,622,973 40,(160,717
17,887.598 52,394,721
841,928 10,616,484 86,646,0)3
18,150,667 61,979,173
810.843 10.5 1.100 80.367,34*
17,52 ,705 51,851,468
812,f55 16,572,1*8 37,314,678
16,955,6 8 50,5 8,294
858,032 1(1,580.911 3 ,826,001
16,071,780 5i\572,)90
807,4 8 10,611,081 84,6 1.646
15,866.948 50 880,306
602,148 1(1,681,632 84,150,2f6
16,882,745 60,998,281
'64,719 10,651,615 83,7011,596
16,188,407 61,283,776
546 025 10,645,31)7 84,827,€88
111,582,296 51,611,44 1
485.535 10,M7,234 85,120,580
16,787, 01 61,690,959
882,017 10,638,021 36,434,870
17,196,558 53,054,267
386,063 10,630.695 87,371,064
17,278,919 53,474,888
408,769 10,627,953 88,173,169
16,770,491 63,826.320
402,978 10.(130,881 88,230.833
16.019,180 63,536,170
869,138 10,685,520 37,778,788
16,881,109 62,747,808
834,393 10,637 432 37,332,144
16,S80,720 58,158,124
816,6:5 10,642,1-SO 87,264,614
16,300,010 58,192,049
318,261 10,04)1,298 87,174,269
15,964,424 52.068,441
878.308 10,642,224 37,333,Y79
16,103, 61 62,538.963
8«5,187 10,641.311 86,616,847
16.')22,675 52,120.372
461,951 10,64 ,201 87.077,45-1
16,434,914 62,802,352
419,399 10.641,710 87,886.238
16,608,869 53,150,569
871,714 10,637,651 38,170.418
16,862,112 53104,475
833,118 10.633,750 87.-29,640
16,783,198 63,427,840
802,065 10,6:'5.925 88 094,548
16,9(19,195 68,117,560
» 4,979 10,627,761 811,861,477
15,767,146 53 549,449
317,389 10,628,3:0 36,364.636
16,082,816 68,800,090
814,242 10,623,824 86,323,366
36,4:>9,8Jl
13.717.909 03,784.687
807,058 10,626.356
10,628,794 ::C.4.',S,S3o
16,249,658 58,77H,452
279.714 10,632,737
16,060,133 53,792 203
252,691
S6,2F3,34*
15,843,484 63,540,501
228,528 10,1128,744
6,327,3( a
15,513,794 53,655,569
274,535 10.6-.9 076 KV53.60S
86.494.213
10.627.9
;l
15.557,404
63,011,100
258,303
15 027.4H 62,»-7,l 57
S1S,71; ;0,(12.1.396 f4.8 18,949
015 £4.330,10 1
14,017,001 63,020,283
43Ht5 10,6:5
10.6 4,9(,7 3f.53-,4d5
14,947.181 62,57 ,552
JJS-'JJ 10,h-10.S20
16,0 9,854 62,6 4,077
*J-*J! 10,646,512 83,604. 0,
S-V4H.071*
14,709,022 63,236.048
ffi'Sj

Loan-.
213,640,477
242.547.li54
216,861,237
217,913,009
249,580,455
251,243,3.30
254,940,010
858,447,340
253.232,411
250,61)7,679
247,877,662
350,234,560
254,160,5^7
254.794.C67
251,918,751
2 17,934,369
247.!-33, 133
247,r)53,911
246,81 ,71<j
247,227,480
247,719,175
418,439,814
210.343,049
247,815,509
247,4.*',0M
246,327,545
244,165.353
214,620,312
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THE ADEQUACY OP OUR BANK RESERVES.
The Comptroller of the Currency has promptly issued the quarterly
reports of the National Banks, so that we publish in this number of the
Magazine the comparative tables for the chief cities, and for each of the
States. The leading topic of immediate interest on which these reports
are desired to throw light is the adequacy of the reserves of lawful
money. A little more than a year ago a Congressional inquiry dis
closed the fact that over 50 of the National Banks in various parts of
the country were found by their quarterly reports to be short in their
reserves, and that the Comptroller had urged them to make the amount
good. At that time, October, 1 866, the reserves were as follows : legal
tenders 205,770,641, specie $8,170,835 ; total reserves $213,941,476.
The liabilities covered by these reserves were as follows : deposits,
$596,911,446; circulation, $289,877,583; total, $886,788,929. The
reserves were thus about 24 per cent, of the liabilities,, and as the law
requires that 25 per cent, reserve be held by the banks of the 17 redemp
tion cities which we will presently name, while 15 per cent, only is re
quired from all other banks, the average of 24 per cent, shown in the
vol. LTUi.—ao ii.
0
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October statement for 1868 might have seemed, in the absence of
further proof, to have been amply sufficient to cover the requirement*
of the law. The Congressional inquiry to which we have referred dis
sipated this belief and brought to light the fact that a considerable
number of the badly conducted banks were short of reserve, and that
consequently some of the sound, well managed institutions were as usual,
and for greater safety, carrying more reserve than was legally required
of them. How far the recreant banks amended their ways we do not
know, as no particulars of detault have since been published. Rumors
have been current for some time past that the evil was reviving. Ltt
us see how far they seem to be confirmed by the reports in the January
quarter just issued. The reserve amounts to $182,394,994, and is
composed of the subjoined items : Greenbacks $1 16,145,995, Compounds
and Certificates $48,214,480, Specie $18,034,519. These 182 millions
stand as reserve to $856,674,656 of liabilities, comprising circulation
$297,790,882, and deposits $558,883,774. The January proportion of
resources to liabilities is thus shown to be about 21 per cent, against 24
per cent, in October, 1866. To make these points more plain we exhibit
them in the table subjoined :
Oct, 1866.
Jan., 1868.
f86«,674,l 56
Liabilities
182,3S4,9W4
Per cent, of reserves to liabilities
Number of defaulting banks
An ordinary reader might suppose that as most of the banks in
the chief cities keep a larger amount of legal tender reserves than the 25
per cent, which the law requires, that the number of banks defaulting
must be much larger row that the reserves are down to 182 millions
than 15 months ago, when, though the reserves were 213 millions, fifty
defaulters were discovered. Such is the inference which has been pop
ularly accepted. To refute it we need to have the Comptroller's official
assurance on this point. Hence we have always contended that Mr.
Hubbard should include the information in his quarterly reports, which
without it are obviously incomplete. This is one of those points on
which the principle of publicity might be applied at once. The Bank
Department at Washington is armed with the facilities for getting
these facts, not for the mere information of a few Government offi
cers, but for the guidance of the public, who have a vital interest in
knowing the truth, who have a right to know it, and whose business
prospects and future fortunes are closely dependent on the promptitude
and accuracy with which they succeed in learning it.
The reform to which we refer requires no additional legislation what
ever. Indeed, for the present, we oppose all tampering with the bank
act as inexpedient, as likely »o overWd the law with cumbrous inno-
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vations, and to lead to more harm than good. What is wanted is sim
ply that the Comptroller should add to his list of questions sent periodi
cally to th» banks, the proportion which their reserve bears to the
liabilities, as a new special item for the monthly quarterly reports.
There could be little difficulty in getting the banks to give these figures.
And if any should omit it the calculation could be easily made by some
of the numerous clerks of the Bureau, suitable measures being adopted
to insure future compliance.
We have already suggested the probability that the legal tender
reserve, as reported in the January statements, may, perhaps, be ample,
or that their may be fewer defaulters now than were reported in Octt.
ber, 1866, when the aggregate reserve was much larger than at present.
To show how this may be, we need only call attention to the *ery com
plicated system by which the reserves are commuted. In New York
city the banks, as is well known, must keep 25 per cent, of their circu
lation and deposits in reserve, and the aggregate can be made up,
three-fifths of it, in three per cent, certificates and two fifths in green
backs, compounds and gold. In the other redeeming cities, namely, Bos
ton, Philadelphia, Chicago, St. Louis, Louisville, Detroit, Milwaukie, New
Orleans, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Pittsburg, Baltimore, Leavenworth, San
Francisco and Washington, the 25 per cent, reserve may be distri
buted as follows : One-half in three per cent, certificates, or on deposit
in New York subject to sight draft.
The oiher half of the legal reserve may be in greenbacks, «oinpounds
or gold; or, if the bank chooses, it can keep two- fifths in these, while onetenth may be in three per cent certificates. Banks situated elsewhere
than in these seventeen cities are required to keep a reserve of 15 per
cent., not less than two-fifths ofit in greenbacks, compounds or gold. The
»ther three fifths may consist of a deposit in New York, or it may be
held in greenbacks, compounds or gold.
It is this permission granted the banks to reckon as their reserve not
only the money they have in hand, but also in part their balances de
posited in New York, that prevents our knowing at once from Mr. Hulburd's figures the precue position of the banks as to the point under
discussion. And out of this permission arises the necessity for his
adding to his luminous tables, as now compiled, nnother line of figures
showing the proportion which the reserves really bear to the liabilities.
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wark of their safety, and not of theirs only, but of the vast financial
machinery of the cotintry which revolves dependent around them.
One of our paramount obligations in a financial point of view, there
fore, is to compel the peccant banks, if any there be, to keep up their
reserves under penalty of being sum marily closed after due warning,
as was recently the well deserved fate of the Farmers' and Citizens' Bank
of Brooklyn, in this State. But as a powerful means of thus providing
our banking s>stf>m with adequate reserves, we must let in the light of
publicity, and cause the managers ot every institution to know that if
they do not conform to this inexorable law of safe banking the depo
sitors will learn the fact, and the public will withdraw its confidence,
not knowing when their funds may be locked up, to be accessible
only after tedious months of liquidation from the receivers of the
defaulting banks.

THE NATUEAL BOAD TO SPECIE PAYMENTS.
Thb American Exchange National Bank, )
New York, January 27, 1868.
f
Dear Sir: I beg to acknowledge your communication asking ray views
on the condition of the currency. It has led mo to a renewed examination
of the whole question, the result of which I submit in the fewest wi>r<U
possible to so large a subject, and I ask for them your studious considerstion.
The subject is cleared of much obscurity by considering in order, first.
What is the nature of a true currency 1 What are its legitimate offices
in commerce and trade ? And second, How far have we departed from
it, and how to return !
All true currency is in the nature of bills of exchange. These <*re
legitimate only when drawn against products of industry, which they
represent and convey through the channels of commerce and trade, and of
which they are the 'Hie deeds. As sucb, they can never be in excess of
the public want, because their amount is the measure of the property of
the nation, passing into trade and commerce. The more there is of such
currency the greater is the evidence of prosperity. A currency thus truly
representative, also expresses the amount which the nation may expend
without embarrassment or financial disorder. It is limited te the value
of the products of labor, which could be exchanged by barter, without the
intervention of any paper currency whatever. The legitimate office of
currency is simply to facilitate such exchange and distribution, and the
genuineness of all forms of paper promises, used as currency, may be
tested by this one standard, that they represent and transfer some specific
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property, resolvable into money in the commerce of the world, and pledged
for their redemption.
The true office of a bank or banker in respect to currency, whether in
foreign commerce or domestic trade, consists in receiving such bills or
notes as represent products of industry moving toward the places of con
sumption, issuing in exchange for them his own bills in sums as required
for public convenience, but equal in aggregate amount ; so that the pro
ceeds of the one may redeem the other.- He is simply a subdivider or
retailer or quantities, for the more minute distribution of the fruits of labor
and service. This statement, so simple and self evident, is fundamental to
a just comprehension of the situation of the country.
A bill or note used as currency, is also an instrument of expenditure.
If issued against nothing present, but against something to be hereafter
acquired, or produced, it enables the holder, so far as the note can com
mand the public confidence, to expend the fruits of labor, beyond the
power of present restitution. It thus secures the actual products of the
labor of others, for simple promises to give our own at some time, inde
finitely future. The inevitable consequence of such a currency is the
suspension of coin payments—money cannot be ready to redeem such
promises, because they conveyed no equivalent of money. This is, of
course, no less true of the whole nation than of each individual composing
it
Now a Treasury note differs from a legitimate bank-note, or a note of
commerce, in this important particular, that having been given for articles
consumed in war, it had not, when emitted, the essential attribute of true
currency. It represented no equivalent in commerce or trade, nothing
passing to secure its redemption. It was simply a debt : the evidence of
want, not of wealth; of the absence, not of ihe presence, of redeeming
power.
To give such promises the form of money, was simply to create instru
ments by which the people could expend the future earnings of the nation.
And this without the restraints which the necessities of present compensa
tion naturally impose. Hence the phenomena of prodigality and extrava
gance which have since so strikingly characterized the nation.
It is not necessary now to inquire whether or not this was unavoidable
ae an expedient of war. My purpose is simply to present the essential
difference between the public debt, as thus used, and the true currency of
commerce.
Suspension of specie payments was the inevitable consequence of thus
injecting into trade an element not the growth of its natural operations.
Every dollar issued was a step from specie value. It expressed the absence
of any present equivalent for its redemption, and therefore lacked the
indispensable commercial property of currency.
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The conclusion is therefore irresistible, that, being without a constituent,
and irredeemable from the very start, this currency cad now be made
equal to ci>in onlv by placing under it, dollar for dollar, the full equivalent
in the Treasur .
Receiving our ideas of currency from the associations and precedents
of trade and commerce, we hastily conclude (and many of the Senators
have so expressed themselves in debate) that the resumption and main
tenance of specie payments is possible, whenever an accumulation in coin
of a larger or smaller proportion of the amount of notes outstanding is
deposited in the Treasury. This would be true of an issue of currency
given in exchange for notes representing equivalent value in commerce
and trade, by which the remainder could be certainly commanded as
required ; but it can never be true of one whose notes were evidence of a
want of the whole amount promised.
I consider it, therefore, perfectly demonstrable that specie payments
cannot be permanently maintained until Government is in condition to
pay nearly, or quite, the full amount of the legal-tender notes in coin, or
can withdraw them entirely from currency, by funding into bonds.
This is further evident when we remember that the banking system was
constructed after suspension by government, and that the currency issued
under it possesses the substantial characteristics of legal-tender currency,
upon which those issues now rest. The system has not yet been tested
and purified by any form of redemption whatever. Its notes were emitted
in exchange for the public debt, and they have, in a great measure, again
been given by the banks, in exchange for the same debt, or upon fixed
property not resolvable into money, or upon commercial products at cur
rency prices—not the equivale it of coin. All these notes are endorsed
by the Government, which would be, therefore, as liable for them in coin
as for Us own.
Furthermore, the legal tender currency having been made the basis of
credit, and the ultimate resource both of the banks and of Government,
and the reserve, also, for balances of trade, will demand extraordiuary
specie support to meet all these requirements.
Your own familiarity with practical banking will expand the thoughts at
which I have hinted. My only object is to show how far we have departed
from the real commercial basis, wijh a view of finding the way back.
How, then, can speoie payments be re established !
First, by keeping constantly in view the fundamental idea that the
products of labor and their economical use, are the only possible resource.
Our study must be simplv how best to reorganize about them the proper
instruments of commerce and trade, so as to restrain expenditure within
the limits of production, and thus to secure means to redeem the past.
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Nor can this effort be harmlessly delayed. The present currency will,
from its very nature, continue to work impoverishment, so long as it
remains in form of multiplied instruments of expenditure disproportionate
te means. TbiB wasting process is demonstrated by the rapid transfer to
Europe of the national debt, which still further augments the tax upon
the future, by the inadequate sum it produce*. There seems no reason,
in the nature of the ease, why the same influence continued, should not
carry abroad bo large a proportion of the funded debt as, ere long, to
render the situation irretrievable.
The method generally proposed for resumption of specie payments
consists in a gradual withdrawal of the legal-tender currency. This is
undoubtedly true, but it will belter proceed as a result of natural pro
cesses than by making it a moving cause. It is, certainly, one stage in
the progress towards restoration, but not the first one.
Does the withdrawal of a portion of this currency change the essential
character of the rest! However much reduced in quantity, is it not still
irredeemable ?
Moreover, it is now the only legal instrument of trade. How can it be
withdrawn without producing inextricable confusion, unless another and
a better one be substituted, upon which trade can safely rest? As
gradually, and even before one structure is removed, must another be
commenced.
The practical effect of the legal-tender act was not only to establish
public debt as the currency of trade, but to prohibit for home uses the
money of commerce. It interrupted financial concord between internal
trade and external commerce, so that the movement of coin was thence
forth only outward. This was the inevitable result of depriving dealers in
it of legal protection, and of permitting even specific contracts in coin to
be fulfilled by the nominal sum in public debt. In the contract for bread
the law compels to receive a stone. The necessary consequence was the
transfer to Europe, to Canada, and elsewhere, large amounts of coin where
interest on it could be secured, with the legal right of recovery. It still
presents its return. It offers a premium to fraud, and even restricts honest
transactions in the money of the world, from the inability of legal agents
anil administrators to comply with the just intentions of their principals.
It impose* a vexatious impediment to commerce and trade, by the necessity
of invurring a similar risk in sales of foreign goods, or of accepting in every
time transaction a speculative operation.
Now my suggestion, as a first step toward resumption, is simply this :
to so f-tr modify the act, that henceforth all transactions by agreement
made in coin may he legally enforced in coin or its equivalent.
With this simple exception, the legal-tender law should .remain in full
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force and effect. It has so far become the basis of all contracts, that its
abrogation now would be manifestly unjust. There is both a fairer and a
better way.
Reasons of public policy can no longer be urged, why the natural right
of citizens to deal in the money of commerce should not be protected by
the law. With this prohibition upon future transactions removed, com
merce would gradually and certainly resort to its true instruments. It
naturally seeks to be released from all sorts of legal impediments.
The effect of a measure so just and yet so simple, would be at once to
reverse the results referred to. It would immediately utilize coin, and
draw it from hoards. It would not only prevent its exportation abroad >
but would tend to attract it hither, where the field for its use is so varied
and superior. It would reunite the broken chain which connects us with
the financial world, and allow merchants in foreign commerce to conduct
their business without legal impediment; and it would gradually and
certainly introduce the same basis into internal trade, which would
gradually therein extend, by virtue of its benificent operations. Every
citizen who chooses to resume specie payments for himself, would be
allowed to do so, the legal-tender act remaining in force for those who do
not.
It would permit a voluntary resumption by the people, one by one,
without restraint. There would then exist for a time two currencies, one
of law and one of special contract.
Banks in the commercial cities would immediately adapt themselves to
the new condition, by conducting their business in the two kinds, naturally
accumulating coin as it became gradually into use, and applying their
expedients of deposits, checks, clearings, loans and discounts to each kind
respectively, thereby at once creating a new currency of commercial
equivalents within the present one of public debt.
The banking system, being now based entirely upon the legal-tender
currency, would then of necessity prepare to subsitute for it the solid
foundation of commercial equivalents. To this work every sound institu
tion would at once address itself, and thus assist the general progress.
Can any practical man doubt the good results ?
Thrift, providence and economy would at once be revived ; industry
would be stimulated by the certainty of exact rewards, and means would
thus be provided to carry the funded debt at home. The course here
suggested is also no less a Government necessity. The coin of the country
is slowly diminishing by the expulsive force of the currency referred to.
There is believed, by men of careful observation, to be less than two
hundred millions remaining. A panic from any cause might suddenly
reduce it to ap amount insufficient for the convenient operations of the
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Treasury, unless some means be adopted to reverse the tendency to
diminution. This will be best effected by the inherent force of trade and
commerce, when once allowed its natural operations.
The augmenting amount of interest upon the gold debt in the progress
of funding may also at times exceed the customs revenue. Should it do
so, it would then be practicable, from inflowing streams, to secure the
small deficiency by a gold tax on specific subjects, as commerce shall
provide the ability. Thus will the currency upon a gold basis be quietly
enlarged and advanced, until both Government and people are together
restored.
But what shall be done with the legal-tender currency ?
A reply to this question completes the subject. Having erected a new
platform for trade, or .rather having loosened the manacles which now
restrict its natural operations, it will be necessar'' simply to allow full
liberty to fund the legal-tender notes into bonds, as any holder may desire.
Then, as the new currency increases, and the public voluntarily grow
into it, will a way be opened for the disposition of the old, which will
insensibly fall into disuse, while the consequent returning commercial
property, attended by thrift and industry, will create a new demand for
the bonds into which the currency is converted. The great result will
thus be attained without violent change or spasmodic action, but by tbe
beneficent operation of natural laws. The question will be at once trans
ferred from the realm of Politics to that of Providence.
Now, in order to test the soundness and sufficiency of these two simple
measures, let us inquire how contraction can proceed while the legal re
striction upon specie obligations continues, without either strangling the
operations of trade, or compelling the creation of other irredeemable
substitutes.
Will not the whole ingenuity of banks and people outside the Treasury
Department be necessarily directed to a corresponding enlargement of tbe
area of irredeemable credit, to take the place of the currency withdrawn.
Tbe restriction must therefore be removed, from imperative necessity. It
will otherwise force itself by violence. It is wiser to remove it now, before
tbe specie in the country is further reduced.
We have reached a point in our financial history when distrust anil un
certainty have arrested the course of industry. The business community
are, to a great extent, standing idle, and are being consumed with ex
penses. Tbey dare not exchange products of industry or contract obliga
tions, when the return is so uncertain. If the currency remain as now, it
will continue its wasting effect. If it be increased, impoverishment will be
accelerated. If contracted, without a substitute, business will be further
deranged. The two measures proposed seem to open the way of escape.
Their simplicity should commend them.
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When freedom of action in these two particulars is thus secured, and
a little time elapses for industry to be reorganized, we may reasonably
expect prosperity in the country, without a parallel. Commerce and trade
will advance with a bound. With the vast area of fertile land, rapid
immigration, and universal liberty, the ability of the country to sustain
the public debt can never be questioned. Until then, it is worse than
idle—it is wicked—to discuss the question of the payment of the funded
debt. The option attaching to the 5 20 bonds will continue, and may
then be honorably availed of, upon a basis of commercial equivalents, at a
reduced rate of interest. Upon that subject there are the greatest ad
vantages in delay. The question of the currency demands instant atten
tion.
Truly yours,
George S. Coa.
Hon. John V. L. Prutn, Esq.,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D. C.

EMERY.
As the «ubject of this mineral has attracted the attention of the
American Commission at the Paris Exhibition, the following remarks may
be of use to the commercial and manufacturing community.
At Naxos, one of the Greek islands of the Archipelago, is the best
emery mine as yet known. This mine belongs to the Hellenic Govern
ment, and is farmed by it to a contractor. Until 1850, no other mines
were known in the Levant. The mineral found in small quantities, and
of an inferior quality found in other countries, seems to be of but little
utility. At this date, Dr. Lawrence Smith, now of Louisville, Ky., and
then in the service of the Sultan of Turkey, discovered the existence of
emery on the coast of Asia Minor, opposite the Island of Samoi, and some
twelve years ago wrote an interesting and valuable paper on the subjectt
which, having attracted the attention of the commercial community of
Smyrna, an English merchant, since deceased, Mr. Abbot, succeeded in
obtaining a Firn.an from the Sublime Porte for a term of years and for a
stipulated sum per annum,—about $1,000,— authorizing him to export
from a particular locality a fixed amount of emery a year, supposed to be
about 12.000 kantarsor kintals. The mine still remains in the possession
of his widow, and the term of years has been, since 1850, from time to
time, renewed. Mrs. Abbott obtained permission to rent but o< e mine, at
a place called Seokeh. The land is a Wakoof, or " bequest tenure," and
properly belongs to a mosk, or other religious institution. She does not
attend to the working of the mine herself, but is connected with an English
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merchant, residing now at Constantinople, Mr. Ogilby. Her own state
ment, to the Bureau of Mines of the Turkish Government, is that the
whole realm needs and consumes only 3,000 tons of emery a year ; that the
Naxos mine furnishes from 25,000 to 3C,000 kantars of this, and the rest
is furnished from her mine. It may be hero added that 18 kantars, or
kintals, make one ton. The emery is shipped to England in the rough
state, and there variously prepared for use, after being pulverized. The
amount of emery at her mine alone is inexhaustible, and requires but small
labor, as it is most on or near the surface of the ground. As it is near to
a seaport, and manual labor, as well as transportation, are cheap and
abundant, the expense of extracting it and carrying it to vessels is not
great. The mineral, in the rough state, is selling now at Smyrna for 25
piastres, a little more than II the kantar, or 110 pounds.
The high price of emery in Europe and the United States may be at-tribnted to the circumstance that both of the mines of Naxos and Seokeh
are in the possession of one company, or that the two lessees are in concert
to keep them so. Although the lessee of the latter mine has contracted
to extract and export only a certain limited quantity, the means of sur
passing this, to almost any extent, are at her command. Whether or not
3,000 tons are all that the world requires and actually receives, may be
questioned. The high prices may, however, greatly contract its use, and,
were they less, the consumption might be much greater. Be this whatever
it may, the quasi monopoly of the article has been the real cause of the
high price.
The sum paid by the present lessee of the emery mine of Seokeh to the
Turkish Government is very small, when compared to its real value and
importance to the manufacturing community. To obtain it, as to time
and cost, a representation has been made to the government that the
mineral is of an inferior quality to that of Naxos. This is supposed to be
wholly incorrect.
Within a few years, emery has been found to exist in other parts of the
same district. At Lirjh C zassee, in the province of Aydean, and within
ten hours, or some six miles of the Smyrna and Aydean Railroad, on the
Tchifltik, a farm of an individual named Khaleel Etfendi, and the quality
is said to be superior to thnt of the mine of Seokeh. As all the mines of
Turkey are Royalties, and belong to the Sultan, Khaleel Edendi has pro
cured a Firman, authorizing him to work the ore on his own farm for 20
years, and to export from it 10,' '00 kantars each year. He made a con
tract with a German merchant of Smyrna for a year, for the full 10,000
kantarsy>at 18 piastres the kantar, of course in the rough :>late. From
causes unknown, a suit has since arisen between the parties, and the
contract has not been carried out. In the meantime, Mrs. Abbott has
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agreed with the Khaleel Effendi to purchase from him the entire produce
of his mine, so soon as his suit with the German merchant has terminated >
thus securing a continued monopoly of the produce of the mines.
Another mine, however, has been found to exist on a farm owned by
Mr. Battaji, Assistant Minister of Finance at Constantinople, and a near
relation of the Secretary of the Turkish Legation in the United StatesHe has also procured a Finnan to work it, and this will be a check upon
the future monopoly of the article.
In the meantime, Mrs. Abbott, or those acting in ber name, have at
tempted to bring forward a suit against the Turkish Government for its
having farmed out the two other mines of emery, though, in fact, the one
let to her late husband by no means constitutes a monopoly of all of the
mines in the empire. That of Seokeh is an Wakoof land, whilst the others
are in Mirce, a land ot freehold tenure. This fact only seems to show
that her agents and partners have heretofore kept up the present high
price of emery through a quasi monopoly, and that they wish to so cont'mi' it, if possible. It cannot be doubted that were the Turkish Govern
ment to farm out the emery mines, which seem to extend over the whole
mountain range of the Province of Aydean, it would receive far more than
it now does from Mrs. Abbott. Khaleel Etfendi contracted to pay to the
government 25 per cent, of the full amount exported, the same to be paid
in emery, or in an equivalent in cash. As this is not needed in Turkey,
the amount, if paid in emery, is for sale to the highest bidder, and
this accounts for the article being now quoted at Smyrna at 95 piastres
per kantar.
As emery must be largely needed in the United States, it would be a
good speculation to form a company there for the working of a mine in
Turkey, and for this purpose send out a competent mineralogist or miner
to contract for one, and so not be compelled to purchase from England at
an exorbitant price.
John P. Brown.
CONSTANTINOPLB, Nov. 20, 1867.

THE COTTON SOPPLY.
The recent advance in the price of cotton at Liverpool appears to
be the result of a decided modification of the views of the British
cotton merchants.
During 1867, through various circumstances
adverse to trade, the price of raw cotton was steadily borne down from
15d. for Middling Uplands on Jan. 1, to 7Jd. on the 31st of December;
which is but a fraction over the average price for the ten years next
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preceeding the war. At the same time, the prices of cottcrr goods
declined on an average 33 per cent, and at the close of the year the
Manchester price current was within about 5 per cent, of the prices
of 1860. The following statement, from a Liverpool circular,
illustrates the value of cotton, yarn and goods in 1860, 1866 and 1867 :
. 81«T DXO.
AVERA6tS
1881 1S6K.
186a
Utn. 18(18.
1861).
s. d. s. d. s. d.
s. d. s d. s. d.
30 s Water Twist Tarn, per ft
11
19
1 OX
1 6X 1 U'X 1 OX
Middling Orlenns, per ft
0 IX 1 SX 0 IX
—
1 r.X 0 «X
Kin SX shirting*, per piece
10 0 18 9 9 4
11 iX 14 11
9 6X
The above, representing on the average
about 1>4ft jam, is equal per ft to.... 1 4 110 1 i%
1 6X 1 »Ji 1 3*
The year closed, moreover, with a s ock of cotton in the country only
40,000 bales below that of the close of 1860, and with the apparent
prospect of an ample supply in 1868. In this condition of afiairs it
appears to have Deen concluded that the price had permanently
recovered its old level. It is now, however, becoming apparent that the
very decline has brought into operation causes tending directly to
diminish the future supply. India has been ready to send forward large
supplies so long as high prices could be realized ; but now the problem
has to be solved whether the ryots will care to grow as much cotton
at 4Jd. per lb., as they have produced when the price was double that
figure. The production in India appears likely this y*>ar to equal the
crop of last year; but doubts are seriously entertained whether an
equal amount will be shipped to England. The annual circular of
Smith, Ed wards & Co., Liverpool, remarks upon this prospect:
Our accounts from Bombay represent the crops as promising in most districts of
Western India, and the acreage under culture as nearly equal to the previous
year; but we do not expect the same quantity will be shipped to this country. The
Eoweis will be very reluctant to sell their crrps at ISor. (— 4^d. c. <fc f.), which
tt > ear fetched 250r. to 800r., and we expect the crops will be delivered slowly.
and a larger portion than usual > e kept over the monsoon, and thus withheld frrm
England during 1868. *. larger amount will also, in all probability.be shipped
to China. From Calcutta we anticipate the greatest falling off, as the current price*
of Bengal cotton are too low to draw large quantities to Europe. It is probable
that the great bulk of it will go to China. We incline, upon the whole, to think that
we shall receive from India, this year, 200,000 to 300.000 bales less than in 1867,
or about sufficient to counterbalance the increase from America.
It is also quite certain that the decline in the price will have a
similar effect upon cotton growing in this country. At the prices thus
far obtained for the present crop, the planter loses heavily upon his
production ; and if the India grower is unwilling to forward his crop
at prices which, though low as compared with late years, is yet higher
than in 1860, what is likely to be the course of the Southern planter,
to whom the costs of growing are immensely increased 1 Results
are already supplying the answer. The planters, from necessity, have
largely curtailed their preparations for the new crop ; large numbers of
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their hands are consequently thrown out of employment, and relief for
the negro population is required at the hands of the Government. It
may be that this very condition of things will bripg about the con
ditions necessary to a cheapened production ; but it is unquestionable
that such a result must come too late to be of any avail in the pre
parations for the next crop. Beside the want of capital and of credit
at the South is preventive, and must, so long as that portion of the
country is in its present disorganized state, continue to prevent any
extensive production of this staple. One year hence, when the cotton
trade has become more settled, the fax has ceased to be operative, and
the laborers are willing to work for what the planters can afford to pay
them, planters may be disposed to cultivate upon an enlarged scale, and
factors may feel it safe to render them' the requisite credit facilities.
But, at present, they have neither the disposition nor the means to grow
as much eotton as last year. It is thus apparent that the decline in
the value of cotton is likely to shorten the supply both from India and
the United States. ,
The permanent repeal of the cotton tax, upon which both Houses of
Congress have finally agreed, is likely to have an important bearing upon
the amount of the present crop sent to market. The tax will cease to be
collected after the 1st of September next. The planter knowing this,
and seeing, on all hands, the evidence of a light crop next year, will'
naturally hold back as much of his supply as possible, with a view
to selling either when he will have no tax to pay, or when the price
has so far advanced as to enable him to afford to sell much better than he
could at present. A large amount of cotton has been and is how being
bought on the plantations upon speculation, from the considerations we
have adduced, and is likely to be held back persistently for higher
prices. At what figure this speculative cotton would be released for
export, it is impossible to estimate. It is not to be overlooked, how
ever, that in the event of a large portion of the crop being thus held
back, there would be such a deficiency in our exports as might induce a
temporary advance in the premium on gold, which would enable sellers
for currency to get a high price for their cotton, without a correspond
ing advance to foreigners who buy in gold. Or should other considera
tions combine to put up the price of gold, the inducement to speculative
holders to realise would be all the greater. It is not impossible, there
fore, that we may witness much higher currency prices for cotton,
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Under all these circumstances, what is likely to be the actual
export movement for the current cotton year? At the commencement,
we had 83,000 bales stock at the ports, and say 50,000 bales in the
interior. Taking the present crop at the most general estimate of
2,500,000 bales, we therefore commenced the year with a total supply
of about 2,633,000 bales. Of this amount, we shall require for home
consumption say 700,000 bales, an amount about 50,000 bales beyond
our consumption last year. Perhaps it may not be unreasonable to
estimate the amount held back in the interior at the close of August,
1868, under the strong inducements previously alluded to, at 400,000
bales, and the stock in port, at the same date, at 150,000 bales. Ac
cording to this estimate, we should have a total of 1,250,000 consumed
and held back, leaving 1,383,000 bales for export from Sept. 1, 1867,
to August 31, 1868. This estimated movement may be thus exhibited :
Stock at ports. September 1, 1887
bale*. 88,000
" in Interior, same date
50,000
Crop of 1887
4.50, ,000
Total supply, Sept. 1, 1887
»,<i.j3,oao
Home consumption, Sept. 1, 1887, to August 31, 1868
700,000
Stock at ports, Sept. 1. 1889
150,000
Bel in Interior same date
400,000—
Total withheld rom export
1,350,000
Total available tit export for the cotton year
1,883,C00
The amount available for shipment, upon this estimate, is 169,000
bales below the actual export of last year, when the price ranged from
16d. to 9d. for Middling Orleans. In some quarters thero is a strong
disposition to limit the estimate of the present crop to 2,250,000 bales;
should this supposition be realized, we should have only 1,133,000 bales
for export. We prefer, however, at present to accept the more com
mon estimate of two and a half million bales, and upon that basis pro
ceed to inquire what is likely to be the supply of Great Britain for the
cotton year.
The importation from India has been expected to fall off from last
year 200,000 to 300,000 bales, in the event of prices not advancing
before the monsoon ; but as the Liverpool market is now steadily ad
vancing, it may, perhaps, be proper to estimate the decrease in this
source of supply at 160,000 bales. The combined supply from Turkey,
Egypt, Brazil and other minor sources is expect«d to slightly exceed
that of last year. According to the usual proportion of our shipments,
about 1,133,000 bales of our estimated exports would go to Great
Britain, and 250,000 bales to other countries. Premising thus much,
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It is thus apparent that the supply for theyear 1867-68 is likely to run
very close upon that of 1866-67, the difference, according to this esti- .
mate, being only 12,000 bales. According to the latest estimates England
is now consuming at the rate of 52,000 bales per week, or within 3,000
bales weekly of the rate in 1860 ; the consumption for that year being
equal to 55,000 bales per week of the now reduced average weight ef
the bale. At this rate she would require for the years' consumption
2,700,000 bales; leaving out of the total supply 1,413,000 for export and
stock on the 31st of August, 1868. Now the exports from Great Brit
ain, for tlie last calender year amounted to 1,100,000 bales; and assum
ing that the amount for the present cotton year will be equal, it would
result that at the close of the year, the s-tock on hand would be only
313,000 ba'cs, against 890,000 bales on the 31st of August, 1867; and
this in the face of a largely diminished supply of the American staple
fur the succeeding year. We arrive, then, at this result : the present
rate of consumption in Great Britain is ahead of the year's supply to
the extent of 500,000 bales.

WE FINANCIAL CONDITION OF NEW TORK.
H.e latp Comptroller of the State of New York and the Auditor of
the Canal Department have both submitted their reports for the fiscal
year ending with the 30th of September, 1867. From early copies of
these reports, and the accompanying documents, we furnish our readers
with a review of the financial condition of the State, its burdens and
sources of revenue, and the precise cost of the State Government. The
Comptroller also presents us with a statement of the city, county and
town debts, and the amount of taxation for local purposes ; thus showing
the aggregate amount ot obligations bearing upon the people of the State,
outside of those existing by virtue of their relations to the Federal Gov
ernment. His statement of the indebtedness of the people of the State
is as follows :
General Fnnd State debt
$5,fi4S.f.W S3
Contingent debt
180,000 00
Canal debt of 1846
8 847.UO0 U0
Canal debt authorised in 185*
10,775,00 1 00
Canal debt l-gali«ed in 1859.
1,700,000 00
Bonntv Slate debt
OA tiro nun m
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Besides these amounts there is in the four sinking funds an aggregate
of $4,253,089 87, which, if applied, would reduce the aggregate State
indebtedness from $48,367,682 22 to $44,114,502 35, and the total
indebtedness of the people, outside of the federal obligations, to
$133,185,458 31. Of this aggregate $19,795,522 22 are chargeable
against canal revenues, and the remainder is payable by direct taxation.
The most of the indebtedness of the cities, towns and counties, except
that of the city of New York, is in a fair way of being liquidated in ten
years. This is specially true of the war and bounty debts, which are
required by the terms of the laws authorising them, to be paid in a short
time. A large aggregate was cancelled a year ago, and a part of the
amount given above has been already cancelled. Now that the war is
over, and expenditures require severe taxation to meet them, the Legisla
ture should be very careful to abstain from passing laws authorising the
bonding of towns, cities and counties for any purpose. There is, indeed,
a strong doubt in the minds of many as to the constitutionality of such
legislation. A State debt cannot be created without an especial submis
sion to the people at a general election. A local debt is of course as
much a burden upon the people as a State debt. How, then, it is
argued, can the Legislature authorise a debt which is to be a charge upon
a part of the people, when it has no power to impose one on the entire
State?
The General Fund Debt was principally created for the purpose of
aiding in the construction of the canals, a part of it prior to the adoption
of the Constitution of 1846. The items are as follows:
Stork, created in 1857 and 1832
$661,500 00
Deficiency loans authorised In 1848
4,88u,M8 83
■ omptrofler' d nda
71,678 63
Indian annuities
1SS,««4 87
Debt not paying Interest
6,000 00
Total
~
$5,642,622 23
Of this aggregate $500,000 was paid on the 1st of January, 1868, and
(442,961 05 will be paid on the 1st of May next, besides $35,578 53
due on demand.
The Bounty Debt was authorised in 1865 and limited to $30,000,000.
This amount, fcowever, was not quite reached. On the 30th of Septem
ber, 1866, it stood at $27,644,000, and a year later at $26,862,000—a
reduction of $782,000. It draws 7 per cent, interest; and in the' act
provision is made for the payment of the whole principal in 1877. In
view of the heavy local obligations and federal taxation the Comptroller
advises that the time for payment shall be extended, and the productive
interests of the State relieved from so heavy an annual burden. The
Contingent State Debt has been reduced $80,000, and $14,000 more are
ready when the State stocks lent to the Schenectady and Troy Railroad
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shall be presented. There will thus remain only the two items of
$68,000 lent to the Long Island Railroad Company under the law of
1S40 and $48,000 lent to the Tioga Coal, Iron Mining and Manufactur
ing Company under a law of the same year.
The Canal Funds are placed under the charge of the Auditor and
treated as distinct from other State property. All the revenue of the
Canals are paid into these funds, and payments are made from them,
as if they were a State or municipality of themselves. Whenever the
revenues fall short of the amount wanted to pay the charges imposed
upon them by the Constitution of the State, the Legislature is required
to levy a tax sufficient to enable them to supply the deficiency. This is
required for the preservation of the credit of the State ; the moneys so
raised by taxation being paid into the sinking funds. But these amounts
are charged against the Canal Department as so much due the State.
About fourteen millions of dollars have been so raised on which interest
is computed ; so that the indebtedness of the Canals to the State is more
than eighteen millions, which they are expected to liquidate when the
indebtedness of the State to the public cre«. itors is cancelled.
The Canal Debt is divided into three parts. 1st. The indebtedness
existing in 1846, when the present Constitution was adopted. 2d. The
debt crested by the enactment of the third section of Article Seventh of
the Constitution. 3d. The debt authorized by the people at the general
election in 1859. The sinking funds to liquidate the State debts are
supplied as follows: 1st. The General Fund debt by an annual contribu
tion of $1,700,000 from the revenues of the Canals. 2d. 'The General
Fund debt before mentioned, by a yearly payment in the same manner
of $350,000. 3d. The second Canal Debt by a yearly contribution of
$1,1 16,242 66. 4th. The debt of 1859 by an annual tax upon the people
of the State, as in the case of the Bounty debt. Any falling short of
the revenue of the Canals must be made good, as stated above, by a
direct tax. When th* old Canal debt shall be paid, there will be a
larger annual contribution to the General Fund Debt Sinking Fund, and
afterwards in turn to the Second Canal Debt ; so that they will all be
ATttnariiifthAH in 187ft.
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Of this stock the Commissioners of the Canal Fund have authorised
the Auditor to purchase and cancel $792,000 during the present year.
The Canal Debt of 1859 consists of two 6 per cent, stocks, namely
$8,000,000, payable on the 1st of July, 1872, and $900,000, payable on
the 1st December, 1877. The annual interest, which is $192,000 is
paid by direct taxation. For the fiscal year ending on the 30th of Sep
tember, 1867, the revenue of the canals amounted to $4,050,357 79, and
the expenditures reached a total of $1,220,192 65, as follows :
To Canal Commissioners fi>r repairs
$313,681 88
To contractors for ivpairs
691,033 52
To superintendents tor repairs
70,163 61
Yo collectors for salaries, etc
76,168 86
To weigbmaetsrs
ll,t<34 04
For salaries, refunding bills, etc
57,321 74
Total
$1,250,192 65
Leaving as snrp us revenue
; 2,830,165 14
This surplus revenue was applied as follows : To the old canal debt
sinking fund $1,700,000, to the general fund debt sinking fund $350,000,
to the second cantl debt sinking fund $780,165 14. The amount
received from canal revenues from October 1st, 1867, till the close of
navigation was $2,021,130 13; and the Auditor estimates that the
further sum of $1,900;000 will be received by the end of the fisoal year
—making $3,921,139 13. Of this amount one million will be required
for repairs and maintenance of the canals, and the canal commissioners
will ask something additional for the same purpose. The three sinking
funds will require an aggregate of $2,760,000 ; so that it will all be
required.
The revenues of the State for expenses of Government for the last
fiscal year were as follows :
Prom tax -s
$6,899,340 41
Salt duty
6S,588 53
Auction fees
191,618 67
Total
$7,159,547 62
These were all paid into the " General Fund." -The entire amount
of taxes for the last fiscal year was $8,517,464 85. The present year it
will be about fifty per cent, more, and the amount is distributed as
follows :
Pwr the general fnnd
$4,094,665 06
schools)
2.080,131 85
Canals
1,040,061 S3
tonnlT debt sinking fund.
4,094,323 18
Ed11roil appropriations..
440,048 49
Total
$12,64 ,218 77
The amendment to the school law last winter has increased the Stato
tax for support of schools from J of a mill to 1£ mills on the dollar.
The amount realised in this way was $2,080,134 65 ; added to which
are the amounts of $155,000 from the revenue of the common school
fund, and $165,000 from the income of the United States deposit fund
—thus making the annual outlay from the Treasury of the State for
the maintenance of common schools $2,400,134 65.
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THE COMMERCE OF THE NORTHWEST.
BT ALVIN BR0N80X.
This paper has been prompted by an application to' the writer from the
Hon. Gerrit Smith for an opinion of the merits ol projects promulgated by
an association, with the imposing title of "National Anti-Monopoly Cheap
Railway League."
Their prominent projects are :
1st. Railways devoted to freight, excluding passenger*.
2d. Railways constructed and owned by one party, and used or worked
by the public, like a State canal.
3d. Roads owned and constructed by the National Government.
These projects are advocated with a zeal characteristic of projectors ;
sustained by a monthly periodical. I replied briefly to Mr. Smith that I
was not aware that the experiment had been tried in this country, or in
Europe, of a road for general traffic, excluding passengers, or of a road
owned by one party, and used by the public. That I have no faith in
commercial enterprises of any kind, owned and conducted by States or
Nations ; that my remedy for monopoly was competition. To promote
this competition, governments, both State and National, should grant every
facility for using and combining private capital, and leave this capital,
when embarked, almost without restriction, as to charges and manage
ment ; punishing fraud and conspiracies for extortion on the public.
With these brief remarks, I volunteered the following on the Commerce)
of the Lake Region, describing its various channels and appliances, with
out favoritism or invidious comparisons, with an honest endeavor to award
to all channels, all appurtenances, and all competitors for this trade, their
due merits.
COST OF THE DIFFERENT MODES OF TRANSIT COMPARED.
1st. Ocean, the cheapest mode of transportation, and this is modified
by currents, trade winds, monsoons and capes penetrating into high lati
tudes. Ten thousand miles over the Pacific is cheapest of all, and this
fact has a bearing on our future continental railroads, and the trade of th«
great valleys of the lakes and rivers of the North.
2d. Lakes and rivers.
3d. Canals.
4th. Railroads.
Each and all excel in their appropriate office and speciality, rendering
comparisons useless and invidious. All railroads, canals, and river and
lake equipments, look for object and support to the commerce of the
valleys of the great lakes, and those of the Upper Mississippi and Missouri,
Those lakes are so disposed, at a moderate elevation, as to temper and
fertilize the finest region and belt of country on the continent. By their
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sinuosity they pervade a broad belt of this fine country, and enclose large
peninsulas, like the State of Michigan, apd most of the Province of
Canada West ; which, aided by canals and railroads, bring almost every
farm within short. and easy distance of ship navigation. Slight argument
and few facts will establish the truth of my classification of the relative
cost of transportation by the various means designated. Lakes and rivers
have the advantage of having cost nothing for construction, and requiring
tio repairs, and also the propelling power of wind, free of charge. Again,
of steam power, which it has not yet been found practicable to apply to
canal*. Cost of equipments and wear and tear, I believe to be less on
lakes and rivers than on canals and railroads, for a given amount of
transportation.
As to facts and experience. The present price of freight of wheat, per
bushel, from Chicago and Milwaukee to Buffalo, is 8 cents, and is less
than a medium price ; say 10 cents a fair price ; dividing these 10 cents
between the three lakes, I should assign 5 of them to Lake Michigan, 3
to Lake Huron, and 2 cents to Lake Erin. If the voyage was divided into
three, each originating and terminating on one lake, each lake would
demand 5 cents, or 15 cents for the three, instead of 10 cents for a con
tinuous voyage. I cannot compare this with New York railroads, as they
mre not equipped for grain trade, but it is the great business of Western
roa s terminating on, and feeders to the lakes ; I cannot quote their pricer*
but I am quite sure that none of them would charge less than 8 or 10
cents for 200 miles ; being equal to the lake price for a thousand miles of
continuous voyage.
Canal price of wheat to New York is 16 cents, divided as follows: 14
cents from Oswego to Albany, 200 miles by canal, and 2 cents from
Albany to New York, river, 150 miles. This does not exhibit canals to
advantage,—one having a bad ownership and bad management,—the
public.
,
TRAFFIC ASD EXTENT OF THE VALLKYS OF THE GREAT LAKES AKD RIVERS 01
THE NORTH.
Tiie trade of this region, in extent, may be represented by an inverted
cone, wiih its base at the West, of 1,000 miles, and its apex at the East,
on Lake Erie and Ontario, of 100 miles.
O .ing to the cheap rate at which commodities are transported over the
entire length of these five great lakes, by a continuous voyage, their at
traction for trade resembles that of the law of gravity, and this attraction
applied to the base of this cone, or these thousand miles at the West, is
proportioned in strength to the length of voyage on these five lakes.
Hence all canals, rivers and railroads near the Western end, and beyond
this great chain of lakes, quite to the Pacific, become tributaries to, and
feeders of these lakes, in commodities demanding cheap and rapid transit.
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These are the products ot the forest, the fields, the fisheries and mines
constituting the great bulk of commerce.
These commodities, when destined for tide water, being attracted by
the lakes and repelled by the Allegany Mountains, accumulate at the foot
of Lake Erie and Ontario, when, having turned the Alleganies, or crossing
their spurs by the Erie railroad, they radiate again, and reach tide water
at New York, Boston, Portland and Montreal.
The foot of Lake Ontario would be the eastern point where all this
Atlantic trade would terminate, but for the Niagara Falls, which interposes
an impediment to a continuous voyage, equivalent, perhaps, when locked;
to cutting off or separating Lake Ontario from the chain of lakes, charging
the bushel of wheat 5 cents for an entire lake voyage, instead of 2 cants
for a continuous voyage ; hence this great volume of trade is divided
between the foot of Lake Erie and Ontario.
VALLET OF THE RED RIVER OF THE NORTH, THE BASCATCHAWAN AND LAKE
WINIPEG.
'
Here is another valley, little known to commerce or geography, with &
mild climate and fertile lands, penetrated by large rivers and a long lake,
combining steam navigation of a thousand miles, the entire trade of which
must minister to the commeice of our great lakes. The civil engineer has
not yet visited this region, and we are left to estimate its future value to
commerce from information casually furnished by the fur traders and the
Selkirk Colony, trading to St. Paul. It is known that this Red River
interlocks with the Mississippi, descending north to Lake Winipeg, and is
navigable 400 miles, and the lake as many more. Their navigation is
known to be open as long as that of the Erie Canal ; hence this river and
lake cannot exceed that of Ontario and the upper St. Lawrence in altitude.
Sascatchawan is a river of great magnitude, stretching out from the
lake to the Rocky Mountains, but how far navigable is not known. This
valley lies near the route of the Northern Pacific Railroad. A route for
commerce and for settlement far superior to the Southern route, crossing
the Rocky Mountains at a moderate elevation, in a dry climate, exempt
from deep snows, presenting fewer engineering impediments than the
Southern route, terminating by branches on the Columbia River and Fuca
Sound.
Since writing the above, I have clipped the following from the Journal
of Commerce :
" St. Paol, Minn., Not. 22.
From the Red River of the N»rtk.
Major Robert 0. Walker, Paymaster XT. S. A., returned yesterday from beyond the
Red River of the North. He report! the river and large lakes all open, and the
weather in Dakotah Territory charming, and ae mild as Indian summer.
At the above date, aud before, Lake Champlain was closed by ice.
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HABIT AKD PRBSBHT TRADE OF THE LAKE VALLEY.
This trade, for two yearn before, and two or three after the war with
Great Britain, was conducted by two houses, Townsend, Bronson <fe Co.,
and Porter, Barton & Co. (the latter proprietors of- the lease of the Niagara
Portage), and conducted in some half dozen schooners, aggregating 1,000
tons. This trade comprised the supply of Pittsburg with Onondaga salt,
transpoiting stores for the military posts, the Indian annuities, the fur
companies' goods, and merchandise for the new settlers.
The lake tonnage has swollen in fifty years from a thousand to near a
million tons, three-quarters of which are United States.
This tcnnage, if conducted in sail vessels, and each voyage reaching
over the four great lakes (Superior excluded), assigning to each vessel
seven voyages, or one voyage per month, would transport seven millions
tons in one direction over these four lakes. If these voyages were doubled,
as they ought to be, averaging half the entire length of the lakes, their
tonnage would be fourteen millions. Steam tonnage would double this
speed and quantity. If, therefore, half this tonnage is carried by steam,
the entire quantity may be set ddwn at twenty-one millions in one direc
tion, or down the lakes. To this must be added the trade of Lake
Superior—all the up lake trade or ballast—comprising coal, salt, gypsum,
water lime, railroad iron, merchandise and sawed lumber, for the supply
of half of the prairie region.
For this return, or up lake trade, one-third, or seven millions, may be
added, n aking a grand total of twenty-eight million tons as the traffic of
these, takes, grown up in little more than half a century, and during the
life of the writer. What it may be in another half century, is an inter
esting problem not easily solved.
These estimates aim at approximation, not precision ; the shipping may
be overrated, but the number of voyages are doubtless underrated. How
idle for any State to attempt to force such a volume of trade through one
channel, like the Erie Canal ! All such attempts must orove abortive, and
end in conducting a large portion of its legitimate trade through neigh
boring States and Provinces.
FUTURE COURSE AND DESTINATION OF THE ATLANTIC PORTION OF THIS
TRADE.
The Mississippi and St. Lawrence offer the cheap routes to this trade ;
the former conducts to a low latitude, unfriendly to northern products;
the latter to a high latitude, unfavorable to early and late navigation.
New York, Boston and Portland, are competitors for the residue, and
doubtless the major part of this trade. The natural advantages of these
three points are so equally balanced, that the share of each will depend
on the facilities provided by each in railroads, harbors and warehouses, as
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well as in the enterprise, liberality and fair-dealing of their merchants.
New York and Portland each possess unrivalled harbors; each are, or
soon will be, connected with the lakes by railroads of about equal length,
or about 460 miles each.. New York has her Erie of 433, and the Central
and Hudson Kiver of 440 miles ; while Portland has the Collingwood,
between lakes Huron and Ontario, of 84, and the Ogdensburg and Lake
Champlain of 111 miles; with still a link to be added to the Vermont
Central to complete the chain. When this chain is completed, Portland,
will be nearer to Chicago by 200, and to Liverpool by 300 miles, than
New York.
Here is a competitor which will put New York upon her metal, and
admonish her to look to her laurels. New York, as well as Boston, holds
an advantage over Portland in the Erie and Oswego Canals, reaching
tide water at Albany ; and Boston again with the Hoosic tunnel, in a road
of better grades and curves than tie Erie or Veraiont and New Hamp
shire roads. New York and Portland, by the Collingwood and Ontario
route, will be equi distal.t from Chicago. A few years will see the trade
of these great valleys doubled and quadrupled, with at least two grand
trunk railroads, connecting then with the Pacific, with a belt between
them of 500 to 1,000 miles in width, all interlaced with short railroad*
connecting the fertile valleys and rich mines of this mountain region with
the commerce of these great valleys, and that of the two oceans.
All competitors for the Atlantic portion of this trade have an interest
in future improvements for connecting the upper lakes with Ontario ;
such as the enlargement of the Wetland, the construction of the Niagara
and the Huron and Ontaiio ship canals, as well as the equipment for
extensive freight of the Collingwood Railroad, as these improvements
prolong cheap lake freight in the direction of tide water, and shorten the
more costly agents of trade, the canal and railroad.
EAILROAD8.
Although the railroad ranks below the lake, the river, and the canal, in
the cost of moving commodities, yet it ranks high in point of utility
compared with all other means of locomotion and transit, and may safely
be pronounced the great improvement of the age.
Tt is found in regions where lakes, rivers and canals do not exist. It
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RELIEF PROM FISCAL BURDENS.
The country has been looking very eagerly for the moment when
Congress might find itself sufficiently at leisure to attend to the fiscal
burdens which weigh upon the hearts of the people, fetter their busy
hands, impoverish their productive industry and paralyze some of the
most precious forces on which we rely for the increase of the national
-wealth. The currency question being set at rest for the time being,
taxation is the subject next in order. The country will be relieved to
find there are some indications that the paramount importance of the
fiscal question is getting itself recognized over many of those topics
on which so much rhetoric has of late been daily wasted. A few days
»?o we learned from Washington that the Committee on Ways and
Means passed a resolution, which is to be reported to the House,
affirming "as the sense of the Committee, that one hundred and fifty
millions dollars of revenue shall be considered as the amount of reve
nue to be obtained from internal taxes, and that the same, as far as
possible, be collected from; First—Distilled spirits and fermented
liquors ; Second—Tobacco and Manufactures of tobacco ;Third—Stamps ;
Fourth—Special taxes; Fifth—Incomes Sixth—Dividends; Seventh
—Luxuries and amusements ; Eighth—Banks and railroads ; Ninth—
Legacies and successions —leaving the least possible sum to be collected
from industrial pursuits, or relieving that class of interests entirely.
The report adds that a discussion of this resolution brought forth a unani
mous opinion from the Committee that only articles of luxury should
be taxed, and not the articles of necessity. At the proper time we
shall have some objections to urge against certain details in the forego
ing list of subjects of taxation, and especially in regard to their multi
plicity. In two points of view, however, the programme is admirable.
First it limits the internal revenue to 150 millions, which is a great relief
from the aggregate of 265 millions in 1867, 310 millions in 1866, and
211 millions in* 1865. Secondly, it recognizes as its foundation the
sound maxim that articles of luxury should be taxed, and that articles
of necessity should, as far as possible, be freed from taxes. In other
words, the active movements of production should be untrammelled,
■while in proportion as consumption becomes unproductive it should bear
ft larger share of the public burdens.
The cry for retrenchment and financial reform which is unanimous
11 over the country, is likely to effect some sweeping changes before long.
It has produced during the last few days several other noteworthy results.
One of these, which is not a little significant, is the repeal of the cotton
tax. This impost, which was unpopular from the very outset on ac
count ot its glaring violation of the clearest principles of rational
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taxation, yielded to the Treasury in 1864 $1,268,412; in 1865, $1,772,
983; in 1866; $18,409,655, and in 1867, $23,769,078. Two advan
tages attend the repeal at this time. First, it will enable the producer
in the South to avail himself in season of the relief from existing burdens,
and to prepare the soil for the reception of the seed for next year's crop :
and secondly, as the past year's product will not be exempt, such dis
graceful speculation will be prevented as attended the imposition of the
whiskey tax, by which rumor pretended that not only other influential
persons, but even members of Congress, with their friends, did not disdain
to enrich themselves. A bad tax, says Droz, may inflict more mischief
on a country than the most disastrous campaign. In getting rid of the
cotton tax we have not only emancipated the country from the withering
blight of one of the worst of its many bad taxes, but we have given effect
to a principle which may be fruitful in other wholesome reforms.
As the revenue from internal taxation amounted last yaar to about
266 millions, of which sum cotton produced nearly 24 millions, the ag
gregate yield of the existing taxes will be 241 millions should no other
tax be repealed. But as the Committee of Ways and Means say,
and the people generally assent, that 150 millions is the highest yearly
amount which we ought to tfy to raise at present from internal taxa
tion, it is evident that we shall have the agreeable task of repealing some
90 millions more of our excise imposts.
The question now arises what taxes we shall remit. This question is
one of the gravest importance, and must not be too hastily answered. At
the outset we should remember that the most mischievous taxes are
not those that are most clamorous or that soonest find a voice. For
example, some clamor has arisen for a repeal of the income tax. Now
that the income tax is objectionable in itself we admit, but so are all
taxes. It fosters the prying curiosity of babblers, and finds empty
gossip news of the personal income of their neighbors. But this
evil does not exist in England, though they have an income tax as strictly collected as ours.
Publicity, however useful in its place, is mischievous in where it is
not wanted and certainly it is not wanted in the income tax lists. In
England these returns are kept strictly secret, and they might be made
so here. Again, the income tax does not make the distinction between
the produce of realized property and the precarious income of a
professional man, a manufacturer, or a merchant. This is one of
the serious inconveniences of this form of impost and must be allowed
due weight. But the truth is, that at present Uncle Sam cannot spare
the income tax. It is too productive and too easily collected. Last year
it yielded 57 millions against 60 millions the year before. This sum
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is wo large to be given up to clamor. The reasons urged, however,
may be effectual to enforce safeguards against the publication of the
returns for the edification of idle gossips and the annoyance of honest
taxpayers. The great reason why we cannot remit the income taxis that
we have only 91 millions margin to use in relieving the oppressed
groaning industry of the country, and that sum is too precious to be
used in any other work than the striking of the fetters from the most
sensitive suffering forms of that industry. The report of the Com
mittee of Ways and Means in which they will shortly offer to the coun
try their solution of this newest of our fiscal problems is looked for with
the gravest anxiety. In the act of July 13, 1866, they disposed very
satisfactorily of a similar problem when they relieved the country of
taxes to the amount of 65 millions a year, and in the following March
when 45 millions of further taxation were swept from the statute book.
The Committee, we trust, will confine themsel ','es to the work of lessening
or remitting taxes, and will not attempt an increase in any direction or
on any pretext.

RAILROAD EARNINGS FOB DECEMBER AND THE YEAR.
The gross earnings of the under-mentioned railroads for the month of December^
1866 and 1867, comparatively, and the difference (increase or decrease) between
the periods are exhibited in the following statement :
Railroads
Atlantic and Ureat Western
Chicago and Alton
Chicago and Great Eastern
Chicago and Northwestern
Chicago, Rock islsnd and Pacific
minoisCe'ntra'l
Marietta and Cincinnati
Michigan Central
Michigan Sonthern
Ohio and Mississippi
Plttibarg. Fort Wayne and Chicago
Toledo, Wabash ana Western
Wsstern Union
Total in December.
To al in November
Total in October
Total in September
Total in Augnst
Total In July
Total in June
Total in May
Total in April
Tot.l in March
Total In February
Total in January
Tear
Monthly average
* Estimated.

1868lmDecr'se.
1868.581 ttMR Increase.
$.... 117.744
«!.?« fJJJJ, 81.161
MJ. «
1,216
71*859 918.088
9
^68 »1.«00 205,7
91,888
681
™.066 550.<X,0» 45.934
188,^ ISIS
419
** «J» J*-8™ 21,724
?»*.* 8 J™-*" 18,539
b8l"Si2 S2-2S
9,560
655.2*2 572,772
17,550
864,741 807, .« 43,0»1
M.4re M'718
244
$6,222,143 $5,671,876 $449.2.78
6,676,850 7.104,541 427.685
7,497,743 8,249.324 751.581 •
6,668.141 7,767,877 1,099.236
6,596,416 6.654.388
5,538,876 6.431,796 867,972 1S(1,481
6,051.634 5,396.930
654.704
6,789,901 5,558,049
281,152
6,2*0,095 5,532,680 812.5S5
6,867,431 6,412,071 44,640
4,467,007 4.583,978 126,971
6,124,960 5,124,627
3.73
$69.9*9,903 $72,487.136 $2,567,238 $.
5,827,492 6,040 594 813,103
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The earnings for December, 1867, exceed those of the same month ef the pre
vious year by $449,233. This closes the railroad year, and, contrary to the
general anticipation, the year's business turns oat well, showing an excess of
earnings over 1866 of $2,557,233 or 3.65 per cent., but these additional earnings
>n 18G7 were made on an average mileage exceeding that of 1866 by 118
miles.
The gross earnings, per mile of road operated, are shown in t^e subjoined
table of reductions :
,— MUee—, ^-Earnlngs-^ ,—Differ'^—■
Railroads.
1866. 1667. 1866. 1867. Incr. Dec.
Atlantic & Great WeBtern
807 607 $727 {692
Chicago and Alton
S80 280 965 1,080 115
Chicago and Great Eastern
224 224 552
Chicago and Northwestern
1,082 1,162 two 197 107
Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific
410 452 634 778 144
Erie
798 775 1,304 1,344
Illinois Central
708 70S 712
Marietta and Cincinnati
251 251 498 ' 491
Michigan Cenrral
76
2b5 285 1,083 1,159
Michigan Southern
624 624 672 708
36
Ohio and Mississippi
340 34" 828 800
Pitisbiirg, Ft. Wayne and Chicago
468 468 1,166 1,222
Toledo, Wabash and Western
621 621 608 591
S3
Western Union
1
177 177 308 309
Total In December..
6,626 5,664 $800 {861 (51
Total m November..
1,028 1,066
43
Total In October .
1,149 1,233
89
Total in September.
6.625
6,664
1,022
1.166
14«
Tital in AnguBt
985 999
84
Total In July
852 815
87
Total in June
112
9<7 815
Total in May
48
Total In April
6,525 6,629
S«
Toial in March
117
"*«
Total In Febrnry....
692 "i
Total in January
'is
Tear
6.525 6.64H $10,7'.7*10,912 $195
Monthly average
6,525 6,643 893 909 16
This table shows that the earnings in December, 1867, exceeded those of De
cember. 1866, by $51 per mile of road operated. This is 6 39 per cent. The
excess of ear ings lor the year 1867 over the previous year is $195 per mile,
or 1.82 per cent. When it is considered thai the winter and ummer m n'hs
up to August were inordinately depressed, and business almost at a standstill,
thi° general result must be looked upon as highly favorable. If expanses have
been less, as is alleged, stockholders Should rejoice iu liberal dividends.

PEASANTRY AND FOOD PRODUCTS IN FRANCE, BELGIUM AND HOLLAND.
Let us compare the condition of Great Britain and Ireland with that of
France. " Since 1847," says Mr. J. Fisher in his treatise on " Food and
Food Supplies of Western Europe," recently published, "there has been a
decrease, not only of the rural population of Great Britain, but also in the
number of proprietors. The English freeholders—those who register their
votes on account of property—have, in the rural districts, seriously
diminished since 1832 ; the total number of voters of that class in 1864
was 382,212. The landlords of England (a much less number) have been
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lessening their political power by consolidating farms, and thus reducing
the number of rural voters. This, on other accounts, is to be deplored,
and may lead to consequences for which they are quite unprepared. The
small number of freeholders forms a great contrast to the number in
France, where there are 4,800,000 proprietors in a population of 27
millions and an area of 123 millions of acres. In 1789, by the revolution
to which the thirteen colonies gave the first impulse, the lands of the
Church and nobility in France were divided, and under the First Napoleon
these estates have been distributed into farms which average but 27 acres.
The land of France is divided into
(4 million acres of arable land,
10 "
" meadows,
6 "
" vineyards,
I "
" gardens and orchards,
20 ■
" forests,
19 *
acres only of waste and mountains.
During the last half century none has been disforested, but five million
acres have been reclaimed from wastes and forests into wheat field*
meadows, gardens and vineyards. Since 1789 the crop of wheat has been
increased from 9 to 13 bushels per acre in the dry soil of France, and is
still progressive. The produce of wheat and oats has by reclamation and
culture been doubled, and the annual return of wheat carried above 300
million of bushels, at least 100 millions more than the crop of the United
States. The French population, after increasing their home consumption
from 3£ to 5£ bushels per bead, have, with average crops, a large surplus
for exportation and supply, with French flour as well as French beet-root
sugar—a large portion of the deficit of Great Britain. The cattle of
France, since 1812, have increased from 6,682,000 to 10,099,737, and the
sheep from 30,307,000 to 33,281,000. The swine are estimated at
5,216,000. Beside this, France ships to England a large amount annually
in eggs, fruit, butter and wine, the latter from vineyards which have in
creased one-third since the French Revolution. " The great prosperity of
agricultural France," says Fisher, "is mainly attributable to the existence
of the peasant population, and one cannot but regret their absence in Great
Britain."
Had the commonages which existed in England from the time of the
Anglo-Saxons to the accession of the Stuarts, which were never held by
feudal tenure, but were allodial bands, being divided among the poor, to
whom they belonged in common, in plots of 8 acres each, we should now
have no less than 500,000 proprietors of that class. With that policy
the poor laws, which have cost England more than £500 millions since
their institution, would have become unnecessary. The poor would have
provided for themselves.
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Mr. Fisher ascribes the progress of the French peasant in part to the
light wines of France, as does Mr. J. Morton Peto that of Norway, to the
same healthful beverage.
Mr. Fisher remarks—" All those a«quainted with the rural population
of France know that their health, strength and activity are remarkable,
particularly when the small consumption of animal food is considered.
This is to he. attributed to the life-giving properties of their cheap ordinary
wine. It consists solely of the juice of the grape. Nothing whatever it
a Med to give it increased tone, or an improved flavor." Such wine costs
the peasant but five cents per bottle.
In Holland the farms rarely exceed 50 acres; but Holland, with an area
of 8 million acres, sustains in comfort a population of 3,500,000, and
exhibits in successive years —
1841.
18ft?.
Hors.8
811,604
249.800
Cattle
1,066,704
1.S74.O30
Sheep
601,206
88i,lH9
Swim
2,784,600
She exports to England annually from Rotterdam, at the mouth of the
Rhine, more than 165,0'>0 head of cattle, nearly half the number imported
into Great Britain from foreign ports.
The soil of Holland is light, composed chiefly of beds of sand reclaimed
from the ocean, but its frugality and industry have made it rich, and it
holds to-day £50 millions of the National debt of Austria, and raises
nearly enough grain for its own consumption.
Switzerland contains 2£ millions of people, and 382,359 proprietors of
the soil—more freeholders than there are in England. The country is
increasing in wealth, and its inhabitants are contented. It is obliged to
import breadstuffs to the amount of $7J millions, from the sterility of its
soil, and pays for them with butter, cheese, and watches.
There are few chateaux or lordly mansions in Switzerland, but all the
dwellings of the farmers are comfortable. There are no Jews in Switzer
land. The average size of the farms is but 12 aores.
Belgium is one of the most populous as well as prosperous regions of
Europe. Its surface comprises but 12,000 square miles, or 7} million of
acres—about the size of Massachusetts and Connecticut united —and its
soil is light ; but its population has risen to 4,800,000, or 400 to the square
mile, and of these 86-),007 are proprietors of the soil, and the average size
of their farms is but 7 A- acres, if the waste land is deducted.
Belgium exports butter, but imports grain to the extent of $12} millions
annually ; but its agricultural productions are rated at $104 millions, or
eight times the amount imported. Its entire imports and exports exceed
$200 millions annually. Few horses are kept in Belgium, and the culture
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is chiefly by ths spade. It is computed that a horse consumes the food
of 11 men, and few horses are used. The cows, chiefly of the Dutch
breed, black and white, are usually stall-fed ; their average yield of milk
is, for the first three months after calving, fed on young clover, 16 quarts
per day, yielding 9 pounds of butter per week.
To illustrate the mode of farming, Mr. Fisher cites the accounts of a
farm of 15 acres, near Ghent, stocked with 4 cows, a heifer, a horse, 2 or
3 pigs, and a couple of calves. The produce of the farm was $858 ; the
expenses, $440 ; the net returns, $418. The estimated produce of each
acre of available land in Belgium is $60. This greatly exceeds the
average production of land in Great Britain.
The progressive character of Belgian agriculture appears by the following
table :
Horses.
Cattle.
Sheep.
Swine.
1840
266.18 1
912,740
782.649
1S66
277,311 1,267,649
588,486
458,416
What is the secret of this great agricultural success ? It is found in
the records of Arthur Young, 80 years since : " The magic of property
transforms sand into gold. Give a man secure possession of a bleak rock,
and he will transform it into a garden. Give him a nine years' lease of a
garden, and he will convert it into a desert."
To use again the words of Fisher, himself a native of Great Britain :
*• The utter hopelessness of the English laborer contrasts with the selfreliance and comfort of the small proprietors of France, Switzerland, and
Belgium."
The deficiency of Great Britain in cereals and animal food may be
farther illustrated by the following table, compiled by Mr. Fisher.
Estimate in quarters (of 8 bushels) of the quantity of cereals produced in
different countries, per capita, after deducing one-sixth for seed ; also of
number of pounds of meat produced by each of said countries, per capita,
in 1865:
Cereals, Meat in
quarters, pounds.
United States
4.20
90.
Denmark, with Dolsteia
8.86
80.
Pruteia
8.84
81.
Russia
1.91
40.
> ranee
^
1 .70
87.
Austria
1.46
46.
England
1.22
27.
England is found in the columns both of cereals and animal food at the
foot of the list.
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PRUSSIAS COAL.
The coal-fields of the valley of the Ruhr extent] over a surface of 115 square
piles, and are supposed to contain about 40,000,000.000 tons of fuel. The pro
duction in 1855 amounted to 3,252,223 tons (British), and the number of hands
employed was '2.2.232 ; in 1865 the production reached 8 535,614 tons, having
nearly trebled itself in the ten year?, and the number o( hands employed bad in
creased to 39,871. The price of coal at. the pit's mouth was oo an average, for
the best, 5s. 6d. per ton in 1866. The wages of the coal districts vary Irom
llsgr. (about 13.J ) for boys, to 2s 6d. for men for a day of ten hours. Laborers
who earn more, do so by extra exertion in the mines where piecework is usual,
The difference betweeD the district and similar ones in England is that you find
there cheaper wages and longer hours of work— consequently cheaper coal at the
pit's mouth than in Great Britain. The carriage of coals on railways being on
on average four-fifths of a halfpenny per too per mile, and the chief centres of
Rhenish industry being close to the collieries, machinery can be driven less ex
pensively there than in England. A net of railways unite the collieries with all
the great towns ol the neighborhood —Duisbnrg, Dusseldorff, Elberfeld, Barmea
Hug- n, L-erlobn, Widen, Dortmund. Essen, and Ruhrert. A steam ferry takes
the coal over the Rhine at Rhurort into the silk and cotton manufactories of
Cre'eld, Vier*-n. and Gladbach. At Ruhrort a vast harbor, formed by the con
fluence of the Ruhr with the Rhine, s rves as port of shipment for the coal,
which s towed up to Mnyenceand Manheim in barges At Duisbnrg shipments
are made from the quays of the Rhine. The war of 1866 curtailed the facilities
of transport, and withdrew men from productive labor, and the bands employed,
on the Ruhr cal -fields were radioed to 37,686; but through a more general use
of machinery the production of the year still slightly increased, and reached
8,583,362 tons. New railways increase the export of produce, and year by year
the area over which the export of Ruhr coal takes place is extended. " It is
urgent," writes Consular-General Crowe, of Leipsic, from whose recent report to
the Foreign Office these statements ure taken, " that our trade should know that
little or no English coal is now sent inland from Antwerp, Rotterdam, or any of
the Dutch and Belgian harbors. The Ruhr collieries feed the great industrial
centres of the Lower Rhenish provinces, and compete with England in the Dutch
and North German markets. The coalowneis are striving for new communica
tions to the westward, and there is no doubt that if they could rival England in
the quality as well as in the price of coal, they might push as hard enough in
certain quarters. Tbey admit the superiority of English coal, but they may, and
perhaps do, calculate on the possible exhaustion of Great Britain. It is scarcely
poss ble to describe the pleasure and exc tement caused in the Ruhr districts by
the fact that in 1865 and 1866 Westphalian coal was c Tried with profit to the
Belgian coal basins of Ubarleroi and Mun-, and eves over the frontier into
France. It is a small matter at present, but Fran ee may not be aole to get
more out f her own fields, and England and Belgian be unable to deliver cheaper
aud in larger quantities. A lew words concerning the laborers in tbc Ruhr
coal districts will be of interest. A great number aie vagrant. They do not
universally keep to mining as the business of their life. Tbey are prone to
change, and you will find the same hand turn to two or three different occupa
tions in the same number ol years. They have as yet shown no desire to com
bine or to form trade unions. There is nothing organized among them, except a
society tor advancing necessities on a certainty of repayment Irom wages at
monthly intervals. The workmen complain of competition among each other.
The owners of mines, on the contrary, complain that labor is too scarce, and
threatens to be too dear, so that there are limits to the expansion of works. As
tor the coal mines themselves, there are none that exceed 150 fathoms in depth ;
some have double; most have but one shaft divided by boaruings into halves lor
the pa sage of air and the working of the cars. Substantia) buildings cover the
a alts, ana contain the necessary steam engines and boilers. The seams aie
numerous, and are worked at various levels from the same shalt. Some seams
Te as thin as 2} feet ; the thickest are rarely above 4} feet.
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THE CRISIS OF RECONSTRUCTION.
It is not to be denied that although business men have been, during
the last few weeks, looking forward to the future with increased hope
fulness, yet there is a dark spot in the unsettled condition of one por
tion of our country which continues to temper and check sanguine an
ticipations. This unsatisfactory feeling has also, during the week, been
increased by the course legislation appears to be taking in Congress on
this subject of reconstruction. It seems that new laws must be passed,
new powers assumed before the end can be reached. Already the Ex.
ecutive has been stripped of all authority, and consequently of respon
sibility. This was submitted to by the people, trusting that it was the
limit cf legislative assumption of power, and that it would be but
temporary ; but now it is further attempted to remove the President
from the position of Commander-in-Chief, and also to legislate our
Supreme Court into a helpless condition. It is hardly necessary to say
that these propositions are paralyzing all industries. The dawn of
better days which appeared to be breaking is giving place to that same
hopelessness which characterized the last half of 1867.
Thus a deep feeling of impatience is becoming well nigh universal
under this prolonged incubation. We are now rapidly nearing the
close of the third year which has elapsed since the forces of Lee and
Johnston laid down their arms. Nowhere in the South during those
three years has the authority of the Government been resisted : no
where has any serious attempt been made at organised disturbance of
the public peace. During the same period the rest of the civilized
world with which we maintain commercial relations has enjoyed an
equal repose, broken only by the short, sharp war of July, 1866, in
Germany. With so large an opportunity, therefore, for re-establishing
our domestic industries, and for knitting together afresh the cords of
our extensive commerce torn and shattered by the civil war and its con
sequences by sea and land, we are to day still confronting a divided
country, and devoting time, which should be spent in reorganizing finan
ces and simplifying our revenue laws, into forcing measures upon the
country involving, to say the least, a stretch of authority certainly
never to be tolerated except in cases of vital necessity.
If this were all unavoidable—and of course, to some extent, continued
industrial prostration is the consequence of an exhausting war—the
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sinking into a state of utter prostration, while the North is daily be
coming more hopeless under a wider suspension of activity, we think
it is time for every thoughtful man to inquire whether there is no
remedy for these things. Is it inevitable that this magnificent territory
of ours, teeming with wealth sufficient to employ and to reward the labor
of a population ten times more numerous than we now possess, should be
given over even for a few years to disasteis such as we are now expe
riencing, and still further anticipating, unless some relief is obtained ?
No reflecting person, it seems to us, can answer such a question as this
in the affirmative. The troubles which we now experience are mainly
of our own making ; those which we anticipate, our own action may in
the main avert. Is it not time for us then to bring to bear the con
centrated force of the quiet conservative public opinion of the country
upon the imperative necessity of devising some plan by which there can
be established throughout the Southern States such a well gnaranteed
and efficient public order as shall restore confidence in the future of
those States not only among the Southern people, but among the cap
italists, and manufacturers and merchants of the whole country ?
" We do not care to discuss tbe special measures now before Congress,
for we cannot believe that they will ever become laws. Our confi
dence is too great 'in the good sense of American legislators : and,
besides, the sentiment of the people with regard to these measures must
soon have its influence upon their representatives. They cannot, we
think, become laws. But this continued agitation, this prolonged " sus
pended animation" throughout the vast region lying between the Poto
mac and the Gulf, imposes an incubus upon the whole capital and industry
of the entire country. What we would urge, then, is an effort on the
part of the people to bring about a satisfactory settlement of this
reconstruction question—the adoption of some plan which will restore
the South, ensure the rights of freedmen, and permit reanimation in
business circles. At present the South is not only unequal to bearing
its proper share of the national burdens, but being administered in a pro
visional way by the Federal Government, and not like tbe rest of the
country by local organization?, it is itself an actual addition to these
burdens. As this state of things is manifestly temporary, and no one
can feel quite sure by what it is to be succeeded, capital refuses to flow
into the South to quicken its exhausted energies. When we remem
ber that by the abolition of slavery and of the " confederate debt"
neatly the whole of the accumulated and available capital of tbe South
was practically annihilated, we need not be, and will not be, astoni-ln .1
that the South should be absolutely dependent upon a new ir.flux of
Northern or foreign investments for the metms of employing either the
and of its planters or the labor of its working population.
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But investments are made by men only in countries the laws of which
they know, and upon the general course of whose political action they
can at least form some trustworthy notions. What is needed then most
imperatively at this time is such a system of prompt and practical " Re
construction" at the South as shall offer reasonable guarantees, not only
of immediate order, but of ultimate security for property. When the
Southern States are " Reconstructed" they must be given over to the
control of their own inhabitants ; and it is gravely important therefore
that, in looking forward to the probable course of those States after
reconstruction, Northern and foreign capitalists shall be able to count
upon some degree of stable wisdom and justice in the laws which will
then be made, and in the administration of those laws.
Now it is hardly a matter of question that if we reconstruct the
Southern States on a theory which shall give the legislative power of
these States, the power that is of taxation and expenditure, into the
hands of negro majorities, capital and enterprise will hold aloof from
them —at loast while the experiment is being adequately tested. And
tLis not because thepublic opinion of America regards the negro as
particularly disqualified for political trust. This has really nothing to do
with the case as we see it today. It is not a question of negroes
as negroes with which we have to deal, but a question of a vast number
of ignorant human beings degraded by long years of slavery, and sudden
ly clothed with power to control the property and the interests of great
communities before th.ey have been educated to understand either the
nature and the rights of property, or the laws by which great social
iuterests are developed and protected. It is hard to sje how there should
be two opinions among liberal and thoughtful men either as to the in
justice of disfranchising negroes simply as negroes, or as to the impolicy
of enfranchising negroes simply as negroes. It has been suggested by
a leading Senafor that a compromise should be adopted, clothing with
the franchise such negroes as can read the oath or have accumulated two
hundred and fifty dollars, and also all who by their appearance under
the flag of the Union during the war not only made proof of their
loyalty but gained certain advantages of culture so far denied to their
brethren who toiled on the plantations as slaves during the war. That
scire such compromise ought to be feasible we certainly believe ; we
are unwilling to conclude that no compromise can be carried out. For
after all, whatever expedients may be adopted for restoring quiet and
confidence in the South at the present time must necessarily be subject
to revision hereafter. If the experiment of universal negro suffrage
should prove to be a failure, the task of revising it must be much
more costly and trying than would be the attenuation or expanding a#
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circumstances should favor, or a system of enfranchisement such as has
been suggested in the plan before alluded to.
But probably the most forcible reason for the speedy and effectual
settlement of our Southern difficulties lies in the necessity to the na
tion of a revival of business. We have already referred to the effect
of this stagnation upon individuals. How much more important is it to
the nation at large. Our taxes, as all know, are heavy, and we believe
that the people will submit to even a much heavier strain. And yet any
oue can see that this continued inactivity prolonged through another
year will make it more difficult for them to do what they would. The
necessities of the government must be just the same. It will have the
same interest to pay, and the expenses cannot be materially decreased
so long as the South is under military rule. Should not these considera
tions lead us to put forth our influence for some settlement which may
do violence to none but justice to all. And in this connection we should
remember that the two great ends—rebellion put down and slavery
abolished—have been secured ; that the only desire remaining in the
minds of any is the guaranteeing to the freedmen equal rights. Is it
impossible to obtain this end except through several years more of
strife and military rule %

VIRGINIA RAILROADS AND THE WEST.
1 —Norfolk and Petersburg; 2—South Side; 3— Virginia and Tenneiee ; 4— Vir
ginia and Kentucky.
Virginia, in marking out its lines of communication westward, has two
great projects in view. The one is the completion of the Virginia Central
Railroad (now open from Richmond to Covington, 205 miles,) by the con
struction of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad from Covington, through
West Virginia to the Ohio river, 224 miles, making the whole distance
from Richmond to the Ohio 429 miles. The other project is to connect
the port of Norfolk by means of the line of roads thence to the Tennes
see and Kentucky State lines with the trade centres of the Ohio and Mis
sissippi valleys. The railroads within the State of Virginia involved in
this enterprise are as follows :
Norfolk and Petersburg Railroad—Norfolk to Petersburg

miles 80
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leave the Virginia and Tennessee Railroad at Abington (379 miles from
Norfolk,) cross the Cumberland range of mountains into Kentucky, and
there connect with the lines projected and in part built, striking south
and east from Louisville and Cincinnati. The length of this connecting
line will be a hundred miles, on which about $175,000 have already
been expended.
The three roads connecting Norfolk with the Tennessee system of
railroads form tte first link in the Norfolk Memphis line. The distance ly
this line from Norfolk to Memphis is about 920 miles, the East Tenness«e
and Virginia being 130 miles, the East Tennesse and Georgia and Cleve
land Branch 112 miles, and the Memphis and Charleston 271 miles. At
Chatanooga (650 miles from Norfolk) the Nashville and Chatanooga
Railroad diverges to the northwest, and with the Nashville and North
western Railroad is continued to Hickman and Columbus on the Missis
sippi, 120 and 140 miles in a direct line north of Memphis.
These Virginia railroads are also destined to form a part of the commer
cial route to Vicksburg, New Orleans and Mobile. To complete this route
the Selma, Rome and Dalton Railroad is now being constructed from Blue
Mountain, its present northern terminus to Rome, a distance of 60 miles.
By this route Norfolk will be distant from Vicksburg 1,150 miles. New
Orleans 1,275 miles, and Mobile 1,144 miles. The distances to Mobile
and New Orleans will ultimately be lessened by contemplated new works
south and west of Selina.
It is evident from these statements that the line within Virginia must be
come one of the great through lines of the Continent. With its interior
connections it will drain the great valleys of the Ohio and Mississippi
rivers, and connect with all the roads coming from the North, West and
South to Cincinnati, Louisville, Memphis, New Orleans, etc. These will give
it an immense business, and make Norfolk one of the first ports (as designed
by nature) in the Union. Ultimately it will share in the rich traffic that
will be opened up by the completion of the Union Pacific Railroad —the
great commercial avenue of the Continent, which, with its numerous
arms, will find a terminus at each and every port on the Atlantic seaboard.
In view of the future importance of the line here alluded to, the several
companies owning the same are about to consolidate their interests. The
four roads will then come under a single administration, securing uniform
ity in management and economy in operations. The present traffic, as
indicated by the returns for the fiscal year 1866-67, is scarcely a shadow
of its future business. It must necessarily be increased year by year as the
industries of the South become re-organized. The returns for the last year,
however, are of interest.
The Virginia railroad year ends September 30. The results of operat
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ing the three roads in Virginia already completed—in all 426 miles—is
shown in the following table, compiled from the reports for 1866—67,
recently published :
N. & P. RH. S. B. BR. V 4 T. RR. Total.
(80 m.) (lSitfrn.) (218><ni.)
(426m.)
Earn'ngslrompassenscrs
$44,108
00 52
'• Ireit'ht
141,502 47
78 $74,506
28 ,239 75
49 $818,«85
881.7-il 80
21 $437,
7*5.516
4$
"
" maiiB, &c
23,018 95 93.344 12 63,678 42 110.066 49
Total ( rossl earnings
$208,(155 15 $830 090 86 $"84,147 83 $1,302 893 41
Operating expenses
161,424 01 262,179 31 478,130 13 901,733 45
Net revenue
$47,23114 $67,911 05 $286,017 80 $401,159 91
From the net revenue and added sources were paid as follows :
Interest on bonds,
$49,990 00 $56.914 00 $85 531 00 $191,838 OO
Discount*
3,718 92 4,147 11
47,760 12
55,626 59
Reduced to proportions, the earnings and expenses per mile of road oper
ated were as follows :
Earnings
per mile. $2,608 19 $2,492 00 $3,579 14 $3.058 40
Expenses
"
2,017 80 1,978 71
2,239 49
2,116 78
Net Revenue
"
690 39
513 29
1,339 65
941 69
The " Doings in Transportation "
ment :
Miles run by tiains
Passongtrs
Passenger
mileage
Freight (tons)
■.
Fieight ni leage

are represented in th > following state
120,138
24,530
1,217,812
49,219
8,420,361

200,058
54,715
1,861,846
77,650
5,329,252

879 634
80,329
6,(39,617
81.V.7
6,145,144

1,199,830
1.19.574
9,519,275
S0VP6
14,894,757

From this exhibit it appears that the gross earnings on the Virginia and
Tennessee Railroad are about 30 per cent, in excess of the gross earnings
of the Norfolk and Petersburg and South Side Railroads combined. The
length of road in either instance is about equal, and hence the financial
value of the first named road is so much greater mile for mile than the
latter two roads. This result is due to the connection of the Virginia anj
Tennessee with the Orange and Alexandria Railroad at Lynchburg, at
which point the roads respectively exchange passengers and freight. The
South Side Railroad is not profited by this connection, while it has the
competition of the James River Canal to contend against.
The financial condition of these several railroads, as indicated by the gen
eral balances at the close of the year is stated in the following table :
Capital stock, common
",;
"•' guaranteed
preferred
State loan

N. & P. RR. 8. 8. RR. V. * T RR.
Total.
$1,861,100 OC $1,365,010 00 $2,»41,7Wi 70 $5,Wi7>99 70
300,000
566,600 00 8>.\600
137,500 00
00
137 SCO 00
00
800,000 CO
1,800,0ml (ti
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C >t of property
New construction
Discount on bonds
Operating expenses
Interest aod discounts
War account
Virginia SUte bonds
Other assets and cash
Total
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$2,282,943 00 $3.628.9.W 45 |«,393,615 63$12,305.509 08
63,380 84 97,639 67
153,(120 51
15,5-13 31
13,170 64 ...... . .
2.1,703 IB
... 161,42101 16J.179 111 478,130 1 3 901,743 45
23,108 92 33,584 19 133,29152 220.987 03
52,897 62
1,011,117 97 1,061,045 39
200,000 00
2"0,000 0J
32,315 55
53,123 73 171,231 07 259,670 35
$2,853,603 25 $4,0S7,637 99 $8,190,419 12 $15,131,660 86

It does not appear from this showing that these roads are very largely
encumbered by floating liabilities ; and all hold considerable assets of cne
kind or other that may be made available. To pay off the balance of
liabilities each company is issuing funding bonds, and with these all the
over-due interest will be paid off. Probably ten per cent will by this
process be added to the funded debts and State loans of the several com
panies, and, taking this as a basis, we compile the following table :
,
Sorfolk and Petersburg Railroad
South Side Btilroad
Virginia and Tennessee Railroad
Total...

,

Funded debt
. Interest
Present. lOp. c.ad'd. at 7 p. c.
$i>2->,350
$ >8I,5 5 $17.9*1
l,718.Uu0
l,MO0,8 0
133,(W>
3.391,382
3,732,720 261,290
$5,743,732 $6,318,105 $442,267

The net revenue of the Norfolk and Petersburg and Virginia and Ten
nessee wag ample for interest the past year: that of the South Side whs
short, but repairs during the year were heavy, and large amounts which
would properly have been charged to reconstruction were placed as ordinary
expenses. The current year commenced with improved roads and addi
tional rolling stock, and hence should the commercial movement only equal
that of the past year, the net results will be better. More than this, how
ever, is anticipated.

COMMERCE Or" NEW YORK FOR lcb7.
We are now able to publish a full review of the commerce of New York for the
past jear, having received from the Custom House the returns for the last quarte
and revL-td our owu figures of receipts, exports, Ac.
BECEIPTS, IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OP LEADING ARTICLES.
The receipts of the leading articles of domestic produce sh iw no marked varia
tion except in breadstuflj, cheese and a few other articles. Of wheat the totat
tht* jear reaches 9.G52.537 bushels, agains*. 5,911,511 busheW last year, while in
flour the figures are about the same for the two years ; but in corn th'-re is a very
decided decrease this year, the total being only 14,9 :4,234 bu-diels usrainst
22,696.186 bushels in 186G—had it not been for the early and unexpected closing
of the canals our receipts of breadstuffs an J some other articles would have been
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considerably larger, 1,500,000 bushels of wheat alone having befD locked op in
tbe ice. Below we give our table of receipts for the two years:
RECEIPTS OF DOMESTIC PROOCCK TOB 1868 AND 1£67.
Year Year
Year
Year
ISKG.
1807.
1SS6.
1867.
ashes, pkgs
Po'Tits turp
61,428
59,001
0,008
5,921
Breadstuffs—
4lrl,4«
Rottn
861.427
Flour, bbls
2,597.606 2,730,73>
Tar
23,681 48,118
Wheat.bo
9.652.53T 6,911,511
Pitch
6,713 3,164
Corn
14.944.234 22,696,180
Oil cake, pkgs
91,916 108.932
Oat?
7,994.479 8,099.339
Oil, lard
4,198 4.155
Rjre
158.96* 1,304,7-9
1,017.735 1,057.499
Oil, Petroleum
Malt
453,788 526,818
2 ,780 17,914
Pean'its, bags
Barley
2,218,454 4,861,993
Provisions—
Grass 6eed
72,057 141 543
Butter, pkgs
656.8S1 ••.M.0J9
Flaxseed
14.1,621 66.177
Cheese
1,2-4,1 18 72K.1I3
Beans
46.343 47,474
Cut meats
105. 11 102,:l-9
Peas
713 274 414.543
Eggs
2-W.664 150.401
C. meal.bbls
69.18* 105.344
Pork
166,770 IS!.6' 8
O. meal.bacs
3 0,209 272,072
Beef, pkgs
10<.SS1 70.078
Buckwheat * B.Wheat
Lard, pkgs
151,643 102,956
8.481
flour.bes
23,752 82,039
Lard. Iregs
13.403
4.544
Cotton, bales
066,411 657.383
Rice, pkgs
4,153
Copper, bblB
12.3H8 17.002
Starch
216.017 77,7.0
8,223
Cornier, plates
17.0115 7 312
8,''95
Steanne .
S.%7
2.8111
l>riedfruit,pkgs
17,713 23,461
Spelter, slabs
5,581
1,844
Grease, pkgs
38,454
6.5S1
Sugar, hhds & bhls..
7,358
8,366
Hemp, bales
11,046 2,954
Tallow, pkgs
169,027 167.f6S
Hides, No
322,950 867.030
Tobacco, pkgs
Hops, bales
19,715 19,289
92,220 6S.624
Tobacco, hhcrs
103.314
116,640
Luatl er. sides
2,295,250 2,235.251
Whiskey, bbls
8SS61 119.998
ix»d. pigs
14.49J
6,819
Wool, bale
Molasses, hhds and
Dressed Hogs, No
88,053 t8,(5i
bbls
23,001 23,704
Rice, rough, bush
3,964
Haval Stores—
Crude trp.bbl
14,242 3G.SE6
The exports during 1867 exhibits chanses similar t>> those noted, in the receiptsWheat, alter an export of only f>22.607 bushels in 1866. increased in 1867 to
4 168 774 bushel?, while of corn we exported in 1867 8,147,313 bushels, against
1 1,147 781 bushels in 1866. Below we give our table showing tbe total exports
f)T ibe two ye:irs :
XXPOBT8 OF LEADING ARTICLES FROM MEW TORK FOB 1866 AND 1867
1867.
Articles.
186(.
1806.
1S66.
Brci s lift"-—
..bbls. 4,f86 93,4'e
Fl ur
btfs. '71.089 9M.R95
T.nr
100 lbs 639.045 5'S528
C.tii meal
' 151.669 148.006
Oil cakWhe t
bush.4,46-,714 642,607
Oils. Petrol'm .gals. 82.886.9r0 83,788,957
Jiye
"
473.2
0
268,:
03
Wh
ile
oil
" 377.6(15 20,919
llarey
" &C6,S98
Ppem. il
" 675,982 S 9,108
Oats
" 144.1.65 1,1 '2,1 29
Lard ..il
" 186,4 7 2S.82S
Pr ovisions ... —
8,'47.3 311,147.781
Corn
680,76* 28 .170
Peas
Pork
bbls. 86,254 92,081
Beef
bbls. <6tcs. 5*,S81 '6,810
Canlles
bxs. R8.V81 70. 34
Coil
to s. 7-->.529 65.037
Bacon
100 lbs. 93,177 258,289:
Butter
"
44.0S6 9>.8S7
Coffee
bugs. 44.664 35,'.77
Cotton
bales. 447.647 876,976
Cheese
"
537,543 390,695
Lad
" 64-,' 93 283,(i«
Domestics
bales. 13.641 9,413
Tallow
"
184.986 149.U18
Drill's
pk-'S. M.884
Tea
pkgs 17,737
Hardware
casus 23.8"2
3,016
Tobacco leaf
hhds 79,032 55. 25
Hops
bale-.
8,"
82
Nav 1 si ores—
Tobacbales. ca's &c ... 71,*M 45,5 8
Tobacc i maui. ... lbs'7.394,115 5,691.5i7
Spirits inrp .bbls. S8,'15 21,413
Whalebone
lbs' 600.536 617 113
Rosin
" 2S9.194 222,081
Bel"w we give the value export* d to each country (exclusive of specie) during
18B7 :
Exported to—
1867.
1*67.
Exported to—
■~nha
vahi •
$6.24 !.S57
Gre.it Britain.... value
$1041,547.843
10.470,683
Hiiyti
1, 74.170
Fra ce.
Oiher W I
6.434.558
7,124.005
Holland and Belgium
80 497 615
Mexico.
4,183,758
Germai y ...
3,146 464
New Granada
1,385.116
Ot e-N. Europe
679,721
Venezuela
1.4'W 119
Spain
1,111,821
7 294.556
British Guiana
Other S. Europe
3.010.591
Braaii....
,
11.331
East Indies
S,.ViS.26»
2 451.004
Other
i
China and Japan
2,8!W,0tl:l
All other p
3,124,/n
Au' trail*
3,895,249
Br. N. A. Colonies
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We now bring forward our figures showing tbc to'at foreign commerce at. this
port for a series of years. It will be seen that the exhibit for the past twelve
months is more satisfactory than last year, although the expirts are less than
anticipated, owing in great measure to the lower prices paid for cotton duri- g
the lust half of the year. In the imports, however, there is a fa.ling off of about
54 millions.
EXPORTS.
The exports from New York for 1867, exclusive of specie, reach a total of
$186,790,025 against $192,329,554 last year. As we staled last year, however,
it should be remembered, iu receiving these figures and in using them as a basis
upon which to estimate the trade of the couutry, that the exports from the South
have been large since the clo=e of the war while the imports have been small ; so
also during the past year California has shipped an unusual amoui.t of wheat and
flour. For these reasons the figures showing the commerce of New York do not
indicate the same relation to the trade of the country as formerly ; that is to say,
the exports do not now represent nearly as large a proportion of the total exports
from the United States during the war, while the imports represent a larger
proportion of the total imports tnan even during the years previous to the war
The shipments direct to foreign countries of cotton alone from the South during'
1867 reach about one million of bales, while the total amount of naval store.-,
tobacco, etc., sent direct from that section is also large, tind yet foreign impor's
(or the South have been to a very great extent received through New York. We
think, therefore, that when the Agu es lor the whole country are made up, they
will not show an unfavorable balance. The following statement exhibits the
quarterly exports, exclusive of specie, for the past six years from this port. As
the shipments of merchandise are reckoned at their market price in currency, we
have given in the same connection the range of gold.
EXPORTS FROM NEW TORK TO FOREIGN PORTS EXCLUSIVE OT SPECIE.
1852.
1603.
1864.
1885.
1866.
1867.
*
t
$
$
$
• *
lBtqairtPr
33.075,503 50.(114.908 41,449,756 46,710,118 60 972,531 49,376.879
Pric ol gold
101}-10l} 152}-172} lBH-W-'t 19«}-234} 1241-145} 132}-14u}
2d quarter
29,193.3.4 41,046,726 48,446,686 24,216, 67 46,766,3*6 46,270.2' 1
Price if gold
1011-1119} 1I0}-157} ;i66}-250 128}-147} !25-167} 132J-H1}
8(1 quarter
45,313,2UU 38,N«,5!i7 7U,5<9,134 40.521.493 88.381,202 S3.292.M3
Pric -of gold
l»sj 124 122} 145 I91-285 18s}-146} 148}-147} 18 -141 f
4thquarer
49,747.fi'.l 40.221,747 62,126,(166 67,178,421 46,80 ,435 62,214,7*2
Price of gold
122 134 1101-156* 1S9-2 0 Uli-149 13l}-154} 1821-145}
Total
156,954,822 170,718,768 221,822,542 17.', 26,599 192,329,661 186,790,086
We now annex our usual detailed s tutement showing the exports of domestic
produce, foreign dutiable and free goods, and specie and bullion, during each
month of the last six years :
EXPORTS OF DOMESTIC PRODUCE.
1R62
1863.
1664.
1865.
1866.
1887.
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[February,

EXPORTS OF rOREIGN FRKK.
$27,198 $78,111 $42,233 $106,481 $38,801 $114,207
49,99
48,880
77.698
74,798
28.6<«
36,803
65,888 213,685
72,667 807,221
57,167
81,183
56,350
74,949
48.461
67,544 180,254
88,389
76,971 lu3,337
40,898
54500 161,393
23.492
43 368
49,380
75.709
85.417
65,074
43,214
l.UV'JS
77,232 249.404
28,236
27 269
3U.10S
417,100
90,815 126,537
45,045
60,720
24,096
667,987
65,400 8i«,742
64.003
29,873
9,498
179,305 119,325
69,965
33,235
82,061
4.446
45 538
66.534
61,914 109,155
64,001
8.515
108,489
55,556 425,031
24,166
44,265
82,694
$2,858,848 $1,037,212 $2,142,458 $938,785 $706,483 $438,655
EXTORTS OP POREION DUTIABLE.
January
$149.4'>3 $6'8.275 $664,485 $432,656 $284,9T9 $422,751
February
208,757 610,019 406,493 &'13,5i>9 400,782 800,063
March
458,917 758,266 699,959 191,917 8211,165 764.138
April
0117,078 37 .224 558.812 433.395 654,019 815,821
May
752,797 6(12,251 frt 9,888 820,210 759,857 886,084
June
372,661
67 5,1V7,460
1,282 218 262,593
131,425 61)6.255
713,137
Juiy
449,9)8 298,(
448.601
40 .724 88V»5
Au''U-t .'.'
25C.IW0 231 774 2,231,782 135,174 226,786 717,161
September
672,572 233,972 2,460,133 200,854 306,244 890,851
October
434,265 850,614 1,1<>4,29I 222,072 1M) 108 797.23)
November
581,878 883,918 1,128.059 208,091 268.600 610. .60
December
332,902 458,575 1,632/02 238,606 651.657 633,115
Total
$4,901,383 $5,425,579 $17,824,095 $3,440,410 $1,967,102 $8,143,961
EXPORTS OP SPECIE AND BULLION.
January
$2,658,274 $4,621,574 $5,459,079 $3,184,858 $2,706,3^6 $2,661,851
February
3,7 6,919 3,965,664 3,015,367 1,023.201 1,807.030 2,124.461
Murch
. 2,471,288 6,685,442 1,800.669 381,913 1,015,039 1.891,141
April. '
'. .. 4,037,675 1,972,1-34 5,883,077 871 240 588,875 2,261,283
May ..
...
6,164.636 2116.615 6,4(i0,930 7,255,071 23.744.194 9,048,154
June
"
9.867,0(4 1,367.774 6,533.109 6,199,472 15,890,958 8,734.278
Jnly
8,06:),337 5,263,881 1,947.829 T23.9?6 6,821,459 13,51^,894
Au-'USt
3,713,532 3,465,261 1,001,813 1,554,398 1,687,831 1,714.594
So "ember
3,0*3,919 3,480,385 2,83>,398 2,494,973 831,550 S,2('l,938
October
6,7(7,519 8,210,156 2,517.121 2,516.226 1,468,450 1,182,081
November
6 213,231 5,438.363 7,267,662 2,046,180 3,776,61)0 1,733.201
December.
3,673,112 5,259,053 6,101,177 2,732,161 8,297,270 6,854.548
Total-.
.'. $59,437,021 $19,",54,066 $50,825,621 $30,003,6;3 $62,563,700 $51,801,948
•
TOTAL EXPORTS.
January
t$14,883.4S7 $19,695,338 $17,609,749 $19,746,451 $23,814,643 $15.9"9.998
February
14,113,813 12,400.148 17.211.176 16,774,008 19.002.587 17.578,987
March
11.980,714 23,095.082 16.381.236 14.709,626 34,713.816 32,360.307
April " '
12,703.797 14,001.910 19,754,083 8,582,897 23.899,'.i70 20,l2(.!-79
May "
... 15,832,097 16,002,780 21,684,200 15,513,346 86,881,08! S8,846,6B9
Jane"
20, 33,875 16,495.2.(3 3\8V7.53l 13.446 116 26.1.-3.374 21.827.393
July
. 23 684,9.5 31.092,787 31,583,866 33,530,001 19 307 928 37.588,735
Aticuat
17,443,701 14,4Rl,!-09 20,977,9.-2 10,235,474 l4.511.S01 14 571,947
September'.'.^...
19,061,471 15,4'2,.318 21,739,826 45,5-.>3,314 12.8vl-,778 14,204.4 7
October
.... 20,797,930 21 219 540 20,431,789 237S8.4-9 10,275,283 1«,668 551
November'
20 603.912 Is292,436 '.0.473,699 25,126,753 - 7,750,755 22,<08,778
December.'..!!!............ 18.939,615 18,619,331 27,410,438 33,577,766 20 710,807 20,9 3,! 84
Total
$210,371,813 220,405,031 273,618,163 208,630,282 354,853,254 23s,591,973
January
February
March
April
May
Juue
Jay
*u<'U8t
September
October
November
December
Total

The shipments of specie during 1867 will be seen to be about 11 millions less
than last year.
TOTAL IMPORTS.
Last year the imports reached the large total of 8;S06,613,184. Compared
with those figures there is this year a falling off of about 54 millions, but com
pared with previous years the total still continues large. From what we have
said above, however, it will be understood why these imports should show au
excesB over former years, inasmuch as th'iB port has been called upon to sup
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ply nojonly the usual portions of the cnuntry which draw their imports from
this point, but to a very great extent the whale South. In the following we classify
the total imports, giving separately the dry gools, general merchandise and
specie :
FOREIGN mroBTS AT HIV YuBK.
1864.
1865.
18C6.
1F67.
1863.
Dry goods
$56,121,227 $71, 89,753 $95,051, '40 $1S6,222,855 $8 ,582,411
Gen merchandise
117,140,813 144.2 0,386 1.1,657,998 170,812,300 11,0,75:1,125
Spece
1,390,2.7 2,<65,ii28 2,li3,281 9,578,029 3,3. 6,3.9
Toul import:
$187,614,577 $218,125,700 $524,742,419 $306,67.!,184 $252,618,475
We now give for comparison the previous years fince 1851 , classsifying them
into dutiable, free, and specie. Under the head o: dutiable is included both the value
entered for consumption and that entere l for warehousing. The free goods run
very light, as nearly all the imports now are dutiable.
F0KEION IMrOBTS AT NEW TOBK.
Total.
Year.
Dutiable. Free poods. Specie.
81.361,578
1831
$119,592,264 $9,719,771 $2,049,543 $ 129,81".'
19
1-58
ilo.33li.05a 12, i.5,?42 8.408,225 194.097,652
1858
179,512,412 12,156,387 2,429,083 181,371,-74
1354
163,494,984 15,768.916 it, 07.572 157,86«,238
1H55
142,900, 61 14,103,946
855.631
1838
193,839.646 J7,9U2.678 1 814,425 213,£'66,«4«
18 >7
196,279,862 81,440.734 18,fc98,0S8 230,'.18,129
1838
128,578, 56 22,024,691 2, 64,120 152,867,007
1859
213,640.373 28,708,732 2,816,42! 245,165,616
260,46 '
1860
801,401,688 88,006,447 8,852, 80 288
1881
95,326,459 80, ",53,9:8 87,088,413 165.768,790
174,65.',317
18-2
149,970,4i5 53,291,625 1,890,277
1863
174,591, 66 11,567,000 1,525,811 187 614,577
1881
204,128,236 11,731,902 8,565,624 818,125.700
4,742,419
188S
212,208,3 1 10,410,837 2.128 281 2306,613,184
1866
584,033,567 18.001,588 9 578,029
1887
238,297,956 11,044,181 8,306,339 252,648,i75
Below we give a detailed statement showing the receipts from foreign ports
during each month of the year, for the last six years, both of dutiable and free
gooJs, and what portion were entered for warehousing, and the value withdrawn
from warehouse :
IMTORTB ENTE11ED FOB CONSUMPTION.
1867.
1866.
1862
1863.227 1864.
1865.
January
$6,763,396
$8,741
$12,422,618 $5,2 7,495 $18,566,726 $11,046,856
February
7,0 8,174 7,372,.' 89 15.706,601 5,178,774 17,389,605 13.364,912
March
10,312,689 11,461,572 15,818,425 7,060,12'i l.\200,Kt,9 II,378,974
April
7.141,197 9 493 630 18,9 1.700 5,628,075 13,366,448 III,800,747
Muy
8,091,120 7.980/2S1 7,581.300 6,692 157 13,563,651 9,438.747
Jll e
7.274.953 6.32 ',681 5.513 985 8,642,271 10,682,723 8,947,379
ll,0i6,lX0
July
13,709,503 9.080,210 6.382.928 10,175,820 14.304,4(3
14.560.1h1 13.547,834
August
10,289.427 10,004,680 6.6 '3.653 16,903,743 13,22X,4S9
13.149,846
September
11 890,711 11,203,533 4,399,114 16,748,693
Otober
8,468 564 11,885.569 3,770,626 16,337.282 13,812,206 10,524.41 5
November
6,565,185 111, 26.929 8.363,859 16,635,764 10,688,544 8.193,013
December
6,831,073 10,498,676 4,443,512 14,500.606 8,447,064 6,416,343
Total
104,483,984 114,377,429 101,988,811 128,407,155 163,8v.0,6S0 127,641,016
IMPORTS ENTERED WAREHOUSE.
Jannary
$3,141,725 $4, 182.794 $5,671,936 $1,610,223 $10,211,576 $9,r87,702
February ..
. 3,370,486 3 657 775 4,991,398 6,'68,127 11,6.6,677 11,211,014
Marco
. 4,841,816 6,016,901 6,611.408 7.872,555 9,539,110 9,ii9,7:6
5,905,541 7,418,371 10,159,637 13.S2:,839
April
.. 3,833,218
4,6i 10,920 6,456,208
Hay
6,437,404 14,727,.76 6,288,049 13,1.02,407 10,896,675
. 8,871,127 6,371,883 16.906,964 7,123 792 10,957,l'60 10,478,806
June
Jnly
. 4.502,764 6,057,342 14,934,635 7,845,947 11,301,274 11,226,514
August ...
2,939,721 4,409,891 10,437,473 7,533.260 8,123,406 9,340,292
Repteraber.
. 4,351,084 3.431 310 6,2 '.8,568 4.936,209 7,817,043 6,676,707
October
3,689,806 4,189.457 5,332.928 5,901,993 8,118,869 7,096,411
2.108,009 4,96,415 4,160,532 9,184,116 8,345,859 6,414,609
November .
December .
. 4,212,726 5,676,955 4,250,862 10,506,502 10,105,018 6,931,116
Total...
46,486,431 60,144,337 99,139,426 83,741,146 20,232,938 110,756,939
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IMPORTS Or FREE OOOPB.
$2.552 050 $8,411,619 $841,050 $840,129 $1,533,757 $717,810
8,281,4:8 763.561 797,781 620,063 1 ."04 263 *9lA 364
3,476,014 1,8.8,8 6 1,072,849 830.460 1.179,177 941377
2,232,315 1,328,216 1,025,517 961,026 1,152,683 lSSH
T*1
1,446,093 710,021 1,056,576 818,818 959,416 1.140.1C3
'u.ne
1,122,094 781,068 l,25e,634 9^3,226 1,1 02 S3 1 1,043 04U
Vt-;
1,831,981 683,88 1 917,694 886,431 889,519 7t;6.7rfi
A"f,'USt .
982,993 5 9,781 936,478 836,538 931,877 844 61,4
fceptember
1,784,804 786,884 832,557 795,468 840,088 8S4 «B7
gc °*>™
3,064.6,70 741,688 855,079 795,5118 1,471 951
754.6*1
November
1,526,496 66\207 911,9!6 1.159,248 673,514 1,082 OM
December
1,950,504 834,074 1,125,718 913,937 947,999 765,106
Total
$83,291,625 $11,567,000 $11,731,902 $10,410,837 $13,001,688 $11,044,181
IMPORTS OF SPECIE,
JamlaiT
$161,568 $101,906 $141,790 $52,868 $52,771 $126,719
February
62,007 213,971
88,150 106,904 172,122 136 491
¥*2*
£9,327 123,616 101,437 213.248 285 654 14*867
ftP™
20,158
107,061
285,814 177.0S5
286.492 39:),(i73
161,817 370.725
271,710
May
110
SSS 197
217 660.098
J.a?e
61.023 109,997 146,731 23K.032
64.M9 499,184
•{a]y
219,001 182,245 128.(53 263.640 845,961
5«.< W
August
92,703 113,877 245,818 182,072 269,221 B40JM4
September
121.818
78.281
68.VS0 194,224 5,198,47 ) 34..(69
October
256.676
78,(53 129,775
77,948 1,431,158 S62.7~9
November
;
109,708 103,144 161,727 236,526 602,937 181,:19
December
78 816 116,493 1H,976 127.054 852,093 263,016
ToM
$1,890,817 $1,525,811 $2,265,623 $2,123,8S1 $9,578,020 $3^306,389
TOTAL IMPORTS.
J,8"""1?
$12,620,829 $15,739,576 $18,977,394 $10,620,117 $30,1C9,S30 $23,979,rB7
February
18.872,140 IJ,027,S46 21,613.937 11,173,663 30,692,557 25,630,781
M,rp,n
18,719 866 18.390,895 28,667 119 16,1112,373 26,204.940 21.512 974
AP"1
13,252.8-2 17,385.811 26,168,631 14,174,464 24,810,605 26,63) 293
?1
14.848,621 14.324,925 23,970,144 12,876,109 28,818.447 81.052.250
June
12,336.195 12.597,518 23,926,811 16,855,321 22,736,652 20,907.908
Ju y
20,3o3,U('2 16,003,677 83,383.899 19,161,838 26,85\187 23,086,866
'Ufrust..
14,304,643 15,088,129 18,223,463 24 475,608 28,884,665 S4.S73.tM
September
18, '47,917 16,^99,940 10,539,459 22 674,496 27,079,089 Sl,US7.2tl9
October
13,413.906 16,894.' 67 10.088,308 83!134 675 24,632,!8» 18,4.38 486
November
10,309,398 16,045,693 8.59;,596 87.235,651 20,710 854 15,871.007
December
18,072,6:8 17,126,098 9,933.09i 26,048,099 19.652,174 1 3 375.580
Total
174,652,317 187,014,577 218,125,760 224,742^419 8^6,61^184 SS2jo4S^475
WITHDRAWN FROM WAREOOUSE.
January
$4,356,252 $2,881,531 $4.9.V),418 $5,653,554 $7,484,888 $9,380,484
February
3,466,641 2,499,127 5,283,080 5.673,619 7,666,543 11.794 146
March
8,339,567 8.456,530 5,315,993 5,795,513 7,844,644 13.318,411
April
4,403,410 4,132,683 14,183,878 7.880,008 8.6K3G0 6 838,610
May
8,700,238 9,794,773 659,81.9 10,277,170 9.450,597 B,S45,-->43
•'»ne
6.054.106 3.8* ',3.87 2,544,914 6,316,958 8,91.7,43! 6.910.287
J"'?
8,108,083 4,227.265 8,S86.87£ 8.612,411 9,081.348 7,500,396
August
8.386,604 6,429,421 7.867.848 9.661,138 10,530,598 10,49 ,060
September
8,7 1 5,6*0 6,942,561 6,852,329 8,042,603 11,091,194 9,928,-71
OetObe8,109.388 4.858,513
4,699,328
8,789.838 6,S7f>
7,7-.'8,761
November
1,914,983
4,0S4,1&3 5,604,183
5,828,881 4,C49,
J81 6,126,728
248
December
1,232,908 8,704,291 5,490,974 3,636,663 4,564,886 5,S08,vS9
Total
41,{63,754 50,851,167 67,4*0,778 8>,524,312 100,841,288 108,776,006
Below we give in detail the receipts for customs at New Yorkeach month of
the last five years :
RECEIPTS FOB CUSTOMS AT NEW TORK.
1863.
1864.
1865.
1866.
1867.
J*""*"*
$4.187,9,8 83 $6,18 ',633 00 $1,231,737 47 $12,437,474 18 $9,472,248 49
February
3,59 ,713 97 7,474,027 93 4,791,247 10 12,008.878 74 ll,4r

J,l"narT
Jebrnary
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The total custom receipts for the year amount to $114,085,990 34, as given in
above table. This is a decrease over last year, but the total is larger than any
previous year.
DRY GOODS IMPORTS TOR 1867.
It will be seen in the foregoing table classifying the imports, that the total impor's of dry goods the past year amounted to $68,582,411, against $126,222,850
for the previous year, a decrease of about 40 millions. We now give a detailed
statement showing the description of these goods, and also the relative totals for
the proceeding five years :
IMPORTS OP DRY GOODS AT NEW TORK.
Description of goods.
1863.
1864.
1868.
1866.
1867.
M mufactures—
Wool
$29,703,968 $31,411,965 $30,053,190 $50,405,179 $'3,676,001
Cotton
1,9l\957 e,405,245 15,419,004 21,287,490 15,800,894
8llk
15,534,409 16,194,080 20.476,210 24,837,734 1S.56/>,817
Flax
10,381.059 11,621,831 15,521.190 20.456,870 12,W!I.501
Hisc'llau'us dry goods
8.731, U6 8,956,630 4,S61,5S6 9,235,582 7.569,588
Total Imports
$67,274,547 $71,589,762 $92,061,140 126,222,855 $88,583,411
The decrease during this year has been very large on woolen goods, but other
wise is pretty evenly distributed. We now give a summary of the imports each
month, from which can be seen the course of the trade through the year. The
returns for the previous four years are added :
TOTAL IMPORTS OF DRT GOODS AT HEW TORK.
1863.
1864.
1865.
1866.
1867.
January
J$5,2'i9,181 $8,184,814 $2,350,035 $16,769,001 $12,928,872
February
5,027,857 9,437,454 8,723,690 16,701,578 10,780,615
March
9,2i4,581 12,635,127 5,324,699 15,833,273 10,227,57!)
April
4,384,007 5,220,245 8,9t9,706
7,836,564 5.214,455
Way
8,612.511 6,081,136 8,931 468 7,299,112 6,436,451
Ju ie
2,901,423 4,801,703 5,448.062 6 775,214 4,564,019
July
4,713,365 6,162,150 7,226,281 10,7*7,468 6,532,675
August
8,816,878 7,529 800 13,4t,2,2i5 14,870,338 12,608,019
September
5,892,712 4,107,449 11,1W,»7
9,175,675 7,>'5I,223
October
6,509,783 2.996.100 12,187,831
8,480,560 6,382.793
November
6,011.208 2.235,107 12,657.937
7,259,236 4,3<n,3!'8
December
5,371,041 1,558,567 10,586,951
6,989,731 8,092,350
Total
$67,274,547 $71,589,752 $92,061,140 $126,222,855 *6i^5*2[411
In lhe foregoing table we have indicated the extent of the imports each month
since January, 1863. It will be noticed that tbe large increase in the foreign
movement began in August, 1865, and was kept up with considerable regularity
until March, 1867. Since that time, with the exception of August last, tbe t otal
ea h month has been Email. As our readers may be interested in seeing the
totals for the anterior period, we annex the following, showing the total imports
of dry goods at this port each year since 1849 :
IMPOSTS OP FOREIGN DRT GOODS AT NEW TORK.
Invoiced value.
Invoiced value.
Invoiced valne
1849
$44,485,675
$93,362,893
$66,lil,227
■fftrjl
ftfl lirfi S71 11836
1QS7
on «4 11862
18*13
«r ,1A r,t
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IMPORTS OF MERCHANDISE OTHER THAN DRY DRY GOODS AT NEW YORK
FOR 1867.
The following are the impirts of merchandise other than dry goods at this
port for thf year 1867 ; in the Chuomclk of January 12, 1866, page 49, will be
found the figures for 1866.
[The quantity is gi en in packages when not otherwise specified.]
Quantity. Value.
Quantity. Value.
Quantity ValueDivi d vl...1,756 6.115
China.Qlass & E'rthnwaro
Orchilla parte IS
490
Dngon's
blood.
776
Oxide
cob
.It. 1 2 "89
Hot lea... 13s81 656,717
46.157
China
KrrgOt
2
319
Oxiiie zinc . 200 2,761
Krgot of rye . 2 1,138
Paints
Earth'w'reSl 9672 230.306
917.195
Kxtc rn ...1
345
P-iriswhit 1,328 9.986
Glass ... 697 (Wl 1897.771
Ku nidi o .100 6,514
Pcrs'nn ber'sni 10,0/0
Glassware 14.908 428 114
Klor sulphur.100 1.433
Pitch
1.548
Stoneware.6 646 8.921
Gentian root.. (16
710
Po ash, brom.21 1,878
OMU» nlate.6,234 944,239
Go a in *
17 10.152
" bic 11148 71.035
Other china ..13 4,6:14
Gambler. . 1 1,35.! 126,831
" chlo.627 18,708
Drue*, Sc
111.901
Gamboge
0.236
" ihrys 15
400
Arras
Gam
\r'i>ic5.212
292,536
8.678
hvd.102 13,371
Acid boMClc.95
'• crudell,4'24 3011. "67
"M inur
iocid.ll
9,725
Acid, citric...4 1.U21
117 2.478
11 amiui . .17 1,877
Acetate cf
" copaivi.5')2 21,093
384
prusSiS 51,200
limn
2.020 25
3,11
8
11
damar.,210
48.4
2
Potash
1,354
Atka 1 .... 2,907
" kuwne.j!i20 77,221
136
1 hosphorous567 27,7ti6
Asphaltnm ..132 16 537
71,46
>
"
gedda
1.013
Plumbago.2,716
46,119
Alhamuli ... 4 240
" copal. 2,977 55,462
Putty
50
992
Alzariuc
8
" tic ...130 5,197
28.823
aim!
A Oi'B
217 9.071
747
" myrrh... 88 2,40>
Quicksilver
12,203
Alum ....1,041 241,662
" trngaca'150 6,052
Heg antim 1.4b6
899
Aluminum
•■ KUlph—1822 2.799
" BOi.egal .56 2,210
Kotten stonelSl 2..,97
1,363
17
454
"
lewaki
..84
Rhubarb
....500 SSI. 141
/lurain'seakc366
Salt'i on
2 1.202
Ammnuia MiU2'.l 4.349
Guiac
82 1,217
11 098
One ...6,173 505,3 72
Salllower....l38 17.2J8
crbSOl 16.8
17
"
.219
Glycerine 417 8,660
" ext. .44 7,155
'• sal 427 88 501
»i\j)suru
TOO 15,206
Santorr'a
1
755
Indigo
3,287 487,979
Saltpetre ..' ... 58.31*
Annatto .1,908 68.564
42,313
Iodine
20
>-arH:iparillal543
I
.412
3i,0Ol
An line
21 274
I d ue pot .131 24,316
Scammony 6 1.870
Aniseed
78
Ipecac
2 6,107
Scum
165 10,514
Aniln e coW.151 83,41)6
12.105
Ipecacuanha .75 24,499
Shellac .. 2,708 12,863
Arrow root!,96') 175,1556
Inject powdcr02 8,188
S da, bicarb,
Argoll
1,882
2!I3
I-i»gla8s
1
871
147.536 587,059
Arnica fl iwer-28
Jalap
91 82,ill
sal..27,547 142,115
As^ufcetida ...31 4,571
"•" caustic,
5 460
Lac dye . .665 36,762
Ar-enic
594 311.913
Lac sulphur 20
284
121,831 350,300
Bai4{'eruvll.220
Leeches
286 5,354
8*7
ash.38,920 1,301,9S0
Barytos....5 785 62
Lie.
root. .21.311 118,006
27,115
hypenr.00
.250
Bismuth
.
..22
•• nitr20.027 321.1-91
Lie. pa te.10,287 331,152
11 e idling pow
Litharge
li 0 3,454
Sponges. . .1,3!". 09,758
der'.
26,216
498.493
Liqu d styax .3
432
Squills
70
BleVitrol
517
42a
Mid er... .5,304 S9YI,050
Sugar oflead 106 6,372
Bonn b act. ..10
52)
20.3S6
Magnesia..
1,036
"
milk
7
002
I'orax ...2136 5,^01
264
Manganese .. .12
242
Sumac...44.587 311,141
Bpi>minc
M;ize;na
70 8,6*7
Sulph coppvr418 14,223
Bud.u leaves.. 8 1,396
snip '1 alum
Muma .210 9,314
Brimstone
060
Mnr ate poll,477 23 281
343 27*
Tonqua beans97 5.6S5
(t.,ns)...18907
21,678
Nitrate
lead
57
4,li3
Tumeric... 3,128 11,178
Ci»tor oil..1,104
Ultra mTine 15
504
Nut galls . 146 11,591
576
Calomel
16
Nux vomica. 55 1.076
Vanilla b ans 85 31.146
Camphor.. 1,255
Oils,
unspec
940
50,620
Verdigris.
41
12,468
L458
('■penes
..6
Oil, bergam'ntso 4,985
Vermidon...922 103,183
Ch imoinile flow2,399
" cod
236 10.758
Vinegar
.86
254
e-B
75
" ca-sia ....70 6.170
V nlce Turp
658
Cadu-ium
6 1,841
1.590
"M cinnamon
1
430
Whltlng...i,i«9
2,216
Cj tharidea...8 2.91
haa'lem.,12
279
Worm seed. ..10 ».-.7j
duonmom .11 17 0651
11 cocoanuti2t 5,310
Ve . ochre 3,7*>7 16.781
Carmine
48 2.400
"
cor:>
:8
1,027
" Derries.5S6 31,714
Ohlorodyne
M 1 mon .. i7 1,688
9.6'»6
Drugs, unspec. 202,211
Cha k
M orange . 5
300
Furs, &c—
C halt
7 1,524
47:1
278
Felting 1,404 84,998
" pepp'rm'tU
Colocynth . . .80 255.516
" ess tiai 3,210 289.40B
Fnre .. 4.508 2,251,6i9
Cream tar'i 1,275 61,263
859,536
"
1
ns'd.l3,!-79
Hatters'
goods,
Chickory .8,791
" olive .43,206 105,452
160
369 121,344
Colombo root.20
"
palm
...168
83
147
Fnits,
Ac—
Cochineal .3.290 675,818
131,524
" whale. .453 4_ui360
Bananas
90,768
in
ebs
152
12,450
Opium
997
Cition
133,012
Cudbtar 816 8C.30J
Orcbilla wcedSO 8,t£«
CurrantB
174,091
Cutch
6,411 88,956

1868J
Quantity. Valne
Priad fruits
86,197
Figs
7\877
Dates
4»i,474
Lem >ds
470,365
Lentils
18,811
Nnts
663,140
Oranges
687,967
Pea8,696
Pres d ginger.. 89,068
Pineapples. ... 49,584
Pinms
63,882
Prunes
947,391
Ra sins
9SS.572
Sances & prCB. . 880,292
Grape*
30,490
Other frails. ... 1,839
Instrum nts—
Chemical
5 1,323
Mat ematlc'1149 86.833
Musical . . ..2,750 438.705
r-antica]
18 6 091
Philosophica.20 2 136
Optical
299 80,264
Telegraphic . .1
752
Surgical
14 3,466
Jewe.ry, Ac.—
Jewelry ...1,4771,310,328
Watcher . . .1,1651,99.1,36!)
Leat er, Hitli a. &c.—
Boot-&shoes257 31.063
Bladders
3
521
Bridles... . 1,816 537,125
Hides, dri-ssed ... 30,4714,493,650
ll. i -. and eas
ed
9,137,305
Horns
25,579
Leather
5 1,566
Mfof leather 377 88,(177
Patent leaihcr39 25,021
] Iquors,
Ale
15.551 153,093
Brandy.... 6 129 350,512
Beer
2,590 25,363
Bay water
2,2-6
ConJial* . . .611 5,6jl
Coloring for
brandy
2
585
Gin
4 685 106.126
titer
8
101
Min. water.3,380 15,807
Porter
6.4 M 63,' 00
Ram
1,147 46.5-8
Whiskey 986 50.513
Wines .137,7561,550,192
Cmeagne 87,751 912.274
Lemon juice .. . 1,292
Metals.—
Anils
809 10,227
Brass goods .316 69.2 2
B.- 1
1 4.1'2
Bronzes
617 115,974
Chains and an
chors.. .6,794 289, 03
Copper.. ..269 5,114
Cooper oro
81,961
Cut ery... .3,905 1,513.293
Copper, re^nlm 38,939
<ias ttxtarc8 .31 6,193
Gons
8.631 461,129
Hardware . .9, 104 1,445,797
I:OD h0">p,
tons..... 3,257 154,120
Iron, pig,
tons . 6*,348 1,024,228
Iron, Railroad
bars...404,491 2,149,685
Iron, sheet,
tons
8,253 634.467
Iran, tubes4,635 22,000
Iron, other,
torn 67,022 9,436.417
Lead, pgBS91,U74 2,317,811
~4iUl ([ d*.4,6u0 604,617
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Quantity. Value.
Nails
386 18,883
Needles
630 253,712
Nickel
225 133,942
Old metal
248,713
Plated ware..311 79.638
Platlna
71 172,594
Percu'u cap»613 120,-55
Saddlery ... 279 65,413
fctcel ....210.576 3,218.602
>-pelt r.8,974 099 175,321
Silverware .. .46 8,661
Tin plates, bxs
760, 015,013,226
Tinslbe,lb3,987,830 720,8*8
Wire
4,4*9 92,437
Z nc, lb3,719,611 206 148
fcpices —
C.s-ia
73,<56
Cinnamon
7,159
Cloves
17,4J2
Glngei
49,113
Mace
'0 4 5
Mustard
80.663
Nutmegs
67,919
Pepper
181,2)8
Pimento
83,531
Oilier
1,371
Stationery—
(Hooks ....7,210 939,167
Engravings .610 176,297
Paper 31.053 980,893
Oth. statiou3,859 395,721
Woods—
Birllla...
7,921
Boxwood
3,3 i2
Bruail
62,107
[ Camphor wood.
199
Cedar
64,482
Cum wood
4.101
Cork
189,706
Ebony
3.795
Kll*tic
1,795 65.279
Lima wood .... 18.989
Llgnn-.n vine . . 24,007
Logwood .49,313 234,511
Malio-any
123,879
Ratin
49.637
Rosewood
92,943
Sapan wood.... 8,411
Satin wood. ... 1,714
Sandal wood
709
Redwood
18,580
W1I1..W
84,838
Palm leaf
27,323
Other
196,858
Miscellaneous—
Alahaeteroru432 10,713
Animals
32,07*
Baskets. ...5,358 171,221
Bags
145,941
Beads
302 87,776
Beeswax
8,225
lonedu»t
1,833
Boxes
4 41,219
Blae-ing
35 1.993
Brick*
10,132
Buttons ...6,0771,557,003
Bniluing stones 83,439
Pol stones.... 46 2,518
Burr stones . .49 62,955
Candles
25 2.195
Carriages
19 11,643
Clay
66,819
Cheese ....4,707 218,489
Cigars
483.551
Coal, tns.170,264 547,(.99
Corks
5 231,490
Confectionery 54 6.850
Cotton, bal*s751 76,865
Clocks
1,068 144,132
Cjcoa, bgsl8,4,S 419.6H9
114,433,119
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Quantity. Valne.
Emery ....8,310 87.006
Fancy goods . 8,104,315
Farina
600 11.521
Fans
6,818
Feathers
208,5^8
Firearms
12,451
Firecrackers... 131/90
Fish....6.36.619
Flax
1,860 k20,219
Flints
27
6(*
Flour
1,300 46,241
Furniture . 815 48,666
Grain
436,222
Grind stones... 1S,909
Gin. n v cloth,
| 34.896 733.458
Gutia perchaloH 13,596
Guano
663 277,189
Gunpowder..
5,728
Hair
5,542 6*6,888
Halrcloth...4il 231.817
Hay
90 1 4^0
Hemp. . .1:4.098 2,127,154
H,.ney ....2,4 0 81.502
Hops
4,i:40 3i9.7t.5
India rub.36,n;o 2,500,819
Ivory
2,215 182,221
Jntc
6,517 85 361
Jute bnlts. .361
663
Llth 8toi.es. 2m8 13,602
Mach neryl2.42l 810.081
Maible Amanf 170,943
Matches
33 1/99
Ma caronill,255 20,309
Molaesc* 144,169 3.(<39.i'4«
Oil paintiug.-833 459,910
Oakum
4.)
(150
Onions
13.656
Parasols
41 24,346
Paper hangings,
6,113 140,556
Personal effects. 3 ,840
Pearl shell*. . 4 6,743
Perfumcry.3,350 834,4*8
Plaster
330 39,494
Pipes
32MSO
Potatoes
77,994
Pumi stoue.352 6,258
Provisions
51.297
Rags ....56,3401,354,432
Rice
461,806
Rope
163,375
Saao
19,608
Sa o flour ..196 5,630
Salt
429,055
Seeds, nnspec. 397,7 7
Carraway-eed . 10,881
Linseed.460,841 2,128.680
Soap
64,723 180,5 4
Statuary
9 109,078
Shells
47b
Staves
Sugar, hhds, bb's,
& tcs. 276,519 14,650,983
Sugar, boxes &
bags.. X78.709 4,438,269
Tapioca... 1,013 9,828
Trees & p ants. 75,150
Tea....741,5*1 1 ",507.3411
Tl es
22
716
Twiue
244 .30,711
Toys.. . 9,125 530 466
Tobacco . 35,372 1,000.888
Tomatoes
12,548
Umbrellas
23,393
Waste
5,298 t55,395
V hakbone.. ..
886
Wax
7
rOS
Wool, bal.38,769 4,166,3^
Other
71,160
Grand total 160,759,726
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DEBT AND FINANCES OF ST. LOUIS.
The bonded debt of the city on the 1st day of April, 1867, stood at
On the 1st April, 1665, it was

(.",971,600
4,671,500

Showing an increase in two years of

$1,000,000

In the following schedule we give the particulars of all bonds outstanding April,
1867, for what purpose issued, and the dates of issue and maturity :
For what purpose Issued.
Tears. Maturity. Amount.
Issued.
90
1871-73 $456,000
1851-53.. ..Pacific Railroad
20
1852-54 .Ohio and Mississippi Railroad
1872-74
417.000
£0
1854-57.. ..Iron Mountain Railroad
1874-77
280,(WO
20
399.1 00
1S74-75
1S61-55.. .. North Missouri Railroad
.Municipal
34
147,000
1SV9
1835
1871-76
1841-46..
61.010
SO
iti
18:9
1X63.. ..
50,000
25
1877-83
1852-58..
381.' OU
22
46,001
1874
1852
20
1865-85
317,640
1845-85..
13
1862
3,0(0
1819
18*5-06..
5
1870-71
16S.0O&
50
IMKJ-'JO
1840-45.. . Real eBtate for public buildings. .
75.000
■II)
1906
1866
215.0UO
18V7-88
30
1857-68. .
SO two
18S0
1855
"
"
25
45.000
"
"
SO
1875-80
3855-66..
S62.0U0
15
1860
1851
4,000
In.4
"
"
14
1850.. ..
S,' 00
"
5
1870
73,000
1883 . . .
80
1857-59. 1 Public Bowers
1887-88
47.000
"
25
lbSO-88
1855-58..
125.C03
1850-5K..
"
SO
1870-76
24 ,.<«»)
80
li>7:-72
1841-12.. !Water works
27.000
S6
1S5S-5S..
1S78-83
••
20
1872-78
18'8-SS .
oo
Street improvements (old limits).
80
1887
10,000
1867
" )
KHi.lKX)
1879-80
»
1854-55.. . »
(
'•
( " )
SB
1873
84.000
1851
1871-86
( " )
«J
148.000
1851-68..
.Harbor improvements
80
1886
1856
15,000
1853-54 .
"
"
S7
1880-81
100,000
]85'M>3...
1371-78
86 HO
25
1879-81
1854-56 Whuf improvements
143,0.0
"
90
1SS6-ST
617,1 00
1866-67.. . "
. "
"
15
1S67
18,0(10
i859
Lafayette
Park
8
to
10
1667-74
SS.OUO
l804
BECAPITITLATIOH
Bondsfor railroads....
WiiX. *1'MS'000
Bonds lor renewals and other municipal purposes
$1,1,1.500
Bonds to purchase real estate
JOT.OOO
Bonds to construct public sewers
419,000
Bonds lo improvo ureets (in old limits)
298.000
Bond! issued for water works
4S1.000
Bonds Issued 10 improve harbor
s0' "'lX
Bonds issued to improve wharf
'S'JJS ,,„,. ,
Bonds issued to Improve Lafayette Park
28,000— 4,lia. .00
ToUl outstanding April 1, 1867
$5,671,500
In the half year ending October 1, 1887, this debt was increased by the following
600 bonds issued under ordinance 6.053
1(0 "
"
" 6,220
3,000 bonds for St. Louis waterworks
60 bonds for purchase of Sou lard market
Total issued from April 1 to October 1
Bonds matured snd paid
Bonds retired by sinking fund
Debt

_

$500,000
30;\0.0
1,000.0 0
25,000
$1,826,000
$14,(00
74,0u0— 86.000
$1,787,(00
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—making the amount of ton is outstanding :
October 1, 1867
$7,408,500
Add water bonds dated Jane 85, 1867, partly issued and the rem ilnder io be sold at
auction Dec 12. These are SO year bonds payable, principal and interest. In gold. . 3,500,000
Total as will appear January 1, 1868
$9,9US,500
The amount of bonds outstandi g on the 1st Apri', I860, and yearly at the same
date to 1867. is shown in the following statement :
April 1.
Amount. April 1.
Amount
1860
$5,0 6,700 1864
$4,761,500
1881
4,913 7>'J 1S85
4.671,5110
1864
4,812,500 1886
4,ti!*i,500
1363
4,839,000 1867
6,761,50,)
The assessed valuation of real estate subject to taxation was in the year 1S59
$69,846,845. By 1S62 in consequence of the then prevailing disturbances, it had
fallen to $10,210,450 ; but the tuxes for 1866 are based upon a valuation stated at
$81,961,610, double that of the year 1862. The following table gives the assessed
valuation fpr the years 1859-60 to 1866-70 (8 years), and the amount of taxes col
lected for general purposes in each year :
Assessed Taxes I
Assessed Taxes
Tear.
valuation. Collected | Year.
valuation. Collected
1859-60
$6.1 ,116,815 $806,875 I 186:1-61
$49,109,03,1 6?8 126
I80O-6I
73,7i6,«70 871,936 | 186 1-65
51,205,850 86861!
1881-62
57.537,415
I 1.S63-66
73,96H,7i)0 841,108
1862-03
40,210,450 528,344 | 1866-67
81,961,610 888,826
The special taxes are for public sewers, the harbor and the police. A large rer
enue is also derived from merchant and other licenses, the water revenue, 61c. The
total revenue and expenditures for 1862-3 and 1866-7 compare as follows :
1862-63.
1861-65.
1S66-G7.
Balances f'ora previous year
$153,382 57 $148,54} 0? $107,090 37
Revenue for year
939.234 37 1,512,519 63 2,09:1,591 62
Bonds issued
126.605 20
975, 00 00
Temporary loans
840,477 76
73,947 48
«;,000 UO
City warrants
83,2s0 03
10,956 56
Total means
$1,466,374 70 $1,861,620 39 $3,287,641 65
Expenditures
1,330,018 90 1.705,022 55 3,258,680 90
Balance to credit
$138,355 80 $150,597 81 $28,960 63
Principal Semrcet of Revenue 1866-67.—Real estate taxes —for general revenue
1767,451 40, and for new limit fund $71,374 23 ; police taxes $202,576 86 ; sewer
taxes $81,030 74; wharf taxes $
; special taxes $78,650 69. Licenses—mer
chants' $113,303 59, and dram shops $70,685 00; water licences $222,179 30, and
pipe bills $73,000 16 ; market rents $45,950 00; rent tobacco warehouse $3,864, hay
and coal pcales $18,720 42 ; fines and fees $37,759 42 ; city commons $26,802 46 ;
wharfage $73,226 88; dog, vehicle and other special licensee $29,639 03; assessments
for opening streets $115,353 86 ; bonds and loans $1,070,000, Ac.
v Expenditures 1866-67.—Interest $399,551 78 ; discount on 975 bonds $188,906 00
bonds redeemed $148,800 ; sinking fund $20,000; waterworks $281,735 93; police
$214,666 65; wharf $219,553 80; engineer dept. $120,936 27; fire department $225,-
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The following table compares the population, valuation, taxes, ordinary arid total
revenue (exclusive of balances), and expenditures, debt, <fcc., for the years 1860-61.
1862-63, 1864-65 and 1866-67.
1860-61.
1862-63.
1864-65. 1866-67.
Rroulation
160,77»
180.000
204,8*1
2-iO.OVO
Vain .Hon (R. B )
$73,765,1170 $40,240, t.W $53,205,850 $81,981,610
Taxes collected
871,936
528.364
868,617
t3:*.saS
lievemic (ordinary)
939,234
1,512,619 8 01W..'94
(Includ.
bds, 4c)
1,800,240
1,713,072 S.S3S.SM
8,180 551
Expenditures
(total;
1,856,486 1,312,992
1.380 019 1,705,10*
Debt (bond.-)
4,914,180 4,839,000 4,671,500 5,761.500
Reducing these figures to their relation to population gives the following
per capita :
$372 55
Valuation (R. E )
$457 55
$228 55
$260 22
8 SI
Taxes on real estate collected
5 42
2 93
4 25
9 54
Revenue (ordinary)
6 22
7 40
14 45
" (total)
8 09
7 29
6 38
14 81
Expcndiiu cs (total)
8 43
7 89
8 33
26 29
Debt (bonds)
80 66
2(i 83
22 86
The Bame figures, compared with the valuation of real estate, give the following
as the per centage ;
1.63
1.31
1.03
Taxes collected
1.19
2.f6
2. SI
2.33
Seven je (ordinary)
3 88
i.7«
3m
3.22
3.90
1 61
3.30
3.2J
0.60
7.03
12.02
The debt, as it will exist on the 1st Jan, 1S68, viz., $9,908,500, will be distributed
upon about 240,000 beads, and borne by a valuation of about $100,000,000. This
will give a ratio of $11 26 per capita, and be 9 .91 per cent, on the valuation.
It may here be remarked, however, that the great bulk of the debt of St. Louis has
been incurred for public improvements, which either directly or indirectly are pro
ductive. The water works pay, or soon will pay, the full interest on the water bonds,
as do also or will the wharf and harbor improvements, <tc The railroad and municipal
debts alone are really burdens on the people, and these taken together form about a
fourth of the aggregate.

CLEVELAND AND PITTSBURG RAILROAD.
The operating account for the two last years, 1866 and 1867, compares as
follows :
1866.
1867.
Increase. Decrease.
Earnings from passengers
$788,922 77 $640,793 63 $
$14f,lS9 14
Earnings fiomf eight
1,498,68156 1,480,532 43
C8.U99 18
Earnings from othar sources
t4,35I 60
68,8i5 64 4,474 04
CO OKI onK M «a
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1866. 49
18«7. Increase.
Mils pay ble
H.209
39,968 63 25,768 13 Decrease.
Dues on Not. account
1 54,996 52 235,900
12 80 9H3 60
Net earnings
120,251 22 287,251 29
167,000 07
Total
$9,566,262 24 $9,961,700 22 $395,437 88
Against which are charged as follows, viz. :
Constriction
$8,947,564 '5 $9,339,526 64 $392,172 59
Mac&lnery and tools
t.9,929 94
70,115 44
185 50
Personal property
32.697 78
34,233 35 1,645 67
Tel graph l.ne
16,913 72
16,913 72
$9,066,815
49
$9,460,879
15 $393,983 66
Sh'p materials
'lSi,(XS<) 69 147,472 45
13,402 76
Lawrence Railroad stock
10,000 00
10,010 00
Bill* receivable
12 230 67
11,059
79
Balance personal accounts
187 486 95
37 91,421 43 1,170 88
Caen
205.57J 53 228,91 8'49
102,167 07
Total
$9,566,262 24 $9,961,700 22 $396,437 98
The following statement shows the length of road open and its cost, earnings,
expenses, etc , yearly :
Fiscal
Road,
Cost of
Oross Operating
Net Divi
years.
miles.
Riarl, etc. earnings.
expenses. Revcnne.
des,
»MH
203.5 $8,218,.*2 $1
114,941
$610,335
1498,643
nil.
861-62
2118 5
7.8:16,1196
1,436,317
6«2
ma
774
253
1862-63 ..
203.5
7,!<11981
1,1(10,034
874,732 1,0;5,-W4
4
1868-64
208.5
8.451,049
2,512,315 1,605,336 1,006.679
8
3884-65
2:i3.5
9,201,464
2,696,877 1,959,683
736,794
G
2035
9,066,8952,851,905
1,61(7,179
651,720
2U3.5
9,460,879
2,140 152 1,488,808
661,314 nil5
The statement which follows is a reduction of the above table to cost. &c, per
mile of road :
Fiscal
Costofroad ,
Per mile of road
Years.
perjnile. Earn's. Exp oses. Proflts. . Espen'sto toPmflt
cost
lSfiO 61
.'$40,375 $5,479 $3,028 $2,451 earnings,
65.29
6.07
1861-62
.... 88,606
7.0T-8
3,252
3,806
46
07
8.89
1862-63
88,809
9,381
4.298
6.08:1
45.81
18.10
135?-i4
41,643 12,313
7.400
4,1143
59.94
11
91
1NV4-65
43,609 13,250
9,«29
S.6J1
72 67
7 91
IftVHse
44,445
8.319
3,205
72.10
l.tX
1866-67
46,377 11,524
10,491
7,298
3,193
69.66
6.88
The monthly fluctuations in the price of the shares of the Cleveland and Pitts,
burg Railroad Company at New York, through the five years ending with 1867
are shown in the following table :
1864.
January
105 @120
February
11034
@H9»
>arch
114)j@128.!<
April
104
@132
Mar... lioxamv
Juue
llO^ffillli
Ju y
106 ©114X
Ao-rnst .. ..
110
©114
8*-pt<rnber ..
105K@I173*
Octotx-r .
90
@1(,7
November...
302 @100
M3i©113
Tear
56)f@115 90 ©132
76><a96Jf tS5X®M
INTERNATIONAL COINAGE.
(Continue! from page 73.)
The thirteen colonies which first occupied that portion of the North
American continent extending southwardly from the great chain of Jake*
nearly to the Gulf of Maxico, brought with them, or soon adopted the
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"pound" as their unit of money. The twenty silver shillings which, they
coined, being reduced in weight, were not equal in value to the pound
sterling of the parent country. The pound of some of the colonies was
not worth in silver more than $3.33, measured in the present money of
the United States. In others it was worth only $2.50. The natural at
tachment of the colonists to the traditions of the parent country, neverthe
less, induced them to retain the inconvenient and absurd subdivisions of
shillings, pence and farthings, with their three different divisors.
Several of the colonies coined silver money of small denominations,
with subdivisions in copper, until the restoration of Cbarles the Second to
the throne of England. A royal order issued by his authority about the
year 1660, strictly prohibited any further coinage by the colonias, as the
usurpation of a sovereign power. Their coinages consequently ceased or
greatly diminished until the outbreak of the American Revolution in 1775,
after which various coins were issued by the several "States" claiming to
be sovereign, until the final adoption of the dollar as the coinage of the
United States. To comprehend clearly that important effort, we must
briefly revert to tho history of the " pound."
The money pound of England is of French origin. Charlemagne,
crowned "Charles Augustus, Emperor of the West," in the year 800,
sought, like his imperial predecessor, the first Augustus, to unify the money
of his empire. With that view he ordained that the French livre, or
pound weight of silver, should constitute the monetary livre or pound of
money. This livre, carried across the channel into England by William
of Normandy, was imposed by him as Conqueror on the English people.
The "Tower pound," actually containing a pound weight of silver, bears
date in 1066, the year of the conquest. The word, however, failed long
ago to possess any truthful significance, for the money pound has been
steadily dwindling in weight for the last eight centuries, until the twenty
shillings into which it is now divided actually contain less than one quarter
of a pound of pure silver.
On the recognition by England, in 1783, of the political independence
of the United States, their then existing political organization, " The
Congress of the Confederation," deemed it proper, also, to throw off the
monetary yokes of pounds, shillings, p< nee and farthings. .On the 6th of
July, 1785, this Continental Congress unanimously passed the memorable
monetary ordinance reported by the " grand committee of thirteen,"
of which Rufus King, one of the wisest and most far-seeing of the states
men of America, was a member. Not only did it omit in any way to
recognize the pound, but it distinctly brought in and established the dol
lar as the permanent monetary unit of the United States. Its precise
weight was fixed by a subsequent ordinance, passed on the 8th of August,
1786, which further provided for the issue ot a gold coin of ten dollars, to
bear the impress of the eagle, which imperial emblem had been selected
in 1782, in view of the national sovereignty then clearly discerned in the
future. What was far more important, the ordinance expressly provided
that the dollar should be decimally divided.
This cardinal monetary reform preceded, by at least six years, the estab
lishment of the " metric system" of France, with the consequent decimali
zation of its coin in 1792, under which the ancient " livre" of Charlemagne,
dwarfed and shrunk in its long life through the vicissitudes of ten centuries,
disappeared from the world.
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The government of the United States has lost no opportunity of com
mending the metric system to the admiration of its people and of the
civilized world. By a recent act of Congress, passed on the excellent re
port of Mr. Easson,in the House of Representatives, supported with learn
ing and ability by Mr. Sumner in the Senate, its use has been actually
legalized throughout the American Union. But the dominant historic
fact will forever remain, that the previous step, among the first if not the
earliest of the authoritative measures for decimalizing the money of the
world, was taken by our young republic, just emerging from its cradle.
Nor did the services and the example of the Unittd States in the cause
of monetary unification stop with the ordinance of 1786. A further and
far more comprehensive measure was adopted in 1789, in substituting, in
place of a loose political confederation, a nation, with a government
throwing the mantle of a common sovereignty over the States and the
people then united, with the transcendent and exclusive power to establish
one uniform coinage for the whole. The great monetary clause in the
national Constitution—the most important act of political conjunction
which history records—with a sublime forecast of the geographical ex
pansion of the nation then brought in being, is condensed and crystallized
in the few brief words—"No State shall coin money," firmly and forever
establishing the monetary unity and the monetary sovereignty of the con
tinental republic from ocean to ocean.
10. The first Napqleon, looking down on the world from the rock of
St. Helena, declared that what Europe most needed was "a common law,
a common measure, and a common money." This solemn utterance was
a legacy not alone to Europe, but to the whole family of nations. It wai
in 1821, the very year of his disappearance from the world, that the
American Secretary of State, John Quincy Adams, submitted to the Con
gress of the United States his celebrated report, pointing out the incal
culable advantages of a common measure and a common money, " to
overspread the globe," in his own comprehensive language, " from the
equator to the poles." With clear political sagacity, he saw and said that
the object could only be accomplished " by a general convention of nations,
to which the world shall be parties," and " in which the energies of opinion
must precede those of legislation."
It certainly was the first official proposition for a general monetary
convention known in civil history."
More than forty years elapsed before that memorable proposition was
carried in any way into practical effect. It is true, that some of the slates
of Germany had met in a monetary convention in January, 1857, which
fixed the values (for purposes of local Zollverein) of the guld crown, the
silver thaler, and the silver florin ; but no general assembly of nations, by
delegates duly accredited, was ever held, in which the question of ireneral
monetary unification was openly discussed, until the International Statisti
cal Congress at Berlin, in September, 1863. To that body, composed
largt-ly of representatives from governments, an elaborate report was pre
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respect to silver coins, the dollar reduced in value to five francs, the florin
made equal in value to two and one-half francs, and the franc itself, should
also be retained as units ; and that all of them should he decimally
divided.
It is gratifying to add, that a large and influential party in England,
embracing many of its most eminent and intelligent merchants and bankers,
(and especially the lata Sir Wm. Brown, of Liverpool,) have strongly ad
vocated for several years the decimalization of the pound sterling.
The above-mentioned report coming np for discussion in the Congress
at Berlin, the undersigned, as the delegate from the United States, ob
jected to the adoption of the four units, and expressly on the ground,
among others, that it would tend to pieserve the double standard of gold
and silver, and thus prolong the vain attempt to fix by legislative enact
ment the values of two different metals, in their nature necessarily mutable,
ai d governed only by the fundamental law of demand and supply.
In the course of the discussion, a suggestion was made by Dr. Farr,
Register General of the United Kingdom, and one of the most distinguished
of the British delegates, that the gold dollar of the United Slates should
be made equal to one fifth of the British sovereign ; to which it was
answered, in behalf of the United States, that both the British sovereign
and the United States half-eagle of five dollars should be reduced to the
value of twenty-five francs, and thereby unify at once the gold coinage of
the three nations. The difference of opinion on the point between the
delegates of Great Britain and those of the United States, and of other
nations, led the Congress to adjourn without deciding the question.
It would not be just to leave this portion of the subject without acknow
ledging the valuable aid rendered by delegates from other countries in
sustaining the proposition for unifying at once the gold of the three
nations, and pre-emineutly by the Count d'Avila, the well known financier
and delegate from Portugal (now Minister at Ma. rid), who ably supported,
at the Berlin Congress of 1863, the plan of triple unification, and with still
greater efficiency in the recent Conference, the proposition of the' Uuited
States for the issue by France of the new gold coin of twenty-five franc*.
As a part of the history of monetary unification, it is proper also to add
that the present Chief Justice of the United States, while Secretary of the
Treasury, practically proposed, in his annual report to Congress in 18t'>2,
to unify the coinage of the English races by reducing the value of the
half eagle of the United Sute* to that of the British sovereign, which
would have required a reduction in the half-eagle of 13J cents. Uis
forcible exposition of the advantages of such a step, is still more applicable
to the wider measure of unification no* proposed by the international
monetary Conference, requiring a further reduction of only four cent*.
It must, however, be evident that such a conjunction of the coinages of
the United Kingdom and ot the United States, embracing a population in
Europe and America not exceeding seventy millions, 'would have brought
the conjoined monetary system o1' the two nations into perpetual antagoliiin with the system or 8)stems of tl e European continent, now embrac
ing a population of two hundred and fifty millions—not to mention the
possibility, not very far remote, of ultimately bringing the populous nations
of eastern Asia, with their four or live hundred millions, into one comrnoa
world-embracing system, to remain united while modern civilization thall
endure.
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11. On the 23d of December, 1865, the governments of France, Bel
gium, Switzerland, and Italy, made the quadripartite monetary treaty, the
text of which is given in full, as an appendix to the second seance of the
Conference, at p. 27. A translation is herewith transmitted.
With profound respect for the distinguished negotiators of the treaty,
several of whom were also members of the Conference, we may, neverthetheless, assert that its principal value is geographical, in fusing into a sin
gle mass, for monetary purposes, the large and important portion of Europe
embraced within the boundaries of the four nations, since enlarged by the
adhesion of the Pontifical States and of Greece. By this brilliant and
masterly consolidation the gold of Europe is already united throughout
one broad, unbroken belt, from the Atlantic Ocean to the eastern limits
of the Grecian Archipelago, constituting an extensive and attractive
nucleus, around which the coin of the remaining nations of Europe may
readily cluster. Opening with an unobstructed path through Europe for
American coin, it now needs only a brief law of Congress, fixing the weight
of the gold dollar at 1.612.90 milligrams, to establish a permanent line of
monetary unity spanning the Christian world from San Francisco to the
confines of Constantinople.
The treaty is, moreover, of primary importance in prescribing and de
fining, with scientific precision, the weight, diameter, quality, and "toler
ance" of the coin thus united. On the other hand, it contains provisions
which are wholly inadmissible in a general bisis of monetary unification
for the nations of the world. They are the following:
1. In including silver in the coin to be unified, .thereby rendering it
necessary to fix a permanent ratio between the values of gold and of silver.
2. In limiting the amount of silver coin, of denominations less than five
francs, to six francs per capita, for the population of each nation.
3. In prohibiting the issue of any gold coin of an intermediate denomi
nation between ten francs and twenty francs, or between twenty francs and
fifty francs, a prohibition which would prevent the issue, not only of the
twenty -five franc coin required by the interests of the United Stales and
other nations, but of a fifteen franc gold coin, which may soon become
necessary in unifying the coinages of Germany and, perhaps, of II >lland.
It is enough to add that the Conference, ia view of these provisions,
did not adopt the treaty as the fundamental basis of their plan of unifica
tion.
12. The double standard was legally established in France by the wellknown law of 7th Germinal, an XI. (March 28, 1803,) which fixed, or,
more proderly speaking, sought to fix the ratio of silver to gold at 15£
grains of silver to 1 grain of gold. The power of a legislative body thus
to fix a ratio of values has been for the last seventy years the cherished
belief of many economists in France. It was probably in deference to
their opinions that the recent act of the Corps Legislatif, ratifying the
treaty of December, 1865, studiously declared that the law of 7th Germi
nal " was not repealed," and this in the face of France alone of 239,000,000 of alver francs, at a standard reduced from .900 fine to 835, about 7
per cent., and that, too, for the very rea?on that silver bad actually be
come more valuable by 7 per cent, than the rate of 15^ to 1 fixed by the
law of 7th Germinal.
The practical reduction of the ratio directed by the treaty was, in fact ,
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a distinct and most instructive admission, in the most selfish form known
to nations, that any act of mere legislation, seeking to fix a " double"
standard, is alike in its nature and in its very terms, fallacious, illogical,
and impossible. No formal legislative act was needed for repealing the
law of 7th Germinal, for it had been effectually repealed, in fact, by the
natural and irresistible increase in the value of silver, in obedience to the
superior and overruling law of demand and supply.
The vital element in the double standard is the legal right which it
gives to a debtor to pav his debt, at his option, in either of the two metals ;
in other words, rendering both " a legal tender." In view of this, the
treaty of 1865, permitting this large silver coinage of reduced standard,
declar»d it not to be a legal tender between individuals for sums exceed
ing fifty francs, and so far repudiated the theory of a double standard.
The Congress of the United States have also virtually abandoned the
ratio which it had sought to fix by legislation. The act of 1853 directs
all subdivisions of the dollar thereafter to be coined to be reduced (not in,
standard, as in the four nations,) but in weight, about seven p^r cent., and
also declares such subdivisions not to be a legal tender for any sum ex
ceeding five dollars.
The total coinage of silver dollars by the United States in the list 70
years falls short of five millions of dollars, nearly all of which have disap
peared from circulation. But the total coinage of the subdivisions has
exceeded *131,000,000, of which nearly the whole of the portion coWd
before 1853 has also disappeared. In view of these facts, submitted by
the undersigned to the Conference (3d seance, p. 37), he felt justified in
claiming and insisting' that the double standard now existed in the United
States only in form, and not in fact.
The establishment of the sin2le standard exclusively of gold, is in truth
the cardinal, if not the all-important feature of the plan proposed by the
Conference, relieving the whole subject by a single stroke of the pen, from
the perplexity and, indeed, the impossibility, of permanently unifving the
multiplicity of silver coins scattered through the various nations of Europe.
It is a matter of world-wide congratulation that on this vital point the
delegates from the nineteen nations represented in the Conference were
u»airiinous—not excepting. France itself, so strongly wedded by its
national traditions to double standard.
13. It will be seen by the report of the discussions (6th seance, pp. 78
to 82,) that the subject of the "common denominator," or unit of gold,
elicited a considerable difference of opinion. A denominator or equivalent
to and equiponderant with the existing gold five franc coin of France, was
actively supported by the United States and by Austria, Russia, Switzer
land, Portugal, and other nations. The delegates from Great Britain and
from Sweden urged, in preference, a denominator or unit of ten francs.
The question was finally decided by a formal vote by ayes and nays, on
a roll call of the nations, which resulted in a large majority in favor of the
denominator or unit of five-francs—thirteen (13) nations voting in its
favor, and two (2), Great Britain and Sweden, in favor of the ten francs.
The delegates from Prussia, Baden, Bavaria and Wurtemberg, abstained
from voting, mainly in view of existing stipulations in local monetary con
ventions, which temporarily embarrassed their action.
On all these questions, the interests of monetary unification were mate
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rially advanced by the publication at Paris of the concise but admirable
letter from the Hon. John Sherman, Senator in Congress from the State
of Ohio, a copy of which has been already communicated to the Depart
ment of State, but which, for more convenient reference, is now transmit
ted herewith in duplicate, with its French translation.
His opinions are unmistakably expressed in the following extracts :
" As the gold 5 franc piece is now in use by over sixty millions of peo
ple of several different nationalities, and is of convenient form and size, it
may he well adopted by other nations as the common standard of value,
leaving to each nation the divisions of this unit in silver coin or tokens.
'• If this is done, France will surely abandon the impossible effort of
making two standards of value. Gold coins will answer all the purposes
of European commerce. A common gold standard will regulate silver
coinnge.
"In England, many persons of influence, and different Chambers, are
earnestly in favor of the proposed change in the coinage. The change is
so flight with them, that an enlightened self interest will soon induce them
to make it, especially if we make the greater change in our coinage.
" We can easily adjust the reduction with the public creditors in the
payment or conversion of their securities, while private creditors might be
authorized to recover upon the old standard."
In connection with the propositions so clearly stated, it should be borne
in mind that the change proposed in the weight of the dollar might be
made, if necessary, so far piospective as to permii most of the private con
tracts now existing to mature. In point of fact, no practical inconvenience
was experienced from the act of Congress of 1 834, which reduced the
weight of the gold dollar more than five per cent.
14. It is due to the British delegates, Mr. Tiios. Graham, master of the
royal mint, and Mr. Rivers Wilson, of the British treasury, to acknowledge
their personal intelligence and liberality in the Conference. They voted
in favor of the single standard and other important propositions, but were
compelled, under the strictly limited instructions from their government,
formally to state to the Conference (5th seance, p. 64), that, until it should
be incontestably demonstrated that the adoption of a new system offered
superior advantages justifying the abandonment of that which was ap
proved by experience, and rooted in the habits of the people, the British
government could not take the initiative in assimilating its money with
that of the nations of the continent.
The plan proposed by the Conference has been formally transmitted by
the British government, and will probably be referred, for careful considera
tion and report, either to a roval commission or a parliamentary commit-
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15. The efforts made in behalf of the United States, in the necessary
interviews with the imperial authorities, including the Emperor in person,
to induce the government of France to issue a gold coin of 25 francs, to
"go hand-in-hand throughout the civilized world, in perfect equality with
the half-eagle of the United States and the sovereign of Great Britain."
have been fully reported to the Department of State in former communi
cations. There was some reason to fear that such a coin might be re
garded as approaching too nearly in size the existing " Napoleon," or 20franc coin. If that were So, it would enhance only the more the sen~e
which must be entertained of the liberal and conciliatory course actually
pursued by the imperial government.
At the fifth meeting of the Conference, the Prince Napoleon (Jerome),
at the especial instance of the Emperor, and to mark his lively interest in
the proposed monetary unification, entered upon the duties of the presi
dency, which had been discharged with signal ability by M. de Parieu.
At the next meeting the question of the coinage of the 25 franc gold piece
became the subject of serious discussion, during which Mr. Graham, of the
British delegation, after expressing his opinion that a coin either of 25
francs or 15 francs would inconveniently approach in size the existing coin
of 20 francs, inquired whether the government of France " really proposed
to issue a coin of 25 francs ;" to which it was answered by the prince
president, with the courtesy which peculiarly and uniformly characterized
his conduct of the presidency, that "if France consulted only her indi
vidual convenience, she would see no necessity for issuing the new coin ;
but for the purpose of facilitating the work of unification, she would make
the concession requested by the United States :" adding, moreover, that
"the new coin would also promote the convenience both of England and
Austria." The delegate from Spain, the Count Nava de Tajo, thereupon
stated that it would also accommodate Spain. The question was then put"
formally to vote, on which the issue of the 25-franc coin was unanimously
recommended. Prussia, Baden and Wurternberg abstained from voting,
mainly for the local and temporary reasons above referred to.
It is proper to add, that in the repeated interviews on the subject of
this important concession by France, with Monsieur Rouher, the Chief
Minister of State, he uniformly manifested his cordial and respectful regard
for the government and tho people of the United States, and his earnest
desire to harmonize the monetary systems of the two nations.
16. To prevent any misapprehension on either side of the Atlantic, it
should be distinctly understood that the Conference do not propose, nor
was any proposition or suggestion made in that body, or elsewhere, to the
knowledge of the undersigned, to abandon the. use in any way of the word
" dollar," or " sovereign," or " thaler," or " florin," or " ruble," or any other
local denomination of money, or in any way to substitute the word "franc"
for any or either of them. By tho proposed unification, all those terms
will be practically rendered synonymous or mutually convertible, but every
nation will continue to use the names with the local emblems it may
prefer.
That such will be the case is now fully evident from the fact that since
the adjournment of the Conference in July last, a preliminary treaty has
been Bigned by accredited representatives from France and Austria, pro
viding for the issue of a gold coin of the weight and value of 25 francs for
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the international use and convenience of those two important power?, and
by which the ten florins of Austria are made precisely equal in weight anct
value to the 25 francs of France, the coin of each nation to be stamped
with the head of its respective emperor.
A specimen or medal in gold, showing the weight and diameter of the
proposed coin, with its reverse inscribed "Cr. Essai Monetaire" encircling
"25 Francs, 10 Florins, 1867," has been already struck by order of the
government of France, a duplicate of which was recently delivered at
Paris to the Emperor of Austria.
A similar specimen or medal in gold has also been struck, inscribed on
its reverse " 5 Dollars, 25 Francs, 1867," three duplicates of which, with
the proper official letters from M. Dumas, "Senator of France and Presi
dent of the Commission on Coins and Medals," have been intrusted to the
undersigned for delivery to the President, to the Secretary of State, and
to the Secretary of the Treasury of the United States. A fourth specimen
presented to the undersigned, may be used when necessary for the further
illustration of the subject.
The diameter of this international coin is 24 millimetres, exceeding a
little that of the present half-eagle of the United States, and that of the
sovereign of Great Britain, while the medallion of the Emperor, in bold
relief on the face of the coin to be issued in France, distinguishes it at
once from the ordinary "Napoleon" of 20 francs, which is only 21 milli
metres in diameter. The counterpart, when issued by the United States,
will doubtless bear the proper national emblems, and especially the national monetary motto, " In God we trust."
Should the present effort of the nations of the earth to unify their coin
be crowned with success, this specimen medal, the first-born offspring of
the International Monetary Conference, bearing its conjoint inscription of
41 dollars and francs," with its " millesime" or date of issiie, will possess an
enduring historic value, in recording the commencement of the new
monetary era with the precious and indissoluble union of the coinage of
the eastern and western continents.
In closing this communication, the undersigned respectfully begs leave
to testify his grateful sense of the ready support in tlie discharge of his
official duty which he has received from the Department of Slate, and ol
the cordial cooperation, at Paris, of General John A. Dix, the Minister
Plenipotentiary of the United States.
Samuel B. Rug glib.
Hon. William II. Sewabd, Secretary of State, <fcc, &c, dsc.

FOREIGN COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES FOR 1866-7.
We have received from the director of the Statistical Bureau advanced sheets
of his report to be delivered to Congress at the opening of the December sessionfrom which we h ive prepared the followiog. The total 'foreign commerce of the
United States duriDg the twelve months ending June 80th, 1867, appears to have
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been larger than in any previous year. Below we give tbe specie value in millions
of dollars of tbe combined exports and imports for a series of years :
Fiscal year.
Fiscal year.
Fiscal year.
519
185«
JKH
18«0
700
609
1857
4il
1858
1862
881
1866
For the last two years the comparative exports and imports (gold value in mil
lions of dollars) are stated as follows :
Exports.
Imports.
Total1866
414.1
434.2
846
2887
834.4
391.5
VZH
Difference
79.7
40.7
123
As a matter of special interest, we give the table below, indicating to what exteiit
our foreign commerce has been carried on in fore go vessels during tbe past two
years :
Fiscal
In American Per Foreign
Per
year.
vedselii. cent. vessels. cent. Total.
I8B6
263.0
81.0
58S.0
69.0
846
1667
229.4
31.6
496.6
68.4
7i«
It appears from this report also that nearly seven-tenths of the entire exports of
the past year were Southern products, as may be seen in the following statement :
EXPORTS OF SOUTHERN PRODUCTS FROM NORTHERN PORTS.
Bice
Cotton
Tobacco
....1
Naval stores
Spirits turpentine
Total Southern exports from Nonhern ports
Exports of Southern products from Southern ports, including Baltimore
Total exports of Southern products

$117.(00
fii,0OU.(X)3
17,li6,UUO
l,43ti,UU0
157,000
$S2,874,i 0)
215,533,«i-0
$323,407,000

As the total exports of domestic products during the year reached in currency
(471,608,000, the proportion which was made up of Southern products was about
70 per cent.

SOUTHWESTERN RAILROAD OP GEORGIA.
We have previously publi-hed a statement of the affairs of this company (or
the year ending July 31, 1866, &c. To this we now add the statement for the
year ending at like date, 1867, in form to show the changes effected in the sev
eral items of account during the latter year. The operating accounts for the
two years compare as follows :
1865-66.
l?66-67.
Increase. Decrease.
Freight truffle
*507.28!l 48 Mfll.niK 36 *18i?:!6 SS *
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From which the following disbursements were made :
Contraction A reconitru'n
$40,884 SO $37,515 71 $
$S,338 49
Locomotiree ud cars
B6.598 00
. . 36,698 (JO
Appropriations for Iron and engines
70,000 00 70.000 00
Internal revenue tax
86,934 8S
80,171 48
8,888 68
Annuity to city of Macon
8,75 ■ 00
1,250 00
S.600 00
Bonds paid to date
60,500 00
60,600 00
Intere-t on bonds
73,518 84 34,160 00
89,353 34
Dividend : February
187,936 00 1611,170 00 38,884 00
August
,
188,166 00 188,156 00
Total disbursements
$370,096 39 $461,433 19 $91,836 80 $
Surplus or meana
31,705 08
lO.ObS 46
21,689 62
The average leogth of road in use in 1865-66 was 187, and in 1866-6", 193
miles, which gives the earnings and expenses per mile as follows :
Gross earnings
$4,588 11 $5,817 37 $635 86 $
Operating expenses
8,797 OS
8,774 87
21 66
including tax
2,941 07
8,930 70
10 37
Net earnings
1,785 08
2,443 00
657 92
Met earnings, less tax
1,611 04
2,486 67
645 63
During the year the Fort Gaines Branch was fully reconstructed, and the year
1867-6S will open with 209 miles of road in operation. The rolling stock in use
on the road at the commencement of the two years, closing with July 31, 1867,
and ut the end of 1865-66 and 1866-67, is shown in the following table :
Locomo- . — Car str cVstives. Pass. Mall,* . C'duct's Freight. Tot'l
Oct. 1,1865
20
80
8
18
163
8CS
bept. 30, lt«H
20
20
8
12
230
StO
1867
2*
20
8
9
240
2Vr
The number of bales of cotton transported in 1865-66 was 87,250 bales and in
1866-67, 137,696 bales—increase 50,446 bales. The number of passengers car
ried iu 1865-66 was 115,787 and in 1866-67, 109,457 -decrease 6,330.
The general balance sheets of August 1, 1866 and 1867, showing the financial
condition of the company at those dates, compare as given in the following
statement :
1866.
1867.
Increise. Decrease.
Sbarecapital
$8,203,400 00 $3,80),900 00
$500 00 $
Bonds (j0 years)
828,000 00
888,000 1,0
(10 " )
68,600 00
58,000 00
600,000
" (80 " Jendors'd
61,U00 00
61,000 00
Stock and bonds
$3,640,900 00 $3,640,900 00 $
$
Fare tickets issued
21,030 60
6,579 65
14,440 35
Freight earnings
618,178 6*
677,805 68 164,627 04
Passenger "
3*3,183 82
308,091 '8
21,091 80
Mail
"
10,804
10,804 34
86
■ me other roads
6,105 63
28,810 16
97 23,705
TJncla med dividends
111,55<i 00
113,886 00
1,»36 00
Premium and uiacount
1.098 67
8,*37 67 2,180 10
Bl.Is payable
12,538 04
632 77
11,899 27
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1866.
1867.
Increase. Decrease.
Current expense
613,044 «
635,454 66 $22,410 43
Other p n ments
104,198 19
59,173 68
45,024 51
Stocks aiid bonds
8SU73 66 1 63,891 73 14,52107
A cents and others
9,469 62
9,4C9 52
Dividends
paid
101,908
00
153,140 00
51 232 68
00
Suspense uccount
99,761 42
201.985
10 10-i,2.-8
Bills rece.vable
20,707 12
66,178 05 85,465 93
Confederate money
102,443 68
102.M3 68
Cash
65,868 SI
193,761 50 187,899 67
Totil
$4,b03,552 99 $5,055,418 45 246,863 46 $........
We have here an instance of very rapid and efRctive recuperation. The war
left the property of this company essentially a wreck ; and from one important
branch the iron had been entirely carried off the line. Nearly all the dam
ages and ravages from war and time, however, have been repaired at a moderate
cost, the bonded debt has been settled and in the first year after peace came
the company poid a dividend of four per cent. The year just past yielded
nine per cent, after paying interest on bonds and contributing larcely to con
struction and equipment; and at the close of the year, notwithstanding that a
large balance had been carried to suspense account, the good assets far out
weighed the liabilities of the company. We have placed the figures which dotail the fiscal operations of the two years together and onr readers will readily
perceive that the highest economy has been practised by the officers in charge.
The share capital and bond account is unchanged in amount—the property ac
count has been increased by 840,348 40. This increased cost was taken from
earnings* and from the same account there b:is been appropriated a further sum
of 870,000 for the current year's improvements in construction and equipments.
TENNESSEE RAILROAD DEBT,
The Governor of Tennessee has just issued the following circular to the Railroad
Presidents of the State :
Qehtlsmen—I herewith transmit to yon, tndivldnally, a clrcnlar which expla'ns Itself. I
have cilled upan the Comptroller for a siatement of the indebtedness of the several railroad
companies in the State, on account <>f interest up to January next (including arrearage-), and
have received the following: [Hi re follows list.]
On page 266 of the Code of Tennessee the three following sections of law are
found, p rinting out the duty of the Governor :
Section 1,100. It is the duty of such Company, at least fifteen dnys before each installment
of interest on thcbondB issued to it becomes due, o deposit in the Br nkofTenness e, at Na hv lie a sumo* money snffici nt to pay such interest, Includ n" exchange and necessary com
missions, or furnish satisfacto.y evidence to the Comptroller thul such interest has been
L«O.'l401. Upon failure to comply with the reqniremcn'B of tho precedinit section, the
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HOLLOW COIVS.
It has probably fallen to the lot of many to have come occasionally into pos
session of gold or silver coins which were hollow, or cracked on their edges. At
aDy rate, there arc many such specimens of defective mintage circulating throughoat the United Kingdom, und they are productive sometimes of serious inconve
nience to those who attempt to pass them. Being quit3 destitute of any nmsic.1
sound when rung on shop counters, these troublesome pieces excite suspicions as
to their own genuineness, and doubts as to the honesty of those who tender them.
Sometimes the coins are refused altogether, and pronounced to be " brummagems''
or " duffers" by shopkeepers and others. Their existence is at once, therefore, a
Doisance, and a discredit to the Mint. Speculations as to the cause of the im
perfection are numerous among the uninitiated public, and various theories, pur
porting to account for it, have been advanced and discussed. One of the most
extensively prevailing notions in regard to the origin of cracked coins, is that of
supposing each piece of money fabricated at the Mint to have been put together,
originally, in two halves, and that the cracks arise from imperfect joinings of
head and tail. Another theory is that gamblers have tampered with the coins
for nefarious purposes. The evil reully arises, however, in the way we shall eideavor to describe. All the legitimate metallic money of this country is made
from bars of gold, silver, or Dronze. At the Royal Mint there are orthodox
sizes for these bars in respect of every denomination of coin. Those for produc«
ing sovereigns are about twenty-six inches long, one and half inch wide, and one
inch thick. Such bars are cast in moulds of iron placed vertically in frames.
The moulds are fitted together in halves, so that they may be opened for the
liberation of the bars. On filling a mould from a crucible of molten metal, the
latter cools rapidly. Those parts of the gold which touch the si les of the mould
naturally solidify first, whilst, gradually, that in the middle of the bar is reduced
in temperature. As the sides of the bar harden at once, they cling, as it werr,
to the walls of the mould, whilst the metal in the midJle, contracting in cooling,
subsides. Except that it is rectangular, instead of circular, in form, a bar of
gold, at this juncture, represents the mercurial column of a straight barometer,
wheu the " glass " is said to be " falling." The metal is depressed in the centre
and sometimes very much so, while its outer edges are elevated. The lower end
of the bar is square, because t ie mould, at its base, is square. When removed
from its cast-iron case, the bar is taken to the rolling-mill to be laminated. It
is passed repeatedly between the rolls, and, at length,, becomes an attenuated
strap. That which was its uppfr end In the mouM i?, however, still defective.
The rolls have compressed the bar in elongating it, and left the hollow or sub
sided portion a mere crevice or crack in the centre of the strap. This portion is
then cut off to a sufficient length, as the workman j idges, to get rid of the defect.
It sometimes happens that enough is not cut away, and, of course, part of the
evil is not obviated. The strap is then cracked, or hollow beyond the point of
decollation, and it becomes eventually the source of hollow coins. It is rolled
and drawn down to the proper thickness, and theu blanks are punched out of it
from t-nd to end. Some of the discs of metal are cut from the bad end of the
riband, and they go forward with the good blanks to be stamped. It is true,
that boys arc afterwards employed to detect de aulters by ringing them on iron
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anvil blocks, and the solid pieces give forth h irmonloas sounds, whilst the hollow
ones are dumb dogs, and have no m isic in their souls. This should ensure their
detection, tnd enable the ringer to separate the " goats from the sheep," and to
send the former to the furnace as scrap. Boys will be boys, however, and as
tu"h they are not always over careful in doing their duty. Hence, some goaU>
in the shape of hollow coins, escape with the slieep —the perfect money—and are
issued to annoy the public The radical means of preventing the evil is to cast
bars with both ends square. This could be done by giving them " heads " or
runners, which might be cut oOFbefor- the bars are sent to the rolling-mills at all.
If this plan were pursued, we sho"ld hear no more of cracked money, and, what
is of mure consequence, should never be bothered with it.—Mechanics' (London)
Magazine.
POSTAL TELEGRAMS.
The English Government has resolved t"> adopt the telegraph as part of the
postal machinery of that country. This measure has been advocated for some
time, and its adoption marks a new era in the transmission of news, that may, at
no distant period, entirely supersede the present sy-tt-m of letter-wtiting. We
have not yet received any details of the proposed pi n of the British Ministry,
but it is probable that a bill will be introduced in Parliament, authorizing the
Government to purchase all the existing telegraph lines at a fair valuation, and
appropriating the revenue to be derived fiom the new system to the repayment
of the purchase money so as to effect the change without imposing any addi
tional burdtns upon the country. The capital invested in telegraph lines is com
paratively small, and no large amount of money will be required to take posses
sion of them. From the arguments advanced in favor of this measure, it is
probable that the English system of Universal Penny Postage will be extended
to telegraphing, and that telegrams may be sent from point to point at lower
priies than have heretofore prevailed in nny country, and it may be, even, that
the English Government intends to institute a system of Penny Telegrams.
There is no reason why it should cost more to forward say fifty words by t.-legrnph than to send half an ounce letter by rail and steamer, and people would
always prefer the swiftest method of communication so tbat.it is possible that
letter writing may soon become as obselete as mail coaches.
The assumption of the telegraph lines by the English Government ha* been
urged on grounds of public convenience and social development. But it is
probable that political considerations have had an important influence in batten
ing the tinal action. The Fenian, bread, and reform questions are just now ex
citing uneasiness in England, and the Government may desire to place itself n a
position to control the entire news of the kingdom in case of trouble.
The success of the English plan will probably lead to its adoption in the
United States. The subject has been frequently agitated, and Congress recently
pasted a law reserving to the Government the privilege of purchasing teh graph
lines to which rights of way have been grunted on postal routes. The chief obj ction in this country would be the increase in the patronage of the Govern
ment. It may be that the public will be better aud more cheaply served, and
that this is the only means of breaking down monopolies. Bui the proposed
reform would, in the opinion of some, inaugurate a far greater monopoly than
can ever be wielded by private parties.
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WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY EXHIBIT, JAN. 1, 1868.
At a meeting of the Board of Directors, December 11, 1867, the report of tbe
Treasurer being under consideration, the following resolutions were unanimously
adopted :
First—Resolved, That in the judgment of this Board it is inexpedient to declare the
usual January dividend.
sec-ud—hesolved, Tnat the Executive Committee be requested to prepare a con
cise but full statement of tbe affairs of this company, founded on the report of tbe
Treasurer made to-dav, for tbe past year or eighteen mouths, as tl ey may see fit, and
thst tbe same be printed and distributed to tbe stockholders ; and also a brief sum
mary of the results shown by said report for publication in tbe neo spapers.
In pursuance of tbe second re olution, the Executive Committee submit here
with tot? following report from the Treasurer :
treasurer's report.
To the Executive Committee :
As uo general report by the management has been made lo tbe stockholders
since October, 1865, it may be proper, in connection with tbe financial exhibit,
*.o rabinit a brief statement of tbe preseut condition of the company, which will
be shown by the following tables :
HO, 1—CAPITAL STOCK.
At the date of the report of Oct, 1865, the capital stock of the company Issued was . $21,855,100
tt has rime beeu increased as follows :
Oct., 1865, by conversion of bunds
600
Nov., " by exchange for > toes, of California State Telegraph Co
123,500
Dec., " by exchange lor Lodi Telegraph stock
600
Dec , " by exchange for I'ruuiansburi; ana Seneca Falls el graph stock
8,500
Dee., " by issue to Hicks A Wright tor repeater pi ent
1,500
D©.-., ** by exchange for Missouri and Western To egraph stock
400
tyec.. *' by exchange for House Telegraph stock
1,400
April, 1966 by 3X per cent, stock dividend, to equalize stock as per consolidation
sgreein nts
472,800
June, " by issue for United States Pacific lines
8,883.800
April, " by consolidation with Unite ■ Slates Telegraph Co
8.843^800
July, " by consolidation with Ame i<-an Telegraph Company
Il,sl8,800
Jn y,
by exchange fo P., C. aud L. Telegraph stock
4,100
Oec 1, lsU7,uy i.-cii ,u» couve.ted, to date
'
48,100
otal present cipital
$41 008,000
Of the st ck lssueu f..r United Slates Pacific lines, there was retimed to
thecompnuy, as co sidcration lor completing coiulruuion of Pacific line $883,300
The couioany owns also
1*0,800
$l,004,ltf)
Ont of this we have issued for—
booihern Express Co.'s Telegr>ph lines
$150,000
Calif irui i r>tate Telegraph Co.'s stock
124,700
Other telegraph Hues
80,000— 851,700
Now owned by the company
649,400
Balance, on which we are liable for dividends
$40,359,400
This is subject to be increased by inrtber exchanges of outstanding American
and United States Telegraph Companies Stuck, as provide l lor in the agree
ments of consolidation, viz :
fTor American Stock
$138,800
for Cult d otaie» Stock
145,000
MO. 2—BONDED DltBT.
Bonds of the American Telegraph Company, due In 1878
Total bonded d bt, December 1, 1867
$4,946,800
Bonds of tbe oeetern Uuion Telegraph Company, due In 1875
4,e67^800
10
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NO. 8—STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENSES FOE 18 MONTHS FROM JULY 1, 18S6, TO
JANUARY 1, 18H8.
(To bring this statement up to January 1, 1868, the business for December Is estimated.)
Gross
Working
Net
1 66.
Receipts.
Expenses.*
Profits.
$4111,382 40
July
$662,292 97
$151,910 57
August
648,116 96
346,742 81
201.974 65
September
658,955 H5
258.023 96
298,931 99
October
628.5*8 81
279,2*8 24
844,2 6 07
Novemner
671,086 02
322,508 6ll
348.527 86
December
661,971 40
249,874 99
80.,696 41
$3,414,501 61
$2,025,406 84 $1,389,094 77
lf>67.
$341,104 71
$939,455 83
January
$580,560 63
814,617 36
168.S34 51
February
483,441 77
397,076 59
333,566 U7
March
530,642 66
820,$69 41
224,716 89
April
546,586 80
336,829 83
198.608 11
May
625, 87 94
818,100 99
170,668 66
Jum
488,754 66
$3,154,423 75 $1,918,598 79 $1,385,834 96
1867.
July!".".
$536,156 89
$360,917 53
$175,330 36
August
670,676 85
87-S9I0 17
191,706 6o
September
601,548 79
876,641 60
326.M07 29
October
638,838 74
898,459 92
215.378 82
November
583,7*1 66
870,429 57
218,294 09
December, estimated
555,000 00
815,000 00
1-0 000 oo
$3,475,943 98 $2,251,418 69 $1,334,634 24
Grand Totals
$10,041,863 29 $6,195,424 83 $3,849,443 97
• Including paid other lines, rents, taxes, reconstruction, Ac.
NO. 4—STATEMENT BHOWINO APPLICATION OF NET PROFITS.
Total net profits from July 1, 1866, to Dec. 1, 1867, nmonths, as per table No. 8... $3,669,443 97
Miscellaneous profits
15,358 18
$8,684,697 15
Total.
Applied ss follows—Dividends:
Dlvlueud No. 22, July, 18*6 (balance)
♦J'8*! I4,
nlvdendNo. 33. .lanuary, 1867
796.684 00
Dividend No. 24, July, 1S67
804,890 00- $1,610,431 84
ffl?££ttoKSiab« 1, 1666
$77,666 66
Six Souths to May 1, 1867
180,761 82
SUADoropriation
montns to November
1,
1867
.
.
.
.
60- 489,157 40
to sinking fund for purchase of bonds"1,7*
of i87o.
Seven mouths to Dec. 1, 1867, at »20,ouo per month
140.000 00
Redeemed American bonds
53,176 00
Redeemed bonds of 1367
• • - ■ " ■ • ;,;
663,180 00
Invested inconstructionot new lines
W «
Less avails of bonds sold
202,460 00— 586,008 21
Purchase of sundry telegraph stocks
125,614 27
Paid on account Buffalo bond and mortgage.
10,000 00- $3,527,531 80
„
j unappropriated
157,116 85
17,838 94
Balance on hand July 1, 1866
Balance unappropriated profits December 1, 1867 .
$174,944 79
NO. 5—STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES, DEOEMBER 1, 1867.
lines, equipment, franchises, etc
Te
Western Union 'Telegraph stock owned by company
productive stock in other telegraph companies
Rei»l estate
•
••
•
Due from railroad and telegraph companies
Due Irom government and press
Due from offices and superintendents
Bills receivable

$46,875,838 28
64U.423 50
49,870 00
142,800 00
187,04b 60
81,744 20
140,417 42
62,141 55
152,328 41
$48,291,606 86
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LiabilitiesCapita! stock
$41,008,900 00
Bonded debt
4,648,800 00
Bond and mortgage, Buffalo property
15,000 00
Dae on dividend and interest account
7.\818 56
Dae railroad and telegraph companies
152.205 87
Dneon loan acconnt
184,821 58
Doe fur internal revenne .
1B.WS3 98
Dne offices and superintendents
5.451 64
Total liabilities
$40,355,831 58
Profits need for purchase of property
$1,747,830 78
Profits appropriated to sinking fund not yet
expended
18,498 76
Profits on hand unappropriated
174,914 79- $1,935,774 S3- $48,391,605 86
MO. 6— ESTIMATED AVAILABLE BALANCE, JANUABT 1, 1868.
$171,944 19
Balance unappropriated profits, December 1, 1987, see table No. 4
190,000 00
Estimated net profits for December
Total
$354,944 79
Less—Estimated construction, December
$40,000
Appropriation to sinking fund, December
20,000
Sundry assets unavailable
80,000- 90,000 00
Estimated available surplus January 1, 1868
$284,944 79
All of which is respectfully submitted.
0. H Palmer, Treasurer.

PRICES OF WHEAT AND COTTON MOFEMENT FOR IS67 IN GREAT BRITAIN.
The average price of wheat in England and Wales last year was 64s. 6 J., against
60s. in 1866, 41b. 1,d. in 1866, 40s. 3d. in 186* and 44a. f>}d. in 1868. The annexed
statement shows the average price of wheat in England and Wales in each week since
the commencement of 1863 :
AVERAGE PRICES Or WHEAT IN ENGLAND AND WALES.
1S67. 1966. 1S65. 1864. 1863
Week
1867. I860, 1865. 1864. 1863. Week
s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. ending
s. d. s. d. s. d.
ending.
64 7 55 10 48 1 41s. d.9 46s. dIn
.60 3 46 8 38 8 89 10 45 10 " 18
Jan. 6..
.01
0
45
1
46
10
38
7
40
a
"
30
66
1 54 0 43 0 6 46 7
"•' 18..
19.
10 40 10 47 10 " 37
65 8 62 0 42 10 43
N
0 45 li
•' 26.
•B 32 45
45 67 88
88 6 41 8 48 4 Aug. 3
67 6 51 1 43 6 48
44 0 46 it
10
68 3 50 3 42 0 44
.63 6 45 10 4 40 8 47 11
Feb 2 .
"
1
3
.61 4 45 5
4 40 4 47 7
17.
9.,
4 50 2 48 1 43 46
j. li5*
16
69 10 45 9
4 40 8 47
24
68 2 60 10 45 43 6?7 45
46
" 23
69 11 45 5
5 41 1 46
31.
42 6 45
6 40 40
Sept, 7
62 5 47 8 46 0 42
Mar 2
69 8 45 7
3 44
4 40 46
" 9
69 8 45 4
14.
.61
8
47
0
44
4 44
21.
.69 4 45 0
3 40 15
Hi.
62 11 49 8 42 0 42
42
0
" 23
59 9 45
4 .19 45 0 " »J
64 1 51 6 40 10 40 11 44
43
" 80
60 11 44 11 38 11 39 11 45 4 Oct. 5
63 5 52 3 41 1
8 42
39 8 40 45 9 " 13
.64 10 62 7 41 11 89
Apr.
6
61
a
44
9
88
9
41
S ig
60 9 44 6 40 1 40 45 6
19
67 0 52 2 42 1 88 1 40
7 40 1 45 6 ' 86
70 5 53 6 42 4 88 6 40
"JO
61 4 44 9 39
89 5 39 7 45
Nov. 2
69 11 64 9 43 4 88 9 39 in
" J7
62 11 46 5 89
May 4
68 10 45 S 10 89 3 45
" »
70 1 67 3 45 8 88 11 40 n
40 11 88 9 46 2
"» II
64
9
45
9
16
70 111 67
56 67 4H
48 10
U SI 9 39 in
18
64
11
46
1
41
8
89
8
46
9
"
38
68
'" 9 39 It
•' 25
66 8 47 4 41 9 39 8 46 8 " 30
68 6 60 0 46 6 3S
5 40 »
41 11 89 5 46 5 Dec. 7
68 1 61 7 46 6
June
1
65
5
47
5
9
" 8
65 4 47 1 41 5 88 11 46 10 " 54
67 3 03 3 46 8 45 40
41 1
" 15
65 9 47 4 41 1 39 6 46 11 " 81
86 9 59 5 46 8
1 41 o
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The leading totals of the return of the Liverpool Oottoo Broken' Association for
each week in 1866 and 1867 we give below :
COUBBE OF THE LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET FOE 1866 AND 1867.
, Imports.——, —Con-nmption.^ ,—8tock. . KM. Upl'd
From
Jan. 18>;6.
1867.
1866.
1867. 1«66. 1867. 1866. 1867.
1 to bales.
bales. bales. bales, bales bales. Pen< e V tt>.
ian. 10
113,100 86,819 67 810 74.150 894,2(i0 630.010 19% \i\
" 17
188,100 104,811 107,1 0 101,410 417,320 601.330 1«% 14%
" 24
268,547 121,872 146.800 188,600 424,460 478.SO0 19% 14)4
" 31
293,654 288,519 188,540 131.790 418,800 638,881 18% 14X
Feb.
871,477
•' 147
431,667 808,614
856,3 3 335.800
364,130 314,970
256,790 429.810
443.910 670,760
S65JO0 19%
19 14*
14
'• 31
465,298 400,486 106,380 204,680 418,680 656 !M0 18% \i\
■• 38
60-.144 464,537 358,340 333,970 400,850 570.680 18% 18*
Mar. 7
658,631 4"0,OOS 413,670 874,970 866,750 583,836 18% 18%
" 14
598 744 510,379 470.870 431,070 340,350 497,330 19% 1»%
" 31
733 505 510,743 616,450 468,470 430,470 467,770 19% MK
» 38
895,146 785.431 643,510 606.610 653,780 644,810 18% 13X
April 4
1,034,183 813,393 671,980 532,790 668,840 667.980 181* 13*
» 11
t.199.979 913.618 804,830 674,660 676,330 713,340 15% 13
»" 35
18
1,391,806 1,131,530
1,043,663 704.890
644,180 648,130
(108,890 819,8110
14* 11H
1,367.166
836,110 795,880
831,950 16*
10%
May 8
1,8*8.738 1,198,080 740,630 716,740 784,630 838,070 18% 11%
" 10
1.534,684 1,351,398 718,630 768,840 869,9:0 813,050 13% 11
» 17
1,708,477 1,837,988 328,570 816.930 «70.5«) 826,130 13% 11%
34
1,738,781 1,361,858 86 1 780 874,9 01,005,330 778^-40 12 11
" 81
1,881,387 1,485,497 938|760 930,160 975,030 810,630 13% i}%
June 6
'. 1,930,185 1.625.0U6 988,95" 1,001,830 9*8,7,0 853,950 13 11%
"" 18
. 2,09:.1!1
3,031,318 1,703,571
1,043,610 1,03 ',950 834,450
861,490 114% 11X
30...
1,735,016 1,040,660
1,0.0,620 1,096,6101,043,660
11%
" 37
3.139.317 1,76.1,767 1,143,890 1,134,4.01,014,600 748,670 13% II
Jniy
4
2,313,'.'66
1,796,187
1,«7",740
1,175,8
01,038,600
788,3
0
14
10%
-11
2,845,004
979,130 739,810
748,7*0 14
10%
■• 18
3,366,044 1,870,683
1,036,061 1,372,360
1,817,700 1,318,490
1,377,710 934,100
13% 10X
» 25
3,844,832 1,067,183 l,373,h<J0 1,330,330 9:38,760 697,390 13J4J 101*
An». 1
3,481,153 l,ti91,»3T 1,413,610 1,870,010 968,v60 675,800 14 10*
-° 8
2,483,48 1 2,109,463 1.447,9 0 1,418,630 95 1,430 733,690 13% log
" 15
3,549,863 3,146,173 1,505,310 1,484,630 933,370 080 100 13k 10!,
" 23
2,598,308 3,S88.1I« 1,542,760 1,522,660 *2l,e70 766,640 18* Ulti
" 29
3,678,843 3,370,980 1,583.300 1,658,840 936,14 79:1,560 18% 10K
Sept.
5
2,701,176 3,530,399
2,4-3,618 1,617,500
1,6 '7,860 883,500
9 5,980 817,780
786,388 18
18 169%
•• 18
2,754,502
1,849,420 1,658,170
" 19
2,884,873 2,632,440 1,697.050 1.707,381) 92..890 886,660 18% 9X
" 26
2,916,487 2,671,471 1,747,750 1,761,580 864,500 836,520 14U 6*
Oot. 3
2,639.557 2,714,426 1,801,8"0 1,802,640 837,060 796,680 14% 8M
-" 170
3,975,896 2,733.950
1,851,310 1,916,460
1,850,300 737,030
782,740 718,000
787,000 15
8,011,247
2,792,854 1,897,630
15% 8X
8%
" 24
8,129,037 2,841,583 1,982,530 1,992,1*0 792,520 678.200 16 b\
" 31
8,H8,748 8,855 590 1,968,670 3,037,030 755,180 637,660 15 tUNot.
8,179,209
2,873,555 2,016,570
3.017,590 2,18!',150
2,090,610 7118.710
731,010 671,800
14 8%
8%
•' 147
8,307,393 3,801,376
538,040 14
•« 21
8,»«,6.5 2,9 0,467 2,089,360 2,18-\210 6*4.730 488,410 14 8X
" 83
8,216.729 2,9.">4,670 2,140,90* 2,235,890 668.iOO 468,8a© 14 7*
Due.
8,805.3-4
2,984.168 8,187.560
•• 125
8,334,290 8.058,794
2,356,610 8,293,280
3,845,800 629,030
574,340 431,690
448,460 18%
14 7%
7',
"" 19
3,368,753
3,141,078
2,319,000
2,401,860
682,250
460,370
26
8,409,1,20 8,193,010 2,i64,010 2,430,710 516,770 472,610 16
16 '7J4
7H
The following table givea the imports into and exports from Or. at Britain for each
of the la t ten J ears, and the weekly consumption and stock at the close of each
year as given by a London ciicular :
COTTOX MOVE KENT AT GREAT BBITAIlt rHO.lt 1868 TO 1867.
.—Imports Into Ureat Britain—,
Year.
Total. From E. In- From the Exp'ts from Weekly Stock
.
"H" & China. C. States. G. Britain. C'ns'inpV Dee.Sl
1867
8,500,770 1,609,690 1,225,690 1,106,640 49 086 654*800
18H6
.8,749,041
581 571
1885
2,755,8:1 1,866,603
1,408,186 1,163,745
461,927 1,:86,586
890,830 46
89 1854
80 4054*0
1884
-.".587,096 1,798,588
197,778
732,480 30 603 575 73
1863
1,9.3,162 1,390,791
181,900
660,960 26 488 837 550
1863
1.445,051 1,072,768
74,869
564 913 22 033 483 700
1861
8,085 738
986,200 1.841,643
677.238 4^.3 0 69»'*00
18-10
•H^9'M
6*2'K4
609,000 M*590 »l,5t0
1859
.2,82-.489
5i0,«08 2,084,001
46,017 44.115 47o:<-0
1658
2,430,848
867,697 1,854 004
S48.6U2
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COTTOI FRAUDS II IHDIA.

The Government of India, through its legal member, the Hob. Mr. Maine, has
(sectioned the introduction into the Viceregal Pounci of a bill to extend
generally throughout Iiitish India provision* similar to those contained in Act
IX. of 1803, which is knowo as the Bombay Cotton Frauds Act. This > nactuent, though general in its terms and scope, will be of Utile importance except
where cotton is grown or shipped, and as a greater prepo derance than hereto
fore of all Indian cotton slipments will henceforth be from Bombjy, the bill is
chiefly to be regarded in its bearing upon the staple export of this great emporium.
Some little cotton may again be exported to China Irom the Hor^hly and it is
at the iustai oe of the Calcutta Chamber of Commerce tLat such a statute was
asked for the northwest provinces. With regard to the Central Provincesi
which, as Mr. Maine remarks, are only divided by a political line from the
Berars, the cast- is very different, and much more nearly concerns us. All the
cotton produced for exportation in " Templeistan '' must come to Bombay, and
pass through the hands of our merchants; therefore it is desiiable that they
should have such guarantee for its gt nuinen-ss and honest packing as the Cotton
Frauds Act affords them in the case of cotton grown in all the rest of the presi
dency and in the Berars. The need for extending the control of the act over
the central provinces has been proved very recently, some bales from thence
having been found grossly adulterated with stones and rubbish, as used so
frequently to happen in 1861-2, before authorized inspection was established in
Bombay Mr. Maine gives as " reasons " sufficient to support him in extending
this act that, " not only in the opinion of the local authorities of Bombay, bqt
slso of the Liverpool and Manchester Chamber* of Commerce, it has been
decidedly successful." Of course there are always some objectors to the most
generally received opinion ; and it is not surprising that a lew persons in Bombayj
who in 1863 predicted that extortion, oppression, sod all conceivable mischief
would result from the act, should still ignore the great practical success th»t has
attended its operation, and should stigmatise its administrate s for not having
accomplished many things which the statute was Lever iutended to cotnp iss. —
Times of India.
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fidence. and to build np ultimately a more satisfactory state of affairs. There are
no reasons lor anticipating from any section an extraordinary demand for good',
uor yet do s the condition of the country a< large, the South xcepted, discourage
the hope of moderate purchases; on the other hand, there is 0' apparent proba
bility of an over-supply, calculated to weaken the markets. The imports show
a large falling off Irom those for the correspond ng period of the last two yearsi
domestic manufacturers »lso have somewhat moderated their production; and
these joint considerations are favorable to a steadier condition of prices than
has prevailed since the cl se of the w r. Thus far, there have been few buyers
in the city from the interior ; the thortening of credits and the expediting of
transportation, by forwarding merchandise through the express companies having
cans d a postponement of purchases to a later period than in former years.
California buyers have, however, taken a very liberal amount of goods, encouraged
by the prosperity of busim ss iu that State, and the cheap rates of transportation
lesulting from the competition between rival lints of steamships
As usual during periods of contraction of commercial operations there has been
much speculative activity in Wall-street. The large amount of currency sent
West lor moving the crops u now returning to the banks.; and in the absence
of an adequate commercial demand for loans, the large deposits are made avail
able for the purposes of stock speculation. Moreover, the banks being now
fr>ed from the restraints imposed by currency contraction are disposed to m»ke
a freer use of their balances for " street" purposes ; or to bold a larger amount
than during late months of Government securities. The banks of tbe interior,
consideiing that under the changed circumstances it is less necessary to bold
their resou ces at instant call, are investing a good proportion of their balances
in bond-', in preference to allowing them to remain in the New York banks at
four per cent, interest ; and a like rule prevails with other financial institutions
and private bankers. These causes, together with the disbursement of the Jan
uary dividends, have induced an extraordinary demand or United States securi
ties, with a corresponding advance in their market value. The various issues
of Five-Twenty bonds h.ive advanced 3<g>4 per cent., and a ge about 4 perceut.
above the quotations ot Ja u.iry, 1867, and 7@9 , er cent, above those of two
yeurs ago; nor does tbe excitement in this class of investment , appear to have
exhausted itself.
The daily closing prices of the principal Government securities at the New
York Stock Exchange Board, as represented by the Imest 6ale officially reported
are shown in the following statement :
PRICES OT GOVERNMENT SECURITIES AT NEW TORE, JANUART, 1863.
_8'«. 1881 , .
6V rs.!«l m-Mtannnn
. K'a.lO^a T-Jfl
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109% 107* ias 5"5% 105% 102% 105*
109%
Monday 13
109%
109% 107% 103 10.i% 1'5% 108% 105%
Tuesday 14.
•fedneeday 15
109% 107
105% 105% 102* 105*
109*
109* 107% ioe'% 105%
102% 105%
Thursday 16.
io<%
109% 209% 1' »* 107% 10s% 105 >; i6S% 102% 105,*
Friday
17.
Satnrdiy is.
110 107% 108% 105% 106 108% 106%
Snodj»y" 19.
Monday SO
ioe" ioo.'i ios" 105%
iiok' 107%
110*
103 1' «%
Tuen-iay SI
110* 110% 110% 107% 108% 106% 106
106% 106* 103% 106%
Wednesday Si
110* 110* 110% 108% 109*
110% 106% 1119% 101 107% 10*% 106%
Thure ay S3
Ill
11"% ms% 109% 107% 107% 103* 107%
Friday
34
110%
110% 101% 109% 107% 107% 103% ll>7%
Ill*
Saturday SS
Sunday S6
118 111% iii* 109% iio* 108% 108% 104% 108%
Monday 57
107%
Tuesday 58
111% H'K ui% 109 109% 107% 107% 104%
1»7% 101% 107%
Wednesday 29
Ill* 111 « llli<
Thursday 30
Ill* m* 111% 109% 109% 107% 107 * 104% 107%
Friday
31
111% :n% 111% 10?% 109% 107% 107% 104% 107%
First
108% 10*% 108% 106% 106 104% 104% 108 104%
Lowest
108% 108% 107% 106% 106 10(% 104* 101% 104%
Highest.
111% 111* 111% 109* 110% 108% 108* 104% 108%
RUn-e
3% 8% 3% 4* 4% 3% 8% 2% 8%
Uft
111% 111% 111% 108% 109% 107% 107% 104% 107%
The quotations for Three-year 1 Compound Interest Notes on each Thursday of
tbe month have been as shown in the following table :
PRICES or COMPOUND INTKKKBT NOTES AT NEW YOBK, JANUARY, 1868.
Ieene of
Jan. 8.
Jan ».
Jan. 16.
Jan. 33.
Jan. 30. '
Mar, 1865
117%®117% 117*@117% 117%®!"* 117%®!"* 117i<®117%
Angnst. 1865
116%(Ti>116% llfi*@ll«% 116%®ll(i% 116*@llii% HH%(?dUR%
September, '65
116 @ 16% 116 @116% 116 @116% 116 @11B% 116%©116%
October, 1865.
1 8%®U6 115%®116 115%®U8 115%@116 115%®116%
'1'he price of United States securities abroad hns rule I comparatively steady;
especially considering the unsettling ch racter of certain political and financial
measures intro uced into Congress The advance in the price of bonds here has
been set off bv the rise in the gold premium ; so that the foreign and home m rkeis have been kep* equalised ; and, beyond a few Ten-Forty and o her bonds
sent out early in the mouth, in return for coupons, or for the mat red Sixes of
1817, there has been no exchange of securities between th • two continents.
I'he closing p ices of Consols and certain Airerican securities (viz. U. S 6's
5 20's 1862 Illinois Central and Etie share-) at Lnndon, on each day of tbe month
oi J.nui y. are sIioah iu ihe following staiemeut :
COCBHE OF COIHIIU AND AMERICAN aECimiTISS AT LONDON JANUARY. 1868.
Cons Am tfccuritieg
Am. fecuritiea.
for IT B.illl.C.; Erie
for US. Ill.C. Erie
moil. 5-208 ;»h'B. ght*.
moo. .V20S nn'a. ih'a.
Wedue.6 ay . ...
1
(Hoi day)|
Tu^edy:
81 93* 71%! 3«5% 4s%
Than
8 97% 72 * 89*1 48% Wedn'y
28 92% 71% 8S% 48%
Fri-iay
3 92* 72* 8S% 4<%| Thnra ..
23 92* 71% 86 49
Sat'day
4, 92* "2* 88%! 48% I
24 92% 71% 85% 48%
Sanda
5
8.", 93 78 86 48%
K8),
2ti
Mouday
6| 92* | 72*
Toea
7l 'I I 71% 8!<% 4s%
27 93* 72* 86% 49%
8s*,
48%||Tu9'day
38
Wedne
8; 92% 71%
2S 93% 71% 86% 49%
Wednesday
Thara
9 92* | 78 S-% 4'"%
.29
93% 78
48*
Fridiiy
lfll 92% 71*| 88 49% 1 1 ■ nri-day .. .
«3% 73* 86% 49
Sat'day
1 92% 71% I 88% | 60
SI 93* 7 % 86% 49
•I
nuaday
IS
Monday
13 92%| 7'%, 88 49% Ilitrheet. .
93% TtVi 89%
Tuea
14 92% 71%l 87% 49% l.owettt.. .
91* 71% x»4% 47%
151 92% I 7i%!a«4* 47* Range. .
Wedne
1% 1% 4% 2%
l«l 92% | 71*] S4% 47>4 ,ow |8H,.
Thara
Friday
17" W% '•!%, 85 IT'.
97% 71% "84% "47%
Sat'day
18 92*1 72 | t>5% 48%j|HI. J-gd..
93% 7<* 89% 50
S ndiy
19
1% 1% 4% 8%
Moi.uav. ...
at 92% i 73 1 85% 4S%l|L:»f
98% 72* 86% 49
The extieine p ice- oi U. S b'» al t'r.iiik on iu each Beckendi g witli Thui>d-y were as folows :
Jan 2
Jnn. 9.
Jan. 16.
Jan 28.
Jan. 80.
Month.
76-.®76%
76%@77%
75%®76
76 ©78%
76*@76%
75%®77%
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Railroad stocks have been unusually active, in sympathy with causes above
alluded to. The steady miintenance of earn ngs of many of the roads upon a
divi end paying scale for the last two years, and the reformed system of manage
ment promised on certain leading lines under the control of an eminent r ilroid
capitalist huve been steadily attracting the attention of investors toward this
class of securities ; and confidence appears to have been raised to a point at which
a certain amount of stocks is likely to go permanently into the bands of invest
ors. Many who have sold out Governments at the current high prices are
buying mi road shi res, either for investment or upon speculation. The broker*
who during the clo ing months ol the year are usually large holders of stocks ■
perceiving ih a elevation of the standing cf railroad investments; have not been
slow to make thtir combinations for advancing- prices, and although the list has
been put up f @10 per cent., it is churned that the upward movement is dest nrd
to go much further before its force is .'pent The total sales ol railroad and
miscellaneous stocks at the boards daring the month amount to 2.553,889 shares,
against 2 '8 .'.910 shares for January, 1867, and 1,760,7 -'1 shares last month.
The following table shows the volume of shares sold at the New York Stock
Exchange Board and the Open Board of Brokers in January of the years 1867
and 1868, comparatively :
TOLUME 0» SHARE S SOLD A* THE STOCK BOABDS.
Classes.
Dee.
8,360.310
1867. 8,144.183
1888 Increase.
l,t<T
Railroad "
S16J8S
Coal
"
8,78*
19,SS1
45.51*
K8.430 48,«50
61,809
11,808
Steamship"
74 im
130..M0
84,608 79,995
l,0fifi,«84 894,414
855,435
1,487,605
r.
S,55%889
The amount of Government bonds and notes, State and city bonds, and
company bonds, sold at the New York Stock Exchange in the month of January
18f>7 and 1 868 comparatively, is shown in the statement which follows:
BOMDS SOLD AT TUB H. T. BTOCX EXCHANGE BOARD.
Classes.
ts«7.
18*8.
Inc.
Dec
U.S. bonds
S6.8fi3.an0 S18.4SO.4O0 SH.M7.100
t
U.S. note"
1,988,300 8.854,5.50
8I>5.350
.. ..
Sfe&cltyb'ds
8,581.-00 8.« 4,500 1,119.700
Company h'ds
788.600 1.148,400
415,900
Total
S'»,t08,800 $S6,066.85P S18,«S8,<*0 S
The gold m rket has been more excited than fo' many months pist. At the
begining of the month, 'he price had fallen to 133J in anticipation of the large
amount of coin due on the 1st Jannarv, on coupons, and the Six per cent, loan
ol 1847, amonnti g together to n arlv #'t(>.0"0 ODD. N'>t onlv, however, wis the
exportation of specie cairiod beyond the anticipated amount, but afftirsat Wa-hington took a turn calculated to unsettle public confidence. There was at one
period apparent danger of the President and Congress cnm:ng to an open rup
tore upon the restoration of Mr. Slanton to the War Department ; measures
were also in'roduc d into (Jon.re s relative to reconstruction and the Supreme
Court which, in Wall street, were reg.irrr.-d as extra-constitu ional ; an I it
was rumored lhat the s ntiment of Congress was more fiVora'tl" to currency iuflaii'n. i nd I" q msi-r pudiatory schemes for funding the de'>t than ha I be^n
uulicipat d. Under these cotnbtued influences, the price advanced steadny Irim
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133} to 14?J. but, subsequedtly, reached to 13PJ. aguin advannng to 141 J. and
closing at 14< $ During January, 1867. the price ranged betwi-fn 13'£ and 137| .
The following statement exhibits the fluctuations of the New York gold market
in the month ol January, 1868 :
COTJR8B Or GOLD AT NKW TORK— JAKTJART, 1888.
Date.
I
-IWednesday
J (General Holl day) Wednesday
22-I-139 139 139% 189%
Thursday
J! 133% lssx'l^ 183% Thureday
28 139% 139?. 140* 1411%
Friday
» lMK 1133H 184 13 1% Friday
24.
140 140%|
Saturday
26 140X
Saturday
J 184 I188J4I184X
140 18»% 140% 140J<
139%
Sunday
m
Sunday
96\
Monday
§ 184^ 184^ 135X ma Monday
27i 140', 140% 141X, 141«
88 141 % 14"% 141%l 40%
Tuesday
J 185% 185x!l87X 188% Tue-day
Wednesday
8 137%[l3«%ll87% 138% Wednesday
19 141 14')% 141 1« 14074
Thursday
* 186J. 13*% i8e%ii8n% Thursday
80 140% 14(1)4 141 140%
Friday
}« 187% !tt% 137% 1 137% Friday
31 j no% 110% '411% 14(',14
Saturday
11 138 137% 138X|187%
•Jan ...1868
Bonday
J||
133%[183*|142V
•S2%,182%|137% 135J*
Monday
}» 138% 1138% lioxiiio" " 18*7
144% 1 «%ii44% 1 139%
Tuesday
JJ 142 110J4 14 !« 141% " 1888
140%ll88%
Wednesday
IS
140% 188% " 1885
2i!-X 1911, [234% 210X
Thor-day
J»| 13^?; ia»« 14U%|l89% " 1884
161%'IIMW 11 «% 157
138%il38% 139 |18-<S " 1888
133% \my, hnon 11.0%
Saturday
18 13»%|138% 188X 188*
1802
.... 1U0 100 108}» 03%
Sunday
»
Monday
» 139% 138% 139%ll39%
18SX 183% 1 142*
1 9 |t88% 1 139% 139 %
Toe-day ... ...
At the beginning of the month foreign exchange ruled at rates admitting of
the shipment of specie at a proflt of I ft J per cent., the demand for the seitlfme nt
of coupons and bonds of lf47 forwarded lor collection beinj quite active. Later,
however, the wants of remitters have been verv limited ; and toward the close
prime 60 days bankers steiling has ruled at li 9|@} At the close, there is a
very limited supply of bills, and rates show an upward tendency
fbe following indicates the course of Foreign Exchange at New York daily
for the month of Jiinnary :
OOrJBSX 0» rOREION IXCHAHQE (60 DATS) AT NEW TORK—JANIIART.
London.
Paris.' Amsterdam,
Hamburg, Berlin,
cents for
centimes cents for cents for cents for cents for
Days.
64 pence.
for dollar. florin
rix dalcr. M. banco. thaler.
1
(Gentral Holiday)
110 110% 513%<»512% 41%@41% 7«%®7»% 8»X@38,% 72%®72%
1
8..
111) 110% 518%®M2% 41%®41 y, T9%®74% 8ii%®3H% 72%<a7ax
4..
110* HO* 513%®512X 41 1,® 11.% 79%@79% 86% ©36% 72%@72%
6..
•liox 5li%'@512X 41%@41% 79%®7»V 36%®.%,% 72%®72l»
«..
7..
>110% 518%®512X 41%®41% TO%®79% 3-iM® <>'. 72 % Q/li 4
8.
©110%' 513X©5!2%
3ti%«4.'ili%
41%©41%
9.
~no% 613%®51>% <lil©41% 7»fi®7««
7'>,«!,7HS» 38%®:*)% 7-%®72X'
72%®7<X
10..
io% 613%©M2% 41%®41% T9%®7»Ji 8K%«3H% T»%®M«
11..
10 515 @5j8% 41%@41% 7«%@7f% SBX®86% 72%@72X
It
13..
515 @513%
7»h@T9,%
14..
109%®10»% 516%®515 41 J.®41* T»V®79X 8«X©38%
8
15 .
109J«@10J% 51h%@515 41%@41% TSX'ilTHJi *i%®-:6!4
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RESOURCES.
Cincinnati. Pittsburg. Milwaukee. Louisville.
Albany.
Loans and discounts, inclnding overdrafts
$6,505,562 87 $11 969,544 19 $1,547,451 59 $956,491 32 $7,457,(91 59
ll.S.b'dstosecnrecrrcnls. 8,768,000 (Xi 7,677,000 Oil 191,500 00 905,0011 00 2,492,100 V)
U. S.b'd to secure de^es. 2.267,500 00 600,000 00 800,000 00 -150,000 00 20C,000 00
U. 8. b"d» & sec. o h-nd. 863,250 60 894,000 00
5,750 00 26,a<l 00 492,5.10 00
Other stooke, b'de&moit. 10,510 00 101.551 37 56,386 36
3,810 00 804,676 22
Due from National Banks. f-011,243 32 1,841,345 44 447,684 38 108,434 61 3,50(1,154 57
Doe from other banks, &c. 156,167 97
95.947 60 45,031 63 27,963 45 205,67:1 92
Real estate, furniture, &c. 141.471 82 621,593 26 67,903 87 26,118 85 240,303 82
Current expenses
60,277 0>
46,641 92 18,637 : 5
7,780 22
35 67
Premiums
14,445 90
59,760 93 11,000 00
2,750 00
14,022 42
• hecks & oth.'cash items. 20(,'M7 36 609,727 09 161,694 27
8,186 49 857.862 44
fitllsof National Banks... 251,711 00 214,165 00 78,038 00
7,420 00 153,587 00
Bills oi otner banks
1,014 00
12,873 00
76 00
. ...
12,325 00
Snecie
89,218 63 115,682 46 1 5,779 88
6.165 00
80,208 51
Fractional currency
13,601 14
27,340 65 21,573 61
6.254 84
3t',913 26
Legal under notes
1.694,232 00 1,998.632 00 890,644 00 230,559 00 675,217 00
Compound interest otes. 881,280 00 461,380 00 182,160 00 94.600 00 1,193,^50 01
8 per cent, certificates.... 115,000 00 385,0)0 00
75,1-00 00
Total
$16,676,722 48 $27,080,934 81 $4,078,562 24 $2,563,423 13 $18,436,071 42
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock
$4,000.000 00 $9,000.000 00 $851,000 00 $1,0(0,000 00 $3,O0,' 00 00
Snrplus fund
776,341 01 1,199,584 0 . 148,859 22 122,065 !>4 9411.' 00 00
Undivided profit* . ..
218,570 48 592,626 77 8*1,272 64 23,338 89 4*6 476 84
clrcn. n'es outst'd—Nat, 3,262,245 00 6,679,312 00 683,480 00 790,908 00 2,198,0,6 00
" SUte
....
154,101 00
855 00
45,009 00
Individual deposits
4,743.934 04 7,644,209 93 1,490,510 82 379,246 41 9.287 519 56
0. iv deposits
1.654,312 67 392,296 65 -.08.001 12 18,851 49 lol.«7o 86
Depos. of C. 8. dlso.offlc.
....
67,280 45
74.548 41
I>uetoNaii*nal,Banks.. 1,716.902 49 631,9.4 69 412,259 29 91,066 75 1,9 0,098 26
Due to other banks <fec. 304.416 79 183,650 71 119,543 70 72,855 60 3jl,'.U8 49
Total
$16,676,722 48 $28,080,934 81 $4,078,662 24 $2,568,423 18 $18,436,071 42
BANI OF ENGLAND RETURNS AND RITES OP INTEREST IN LONDON AND
PARIS FOR 1867.
Annexed is a statement showing tbe leading items of the Bank of England return
for each week in 1867 :
WIIKLT BKTL'RNS Or TBI BANK OK ENGLAND, 1867.
Week
Note
Private
Stock of
Reserve of
ending,
circulation.
securities.
bullion. note»£coin
January 1
£23,745,288 £22 816,608 £19,415,882 £1112S6ii
23,785,889
21.750,978
19,438,832
n'l^'o-U
18»
23,809,872
19,999,718
19,8v0,845
10
980 42?
" 28
23,409,733
19,411,778
18,891,548
1(1 Bw'SS
_ " f»
23.303,520
19,190,383
18,890,422
11 Wis?
February 6
28,474,606
18.716,418
19,Oa4,19l
I1W02I
** 20
18
23,141,182
18,817,542
19,177,382
UImSim
22,745,251
18,201,850
19,811,413
12 01582?
„
" 276
22,866,298
18,045,819
19,390,312
MMtfB
*»fCh
22,820,962
18,658,252
19,873,965
:1 8767a?
18
22,551,798
18,604,404
19,256,235
12W72n
20
22,816.409
18,876,7819,461,446
12'61l'5 k
*l
J 22,827,729
S0,0l7,88B
18,627,282
12'w8'-51?
April
4
22,666,770
20,751,596
18,50f,*;8
11 29155s
11
23.658,727
18,960,410
19 299,819
llWria
18
28,906,847
18,523,872
19,887,514
lo'sio'sia
26
28,546,92:
18,249,708
19,336,827
11 2ll'54?
Hay
1
28,779,312
19,169,821
19,248,895
10 Ola'Sn
8
28,604,608
19,220,8.*
19.180,857
I0W547
15
23,643,607
19,258,506
19,245 277
1108o't7«
22
28 201,021
19,122,322
19,684,068
1: »u-)'lMn
29
23,361,656
18,883,405
20,417,288
iSSSlM
Jane
6
21.IM2..V-2
18,873.580
20,954,326
12 775'-raJ
12
28,219,902
18,650,101
21,330,400
lsW«7fi
19
28,123,979
18,516,348
21,882,770
14 1stTS
26
23,635,529
20,098,076
22,2-6,684
ltoSlTCa
July
3
24,821,078
20.466 251
22,495,855
18.142JWI
10
24,508,383
18,861.530
22,511,281
18 48?i5i
17
24,672,785
17,676,507
22,686,726
uStJM
24
24,46 ,817
17,248,469
22,771,861
13 709 14?
81
24,673,139
17,822,457
22,926,458
13,743,493

1<58

journal or banxiho, curmkot, avd finahci.

[.February,

W-ek
Nt.te
Private
Sto~k of
Reset-re of
ending.
CI filiation. securities,
bull on. notes A coin.
August 7
24,832.109
16,763,308
23,256,564
13 H12 («i
14
84.6 :,,m
16,721,848
83,481,518
14,378 243
"
21
34.418.8(10
17.06 ,658
83,632,681
14.600.771
. "
28
24.2:5,800
16,976,828
*3,574.7*6
14,8.-*t),9l6
Scptemb r4
34,623,574
17,456,518
84,1.72,289
15 (<*i,342
11
34,240,715
17,369,943
84,348,58*
15,'«ts'2 7
" 18
4,237.770
17,216,282
24 4118,447
Ifc7HStOM
25
23,930.694
17,141.694
24 447 843
16.1M9 738
26,460 299
17.244.746
84.494.ll5
14,617,100
October *
»
»3,0;9.861
17,164,197
24.1IIH.0..4
14,f*l V99
16
35.596.055
16.961.047
28,261,86*
18,267617
" 23
28,3 9.299
16,807,124
k2.'.88,566
18.021,811
. " 80
25,292,1196
16,885,079
22.697,388
18.IIS.\533
November!!
22,254,722
16.786,642
33,383.397
12 726 Hsi
18
24,783,830
16,(82,646
22.288,8 6
18,' 89,156
M
24,506.218
16,680.990
22
236,228
13.88UU
87
84,104,745
16,827,9 5
22,058.58.4
13,607.**)
Dcembert
S4,¥9*,771
16.786.u08
8 ,717,448
IS 874 M
" 11
83,966,290
17,026,38*
81.66\557
18.-.'62 57*
1**
28,439 614
17,218,755
81,940,709
14.062.C89
" -*
28,930,564
17,518,608
81.941.U7
18.578,182
The rates of discount bere and at Paris for the past j ear are shown in the annexed
statement :
^B. of
,-B. of England-, ,-B. ef Krance-^
r-B.
i auk (JDen
Bank Open
, n. k Opeu
Bank Open
rate. market. rate. ma ket. Pate.
me. market. rate.
Date.
Si*-....
8
July
Jan.
$..
«..
8K-...
2X-2X
2X ix a
»X
*X
61 10.. 3X 8.*- ...
3 8S-... •1I* 11.. ''X 1X-8
2X
•1 17. »X 2Ji-8
2*
8
8*-...
18..
1X-*
8X 1X-*
II 84. 3* 2?i-2«
3 2X-... •1 ts a
1*-1X
2X
1>.--X
II 81.
3 2X-... Angus
1.. 2
8
-X-*J»
1?.-1X
2X
3 2*-... «*»«
8.. 2
SX 89 -8X
Feb.
8H-....
1,V1X
-*X
»• 117.. 33
3 2X-. .
2
2X * -»x
15.-1 X
•i IS..
It 11. t
8 8*-.
88.. 2
IX-IX
2*-2X
2X
8
-2X
**
1 88. 8
3 2X-SX
2«-....
88.. 2
2* 8 -*X
1X-1*
3 2X-«X 8c" tea1.6.. 2
»X- ■■
ix-....
7 8
March
2X 9 -2X
• 14..
3 2X-8X M IS.. 2
ix-.-..
9 -SX
a
2K-....
2X
3 2V2X ti 19.. 2
8X- ■
21, 8 -2X
8
1J.-1X
it 81.
26 2
8 »x- •
2b. »
2X-2X
2X
* -2X
8.. 2
3 2X-... October
April 4. 8
2>,-2X
1X-1X
2X 8 -SX
** 10..
2«-2«
3
2
11.
8
U-iS
«X-..
2X
2 -*X
It
S?i-2X
18. a
8 2X-. • 1,ii «.. 2
9 -SX
1X-1X
«x
M 25.
. 2
S.V 8 -*X
a
2X 2X-2X ii 24
8«-2X
1X-1X
81.. 3
a 8X-...
May ». a
2X-8
1X-1X
8X IX -2X
3 2X-... Novem.
7 1
Ik-lX
2'( 1X-«X
9. a
2X-8
*•
■i 16.
8
14..
2
a
:x-»X
1X-1X
2X
M 23. 2* 2S-2X
8 2X-...
ix-....
sx l*-«X
*x-... 11 a... 8
■1 8'J. 3
3 8 -2X 11 88.. J
2K-2X
1X-1X
2X
1X-8X
6 I
IX- ...
6 2X 2X-2X
June
2X 8 -SX Decern.
2X 1\-*X
•i 12.
■i 13.
a
ix-....
SX
i
2X
2*-2X
»X
•i
ti 80. 3X 2X-2X
2* 3
jx-....
».. 4
». ills
it »
ii 17. 2X 8X-SX
ix-....
■ •
2X 8
*X
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THE PROSPECT OP PEACE IN EUROPE.
While the shadow of the coming Presidential election deepens upon
the commercial and financial prospects of the year on this side of the
water, it is gn.titying to see that the skies are brightening a little on the
other side of the Atlantic. A few weeks ago it seemed to be altogether
probable that the commercial world would be called upon to undergo at
one and the same time the confusion and uncertainty incident to a
heated political contest in America, and the catastrophe attendant upon
a conflict of arms in Europe.. It would be premature, perhaps, to say
positively that the second and more formidable of these perils has
been absolutely conjured away, but there are very strong and significant
symptoms of this happy deliverance, and it is our duty as well as our
pleasure to note them.
The extensive scale on which all Europe is now armed or arming, of
course remains a chronic danger to peace until the burden shall become
too generally intolerable, and a concerted movement for relieving the
industry of the old world of its pressure shall thus be forced upon the
European Governments. But at both of the two chief points in Ger.
11
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many and in Italy from which a military explosion seemed but a few
weeks since to menace mankind, we now observe an unquestionable
clearing away of the clouds. The most important of these was the
attitude taken up by France in regard to the consolidation of Germany
as a single great Power around the Prussian throne. While it con
tinued to be believed on the Khine, on the upper Danube and at Berlin
that Austria still meditated an attempt to recover her position in
Germany lost to her by the disaster to her armies at Sadowa, and
that in this attempt Austria was likely to be abetted and supported by
a France, the public feeling in Germany was kept at a point dangerously
near the war level. This angry German feeling breaking out in a hundred
provocative forms through the German press reacted in a sense favo
rable to war from the public sentiment of France. The French people,
and a probable majority of French politicians, charing under the fear
that France was no longer to be the unchallenged arbiter of continental
policy, pressed upon the Emperor Napoleon for demonstrations threat
ening to the Prussian supremacy and to German unity. A momentary,
but as now appears a most important diversion was made from this
pressure in November by the operations of the so called " party of
action" in Italy. The leaders of this party, really bent quite as much
on breaking down the Italian monarchy and substituting in its place the
Italian Republic, as upon achieving the liberation of Rome from the
Papal authority, forced the Italian frontiers, and using General Gari
baldi as their instrument, compelled the Italian Government to choose
between an open rupture with France, the co signer with Italy of the
famous " September Convention," guaranteeing the peace of the Pope,
and an apparent opposition to the will of the Italian people, with whom
the desire of Rome as the capital of Italy, is a genuine and general pas
sion. Fortunately for the peace of Europe, and, doubtless, also for the
future of Italy, the king, Victor Emmanuel, had the moral courage to
stand by his engagements with France at the risk of his domestic
popularity. He accepted the resignation of the minister Rattazzi, who,
after manoeuvering the monarchy into this difficulty chose to escape
out of it, and summoning to his side a soldier of resolute character
and high spirit, General Menabrea, deliberately breasted the popular
storm. The decision with which Napoleon on this occasion asserted the
intention of France to enforce respect for a treaty to which she was a
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war with Italy, Napoleon also took the risk of a war with Prussia as the
ally of Italy, the French demonstrations of November undoubtedly pre
pared the way for the better state of things which we now see in Europe,
by fortifying the popularity,%then alarmingly shaken, of theruler of
France. Such, however, is the uneasy balance of passions and inter
ests in Europe at the present day, that in asserting his mastery over
the Italian qusstinn Napoleon excited a new danger in the animation
given by his fresh appearance as a defender of the Papacy to the
• extreme clerical party. The exiled King of Naples, Francis II., now res
ident in Rome, the exiled Italian dukes in Austria, and the extreme
Bourbonist reactionary party in Spain and Portugal at once plucked
up heart. Believing the emperor's course to have been inspired rather
by fear of the clerical power in France than by large considerations of
European policy, they seem to have' gone so far as to recommence
intrigues in France itself in behalf of the exiled head of the Bourbons,
the so-called Henry V. of France, now living as Count of ClAmbord,
under the protection of Austria. In all this they, as now appears, made
a great mistake, and unwittingly contributed to a great general good.
Austria, under the wise premiership of the Baron Von Beust, having
made her peace with Hungary by accepting the Hungarian constitution,
has ceased to be the focus of the reactionary policy of Europe. She has
become, on the contrary, the freest and most constitutional state of the
continent, and abandoning forever all hope or intention of contending
with Prussia for the division of Germany, she accepts the unity of the
German race as an " accomplished fact," and turns her own attention to
the building up of her power in the East and on the Lower Danube in
alliance not only with France but with Italy also and with Germany, and
in opposition only to Russia. The deliberate announcement of this great
change which Austria in many different ways has made, is now followed
by an emphatic warning from Napoleon addressed to the Pope and
the reactionary party, and by a renewed cordiality between the courts of
Paris and of Florence. The Italians are given to understand that
Napoleon has no intention of striking at ° that Italian unity which the
aims of FraDce made possible; that in protecting the Papal territory
from invasion by the revolutionary forces of Garibaldi, he simply con
suited the interests of Italian order as well as the dignity of France and
her pledged word, and that as he proposes to recognize and make the
best of the unification of Germany, there is uo reason whv Italy should
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of the perilous position in which she found herself two months ago,
into her comparatively promising position of the present moment. So
great has been the change, that Count Bismarck announces his inten
tion of making a journey for the benefit of his health, political affairs no
longer requiring his constant presence a\ Berlin. With friendly rela
tions restored between France and Italy, with Austria frankly accepting
the work of Prussia, with France and Prussia, striking hands over a
policy intended to bring into harmony, if not alliance, the whole of
Western and Central Europe, but one great -danger to the peace of
the old woild remains. That is, indeed, serious; but it is serious rather
by what it threatens in the future than by its proportions of to day.
We allude, of course, to the attitude of Russia in the East. It is
scarcely possible that the crystallization of Europe around the new
centres of power which have been establi-hpd by the events of the last
ten years, should go on without finally bringing Europe into collision
with Kui6ia not only on the Lower Danube, the Black Sea and the
Bosphorus, but on the Baltic also and the Vistula. A real alliance, a
real harmony of action between a constitutional Empire of Austria
and the German Empire, means inevitably the revival of Poland,
the exclusion of Russia from the Baltic in favor of Germany, and her
exclusion from the Black Sea in favor of Austria. But these are event
ualities comparatively remote. At the present moment Austria and Ger
many are not sufficiently sure of each other to bring the collision on,
while Russia is too weak to invite it. Unless, theretore, some, new
unforeseen catastrophe should take place in the seething regions of
European Turkey, by which this collision of Russia with the west shall
be precipitated, there is every reason to expect that the year 1868,
which seemed pregnant with war, will leave Europe unscathed on any
great scale by that most terrible of national calamities.

THE ST. LOUIS AND ILLINOIS BRIDGE—ITS INFLUENCE UPON ST. LOCIS.
BT PROFESSOR S. WATEKHOU8E.*
The bridge will cross the Mississippi from near the foot of Washington
avenue to the dyke on the Illinois shore. The breadth and central
position of Washington avenue, the narrowness of the river at this point,
and the height of the banks, give this locality the highest advantages of
situation. The distance between the extreme piers will be 1,534 feet, but
the length of the bridge, including the stone approaches, will be about
3,700 feet. The bridge will cross the river on three arches. The central
span will be 515 feet between abutments, and the other two will be 497
• Written at the Invitation of the Executive Committee of the social Science Aesoclation .
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feet each. The piers will rest upon the solid rock which underlies the
bed of the river. No other foundation would be secure against the action
of the currents. Of the two central piers, one will be 170 feet high, and
tbe other 195 feet. At the base the piers will be about 100 feet by 50 ;
at tbe spring of the arches 87£ feet by 37i, and at the top 75 feet by 25
feet. The piers will be faced with Eastern granite. The erection of
these piers will be a vast and arduous work. To construct immense
coffer dams in the middle of a rapid and powerful stream, to excavate the
earth at tbe bed of the river to a depth of 50 or 80 feet, and to build'
towers of solid masonry nearly 200 feet high, will test the utmost re
sources of modern engineering. The stone for the construction of the
piers will be procured from the quarries at Grafton, III. These quarries
lie on the bank of the Mississippi, 40 miles above St. Louis. A contract
has been made for about 200,000 tons of stone. The material is a com
pact and durable limestone. The superstructure will be supported by
arches of cast steel. Each span will be composed of four arches, placed
side by side, with a lateral intervd of 12£ feet between the arches.
Each arch will consist of two steel ribs, one above the other, with a
vertical distance of seven feet between them. Both arches and ribs will
be strengthened with diagonal braces of wrought iron and crucible cast
steel.
The height from the spring line to the crown of the central arch will
be 51^ feet, and the height of the other two arches will be 47* feet.
The width of the superstructure will be 5'2 feet—from railing to railing,
50 feet. On each side of the bridge there will be a raised footway seven
feet wide. A Nicolson pavement 36 feet in width will afford ample room
for carriages, and a double track for street cars will furnish passengers
with additional facilities for crossing. The tailroad. bridge will be
directly underneath the carriage way. Its distance from the upper works,
to which it will be attached, will be lfi feet. Two tracks, each having a
double gauge of 6 feet and 4 feet 8£ inches, » ill accommodate all the
railroads that converge at this point. The weight of the bridge will be
three tons per lineal foot, and its capwitv of sustaining burdens four tons
per foot. The bridge will be 50 feet above high water, but at the
ordinary stage of the river it will be from 00 to 75 feet above the water.
The city directrix very nearly corresponds with the curbstone at the
corner of the ievee and Market street. In 1844 the river rose 7 58 feet
above the directrix ; and in 1803 it fell 33 81 feet l>elow the directrix.
This is the extreme range of high and low waier. The ordinary differ
ence of level is less than one-half of this amount. The bridge will cross
each levee on five stone arches, each arch having a span of 28 feet. On
each. side of the rivar there will be at the outward end of the stone work
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a spacious and elegant toll-house, containing the offices of the company.
On the west side of the bridge the railway will enter a tunnel at Third
street, extend under Washington avenue as far as Ninth street, thence
curving broadly to Olive street, pass along under Eleventh street till it
emerges in the bed of the old Chouteau pond. On this spot it is pro
posed t6 erect a grand central station for all the railroads that intersect
or terminate at this point. The average height of the tunnel will be 20
feet, its width 24 feet, and its length about 5,000 feet. The mean depth
of the tunnel below the surface will be 25 feet, and the height of the
base above the city directrix 33 feet. Two tracks, each having a double
guage, will be laid in the tunnel. The estimated cost of the bridge and
its approaches, including incidental expenses, is :
Archoa
Piers and abutments
Approaches
:
Tunnel
Land
Ten percent, for contingencies
Grand total

$1,665,639 00
1,387,163 *tO
4S7,5<i8 00
668. 00
SOS.TSO 00
48 ,439 66
$5,373,838 46

These were the original estimates. Later changes in the plan of the
structure will probably reduce the aggregate to 15,000,000.
The company act under special charters, granted by the States of
Missouri and Illinois. Their franchises are liberal and ample.
The time allotted for the completion of the bridge is three years. The
initial labor is already begun. The coffer dam for the western pier is
finished, and the excavations for the foundation are far advanced. The
work will be prosecuted with untiring energy. Under favorable condi
tions of climate' and river, active operations will be unremitting. The
architect of this bridge has undertaken a task of rare difficulty. He has
boldly attempted the solution of original problems in civil engineering.
The successful erection of the proposed structure would justly enroll its
author among the great engineers of all times. There is not now in the
world an arch of 600 feet span. Yet men of practical skill and scientific
eminence assert the feasibility of arches of 1.000 feet. This experiment
will determine whether such an immense distauce between piers is con
sistent with stability and economy in this style of bridge architecture.
For the first time in the history of bridge-building, the chief material of a
great structure will be steel. Our neighboring mountains of iron invest
St. Louis with supreme facilities for using this kind of material. Crucible
cast-steel, which, it is alleged, is better for resisting compression than^
steel made by the Bessemer process, will be used in the construction o
this bridge. The greater strenglh of steel will permit the erection of less
ponderous arches. Such structure would possess the twofold advantage
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of greatest resistance and least weight. If the actual equals the ideal, the
work will indeed be beautiful. Light and airy, the bridge will yet be strong
and durable. This colossal structure, spanning the most majestic river on the
continent, will bear upon its arches the freight of an inter-oceanic trade.
The massive piers will stand in these Mediterranean waters like Atlantean
giants, upholding with their sinews of steel the burden of a world's com
merce.
The necessity for this bridge is urgent and national. In 1866 the
number of passengers who crossed the Mississippi at this point was nearly
500,000, and the amount of freight transported by our ferries during the
same year was more than 1,000,000 tons. The transit across the river a'
St. Louis is now enormous and rapidly increasing. If built with economy
and managed with prudence, the bridge cannot fail to be a profitable in
vestment. In the movement of products and the distribution of mer
chandise, a vast amount of freight will inevitably cross this bridge and
enrich its stockholders. New York, Philadelphia and Baltimore are
deeply interested in the success of this undertaking. The great trunk
lines of travel will cross the continent on the parallel of St. Louis.
Economy of lime is the supreme demand of commerce. The shortest
distance and the least obstruction are the conditions which will determine
the route of the main highway to the Pacific. A straight line from
Philadelphia to San Francisco passes very near St. Louis. In the mild
climate of this southern latitude, the snow which barricades the northern
routes will oppose no serious obstacle. The constantly increasing and
almost insuperable difficulties which would attend such an undertaking
at any lower point on the river, render it extremely probable that no
bridge wiil ever cross the Mississippi below St. Louis. Henee the great
cities of the Atlantic frontier should be vitally interested in the erection
of a bridge, which, lying virtually upon their own parallel and at the
lowest available point on the Mississippi, will afford them the most direct,
least obstructed, and only unbroken southern route to Mie Pacific.
The construction of this bridge will be a great benefit to St. Louis. It
will give employment to a large number of workmen, attract artisans
from other cities, develop engineering talent, stimulate the growth of our
iron factories, and convert our quarries into populous workshops. After
its erection, the abundance of accessible material and the cheapness of
transportation may inaugurate the establishment of various manufactories
at this distributing centre of the West, and invigorate the whole industrial
and commercial life of the city. Any interruption of communication
with East St. Louis occasions a serious loss to this metropolis. Ice some
times wholly obstructs the passage of our ferries. The delay of merchan
dise involves loss, yet the injury affects a class that is competent to sustain
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it. But the detention of coal has at times raised the price of fuel five
fold ; and, in this case, the hardship oppresses a class that is ill able to
bear it. The heavy assessments which these ice blockades levy upon the
necessities of the poor sometimes cause general distress. The bridge will
obviate these difficulties. It is estimated that the avoidance of these de
tentions, and the reduction in the rates of transportation which the com
petition between the bridge and the ferries will insure, will be an annual
Baving to St. Louis of more than $1,000,000.
This bridge is another guarantee of the metropolitan supremacy of St.
Louis. 'Its construction will again attract the attention of capitalists to
the rare opportunities for investment which this city and State present,
Fresh impulses now quicken the popular life. A new spirit of industrial
enterprise animates the commonwealth. New works of public improve
ment are undertaken. The Southwest Pacific Railroad will doubtless be
extended from the Gasconade River to the rich lead mines at Granby
The Iron Mountain railway wjll soon connect with the Southern system
of railroads at Belmont. Tlie North Missouri, now rapidly approaching
the State line, will at an early day enjoy an unbroken railway communi
cation with St. Paul. The work upon the western extension of the North
Missouri, from Afbberly through Brunswick to Kansas City, is now actively
progressing. Two branches connecting with Omaha—one running from
Brunswick via Chillicothe, and the other starting from Kansas City and
following the valley of the Missouri river, will be built within a few years.
This winter the Union Pacific Company will attempt to obtain Congress
ional permission to change the location of their road. Starting from
Pond Creek, they wish to extend their line to San Francisco by the way
of New Mexico and Southern California. The obvious superiority of this
route will doubtless induce Congress to confer the requisite authority and
land grants. The work will then be prosecuted with ceaseless energy.
This vast system of public improvements, of which St. Louis is the centre,
offers to capitalists safe and profitable investments for their idle millions.
St. Louis enjoys unrivalled advantages for manufacturing. Reasons of
commanding importance urge Eastern and foreign manufacturers to
establish their factories in the vicinity of this metropolis. Illimitable
quantities of coal, iron, lead, plastic clay and saccharoidal sand are found
at our very threshold. Recently an addition, perhaps important, has
been made to our long list of mineral resources. Tin has been found in
a neighboring county in quantities sufficient to encourage the hope that
another fource of public wealth has been discovered. Vast quantities of
mineral coal are found within TO miles of St. Louis. The comparative
freedom of this coal from sulphur justifies the belief that it can be usedi
without coking, for smelting iron ore. Experiments are now in progress
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to determine this important question. But the probability of a successful
solution borders on certainty. The blacksmiths of St. Louis aie begin
ning to use this raw coal in their forges. It gives an intense heat, and is
practically free from sulphur. The success of this experiment will affect
the iron interests of the world. The immediate vicinity of the raw
materials—ore, coal, limestone for flux, and refractory sandstone for fur
naces—and this new faculty for the cheap conversion of our mountains
of ore into iron, constitute advantages that will compel St. Louis to as
sume a commanding position in the manufacture of iron. If our iron
mills were equal to our deposits of ore, this metropolis would be the
greatest machine-shop on the face of the globe. All th.it St. Louis lacks
in order to become the manufacturing centre of the continent is capital
and skilled labor. It possesses a rare combination of advantages. It has
• great variety of the most important raw material, an exliaustless source
of motive power, and unequalled facilities for the distribution of the
manufactured products. Consider for a moment the extent of the mar
ket. There is no conclusive reason why St. Louis should not send its
wares in every direction throughout the Mississippi valley. But if we
restrict the market for our fabrics to the west side of the Mississippi, the
field is still immense. An area of more than 500,000 square miles lying
west of St. Louis is naturally tributary to this mart. Regions which a
quarter of a century ago were trackless solitudes, whose silence the in
vasive footfall of a white man had rarely broken, are to-day populous
States with well ordered governments. The discovery and lure of gold
have built upon the slopes of the Rocky Mountains villages and cities,
which already begin to bear the appearance and the fruits of an older
civilization. The future development of this region will be incomparably
more rapid than the past. The millions who will soon people this vast
domain will be geographically depandent upon the markets of this em
porium. The Pacific Railroad will strengthen this natural allegiance to
the Queen City of the West. Hence the near abundance of raw material
»nd motive power, the large demand for domestic products, an l tlie facili
ties for their cheap distribution, the natural dependence of a vast territory
upon this market, and the mercantile convenience of the valley and
mountains, unmistakably point out St. Louis as the manufacturing centre
of the continent. St. Louis should be the industrial as well as com
mercial sovereign of the Mississippi valley, aided by capital and the prac
tical skill of European artisans, our city will yet achieve manufacturing
supremacy.
The prospects of St. Louis are now grand and exhilarating. Its
advantages of geographical position are peerless. Located in that clime
which has in all ages been the zone of highest development and civiliza
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tion—in . the centre of a valley of exhaustless fertility, which embrace*
more than one million square miles—on a river which traverses the con
tinent, and, together with its tributaries, affords more than 16,000 miles
of water carriage ; on a railroad which will soon stretch from ocean to
ocean, and perhaps become the highway of travel between Europe and
th« Orient, at the intersection of these two great thoroughfares, which will
in the near future transport a larger "inland commerce" than the
world has yet seen. St. Loui*, thus siluated, enjoys a matchless supremacy
of natural advantages. A metropolitan greatness is within the easy reach
of St. Louis, but only enterprise can grasp it. Thus far, this city has
perhaps relied too much upon the favorable accidents of position.
Hereafter it can only maintain its ascendancy by sagacious and tireless
effort. In other localities, energy has created great cities in de6ance of
natural obstacles—here it has only to avail itself of physical advantages
to develop St. Louis with a rapidity of progress that shall defy competition.
In the achievement of the splendid destiny of St. Louis, our great
bridge will render efficient service. It will have no peers but its own. If
completed on the grand scale of the present plan, it will be at once a
work of national utility and a noble triumph of civil engineering. Such a
structure will be monumental—it will perpetuate the names of its builders.
In classic times the building of a bridge was a sacred undertaking.
The beginning of the work was consecrated with pontifical rites and litur
gies, and the completion was solemnized with stately pomp and ceremony.
Let this bridge be a votive offering to national unity and material
prosperity. Let litanies for civil peace and paeans for this conquest of
nature be chanted. Let ovations of the useful arts commemorate this
trophy cf mechanical triumph. Let festive processions and industrial
pageants celebrate the inauguration. Let this new bond of union between
Missouri and Illinois bind the East and the West in the indissoluble ties
of common interests and genuine brotherhood.

TIIE BREADSTUFFS TRADE.
An impartial survey of the condition of the grain trade warrants tho
conclusion that the yield of the last harvest has not been over-estimated.
It was generally conceded that our crops were unusually abundant ; but
the question arose whether, in view of the moderate average result
of the European harvests and the depleted condition of stocks both at
home and abroad, the new supply would be more than adequate to
bring up the stocks to the average standard aud to supply the current
consumption. A negative view of this question was very generally taken,
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and has prevailed until quite recently ; and hence the high prices at
which breadstuff's have been held since the harvest. Now, however, the
grain movement is assuming an aspect calculated to modify this con
clusion. The stocks of wheat and flour at the grain centres are fully
up to those of the same period of the last two years, and yet there is a
large amount still in the hands of the farmers. At Chicago, our chief
grain entrepot, the present stocks are very largely in excess ot those at
the same time in 1867, as will appear from the following comparison :
rLOUK AMD GRAIN IN STORE AT CHICAGO.
!Keb. 1, 1868. Feb. 2, 1867.
Flour, bbls..
93,482
82,706
Bee. 10,777
Wheat, bash.
923,975
6777751
Inc . 216.224
Cora, bush
1,955.471
653,183
Inc . 1,802,288
Oats, bach...,
. 872,709
6»8,8:w
Inc. 171,371
106,I>41
. Burlev. bush..
822,866
Dec. 216.325
Bye, bueh . . . .
130,803
88.834
Dec. 93,469
3.896,030 2,481,941
1,413,089
There in thus an increase in the stock of wheat of 246,224 bushels ; in
corn, of 1,302,288 bushels, and in oats, of 174,371 bushels; while in
flour, barley and rye there is an immaterial decrease. The entire stock
of grain at Chicago is 55 per cent, above that of February, 1867.
At the beginning of this month there was 925,148 bushels of wheat in
store at Milwaukee, which is largely in excess of the stock at the same
date last year. It is estimated that the stocks of wheat at the various
points between New York and Milwaukee inclusive, aggregate 5,200,000
bushels, against 3,500,000 bushels at the same period last year ; an
increase of nearly 50 per cent. At New York the stocks are exception
ally light, as compared with last year ; which circumstance has consid
erable influence in sustaining prices against a condition of supply which
would seem to call for lower values. The following shows the compar
ative stocks at this port :
GRAIN IN STORK AT NEW YORK.
Feb. 8, 1863. Jan. 81, 1867.
Wheat
bnshels. 1,560.080
2,200,000
Corn
1,646,0(5
8,9X1.000
Oats
2,167,082
2.700.000
Bye
;
189.318
eCJ.OOO
Barley
.-.
110,983
1,900,000
Total
5,672,423
ll.SOO.tOO
Decr<.aee
6,628,000
Notwithstanding this large decrease at this this port, which, as will
be seen in the above statement, is chiefly in corn and barley, the stocks
at the several points combined largely exceed those of last year. While
in the item of corn there is a decrease here of 2;250,000 bushels, there
is at Chicago an increase of 1,300,000 bushels. It should be rememb.
ered that the premature closing of the canals kept back a large amount
of grain en route for this city ; which will go far toward accounting
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for the present lightness of our stocks, and much of which will come
forward on the opening of navigation.
The severity ot the winter
has been against the forwarding of supplies by railroad ; while in the
interior the excellent sleighing has enabled the farmers to convey to the
markets a liberal amount of grain, making the receipts at the lake ports>
since the opening" of the year, nearly double the average for the same
period of the two last years, the increase in corn being especially large
—an indication tbat the corn crop has been under-estimated. The fol
lowing statement shows the receipts of flour and grain at the ports of
Chicago, Milwaukee, Toledo, Detroit and Cleveland from January 1st
to February 8, and for the same period of the last two years :
RECEIPTS AT LAKE POBTB FROM JAN. 1 TO TIB. 8:
1888.
1867.
1866.
Flour.
bblB. 315,020
416,87)
2U8,27S
Wheat
bash. 1.811,683
1,187.683
1,33J.&&7
Corn
8,815.976
1,112,>-97
860.018
Oat*
812,661
612.973
861,9*6
harley
306,148
184,916
58 133
Bye
75,591
107,805
96.SM
Total grain
6,233,008
8,206,273
8,200,623
The general tenor of advices from the West justifies the- expectation
that this liberal rate of receipts will be continued. It is admitted that tie
farmers have still a large balance of their crop on hand. The high
prices th°y have received for their products have enabled them to hold
back an unusually large portion of the crop, this reserve being variously
estimated at from 30 per cent, to 40 per cent., or even as high as 60 per
cent, of the whole yield. Any indications of a weakening of prices
would be quite likely to bring this supply rapidly into the market.
Nor are we to lose sight of the California supply, which now has quite
an important bearing upon our market. Last year, that State exported
4,600,000 sacks of wheat and 510,000 bbls. of flour, Great Britain taking
about 80 per cent, of the whole. The latest advices represent that the
surplus exportable from this source is likely to be more than was
expected, and that, with a fair season, the next crop will be a large one.
Moreover, it is reasonable to anticipate that the hitfh prices realised
during the two last years for cereals will induce in all parts of the world
an extensive preparation for the next harvest, that being the almost
invariable result of high prices.
The present condition of the British markets is not favor able to the
expectation of a very large demand from that source. The millers are
represented as buying little, and the wheat trade as being very inactive.
The stocks of wheat and flour at the ports j>re in excess of those of last
year and equal to those of the preceding year, while the amount afloat
for Great Britain is stated to be about two million quarters. The fol
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lowiDg shows the stocks of flour, wheat and corn at the principal grain
ports of the United Kingdom at the close of the last three years :
STOCKS OF FLOUR, WHEAT AND CORN Dt 1EI UNITED KINGDOM.
1866.
1887.
J865.
280,000
841,000
.qrs. 2SW.W0
London....
109.IHK)
Liverpool. .
84.000
184,000
181.000
254 000
137,000
<~l*sgow
120,000
62.000
60,000
Boll
89,100
40,0110
62,(100
Gloucester.
60,000
104,000
62,000
Dublin
850,000
815,000
645,000
Total -wheat.
FLOUR.
,
186J
.
-18*6,
1867Sacks. Bbls.
Hacks. Bbls.
Sacks. Bbls.
81,000 17,000
85,000 158,000
148,000 38 000
Liverpool.
20,000 51,000
109,000 9,000 217.61I0 15,000
27,000 8-^,000
23,000 8,000
15,000 8,000
Glasgow . .
318,000
40,000
280,000
50,000
Totals
132,000 241 ,000
853,000
To'l a'ks & bbla.
878,000
83 ,000
INDIAN CORN.
1867.
1SS6.
1865.
19,000
6.000
.qrs. 600
14.000
62.000
Liverpool
42,000
8»,000
19,000
700
Glasgow
Dublin
•.
7,000
16,000
4,100
79.000 101.0OJ
Total
" 46,000
Putting together all tliese considerations, il would appear that there is
a strong combination of causes unfavorable to the maintenance of the
present high prices of breadstuff's. These tendencies are strengthened
by the depressed condition of industry in many parts of the country,
enforcing a rigid economy of consumption, and by the further fact that
in Great Britain and some parts of the Continent a similar depression
exists. We venture, however, no predictions as to the future course
of prices, but simply present these naked facts for the candid consid.
eration of those whom they may concern.

OUR METHOD OF COLLECTING TAXES.
If it be true that republics lack gratitude, it certainly cannot be charged
against them, judging from our own experience, that they are wanting
in patience. The ready acquiescence of our people in a system of
onerous taxation, after an immemorial exemption from such burthens,
is more than we presumed to expect from ourselves, to say nothing of
the restiveness predicted by our foreign censors ; and still more re
markable is the good grace with which we take to the arbitrary and
inquisitorial methods in which our taxes are collected. The Govern
ment invests its tax gatherers with almost unlimited powers over our
taxable property ; and we submit to seizures, confiscations and exac
tions as passively as if we had no rights of property and of privacy
which even the law is bound to respect. That lack of regard for the
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rights of the individual which is ever apt to characterise legislation
following a civil war has crept into our revenue system, and gives to
the administration of this branch of public affairs a strong dash of official
tyranny.
The principle upon which our Internal Revenue system is constructed
is that the people are essentially dishonest. Oaths, seizures, fines, con
fiscations and imprisonment are invented to compel them to aet with
fairness toward the Government. To a limited extent, and under proper
checks something of this kind is necessary ; but it is clearly unwise and
unnecessary to assume that the average honesty which induces the
people to act justly as between man and man is not to be relied upon
as between the citizen and Government. Because experience has shown
that there is always an exceptional few who will cheat the State of its
revenues, it does not follow that our revenue system must be framed
and administered so as to oppress and insult the large majority of
honest people by dealing with them on the supposition that they are
actuated by fraudulent intentions.
This system we conceive to De wholly wrong. It implies that the
Government relies less upon the justice of its claims than its power to
collect them, and so far tends to suggest to the taxpayer the idea of
evasion. It holds good in every case that to treat an upright man as
dishonest is to discourage every sentiment of justice and to place him,
at least in feeling, in hostility to your equitable demand. And to deal
thus with a whole community, including many in whom the sense of
right has been but partially educated, is certainly an indirect method
of training them to injustice. 1 he employer who keeps a hired spy
over his hands is the first to be cheated. And the state which governs .
most by the sword can least rely upon its people. Nor is it less true
that the Governments most rigorous in their revenue systems have
always been subject to the largest frauds in taxation. Frederick the
Great had the sagacity to appreciate this principle; and hence his
reign was distinguished by the confidence he reposed in the honesty of
his people and the consequent amplitude of his revenues.
Moreover, the law gives to the revenue officers powers susceptible
of the grossest abuse. Backed by the government, partaking of the
spirit of the law, and knowing that his superiors always sympathise with
him as against the tax payer, the tax collector becomes intrusive, in
quisitorial overbearing, insulting and abusive. He is bound by no
consideration to observe the rules of common respect between men of
business ; he suspects all with whom be has to deal, and soon learns to
parade his authority in the most offensive manner. If a taxpayer has
the courage to resent these uncouth manners he is very likely to suffer
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for his temerity in being subjected to some of the many forms of an
noyance which a revenue officer has it in his power to inflict. This,
however, is the mildest form of abuse of the powers of the revenue
official. He is empowered to s^ize goods, take possession of books and
papers, and to close the place of business of the tax payer at his dis
cretion. He institutes proceedings under such seizures at his pleasure,
and can keep the cases in court almost as long as he desires ; and all this
he can do upon bare suspicion. If it should prove that the taxpayer thus
dealt with is innocent, he has no redress for the losses attending the
suspension of his business. If he is guilty, it is very generally found
possible to escape the penalty of fraud by a douceur to the officers.
There are few men who, in the event of a seizure of their papers and
property, even though entirely innocent, would not sooner, and who
cannot better afford to pay a handsome sum rather than have their busi
ness indefinitely interrupted. The officers understand this, and therefore
make seizures for the purpose of effecting private compromises, the pro
ceeds of which go into their own pockets. It is notorious that these
exactions upon the innocent and guilty alike are of daily occurrence.
The officers are banded together in this business of mulching, and are
too well cognizant of each others sins for the wronged taxpayer to hope
for any redress from appeal to higher authority.
This system is also productive of the most gigantic frauds upon the
Treasury. The collector having the prerogative of taking the initiative
in proceedings against evasions of the law, has the power to permit frauds.
In the whiskey trade, for instance, the distiller finds it easy to make
arrangements for the manufacture of whiskey to any extent without the
. payment of duty. The Government is annually defrauded of fully forty
millions in this way on this article alone, the proceeds being divided be
tween the distiller and the revenue officers. Thus the very means de
signed to prevent evasions of the law encourage fraud on the part of the
taxpayers, and convert the revenue officers into public plunderers.
The revenue laws have driven nearly every honest man out of the
whiskey manufacture. When whiskey sells at much below the amount
of the tax, it is clear that those who pay the tax cannot continue in the
business ; and the same rule applies more or less to other heavily taxed
products.
This condition of affairs implies, first, a defective system of imposts.
High duties naturally tempt to an evasion of the law ; and attempts
to evade the law naturally result in the bribing of its guardians. Were
the duties lighter, the temptations to dishonesty would be less influen
tial ; and it is essential to any well regulated system that its imposts
should not be so high as to tempt taxpayers and officers to fraud.
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Evasion of any impost is possible ; and the only way to prevent its be
coming actual is to fix the rate so low that the gains of evasion would
not set off its risks. This principle, however, is wholly ignored in somt
of our most prominent branches of revenue.
This severity in our revenue laws is in danger also of producing
an ultimate revulsion against taxation in every form. There is some
thing so obviously just in the principle of a Government collecting from
the people payment for its essential services, that no people can be con
ceived capable of rejecting reasonable taxation, if the imposts are
gathered w^h a due regard to the self respect of the taxpayers. But if
the people are insulted, embarrassed and injured in their business under
an oppressive system of collection, they will soon learn to acquire a
disgust at taxation, and in their exasperation may demand extreme and
dangerous measures of relief. The rigor of our present laws is utterly
inconsistent with the genius of free institutions, and implies, on the part
of its framers, a very low estimate of the patriotism and honesty of
its constituents. The system is an affront to the people, and an engine
of political exaction and fraud.
Then, again, how important it is that our tax officials, both high and
low, should learn to execute all revenue laws in the interest of the
people. If there is question with regard to the interpretation of any
provision of the law, the people should have the benefit of the doubt.
The contrary, however, is, we regret to say, at present the practice, and
applications to headquarters for redress against the unbearable and
arbitrary acts of the lower officials, and for relief under questionable
provisions of the law seem to find little favor. This is clearly wrong.
An officer of the Government should be in sympathy with the people, not
with the law maker. The great Frederick of Prussia, in giving instruc
tions to his judges upon their appointment, was accustomed to say : "If
a suit arises between me and one of my subjects, and the case is a
doubtful one, you should always decide against me." This is an en
lightened view of a courts duty, and as a revenue officer is for most
purposes both judge and jury, the rule of Frederick furnishes a good
guide for his acts. He is not appointed to make laws or to extend them,
but simply to execute them. If there is really doubt he should, as before
said, decide with the people, leaving the law making powers to add such
further legislation as it may desire. Since the close of our civil war,
however, a contrary spirit appears to govern our officials. It i« not
necessary to cite cases in proof of this position, for they are within
the experience of every merchant. But the time has now come for a
change. A longer continuance of this arbitrary way of interpreting
laws and executing them must rapidly result in making our people
restive under taxation of every kind.
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STATISTICS OP THE NATIONAL BANKS.
We complete this month our tabular exposition of the state of the
National banks, as shown in their quarterly reports of the 6th January.
The tables are all official, and though more exhaustive than those of
any previous quarter, they have been completed and placed in the hands
of the public with unusual despatch. The chief facts for which these
voluminous masses of figures are valued, are such as throw light on the
stability of the banks. These institutions are so important apart of
the financial machinery by which their business is done by the most
intelligent, enterprising, energetic trading nation in the world. So great
are the privileges conferred on the banks with a view to make them
stable and effective, that the people want to know whether the banks are
a safe depositary of the nation's hopes, and whether our financial
barque may be relied on not only when the atmosphere is clear and no
special danger threatens, but in those troublesome times which may await
us when storms and tempests put it to a much severer trial. Once let it
be practically and thoroughly demonstrated that our banking system
is really more sound, more elastic, more adapted to the wants of the
country than any other that we are likely to get in its place, and there
will be little danger of the success of any of those plausible and mis
chievous schemes which Lave been urged in Congress and elsewhere
for its destruction.
It is because of the prevailing anxiety for the safety and strength of
the banking system that the reserves of these institutions are so closely
scanned by the public. The belief is that if any directors allow them
selves often or habitually to be short of reserve they are otherwise doing
bad business. It was on this account, we suppose, that the closing of the
Farmers' and Citizens' Bank of Brooklyn was so generally approved.
The offence charged against the institution was the failure to keep up its
reserves, though warned repeatedly by the prope officer of the Bureau.
When at length, after patient delay the bank was closed by the appoint
ment of a receiver, everyone anticipated the indications of over expan
sion, which were really found and reported, when the books were sub
jected to official examination. We are glad to be assured, however, that
this case is an exceptional and isolated one. All such defaults should be
dealt with resolutely and firmly, for a terror to other evil doers, and
a protection to those who do well. It is a familiar principle of juris
prudence that penalties deter from crime not so much because they are
severe as because they are sure, relentless and not to be escaped. Of
course we do not demand that every bank which at any time and to
any extent is short of its reserve should be subject to severe discipline, and
13
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still less that every default shall be punished in the same way. What
is needful is to discriminate between the default which indicates bad
banking and that which is an unavoidable incident of business. Such a
contingency the law contemplates as possible, and provides a way for
meeting it. The Comptroller is specially directed to notify the bank of
any defect, and on receipt of this official note the bank is prohibited from
making any new loans until its reserve has risen to the legal average.
Thus carefully has the law provided on the one side for the safety of
the public who deal with the bank, and on the other for the recovery
of a sound institution which from temporary causes may be subjected
to a drain on its reserve. But this is not all. Weekly reports are to
be sent to Washington giving an exact statement of the condition of the
bank, duly attested by its responsible officers, and the directors, we be
lieve, are usually very prompt in getting back again into a condition of
assured strength and legal solvency. Wherever a bank fails to do this,
and fails persistently, the presumption is very strong that there is some
reason for the shortcoming. . To meet this difficulty and to prevent
recourse being had to any severer measures than are absolutely necessary,
a special examiner is sent to investigate the condition of tho bank.
The powers and duties of these officers are often misunderstood. In the
54th section, which authorizes the appointment of such officers, we find
the following provisions :
And be it farther enacted, That the ^omptrolN r of the Currency with the appro
bation of the Secretary of the Treasury, as often as shall be deemed necessary or proper,
shall appoint a suitable person or persons to make an examination < f the affairs of everv
banking association, which person shall net be a director or other officer in any asso
ciation whose affairs he shall be app: inted to examine, and v. ho shall have power lo
make a thorough examination into all the affairs of the association, and, ic doing so, to
examine any of the officers and agents thereof on oath; aoi shall make a full and
detailed report of the condition of the association to the Comptroller. And the asso
ciation sha 1 not be subject to any other visitorial powers than such as are authoriz-d
by this act, except su:h as are vested in the several courts of law and chanrerv.
And eveiy person appointed to make such examination shall receive for bis?ervices at
the rate of rive dollars for each day by bim employed in such examination, an I
two dolla'B for every twenty live mileB Le shaH necessarily travel in the peiforaiaoce
of his duty, which shall be paid by the association by him examine!.
To the wise use which the Comptroller has made of this and the nth*r
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We ventured to express the opinion last month that at present the
reserves of the banks would be found more adequate than they were
15 months ago, when some 50 were reported deficient. In confirmation
of this opinion we publish the subjoined table which shows the facts in
a compendious iorm :
LAWFUL MONET RESERVE OF NATIONAL BANKS JANLARI 6TH, 1868*
STATES.
In app.
Circulation i—
Reserve.
» "Bean I
On Id approved Aggie- quir- On redeem,
deposits. hand. ledecm.ag'ts. gate. ed. band, agents. Tola'.
*
* 23 %5-10
Maine.. ..
n!,8*0,497 1,196,504 1,828,556 3,035,(160 15 9 3-10 14 2-10
, 6.736,456 680,166 1,269,407 1,939,673 15 10 1-10 18 6-10 28 7-10
N Hun ...
7,9&\Stili 832,667 &36.047 1,668,714 15 10 4-10 10 4-10 20 8-10
Verm't....
13 4-10 24 4-10
62,216,507 5,755,905 020,862 12,776,767 15 11
19,606.344 2,003,404 2,346;990 4,350,894 15 10 2-10 11 9-10 22 1-10
R. I I'd
30,232,889 3.154,830 8,766,403 6,921.833 15 10 4-10 12 4-10 22 810
Cons
78.211,027 8.685,597 9,124,675 17,810,272 16 11 1-10.10 3-10 21 4-10
N. York
21,1128,436 2,797,006 3,649.086 6,446.091 16 11 6-10 15 1-10 26 7-10
NewJer
45,923,862 6,552,979 3,939,386 10,492,866 15 121-10 8 5-10 20 6-10
Pennsvl
.
2,614,876 290,973 801,784 592,707 15 11 5-10 11 9-10 23 4-10
Delaw'e
4,406.632 747,205 866.637 1,113,832 15 16 9-10 8 3-10 25 2-10
Maryl'd
206,528
D. of C
27,003 12,448
89.451 15 181-10 6
19 1-10
6,451,793
7- 0,997 267,727 1,048,724 15 14 3-10 4 9-10 19 3-10
Vire'la
w.Vlre
4,686,394 685,565 336.423 1,011,938 15 14 6-10 6 9-10 2! 6-10
950,996 141,025 132,465 263,488 IS 14 8-10 12 8-10 276-10
N. Car.
1,018,807 236,155 416,152 662,807 16 28 1-10 40 8-10 63 9-10
8. Car
Georgia
3,618,992 1,018,127 85.3,'Jl 1 1,372,688 15 281-10 9 7-10 87 8-10
A labam
7*0,582 124,<I40 186.067 261,007 15 17 8-10 18 9-10 36 210
31,135
4,810
Missis*
111.6-5
85,945 15 21 6-10 8 3 10 24 8-10
Texas
1,414,486 436,9C8 227,794 664,782 15 30 8-10 16 1 10 46 9-10
60,398
Ark..:.
765,683 102,944
163,842 15 18 4-10 7 9-10 21 3-10
Kentne
2,880,500 899,047 265,517 6f4,564 15 13 8-10 9 2-10 23
991,098 15 15 6-10 6 3-10 21 9-10
285,859
Tenn
4,611,938 708.239
Ohio
30,453.014 4,747,874 2,248,888 6,991,259 15 15 6-10 78-10 22 9-10
Indiana
18.093.231 8,187,873 SS8,759 4,026,132 1 5 17 3 10 4 9-10 22 2-10
Illinois
14,437,742 2.303,320 1,287,406 8,590,732 15 15 9 10 8 9-10 84 8-10
Michi
6,478,851 1,070,073 675,102 1,645,175 15 16 5-10 8 8-10 25 310
Witcon.
6,460,371 995,616 536,063 1,581,579 15 18 2-10 9 8-10 28
Iowa
9,060,562 1,730,194 652,604 2,362,698 15 19 1-10 7 2-10 26 3-10
Minn
8,411.4x8 577,637 168,060 745,687 15 16 9-10 4 9-10 21 8-10
Mtssou
2,282,845 381,416 221,007 552,423 15 14 6-10 9 6-10 24 1-10
Kansas
1.860,584 227,405 106,298 838,708 15 16 8-10 7 8-10 24 6-10
Nebras
1,298,13 ) 809,928 84,767 344,695 15 15 6-10 17-10 17 2-10
ColTer.
1.103,308 241,705 90,318 332.053 15 21 9-10 81-10 SO
82,813 i5 14 7-10 2 4-10 17 1-10
Utah "
191,869
28.218
4,600
Total
405.396,131 68,089,566 43,738,125 90,817,691
CITIES OF REDEMPTION.
24 3 10 7 8-10 321-1°
Boston
70,773,263 17,223,365 5,569,134 22,792,499
34 2 10
34 2-10
N. York
207.410,561 71,087,316
71,087.816
161-10 S3 i-io 39 2-10
Mbany
12 264,839 1,974,275 2,644,268 4,818,538
33 5-10 3 6-10 37 1-1<'
Hhia
52,442,793 17,629,020 1,831,881 19.460,881
2U3-10 9 8-10 29 6-1"
PhfbV
14,823,247 2,910,744 1,835,644 4,246,888
7 9-10 32 9-10
25
Baltim
18,6% 021 4,686,979 1,489,743 6,176,732
Wash
4,339,673 864.611 3»,67l! 1,203,811
19 9-10 7 8-10 27 7-10
37 6-10 2 l-l'l 39 7-10
New Or
2,077,464 782,609 44,487 827,096
24 7-10 61-10 29 8-10
Lonisv...
1,341,638 831,384 88,200 399,684
21 1-10 4 8-10 26 9-10
Clncin
10,093,627 2,18",731 490,475 2,621,206
18 3-10 10 2-10 28 5-10
Ulevel'd
6,276,669 966,885 640,608 1,56.993
22 1-10 113-10 83 4-10
Ohicaio
14,419,8<15 8,183,150 1,640,034 4,823,184
19
19 1-10 881-11.
Detroit
3,572,643 678,921 683,038 1.361,919
20 1-10 12 6-10 32 7 10
Milwan
. 2,671,975 538.584 3.37.610 876,094
21 8-10 4 7-10 26 5-10
St Louis
10,960,414 2,390.274 518,861 2,909,185
Total
430,644,235 127,878,378 17,782,018 146,110,396
RECAPITULATION.
Total
Amount
reserve.
required.
Kiceef.
^ugregatc
in
all
the
States
$96,817,691
$6
,809,270 $36,008,43'.
" •• citlee of redemption
146,110,896
107,661,056
37,449,340
TotAl
$341,928,087 $168,470,386 $78,457,761
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In the foregoing table the banks are arranged in two groups. The
first group contains such banks as are situated outside of the redemption
cities. These banks are required to hold 15 per cent, reserve, three fifths
of which may be in the hands of their redeeming agents in New York
or elsewhere. The other two fifths of the revenve must be cash in hand.
The second group of banks are in the redeeming cities, wnich are
compelled to keep 25 per cent, reserve, one-half of which may be in New
York, while the otner half must be cash in hand.
It will be observed that the foregoing aggregates of deposits and
circulation do not *gree exactly with the figures of Mr. .Hulburd's report,
as we published last month. The discrepancy arises from the circum
stance that in these tables the net deposits are taken as the basis, while
in the former tables we preferred to take the gross deposits. Strictly
speaking neither is exactly correct, and the figures before us are cer
tainly too low if all the clearing items of 6th January are deducted from
the gross deposits of that day. At any rate the receipts by the morn
ing mail should have been deducted. We give Mr. Hulburd's tables
exactly as he has prepared them, and after making all the concessions
we have suggested, the exhibit affords very gratifying proofs of the
results which the zeal, activity and intelligence of a good administrative
officer is able to secure for a banking system which is neither exempt
from faults in its machinery, nor composed of the best or most homogene
ous materials.

LETTER OS THE FINANCIAL ECONOMY OP THE UNITED STATES, WITH
SUGGESTIONS FOR RESTORING SPECIE PAYMENTS BY JAMES GALLATIN.
New York, January 3, 1868.
His Excellency, Andrew Johnson, President of the United States :
Sin—Your recent Message to Congress has made a profound impression
upon my mind, by the many truths in political economy which it enunciates
Among these truths, peculiarly applicable to the present condition of our
financial affairs, I note the following :
•' Equal and exact justice requires that all the creditors of the Government should
be paid in a currency possessing a uniform value. This can only be accomplished by
the restoration of the currency to the standard established by the Constitution • and
by this means we would remove a discrimination which may, if it has not already
done so, create a prejudice that may become deep rooted and widespread, and
imperil the National credit * * * * A disordered currency is one of the
ureatest of political evils. It undermines the virtues necessary for the support c.f
the social system, and encourages propensities destructive of its happiness. It wars
against industry, frugality and economy, and it fosters the evil spirits of extrava
gance and speculation. It baa been asserted by one of our most profound and mo«t
sifted atatesmin, that of ait contrivances for cheating the laboring classes of man
kind, none has been more effectual than that which deludes them with paper money
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This is (he most effectual of inventions to fertilize the rich man's field by the sweat
of the poor man's brow. Ordinary tyranny, oppreeeion, and excessive taxation—
these bear lightly on the happiness of the mass of the commuoity, compared wih a
fraudulent currency and the robberies committed by depreciated paper. Our own
history has recorded for our instruction enough, and more than enough, of the demur
aliting tendency, injustice and intolerable oppression, on the virtuous and welldi«posed,of a degraded paper currency, authorised by law, or in any way countenanced
by the Government."
THE TRUTHS OF FINANCIAL ECONOMY.
These truths which you have thus so clearly expressed, are beginning
to be recognized. The public mind, stimulated by painful experience, is
gradually learning, in the face of glaring deceptions aiming to prove the
contrary, that " the standard established by the Constitution" comes neart-r
to a true measure of value than anything yet discovered by man. Upon
these truths, in connection with the teachings of science and experience, '
found the following propositions :
First.—There is no authority in the Constitution for making paper
money the national standard or measure of value.
Second.—According to the decisions of the Supreme Court of the
United States, hitherto, the paper money now in circulation known as
" legal tender," if issued in time of peace, could not be considered the
standard of value provided for in the Constitution ; and the power to
make it such standard of value, or a compulsory payment, is to be sought
in the war power, outside of any expressed constitutional authority.
Third.—The making of an irredeemable paper money a legal tender, or
compulsory payment, is at any time an act of questionable propriety, but
it is more than questionable when no provision is made for funding such
money in the public securities bearing interest.
Fourth.—Every government has an unquestionable right to use its
credit—for our modern civilisation makes the credit of a nation the chief
means of preserving its life—but no civilized government claims the right
to take the property of its loyal people without compensation, and hence
the custom of enlightened governments," in modern limes, of providing for
the funding of paper credits, bearing no interest, in the public securities
bearing interest.
Fifth.—A Government irredeemable paper money prevents the use or
active employment of the private credits of the people ; or it takes the
place of private credits in the exchanging of commodities and property, to
an extent corresponding with its amount, and to that extent it tends to
place the business of the country exclusively in the hands of large capi
talists possessing the power to obtain ready money ; yet young men being
prevented from exercising their energiss on their own account by means
of credit, must become employes of the great capitalists ; and, in our own
case, the younger States of the frontier are prevented from applying their
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legitimate share of that credit which belong* to them, and their -develop
ment is retarded, because the credit element in the exchanges of properly
and commodities is composed of such Government paper money.
Sixth.—Money of any kind, made a legal tender, creates prices in pro
portion to its amount in use and the activity of its circulation. One dollar
of money creates an amount of prices, varying with circumstances, which
ranges as high as eighty or a hundred dollars; as in our own case, illus
trated in the census returns for 1860, when the amount of the legal tender
money in this country was about two hundred millions in coin, and the
price of the property of the nation was sixteen thousand millions being
eighty dollars of price for every dollar of money.
Seventh.—As legal tender paper money is or may be created at will,
free from the intrinsic value of coined money, the fluctuations which it
produces in prices are much more rapid than those peculiar to the move
ments of the latter. Hence the great and violent expansions and contrac
tions of prices prevailing under legal tender paper money that is neither
redeemable nor fundable : in such expansions and contractions the capital
of people of limited means is swept away, and the whole nation in the
aggregate becomes impoverished, to the advantage of the people of other
nations having monetary systems based upon intrinsic values. Hence, also,
the economical phenomena we see around us at this time ; small farmers,
manufacturers and dealers are reduced to labor for the more wealthy ;
our exports go to other nations at declining values; our imports are to a
considerable extent, or have been, paid for by public securities transferred
at low prices to foreign holders; our manufactures languish, shipbuilding
lias ceased, and our industry is crippled by the great expense incident to
producing anything under our high paper money prices.
Eighth.—Governments which venture upon the issue of a legal tender
:>aper money always finally render themselves odious with the people,
because a violent expansion, no less than a violent contraction of th<*
money and of prices falls dis»stroilsly upon some portion of the people.
One man to day is made rich by an expansion which ruins his neighbor.
:iut this rich man may be ruined by a contraction to morrow. Society
U thus made discontented with the government. The law-making
authority which possesses such power is appealed to in the most importu
nate modes to expand or contract, so that wealth may be amassed by
individuals by the purchase of property and commodities at low prices
and the sale of them at high prices. History has pictured the insan
ilevelopment of this passion during the paper money manias known at tb
Mississippi Bubble and the South Sea Bubble, in Europe ; and in our own
country, since the law for funding the " greenbacks " was repealed, a*
(commended by a late Secretary of tho Treasury in February, 1862, and
en tcted by Congress in 1803.
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Ninth.—The passion for gain saps the foundation of public credit in
any nation which resorts to the prolonged use of legal tender paper money.
Already, in our own case, we see the astounding development of this
passion in public speeches and essays proposing to payoff the nationa'
tiebt in "greenbacks;" to pay out the coin in the Treasury for "green
backs," and thus force premature resumption that must end in speedy
*u6pension and a prolonged term of paper money inflation ; to break faith
with the public creditors by paying the Five-Twentj bonds in paper instead
of coin; to issue three hundred millions more of "greenbacks," and stop
the issues of the banks, under pretence of paying off that amount of bonds
which the banks draw interest on, and concealing the fact that the banks
pay in taxes, and lose, indirectly from reserves and notes kept in, more
than they recoeive from interest on the bonds. Such are some of the
developments of the paper money mania. Its victims are now in the
ranks of all our great political parties. No amount of gain will satisfy
them. They discount the future with insane audacity. In their haste to
be rich, impatient as children, they rend the veil of the future, and grasp
the germs of boundless harvests of wealth for a whole nation, substituting
their own hot-bouse devices for the Creator's laws, so that they themselves
may reap an artificial harvest, the natural fruition of which would have
enriched millions of people, who are left to perish. To be made the victim
of this awful mania is usually among the sad misfortunes of a nation
scourged with war and paper money, or hurled into war to gratify the
frenzy for paper money.
Tenth.—The demoralization of society progresses steadily under the
blighting influence of an irredeemable legal tender paper money. Religion
virtue and honor decline. Vice becomes fashionable. Gambling prevails
in the marts of trade and the financial centres, from the very necessities
of the case, because the slow processes of honesty, prudence, forethought
and plodding industry are impracticable in occupations subject to the
licentious reign of such paper money.
THE OKIOIN OF OUtt FINANCIAL AND ECONOMICAL TROUBLES.
Turning from themes so melancholy, the mind naturally reverts to the
origin and progress of our economical troubles, in anxious hope of dis
covering, through the errors of the past, some way to escape from im
pending disaster. All we hold dear is endangered by any misfortune that
woulJ again menace the national existence. A war upon the credit of
the country is a war upon the life of the nation as dangerous as that we
have recently passed through. As we met the one, so let us meet the
other, and show that the patriotic men of this generation, who have com
pleted for themselves a history worthy of a noble past and a brilliant
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future, know how to be honest as well as h ave! I asaume that our
financial and economical troubles, originating primarily in the rebellion
itself, are mainly traceable to the following causes:
First.—We departed from what you justly term the monetary
" standard established by the Constitution." I will no longer dwell in
censure upon those who counselled that departure. I am willing to bury
such memories. We were struggling to preserve the life of the nation.
I thank God we succeeded. I will not count the cost of success, nor
haggle about the price. That life is priceless. May it be imperishable
as time.
We made a legal tender paper money, which, being both irredeemable
and unfundable, is forced out and kept out in defiance of these natural
laws of trade and finance, that if permitted to operate by funding would
have checked redundancy, and slowly but surely helped us back to " the
standard established by the Constitution."
Second.—Not content with a large volume of government paper money,
we made it the basis cf another volume of auxilary money in the form of
hank issues. We built paper upon paper. Our paper house topples to
its foundation, yet we are advised to build it higher, with more paper!
Here I desire to do an act of justice to the late Secretary of the Treasury
lefore referred to. lie has recently been reported to have deolared that
his policy was " to withdraw the legal tender greenbacks nearly or quite
pari passau with the issues of the national bank notes, so as to preserve
the equilibrium of the currency at near the specie standard." But this
policy was defeated by the action of his own immediate friends, and the
fact is a striking confirmation of the uncontrollable tendencies of paper
money, as illnstrated in the histories of such money in Europe ami
America, during a hundred and seventy years, and in China some cent 11
ries ago. The old exploded dogmas of the John Law school, embraced
in the absurd political economies of the benighted ages, are revived to-day
by the paper money theorists, as "new and brilliant discoveries." It
will, however, be difficult for our American writers in favor of thest<
theories, by any casuistry, to convince a person of plain common sense
that the measures they recommend can be reconciled either to the prin
ciples of honesty and good faith, or to the most sound and obvious views
of expediency. The public and our public men can not forget the results
of the millions of assignats poured forth by those dabblers in the paper
money system, who for a time governed France, and the paper currency
of the American Revolution.
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Fourth.—Revenue frauds and defalcation, inadequately punished, have
prevailed to a deplorable extent. These not only impair the revenue, but
injure our credit and character at home and abroad.
Fifth.—Reckless expenditure of the revenue mis been incurred and
fostered. Gen. Grant's example, in saving a dozen or two of millions in
the War Department, by the reforms he Las introduced, shows what may
be done. Admiral Farragut could doubtless do nearly as much in the
Navy Department, and I venture the opinion that such a work would be
more congenial to the tastes of that distinguished commander than the
useless and very expensivo excursions which he has been compelled to
make by direction of the Navy Department. There should be also a
reduction in the foreign and domestic expenses of the Government.
Sixth.—Paper money theories have exercised a malign power over our
political as well as our social and financial affairs. Both the great
political parties of the country are agitated by these theories. Public
men of integrity, of both parties, who resist the blandishments of paper
money, are denounced. All this is very natural ; for when people see the
magnificent fortunes that have been built up within the last few years
through the factitious influence of paper money, every public man who
ha* any power to bring about such a state of affairs again, that another
circle may be enriched, is considered faithless to his friends if he does not
gamble with the national honor and enable them to become suddenly rich
like their neighbors. Paper money turns the whole country into stock
jobbers and speculators—many have been enabled by these means to
amass fortunes—to become millionaires—they suddenly have splendid
bouses, elegant equipages, give magnificent entertainments, etc. Seeing
all theso dazzling realities issuing from the paper money wand of the
political magician—overpowered by all this splendor—some well meaning
people are inclined to view a " national debt as a public blessing," —to
say " we cannot have too much papar money,"—and it is certain that the
sharper always talks this language.
Seventh.—By a false system of taxation upon foreign imports, aiming
at th'e so called protection of home industry, we unduly stimulated
domestic manufactures, and the greediness for gain of those who urged
that false system, even at a time when we were struggling for our national
existence,—overlooking revenue for protection,—having thus overreached
itself, it is painful to read the humble confessions which these people are
now making. It is a remarkable phenomenon in economical science, that
the theory in favor of protection to home industry should be found to go
hand in hand with the theory in favor of paper money. These " twin
relics of barbarism" continue to have their followers among our leading
public men, men who are leaders in legislation and literary culture. It is
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vain to argue with them that the increased cost of production under an
inflated paper currency is certain to increase prices above any tariff or
duties that can be collected, and thus nullifies protection; that a paper
currency unduly inflated drives away that proper reserve of coined money
upon which the wealth and credit of every nation forming a part of the
civilized commercial world are founded ; and that the best protection
which home industry can obtain is that found in a uniform standard of
value composed of the world's currency. Our incessant and injudicious
vacillations in currencies and tariffs have occasioned innumerable ills in
our favored land. But at last the cry of ruin and despair has been sounded
in the Senate Chamber by the successor of a senator whose tariff on wood
screws immortalized that branch of industry, and the confession of the
foremost manufacturer of New England is now published, that we are
closing the foreign market, as well as the home, against ourselves by our
persistent adherence to falso theories.
Eighth.—Overtrading has had no small share in producing the recent
adverse turn in financial and commercial affairs throughout the com
mercial world generally. Our vast issues of paper money (concealing the
duties of industry and economy required to aid us in going through a
destructive war upon our own soil) stimulated overtrading in this country,
notwithstanding the war. Other nations felt the influence which our
paper money exerted in driving away to them our coined money.
England first, then France, launched out in great speculations, many of
them founded upon expectations of seeing us torn to pieces as a nation,
prepared to fall a prey to the first conqueror that should arrive here from
Europe, and the triple alliance of the crowns of France, England and
Spain against poor distracted Mexico was deemed to presage our early
doom. The reaction in England has been terrible ; and in France, the
vast credit system, composed of the Credit Mobilier and its proteges, is
shaken to its very foundation. The revulsion has extended far into Asia.
Northern Germany has been spared, thanks to her good sense in main
taining a pure standard of value. She has even risen to great emineuce,
reconstructipg the unity of her people, and extending to us, through her
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MEASURES HERETOFORE PROPOSED FOR RECONSTRUCTING
ECONOMICAL AFFAIRS.

OUR,

Numerous measures, or plans, to restore our economical affairs to a
haaltby condition have recently been promulgated.
The following brief recapitulation of these plans embraces the most
important of those which have come to my notice :
First.—You have in your Message sounded the key note of al|
measures for restoring to the nation a system of sound financial economy ^
in these words : " the restoration of the currency to the standard estab
lished by the Constitution." To this suggestion you have added the four
following :
Second.—A revision of the revenue system—suppression of frauds, and
the policy of looking more to the taxation of luxuries.
Third.—Ketrenchment and reform.
Fourth.—Economy.
Fifth.—Restoration of the United States upon kthe principles of tho
Constitution.
The Secretary of the Treasury proposes measures of a kindred nature,
immediately connected with this department, viz. :
Sixth.—The funding or payment of the interest-bearing notes and a
continual contraction of the paper currency.
Seventh.—The maintenance of the public faith in regard to the public
debt.
Eighth.—The restoration of the Southern States to their proper rela
tions to the Federal Government.
Ninth.—The creation of a consolidated stock, or issue of an omnibus
loan, for two thousand millions^ at six per cent., one sixth of the interest
to be kept back aud paid half yearly to the State?, according to popula
tion, as a compromise of the new question of State taxation ; this new
stock to be issued to redeem the Five-Twenties, etc., as these latter mature.
The Comptroller of the Currency urges with great force this most
important measure as regards the circulating notes of the banks, viz. :
Tenth.—To have all national bank notes redeemed at a common centre.
Eleventh.—Hon. R. J. Walker proposes (in au excellent paper, full of
r. search and important suggestions,) a two hundred and fifty million loan
in Europe, with which to procure gold enough to resume specie payments.
Twelfth.— Hon. John D. Van Buren, of this State, proposes to pay
seven and three-tenths percent, interest in paper on the Five-Twenty bonds)
instead of six per cent, in coin, and accumulate gold in the Treasury to
resume specie payments with.
Thirteenth.—Senator Morrill's bill proposes to require National Banks
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to accumulate the gold interest received on the Five-Twenties, but provide*
for die sale of any gold in the Treasury exceeding seventy-five millions.
Fourteenth.—A pamphlet, entitled "The National Banks and their
Circulation," has been circulated anonymously, urging the withdrawal of
the bank notes and the issue of more legal tender irredeemable paper,
"to buy up and cancel three hundred millions of the debt."
Fifteenth.—Another plan has been published, proposing the sale of
Government demand notes redeemable in coin, and receivable as coin, at
the highest premium obtainable.
Sixteenth.—A plan, similar to the fourteenth above named, proposes to
contract the legal tender notes, when the bank notes are all withdrawn,
until gold becomes par in the legal tender paper.
Seventeenth.—" A Board of Currency" has been si-ggested, to be com
posed of the Secretary of the Treasury and experts in financial affairs, to
regulate the currency and the debt.
REVIEW OF THE FOREGOING MEASURES REASONS FOR APPROVING SOME
AND REJECTING OTHERS.
Your own suggestions—the first five—are indispensable to the restora
tion of our whole economical system to a normal condition ; and the next
three, Nos. 6, 1 and 8, proposed by the Secretary, being nearly or wholly
identical in spirit with the first five, are important. But the ninth, which
has been reproduced in part in Senate bill No. 207, proposes to distribute
among the States a part of the interest, to be collected from the people in
taxes. The principle of exempting the National debt from State taxation
has prevailed throughout our whole history, and for obvious reasons, once
admit that taxes may be collected by the States upon the National debt,
or that subsidies shall be collected from the people and paid to the State;,
under a shadow of right in these States to tax the National debt, and
there will be no end to projected National debts and projects of wars to
create National debts; the admission will grow into a right, and one more
element of evil will be placed in that Pandora's Box, which political
dsmagoguism opens and closes at will. State taxation of the National
debt implies State sovereignty, nullification, secession. Senate bill No207 also proposes to maintain the issues of legal tender paper at a max
imum of four hundred millions, of which fifty millions may be kept in the
Treasury to buy in bonds for an equal amount, and the bonds may be
^old to replace the fifty millions, as the public may desire. This would, I
presume, in practice, keep the bonds about at par in the legal tender paper,
and maintain the inflation of the paper money at a rate corresponding
very nearly with what it is now, preventing any approach to specie pay
ments. As for the sinking fund system proposed in this bill by the
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Finance Committee of the Senate, we have already had one and discarded
it. Why make ourselves ridiculous by enacting another ? Sucli systems
are becoming obsolete, from the fact that any nation having surplus
money on hand can readily buy up and cancel its obligations, as the ac
cumulation of such surplus may render practicable. But if any sinking
fund is instituted, why not that already on the statute book? Why a
new one? A provision is inserted in this bill for a foreign loan, interest
and principal payable in Frankfort or London, at a rate of exchange
equivalent to " five francs for a dollar." Now, if this provision is intended
'o control the rate of exchange for years to come, it is simply absurd,
because the natural laws of trade are paramount to any law of Congress;
and this determination of a rate of exchange for the future, may prove a
serious embarrassment until abolished by some future. Congress. If we
are to borrow by means of a foreign loan, it would seem more dignified
to make our obligations in our own National currency, and leave the
Secretary of the Treasury to exercise his judgment in negotiating, the
exchanges on the most favorable terms ; (indeed, the interest should
always be made payable in the United Stales); and as to limiting the
amount of loans to be negotiated abroad, it should be remembered that
taxing our National loans in any form will tend to lessen the ability of
our own people to hold them, and act as a premium to foreign holders to
invest in them, so that if Congress thus taxes the loans and sanctions
foreign loans, sound policy would seem to dictate that a larger amount
than five hundred millions should be permitted to take that form. If we
tax our loans, we shall drive them abroad to foreign countries. As to the
contraction of the currency, proposed by the Secretary, the House of
Representatives has already decided to oppose it, and Senate bill No. 207
evidently looks to a practical maintenance of the paper money inflation
and the premium on gold at existing amounts. No immediate approach
to specie payments is possible, if these measures are to prevail without
any checks. We shall continue to flounder on amid the storms and
wrecks of irredeemable paper money. The tenth measure, redemption of
bank notes at a common centre, would check redundancy of bank issues
to some extent, and tend to aid in keeping the banks from deranging
trade and commerce with expansions and contractions ; and if Senator
Morrill's proposition, which I have urged in former years,—that the banks
keep the coin received for interest on the bonds,—were adopted, it would
aid in preparing the banks foi resumption.
The eleventh suggestion would unquestionably give us speedy resump
tion, if the gold could be obtained from Europe, which seems to be more
than questionable. So large a sum, drawn within a short period from
Europe, might prove very injurious to the financial systems prevailing
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there, now in a condition to require unusually large accumulations, so
great are the distrusts and apprehensions remaining from the late disasters
in economical affairs. As to the twelfth, I should not advise the slightest
deviation from the promises made to the public creditors; but the pro
posed accumulation of gold in the Treasury, if possible without such
deviation, is very desirable. Senator Morrill's bill proposes to sell air.
gold that may accumulate over seventy-five millions, and I presume that
it is his intention to go on contracting the government issues, taking in
and destroying the "greenbacks" received from gold sales, and compi
ling the banks to accumulate gold, preparatory to resumption when the
whole amount of the "greenbacks" outstanding is reduced to seventy-five
millions, the amount of gold in the Treasury. I assume this to be the
Senator's complete plan, although I may bo mistaken. It would bring
us to specie payments, slowly but surely. The fourteenth plan would
give us an inflation of three hundred millions more of legal tender, bat
as tfe bank issues would first be withdrawn and destroyed, we would first
of all have a violent revulsion, analogous to, but more vast than that
which followed the removal of the deposits from the old United States
Bank, enabling all who held ready money to buy up the property of
unfortunate bankrupts, at low prices, during the revulsion, and then to
«ell out again, in a year or so, at the high prices of the great inflation.
This plan would rob a great part of the people of their property, to enrich
another part It would rob the debtor class first : then the small
dealers and the people in middling circumstances, and drive the poor
into almshouses. It would be one of the most stupendous robberies ever
perpetrated by the diabolical enginery of an irredeemable government
paper money. The fifteenth plan would be impracticable, I apprehend,
from the fact that the Government notes receivable and payable as gold
would be very likely to degenerate into an irredeemable paper currency
no better than the ordinary " greenbacks."
A " Board of Currency " might be so organized as to secure the eiperience and skill of experts, yet the ascendancy of partizan organization*
in all such bodies is so great, that it would, no doubt, degenerate into an
organized prooaganda for visionary dogmatists in some false economical
science dug out of the antiquated and exploded theories of benighted
times.
OPINIONS AND SUGGESTIONS OF THE WHITER LEGISLATE A8 LITTLE AS
POSSIBLE THE NATURAL LAWS OF TRADE THE BE8T LAWS PBBSEBVK
THE PUBLIC FAITH ECONOMY RETRENCHMENT, ETC.
My own opinion is that we have more to undo than to do in legislation
upon our economical affairs. Our true policy is to legislate as little *w
possible, and to rely on the natural laws of trade and a firm support of
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the public faith, with economy and retrenchment, and a conciliatory
policy in restoring peace and encouraging industrious habits throughout
the country. We are suffering from our past errors, as well as f^om a
calamitous war, and from a great revulsion which has spread throughout
the commercial world ; and we should be careful in our legislation not to
attempt too much, for if any one truth has been more triumphantly
established than another by the experience of modern society, it is that
the government which governs least is the best. Laissez /aire should be
our motto. A people taught to look to their government, in managing
economical affairs, can never be contented or happy. Such government
undertakes too much. It exposes itself to censure for misfortunes
incident to natural laws which it cannot control. It exposes itself to
blame, also, for misfortunes which fall upon individuals from their own
errors of judgment or uncontrollable passions.
Every element of nature is working in our favor, and nothing but per
sistent adherence to the great error of attempting to force the laws of
nature to become subservient to the laws of Congress, can repress our
recuperative energies, with the blessing of Providence. The natural
resources of the country will be best developed by leaving the people as
free as possible to apply their own skill and industry in that work. It is
the uncertainty of the future, when government undertakes to regulate
everything, that unsettles industry, trade, commerce and finance. As to
the basis of our currency, we are producers of the precious metals. One
or two years' product of our mines alone would be a sufficient basis, with
the coin supposed to be already in the hands of the people or in the
Treasury, to place our finances at par with the world's currency. And
while it is universally admitted that it is a waste of capital to keep on
hand more of the precious metals than enough to form that
basis, it is proved by all experience that is the highest
economy that a nation can adopt to keep a sufficient amount of
these metals to constitute that basis, which is the foundation of a nation's
economical system, as well as the measure of its credit. Our increase in
numbers and wealth will gradually restore our currency to par, if freed
from Government interference. If the existing depreciation or discount
(twenty-five percent.) on our paper money be accurately measured by the
current premium (thirty-three per cent.) on gold, the progress of our
population being at an increase corresponding very nearly to three per
cent, per annum compounded annually, will in comparatively few years
work up the paper money to par with coined money ; and the increase o^
gold throughout the commercial world is a powerful element in our favor
prices of commodities and property in real money being gradually forced
up in every civilized nation, by this increase of gold, toward our high
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paper money prices. It has been estimated that we have at this moment
hoarded within our own borders two hundred millions in gold and silver,
but *his estimate is probably too high. Even if we have only a hundred
millions thus hoarded, with a hundred millions in the Treasury and the
banks, we are much nearer cash resumption than is generally supposed.
To get out this hoarded gold, the main thing wanted is confidence in
speedy resumption and in the credit cf the Government. Hence every
political measure, as well as every economical and financial measure that
Congress can pass to inspire confidence, is an addition to the resources of
the country. The country needs rest. We have passed through trials
and aftTctions almost unparalleled. Let us hope that brighter days are
dawning upon us.
In venturing to f-ubmit the following suggestions to yourself and Con
gress, as I have been urgently requested to do by members of both
Houses, permit me again to refer approvingly to those measures which
you have proposed, numbered one to five inclusive, in the foregoing
recapitulation. From these, with such modifications as experience has
dictated, I have drawn the following as substitutes for, if not embracing,
all the other measures to which I have alluded in that recapitulation.
1. Maintain the highest standard of value possible in the Government
paper money by permitting it to be funded. In other words, if the
forcible contraction must be repealed, then repeal the law prohibiting the
finding of the legal tender paper money : permit the funding of it in the
natural way, in some interest-bearing stock.
In all the funding operations of the Government, when any loan is to
be negotiated, good faith would seem to require that publicity which
accompanies the receiving of bids for the loan. This was the custom
prevailing all through our history until the breaking out of the late rebel
lion. The sum of twenty millions is proposed to be paid by Senate Bill
No. 207 for the expense of negotiating and printing. It seems a waste of
money to pay for negotiating loans which could be disposed of by public
bids. The policy of private negotiation always exposes a government and
its officers to charges of favoritism.
As to any alteration in our coined money, to assimilate it to other
nations', the Act making such alteration should provide that it shall apply
only to contracts made or entered into after the passage of the Act, and
that contracts may be made in such new coinage, notwithstanding the
legal tender paper money act.
2. Instead of a two thousand million consolidated loan, as proposed in
Senate Bill No. 207, which appropriates twenty million* for negotiating
and the expense of issuing the bonds, I would vindicate the public faith
by correcting the error made in the unfortunate phraseology of the Five
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Twenty bonds, exchanging new bonds exactly the same in all respects
payable in coin for the old ambiguously-worded bonds, precisely as an
honest man would correct an error made in the wording of his note, and
at the same lime authorize "A Specie Resumption Loan " ft such rate of
interest and such number of years to run as the Secretary could dispose
offor gold, at not less than par, with the view of drawing out the hoards
of gold in the country into the Treasury, without fixing any limit as to
the time when specie payments shall be resumed, except when the gold
in the Treasury equals in amount the notes outstanding. My hope is
that such a loan would be readily taken, slowly, perhaps, at first, but
with very great rapidity as the opportunity approached its close. The
gold going into the Treasury would not, I apprehend, remain long before
resumption became practicable, easy, and beneficial to all interests. The
banks and the people would send to the Treasury and get gold for the
legal tenders tbey might hold, and these latter, as they went into the
Treasury, would be destroyed, the banks resuming, and Government
having paid for its notes in coin, would therefter cease to interfere with,,
the currency, and be freed from the most dangerous and seductive powerand influence of paper money. Our currency thus resuming its speciebasis, the bank reserves would be in coin, and no more legal tender paper
money would exist; and although the legal tender paper law might
remain unrepealed upon the statute book, it would have been practically
repealed by the operation of nature's own laws. All other financial
questions would thus be adjusted. Industry, trade and commerce would
arouse themselves with giant power all over the land. Our new States
would resume their career of rapid growth ; and the India and China
trade, now awaiting the completion of the Pacific Railroad (which is
already open to the edge of the great gold and silver mining regions),
would probably be crossing the continent immediately after, if not before,
our resumption of specie payments.
3. As to our national banking system, it has been greatly improved
since it was first established, and it is unquestionably still susceptible of
much further improvement. Prompt redemption at one common centre>
as recommended by the Comptroller, will partially do away with that
most deplorable stigma of an irredeemable currency, which to some extent
now rests, and until we resume cash payments will continue to rest, upon
the system. We must, I suppose, have a circulating medium in some
way, and although the banks get interest on the bonds they deposit with
the Government, they pay back in taxes, or lose by the reserves they keep
a full equivalent for the interest they receive ; but I do not see any
necessity for giving them large deposits of the publio money without
interest, and in this respect, also, I would suggest an amendment of the
13
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law. Nor do I see any injustice, but great wisdom, in each bank being
required to prepare for resumption by keeping in hand the gold received
from interest on the public stocks, until the specie in hand amounts to
twenty per cent, of the capital, such specie to constitute part of the reserve
required by law ; and experience proves that serious abuses might be cor
rected by provisions being put into the Banking Law for all the capita!
stock of each bank, and every subsequent increase of capital to be paid op
in full before the delivery of the circulating notes to which the bank ma;
be entitled, and for each bank to have double the paid up capital that it
has circulating notes ; for it is evident that the law as it now stands foster*
the creation of banks to get the profits of circulation without capital and
without any benefit to the coubtry.
4. The selling of gold from the Treasury should be public, as the secret
sales only enable individuals to speculate upon the community. Ten
days' notice of each sale should be given, and the sale should be by public
auction. Until cash payments are resumed, if the funding of the green
backs and a resumption loan be authorized as suggested, it would be
advisable to leave it with the Secretary of the Treasury to dispose at pub
lic auction of surplus gold accumulating from customs, in his discretion
the amount received for the resumption loan, however, to be held intact
for the payment of the Government paper money.
In conclusion, permit me to observe that I have kept steadily in view,
in my suggestions, the release of the Government and people from the
curse of an irredeemable paper money, and the release for active use and
to promote trade of the gold now hoarded. I grant, as before intimated,
that the keeping of a reserve of coin in a public treasury is a waste of
capital in a certain sense. But such reserve in banking institutions, undtr
specie payments, becomes at once an available capital, accessible to the
people, a stimulant to every kind of economical progress aud industrial
development, and the foundation of a nation's prosperity. It is this
foundation that our national banking system provides for, and in order to
secure it, the only requisite is that Government shall put itself upon that
foundation by redeeming its own notes in coined money on demand.
Under a faithful adherence to the policy thus indicated, I am persuaded
that the credit of this Government would stand higher than that of any
other on earth—making allowance for the higher rates of interest prevail
ing in a new country like ours, and that its loans could be negotiated
upon most favorable terms to meet all maturing obligations as tbey might
fall in to be redeemed, our long five per cents going to a handsome
premium (thus providing the means to buy up our maturing six per
cents), because the world would see that our political and financial affiius
were established upon the firmest foundation known among men.
I have the honor to be, with the highest consideration,
Tour obedient servant,
James Gallatin.
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t NSW ORLEANS, JACIS0N AND GREAT NORTHERN RAILROAD.
In the Magazine of February, 1867, ye noticed at large the finances of
this Company for the year ending November 80, 1866. We now give
an analysis of the report for the year 1866-67. This road extends from
New Orleans, La., to Canton, Miss., a distance of 206 miles. The rolling
stock in use at the close of 1865-66 and '67 compares as follows:
Locomotive*
Passenger Can

t«8.
10 '««.
21 '67.25 || Baggare, 4c., Car*
7 19 26 | Fte ght and mock Cars

'65.S '66.9 '67.
tl
TO 236 411

The increased capacity of movement, here shown, is very large. Since
November 30, 1866, four engines have been rebuilt in the Company's
shops and ten thoroughly repaired. Of the additional freight and stock
cars, 137 were constructed on the line of the road by private manufacturers.
It is thus obvious that the Company are in a position to supply their
wants from immediate sources. The earnings and expenses for the past
two yean compare as follows :
Passengers
Freight
Malls.
Total
Net revenue

1865 TO.
69.'-o $485,049"
1866-67.99
.'wm
JDW
'$426,760 -9
1,090,958 0* 874,560 74
15,329
15,829 02
28,325 00
$1,538,042 58 $1,387,985 00
1.146,774 64 767,782 98
$886,267 89 $680,152 02

1865-66.
1866-67.
Way.::i;..w<...
$510,020 35 $282,568 49
Cars
81,947 69
62,100 09
Motivcpower. ...... 949,815 92 918,797 66
Transportation
960,473 79 176,122 27
Depots and Htatloae. 92,895 77
15,476 62
Penonal Injuries.... 16,262 20
Mock Damage. ...... 7,693 92
7,787 95
$1,146,774 61 $757,782 08

Both earnings and expDnses, especially the latter, are less in 1866-67
than in the previous year ; the net revenue gains in the meanwhile by
$243,884 1 3, or more than 63 per cent. This surplus has -enabled the
Company to pay off a large portion of the debts outstanding at the com
mencement of the year, and. carry on with comparative ease their material
and financial operations. The financial condition of the Company as
per balance shteta-of November 30, 1866 and 1867, is shown in the fol
lowing abstract:
1666.
1867.
Increase. Decrease.
Capital Stock
$4,697.457 33 $4,742,167 91 $44,699 58 $
Piist Mortgage Bonds
2,741,000 00 2,741,000 00
...
Second Mortgage Bonds
241,000 00 1,01»,000 00 778,000 00
........
Bills payable...153,66868
188,07028
..
15#»S 35
Smalfnotes payable
127,488 20
112,839 80
19,148 40
Chickasaw School Fund
20,000 00
200,000 00
Mississippi Three percent Fund.... . 20,000 00
20,000 00
'
V. S. Government purchases
100 144 01
18,099 69
82,044 41
Korcira K. H. Balancea
.'
49,067 35
41,214 88
.......
853 01
Pay
RoH
Account.4,552
10
7,494
08
9,941
98
i 'i .
■ vi i- sv
.
.
mm m
a tot wi
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Against which are charged as follows :
Koad and appnrtenancee
.$6,184,172 12 $",240,561 B5 $56,489 4S $
Locomotivts, Care ai;d Tools
1,386,874 67 1,482,953 !>7
96,079 40
CouponsonlstMortgagc
Bonds'....
.
1
001f 991,790 17
Coupons on 2d mortgage Bonds... . (■ 927,449 83 ]f 1,828,440
65,000 00
ConponB on Keal Estate Tax Ho»ds. j
I 28,800 00 J
First Mortgage Bond Sinking Fund ...
" 470 00
470 00
Discounts on bonis
909,80 r 84
009.800 84
Interest and Exchange
716,088 66
855,868 07 110,275 41
Advertising & Printing & Commission 483,149 11
291,097 23
7.S48 12
7.J48 12
Tares, Contingencies 4 Legal Expen's 168,574 02
217,428 08 48.854 ul
slaves and Redaction of Stock
26,098 22
34,690 82
8,597 10
Foreign Railroad Balances & Ac'ts. . . 1
f 49,596 65 1
V. 8.1*ost
Office Department
3,190 00
OT vl
„
Cotton
Purchases..:?.
ff 157'B 2 95 \ 28,486
89 if
81
Sundrv Accounts „
J
I 78,577 58 J
RoadExpensss
4,777,016 61 5,634,799 59 757,782 98
Bills Receivable (partly for Mies.')
/
1
Stock subscription
I 815,682 41 J 280,665 01 r
Current Accounts
J
t 71,87' 46 j
13,287 94
Confederate States' Obligations
983,602 62
963,602 52
Cash on hand Nov. 80
81,248 08
82,878 61
1,1»48
Total
$16,866,649 89 $18,935,275 72 $2,068,626 83 $.
The following shows the disposition of the mortgage bonds, of which
3,000 of each class are authorized :
,
1st Series
,,
2d Series
,
1866.
1867.
1866.
1887.
Sold
$2,741,000 $2,741,000
$241,000 $1,019,000
Pledged to State offc-JS
200,000
2t0,000
Pledged for notes
68,000
6fi,00O
Unsold and on hand
1,19:,000
415,1X0
Cancelled by Slnklug Fund
69,000
59,000
Cancelled & destroyed
1,600,000
1,500,000
Total
$3,000,000 $3,000,000 $3,000,000 $3,000,00J
The floating debt at the same dates consisted of the following items and
amounts :
1866.
1867.
Increase. Dec-ease.
Bills payable (excl. int )
$163,668 63 $188,070 28 $
$16,698 35
Loins from Mississippi
220,000 00 220,000 00
Interest on ditto to Oct. 1
61,000 00 80,000 00 16,000 00
Small issues
127,48* 20 112,339 80
15,148 40
TJ.
S. balances
100,144
Roao
balances
28,152 01• 2 12,974
37,754 59
10 9,601 83 87.16J 42
Pay Rolls
1,69} 26
1,692 !5
Personal
29,244 82 10,800
23 4.000 CO 18,444 59
•' accounts
" Interest 00
4.000 00
Internal revenue tax
2,783 97 2,7t<5 97
Bank Conpon Account
6,19139 6,19138
TotalNov.80
$724,390 18 $524,916 86 $
$99,47383
The amounts due on pay rolls, and for materials Nov. 30, 1867, are not
included in the above, as they are about covered by cash on hand and avail
able credits.
•
Regarding the general financial status of the company at the close of
1866-67 the President remarks as follows:
"The holders of our bonds in England and the- United States an gradually
coming into the arrangement made with the English bondholders in 1866, to wit.:
To deposit with Trustees the matured coupons held by them of the first mortgage
bonds of the company, including the coupons doe 1st July, 1836, and to receive in
lieu thereof the second mortgage bonds of the company at par. In case of failure on
the part of the company to meet their obligations in the payment of the interest of
the second mortgage bonds thus issued, or on the first mortgage bonds (commencing
with-the coupons due Jan. 1,1837), the bondholders to rf claim their first mortgage
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bond coupons aud surrender the second mortgage bonds, which were issued for them ;
thus placing them in their original position, with their first mortgage lien on the road.
" We have already funded (to Dec. 1, 1867) -23,910 coupons, • r (698,000 worth, in
this city (New Orleans) and the Trustees in London have funded to the extent of
10.fi10 coupons, or $26*>,O0O worth ; there remaining to be funded of the entire
amount about. $253,000.
"Hie total amonnt of rolling stock purchased of the Government, in 1885, is about
♦200,000, which has been reduced to about W 4,000 still due on the 30th Nor. last.
"The floating debt is bo arranged that we have no doubt of being fully able to pay
it without ary inconvenience.
" The debt due to the State of Mississippi <#220 000), and interest to Oct. 1, 1867,
on the same ($80,000) we hope to be able tof und or arrange in a satisfactory manner.
" Nothing has yet been done towards the settlement of the s oall note issue of the
company—$112,889 80; but we tru9t our receipts, during this season and the next,
will warrant its gradual redemption.
*The total indebtedness of the cimpany (floating and bonde') including all «stitnated interests on personal accounts and matured bills payable, can not now exceed
$•4,750,000, and there can be no doubt that, with receipts moderately estimated at
$I,5(JO,000 per annum, we can devote a large sum t .wardi the ultimate liquidation
of the entire amount, after paying running expenses and a liberal interest on the
debt, besides gradually increasing still more the rolling stock of the road."

INVESTMENTS OF THE NEW YORK SAVINGS BANKS.
The following summary gives the amount and the per cetit of each
class of investments of all the savings banks of New York State, as re
ported for th-e 1st of January, 1867 :
Bonds and mortgages
U. S. Stocks and Treasury Notes
New York State Stocks
City, County and Town Bonds
Bonds of other States
Other Securities
Deposited in Bnnks, Trust Co.'s, &c
Kept in vault
'.
Loaned on Stock on other Securities .. .
Otherwise invested
Total
Due depositors
Surplus

Amount
(31,112,108
48,723,419
7,760,932
23,167,788
8,922,321
947,423
8,628,517
3,193,943
5,575,500
2,648,300

Per cent.
22
34 4-10
6 2-10
16 3-10
6 3-10
7-10
6 1-10
2 2-10
3 9-10
1 9-10

1141,680,313
131,769,074
$9,911,230

6-90

Forty-nine million dollars in United States Bonds are now held by the
savings banks of this State.
There are in the State nearly one hundred savings banks—some of
them organized during the present month —and of this number twentyfive are in the city of New York and ten in Brooklyn.
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PHILADELPHIA 8T0CI LIST FOI 1H7.
The following table, prepared by Bowen A Fox, of Philadelphia, shows the flue
tuatiooi of the stock market io that city for the year 1867.
Highest
Lowest
Amour'
Stocks.
Price. Sale, Price. Date.
Fold.
Philadelphia's, o.'tf
ftjtf t-ept. IS 98 June 4 708,801)
do
rs, new
1«X April 80 9SX Jove 4 S,675,it»
do . 5'»
**
Sept 11 83 Mar. 13 lul.999
reunsyiTsnU 6's, tra»B
;-.*00X April 29 98 Jan. 4 886,808
do
St, coop
J00_ Aa(. 7 87X Jan. 24 308.588
do
6*8, coup
10JX Jan. 18 Ma) Jaa. 14 189X899
Oct. 80 lplX Oct. 30
50ft
Pennsylvania 6's, 1st series
. . .„
- . 104>» Dec. 98
April 3 374,400
16 ' 7*1 X April 16 134.986
3o
6's. 2d
do
!»>.
■do
«X
8d do
106X 'Nov.
Oct. 61 . 109 May 31 591.sue
A'leghalrjCo.Cosai.5's ......
,
► . 77
Mar. 14
Oct. 18 iua,i*>
40,nor>
d->
Comp. B's
8'X Mar. 4 . 72X
78 Not. 23
do . Scri p . . .
Mai. 18 72X Aug. 31
7,950
do
City 4X's
Mar. 9 59 Mar. ■ •
2,080
Pittsburgh's ...........
75
Mar. 19 70X t-ept. 13
25.2(0
do 6's
Jan. 89 90 Feb. 13
m
13.000
Illy 19 50 Jaly IS
do ft
50
:,7ot>
do Scrip
13
April 15 70X Mar. 21
67*
tfew Jersey 6's
108* July 29 9»X
Jan. 23 193,010
Camden & Amboy Railroad ..>
.•va!f".1*ii> Mar. 89 122X Oct. 80
6,402
do
do Scrip
"
99
Sept 7 46 Jan. 7
3.634
do 6's, 1870
96X Dec. 87 98 Jaly 5
do
r7,'S0
do
do 6's, 1S7B
Mar. 9 86 June 7
W
38.000
July 30 84 Not. SO 159.GTJ
do
do 6's, 1388
W
do
rrr:
:.. roy April 15 83X Dec. 1 180.030
do 6's, 1869
do
April 26 90 Jan. 1 <*O8.70t>
98
to Mortg., 1889
I3.96S*
Pennsylvania Railroad
58Jt April 29 4«X >OV. 13
Dec. 81 97L lull 3 350.000
do
latnorteace..i. .>>....<-. .>>. 4>.. 101
MO. 28 MX not. 13 ae6,ooo
do
2d do
..\..T.. »8
May 81 51 May 39
e->
Scrip
«
Reading Railroad
,
»?. July 26 47X f ee. 14 553,247
Aug.. 5 •8 April; 87
do Vs, 1870...*.;
.
•
S
88,100
M»y 10
do 6's, 1871
•*
X Feb. 85
ttve
Feb, 26 i 89X July 16 136,50ft
Reading R.ilroad, 6's, 1880
*
**
do 6's, 1886
VSS. , Jan. £9 100 April 17
5,000
forth Pennsylvania Railroad
i J9X Jaa. 10 31 I Not. 7.
2.8C4
Jury 87 85 AprU 1
do
do
Scrip
W
B.442
do
do
6's
i
90* Feb. 8 86 Oct. SO 161.600
Feb. 87 110 Not. 13
do
do
Ch»t. 10's
_
119
29.00l>
Lehigh Valley Railroad
S7X ■ Jaa.. & 49X Hot. 'IS
13.7E5
_cToi„ Pref
«.. >
a68
Dee 6 68 Dec. 6
S
Dec. 27 15 Mur. SO
do
(-crip
-"" J!
8.814
do' 6's, 1870
98... i"eb. 1* !«X May 14 114.8T«
"Philadelphia and Erie Railroad
SIX Jan. 9 83* Nov 11
77,405
do
do 6's
96X Aag. « 89X Not. 1 197,tlnf>
PhliadelpWa and Trenton RR
i-jv.'S . , June 26 128 Oct. 80
17s
Mar. » 9» Mar. 19
do
do 6's
W
l.oro
Willlamsport sad Klmlra RR
30
April as . 80 . Jan. -.6
6K
Sept. 23 48 Feb. 14
do.
do Pref
48
S^S
do
*• 6's
**X May 3 60 Not. »
8.500
do <
do Ts
91X Feb. 28
Jaly. 1
2:^oo>
••.101
Little Bchuvlktll Fallioad
« ' Feb. 18
Not. 6
do ' "to P's
98
Feb. 18 m Msy 4
5,i00
CaUwisak Railroad
14
Feb. 15
8X May 30
law
do Pref
*J»n.' 9 * 19X Not. 15
90,5 S
HarrlnDtrTg Railroad
MX Atsg. IS 51 Not. 35
7C
do 6's
..
Jl
S8.50I
April •15l • 89'tf NaT. 15
-Jane
Wilmington Railroad
.'. 66
68X - June-81
WJT
Oct. 19 96 Oct. 1»
do 6'a
-. . J6
8,00ft
Camden and Atlantic Railroad
9X '►apt'. 18 * '9* * 'Msr. S
26
do
<"» Pref
89
AprU 4 FIX June 6
ro«
Not. 14 75 Nor. 14
do
do Sdmort...
75
ia,ow»
Norrlstown Railroad
J5X Aug. 19 B9' ' 'A"Dt!l 3;
1.9!H>
Mlnehill Railroad
JJX Ja y 5 66* Mar. 9»
2,37'J
North Central Railroad
4/X Feb. 14 4i« Oct. 96
4.540
West Chester Hailroad
IS
Mar. 18 15 Mar. 13
- 65.
Jane 9J 96 Jaa. 8&
do
Ts
*»
14,600
June 17 to Juae 17
Ba'tlmore Central RR. Bonds
6»
l.OUO
Feb. 18 80 Feb. 6. 36.' Of)
Bolviderc Delaware RR Bonds ....
86
Dec. 88 t-4 Dec. 18
Camden and Burlington RR. B'da
t
86
i4,ont>
Jan. 15 8SX Not. 9>
Connecting Railroad Bonds
9S
is.ooo
May 6 90 Feb. 86.
Delaware Kailroad Bonds
90
9,io*>
Huntingdon and Broad Top 7's
60X May 81 80 July 19
11.700
Philadelphia and SunbnryVa
96X Jan. 81 91 April 25
&4,99ft
Aug. 6 96 Oct. 18
Sunbnry and Erie Ts
160
M.roo
Jan. ft 77X Dec. 5
Warren and Frank. 7*a
85
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Slocks.
PriceDate, Price. Date.
•ref.Jers
y Rstlroado's.....
90
ray 28 86 Jan 13
Western Pennsylvania RR. 6's
SIX Best 18 75 Dec. 33
Chester Valley Ts
*»X April 8
s
Morris and Essex 7's
98
Feb. 6 a*
Mar. 4 ts Jan. SO
Tioga Railroad Bonds.
96
Schuylkill Navigation Company
88
Not. S
>eb. 6
no
do
Pref
SStf Jan. a 90 Not. 16
do
do Imp. Bonds
88
Jan. 16 83 Jnne 5
Sept. 11 f»X Not. SI
do
do ITs, 1878
99
do
do 6's, 1878
.. *>«
Feb. 6 70 Jnly 1
do
do «,e,1883
80« Jan 15 611 Dec. 81
do
do Boat 6's
80
Feb. at 76 Ang. ST
do
do BostTs
86* Jan. as 70 Dec. 8
Lehigh Navigation Company
65H Jan. 5 84 Not. IS
do
do
Scrip
f»
Jan. N 84 Jane IS
do
do
6's, 1884
MX Jan. 4 80 Not. IS
do
do
6's, 1897
°3tf Oct. 8 n Jnly St
do
do
Gold Loan
Dec. 81 85* Dec. 81
Jan. t> 35 Not. 88
Morris Canal Company
,£f
do Preferred
I** Jan. 18 70 Sept. 85
do 1st mottgage
98
Jan. 89 88 Jaiy 88
May 33 89 May 22
do *d n.ortgage.
t»
do Boat loan
™
Jan. 30 e»« May 16
Sjsqucbanna Canal Company...
i*H Jnne 17 11K Not. IS
do
Scrip.
«
Feb. 15
May 4
do
6'a...'.
<** Jnne 25 60X
68 Not. 5
[ "n ion Canal Com\ any
Vi. April 18
IH May 81
do Preferred
• , April 11
6
*H Feb.
Dec. 4
do 6's
J*X Feb. 16 15*
Deleware Divitlon Canal
6»
Jnly 80 40 Not. 15
do 6's
88
Jan. 10 8B May 15
Caes. & Deleware Canal*
88
Dec. 19 29 Jane 13
May 8 »1X Stpt 10
do (T»
JJ
Wyoming Valley Canal
57J»" Mai 21 87
Dte. 13
do 6's
8*X Feb. 6 75 Not. 14
West Branch Canal
80
Jnly 11 28 May S
do 6's
90
Jan. 18 80 Not. 81
Delaware A Bar. Canal Bonds
88
July SO 88 Jnly 17
. >.u National Bank
71
Nov. SI 68 Feb. 6
Commercial do
68
Oct. 14 MX Nor. 80
Commonwealth do
06
Aog. as 6i Jan. 86
Corn Ex'bangedo
11
July 80 611 Jane 5
ConsolidiUon do
45
Jnne 10 43 Nov. 16
Farm. ds Mcch. do
143
Ang. 19 180 Dec. 8
Oirard
do
80
Sept . *4 55 May 11
Kensington do
HO), Jnly 10 110 Jnne 1
Manufacturers' do
33
April S3 30 Dec. 17
Mech.nc*'
do
33% Feb. 8 »9« Dec. 88
Nor<h America do
211
Oct. 89 232 Apnl 29
North.Liberliesdo
108
April IS
Nov. 88
Penn. National do
80
Sept. 87 %, uec. 31
Philadelphia do
168
Sept. 10 150 -Dec. 10
Soothwark
do
108
Sept. 86 100 Mar, IS
On on National do
MX Ang. 6 60* May 15
We*tern
co
»7
Sept. 4 8S ► ay 11
Nat'lExehange 'o
110
Jan. 11 310 Jan. 11
National Bank of Commerce
10
Oct. 17 70 Oct. 17
Fir t National Bank
1*0
Feb. 14 135 Mar. 80
Third
do
}16
May 3 111 M y 94
Poor.h
do
108
Mar. 89 K18 Mar. 29
y. th
do
108
Jnne 18 103 April 6
Miner.' Bank. PottsTille
55
Mar. 8 65 Mar. 4
State Ba< k at Camden
lu»* Jan. 81 109* Jan. 81
Trento n Binking Company
80
Oct. 8 60 Oct. 8
9d and 3d Streets Railroad
DO
Jan. 5 71 July 9
4th a d 8th
to
*3J£ Mar. 4 26 Not. 33
do
do
bonds
90
May 11 no May 11
Sth and 6 h
do
40
Feb. 7 40 Feb. 7
10tb and fitk do
68
Mar. 85 63 Jnly 81
I4»h an* 15th do
225< Feb. 18 IS Nov. SO
Union Pass- neer Railroad
48
Nov. 11 3»i Jons 6
Ore«n A Coates do
8S
Feb. a ■M Nov. 87
do Ts
87
Dec. 10 87 Dec. 16
Oirard Colleze Railroad
*8)f April 96 26 Jan. IS
K*. -ge Avenue do
13X Feb. 19 f July S
Hestonvi'ie
do
16
Jan 81 »« Not. T
West Philadelphia Railroad
73
April 18 GO Not. 7
Cbes. and Wa>. Sts. do
51J4" J-n. 31 44 June 14
Spruce snd Pine Sts. do
'1
F.b. IS 26 Not. 18
Acxdemv of Mnsic
80
Ang. S3
F.b. 9
Zinc
4»jt Sept. 87 54X
36 June IS
• 1 he par Mine of Ibis stock has been reduced from $t0U to fCO per share.
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Sold.
126,0111
2,0
8,0
7,500
4,488
19,060
6.02A
30,11(1
1,117
160,460
9,8011
51,0611
39,759
846
845,671
23,600
1.00(1
1,881
755
21,0011
5.000
23,700
20,011
8,104
24S,9Ct'
3,65(1
11'4
103,50(1
8,010
86,000
81
42,288
829
28,000
60
18,000
lo.oou
862
711!
87f>
170
179
268
1,427
62
785
2,7%
160
37
91
24:1
84
227
7(1
10
37
13n
55
15
19C
22
4
22
4»
2,312
500
12
87«
6,761
9(4
7H7
10(1
4-5
844
25,889
807
1,088
8,873
ISO
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PHILADELPHIA STOCK LIST FOI 1H7.
The following table, prepared by Bowen A Fox. of PbilaJelphia, shows the fluc
tuatioot of the stock market in that city for the year 1867.
Highest
Lowest
Stocks.
Price. Bate. Price. Date. Anout'
Fold.
Philadelphia
e'l.o'cT
98X
t-ept.
IS
S3 June
708.800
do
«•*, new
1U2J, April SO 9»X
Jnae 44 3,«75,M»
do . 6'«...
«
90
Sept 13 8S Mar. IS 1 «1.900
FeunoTlvanU
5's, coup
trans
100%
29 93
Jan. 244 386,801
do
Vs.
100 •• April
Mir. 1
8TX Jan.
SO*. MR
do
6V, coup
103X Jan. 18 1W Jan. 14 189,359
do1 . 6'ajregis
/.
ii... 101*. Oct. 30 101X Oct. 30
B0>
Pennsylvania 8 s. 1st series
,,
KMX Dec. S8 It] April S 374,400
2o
6'S.Sd do
M6X 'Sor. ll'ltlX April 1* 134,498
(Jo " r>,8d do
10BX Oct. «l 108 May SI 591,800
Alleghany Co. Co«p. 6's
► •.71
Mar. 14 72* Oct. 18
d->
Comp.S's
.
SIX Mar. 4" 73 Not. S3 103.060
40,000
do . Scrip--.
76
Mar. 18 7SX ABg. 31
7,96f>
do
CIt»4>f's
59
Mar. 9 69 Mar. 9
2,0tH>
Pittsburgh's
»
7S
Mar. 19 70X r-e»t. 13
25.8* l>
do 6's
99
Jan. S3 90 Feb. 13
13,0011
do 4's
50
Jaly 19 SO Jaly 19
:,too
do Scrip
78
April 15 TOX Mar. 91
57*
[few Jersey 6's
J.
108X July 99 99X Jan. 28 1S3.0U>
Camden & Amboy Railroad
188X Mar. 29 12SX Oct. 80
6,403
do
do Scrip
99
Sep] t 46 Jaa. 7
3.684
do
do 6's, 1870
96X Dec. ST 93 Jaly 5
17,-ao
do
do 6's, 1875
92
Mar. 9 86 Jane 7
38,0*
do
do 6's, 1888
xii". -. 92
Jaly SO 88 Not. SO IXI.CKi
do
do 6's,18S9
"T.Trr.::. fOV '~Ap>ll 15 S8X Dec. * 180,080
do
det Mortg., 1889
98
April SB 90 Jan. t 498.701>
Pennsylvania Ratlrosd
B8J» April 39 49X >ov. IS (8,96*
do
latmortgage.... .................. 101
Dec. 8) 97. Julr 3 350,000
do
3d" do
!..X.. 98
M». 28 98X Not. 13 386,000
d.i
Scrip
51
May 81 51 May 39
7*
Beading Railroad
MX Jnfy 26 47X £eo 14 558.247
do 'Vs. WTO...V.
97
]1I. ! Ill -April « 83,100
do 6 s 1871
93
M»y 10
X Feb. SB
t.t!C
Reading R.Dread, 8's, 1880
*»'
Fes). 29^ 8»X Jar/ » 136.500
do 6's, 1886.!
105X Jan. S9 100 April 17
5.000
North Pennsylvania Railroad
;W(' Jaa>- 10 SI I Not. 1.
2.e-4
do
do
Scrip
93
July 97 85 April 1
9,4*2
do
do
6*s.f.
90X Feb. 8 86 Oct. 30 181,600
do
do
Ch»t. 10's
119
Tab. » 110 Not. ,13
ES.UOO
Lehigh Valley Failroad
«7X ■ ■ Jan. 5 **X Mot. JS
18,765
- do
Pref
»..
».
68
Dec B 69 Dec. 6
S>
do
r-crln
:
40
Dec. St 15 Mar. 89
8,814
do
6's, 1870
98 . . Feb. 1» !OX May 14 114,6C|,
Philadelphia and Erie Railroad
SIX Jan. 9 SSX Nov 11
77,405
do '
do 6's
-SOX A«sJ. 8 89X Not. 7 197,000
Philadelphia and Trenton RR
18*
June 26 183 Oct. 80
17»
do
do 6's
:.'..*»
Mar. 19 » Mar. 19
l.tXiil
Witllameport and ElmIra RR
..- «... April S3 .80 Jan.
<*
do;
do Pref
49
Sept. 28 49 Feb. 14
tjt
do
d» B's
«SX May 3 60 Not. 9
8.SW
do :
do Ts
97X . Feb, *8 %X
1
Little Schuvlktll Railroad
S»
Feb. IS SJ £ot. S
S.101
do ' "do S7's
96
Feb. IS 98 May 4
6,5011
CatawlBsa
Railroad
v.
14
.
.
Feb.
15
:SX
May
SO
18»
do Pref
8J« Ja4\/ •••1»X £ot. 18
90,5 S
HarrisbflTg Railroad
52X Aa*. IS Bi Not. SB
7S
2S.50I
do 6's
91
April 15 89X Not. IB
Wilmington Railroad
6« '
1 H* i""* *J
WIT
do* 6's
...»
Oct. 19 .95 , Oct. 19
3,00»
Camden and Allantie Railroad
9X *ept H J M«r. »
SB
do
Co Pref
S3
April 4 KX June 6
ros
do
do
Sd
aoort
75
Not.
14
75
Nor.
14
mow*
Norrlstown Railroad
' 85X ' *hg. 19 »• J Jprtl 3
1.9NO
Mlnchill Railroad
5»X J" y » 6«X Mar. 2»
2.37K
North Central Railroad
47X Feb. 14 42X Oct. 3d
4.549
West cheater Kailroad
IB
Mar. 13 15 Jar. 11
do
7's
98
June 3* 98 Jan. SB. M.500
Ba'timore Central RR. Bonds
60
June 17 <» Jnae 17
1.0UM
Bolvldere Delaware RR Bonds
8«
Feb. IS 80 Feb. 6. 36.- 00
CamdenandBnrllDgtonRR.B'da.:.....*
86
Dec. 88 HI Dec. U
14,000
Connecting Railroad Bonds
98
Jan. 15 8SX Nov. » 12,0f»)
Delaware Railroad Bonds
90
May 6 90 Feb. 36 .
Huntingdon and Broad Top Ta
BOX May SI 80 July 10
11.
Philadelphia and Sunbury 7's
9BX Jan. 21 91 April 35
Sunbury and Erie 7'e
100
Aug. 6 9H Oct. 18
Warren and Frank. 7>a
8*
Jan. 9> 77X Dec. B
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Stocks.
Price. Data. Price. Date.
Sold.
»er>.Jers-y Railroad <T»
DO
*»J M 86 Jan 18 120,0lil
Western Pennsylvania BR. 6'*
SIX Sept 18 76 Dec 28
Chester Valley 7>
«X £PrU 6 £X API'1 S
2,000
2,00(1
Morn, and Essex Ts
96
Feb. 6 96 Feb. 6
Tioga Railroad Bonds
«
Max. 4 85 Jan. 80
7,500
9<huylkill Navigation Company
SS
>eb. 6 9% Not. 8
4,40T.
oo
do
Pref
83X Jan. 9 SO Not. 16
Jo
do Imp. Bonda
88
Jan. 16 83 June 6
6.0*1
30.11R
do
do 6'e, 1872
«
Sept. 11 8S* Nor. tl
do
do iTe, 1878
... 7*
Feb. 6 70 July 1
1,217
do
do •*£ 1882
80X Jan 15 60 Dec. 21 160,480
do
do Boat6's
80
Feb. 21 76 Aug. 2T
9,800
do
do BoatTe
86* Jan. 25 70 Dec. • 51,060
Lehigh Navicatlon Company
65X Jan. 5 24 Not. 12
89,759
do
do
BcxipTTT
62
Jan. 29 24 June It
Mt
do
do
6'»,1884;
MX Jan. 4 80 Not. IS 845,571
.to
do
(Ts, 189T
MX Oct. 8 92 July 81
do
do
Gold Loan
8SX Dec. 81 85X Dec. 81
1.0
Morris Canal Company
91
Jan. 29 85 Not. 22
1,361
do Preferred
125X Jan. 16 70 Sept. 25
75T.
do 1st moiteasre
98
Jan. 29 88 Juiy 28 21,00(1
5.000
do 2d n.ortgage,
89
May 23 89 May 28
do Boat loan. .7.
«S
Jan. 80 e9X May 16 23,70(1
20,011
Aiiqucbanna Canal Compaay...
18K June 17 HX Not. 19
8,104
do
Scrip.
65
May 4 60X Feb. 16
245,901)
do
8'a... ".
«8X June 25 68 Not. 6
3,6ST.
fjaion Canal Comt any
9X April 18 IX May 21
2,1-4
do Preferred
1
6
April 11
8X Feb. 6
do 6's
i
S8X Feb. 16 15X Dec. 4 103,5011
8,010
Dataware Division Canal
59
July 80 46 Not. 15
do 8'a
88
Jan. 10 8» May 15 36,000
Cues. £ Delcware Canal*
86
Dec. 19 29 June 13
81
do 6's
91
May 6 91X 8»pt 10 42,28ft
Wyoming Valley Canal
67X Mnr 21 87 DfC 13
829
do 6'8..
86X Feb. 6 76 NOT. 14 22,000
West Branch Canal
80
July 11 28 May 3
60
18,000
do 6'a
90
Jan. 16 80 Nov. 21
Delaware & Rar. Canal Bonds
88
Jolr 20 88 July 17
10,000
862
i ity National Bank
71
Not. 21 68 Feb. 6
713
Commercial do
58
Oct. 14 MX No». 80
370
Commonwealth do
65
Aug. 28 6» Jan. 26
170
Corn Ez' hangedo
71
July 80 66 June 6
179
Consolidition ao
45
June 10 43 Nov. 16
26*
Farm. & Mech. do
14J
Aug. 19 180 Dec. 8
1,427
Oirard
do
60
Sept. 24 55 May 11
Kensington do
1I0X July 10 110 June 1
62
785
Manufacturer*- do
88
April 28 SO Dec. 17
2,T%
Mech.n cs"
do
33X Feb. 6 »9X Dec. 28
160
North America do
247
Oct. 29 232 Apnl 29
North. Liberties do
106
Not. 2k !0o3t April IS
37
91
Penn. National do
60
Sept. 27 5. i>ec. 81
fbilad.lpMa do
166
Sept. 10 160 Dec. 10
243
84
Soathwark
do
108
Sept. 2« 100 Mar. 16
227
Ca an National it
MX Aug. 6 60X May 15
70
Western
oo
97
Sept. 4 88 "-ay 11
Xal'lKxehange 'o
110
Jan. 11 110 Jan. H
10
37
National Bank of Comme rce
70
Oct. 17 70 Oct. 17
1.KI
Fir t National Bank
140
Feb. 14 185 Mar. 80
55
Third
do
116
May 3 111 M-y 24
15
Fourth
do
108
M»r. 29 108 Mar. 29
191'
Sevei lb.
do
106
June 12 103 April 5
22
Miner*' Bank. PottsvUle
6S
Mar. 8 55 Mar. 4
Stat* Bai kal Camden
1093f Jan. 81 109X Jan. 81
4
2-i
Trent, n Banking Company
60
Oct. 8 60 Oct. 8
2d and 3d Streets Railroad
90
Jan. 5 71 July 9
436
2,312
4th a d 8th
co
23^ Mar. 4 28 Not. 23
000
do
do
bonds
90
May 11 90 May 11
5th and 6 h
do
40
Feb. 7 40 Frb. 7
12
10th and 11th do
66
Mar. 25 62 July 81
27«
:4th »a* 15th do
22X Feb. 12 18 r-ov. 20
6,761
914
'.'nioo Pass- nccr Railroad.
48
Not. 11 86 June 6
Green A Costs* do
82
Feb. 2 SO r-oT.27
loo
do Te
87
Dec. 10 87 Dec. 18
Oirard Collese Railroad
28X April 26 28 Jan. 19
4'5
K: ci- Avenue do
18X Feb. 19 7 July 9
244
Hestonvt'le
do
15
Jan 21
9X Not. 7 25,280
West Philadelphia Railroad
78
April 16 €0 Not. 7
207
Cbea. and W'ai. 8ts. do
61X J'« 81 44 June 14
l.OHn
Spruce and Pine Sta. do
'1
F.b. 19 28 Not. 18
2,873
Academy of Music
80
Aug. 23 5SX *•>>. 8
120
'
Zinc
US Sept. 27 86 June 12
* The par value of tbla stock has bees reduced from f.w to f50 per share.
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BOSTON STOCK FLUCTUATIONS.
We are indebted to Mr. Joseph G. Martin, of Boston, for the following
tables of stock fluctuations at the Boston Board of Brokers :
BOBTON NATIONAL BANKS.
^-Dividends
, ^1865.-^ ,—1886 , .—136?.-^
r186«.-. ,-1867.^ Higu.st Highest
Highest l'OS.
... .
Apr. Oct. Apr. Oct. & lowest. Slowest. Alowent Jan.*.
Allan.lc
6 5 6 5 97* 111 105 130 114 121* 1*1
Atlas
5 5 5 6 97 ISO 101 120 10874 1*> 111K
Blackstone
5 6 5 5 105 117
180 119 149* !<8
-oston
5 5 5 6 96* 103 lis
120 Ii8 118 116*
(Old) Boston
5 6 5 5 60 rS 10S
60*
63 6SJ» 67
71
doykiton
6 6 6 6 117* ISO 125 146
141 ISi
Broadway
5 5 5 5 98 103 100 110 131
105
INK
City
4 4 4 4 93* 103' 103 112 115 115K
103*. ins
Colombian
5 5 5 5 105 140 108 119 113 120X
116
Commerce
5 6 5 5 105 116
124* 112* 141* 117X
Continental
5 5 5 5 101 110 110
103
110
107* ISO
Eagle
5 6 4 4 108 »168 119 120
120 no 140 110
Bliot
5 6 .s 5 108* 112'
123* 103 121 106
Everett
3 8 8* 8* New 100 10S
95 114* 104 V
94 V 103 141)
Ei hange
8 6 6 6 125* 134 123
148 142V
Kaneull all
5 5 5 5 115 169 118 144
HkS,
1<5
131*
•first
6 6 8 6 ISO 136 131 152* 144 131
10 161
Freeman's
5 5 6 8 104 ISO 110 121* ISO 111
Ulobo
... 5 5 5 5 118* 150 120 mv 120 131* 141
Hamilton
6 6 6 6 112* 174 114* 1451s 118 128 125
lvO
Hide & Leather
7 7 7 7 115^ 130
144 :33V 145 It!
Howard
5 6 6 6 93* 113 147
ll«
93
108
lit
110*
Market
4 4 4 4 98* 100
115 10", 111* 105
Mifgochusetts
5 5 5 5 107 150 102
120 115 1S5* ISO14
Maverick
4 4 4 4 9114 107 107
100 109* im
OS
Mechanics'
6 5 5 5 100 124 103 vn
Merchants'
..5 5 6 5 10S 118* 106* 115
183* 1117
104* 117
182* 112
114
Mt- Vernon
5 5 0 6 101* 116 lnO 145 90 121* 109
H.ofitedemp
4 4 4 4 100* 108* 100 114* 103* 116* 110
New England
5 6 6 6 110 145 115 129 141* 1S3* 125!,'
S0"n--,
» 6 5 6 9li* 105 100* 120 107* 117* 111
N. America
4* 4* 4 4* 95 125 98 10S* 104 109* W\
Pawners'
4 8* 4 t4 91* IDS* 08 104 96* 104 100
Republic
5 5 6 6 102* 115 112 130 125 1S6 13t>
Severe
6 6 H 6 113* 130 119* 139 148 136 134
Si00™
153 19
Shawmiit ....
t»7* 57* 56 56 140
97* 140*
U;7 133
103*117
110 * 151*
191* 1414,
105
Shoe & Leatu
6 6 6 6 123* 150 1 47 141 121 143 130
S'4'8,4
4
0
5
67
fl05
103
114
80
Its*
5??°Jk
4 4 4 4 113 123 112 121 111* 140 104
111
™™
,
* 8*
* 3*
* 48* 97
119* 110
Traders'
8*
83* 109
105 100
?i* 111%
103* 108
97* 105
US
„ ™»ont
5 5 5 5 105 146 llo* 125 111 143* US*
"nl°n.6 5 5 5 103* 140 112 128* in* 127 121*
Wnshinff.on
6 6 6 6 105 14! 119 ISO 118 1S8 11»
WeD,ter
6 4 4 4 102 115 10S 114* 101* 111 101
• Eagle, actual sale at auction, tept. 23. 1865.
t Dividcn-le July and Jan.
J state, changed par from 60 to 100, la 1865.
KA1LHOAD COHPANIIS.
, Dividends.-—, ,-1866
^-1887 —
Jan. Highest HUbeft 1M\
Par. '68. ^1867 -, '68. & lowes . & lowest. Jai. 2.
. 100 8 54 54 45 115
90 116 112
125
Bo«ton & Maine
1S8V *121
*'*. 100
100 109
116 112*
131 11450 141
Boston & I'rovidence
65 5 146*
»IJ1X
.
5
114*
Boston & Worcester
1*7* 148 139 150 ±138*
. 100 10* 65 5r. 6t
St
Bo't., Con. & M mtreal
. 100 .. 8 3 .. 60 70 70 80 73
Boston. Hart. A Erie
19
8* 17 MM
. 101 ..
Cambridge (horse)
100 H» 4* Jt*
|1* .. 8>5 91 86* 95 9034
. WO
v*peCoi... ...
8* 64 73 »63 70 •««
■ 60 6S 5 8* 'a*
. 100 2* 2* 0 s 43 61 54* 65 »WX
'
. 60 8 6 r.
69 70 65 74* rsx
---H
■
.„
JOiJf 116K*114
. 100 8 4 4 'i ™.
102
112
»;onn.
&
Passnm.,
pref.
100
8
3
8
8
69*
SOW
*78* S9* a
.
3
3
80
W
■astern .
. 100 8 4 4 4 69*
98 114*
. 100 7 6 4 4 101 119 114* 146 •!» "
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liosTo* stock fluctuations.
, Dlvidencs.- ,
Jan
P»r. '66. ^1£67^ '68.
4 8 4
4 4
....ICO 8 5 5
n B
s 5 5
HO 0 0 0 u
6 t5
4 4
8 0
4 4
S 3 's
3 S
3 3
.... .... 100 8 4 4 4
4 4
1* (1 i
5 « 5
5 4 4
$» 4 4

,-'8.6.^
llif hest
& U.WlSt.
SO 46
60
•27*
w% m
4r. 59*
9 * 111*
:» rt)
112 12«
eo l ow
86* 77*
DO 108*
106
•96*
94 104*
26 *35
lift!, 118
94 104
39 TO
132* 149*
83* 62*
100 122*
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^1?67.^
Ftdhest
I8S8,
& lowest. Jan. 2.
•40
66 61
28 44
(8
112 123 m
BO 6«* •65*
102 US *107
34 49 89
120 Ml* 128
102 112* 311
60 75 eo
99 104 100
»x 98 »85
99*
102* M01
32* 34 fMW
18 112 »108
87* 101
95
62 58 *B3
134 149 }1S8V
52* 56* •5»*
111 111* *1!4

• Ex Dividend.
t Extra Dividends. Nashua & Lowell. 20 p. c. In stock, Aug 1. Western, 30 p. c. In sto; k
July
10. and vTorc. & Western, consolidated as Boston & Albany, share for share Pec 1 '■
t Bos'on
quotations of the lat'er since. The B. & A. pays the Worcester 10 p c. extra, Feb. 1. 1868 ' '
{ Camb. less State aid Government taxes in October.
STATE, CITY AND RAILROAD BONDS.
^-1866.— ^1867.^
Interest.
Highest Highest 1808
When
and
and Jan
payable.
lowest. lowest. 2
Albany city (municipal) 6's, Iong
May Nov. 98 97* 93* 96 96
Albany city (Western Railroad) 6's
.. Jan. July 98 lul* 98 101 is
An-ni^ta (Me) city. 6's, 1870
May Nov. 90 98* 92* 97 uri'
Bans r (Me) city, 6's, 1874...'.
Apl. 20ct. 88* 18* 90 96* an
Bath (Me) city, 6's. 1891
Jan. July 90 98 90 95* 92
Boston city (gold interest) 5's, lone-.
Divers. 93 102 100 106* 105
Boston cltv (currencv int.) 6's. '74-6
Divers.
99* 108 100 102*102
Boston and Lowell Kaiiroad. 6's, '79
Apl. Oct. 96* 1«* 96 100 97
Boston, Concord * Montreal, 6's, 89
Jan. Ju'y 91 9 * 94* 96* as
Hoston, Hartf.rd & Erie R.R, 7's,84
Pissed S7* 60 88* 65 59
Cmbridge citv, 6's. 1875
May Nov. 95 99* 97* 99* 99*
Charle- town city. 6'-, lf74
Apl. Oct. 95 100* 97 loo' 9fL
Ohcshir.. Wsllroad, 6's, 18S0
Jan. Jnly 88* 95* 90 95 90
Chic., Barl'ton & Qaincy RB, 8's,83
Jan. July 106* 114 108 112 *108
Chicago
city,
Ts,
long
Jan.
Jn y 91
• onnerticut ■'late, h's. 1881
. ..Jan. Jn'.y
92 100
100 96*
98* 100
100 94
98*
Kvt rn Failroad, 6>, 1874
Feb. Aug. 92 9** 94 97 96s,
JUn'bal * St Joseph I'd g't 7's, '81
Apl. Oct. 92 97 90 100 95
Lynn city, 6's, 1887
Feb. Ang. ..
.. 97 100 9K\
Maine St te, fi's. long
Divers.
94 100 97 lno 99
Missach'etts State (g.:ld int) 6's, '76
Jan. July 106* 113 108* 120 116
Mussaeh'et's
StateRailroad,
(irold int)6'e,long
D vers.
93* 101 107
08* 113*
105*108'.
vichiean Central
8's. 1S82
Apl.
Oct. 106**112*
110
New Hampshire State, 6's, 1874
Jan .luy 90 100 97 100 98*
N. Y. * Bost KR " Air Lin;" 6's,78
Passed.
2 * 45 34 65 62
New York Central RR, 6's, 1883
May Nov. 91 96* 93 97 9i>.
Ocdensbnrg Railroal (Is' m) 7's, '69
Jan. Jnly 91 101* 97 100* 98),
Old Colony * Newport R R, 6's, 76
Mar. Sept. 97* 96* 93 97* 9S
Passnmpsic
Railroad.
6's, 18766's, '77
June Oct.
Dec. 99
90 99
9 * 90*
90 96*
9«H 90
►■ortl'd city (pay'c
in Boston)
Apl.
94
Rhode Island State, 6's, long
Divers.
90 1(0 97* 100 9-*
Holland Railroad (1st mort ) 7's, 63
Passed.
61 lv5* 120 150 139
Rot und R ilroad (2d mort.) 7's. '63
Passed. 22* 61 85 60 40
St Lonls city, 6 ». long
Divers.
84 89* 76* 86* 82
Salem cl y. t.'s, 1877
May Nov
98 100* 99
"»ndn?liy& (MneinnatiRR., 6's, 1900
Mar. Sept. 61 76* '.4* 77* 75
Vermont State, 6's. 1876
June Dec. 95 100 98*100 91
vt. Cent R, cons' li'tcd 1st m. 7's,'88
Jonc t Dec. 79 T121X 54 7K 62
nt Central R.R. (2d m) 7's. 91
June; Dec. 28 42 25 41* 25'4
t., A Vt. & Can R. 8's. '76-7
Way Nov. 100 101 96X l'S* 101
"sMas« R.R. (m't)6's, '83
Jan. J"ly 90 98 90 98 90 '»
1875
Apl. Oct. 94 100* 96 100* 97*
* Ex-Interest.
t Vermont Central Old. 1st mortgage in 1866.
: Paid In bond scrip Jnoe and December, 1867.
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TENNESSEE RAILROAD BONDS.
The Comptroller of the Treasury of the State of Tennessee, in October
last sent to the Assembly. a report on the financial and, incidentally, on
the material condition of the State. In this will be found, on page 12,
a recapitulation of the State debt in form as herewith transcribed :
state bonds loaned to railroad companies
,
$21,4(6,000
Interest on same to Jan. 1, 1866, fundod
$3,784,343
State binds loaned to turnpike and plank roadcompa's ,
490,000
Interest on same to Jan. 1, 1866, fended
*
103,060
'.tonds indorsed for KB. companies & city of Memphis. ....... . ....
,.
2,850,0 0
State debt proper..:
.'.
"... . ..
8,644,601
Interest on same to Jan. 1, 1866, funded..., .. w^ '_..'.\
743,663
State bonds loaned to Agricultural Bureau
....... ........
30.000
Interest on <ame to Jan. 1, 1866, mndod
..........
7,200
(4,686,168 t»7,67M07
Total amount of funded interest
4. M5,156
Total amount of original and interest bonds
$32,261,7*3
Deduct : State bonds cancelled $71,000, endorsed bonds cancelled $143,000
214,000
by Governor : Debt dne United States by Edgefield and Kentucky, and
' Clarksrille and Louisville railroad companies
611,661
Kutlre State liabilifcs, actual and contingent
$32,662,324
On the 1st October, 1861, the railroad debt was in gross 413,969,000.
Between March, 1860, and October, 1867, the State issued additional loan
bonds to the amount of $8,172,000. These issues, less unimportant cancellations, make up the $21,465,000 as given in the first part of the
above table. To this amount must be added the interest on the original
bonds up to January, 1866, $3,732,343 ; the bonds endorsed by the State
$2,350,000, and the bonds assumed by the governor for certain roads
$511,561. Including these the total railroad debt and liabilities in
October, amounted to $28,058,904. From this, however, must be deducted
$214,000 cancelled by the railroad sinking fund, leaving the actual railroad
debt at date $27,844,904.
The actual securities for these large sums of money are the railroads
that have been benefitted by their issue. On page 18 of the Comptroller's
Report, the length and cost of the several works is summed up. The
length is there shown to be 1,8904, miles, and the cost $35,362,565. The
new loans when expended will bring the cost up to about $40,000,000.
This is the nominal cost. Whether they are worth this amount de
pends chiefly on their productiveness, and this depends in turn on the
business activity of the country.
i
We give the above facts in relation to this State's indebtedness in answer
to many inquiries, and we think they furnish all that is necessary for our
readers to form an opinion as to the value of the securities now bsing
offered .
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THE PARIS Of COLORADO.
THK SAN LUIS PARK.
The San Luis park is readily entered at the extreme north through the
Poncho pass, penetrating the Cordillera from the Arkansas River. This
park, of elliptical form and immense dimensions, is enveloped between the
Cordillera and Sierra Mimbres. It has its exlremo northern point between
these two Sierras, where they separate by a sharp angle and diverge : the
former to the southeast, the latter to the southwest. The latitude of the
Poncho pass is 38 degrees 30 minutes, the longitude 106 degrees. It is
125 miles southwest from Denver, and 37 miles due west from Canyon
City.
Emerging from the Poncho pass, the waters begin to gather and form
the San Luis River. This flows to the south through a valley of great
beauty, which rapidly widens to the right and left. On the east flank the
Cordillera ascends abruptly and continuously, without any foot hills, to a
sharp, snowy summit ; on the west, foot hills and secondary mountains,
rising one above the other, entangle the whole space to the Sierra Mimbres.
The Sawatch River has its source on the inner (eastern) flank of the
Sierra Mimbres, about 60 miles south of its angle of divergance from the
Cordilleras, and by a course nearly east converges toward the lower San
Luis River. It enters upon the park by a similar valley. These two
valleys expand into one another around this mass of foot hills, fusing int»
the open park, whose centre is here occupied by the San Luis lake, into
which the two rivers converge,and discharge their waters.
The San Luis lake, extending south from the point of the foot hills,
occupies the centre of the park for 60 miles, forming a bowl without any
outlet to its waters. It is eneircled by immense saturated savannas of
luxuriant grass. Its water surface expands over this snvanna during the
season of the melting snows upon the Sierras, arid shrinks when the season
of evaporation returns. From the flanks of the Cordillera on the east, at
intervals of six or eight miles asunder, and at very equal distances, fourteen
streams, other than the San Luis, descend and converge into the San Luis
lake. The belt of sloping plain between the mountains and the lake,
traversed by so many parallel streams, bordered by meadows and groves
of Cottonwood trees, has from this feature the name " Los Alamosos." It
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of the park, and being one-third of its whole surface, is classified under
the general name of " Rincon."
Advancing onward to the south, a'ong the west edge of the plains, 10
mile* from the Gareta, the Rio del Norte River issues from its mountain
porge. Its source is in the perpetual snows of the peaks of the San Jaan<
the local name given to this stupendous culmination of the Sierra Mimbres'
The Del Norte flows from its extreme source due east 150 miles, and
having reached the longitudinal middle of the park turns abruptly south,
and bisecting the park for, perhaps, ISO miles, passes beyond its rim in
its course to the Gulf of Mexico. All the streams descending from the
enveloping Sierras (other than the Alamosos) converge into it their tri
butary waters. On the west come in successively the Pin tad a, the Rio
del Gata, the Rio de la Gara, the Conejos, the San Antonio, and the
Pieda. These streams, six or eight miles asunder, parallel, equidistant,
fed by the snows of the Sierra Mimbres, have abundant waters, very fertile,
areas of land, and are all of the- very highest order of beauty.
Advancing again from the Rincon, at the eastern edge of the plain
along the base of the Cordillera, the prodigious conical mass of the Sierra
Blanca protrudes like a vast hemisphere into the plain, and blocks tbe
vision to the direct south. The road describes the arc of a semicircle
around its base for 30 miles, and reaches Fort Garland.
In the immediate vicinity of Fort Garland, the three large streans, the
Yuta, Sangre de Christo, and the Trenchera, descend from the CorJillera'
converge, unite a few miles west, and blending themselves in the Trencbera.
flow west 24 miles into the Rio del Norte.* The line of the snowy Cor
dillera, hidden behind the bulk of the Sierra Blanca, here again reveal?
itself pursuing its regular south -southeast course and direction. Fourteen
miles south is reached the town of San Luis, upon the Calebra Rirtr;
17 miles further is the town of Costilla, upon the Coatilla River; 15 miles
further the town of Rito Colorado is reached ; 18 miles onward is lb*
Arroyo Hondo; (between these is the San Cristova;) from the Arroyo
Hondo to Taos is 14 miles; 20 miles beyond Taos is the mountain chain
whose circle toward the west forms the southern mountain barrier which
encloses the San Luis park in that direc'ion.
The San Luis park is then an immense elliptical bowl, the bed of a
primeval sea which has been drained ; its bottom, smooth as a water sorface and concave, is 9,400 square miles in area. It is watered by 35
mountain streams, which, descending from the encircling crest of snow,
converge, 19 into the San Luis lake, the rest into the Rio del Norte. An
extraordinary symmetry of configuration is its promi lent feature. Tbe
scenery, everywhere sublime, has the ever-changing variety of the kaleido
scope. Entirely around the edge of the plain, and closing the junction of
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the plain with the mountain foot, runs a smooth glacis, exactly resembling
the sea beach, which accompanies the conjunction of the land with the
ocean. From this beach rise continuously all around the horizon the
great mountains, elevating their heads above the line of perpetual suow.
On the eastern side the escarpment of the Cordillera rises rapidly, and is
abrupt; on the western side the crest of the Sierra Mimbres is more
remote, having the interval filled with ridges, lessening in altitude as tliey
descend to the plain of the park. This continuous shelving flank of the
Sierras, completing a perfect amphitheatre, has a superficial area equal to
that 6t the level plain which it envelopes, and gives to the whole enclosure
within the encircling band of snow an area of 18,000 square miles. At
an elevation of five or six thousand feet above the plain a level line upon
the mountain wall marks the cessation of arborescence, above which
naked granite and snow alone are seen. To -one who ascends 10 this
elevation at any point, the whole interior of this prodigious amphitheatre
is scanned by the eye and swept in at a single glance. Aided by a glass,
the smallest objects scattered over the immense elliptical area beneath are
discernible through the limpid, brilliant, and translucent atmosphere.
Two facts impress themselves upon the senses ; the perfect symmetry of
configuration in nature and the intense variety in the forms and splendor
of the landscape. The colors of the sky and atmosphere are intensely
vivid and gorgeous ; the dissolving tints of light and shade are forever
interchanging ; they are as infinite as are the altering angles of the solar
rays in his diurnal circuit.
The average elevation of the plain above the sea level is 6,400 feet.
The highest peaks have an altitude of 16,000 feet above the sea. In the
serrated rim of the park, as seen from the plain, projected against the
canopy, are discernalle 17 peaks, at very equal distances one from another.
Each one differs from all the rest in some peculiarity of shape and posi
tion. Each one identifies itself by some striking beauty. From the
snows of each one descends some considerable rivet, as well within the
park as outward down the external mountain bank.
Wo recognize, therefore, in the San Luis park an immense elliptical
basin enveloping the sources of the liio Bravo del Norte. It is isolated
in the heart of the continent, 1,200 miles from any sea. It is morticed,
as it were, into the midst of the vast mountain bulk, where, rising
gradually from the oceans, the highest altitude and amplitude of the con
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configuration, these features suggest the inquiry into parallel peculiarities
of meteorology, geology, physical structure, agriculture, mineralogy, and
the economy of labor.
The American people have heretofore developed their social system
exclusively on the borders of the two oceans, and within the maritime
valleys of moderate altitude, having navigation and an atmosphere in
fluenced by the sea. To them, then, the contrast is complete in every
feature, in these high and remote altitudes beyond all influence of the
ocean, and specially continental.
,
There is an identity between the " Valley or Park of the City of
Mexico" and the San Luis park which ought to be here mentioned
They are similar, twin basins of the great plateau, classifying together aa&
alike in the physical structure of the continent. Mexico is in latitude 20
degrees, longitude 99 degrees, and at 7,500 of altitude. The width of
the continent is here 575 miles (from ocean to ocean), and the divergence
of the Cordilleras is 275 miles, which is here the width of the plateauAt the 39 degrees the continent expands to a width of 8,500 miles be
tween the oceans; the Cordilleras have diverged 1,200 miles asunder, and
the plateau has widened the same dimensions. In harmony with this
great expansion of the continent are all the details of its interior struc
ture. The' "Park of the City of Mexico" is but one-tenth in size and
grandeur as compared and contrasted with the San Luis park. Of identi
cal anatomy, the former is a pigmy ; the latter a giant. The similitude
as component parts of the mountain anatomy is in all respects absolute,
as is also true of the other parks, wkich occupy longitudinally the centre
of the State of Colorado.
« « ■
METEOROLOGY.
The atmospheric condition of the San Luis park, like its scenery, is one
of constant brilliancy, both by day and night, obeying steady laws, yet
alternating with a kind of playfully methodical fickleness. There are no
prolonged vernal or autumnal seasons. Summer and winter divide the
year. Both are characterized by mildness of temperature. After the
autumnal equinox the snows begin to accumulate upon the mountains.
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The flanks of the great mountains, bathed by the embrace of these irri
gating clouds, are clad with dense forests of pine, fir, spruce, hemlock,
aspen, oak, cedar, pinon, and a variety of smaller fruit trees and shrubs
which protect the sources of springs and running rivulets. Among the
forests alternate mountain meadows of luxuriant and nutritious grasses.
The ascending clouds, rarely condensed, furnish little irrigation at the
depressed elevation of the plains, which are destitute of timber, but
clothed in -grass. These delicate grasses, growing rapidly during the
annual melting of the snows, cure into hay as the aridity of the atmos
phere returns. They form perennial pastures, and supply the winter food
of the aboriginal cattle, everywhere indigenous and abundant.
An infinite variety in temper and temperature is suggested as flowing
from close juxtaposition of extreme altitudes and depressions ; permanent
snows, running rivers, and the concentric courses of the mountains and
rivers. Storms of rain and wind are neither frequent nor lasting. The
air is uniformly dry, having a racy freshness and exhilarating taste. A
soothing serenity is the prevailing impression upon those who live per
petually exposed to the seasons. Mud is never anywhere or at any time
seen. Moderation and concord appear to result from the presence and
contact of elements so various.
The critical conclufions to which a rigid study of nature brings the
scrutinizing mind are the reverse of first impressions. The multitudinous
variety of nature adjusts itself with a delicate harmony which brings into
healthy action all the industrial energies. There is no use for the practice
of professional pharmacy. Chronic health and longevity characterize
animal life. The envelope of ■fcloud-compelling peaks, the seclusion from
the oceans, the rarity of the air inhaled, and the absence of humidity
disinfect the earth, the water, and the atmosphere of exhalations and
miasmas. Health, sound and uninterrupted, stimulate and sustain a high
tone of mental and physical energy. All of these are banished, as it
were, by the perpetual brilliancy and salubrity of the atmosphere and
landscape, whose unfailing beauty and tonic taste stimulate and invite the
physical and mental energies to perpetual activity.
GEOLOGY AKD MINERALS.
As a geological basin, the San Luis'park is in the highest degree inter
esting and remarkable. It is found to contain, intermingled and in order,
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they rear their (lan from the opposite edges of the concave plain. The
successive periods and stupendous forces which have expended themselves
to produce what is in sight, and then subsided to an eternal rest, each
particularly manifest itself. The comb of the Sierra presents the prodigious
plates of primeval porphyry driven up, as the subsoil of a furrow, from
the lowest terrestrial crust, and protruding their vertical edges toward the
sky. i
This summit, yielding to the corroding forces, preeents a wedge toward
t he canopy ; is arranged in peaks resembling the teeth of a saw ; is above
all arborescence, and is either clad in perpetual snow, or is bald rock.
Against this is lapped perpendicularly the second stratum, less by
many thousand feet in altitude, its lop forming a brim or bench. This
bench, being the rended edge of the erupted stratum, softer than the first,
and receiving the debris from above, has a deep, fertiie soil, a luxuriant
alpine vegetation, forests of fir and aspen, and is the highest region of
arborescence and vegetable growth.
This is the region of rocks where the metals, especially gold and silver,
abound in crevices charged and infused with the richest ores. It is from
hence that the gold of the gulches is disintegrated and descends, llere
are springs of water and the sources of rivers. The timber is excellent,
and the pastures of various grasses luxuriant and inexhaustible. Swept
by ascending currents of vapor, irrigation is constant. This elevated bench
is a permanent characteristic of the mountain flank, continuous as the con
tinent itself—a colossal staircase, whose steps are themselves of mountain
magnitude. It is here, at these surfaces of contact of the erupted plates
of the lowest terrestrial crust, that the thread of the " gold belt " is
revealed and found. From this thread, as from a core outward, the
precious metals taper in quantity and become diluted in the immensity of
the rocks, as a hill of rock salt disappears to the eye, dissolved in the
immensity of the ocean.
The top of this continuous bonch is undulating, broad, and occasionally
crossed by transverse ridges and the chasms of watercourses. The front
flank of this bench forms the stupendous escarpment of the mountains,
everywhere lofty and precipitous. It is cut through by innumerable
streams, up whose gorges access to the upper regions is attained, and the
internal contents, the intestines, as it were, of the rocks are revealed to
sight and search.
Forming the pediment of this stupendous mural escarpment is the
second brim or beach (being the lowest) in the general mountain descent.
Here the approaching elevation of the plain, the increase in size of the
streams, the accumulating debris from above, and the increased atmos
pheric abrasion, all unite to obliterate the angularity of the rocks and
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impair the striking distinctness of formation. Forests of pine and de
ciduous trees prevail. The flora and vegetation is abundant and various.
The atmospheric irrigation becomes uncertain, and the rocks are covered
with soil or the fragments of their own superficial destruction. Imme
diately following is the broad space occupied by the fusion of the moun
tain base and the plain gently descending to meet it. Here is a profile
infinitely indented and broken ; alternately the sloping ridges protrude
their ribs into the plain, and the plain advances its valleys between them
to receive the streams. This is the region of the placers, where is checked
in its descent and lodged beneath the alluvial soil the free gold washed
down by torrents from the overhanging summits.
This sketch of the normal structure and configuration of the Cordillera
is illustrated by a chequered lift of details in its minute details. The
primeval rocks, heated to incandescence, rest in their vertical positions,
unaltered from their original form; they have been roasted but not
liquified. Original strata of limestone and gypsum, uplifted on high but
not destroyed, rest upon the summit as a torn hat. Gypsum, limestones,
slates, clays, shales, are thus found near the highest summits. The decay
of the secondary rocks gives extraordinary fertility to the mountain
flanks and to the alluvial bottoms below. Hence the luxuriance of the
arborescence, the pastures, and the flora. The altitude of the summits
gathers and retains the snows, whose glaciers give birth, to innumerable
rivers. These gash the precipitous flanks with chasms, up which roads
ascend ; the composition of the rocks is here revealed ; the mysteries of
their interior contents are unravelled, and the secretions of nature sub
jected to the human eye and hand.
Thus, then, erects itself the primeval Cordillera, constructed of hori
zontal plates, vertically thrown up by stupendous volcanic forces, partially
altered or roasted by incandescent heat, but neither destroyed nor recast
in form ; the secondary rocks are tossed and scattered high in the upper
regions, but are not calcined by flame. The metallic ores are as various
»s is the variety of the rocks, enriched by heat and exposed by upheaval
and corrosion. No lava, no pumice, no obsidien, nothing of melted mat
ter from the plutonic region is seen. This furrowing of the terrestrial
crust has alone occupied and exhausted the stupendous volcanic throes of
the subterranean world of fire.
SIERRA MIMBRE8.
The Sierra Mimbres, forming the western envelope of the park, is not
dissimilar to the Cordillera in its origin, composition, and configuration.
Rising from the level of the great plateau, it is of inferior bulk and rank.
14
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It forms the backbone from whose contrasted flanks descend the waters of
the Rio del Norte, on the east, and of the Colorado on the west.
Craters of extinct volcanoes are numerous ; streams of lava, once liquid T
abound , pedrigals of semi-crystalline basalt submerge and cover the val
leys into which they have flowed, and ever which they have hardened.
This Sierra, then, has a general direeiion from north to south, cor
responding with the 109th meridian. It has all the characteristics in
miniature of the Cordillera, but is chequered and interrupted by the
escape of subterranean fires, having areas overflowed and buried beneath
the erupted current. Where the nascent springs of the Rio del Norte
have their birth the Sierra Mimbres culminate to stupendous peaks of
perennial snow, locally named San Juan.
The concave plain of the San Luis park, begirt by this elliptical zone
of the Sierras, thus capped with a ragged fringe of snow projected up
ward against the canopy, is the receptacle of their converging waters. It
is a bowl of vast amplitude, which has for countless ages received and
kept the sedimentary settlings of so prodigious a circuit of Sierras, builded
up with every variety of form, structure, and geological elements else
where found to enter into the architecture of nature. Hither descend
the currents of water, of the atmosphere, of lava. The rocks rent from
the naked pinnacles, tortured by the intense vicissitudes which assail
them ; the fragments rolled by the perpetual pressure of gravity upon the
descending slopes ; the sands and soils from the foundations of rocks and
clays of every gradation of hardness ; the humus of expired forests and
annual vegetation ; elements carbonized by transient fires ; organic decay ;
all these elements descend, intermingle, and accumulate.
This concave plain is, then, a bowl filled with sedimentary drift, covered
with soil, and varnished over, as it were, with vegetation. The northern
department of Rincon, closely embraced by the Sierras and occupied by
the San Luis lake, is a vast savanna deposited from the filtration of the
waters, highly impregnated with the mountain debris. Beneath this soil
is a continuous pavement of peat, which maintains the saturation of the
super-soil, and is admirable for fuel.
The middle region of the plain, longitudinally, displays a crater of the
most perfect form. The interior pit has a diameter of 20 miles, from the
centre of which is seen the circumferent wall forming an exact circle, and
in height 500 feet. This wall is a barranca, composed of lava, pumice
calcined lime, metamorphosed sandstone, vitrified rocks, and obsidien.
This circumferent barranca is perforated through by the entrance and
departure of the Rio del Norte, the Calebra, and the Costilla rivers, which
traverse the northern, westtrn, and southern edges of the interior. By
this and other forces of corrosion this barranca is on these three sides cut
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into isolated hills, called cerritos, of every fantastic form, and of extraor
dinary beauty of shape and tints. The bottom of the crater has been
filled np with the soils resulting from the decay of this variety of material,
introduced by the currents of the water and of the atmosphere. It is
beveled by these forces to a perfect level ; is of the fattest fertility, and
drained through the porous formation which underlies it.
From this crater to its southern rim, a distance of 65 miles, the park
expands over a prodigious pedrigal formed from it in the period of vol
canic activity. This pedrigal retains its level, and is perforated by the
Rio del Norte, whose longitudinal course is confined in a profound
chasm or canon, of perpendicular walls of lava, increasing to the depth of
1,200 feet, where it debouches from the jaws of this gigantic flood of
lava, near the village of La Joya, in New Mexico. Such are the extraor
dinary forms and stupendous dimensions with which nature here salutes
the eye and astonishes the imagination. The expansion of the lava is all
to the south, following the descent toward the sea. Toward the north,
repelled by the ascent, are waves demonstrating the defeated effort to
climb the mountain base.
Such is an imperfect sketch of this wonderful amphitheatre of the
Sierras. Its physical structure, infinitely complex, exhibiting all the
elements of nature piled in contact, yet set together in order and ar
ranged in harmony; its cloud-compelling Sierras, of stern primeval matter
and proportions ; its concave basin of fat fertility ; its atmosphere of daz
zling brilliancy, tonic temperature, and gorgeous tints; its arable and
pastoral excellence, grand forests, and multitude of streams ; its infinite
variety of mines and minerals, embracing the whole catalogue of metals,
rocks, clavs, and fuel ; its capacity to produce grain, flax, wool, hides,
V'-getables, fniii?, merits, poultry, and dairy food; the compact economy
of arrangement which blends and interfuses all these varieties; these
combine to provoke, stimulate, and reward the taste for physical and
mental labor.
Entrance and exit over the rim of the park is everywhere made easy
by convenient passes. Roads re-enter upon it from all points of the
compass and every portion of the surrounding continent. These are not
obstructed at any season. On the north is the Poncho Pasfc, leading to
the Upper Arkansas river, and into the south park. On the east, the
Mosca and Sangre de Christo passes debouch immediately upon the great
plains. On the south is the channel of the Rio del Norte. On the west
easy roads diverge to the rivers Chamas, San Juan, and toward Arizona.
In the northwest the Cocha-to-pee opens to the great Salt Lake and the
Pacific. Convenient thoroughfares and excellent roads converge from all
points, and diverge with the same facility.
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The system of the four parks, extending to the north, indefinitely
amplifies and repeats all that characterizes the San Luis park. Smaller
in size and less illustrated by variety, each one of the three by itself
lingers behind the San Luis, but is an equal ornament in the same family.
Their graceful forms, their happy harmony of contact and position, makes
their aggregated attractions the fascinating charm and glory of the
American continent.
The abundance and variety of hot springs of every modulation of tem
perature is very great. These are also equalled by waters of medicinal
virtues. It has been the paradise of the aboriginal stock, elsewhere so
abundant and various. Fish, waterfowl, and birds of game and song and
brilliant plumage frequent the streams and groves. Animal life is infinite
in quantity and abundntly various.
The atmospherio currents which sweep away every exhalation and all
traces of malaria and miasma have an undeviating rotation. These cur
rents are necessarily vertical in direction and equable in force, alternating
smoothly as land and sea currents of the tropical islands of the ocean*
•The silence and serenity of the atmosphere are not ruffled ; the changing
temperature alone indicates the motion of nature.
All around the elliptical circumference of the plain, following, as it
were, its shore, and bending with the indented base of the mountain, is an
uninterrupted road of unparalleled excellence. This cirjuit is 500 miles
in length, and is graced with a landscape of uninterrupted grandeur
variety, and beauty ; on the one hand the mountains, on the other hand
the concave plain, diversified with groves of alames and volcanic cerritos.
At short intervals of five or ten miles asunder are crossed the swift-run
ning currents and fertile meadows of the converging mountain streams.
Hot springs mingle their warm water with all these streams, which
swarm with delicate fish and waterfowl.
The works of the beaver and otter are everywhere encountered, and
water power for machinery is of singularly universal distribution.
Agriculture classifies itself into pastoral and arable, the former subsisting
on the perennial grasses, the latter upon irrigation everywhere attained
by the 61ream s and artificial acequias. This concave configuration and
symmetry of structure is remarkably propitious to economy of labor and
production, favored by the juxtaposition and variety of material, by the
short and easy transport, and by the benignant atmosphere.
The supreme excellence of position, structure, and productions thus
grouped within the system of the parks of Colorado, occupying the heart
of the continental home of the American people, is conclusively discerni
ble. Here is the focus of the mountains, of the great rivers and of the
metals of the continent. The great rivers have here their extreme sources
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which interlock and form innumerable and convenient passes from sea to
sea. From these they descend smoothly to both oceans by continuous
gradations. The parks occupy the line of the 4Cth degree, and offer the
facilities for a lodgment in force, at the highest altitude, where the
supreme divide of the continent exists, half way between the trough of
the Mississippi and the Pacific shore. Being immediately approachable
over the great plains, their mines of precious metals are the nearest in the
world to the social masses of the American people and to their great
commercial cities. Their accessibility is perfect. All the ■elements of
a perfect economy —food, health, geographical position, innumerable
mines of the richest ores and every variety —erect, assist, and fortify one
another.
The San Luis park has 24,000 population. These people are of the
Mexican-American race. Since the conquest of Cortez, A. D. 1520, the
Mexican people have acquired and adopted the language, religion and,
in modified forms, the political and social systems of their European
rulers. A taste for seclusion has always characterized the aboriginal
masses, heightened by the geographical configuration of their peculiar
territory. Upon the plateau, elevated 7,000 feet above the oceans, and
encased within an uninterrupted barrier of snow, reside 9,000,000 of
homogeneous people. An institutive terror of the ocean, of the torrid
heats and malarious atmosphere of the narrow coasts on either sea, per
petually haunts the natives of the plateau. To them navigation is
unknown, and maritime life is abhorrent. Tlie industrial energies of the
people, always active and elastic, and always recoiling from the sea, have
expanded to the north, following the longitudinal direction of the plateau,
of the mountains, and of the great rivers. This column of progress
advances from south to north ; it ascends the Rio Bravo del Norte ; it has
reached and permanently occupies the southern half of the San Luis park.
At the same moment the column of the American people, 'advancing
in force across the middle belt of the continent, from east to west, is
solidly lodged upon the eastern flank of the Cordillera, and is everywhere
ente-ing the parks through its passes. These two American populations,
all of the Christian faith, here meet, front to front, harmonize, intermarry,
and reinvigorate the blended mass with the peculiar dotnesiio accomplish
ments of each other.
The Mexican contributes his primitive skill, inherited for centuries
without change, in the manipulations of pastoral and raining industry, and
in the tillage of the soil by artificial irrigation. The American adds to
these machinery and the intelligence of expansive progress. The grafted
stuck has the sap of both. As the coming cont nental railroad hastens to
hind together our peop'e idited oi the teas, a longitudinal railioad of
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2,000 miles will unite with this in its middle course, bisecting the Terri
tory, States, and cities of 10,000 of affiliated people. This will fuse and
harmonize the isolated peoples of our continent into one people, in all the
relations of commerce, affinity, and concord.
San Luis di Calebra, July, 1867.

ERIE RAILWAY.
The following statement shows the length of the Erie Railway, both the
main line and the branches :
Main Line
Jersey city.N. J., to Dunkirk, N. Y
milea 460
( Hnffcrn, N. Y., to Piermont, N. Y
18
Branch Line. < Greycourt. N. Y., to Newbnrg, N. Y
19
( HornellBTille, N. Y., to AtUca, N. Y
60
97
Total length of company's own lime
661
[It may here be observed that the line within New Jersey is not, in
reality, the property of the Erie company, but is owned by three separate
companies (viz. : the Paterson and Hudson, the Paterson and Ramapo,
and the Long Dock), and leased in perpetuity to the Erie, at rents based
on their cost as local lines. Additions and improvements made by the
latter company, however, have been so extensive as to constitute them new
lines, and in this light only can they be said to belong to the lessee.]
Besides the foregoing there are a number of roads leased and operated
by the Erie, the names and length of which in each year were as follows :
Lines.
1868. 1884. 1865. 1866. 1887.
Buffilo, New York and Erie R. R
140.0 140.0 140.0 140.0 140.0
Rochester and Genesee Valley R. R
18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0
18.0
Chemung hallroad
;
17.6 17.6 17.5 17 5
17 5
CaoandnTena and Elmira Railroad
48.5 48 6 48 6
....
Hawlcy Branch Railroad
16 0 16 0 16.0 16.0 16 0
Butlalo, Bradford & Pittsburg E. R
26.0
85.0
Total leased line
840.0 940 0 840.0 S17.0 917.0
Second track and sidings
19.0 19 0 91.0
80.9 81.0
rotal equivalent single track
959.0 S59.0 961.0 947.9 948.0
The decrease in the mileage of the leased roads in 1866 was occasioned
by the company sub-leasing the Canandaigua and Elmira Railroad, 48.5
miles in length, to the Northern Central Railroad Company. In the same
year the company leased that portion of the Buffalo, Bradford and Pitts
burg Rnilroad extending from Carrollton Station, 54 miles east from
Dunkirk, to Lafayette, McKean Co., Pa., the centre of a very valuable coal,
iron and lumber region. The coal found here is highlv bituminous, and
already finds extensive markets in Western New York, Canada and the
States further West. The gauge of the Elmira road has been altered to
that of the Northern Central Railroad, and a third rail has been laid on
the Chemung Railroad, so as to complete the connection.
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The aggregate of all lines operated by the company is shown in the fol
lowing statement :
1863. 1864. 1865 1866. 1867.
LI nee owned as above
678.0 893.6 919.0 934 0 935.0
Linea leased as above
359 0 359.0 361.0 217.3 248 0
Grand total in single track
1137.0 1152 5 1180.0 1171.2 1183.0
The Warwick Valley Railroad, length 10 miles, is operated in connec
tion with the Newburg branch, this company receiving payment in a fixed
sum for each mile run.
Rolling Stock.—The following is a schedule of the locomotives and
cars on the main line and branches at the close of each year :
ClaselOeation.
1863. 1804. 1865. 1866. 1SH7
locomotive engines and tenders
243
276
884
871
371
Cars—passenger
109
114
133
180
190
—emigrant, basgage, etc
201
247
264
454
450
—box,
cattle,
milk
and
oil
I
„
(2,633
2
975
8,023
8,104
—flat
f 3'SNS \ 1.180 1,213 1,88* 1,299
—coal
810
540
684
991
984
Total number of cars
4,006 4,714 5,468 6 005 6,027
The Buffalo, New York and Erie Railroad's equipment in 1863, con
sisted of 28 locomotives and 459 cars. These do not appear in the column
for that year.
The " Doings in Transportation" in each of the five years, from Jan. 1 ,
1863, are shown in the following statement:
1868.
1864.
1865.
1866.
1867.
Miles run by trains
6,888,687 6,916,324 6,889,028 7,109,129 6,458,2:9
Passengers
carried
1,216,506
1,78>,608
2,534,791
2,871,505
2,245,180
•long (2,000 lbs.) carried
1,874,634 2,214,295 2,175,966 2,214,912 3,484,546
The following statement shows the gross earnings from operations, and
the expense on account of transportation and repairs :
Specifications.
1863.
1864,
1865.
1866.
1867.
*
* 49 3,002,197
$ 70 4,401,354
$ 36 8,148.290
* 08 2,931,833
Passenger
1,850,984
45
Freight
8,476,810 18 10,243,8117 61 11,926,540 14 11,261,641 58 11,204,688 78
Mail....
101,052 04 101,85204 101,35204 129,465 93 130,714 00
Miscellaneous
40,634 58 83,1'J6 19 32,961 36 57,026 60 49,976 96
Total earnings
10,469,481 29 13,439,643 54 16,462,227 90 14,596,413 09 14,817,213 14
Passenger
1,390,866 42 2,320,171 76 8,369,084 27 8.088,859 02 2,210,793 70
Freight
4,55^,^80 28 6,611,113 93 8,885,811 utt 7,764,28102 8,100,423 50
ToUl expenses
5,949,085 70 8,961.285 69 11,754,395 33 10,863,140 04 10,311,217 20
Net revenue
4,520,395 59 4,188,857 85 4,607,832 57 8 743,273 05 4,005,995 94
Net rev. p. ct
43.26
33.27
27.09
25 64
27.89
The Income Account for the same year, rends as follows:
Specifications.
1863.
18H4.
1865.
1866.
1867.
Bal. from last year
$26 621 28 $777,817 76 $857,370 64 »620.5.')4 551*356,608 09
Net revenue
4,520,395 59. 4,4«8,:lo7 86 4,607,832 57 3,743,273 05 4,005,995 94
Total resources
4,517,016 87 5,246,175 61 6,465,203 21 4,363,827 60 4,:-62.604 63
Interest on bonds
1,406,41)5 00 1.231,806 31 1,399,769 6(1 1,631,073 07 1,621,557 90
Reuta of railroads
183,400 00 182,400 00 182,400 00 667,212 00 557,678 77
Rent of Long D'k
118,551 84 235.163 46 165,690 00 165,690 00 17. .310 00
Inter. Rev. Taxes
113,504 98 823,803 74 561,250 42 300,814 60 1< 0,465 06
Taxes on real est'e
104,259 43 259,819 45 V25,4 16 02 246,815 U7 228,888 67
Pavonia ferry
89,351 37 84,159 11 22,918 47
...
11,666 49
Interest
6,24* 69
...
49,329 51 95,180 S4 252,200 72
Hire of cars
28,i46 21 85,78* 70 29,264 32 81,311 11 22,585 41
Lobs and danuure
10,000 00
98,005 50
....
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Which was disposed of as follows :
Dividends
1,460,102 50 1,882,623 68 1,819,884 13 567,804 85 667.304 85
Tax on dividends
...
...
29.86S 15
Balance to next y*r
777,817 76 857.870 64 620,554 55 660,880 56 600,049 53
The financial condition of the company at the close of the years 18621807, is shown in the following statement:
1868.
1864.
1865.
1666.
1867.
Specifications.
t
$
t
t
•
Capital—com
11.5*1,500 (Ml 16,40 ',100 00 1«,570,10<1 00 16.574,300 CO 16,574,3iXI 09
pref
8,685,700 00 8,525,700 00 8,535,700 00 8,536,910 00 8,536,910 00
20.!' 5,200 0 > 24.935,800 00 25,105.300 00 25.111,210 00 25,111,210 00
Total capital,
8,000,000 00 3.' 00.000 00 8,000,000 00 3,000.000 00 8.(H>'.(00 00
lstmort. bds.
4,000,000 00 4,0 0.000 0 ' 4,000.000 00 4,000,000 00 4,ono,o>« 00
6,000,000 00 6.000,00(1 00 6,000,000 00 6,000,000 00 6.000.000 00
3d
6,0^0,000 0U 8 684,000 00 4,441,000 00 4,441,000 08 4,441 .000 00
4th " "
1.739,500 00 1,002.500 00 926,500 00 926,500 00 926..V 0 00
etn " "
200.000 00 18li,400 00 180,400 00 186.400 00 186,410 09
Buffalo Br."
500 00
500 OS
1,500 00
600 00
600 00
R'l e-tate "
3,816,582 19 8,876,620 00 3,875.5-WOO
Sterling "
T'l fund, debt
19,961.000 00 17,823,400 00 22.870,982 19 22,429,920 00 22,429,920 00
Snk.f uid Bnf. branch bds. ..
4,554 00
Accounts payable
851,597 18 2,941.431 86 8,561,980 66 4,894,452 04 4,'44.SS5 56
Accr'd int. 3b divid'e, &c... 1,141.400 46 1,487.281 92 1,442,577 68 1,191,401 89 1,183.217 05
Income account
777,817 76 867,370 64 620,664 55 660,880 56 £00.02961
Total ...
42.841,509 40 48,0'5,284 42 53,291,894 98 54,2S7,874 49 54,319.263 14
BU. & Eqrin
89,404.647 88 42,588,053 08 47,409,404 01 48,885.738 73 49.247,769 70
Bawley Itr'ch
103,297 55 233,294 63 236,916 99 236,946 99 236,946 99
303,087 02
L'n Dock Co
884,475 36
L. 1). Iraprov
216,528 34 2S0,438 61
B.,N. Y. &E. R. R
161,28161
B. & a. V. RR stock
850 00
Bur. Br. A Pit R.B
76,792 92 40.858 09 60,078 09 72,578 09
U.S. War Den
467,785 00 502,675 77
4 140 00
Mas. Brg.Btk
4,140 00
4,140 00
4.140 00
•3d St. prop'y
32,425 24 34.340 24
Cash and own items
1,550,767 53 663,217 17 905,158 88 994,160 73 1.110.148 9T
Bills Aac'ts
48\360 47 675,469 31 617,509 59 1,187,416 21 1.027.310 18
Materials
828.888 82 2,234,f«9 00 2,176,823 85 1,759,486 18 1.642.494 31
Fuel
810,475 54 213,852 99 880.326 45 847,009 81 639,971 C6
Cnajus'dact's
162,099 71 303,181 61
Total
42,811,569 40 48,045,284 42 53,291,894 98 54,287,874 49 54.319,262 14
The following table gives the fluctuations of price for the company's
stock, monthly, in the same years :
COMMON STOCK.
1867.
1863.
1886.
1864.
1865
January
66 © 86% 106Ji@U3
S0J{@97«
February
70 © 80J* 107 ©124* «S>4(7,.7S 76 ®85« 62X©58
66X©61X
75K0.S7 62 ©61X
March
74)i® 80K 113 @126)f
April
76 © 84X 107 ©126 5(U,6ft85 72M'W.7fl>4 5-3 0M
M»y
84V@105 107 ©117X 60MO84X 67><;©75X
June
90K<» 98 H0>ffoils
July
92,)4©103# I08is(ai16 70?S©795< 57«@«X
62 ©78 (f>X©77X
Angn»t
1U ©122 108S©113X 77)y'@'«#
67 ©74X 6HJ,@?6S
September
101 ©1I8.V 93 (9109 7«"4(T491X
69 ©71 X
69J,'@80X
86>;©91X
October
I06l£®1liiji 84 © 98 85)4 ©98* 81X@96 68K®76J(
November
99X@>10.X 93>«@104K 90V„©97 69X©8«S 69£©*)
December
..
104JW'@1°9 82 © 96X 91X&97 655<@74.X 71 ©74X
Tear .
66 ©12J 82 ©126.X 44X@98X 67X@97X 52 ©SO
PREFERRED STOCK.
1868.
1864.
1865.
1866.
1867.
January
97 @108 100X@104X 90 ©101 81 @86X 69 ©79
February
99 ©106V 101 ©109 90 © 93 80 ©82* 70 ©TS
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NEW JERSEY RAILROAD AND TRANSPORTATION COMPANY.
This road runs from Jersey City, N. J., to New Brunswick, N. J., 33.8
miles. The following statement shows the operations of the road for the
years ending Dec. 31, 1862-67, both inclusive:
1882. 1883. 1864. 1865. 1886. 186T.
Miles ran by trains
812,849 567,936 610,427 654,192 638,632 677,201
432,712 58...9I9 783,388 963,109 684,511 613.645
Pas-eengers—thronih
* Ne'k
.1,345,734
" betw
'• J.C
Elizabeth
247,0101,495,38;
824,627 1,440,847
319.680 1,619,482
187,873 1,685,402
1711.910 1.788.061
160.049
"
" Railway
67,244 79,830 97,924 139,374 156,101 183,067
"
" Un'ontown
14,!t91 16,788 18,387
"
" N. Brunew
90,736 10S986 120,658 124,582 86.077 136,697
'*
" all oth places
811,183 81)6,929 548,449 685 582 788,402 827,178
Totsl(No.)
2,394,6252,989,1783,819.941 S,6S4.998&.'.6S,191 8.656,979
Tons-throngh
4,208 23,334 31.119 86,634 20,099 65.888
betw i.C. <fc New'k
49.660 66,144 48,791 39,487 41.813 42,788
""•
&
Klizabeth
3,935 4,610
5,634 7,486
8,314 12,914
" ARahwav
3,556
7.320 9,618
11,7°6 19,617
14,n82
"
" N. Brunswick
8.589 19,958 24,294 22,597 28,517 29,083
**
" all other places
40,383 67,488 51,763 118,630 141,835 117,084
Total (tons)
110,216 167,118 165 773 230,280 266,534 278,407
(
t
$
*
*
» .„
__ngers'
798,815 956.6881,196,8581,451,7731,276,5<8 1 281,464
ight
110,398 161,581 214 214 282,438 269 769 353,072
other
206,879 163,381 152,540 161,170 225.505 330,777
Total gross
1,111,087 1,286,600 1.563,607 1,875,981 1,770,862 1,865,303
Maintenance of way
76,628 109.886 167,736 227,110 337 v07 259,967
Repairs of engines * cars
67,813 88,721 110,999 212,960 153,697 160,418
Fuel
79,120 107,918 163,806 199.815 166,518 160,007
Transportation
324,499 273,195 840,718 416,697 408,603 428,215
Office, salaries, Ac
10,891 11,968 12,722 16,076 16.6J3 20,546
Operating expenses
458,963 591,686 785 9801,072,658 981,8471,019,158
Net revenue
662,126 694,914 777,626 803,323 789,015 846,150
From which were disbursed the following accounts :
Interest on bonds
41.050 41,050 44.317 51,088 66,629 69,674
Transit duty
32,819 33,914 37,883 63.630 43,611 83,799
State tax on capital
21,9-<9 21,989 21.989 33,020 i-.OOO 28,'88
Government tax
14,618 40,026 64,591 68,805 68,717 65,000
Loss by tire at K. Newark
63,917
Sinking fund
10.1KIO 20,000 20.000 20,00i
Dividends Feb. & Aug
439,770 439,775 439,775 469,887 499,995 568,480
Surplus to profit & loss
111,879 123,166 115,165 117,395 76,063 67,753
The financial condition of the company is given yearly in the following
abstract from the general balance sheet :
1862.
1868. 1864. 1865. 1866. 1367.
t
$
$
|
t
I
Capital stock
4,897.800 4,397.800 4,397,800 5,000,000 5,000.000 6,000,000
Funded debt
678,000 642,500 635,000 85;.,0ti0 805.00J 850,0 0
Bon'ls and mortg-tges
612,614
Floating debt
146,000
Due other roads
191,010
ProfltjA loss (earn's gone into property) 400.017 479,887 682,765 407,461 879,402 109.863
Dividend (February)
219,887 219,887 219,887 249,998 349,997 293,750
Total
5,696,744 6.739.374 5.960,463 6,612,449 6,484,399 7.960,341
Railroad, Ac
3,583,951 8,640,617 8,799,809 S.SW.J'SO 8,903.171 4,077,498
Locomotives
188,175 228,843 366,796 462.350 40",250 469,"00
Cars
329,303 236,170 226,204 365,314 337,914 389,314
Bridge, ferry, turapUe A other stocks, 1
real estate, ferryboats, privileges
and fixtures (including the property Y 1,897,974 1,461,306 1,649,022 1,580,141 1,574,548 2,893,297
and privileges purchased oftheJer- 1
■ey Associates for $485,009
J
Due for other roads
66,498
Cash and cash Items
816,400 189,289 19,621 234,415 218,515 664,639
Total
5,695,704 5,739,574 5,960,462 6,512,449 6,434,899 7,9dJ,2U
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BOSTON AND ALBANY RAILROAD—CONSOLIDATION OF THE BOSTON AND
WORCESTER AND THE WESTERN RAILROADS.
By the terms of the consolidation the stock of the Western Railroad
Company was exchanged for the stock of the Boston and Albany Railroad
Company at par. The Boston and Worcester Railroad Company received
in exchange for their stock, in addition to its nominal equivalent of the con
solidated stock, a bonus of $10 per share in cash, paid by the consoli"
dated company. The length of road brought into the consolidation by the
parties in interest is summed up as follows:
Miles.
Boston and Worcester Railroad—Boston, Mass., t"> Worcester, Mass
44. 63
Branches: Brookllne, 1 .56 ; Newton Lower Fa Is, 1.25; Saxonville 3.85; Millord 11.97;
Framingham 2.06; Milburg 8.07
23.73
Total brought In by Boston and Worcester Railroad Company
6S.33
—on which were : 2d track 44 63, and sidings, &c, 22.01 miles.
We'tern Railroad—Worcester, Mass., to N. Y. (•tate line
117 81
Albany and West Stockbridge Railroad—Massachu etts State line to Albany,
M.Y
*
88 20
Hudson and Boston Railroad— Hudson City, N. Y., to Chatham, New York. .. 17.S3
Total brought In by Western Railroad Compiny
173.84
—on which were: 2d track 148.02. and sideings, <fcc , 86.16 miles.
Total length of consolidated railroad
241.72
—on w ich are : 2d track 192.65, and sidings, &c, 68.17 miles.
Aggregate length cf equivalent single track
miles 192.M
The stock of locomotives and cars (equiv. 8-wheel) owned by the com
panies individually and consolidated, was at the date of consolidation
(December, 1867), as follows :
,-B. & W. RR.-. ^-Western RR-^ ^Consoll'on-,
Locomotives
40
103
143
fPasseneer
62X
47
lOOtf
Care
-I
"WS1
11
■•
11
''""••I Merchandise
410
1.708
2.113
I Gravel, coal, &c
12X— 498
112— 1,E62
124#— 2,858
The B. <fc W. Co. also owned in the New York and Boston Express Line
their proportion (44-234) of 32 passenger, 15 baggage and 13 express
cars; and in the steamboat (Norwich) line their proportion (44-110) of 6
passenger and 2 baggage cars.
The Western Company also owned in the New York & Boston Ex
press Line their proportion (54-234) of 24 passenger, 13 express, and 3 postoffice cars.
The business in passenger and freight traffic on the roads severally for
the seven years preceding consolidation is given in the following table :
,—Passengers carried 1 mile. , ,—Tons of freight carried 1 mile.-^
B.&W.RR.
Conso'.
lflrtrt ftl
9a*M0 17fi 9SW.RR.
HOG n.T5 Consol.
9fi 9dR 93R B.&W.ER.
IXJnSCIM 47W.RR.
fl-;4 40fl fi!.3-2R017
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solidation, and the dividends (p. c.) paid on capital stock of each in the
eame year are shown in the following statement :
/—-Gross Earrings.
,,
Nett Revenue.
. ,—Div —,
B. & w. Western. Consol. B. * W Western, i onsol. B.&W. W.
1860-61
$988,933 11,894.668 $2,888.S0! $408,594 $812,99611.221,590 8 8
MUM
1,006,130 S 095,922 8,102,052 490,804 984,564 1,474.868 8 8
1*8-63
1.202,654 8,996,858
2.435.112 4,468.838
8.638,:i66 487.464
488,8'7 1,178,712
759,693 1,666
1.2-.8,050
1863-64
1,471.985
176 109 109
1864-63
1.697,164 8.481,684 5.128,748 537,058 1,226,659 1.763,717 10 10
1HB-66
1,914.729
1866-67
1,942,50.! 8988,0*.7
4,086,708 5,846.746
6,029,210 490,201
781,421 1,406,791
1,849,296 1,896,993
2,031,717 10
10 10
10
The financial condition of the roads at the period of consolidation was
as follows :
B. AW. RR. Western RR. Consolidi.
CaplUl stock
$5,000,000
$8,725,100
$18,725,100
Funded Debt
5,764,580
5,764,520
Floating Debt
36,858
....
86,858
Total stock and debt
$5,036,858
$14,489,620
$19,525,978
Cost of road, etc
$4,«4.640
$11,108,581
$15,543,161
Cost of rolling stock
_
565,860
1.588,840
8,149,800
Road
and
rolling
stock
$5,000,000
$18,692,861
$17,692,'
61
Other property and assets
1,244,616
l,OF8,«57
2.333,073
Sinking fa-ds (value of)
8.611,165
8,611,165
Total property and assets
$6,244,616
$17,391,983
$23,686,599
Property and assets in excess of stock and debts.. $1,208,864
$2,902,363
$4,110 627
Costof road, &c, per mile (route).
$78,1*1
$73,822
$73,193
*> do
do (single tr'k)
87,081
85,501
36,921

REPORT OF THE RAILROAD COMPANIES OF HEW YORK.
Mr. Barnes, the late Deputy State Engineer and Surveyor, has presented a report
of the condition of the railroad companies of this State for the year ending September
JO, 1 867, as follows:
Roads operated by steam :
„„„„ ,„
Amount of capital
charter and
$130,903,910
x stock
» by
subscribed
for acts of the legislature
115.67i.00fi 10
S8
" of funded debt, as by last report
.... 2*-292-2?7 =2
" now of funded debt
!r
" of fioati'g debt, as by last report
... M'Ji™
_Total" amount
now now
of floating
debt
J&I"Sn?
of fundedandandequipment
floating debt....:
W-!lii!'5,o rs
<5
" cost of construction
182,015.74;>vt
Length
of
roads
in
miles
»
ii lald
,
2,Wo..4
" branches
double track,'
''S?
!?
laid including sidings".
WJ.M
" doub e track on same
Jj™
„ " equivalent single track
"'"viS
Hnmbei of engines
''"J"
" firet-class Dassenger cars
J*J
"v bagzage,
second-class
cars
JJJ
mail and express cars
: >" freight? cars
„ 1M«
■lies run by passenger trains
8.745,089
number nfpartsengers, all classes, carried in cars
17,377,165
»nnber of miles traveled by passengers, or number of passengers carriel
one mile
666,584,676
EXPENSES.
Allotted to passenger transportation
$5 141,277 52
Allotted to freleht transportation
9,990.782 09
fxoens-s not classified
269,128 96-$15,40l,l87 67
""I operated by hone power, Ac
. 6,161,682 77
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Roads operated with steam—
From passenger business
From freight/business
From other sources
Total earnings
Roads operated with horse power—
From passenger business
From freight bus ness
From other sources
Total earnings

[March,

$16,187,CSS S7
30,^53,458 »
2,641,471 14
$49,661,573 »
$7,673,796 S3
9.SW 91
797,193 23
$8,4S0,8U 97
PATXEHTS.

Roads operated with steam—
For transportation expenses
For interest
For dividends on stocks
Amounts carried to surplus funds
Payments not included above
Total payments
Roads operated with horse power—
For transportation expenses
For nterest
For dividends on stocks
All other payments
Total payments
Total number killed
Total number injured

$34,374.17? S3
5.i07.Ill 31
6,057.4*7 69
£*-8.560 57
3.333,914 15
$48,852,186 »4
$6,527,590 IT
548,899 44
810.8m P
803,021 OS
$8,196,200 R
ACCIDINT8.
Roads operated with steam. Hone power.
175
iSOS
63

BLUE FREIGrJT LINE.
This institution had been in operation one year on the last day of 1867
and now reports the following results :
Tons.
Earning-, p. ton p. m
Freight moved East
91,601 or 62 28 p. c. $1,609,939 16 or 1.83 cU.
Freight moved West
55 462 or 87.72 p. c.
1,082,675 99 or 2.18 "
Freight moved both ways
147,053 orlOOOO p. c. $2,692,616 IS or 1.96 cu.
The number of miles rnn by cars was 18 565,386, and the number of tons
moved one mile was 137,558,819.
The property carried consisted of: flour, 27,733 tone; barley, 474 tons;
corn, 9.706 tons; oats, 553 tons;' wheat, 3,563 tons; cotton, 3,943 toni;
dressed hogs, 3,563 tons; wool, 3,154 tons; provisions and merchandise,
88,442—total, 147,( 53 tons.
The number of cars owned by, and the freight paid to the several companies
over whose lines transportation was done, and also the specific earaings made
by each from freight passing over the Albany Bridge are shown thus :
Cars in Freight paid Freight over
Railroads.
line.
Companies. Albany Bnd,'fBoston and Albany
49
$240,117 85
$459 698 9
Hudson River
87
179,463 82
ISO,84* 91
New York Central
100
878,671 31
737.908 51
Great Western (Caul
136
658,056 47
662,H2 *
Michigan Ct n'ml .'.
154
647,597 55
644 3 9 8
Chit-ago, Burllnglon and Qnincy
50
17,856 92
17.*» S5
Chicago and Alton
25
64,459 22
58.6W 19
Illinois Central
60
11,389 31
10,445 94
Total
593
$2,693,615 15 $8,310,768 61
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The tolls paid for passing the Albany Pridge amounted to $33,621 48 ,
or 1.43 per cent. The central office operating expenses were 1.11 per ceDt. of the
gross earnings.
The line enters upon the second year's business with very fair prospects of
success. There are now 613 Blue Cars in the line, including twenty "Refrigera
tors" for the carriage of perishable merchandise.
COIN AND BULLION MOVEMENT—JANUARY, 1567 AND 1868.
The receipts and shipments of coin and bullion at New York in the month of
January, 1867 and 1868, comparatively, were as follows. This tuble usually ac
companies our Monthly Review, but we were unable to obtuio last week 9ome
of the figures necessary for its preparation :
RECEIPTS AND SHIPMENTS Or COIN AND BULLION AT NEW TORE.
1867. fl.M41.169
1868. $Increase. Decrease
Receipts from California
$2,-l72,8!I5
$.r>:il,726
Imports from forelsn ports
128,719 124,720
1.H99
Totil receipts
$2 599,614 $2,066,889
» 5 8,725
Exports to foreign ports
2,551,356 7,880,131 $4,778,775
Excess of exports
9
$5,264,242 $5,812,600 $
Excess of imports
48,2:8
The following statement shows the receipts and shipments in the same month
of the last eight years :
i
Receipts
. Exports to Excess of Excetsof
California. 'Foreign. Total, foreign ports, receipts, exports.
1868
$1,941,169 $121,120 $2,Wh\889 $7,330.1:11 $
$6,264,243
1867
2,472,895 126,719 2,699,614 2,561,856
48,268
1S66
1,485,814 72,771 1.668,085 2,106,886
1,148,251
1SS5
2,048,457 52,268 2,095.125 3,18-1,863
1,(49, 128
18B4
939,201 141,7110 1,08»,!>»1 6,469,019
4,378,088
1863
2,837,682 101,006 2,439,588 4,624,574
2,184,966
1862
2.19'l,538 163.568 2,363,101 2,658,274
295,178
1861
4,1S6,1C6 7,262,229 11,447,884
68,894 11,888,440
The following formula furnished the details of the general movement of coin
and bullion at this port in the month of January, 1867 and 1868, compara
tively:
GENERAL MOVEMENT OF COIN AND BULLION AT NEW TOBK.
1S67.
1868.
Increase. Decrease
Receipts from California
$2,472,855 $1,941,109 $
$513,126
Imports from foreign porta
126.719
124,720
1,999
Coin interct paid bv II. 8
7,485,945 11.677,951 4,09.»,806
Coin for bunds of 1847
4,468,550 4,468,660
Total reported supply
$10,085,569 $18,112,&30 $8,028,771
Exports to foreign porta
$2,661,356 $7,330,181 $4,778,775 $
Customs duties
9,520,886 7,204,690
2,815,795
Total withdrawn
$12,071,741 $14,634,721 $2,462,980
...
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LOUISVILLE, CINCINNATI AND LEXINGTON RAILROADS.
An act of I be General Assembly of Kentucky, approved Jan. 19, 1867, pro
vides that the Louisville and Frankfurt and the Lexington and Franklort Rail
road companies, in their united capacity shall be known as the Louisville, Cincin
nati and Lexington Railroads, and by that name may sue and be sued, contract
and be contracted with, touching all their joint business and undertakings.
The facts relating to the business connection of the two companies abovenamed are briefly as follows : On March 30, 1 859, an agreement was entered
into between these corporations whereby it was provided that the whole road
Irom Louisville to Lexington should be run as one road under the control of an
executive committee of six persons, four of whom should be chosen by the direct
ors of the Louisville and Frankfort and two by the directors of the Lexington
and Frankfort Railroad Companies. It was f rther provided that the receipts
and expenditures of the road should be apportioned between the two companies in
ratio of the mileage of their roads respectively—65 parts to the Louisville and
29 parts to the Lexington company, and the agreement was made indissoluble
unless by the consent of the stockholders of both companies.
An act, approved Feh. 2, 1866, authorized the united companies " to construct
a branch railroad from some point on the line of their railroads above La Grange
to the Ohio River, at or near the cities of Covington or Newport." In order to
raise money to build the branch, the two companies were authorised to issue
and sell their joint bonds to an extent not exceeding $3,000,000, bearing interest
at a rate not exceeding 7 per centum, and to secure the payment of the principal
and interest of t> esame by a deed of trust upon their railroads and branch rail
roads. By the sxme act the Louisville Company was authorized to increase its
capital stock by 8700,000 and the Lexington Company by $300,000 and the two
companies were declared to be the joint owners of the branch in the proportion
fixed by the operating agreement (65 and 29), and the entire management and
control of the branch during its construct on and after its completion was vested
in the executive committee.
The act of January 19, 1867 (referred to) provides that the additional stock
authorised by the act of February 2, 1866, instead of being issued as the stock of
the separate companies, may be issued as the joint stock of the two companies
upon which dividends may be guaranteed to an extent not exceeding 10 per
cent, per annum.
It thus appears that while each company retains its separate organizations, the
two companies, under the-name of the Louisville, C ncinnati and Lexington Rail
roads, are partners in operating the railroad from Louisville to Lexington, and
joint owners of the Cincinnati branch to be built with moneys rai-ed on their
joint credit. Both lines will be operated under the direction of the Executive
Committee, and the entire profits of both will be divided between the wo com
panies in the adopted proportions.
It is easy to see that this organization is cumbrous and would be greatly
simplified by a consolidation of the stocks of the two companies. Hitherto
this has not been practicable, from the fact that there has always been a mattrial difference in the market value of the two stocks. This difficulty is likely to
disappear with the extinguishment of the separate debts of the companies. In
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deed the interests of the two are becoming so intimately blended that it cannot
be long before the present connection between them must give place to one of
simpler form.
On January 11, 1867, the route for the branch was finally located, and on Feb
ruary 19, 1867, the grading and masonry were put under contract. The road, as
locate I, extends from LaGrange to Cincinnati, a d.stauce of 81 miles. The con
tract time for its completion is two years from daie.
As i ow existing and being operated the Louisville. Cin innati and Lexington
Ka Iroads consist of the Louisville and Frankfort Rail ond— Louisville, Ky., to
Frankfort, Ky., 65 miles, and Lexington and Frankfort Railroad—Frank'ort, Ky.
to Lexington, Ky.. '29 miles—the total line now in operation being ! 4 miles, in
which ire 8 8 mi^es of side track. The rolling stock consists of locomotive
engines 14, and cars 238, viz. : p. ssenger 13 and baggage ft ; freight (house 24,
stock 74 and platform 61) 149 ; and service (construction 18, ballast 20, hand aud
dump 32 and boar, ing 1) 71.
The earnings and expenses on all accounts show as follows : Stock of supplies
July 1,1866, $114 641 ; nett earnings 1866-67, $153,217 ; bonds sold $833,000 ■
doe to individuals $16 681.
Per contra: Cincinnati Branch $143,849 ; interest on bonds $17,576 ; discount
on bonds $124,950; due from individuals t40,154 ; real estate $19,750 ; mat rials on hand $ 4,929; division of profits to Louisville and Frankfort and Lex
ington and Frankfort companies $122,749 ; cash on hand $593,7»2—Total,
$1,117 639.
General Balances—Funded debt $833,000 ; preferred stock $48,638 ; due con.
tractors $11,001 : other accounts $7,1 05 ; credit of iucoine $96,470.
Per contra: Cincinnati Branch $143,649; interest and di count $142,526 .
dm s from individuals, &c , $41,579 j real estate $19,750 ; sup, lies $54,929 ; cash
on hand $593,781—Total $996,214.
The following shows the gross and net earnings of the line for the ten years endng June 30, 1867 :
,
GroB9 earnings
. Current Nett r-Era'l! p m-,Exp's.
Pas'g's. Freight. Other. Total, cxpen's. eara'a. bross. Net ,p c
1857-58
2(10,777 103,249 10,185 874.211 201,752 169,459 8,981 1,808 66 10
18SS-59
191,771 lb6,384 10,078 888,233 810,143 178,091 4,130 1,894 54'lS
1*59-60
812,184 165.982 12,261 390,377 811,284 179,143 4,153 1,906 64 11
1840-61
153,8tf7 181,304 19,0 4 854.855 212,908 141,947 8,775 1 570 69 99
1861-62
97,776 111,489 19,023 258,237 169,028 t9,316 2,717 949 65 46
18i2-63
^
101,889 801,182 19,198 882.239 188,273 138,957 8,428 1,426 58 48
186S-U4
142,918 817,213 19.170 43!),340 231,609 804,781 4,074 2.173 53 40
1SM-65
374,986 804,746 39,794 609,525 411,186 198,339 6,484 2,110 67 48
1865-66
374,492 165,*)8 23,002 563,802 403,696 159,106 6,987 1,693 71 ^3
i8*Hi7
883,818 803,188 84,868 610,819 857,102 163,811 6,429 1,930 70 00
MASSACHUSETTS RAILROADS.
The reports of the steam railroads of Massachusetts for 1867 show the follow
ing resuits :
Capital stock
$89,603,900 Length of rail (as single track)
Capital stock paid in
74.980,958 miles
1,319
Debt
89,496,700 Miles ran by trains
10,035,301
Cost of roads and equlpm't
95,010,319 Freight carried, tons
6,113^448
Total earnings
81,561,060 Passengers carried
83,660,401
Working expenses
15,111,047 Men employed
9^833
Net earnings
... 6,450,018 Bngines owned
502
Interest paid
915,070 PasBcnger can
951
Dividends paid
4,605,517 Merchandise can
10,834
Surplus Nov. 80
5,830,208
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PUBLIC DEBT OF THE UNITED STATES.
Abstract statement, as appears from the books and Treasurer's retnros in the
Treasury Department, on the 1st January and 1st February, 1868 :
DEBT BEARING COIN INTEREST.
Jaunnry 1.
February 1.
Increase. Decrease
6 per cent, bonds
$2Ol,!>29,600 00 $207.78<V-!60 00 $2,809,4110 UO $
6 "
'67&'68
14,090.941 80 9,458,3!ll 80
5,2:k>,550 0«
6 " 1881
283,616,600 00 283.676,600 00
6 "
(5-20's)
1,373,8;M,750 00 1,898,488,850 00 24,534,100 00
Navy Pen. F'd 6 p.c
13,000,000 00 13,000,000 00
Total
1,890,102,091 80 1,912,363,041 80 22,260,950 00
DEBT BEARINO CURRENCY INTEREST.
6 per et. (RR ) bonds
$20,713,000 00 $22,470,000 00 $1,757,000 00 $
8-y'aracom. int.n'tes
46,214,780 00 46,24t,780 00
S-years 7-30 notes
2K8,:!68,450 00 214,'J63,850 00
23,314,6i>0 00
3 p. cent, certificates
28,265,000 00 26,020,000 00 1,756,000 00
Total
828.491,230 00 308,708,630 00
19,784,600 00
MATURED DEBT NOT PRESENTED FOB PAYMENT.
7-80 n. due Aug. 15,'67
$2,022 950 00 $1,742,650 00 $
$280,900 00
6 p. c. comp. Int. u'es
9,952,810 00 6,900,390 00
8.032,420 («
B'ds of Texas ind'ty
257,0 0 00
256,000 00
1,000 09
Treasury notes (old)
162,811 64
1C2.8U 64
500 00
B'ds of Apr. 15, 1812
54,061 64
6,000 00
49,061 (4
Treas. n's or Ma. 3,63
716.192 00
716,192 00
Temporary loan
2,674,815 55 2,474.625 65
200,190 00
Certlfl. ol indebt'ess
31,000 00
80,000 00
1,000 00
Total
16,871,640 88 12,288,169 19 $
8,5*3,471 M
DEBT BEARING NO INTEREST.
United States notes
$356,159,127 00 $356,159,107 00 $
$
Fractional currency
81.597,583 85 82,246,4:58 51 648,854 66
Gold certi. ofdeposit
20,104,580 00 29,619,280 00 9.514,700 00
Total
407,861,290 85 4:8.024.845 51 10,163,564 66
RECAPITULATION.
$ 80 22,260,950
$ 00
$
Bearing coin Interest
1,890, 1> $2,091 SO 1,912,363,041
Bearing cur'yInterest
32S,4M,230 Oil 30.s,70S,t>:W 00
l!),7S2,ft» 00
Matured debt
16,571,6.0 83 12,288,169 19
8,588,4"' M
Bearing no Interest
407,861,290 86 418,024,280 51 10,163.554 66
Aggregate
2,642,356,253 48 2,651,384,6^ 50 9,058.483 02
Coin&cur. inTreas
134,200,603 88 134,069.318 31
131,290 07
Debt less coin and cur
2,508, 125,65J 10 2,617,815,873 19 9,189,723 0B
The following statement shows the amount of coin and currency separately a
the dates in the foregoing table :
COIN AND CURRENCY IN TREASURY.
Coin
$108,430,253 67 $98,491,162 70 $
$9,939,090 s]
Currency..
25,770,819 71 25,578,150 61
192,199 1'
Total coin &curre'y
184,200,603 88 131,069,818 31
$10,181,290 Of
The annual interest payable on the debt, as existing January 1 and February
1, 1868, (exclusive of interest on the compound interest notes) compares a* follows
ANNUAL INTEREST PAYABLE ON PUBLIC DEBT.
January 1. February 1.
Increase. Decreue.
Coin-5 per cents
$10,246,490 F0 $10,386,960 00 $140,470 00 $
" 6 " '67<fc'08
881,456 51
507,503 51
313,W3 00
" 6 " 1881
17,020,596 00 17,020,696 00
" 6 " (5-20's)
82,4 -8,285 00 83,909,331 00 1,481,046 00
" 6 " N. P. F
780,000 00
780,000 00
Total coin interest
$1:1,356.827 51 $112,1:64,390 ft $1,307,663 00 $
Currmcy-d per cents
$1.242,7.S0 00 $1,848,200 00 $106,42u 00 $
"
7.80 "
17,393,586 85 15,691,631 05
1,701,965 80
"
8 "
697,950 00
750,600 00 52,650 00
Total currency inter't
$19,884,826 85 $17,790,481 05
*1,54S,R96 SO
aggregate interest
180,691,154 86 130,454,821 66
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PUBLIC DEBT OP THE UNITED STATUS.
Abstract statement, as appears from the books and Treasurer's returns in the
Treasury Department, on the 1st Februnry and 1st March, 1868 :
|
DBBT BEARINS COIN INTEREST.
February 1.
March 1.
Increase. Decrease.
(percent. bonds
$2O7.73!),2O0 00 $212,784,400 00 $5,046,400 00 f
I " '67&'6S
9,468,391 80 9,3.8,191 80
«0,20«
6 " 1881
883,676,600 00 283,676,600 00
6 " (5-30'e)
1,398,488,851) 00 1,407,381,800 00 8,833,950 00
Nary Pen. FM Bp.c
13,000,000 00 18,000,000 00
Tetal
1,918,363,041 80 1,920,160,991 80 13,197,950 00
DEBT BEARINO CURRENCY INTEREST.
( per ct. (BR ) bonds
$88,470,000 00 $22,470,000 00 $
$
l-jarscom. lnt.n'tes
46,24 «.7S0 00 ,46,214,780 00
S-years 7-30 notes
214,968,850 00 202,961, 160 00
18,002.750 00
J p. cent, certificates
25,020,000 00 85,585,000 00 565,000 00
Total
. 808,708,680 00 297,S50,S80 00
11,457,750 00
XATUBBD DEBT NOT PRESENTED FOR PAYHBNT.
J-SOn.dneAng.15,'67
$1,742,650 00 $1,619,600 00 $
$823,050 00
8 p. c. comp. int. n'ea
6,«00,390 00 6,163.001) 00
737.390 uo
B'da of Texas lnd'ty
256,000 00
256,0 0 00
!..
Treasury notes (old)
162,811 64
159,661 64
8,650 00
B'ds of Apr. 15, 1812
6,000 00
6,000 00
.
Treai. n'sof Ma.8,«3
716,198 00
616,198 00
100,000 00
Temporary loan
2,474,625 65 1,89(1,700 00
583.925 65
Certln. of indebt'ess
30,000 00
19,000 00
11,000 GO
Total
12,288,169 19 10,630,153 04 $
1,658,015 55
DEBT BEARING NO INTEREST.
United States notes
$356,159,127 00 $356,157,747 00 $
$1,880 00
Fractional currency
83,248,438 51 82,807,947 51 61,609 00
Gold certt. ofdeposit
29,519,280 00 25,699,360 00
8,919,930 00
Total
4:8.024.845 51 414,165,054 61
8,859,791 00
RECAPITULATION.
Bearing coin interest
1,912,36 *041 80 1,926.160,991 80 18,797*960 00
*
Beanngcnrylnterest
30«,708,630 00 897,250,880 00
11,4^7,750 00
Matured debt
13,288,169 19 1,630,15361
l,65s,uio 55
Bearing no interest
418,024,28 ) 51; 414,165,054 61
8,859,79100
*Kre?ate
2,651,381,6-6 50 2,618,207,079 95
8.177,606 55
Coln&cnr.inTreas
134,060.313 81 128,877,457,11
6,691,856 20
Debt less coin and enr
2,517,315,873 19 2,519,83H,623 81 2.514.218 65
The following statement f-bows the amount of coin and currency separately at
the dates in the foregoing table :
COIN AND CURRENCY IN TREASURY.
Cola
$98,491,162 70 $106,623,374 75 $8,132,212 05 $
Currency
25,678,150 61 21,751,082 36
3,921,068 25
Total coin A enrre'y
134,069,813 31 128,377,457 11
$
The annual interest payable on the debt, as existing February 1 and March 1,
1868, (exclusive of interest on the compound interest notes) compares as follows :
ANNUAL INTEREST PAYABLE ON PUBLIC DEBT.
„
February 1.00 $10,639.220
March 1. 00 ;$252,2W)
Increase.00 Decrease.
Coin-S
per cents
$10,3'#,9GO
$
6 "■ 1S81
*67 4'68
667,503 00
51 17,030,596
562,691 00
r0
4,812 01
17,020,696
;
S-*'"^,
^'f0*-?8! 9!! 8,>4??'.3?? °J? 529,977 oo
N. P. F
780,000 00
780,000 00
Total coin interest
$118,664,390 t: $1:3,441,815 50 $777,424 99 $
Cumncii-6 per cents
$1,S4S,20<1 00 $1,348,200 00 $
$
7.80 "
15,691,631 05 11,815,430 80
876,200 75
3 "
750,600 00
767,550 00 16,950 00
Total currency inter't
$17,790,431 05 $16,931,180 80
$859,250 75
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RAILROAD EARNINGS FOR JANUARY.
The gross earnings of the under-mentioned railroads for the month of January,
1867 and 1868, comparatively, and the difference (increase or decrease) between
the periods are exhibited in the following statement :
Railroads.
1867.
1868. Increase. Decr'te
Atlantic and Great Western
$861,137 $:»l.7;i $83,634 $ ....
Erie
918,666 1,(131,320 112,764
Ohio and Hisslssippi
242,795 211,973
.... MJtl
Broad Gauge
$1,622,498 $1,638,064 $115,5 ,6 $
Chicago and Alton
248,787 259,689
16,752
Chicago and Northwestern
686,147 741,926 4V779
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific
— 292,047 283,600
....
8,447
Illinois Central
66m,488 619.866
.... H0.SS3
Marietta and Cincinnati
: 94,136 92,433
....
1,701
Michigan Central
304,097 348,319
39.222
Michigan Southern
805 867 871,041
65,184
MilknukeeandSt. Panll
840,511 36S,487 27.U76
Pittstrarg, Fort Wayne and Chicago
-642,416 492.694
.... 4»,TB
Toledo, Wabash and Western
237,674 278,712 41,038
Western Union
„
89,078 46,415
7,337
Total (14 roads) January
$6,278,676 $5,436,086" $157,409 $ ....
The gross earnings, per mile of road operated, are shown in tte subjoined table
of reductions :
.—Miles—, <—Earnings—, ,—Differ'?-,
Railroads.
1867. 1868. 1867. 1868. Incr. Dec.
Atlantic & Great Western
607 607 $712 $778 $B« «...
Erie
775 775
Ohio and Mississippi
840
840 1,185
714 1,344
623 169
... ...B
Broad Gauge
1,622 1,622 $933 $1,010 $52 $ ...
Chicago and Alton
280 280 871 927 66 ...
Chicago and Northwestern
1,162 1,182 604 644 40 ...
Chicago, Rock iBland & Pacific
410 462 712 627 ... 8S
lllinors Central
708 703 983 784 ... M
Marietta and Cincinnati
251 261 875 86S ...
7
Michigan Central
266 285 1,066 1,204 138 ...
Michigan Southern
624 624 683 708 125 ...
Mi wankeo and St. Panl
740 825 460 447 ... U
PittBbure.Pt.WayneandChicago
468 468 1,160 1,052 ... 108
Toledo, Wabash and Western
621 621 456 635 69
Western Union
180 180 217 247
80
Total (14 roads) January
... 7,141 7,263 $739 $746
$7 $...
The aggregate result for January, 1868, as shown in the above tables, gives'
a small increase over the returns for January, 1867. On the increased milcge
this is about $7 per mile operated, or in gross about $50,000 Illinois Central
Fort Wayne, Ohio and Mississippi and Rock 1-Iand are largely behind in thiir
earnings as compared with the same month last year; but this falling off is
counterbalanced by the increased earnings of the Erie, the two Michigan?,
the Northwestern, the Toledo and Wabash, the Milwaukee and St. Paul, and the
Chicago and Alton. Taking the New York St. Louis line as a whole, not
withstanding the decreased earnings of the Ohio and Mississippi, the increase
is 872 per mile. Such results were unlooked-for, and are therefore the more
acceptable. It is undoubtedly a good beginning, and augurs well for the results
of the current year.
RAILROADS OF MASSACHUSETTS FOR THE YEAR ENDING NOVEMBER :0, 180
The following is an abstract of the Massachusetts Railroads made up from
their returns to the authorities of the State, showing their condition on the 30th
ot November, 1867, and the receipts, expenses, income, &c , for the year ending
on that day :
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PHILADELPHIA AND HEADING RAILROAD.
Tbe length of tbe Philadelphia and Reading Railroad and branch i3 as follows:
Philadelphia, Pa., to Reading, Pa.
,.
>3 miles.
Branch—Lebanon Valley RK. (Reading, Pa., to Harrlsborg, Pa.
M "
Total length of route (main and branch liner)
117 miles.
Including second track, branches, aiding', Ac, the equivalent single track la
41S.10 "
The railroads named below are also leased and operated in connection with
the linei owned by the company :
Track Sid'gs.EquiT
Track Sld'gs.Eqnir
Railroads.
A Br. etc. single Railroads.
A Br. etc. single.
MineH'l&S-h. H
93 33 51.93 146.26 Union
3.47 0 66 4.18
Little Schuylkill
82.83 17. .'0 60.33 Urbery Creek
6.62 0.89 7.51
Rait Vahoney
11.88 8.06 14.43 Good Spring
14.88 1 94 16.82
Mill Creek
18.84 9.68 26.17 ( hester Valley
81.50 8.06 23 56
Scbuy kill Valley
89.88 8.18 83.06 . Port Kennedy.
0.78 .... 0.78
MouutCarbon
8.66 4.78 18.38 West Reading
1.74 0.89 8.63
ML Car. * PL Car
6.18 9.26 14.44)
Total length of line leased and operated (miles)
.... 848.83 106.62 362 68
The total length of road (equivalent single track) being operated by the com
pany at the close (Not. 30) of each of tbe last six years is shown in the following
statement :
Railroads
1868. 1863. 1864. 1865. 1886. 1867
Philade.phia and Reading
26118 766 15 883.36 289.08 306 75 815.78
Lebanon Valley
79.17 82 27 98.29 97.99 101 09 148.83
Owned
810.30 318.42 875.64 387.02 407.84 418.lo
Mine Hill and Scbnylklll Haven
132.90 136.88 142.14 145.S3
Little Schuylkill
48.89 49.20 49 48 49.95 50.3s
EnstMahoneT
9.11 11.61 14.51 15.6S 14.48
Mill Oreek ...
15.80 18.14 19 70 88.13 94.48 96.17
Schuylkill Valley
86.88 26.78 S6.94 88.31 83 90 83.06
MouutCarbon
9.83 9.88 9 90 9.90 9.90 13-38
W t. Carbon and Pt. Carbon
H.85 19.18 13 98 14.15 14.44 14.49
Union
8.91 4 08 4 08 4.(8 4.18 4.18
Lorberry Creek
6.51 6 61 7.61 7.51 7.51
Good Spring (Swatara)
6.68 7.47 10.82 12 26 18.68 16 82
Chester Valley
28.80 23.80 28.30 23.30 48.51 23 56
Port Kennedy
0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78
West Reading
1.74 1.74 1.74 3.68
Leased
97.15 165.73 810.46 330.48 340.81 362 50
Total(mlles)
437.45 514.15 6:6 10 717.50 748.65 770.61
The Rolling Stock of the Road is as below : Locomotives (1st class, 201 ;
2d class, 25; 3d class, 5, and 4tb class, 4), 235. Also (1st class, 23; 2d clast,
9, and 4th class, 1), 33 in use on Mine Hill Railroad—Total, 268.
Passenger Train Cars (8 wheel).— Passenger, 79 ; baggage, 20, aDd mail and
express, 11—Total 110 (= 4 wheel, 220).
Freight Train Cars (8 wheel),—Box, 381; Cattle, 38; platform, 647, and lime
20; and (4 wheel) box, 109; cattle 2; platform, 41; sand and ore, 10, and lime
130. Also, one 16 wheel platform gnn car—Total, 1,379 (= 4 wheel, 2,468).
Coal Train Cars (8 wheel).—Iron, 3, and wooden, 4,081 ; and (4 wheel)
iron, 2,834, and wooden, 2,114—Total, 9,032 (=4 wheel), 13,116.
Mine Hill Railroad Cnra (not included above).—All sorts. 71 (=4 wheel
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Cars reduced to 4 wheel :
Passengers, &e
139
1M
In?
220
174
110
Freight
1,873 1,388 t,0-«l 3,140 9,328 2,4t>8
Goal
7,613 10,180 11,426 11,499 13,193 13,116
Ulna Hill Railroad Can
80
80
79
79
109
Trans. Dep't.
I included!
151
1(0
1:1
134
870
Roadway Dep't,
f above, (
343
449
978
409
Total (4 wheel)
9,420 12,900 14,336 14,891 16,311 16,356
In the following statements the business of the Road and the results of opperatiorj, for the year 1867 and the five previous years, are summed up :
l.-MUMl or IKOra n» 1867 :
Reading R'llroad (Main Line):
Branch and lateral Lines:
Transportation Dep't.
2,136,756 Leb. Valley Railroad
632,487
Roa :way Department
60,098 Lateral Railroad*
1,427,177
42,681
Renewal, Sic, Dop't
63,780 Chester Valley Railroad
East Pennsylvania Railroad
83,408
Total on Reading Railroad
2.260,632
Aggregate miles ran by Engines on all Roads
...4,356 885
Tous (2,000 ha.) hauled one mile (Including weight of cars
.997,152,429
Average weight of loaded coal trains, 779 9, and empty, 266.8 tons, and of passenger train*
76.3 tons. The total mileage of engines was, in 1»61, 1,695,927; In 1862, 2,088,166: in 1863
9,721,689; in 1864, 8,328,229; in 1865, 3,688.309; in 1866, 4,261,386, and in 1867, 4,356,385 miles
2.—PASSENGERS AXD TONNAGE IN 1867 :
Classiflcaiion.
Number.
Passengers
1,273,644
Merchandise (tons of 2,200 lbs.)
1,185,896
Coal (tons of 2,240 lbs.)
8.446,826
Materials (tons or 2,000 lbs.)
242,626
Passengers and freight (tons of 2,000 lbs.)
6,421,538

M'lease39,176,181
49,796,30*
360,29i,752

The following shows the same for six years :
1863.
1863.
1864.
1665.
»
$
t
$
Passenger*
396,466
576,861
1,048,501
1.481,682
Mernband'e (tons 2.U00 lbs.)
451,782 652,263 807.106 846,103
Coal, tne. (2.2210 lb)
2,310.990 8,06 ,261 8,065.577 8,090,s!4
Material-, tons (2,ii00"lbB.)
171,499 934,071 249,908 249,863
1'as'gs and freight ton's (2,000 lbs). 3,260,953 4,391,877 4,606,2e6 4,712,016

Passcng'r earn'ga
Merchand'e "" •
Coal
U. mall "
Mlscellaac'B "
Gross earnings
Expeu's,rente,4c
Earn'gslesaexp's

V.—EARNINGS AND EXPENSES
403,684 566,520
523,416 4,897,200
673,143
9,879,419
. 19,618 21,309
86,813 94,730
8,911,830 0,952,902
1,5S6,?83 2,546,002
2,875,247 8,706,900

1866.
t
1,441,957
1,037,121
8,714,684
226,896
5,574,907

1887.
t
1,273,644
1,185,606
3,416,826
242,526
5,421,688

FOR SIX TEARS.
909,882 1,066,847 1,028,217
953,776 8,6*7,299
1,165,277 8,245,896
1,421,539
7,203,775
23,196 28,871 27,71u
178,411 955,939 181,647
9,269,340 11,142 519 10,902,818
4,684,848 6,906,864 6,221,500
4,684,499 5,238,855 4,681,818

1,005 647
1,520,551
6,401,879
83,085
137,834
9,106,498
1,767,858
8,838,638

From this must be deducted the follow ng, viz. :
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The " Reserved Fund," made up from net earnings and other revenues, and
liable for dividends, drawbacks, &c, is epitomized in the following statement :
1867.
1868.
11863. 1864.
1S66. I860.
f
*
$
$
$
$
2,920.118
Balance to credit
780,748
2.171,969
372,050
3,!06,73^
990,956
Net earnings
920.612 1,328,664 1,391,313 2,632,566 2,529,fS7 2,(«i.761
Sink, fund at kin lien ofb'ds can'd
104,000
870,000
Schuylk'l Nav. Co. bal. ofaccounts,
rents, &c
234,067 288,307 116,192
Profit on boat", Ac
68.677 114,885
Old debts paid
26,605
Total resources
1,701,854 2,319,520 3,666,572 3,333,965 6,605,968 5,396,071
From wbich were disbursed the following accounts, viz. :
Dir. on pref. stock
108,626 108:626}S,946.145 23,226 3,198,735 2,3»,S95
Dividend on common stock
U.S. & State taxes on dividends
308,9Sn
434,759 296,617
Draw b's on traffic
18,452 39,685 40,397
Deprec'n of assets
555,947
Credit due S.F.' 61
27,378
Total disbursem's
710,398 148,261 3,294,532 28,226 3,685.860 2,646,815
BalauceNov.SO
990,956 2,171,259 372,060 8,805,789 2,920.118 2,769,256
The rate of the dividends paid on the stock for the several years was as fol
lows :
years. years. years
years.
years.
Pre"erred stock
7
7
15
10
10
10
Common stock.
7
10
10
18
—tiie payment of the January. 1868, dividend and tax reduced the balance of
Nov 30, 1865, by $1,315,224, or to 81,454,032.
The financial condition of the company, as shown on the general balance
s ieets of November 30, yearly, for the six years 1862—67, was as follows :
1862.
1863.
1864.
1865.
1866.
1P67.
$ 11,661,428
$
t
t
$
$
9,997,129
18,520,521
18,698,873
21,191,067
22.314,911
Stock—common
■• preferred
l,55i;800 11551,800 1,531,800 1.551,800 1,551,800 1.56:,<*»
I onds
11,546,900 10,071,800 6,675,^.00 6,365,300 6,081,300 6,90-V'O
Bonds & mortg'cs
690,20 ) 590,023 596,579 535.363 635,363
Kkg fund *tk & bd
857,719
161,000 195,100
Roseivodfund
990,956 662,013 872^050 8,805,739 2,920,118 2,769,256
Dividend fund
8,171,259
Liabi's over assets
91,467
Total
95,523,164 28,613,828 27,716,253 80,608,075 82,575,548 83,186,183
Per contta :
Railroid, Ac
14,449,393 14,449,393 14.449,898 14,790,575 :15,258 597 15.f29.46i
Depots
477,699 477,699 477,699 417,699 685,045 1,0:12,964
Engines and cars
3,766,774 8,765,771 8,76\774 8,765,774 8.766,774 8,'.<5.174
Real estate
1,498,006 1,493,006 1,493,006 1,729,007 2,086,156 2 405.275
Lebanon Valley R
4,698,f99 4,618,878 4,548,878 4,54t<,878 4,5*1,431 4,5*4,431
Willow-s rect B.R
lOO.OOu 100,000 100,000 100,000 lOo.UUO 100,' 00
Stocks A b'd , Ac
643,288 634,788 634,789 2,457,428 8,419,436 8, 90,536
Assets over ll.b's
1,144,284 2,246,709 2,738,714 2,618,108 1,977.73*
Total
25,528,104 26,613,823 27,716,258 30,608,075 82,575,548 83,186,181
The funded debt at the close of the years as above, stood thus :
1802.
1863. 1364. 1865. 1S66. 1S67.
*
* 408,000
» 408,000
$ 408,000
t
*
408.000
B p. c. £ bonds, 1836-67
408,000
6 p. c. £ bonds, 1836-80
193,000 182,400 183,400 182,41,0 182,400 18*400
Bp. '•c. $t bonds,
8,'974,000
84,000 2,950,600 2,850,600 2,695,000 2,661,600 2.656 M»
" 1819-70
1861-71
llt/,000 106.U00 106,000 106.0C0 106,000
1848-80
976,800
976,800 976.800 976,800 976,8110 9«6,j00
" $
1813-80
651,500 649,000 649.000 519,000 M'1,000 64M.00O
1844-80
63,000 810,000 804.000 804,000 804,000 804 1*0
" t
1848-S0
124.000 1(1,000 101,000 101,000 101,000 10 ,000
" i
1849-80
83,000 67.000 67,000 67,000 67,000 67,100
1857-86
3.417,000 2,48 ,500 664,500 415,600 238,500 111,500
7 p. c. $ (LV) bd8l856-86
1,570,000 1,442,000 60,000 60, 00
7 p. c. £ bonds, 1836-7)
Total Nor. 80
.11,545,900 10,071.3006,675,3006.305,8006,084.300 5,903,39(1
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Prices of Stock—The stocks of the company have fluctuated monthly ia
the New York market as showed in the following statement :
1868.
1863.
1864.
1865.
1866.
1867.
January
35 -42 77*- 96 111 -118* 102*-118 93 -107* 99X-10S*
February
40 -44* 89*- 92 115X-183* 103 -117 9T*-101* 108V-106*
■"J*
41 -41* 86*- 91 1S0*-154 88 -114* 96*-108 1O0J4-1O3
April
42 -45* 88 - 95 125 -165 80*-lll 99 -106 l)7*-101
«tf-4»tf «4 -120 125 -147 89*-107* 105K-111I," 102*-104*
J°?e
60 -611 89 -114* 138*-145 88 - 98* 10S*-110X 10SX-100K
J"1?--:
64*-59* 95 -111* 125*-139* 97X-108X 101*-111* 103 -108*
August
66 -62* 113*-124 182*-137* 98 -107* 110*-U7* iO»*-107*
Septern
B6* 70 112 -121 117*-1S4 106 -116* 112*-117* 101*-104*
Sttober"
89 -1* »» -JM 115 -184 112*-118>4 116 118* 95*-102*
govern
73*-T8K 119 -127* 132*-140 118*-117X 110X-117* 95*- 98*
"t™
74*-77* lll*-12!l 112*-137* 106*-107* :08 -112* 91*- 96*
Te"
35 -79 T7*-12j 111 -165 80X-118X 96*-118* ll*-109*

COLMBUS, CHICAGO AND INDIANA CENTRAL BAILWAT.
The Columbus, Chicago and Indiana Central Railway is a consolidation (Feb.
12, 1668) of the Columbus and Indiana Central Railway and the Chicago and
Great Eastern Railway. The lines of which it is composed are as follows :
fColnmbas, O., via Union Junction and Richmond to Indianapolis, Ind
188 miles.
J Union Junction (S3 miles weat Columbus) via Logansport, Ind., to State
Line, 111
175 "
[ Richmond, Ind. (119 m. west Columbus) via Logansport, Ind, to Chicago, 111. 225 "
Lonievllle Branch : (Cambridge City (135 miles west C Iambus) to Rushville, Ind.,
24 miles) built conjointly by Columbus and Indiana Central Railway Co. and Jefereonville, Madison and Indianapolis Railway Company
half. 19 "
Total length of railroad owned by consolidation
600 miles.
The rolling stock owned by the consolidated company consists of—locomotives
120; cars, 1,895, viz., passenger (1st class 60 and 2d class 10) 70, mail, baggage
and express 25, an t freight 1,800.
The financial standing of the two companies at the date of consolidation is
shown in the following statement :
C. 41. Cen.RR. C. &G.E. RR. Consolidat.
Length ot roads
i375m.)
(225 m.)
(600 m.)
Capital stock
$6,520,100
$4,900,000
$11,420,000
Funded debt
8.150,000
6,750,000
13,900,000
Float, debt (ind. past-due coupons)
1,850,000
1,350,000
Total
$14,670,000
$12,000,000
$86,(370,000
Cost per mile of road
89,120
63,833
44,450
The Columbus and Indiana Railway is a recent consolidation of the following
railroads—
Colnmbus and Indiana Central Railroad and branches
219 milesUnion
Logansport
94*
Toledo,and
Logansport
andRalroad
Burlington Railroad
61* "■'
Total length of Columbus and Indiana Central Railway
376 miles .
Their securities now outstanding are as follows :
1st Mort. 7 p. c. bo-ds (Col. Ss Ind. Cent. RR.)
'.$3,200,000, or $14,612 p. mile.
1st M rt. 7 p. c. bonds (Union * Lngansp. RR.).
1,831,000 or 19,407 do
let Mort. 7 p. c. bonds (Toledo, Logansport and Bnrlington RR.) 800,000 or 13,008 do
Total amonnt of 1st Mortgage bonds
$6,884,000 or $15,557 p. mile
2.1 Mort. 7 p. c. bonds (Col. *Ind. Cent. RR.)
818,900or 8,726 do
Income (7 p. c. bonds ( do
do )
1,500,000 or 6,849 do
Total amount of all bonds outstanding
$8,150,000 or $21,773 p. mile.
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The Chicago and Gre t Eastern Railway (225 miles) has the following bonds
outstanding :
Ht Mortgage 7 p. c. bonds .
'$5,600,000 or $24,S£8 p. mite.
Income 8 p. c. bonds
150,000 or 666 do
Total amount of all bonds outstanding $5,750,000 or $25,555 p. mile
Aggregate of consolidated company
$18,900,000 or $23,166 p. mite.
It is proposed that the consolidated company shall execute a first mortgage'
covering the whole road and property (600 miles, to secure filteen million dol
lars of bonds, payable in 40 years, at 7 per tent, interest, with a sinking fuud
Of these bonds, $11,434,000 are to be set apart to be exchanged forand redeem
the outstanding 1st mortgage bonds above described, leaving 83,566,000 of the
issue to be negotiated. The total would then be as follows :
let Mortgage (consolidated) bonds ...
|$15,0O0,0O0 or $26,000 p . mile
2d Mortgage (Columbus & Indiana EE.) .
Slb.OUO
Income (no mortgage) bonds
1,660,000
Capital stock
11,120,000
I$28,886,000 or $48,143 p. mile.
Total Btock and bonds
The new bonds are offered to subscribers at 85 per cent. . f their nominal value
and accrued interest ; and payment will be received in whole or id part, at the
option of subscribers, in the Chicago andG-ieat Eastern Company's coupons due
in 1867 and 13b8 in equal amounts, interest beiDg equated, baluuce in cash.
WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY.
We have received the past week the statement of the earning's of the West
ern Union Telegraph Company for December. It will be seen that the net income
for the month is $16,843 84 in excess of the amount estimated iu theii report
published in the Chronicle of January 18, page 72. Below we give the state
ment from July, 1866 :
STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENSES FOB 18 MONTHS FROM JOLT 1, 1866, TO JAM17A*Y
1, 1868
Gross
Working.
Net.
1866.
Receipts.
Expenses.*
Profits.
July
$56.!,292 97
$410,882 40
$151.9,0 57
August
548,116 96
348,74* 81
201.974 65
September
55ti,95o 95
298.931 99
2S?.0t$ 96
October
623,528 81
S4J,245 07
2i9,2sS 24
November
671,086 02
822,508 60
248,627 36
December
551.971 40
802,596 41
S4il,374 99
$3,414,501 61
$2,026,406 84 $l,3t«.094 77
1867.
January
$5f0,560
58
$341,104
$219,455
B-ebruarv
483.441 77
814.617 71
26
ia-i.SU 82
51
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ALABAMA STATE DEBT.
On the 7th January, 1861, the debt of the State of Alabama stood as follows:
Fire per cent, dollar•• bonds, due" in New" York May,
May 1,1, 1868
*l,8Rfl.0M
1665
68.000
"
"
"
"
May, 1, 1878
16S.000
Five per cent sterling bonds, dne in London July 1, 1866
648,(100
Six "
"
"
"
June 1,1870
688,000
Total outstanding Jan. 7, 1861
. $8,446,000
During the war growing out of the act of secession, the State issued other debt'
chiefly for war purposes to the amount of $3,844,500. This war debt under the ad*
▼ice of President Johnson, was repudiated in the Convention of 1865, and of course
remains invalid. Iuterest on the dent proper was paid regularly; on the New York
bonds up to and including November 1, 1861, and on the London bonds up to an'l in
cluding January 1, 1865. Subsequently (in 1866) both classes of bondholders agreed
to fund all the coupons past due, and those to become due up to and including Jannary 1, 1867. Including these funded coupons and a few 8 per cent, binds (*55,500,
issued under an act of legislat'ire, approved December 15, 1865, the total present
(Nov. 1, 1867) funded debt of the State amounts to the sum total of $4,176,110. This
debt is described in the followiug summary :
Five p. c, dne in New. York, 1863-prlnclpal
$478,25°
1865- " $1,830,000
58,000:; 10
10 coupons
r'
18,000
"
"
1678— "
16t,000; 10 "
4;,000
Principal
$8,109,000
Ten coupons
687,850
Tot-1 principal and coupons, New York bonds
8,636,850
Five per cent, due in London, 1866—principal $B4S.0O0; 4 coupons
$64,$f00
nix
"
"
1870— "
688.000; 4 »
.... 82.560
Principal
1,886,000
Four coupons
• $147,360
Total prlncioal and coupons, London bonds
$1,483,S80
Eight pei cent, bonds of 1865
55,500
Total funded d> bt Nov. 1, 1867
$4,175,110
The - tate is al.-o in debt to the sixteenth section trust fund
$1,710,000
And to the University trust fund
JK)0,000 2,010,000
Which, added to the funded debt, makes a total Indebtedness of
$6,185,110
The bonds which fell due in 1863, 1865 and 1866 were twenty year bonds. These
under the agreement of 1866 with the bondholders, were extended for a further
term of twenty years, and will be due respectively in the years 1883. 1885 and 18:6
The coupons funded will be due at the same dates as the principal to which they were
attached.
Owing to defects in the State revenue laws, and also, is a measure, to the prostrat
condit on of the country the usual sources of revenue were found almost unproductive
and in view of an indefinate continuance of this state of affairs the last Legislature
authorized the issue of anticipation notes, or certificates of indebtedmes to the
amount of $400,000. These are now being issued by the State for Government ex
penditures They ire receivable fur taxes, and will form in the shape of 5s, 10s, 60s
andlOOs, a ready circulating medium through ut the State. Under the ruling of
Mr. McCulloch these notes are exempt frcm the tax of 10 per cent., ordered to be lev
ied by the act of Congress of March -26, 1867, on municipal notes, Ac. We have, ae
yet, no information as to the amount of these certificates already issued. The follow
ing resolution was adopted by the State Convention, held on the 1 Sth November :
Reiolreii, That it is the determination of this Convention to recognine all legitimate Indebt
edness of the State of Alabama, and we hold that said Indebtedness should ever be held sacred.
In tbis llBt of obligations we enumerate :
1st. The entire bonded debt due Janum y 10th, 1861.
2d. '> he bonded debt created since 1865, In funding coupons due and unpaid.
3d. Bonds issued in extending matured debts of 1866.
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COMMERCIAL CHRONICLE AND REVIEW.
Activity of the Money Market.—Rates of Lotus and Discounts.—Volume cf Shares Bold at
the Stock Boards.—Opening, Highest, Lowest and c osing prices of Railway and Miscel
laneous Securities.—Closing quotations at the Regular Board.—Government Bonds and
Bonds sold at N. T. Stock Exchange Board.—Prices of Government Securities at New
York.—Prices of Compound Interest Notes at New York.—Course of Consols and Ameri
can Securities at London.—Course of Gold at New York—Receipts and Shipments of Coin
and Bullion at New fork General Movement ot Coin and Bullion at New York.—Course
of Foreign Exchange.
February has been characterized by a steady conservative business. The
extreme severity of the weather has naturally son ewhat delayed Spring pur
chases ; but there has been a fair representation of merchants from the interior,
and all the indications favor the expectation of a healthy trade. The political
excitement in Congress has had less effect upon trade than might have been
expected ; apparently for the reason that business is conducted upon such a
conservative basis as to be little sensitive to extraneous influences. The goods
markets have been generally quite steady. During the monetary depression of
last Fall there was considerable compulsory realising upon merchandise, and it
would appear that the consequent decline in prices went beyond the limit required
by the condition of supply and demand ; for since the opening of the year there
has been an upward tendency in many kinds of merchandise.
Contrary to the generil expectation, the money market has exhibited a marked
increase of activity. In the West and South there has been a general scarcity
of money, which has induced a sharp withdrawal of country deposits from the
banks, resulting in an advance of one per cent, in the rate of interest. The
following comparison will show the effect of this process upon the condition of
the associated banks :
Feb. 89.
Feb. 1.
Loans and discounts
$267,v40,000 $266,415,000
Inc.. $825,000
Hpecie
22,(91,000
23,955,000
Dec. l,Sft4,O0O
Deposits
208,6M,1»jO
213.330,000
Dec. 4,BW.000
Circulation
84,030,000
81,082,000
Inc..
4,000
Le^at tenders
58,558,000
66,197,100
Dec. 6,641,01)0
Wall street movements have been fitful and irregular. The speculative opera
tions of prominent directors in Erie and other stocks, and the extreme expedients
resorted to for aiding their movements, have induced wide fluctuations in the
value of stocks. These irregularities have a very injurious effect upon railroad
stocks as a means for investments, the public being naturally disinclined to hold
securities the dividends on which depend upon the speculative caprice of the
ilirprrtnrH Th*» total trnnsnotinna in ntnnlrfl Hnrirttr trift month, nt hnth hoards
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The following table shows the vojume of shares sold at the
Exchange Board and the Open Board of Brokers in February
and 1868, comparatively :
YOLUME Or SHAKES SOLS AT THE STOCK BOARDS.
Classes.
1867.
1863.
Bank shares
„
1,029
4,961
Railroad "
1,883,951 1,685,155
Ooal
"
10,8f.9
7.S7J
Mining "
89,980
15.0R0
Improv'nt"
13,960
45,687
Tefcgraph"
83,857
79,684
Steamship"
91.618 116.480
Kipr'ssAc"
6,174
77,882
Gas, guano, Ac., shares
886
6,1:0
AtN. Y. Stock Ex. B'd
634,121 778,276
At Open Board
841,348 1,158,748
Total—January
1,475,863
1,987.024
•' —February
3,583,910 8,553,889

New York Stock
of the years 1867

18«8]

Increase.
8,028
302,1)0-1

Dec.
8,094
14,920

86,687
45,827
24,668
71,458
4,915
144,155
817,506
461,661

29,031
The following table will fhow the opening, highest, lowest and closing prices
ol all the railway and miscellaneous securities quoted at the New York Stock
Exchange during the months of January and February, 1868 :
-January.
.,
Fcbruarf.
Railroad StocksOpen'g. High. Low. Oos'g. Open. High. Low. Clo*
^uATerreHaut
........
60 54* 60 .1 5* gX g
*
Bo,°ton,Hartf.,rdA,Krle
IS* «X Wt Wt Wi "X » .]*
™r*tVf
:::::::::: 18 S ™ 8 8 i2 18 8
d?g * Northwest*
68* 6i* S-X 60 69* M* 68* «
ao

Sg & 8* & >«x # «« 1*

^ESe;;;;;;;;;;;:^!?!' « js
Oo APm.burg
87X 98* 87* TO 88
So & Toledo..
98 114J, 97* l'-«X 112*
Del , Lack * Western
110 113 110 112 114
^•s^ofc-::::::::WWt{5
^°.pr^:::::::::::::::: »k gx gx «x «*

&8L5
»6* 93* 94
»3 106* 108*
115 114 114
« » »
gx g* gx

tf-:::::;;::"::::::::::::::::::!"
do Dr*f
128
:::::::: 8
::::: IS*
Ind. & Cincinnati
60
Jo let A Chicago
97

18
123
8
iSx
60
87

i«
123
a
igg
60
97

lSw »x
123
8*8
ig* i&
60 ....
97 95

uw » 129
•••• •"•
8 J, *
i8 i& iS*
.... •••
95 9o 95

EmSZEEEE I
do
do 2d do
6*
Michigan Central
107
do B.AN.Ind
86
Mll.&P.duCh'n.lstpr
99*
do
do vdpr.
90
Jjfjw.nkeeASt.PauF.
47*
do
dopref.
68*
New Jersey
188
do
Central
.
115
New York Ceniral
117*
do
AN. Hav.n
183
Ohio A Mississippi
29*

8,
6*
112
89*
103
100
62*
67
185
UTX
182*
140
84

1
6X
106*
85
99*
9J
47
68*
ISO
114*
117*
1S5
»JJ

\
6*
1M
88«
100
98
47*
64«
180
U6*
1S9*
188
32*

if
UX 16
11«X 1JJ
88* 94
99 100
92 9 1
«X "«
65* «
182 ]82
JW
129* 181*
138* 141
83 88*

I 1
11
11
"I*1!?*
88* 91
» g
93
.«
£X S»
«J ,£
1«J }»
}»
135 129*
138* Mg
29* 80*
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Miscellaneous—
American Coal
Cameron
do
Central do
Cumberland Coal
Del. & Hud ( anal Coal
P nnojlvanla Coal
Pacific Mail
Atlantic do
Boston Water ower
c«nton
New York Guano
Mariposa
„ do pref
QuickC'ver
Citizen's Gas
Metropolitan G's
M est. Union Telegraph
Express—
American
>dams
United States
Merchant's Union
Welle, Fargo A Co

[March,

40
... 405
83*
148*
173
US
115
90
60
8*
8*
18*
SI
183
141
37*

60
405
88*
148*
178
U6X
lis
28*
60X
18
81f
15*
S7*
185
HI
89*

40
405
82*
147
173
108*
95*
19
48!,'
8*
8*
18*
SI
132
141
36*

60
406
87*
147
173
114*
98*
21*
58*
IS
8*
14*
23*
135
141
36J<

61
41
86
148
180
H4JC
98*
21
59
IS
8*
14
25
140
87

6J
48
87*
150
180
114*
99
21*
64*
18
8*
14*
S5
140
37

62
41
83
146*
180
1U8
95*
SO
66*
11
7
10
28
140
83*

t8
•
'4
148*
18ft
110*
93*
SO
KM
11
7
11*
S8
140
MX

75
78*
78*
88*
46

77^
B0*
80*
89*
49*

73
76
74*
36
44*

73*
76*
76
88*
44*

78
78*
75*
86*
45

78*
77
76*
86*
45

66
71 *
71
80*
40

70
78*
78
35
40X

The following are the closing quotations at the regular board Feb. 28, com
pared with thoee of the six preceding weeks :
_ ^
Jan.lT.Jan.S4.Jan,31.Feb.7.Febl4.Fe».81.Feb.lS.
Cumberland Coal
83*
86*
Quicksilver
t6* 27
23* 24*
MM
Canton Co
58* 58* 58X 61
61
60* «jZ
Mariposa pref
IS* JO
11 X
Hew York Central
1?8« 181*xdlS9* 12?* 188* 1S9* 1SS*
■He
74* 74* 74* 74
75J< 69* M
Hudson River
149
145
146X 147 148 146
14 *
Beading
92* 95* 95* 94* 94* 92* SIX
Michigan Southern
87* 89
88X 91* 92* 91* SOX
Michigan Central
US
114
Cleveland and Pittsburg
94* 96* 97* 97
96* 94* M
Cleveland and Toledo
103 Hi
.... 112 Hi* 107* 107X
Northwestern
61
60* 0'i
.... M* 69* COM
preferred
78X 78* 64
74* 74X 72K Ttjj
Bock Island
16* 9i* ICO* 99
98* 97* 8»*
Port Wayne
160 104* 102* 10S* 10S
10"H WW
TNtnois Central
135
186*
... 137 MM
Ohio and Mississippi
80
82* 8S* 81* »M 81* SO*
United States securities have sympathised with the coarse of the money mar
ket. The banks have sold bonds held for the purpose of employing idle balances,
and other financial institutions have realised freely. The introduction of the
Sherman funding bill iuto the Senate, followed by the author's exposition of its
purport, together with the impeachmentjmovement, have bad the effect of unsett
ling bondholders and weakening the market. Under these iuflueuces the price
of securities has fallen off 1@2 per cent.
The amount of Government bonds and notes, State and city bonds, and com
pany bonds, sold at the New York Stock Exchange in the month of February,
1867 and 1868, comparatively, is shown in the statement which follows :
BONDS SOLD AT THE N. T. STOCK EXCHANGE BOARD.
Classes.
1867.
1868.
Inc.
L. 8. bonds
$6,150,800 $13,9 0,700 $7,750,400
U. 8. notes
1,764,850
1,361.450
Bt'c & city b'ds
2,42-VOO 6,464,600 8,041,800
Company b'ds
762,200 2,085,900 1,318,700
Total—February
$11,090,150 $22,792,650 $11,702,600
" —January.
12,108,800 26,066,850 1S,»58,0M

$

Dee.
408,490

1868]
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The daily closiDg prices of the principal Government recarities at the New
York Stock Exchange Board, as represented by the latest sa e officially reported
are shown in the following statement :
FRICES OF GOVERNMENT SECURITIES AT NEW YORK.
,-6's, 1881.— ^ 6's, (6-90 yrs.)Coupon
. 5'e,10-40 7-80
Day of month.
Coup. Keg. 1863. 18*4. 1868. now. lS67.yre.<.;'pn.ad sr
Saturday 1
1"X
"'X 100* 110 107% 108 104% 107%
Sunday
3
Monday 8
111%
1"X 109X "OX 103 103% 104% 108
Tuesday 4
111% 1"X 109% 110
1'8 nil i.
Wednesdays
111% 111*' 1111/
Ml* 1AA
108% 1C9X hi-,/
107X 107X
104X -T—t".
107%
mi
-l
a
i,.~-T .n.'.T.
Thursday " 6
111% 111% "IX 109
10774
10IX 107X
Friday
7
ll»li
1"X 109 110 107% 107% 104%
Saturday 8
118%
Ill* 108% 109% 107X 107% 104% io7%'
Sunday
9 ..
Monday.... 10
119% 111* "1%
109J4 107% 108% 105 107%
Tnei»dty— 11 .
113% 111% 1"X 108% 109% 107% 108 104% 107K
Wednesday 1»
"3%
"1% 1"9
107% 108% 105 107%
Thursday 13
1"% 109
Kn% 108 104%
Friday
14
119
111% 108% 109% 107% Tti7% 104% 107K
Saturday 15
119
111% 108%
107% 108% 104% .....
Sunday 16
Mi.ntiay 17
119
11Iff
107% 10°% 105
Tneslay 18
119 111* "1% 109 109% 197% 108* 105X 107%
Wednesday 19
111% 111% 1HX 109% 109X 107X 108* 105%
Thurs ay 90
1UX
• 1HX 108X 109X 107% 108% 105V .; "
Friday
21
111% 111%
108% 105% 107%
Saturday 22
99
(Washington's Birthday—Holiday )
Sunday 33..
mx ui% 111% loex
Monday 94
107X 107% 105% 107%
Tuesday 26
111% "1%
109% 107
107% 104%
Wedncsday!6
1UX
"IX 111X
1H 108
l« 109
107 107%
104% 1D6X
1(6%
Thursday 37
Ill .... "OX 107% 108% 108% 101* 104s 106%
Friday
38
110% 110% 110 107% 108X 108X 107 104% ...7.
Saturday 39
110X U0 107X 108X 106% 106% 101% 105%
First
111% 111% 111% 109% 110 1073,' 108 104% 107%
Lowest
110% 110X 110 107% 108% 106% 10b% 104% 105%
Highest
113% 1HX 1HX 103% "OX 108 108% 106% 108
Range .. .
1% 1% IX 9
1% 1% IS 1
9%
Last
110% 110% 110 107% 103% 100X 106% 104% 106%
The quotations for Three-year*' Compound Interest Notes on each Thursday of
the month have been as showD in the following table :
FRICXS Or COMPOUND INTEREST KOTXB AT NEW TOBK.
Issue of
Feh 6.
Feb. 18.
Feb. 20.
Feb. 37.
May, 1865
117%@117% 117%ffill7« 117%@117% 117X@117%
August, 1865
118%©116% 11«%@110« ll(i%©U«% 11«%@U6%
September, '65
116 @116% 116 <»116% "6 (glKiVf 116 (&mifc
October, 1866
"5X®"6 115%@116 "6%@H6 115%@116
The closing prices of Consols for money and certain Airerican securities (viz.
U. S. 6's 5-20's 1862, Illinois Central and Erie shares) at London, on each day of
the month ot February, are shown in the following statement :
COURSE OF CONSOLB ANT) AMERICAN SECURITIES AT LONDON.
Cons Am. securities
Cons Am. securities.
for U. 8.II11.C.I Erie
Date.
for U.8.|Ill.C.|Erle
mon. 5-30sish's. Bhs.
mon. 5-30S sh's. |sh's.
20
Sat'day
1 98X nx 86% 43% Thurs
4S%
Friday
91 9.V." 72% 88%
Sunday
2
89 46a
33 93% 72',
Monday
8 93% 7SX 86% 48% Sat'day
7174
8S%
45%
38
Tues
4 93% 79 87% 48% Sunday
Wedne
5 93',
HT 48 Monday
34 ra" iix 88% «x
93% 7174 87% 47 Tns'day
35 98% 71% 87% 43%
Thurs
26 93;, 71?,
Friday
7 93?,; 71% 877i 47% Wednesday
44%
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The extreme prices of U. S. G'a at Frankfort in each week endirg with Thurs
day, were as follows :
Feb. 6.
Feb. 18.
Feb. SO.
Feb. ST.
Month.
75%@76%
75%@76
75\®7«%
75 @76%
75 @76X
The course of gold has been fluctuating, in sympathy with the political simtion at Washington, the price during the month having ranged between 139|ig
144, against 135£@140f in February, 1867. At the close of the month there
was less disposition to attach importance to the impeachment proceedings, all
apprehensions of any resort to violence having been diBmi eed. There is a dispo
sition to hold gold firmly upon commercial considerations, the conviction being
very general that the course of our foreign trade and possible occurrence of polit
ical compiicatior s in Europe in the Spring may induce a Lrge export of specie
within the next two or three months. The receipts of treasure from California
have been large, being 82,385,969 in excess of those of February, 1867 , but on
the other hand the exports have exceeded those of last year by 81,135,539. For
the month, the supply from all reported sources aggregates 86,212,164, while the
evports and payments for customs duties amount to $12,995,1^5 ; as shown by i
subjoined table, however, §4,919,283 has been derived from Treasury sales aud
other unreported sources, to that the net loss of supply is only $1,505,347.
The following statement exhibits the fluctuations of the New York gold
market iu the month of February, 1868 :
COCItSE OF GOLD AT NBW YORK.
lowest H a
3m
Date.
Date.
o
s 0
-I1 140% 14 X MOX 140% Friday
.21 140% 110% 141% in*
Saturday
. 2'
Saturday.. . .
.22
Sunday
(Holiday.)
141
.
8
140%
141%
141%
Sunday
Monday
.28
4 u:% 14 %|141% 141% Monday
24 143% 142%|144 |1«S
Tuesday
■ » uiy, 1«0%I141% 141% Tuesday
.25 142% 141% 1142% 14X
Wednesday .
141% 112 141% Wednesday.
.6
Thursday . . .
141% 141% I4IS Ml*
. 7 141% 141% 142% 142% Thjrsday...
140% 14<l%ll41%|l41X
Friday
142 142% 142% Friday
.8
14:% 141%il4l% 141%
Saturday
.9
Saturday . . .
141%|l41%!l41K
141%
Sunday ...
10 112% l isy 143% 143%
Monday
.11 142% 141% 142% 14! Jan.. .1868..
140%) 13«%|l44 |l41X
Tuesday
.12 141* 141% 141% 141%
135% 135%il4fl%llS9X
1887..
Wednesday .
.13 HI* 140% 141 % 140*
Thursday.. .
1806..
140% 1<5%,140*,!13S
.14 140 139 '4 140% 140
204%, 1!*>J, Sli.% 302%
1865..
Friday
.15 110* 140% 141% 141%
1864..
157* | 157% 161 .159*
Saturday
1963 .
157% 152* 17*% I ITS
Sunday
.16j
.17|140J1 140% 1 141% 141%
1862..
133% 10.'% 1045, 10S%
Monday .
Tuesday
1861..
100 100 100 1 100
.18,14m 110H|l41% 141
.1!) 141% 140% 1 140% 110%
Wednesday. .
.20| 140% 140 |140% 140% S'ce Jan 1, 1868.
Thursday . . .
.|133%|133%|144 |141K
The receipts and shipments of coin and bullion at New York in the month of
February, 1867 and 18S8, comparatively, were as follows.
atCKIPTS AND SHIPMENTS OF COIN AND BULLION AT NKW YORK.
1867.
1868. Increase. DccreaM
Receipts from California
$1,740,109 $4,122,078 $2,381,969 $
Imports fr m f rei in ports
136,491 210,000* 74.5J9
Tot'l receipts
$1,876,600 $4,332,078 $9,465,478 t
Exports to foreign ports
2,124.461 8,200,000* 1,185,539
Excess of exports
$247,861 $
$
1,319,939
Excess of imp .rta
1,072,078 1,319,939
' Approximate.

18fi8]
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The following statement shows the receipts and shipments in the same month
of the last eight years :
Exports to Excess of Excess of
-Receip
Cal'tonra. Foreign. Total foreign ports, receipts. export*.
1863
$1,122,078 $210,000» $4,3*2.078 $3,260,M»» $1,072,078 *
1867
1,740,109 186,491 1,876,600 2,124,461
247,861
1S66
3,603,600 172,128 8,775,122 1,807,030 1,968,092
1,562
1S65
944,785 106,904 1,021,839 1,023,201
1,677,148
1S64
1,250,069 88,150 1,838,219 8,1115,367
1863
951,823 213,971 1,145,794 3,965,664
2,7t»),b70
1,464,117
1862
2,250,795 62,1107 2,312,802 3,776.1119
1861
8,622,893 2,274,067 5,896,960 1,102,926 4,791,034
The following formula furnisher the details of the general movement of coin
and bullion at this port in the month of February, 1867 and 1868, comparatively :
GENERAL MOVEMENT OF COIN AND BULLION AT NEW TOEK.
1367.
1868.
Increase. Decrease
Receipts from California.
$1,710,109 $4,122,078 $4,3*1.969 «...
Imports from foreign ports
136,491
210,000*
74,509 .
... "
Coin interest paid by IT. 8
521,862 1,880,086 1,358,254
Total renorted new supply
$2,393,432 $6,212,164 $3,813,732
Exports to fiireign ports
$2,124,461 t3,2fi0,UO0* $1,135,539 $
1,717,079
Customs duties
11,453,204 9,735,125
Total withdrawn
$18,576,665 $12,995,125 $ .
$531,540
Excess of reported new supply
$■•«• • --^i $
$
$
Excess of withdrawals
11,178,233 6,732,981
4,395,272
Bank specie Increased
i"Jii«ii
Bank specie decreased
4,753,60-j 1,863,678
2,889,923
Bal. derived from unrepo'd sou's
""$6,424,630 $1,919,233 $
$1,505,347
Th" amount of specie in the Clearing House Banks at the opening and closing
of February,
J 1867 and 1868, was as follows
1867.:
1868.
In-rcase. Decrease.
At opening
$16,332,984 $23,055,320 $7,622,336 $
At closing.....
11,579,881 22,091,642 10,512,201
Increase on the month
$
$1,S03,678 $
2,839,9
........5
Decrease on the month
4,753,6:8
Throughout the month foreign exchange has ruled close upon the specie ship
ping rate, there having been a steady demand for bills with but a limited umount
offering.
The following exhibits the quotations at New York for bankers' 60 days bills
on the principal European markets daily in the month of February, 1868 :
COURSE OT FOREIGN EXOHANQI (60 DATS) AT NEW YORK.
London.
Paris. Amsterdam. Bremen. Hamburg. Berlin,
cents for
centimes cents for cents
cents^for
for ^ccnts
cents for centBlor
for
dollar. florin.
rix daler. M. banco. thaler.
Days.
54 pence.
1...
109J»@110 515 ®518K 41X@41Jtf 78%@78 86)i®36Ji 71JS©7174
2.
5
109ji@110 515 @513« 41K@41V 7SJ<@7!)
7SK©78 36X®36X
3«X®36« 71«@71«
7im71Ji
5
109K<ailO 515 {&513'i 41 '.©ll* 7Sj;©79 aa^&SHH 71X@71%
41«@41X 7S^@79 36^@36« 71Ji@71^
'
109^^109^ mxefiWi 41V.@11K TSJ»@TO 86J<@:i63f 7J.W71K
8
10i.J4@l09X 516Jt®5131i 41,';@41& 76#@79 80>i®36M 71^@71J»
19
im'^.mv. 5i6v®5i3jj- 41>i@41tf 78ji@79" IBH®M% Hii&il%
wste'.w.v s>iv.<86« HK®.n
}•
109>,@10»5»- 51K*@r,lD «x®4iK
79V@79Ji W}i@S»H 71Ji@72
J*
109^Sl0«g 516«@515 41>,-®41K
41kf<?j41k- 7!l«ffA79« 36.'.«>.30i.' IW.OhTl
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ts
28
87
M
89
Feb. 83.
Feb. 67
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lOOJ^IlO
110 ©110X
110 &110X
109Ji@109X
lOBXaiODjJ
109X@lO9X
109X®H0X
108X@109

615 @613X
614X@513X
8l4X@518X
615 ®513Ji
615 @51 X
616 @513X
616X®513X
B*> ®513X

41!«-@41X
41X@41X
«J<@4'«
41X@41X
41X@I1X
41X@41X
41X®«X
«X@41X

79X@79X
79X@79«
»X©T9X
7««©79X
79«@79X
79X<a>79X
78X@79X
78X&79X

86 @36*
36 @86S<
S6xa36X
86X336X
8SX<»36X
S6X®*iX
36 @S6.X
36X@36X

72 5472X
72 @7SX
78 @72X
71X«&73
71%<$72
71X@73
7i;i«i72X
TUt®?**
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Heturns of the Mew York, Philadelphia and Boiton Banks.
Below we give the returns of the Banks of the three cities since Jan. 1 :
NEW YORK CITY BANK RETURNS.
Pate
*nan».
Specie. Circulation. Deposits. L. Tend's. As. dear';*:
January 4. J49.711,297 $12,784,614 $84,134,39: $187,070,786 $62,111,201 $48:l,*i6.W
January
January 1118 . 351,170,733
856,038,938 19,888,866
83.191.867 64,004.137
84,071,006 194,835.826
208.883 143 64,753,116
66,155.241 6.53,854.53*
6lw,797.36»
JanaaryS.' ... 258 398,101 85,106,800 84,0-2,768 210,093,084 67.184,161 818.503 W
February 1... 266,416 613 33,966,830 44,062,831 318.330,834 65,197,1V) 637,449,9^
Fcbnnry 8 ... '-70,565,356 22,823,373 34,0911,834 217,844,818 85,846,389 69;.i42.59j
Kebrua v 15 .. 871.018,970 24,192,956 84,048,296 216,769,823 63,471,763 660.6S1.1S*
February 31 .. 267.763,643 22,B18.9S7 84,100,023 '.09,095,351 60,8<w,930 4S3,421,8»*
February 29 .. 267,240,678 32,091,643 84,0 6,333 308,681,678 58,653,007 706,100 78*
PHII.ADBI.rniA BANE RETURNS.
Date.
Legal Tenders. Loans.
Specie. Circulation.
Deposits.
January 4
$6,783,433 $53,00 ,304 $236,912 $10,639,000 $36,631,374
January 11
16,037,295
63,693,707
400,615
10,6*1,096
37,131.^30
January 18
16.827,423
63,013,196
830,978
10,641,753
87,»67,0»
January
35
16,836,937
68,828,599
279,393
10,646.236
87,312,641
February 1
17,064,18>
63,604,916
248,673
10,638,927
S7,925.v87
February 8
17,063,716
62.672,448
287,878
H>,035'926
37 3!<6,6&!
February 15
16,949,944
B2,632,!i46
263,187
10,663,338
87,0iu.530
February 23
17,873,149
64,483,166
201,929
10.632,498
8«.453,164
February 29.
17,877,877
63,489,767
211,365
10,634,484
85,793,814
BOSTON BANK RETURNS.
(Capital Jan. 1, 1866, $41,900,000.)
Legal
, Circulation .
Loans.
Specie.
Tenders. Deposits. National. State.
Janutry 8
$31,960,249 $1,406,546 $15,543,169 $40,856,028 $24,636,659 (SS3.79
January 13
97,800,239 1,376,987 16.560,M6S 41,496,320 84.76:,965 327,953
January 20
97,433,468
926,942 15,838.769 41,904,161 34,700,001 817,371
January 37
97,438,435
841,166 16,819,637 43,991,170 14,864,' 06 SS6,2>8
February 3
9H,»>5,200
777,627 18,738,229 43,891,138 24,638.103 231,f60
FehruarylO
97,973.916
653,989 16,497.643 43,752,067 34.880.936 331,700
February 17
98,318,838
606.140 16.8614 1 41 508,850 24,860,055 830,451
F, bru ir, 34
97,469,436
616,968 16,309.501 40,387,614 34,686,313 816,490
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CAPITAL, LABOR, AND CO-OPERATION.
In a former article upon " Capital and Value," (April number, 1867,)
it was assumed that capital is always a fixed quantity; that is, it always
bears a like proportion to population. Wealth may increase, and circuIdling capital, along with the increase of population; but natural capital^
the fertility of the soil, and the mineial and vegetable productions of the
earth, will decrease, at least in an equal ratio ; and this, the real capital,
will always limit the amount of profit upon the operations of labor.
Therefore population can only permanently increase as fast as the incon
veniences of situation, decrease of fertility, and the scarcity of natural
productions can be overcome by the increasing skill, scientific knowledge
and the unremitting application of labor.
If these resumptions be true, it follows that the pressure upon popula
tion should at all times be steady and uniform, or as nearly so as possi
ble ; and no doubt this would be the case, if economical science were
sufficiently understood.
Society is divided into two classes, the laborer and the capitalist. The
laborer is naturally in the weakest position, and generally looks upon the
capitalist as an oppressor, though the capitalist acts merely upon the
16
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common and necessary instinct of selfishness, which, if abrogated in this
particular instance, would only produce a greater amount of evil.
If the working classes cannot be induced to act upon the principles of
moral restraint and social independence, a certain amount of suffering and
misery will always exist; and no amount of benevolence on the part of
the capitalist, nor of the philanthropist, can materially lessen it. "What
seems to be most Decessary at present is to infuse into the public mind a
thorough knowledge of the true relation which capital bears to labor.
If capital does not exist, a priori, that is, the natural forces and pro
ducts, which alone makes labor profitable previous to the increase of the
laborers, providing such increase takes place, the laborers must inevitably
share a less rate of wages, or some of them must starve.
These important matters are either overlooked, or they are not under
stood, even by those who ought to be capable of comprehending the most
abstnise problems of social and political science. The complicated intermovements of society, and the vast amount of wealth and apparent capi
tal always in existence, prevent the people from detecting the underwork
ing* of the great laws of moral and material necessity, that are so effective
for good or for evil, according as they are understood and obeyed. We
may advocate education ; but if the already educated and intelligent part
of the community will not acknowledge the importance or necessity of the
science of political economy, it is not to be expected that the masses of
the people will take the trouble to understand it. The question, there
fore, of most importance to be understood is, how that part of society
dependent upon wages—say 90 per cent, of the whole—are to be made
to see clearly that no efforts of the benevolent, no combinations among
themselves, and no laws of the government, unless seconded by their own
personal conduct, can raise them permanently into a better social condi
tion. In other words, if the working classes will not be prudent and in
dustrious, and cannot control or limit the increase of their numbers, so
that such increase does not precede the increase of capital, they mus' ex
pect to submit to the present or similar evils of degradation, and no
power on earth can save them.
A constant war with the capitalist will only make things worse. It
will decrease the fum total of products to be divided, and therefore some
body must have less, and it n < ds no second sight to point out the party
upon whom the lots will fall. There will be a loss of wages for the time
consumed in strikes, as well as the expenses incurred for the support of
trales unions, and a less from the idleness of machinery and other circu
lating capital, all tending to the injury of the woikmen. But these facts
apr eir not to be tiken ii.t) tonsideration, as the working classes seem to
believe that it is a mere matter of goo .1 or ill will with the capitalist
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whether lie gives them race or less wages. This, however, is a great
mistake, as we shall have occasion to show ; but there are other evils
affecting both classes, which are more of a political than of a personal
nature.
We are often troubled with gluts and stagnations in trade, which have
generally been attributed to overtrading and overproduction. Sometimes
we have hhd a plethora of manufactures, sometimes a plethora of food,
and very often, of late years, a plethora of money. Money is the great
agent or means of distributing all kinds of commodities to the consumer,
and yet an extraordinary increase of money will prevent and retard this
distribution. There can be little doubt that nil the necessaries aud luxu
ries of life could be generally consumed without any unnecessary accumu
lation, if the means of obtaining them were unaffected by circumstances
other than what depended upon their profusion, or scarcity. That plenty
should be an evil, under proper economical arrangements, seems simply
impossible.
Wi en we contemplate the numerous inventions, the improvements of
machinery, and the thousand conveniences that did not exist half a cen
tury since, all of which have been hailed as blessings to the human race,
and yet find that the condition of nine-tenths of the people is, if at all,
very little improved, we become conscious that there is something gravely
wrong in the arrangements of society, or such a state of things would not
exist.
There is at present a plethora or glut of money all over the world, ac
companied by a general stagnation of trade in all the manufacturing
centres ; and thousands of people are starving in the midst of wealth and
apparent plenty. The world still looks upon money as capital, though
the fallacy has been exploded for a hundred years. Mr. Mill, in his
treatise upon political economy, says that it is neither wealth nor capital,
and we think that no sane individual that ever thought upon the subject
could come to a contrary conclusion. Gold has no power of production,
nor will it satisfy any natural want, and yet the world is as crazy about
its production as it was in the sixteenth century. But this is not singu
lar, when we consider that through the absurd arrangements of society it
is the only commodity for which there is an indefinite demand and an
unlimited market ; even the present enormous quantity will finally get
into circulation, and will still go on increasing.
The old idea that money should consist of a commodity, is practically
becoming obsolete ; it ought to be representative only.
Gold and silver have hitherto been considered peculiarly fitted for the
purposes of money; but timo seems to have proved that if we are to have
a commodity to fulfil the functions of money, it ought to be one of nece»
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sary consumption, so tliat its accumulation and consequent depreciation
in exchangeable value might be prevented.
The only currency used by the Mexicans at the time of the Spanish
conquest consisted of the cocoa bean, the principal ingredient of the uni
versal beverage of the people; and therefore an article of necessary con
sumption, and as it was a perishable commodity, it would have the merit
of keeping its exchangeable value.
We cannot, of course, go back to such a primitive practice as that of
the Mexicans, even if we could find a consumable commodity equally
acceptable ; but it becomes more evident every day that something must
be done to prevent the increased production and continued accumulation
of gold and silver money.
The present system of making the precious metals the fixed standard
of value and legal equivalent for debts is fast becoming a nuisance which
it is incumbent upon the world to get rid of with the least possible
delay. Such a system might do well enough while the world was more
intent upon war than trade, and before the invention of steam, railroads
and telegraphs; but these facilities, with the application of enterprise and
machinery to the production of the precious metals, must eventually force
a change of system, however reluctant the world may be to adopt it.
The miner takes advantage of the fixed value (price) of gold and silver,
and prefers mining for those metals rather than for others, as the market
for them cannot under ordinary circumstances be glutted; wherea9, a
steady increase in the production of cotton, or of any other metal, will
affect the market price—this, the most ignorant, are shrewd enough to
understand. But the addition of a thousand tons of gold to the currency
of the world makes no difference in its price, or exchangeable value, while
it remains in the hands of the producer: he consequently plies his calling
wiiiiout intermission at the expense of those who purchase his redundent
commodity.
According to some calculations we have added to the currency of the
world more than four thousand millions of dollars within the last twenty
years, and yet the production of gold is pursued with quite as much ardor
and perhaps as much profit, as when first discovered. There is, however,
at present a glut of money in all the commercial centres of the world, and
great numbers of people are starving chiefly from the uncertainty of trade.
This state of things, however, has been increased and intensified by the
unsettled condition both of Europe and the United States. And there are
still ominous threatenings on both sides of the Atlantic, which prevent
speculations and the prosecution of new enterprises, notwithstanding money
has been loaned, both in London and in Paris, any time within the last
twelve months at little more than two per cent. The banks of England
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and France have at the present time more than three hundred millions of
dollars in gold, and the deposits in the banks of New York have reached
the unprecedented sum of two hundred and thirteen millions.
If ever the time might be expected to arrive, which, according to polit
ical economists it must do, when the production of the precious metals
should become unprofitable, on account of redundency or glut, we should
suppose it would be the present; and yet every newspaper gives accounts
of new prospects, new discoveries, and new companies organized for the
production of gold. The number of banks also continue to increase, which
loan their own paper, and their depositors capital, and both practices, like
the production of gold, tend to increase money.
It is a fatal error to suppose, with Smith <fc Mill, that the precious
metals will obey the laws which regulate the production of other commod
ities, while they are the fixed standard of value in all commercial transac
tions; nor can the banking system be so regulated that it will not be inju
rious to the producing classes while the fixed standard remains.
Money has rapidly increased within the last three centuries, and will
continue to do so until means be taken to prevent it. The country that
purchases it from the mines, in sufficient quantities to raise the price of
other commodities, loses just that amount, as it must be exported through
depreciation, to all other countries within the circle of commerce of the
importing country ; so that the country which imports the greatest amount
from the producers not only pays for all that it retains, but for that which
it exports to other countries also.
Great as this evil is, of unnesessary taxation, it is not the greatest evil
which the system produces. This constant increase of money always, at
longer or shorter intervals, produces gluts and stagnations of trade, accord
ing as other circumstances advance or retard its operation.
It is only ten years since we had the most general and sweeping com
mercial crisis which had happenecd up to that time, carrying distress and
destitution to every manufacturing anl commercial city in the world; and
that was just ten years after the new discoveries of gold—at a time when
everybody seemed to think we had reached the highest point of commer
cial prosperity.
To show that these results will continually occur under the present mon
etary spstem, we have only to refer to the overwhelming numbers of that
class of population whose consumption is affected by an increase of price.
In England, for example, and there is no reason to suppose that the
proportions vary materially in other countries, there are nine-tenths of the
people who may be considered to belong to the working class. According
to the statistics of the income tax there were less than three hundred and
fifty thousand persons whose incomes amounted to ten dollars a week and
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upwards; that is to say, the wages of a skilled mechanic. Assuming thst
the number of persons assessed to this tax in Great Britain to be heads of
families, they would amount only to be about six per cent, of the popu
lation.
No doubt some of the working class habitually save something out of
their earnings, and, therefore, might be capable of keeping up their con
sumption under a slight increase of price ; but, in comparison with the
whole, this number is necessarily small. We take it for granted then
that the consumption of the large majority would be necessarily curtailed,
even by a very small increase of price ; labor being the last commodity to
be influenced by an increase of money. But there are other causes besides
an increase of money for the rise in the price of particular commodities*
which operate in the same direction but not to the same extent. Such
as the failure of the usual supplies of food, or of the raw material for man
ufacturers. These evils can only be corrected by the freest intercourse of
nations It is, however, the general and constant increase of prices>
caused by the constant superior increase of money, which is the most
injurious to society, and especially so to the working class. The decrease
of consumption over such a wide surface of population necessarily culmin
ates in an over-stocked market for all commodities, anil, of course, a final
reaction in prices. Labor must wait till all this is past and confidence is
again restored, before a permanent rise in wages is possible. It may, hap
pen, however, in the meantime that, by the help of strikes, trades onions,
&c, that a slight rise in wages may be effected, but that will always be lost
when the crises arives.
These constant ossitations demoralise society by throwing the working
classes at intervals, out of employment, and making them dependent upon
charily for support, and as long as the system continues, no efforts of the
philanthropist will be available to improve their moral or social condition.
The constant war between capital and labor, will continue to engender the
worst of feelings, and the most atrocious of crimes.
More primary or elementary education, so much insisted upon at pres
ent by the reformers of England, will effect very little towards assisting
the people to solve the difficult problems of social and political economy,
and to guide their conduct to suit the ever varying phases of modern com
mercial exigencies. The only effective mode of education for the people,
or the working classes, with respect to their conduct or interests, is to pre
vent these continual fluctuations in the demand for labor, by preventing
these periodical gluts. Their burdens and difficulties would then be
steady and uniform, and what they had to contend with to-day they would
expect to-morrow. Each individual would learn by experience what he
had to expect if he should increase his burdens and liabilities by entering
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into the state of matrimony without securing a sufficient income. lie
would know that poverty and degradation were inevitable.
It is a notorious fact, that when trade is brisk and times prosperous, that
the number of marriages increase. The parties being young and inex
perienced, always hoping and expecting that times will continue to be
prosperous; whereas, prices may rise, as they are now certain to do, from
this continued increase of money ; which, while it may possibly operate to
accelerate production, it will inevitably retard consumption, untill it ends
finally in a glut and a crisis, as we have too often experienced. "What
then will continue to be the fate of he parties to these improvideut mar
riages ? It is aimost needless to add, that it these periodical fluctuations
continue they will become paupers, and therefore a burden to the State.
But we have intimated that there are other causes of fluctuation in price
beside the disproportionate increase of money. A dearth of almost any
important crop, in one or more countries will operate to increase prices,
and of course, in the end, to interupt the demand for labor.
The present monetary system encourages unnecessary speculation, and
therefore when there is even a suspicion of a deficiency of any particular
commodity, a much larger quantity of it is withdrawn from market by
parties holding it for an increased price, merely on speculation, than is
found in the end to be necessary. This finally reacts to produce a glut of
this very commodity, and further irregularity both of consumption and
production.
While this system continues, the wages and the demand for labor will
be very uncertain, especially in populous and manufacturing countries ;
but under no circumstances can its remuneration exceed the sum which
the existing capital can furnish for that purpose. Trades unions and
combinations cannot, of course, by any means increase the aggregate
amount to be expended upon the employment of labor ; though they may
possibly succeed in raising for a short time individual wages. This must
be done, however, at the expense of keeping out of employment a certain
number of laborers ; but if this process be carried too far, the capital
necessary for the support and the remuneration of the laborers will ba
consumed. The capitalist being left without sufficient profit will be unable
to renew the machinery, buildings and other conveniences necessary to
carry on business, consequently the success of trades unions would end in
a decrease of wages. There cannot be a greater fallacy entertained than
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legitimate amount is simply impossible. In the present state of universal
competition it is the interest of the operative to excel in his calling, and to
present in the market the best article of its kind ; as the consumer can
always afford to pay more wages, in proportion, for a good than a poor
article. Cheap articles are an evil both to the producer and consumer,
and less profit is always obtained for the handling. The only remedy on
the part of the workman, for low wages, will be found in prudence, indus
try and economy, always remembering that even these will be of little
avail to secure his permanent interest, unless the fluctuations in the demand
for labor are reduced to a minimum.
Co-operation is another fallacy which time will explode. Formerly it
was a true saying that partnerships did not often succeed, and as human
nature is still human nature, it seems not unreasonable to expect like
results from the operation of the same principles and arrangements. These
extensive partnerships, like Social or Fourierism, will be found to neutral
ise the principles of individual energy, enterprise, ingenuity and economy,
and will therefore work at disadvantage against well regulated individual
efforts. These necessary principles of success can only flourish untramelled by associated operations and interests, therefore, in spite of their
present boasting, we shall expect that a few years will be the limit of their
existence.
With respect to associations for the purposes of retail trade, they will be
found but a very slight remedy for the evil of low wages. It is possible
they may flourish to some extent for a time, but finally, like other financial
schemes, they will pass away and be forgotten. The credulity of the
masses will aid and support them until it is seen that they do not nor can
not sell cheaper than a well conducted cash establishment, then they will
find out that the supposed profit is a myth, and does not compensate for
time, capital and management.
When these phantasies are exploded, or have ceased to exist in the
brains of pseudo reformers, society may perhaps be ready to receive and
act upon the true but severe doctrines of political economy. Until then
neither the moral nor social condition of the world will be materially
improved.
Rd. Sullit.

TDE NATIONAL BASK CURRENCY,
BY A. W. 8TET30K.
Both in and out of Congress, much has been said in favor of withdraw
ing the national bank ourrency, and substituting therefor United States
legal tender notes. The only argument employed in support of such a
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policy has been that it will save the government $18,000,000 per annum.
Prima facie, the argument is strong, forcible and popular ; it has attracted
considerable attention and secured for the policy many adherents ; but
inherently it is weak, base and defective ; and, when clearly understood,
will receive the condemnation which it deserves. It is a wolf in sheep's
clothing. Under the specious cloak of economy, they who favor thaV
policy would break down the national banking system for the purpose of
placing the whole currency of the country in the hands of politicians, to
increase or decrease according to the turn of their political fortunes; open
ing wide the door for an irredeemable paper currency.
Such action would be suicidal to the best interests of the country. It
would not only be a breach of faith on the part of the government with
the banks, but would bring upon the country increased depression and
distrust as to its monetary policy, and overwhelm the community with
fearful forebodings as to the future.
What the country needs is a uniform and stable financial policy. It is
now only about three years since the national banking system was
inaugurated ; the very object of which was to provide a national currency
which should be established upon a firm and enduring basis. And, to
accomplish an object so desirable, every effort was put forth to secure the
cooperation of the then existing State banks; and the act was so amended
that it offered many inducements to them to relinquish their old charters,
give up their former circulation and adopt the new system.
Says Mr. Hooper in his speech, March, 1864 :—
" The object has been to offer every facility and inducement to the State banks to
organize under the act, rendering it more secure and more profitable to the stock
holders and more beneficial to the people."
Says Mr. Sumner, May, 1864 :—
" The Stat < banks will be welcome to a place in the mtional system, but they
cannot be tolerated if they stand alo f rr refuse to take the pst wh 'h is issigned
to tbem." "If you are for a national life-giving currency you must abandon th i
Ntat- b nks or compel them to eslist in the national c use ; and you most so
en ow and protect the national nystem that it will be commended to the public and
that investments would naturally seek it"
Hence, in consequence of the privileges incorporated into the act, and
the protection and promises it held out, nearly all of our State banks sur
rendered their former charters and accepted places under the new system.
The fundamental object of the national bank act was to provide a
national currency, and that currency was to take the place of the State
bank notes and, ultimately, tfcat of the government issues of legal tenders;
hut the government did not consider it honest to deprive the State banks
of their issues without giving them an equivalent.
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Says Secretary Chase :—
" The national banks wore certain to be useful to U9 in many ways, but the main
object was the establishment of a nati nal currency.'
Says Senator Sherman, May, 1864 :—
" If this bil is a success I have no doubt that within a few years after the war ii
over there will be no currency but national currency and coin." *• 'e ret iry C ate it
of the • pini n tha a currency resting for its basis on Ur.ited States bonds which the
banks are bound to redeem, will more speedily enabe him to resume specie pay
ments ; an I he hopes after peace sbal have come, to fund and retire the n - Us of the
United States so that nothing will be lift excepting this national currency and gold
an 1 silver coin."
It is therefore apparent that the State banks were induced by the grant
of certain privileges to relinquish their old charters ; and that the object
of the new system was to provide a currency through the national banks
which should have a permanent existence; and, in accordance with the
action of Congress, that currency has been provided, and it has thus far
proved to the country, at once national, convenient aud safe, and has met
with popular if not universal appro* al.
Now, however, it is proposed to withdraw from the national banks the
currency to which they are entitled, and fo the issue of which they were
organized under the national bank act, and substitute therefor legal tender
notes. The adoption of such a course would have the most disastrous
effect upon the business of the country and bring »pon the people incalcu
lable i vils.
1st, It would open the flood-gates of an irredeemable paper currency.
2d. It would break down the national banking system and make the
government virtually a great banking institution without its facilities and
organism.
3d. It would establish Congress the great note issue department of the
country.
4th. It would thereby subject the volume of currency to the whims or
caprice of sundry politicians.
5th. It would burden the country with a currency which would have no
flexibility and no adaptation to the wants of trade.
6th. It would subject the people to financial instability and insecurity.
7th. It would unsettle values and render business a mere lottery.
8th. It would break down all confidence in the governraant both at
home and abroad, and render the financial future of our country dark,
dismal and gloomy.
Such are, in brief, some of the effects which are, in my opinion, sure lo
follow the issue of more legal tender notes ^is a substitute for National
bank currency.
It seems to me that if there is any one thing which Bhould be placed
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above and beyond the easy reach of politicians, it is tlie currency of the
country. For the currency of a country is its life blood ! It is the most
sensitive and delicate portion of its organism. If meddled with either
by unnatural increase or diminution the whole system becomes disordered.
If polluted by extraneous matter, or weakened by substances of no material
value, the whole body becomes infected with disease, which, if unchecked,
results in inevitable decay and death.
All history has demonstrated lhatthe only safe and reliable currency for
any nation is one which possesses in itself intrinsic value, which cannot
be manufactured by legislation, or tampered with by politicians and dem
agogues. Hence, I arguo that in view of this indisputable truth, it is our
duty, and the duty of all true patriots to hasten rather than retard a return
to specie payments.
I bold thai the government is pledged to pay or to withdraw its legal
tender notes. They were issu d during a tremendous war as a war mea
sure, and a temporary expedient ; this will bo universally admitted. And
it was the confident assertion of the supporters of that measure that at ihe
termination of the war those notes would be withdrawn, the debt funded
and specie payments resumed. With this understanding hundred - of
millions of paper promises to pay were issued by the government and
taken by the people; and those hundreds of millions exist to-day in the
possession of the people, awaiting the action of the government to fulfil
its promises. I say the government is in honor bound either to pay when
it promises to pay or to withdraw its promises. Nearly three years have
elapsed since the close of the war, and during that time the government
has acted in good faith with its creditors ; but lately affairs have taken a
new turn, and it is proposed by philosophic politicians not only to stop
the withdrawal or contraction of promises to pay dollars, but to pay the
principal of the debt by more promises to pay dollars.
I am now as ever opposed to an irredeemable greenback currency. I
am now as ever in favor of preserving the honor, good faith and integrity
of the government wherever or whenever it has been pledged. If it has
promised to pay hundreds, of millions of dollars on demand, then I say it
is morally bound either to pursue a system of contraction by taking up
promises or by performing them. Any other course is a violation of
the principles of common honesty. It promises what it will not perform.
And just so ong as the government refuses to pay, or to withdraw its
unfulfilled promises, just so long it upholds a dishonest and unworthy
course of action.
It may be said that the national bank currency is of the same character
and certainly no harm can arise in substituting the one for the other. But
that is not true. The national bank currency is a redeemable currency,
whereas the government currency is irredetmablt.
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The one is redeemable in lawful money, the other promises to pay dol
lars which it does not and will not pay. The national banks are acting
in good faith towards the government and the people; and if the govern
ment will continue to act iu good faith with the banks and the people by
contracting, or, in other words, withdrawing or taking up, its promises to
pay, it will increase their value and soon bring them up to par with specie ;
and, as the national banks are compelled to redeem in lawful money,
they will be forced to pay their notes in specie or its just equivalent
The banks will b« driven to this by the honorable and judicious action
of the government; they will be obliged to contract their loans, and
redeem more or less of their currency until the whole curreucy of the coun
try is at par with coin.
I am no zealous advocate of the national banking system ; I think it
susceptible of many amendments ; nevertheless, I think it would be an act
of the most consummate folly now to break down that system. It would
put back specie payments twenty years.
If it is desirable to return to specie payments there never will occur an
opportunity more favorable than the present. Currency is abundant at
all financial centres, and can be easily withdrawn without creating a
monetary pressure of much severity. A return can be gradually accom
plished by pursuing a system of contraction, and in no other way. We
can never get back to specie payments without sufftring, and tno longer
we delay the more severe will be the penalty. Delays are dangerous.
Already false prophets are arising who are so infatuated with paper pro
mises to pay, that they predict the country could bear $1,000,000,000 of
greenbacks in circulation ; and soon other propiets may arise who will
predict that they can enrich the now impoverished Southern States and
the masses North and West, by issuing enough to pay the whole debt of
the country ; and these modern philosophers will undertake to demon
strate that thereby they will save $150,000,000 per annum in taxation
which now burdens the people.
Our only safety, therefore, for the future, is to maintain the honor, good
faith and integrity of the nation, towards the banks, the people, and the
world, by honest efforts to fulfil our promises wherever they may existby honest efforts to pay our debts, not in promises, but in intrinsic value;
by so doing we shall establish our credit throughout the civilized world
upon a permanent and enduring basis.
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IRON AND STEEL IN THE UNITED STATES.
[Tbe organization known as the Iron and Steel Association held their annual meeting at
Philadelphia on the 4th ' f March, at whi h the Secretary presented a report containing valuible information with regard to the extent and condition of the trade in the United States,
From this report we have compiled the following :]
Owing to the large number of iron works of various kinds in the United
States, and the vast extent of country over which they are scattered, the
task of collecting reliable statistical information is by no means a light
one. For, while the proprietors of most of the works report with com
mendable promptness, others do so only after frequent applications have
been made. It is true that at some works where a number of kinds or
classes of iron is manufactured no inconsiderable time is required to give
an analysis of the production in accordance with the forms which we have
adopted, but we are satisfied if the importance of the work were fully
understood, full and accurate returns from all would be transmitted without
unnecessary delay. Since the beginning of the present year your secre
tary has sent blanks for the purpose referred to, to the various iron works
throughout the country—about 1,100 in number—and a very large pro
portion of ihem have been filled and returned. These have beeu arranged
»nd tabulated, and the results obtained are herewith submitted. It is
proper to remark that, with one or two exceptions, full reports have been
received from the anthracite furnaces and rail mills, while with regard to
tbe other furnaces, rolling mills and forges a number of estimates were
necessarily made, but with such care as to justify the belief that they will
be but slightly modified by the correct returns to be hereafter received.
The last meeting of the association took place so early in 1867 as to pre
clude the possibility of giving at that time the produciion of our iron and
steel works for the previous year (1806.) These will be given in this re
port in order that a comparison may be made with the corresponding
figures for last year.
The following statement exhibits the quantity of anthracite iron manu
factured in each State during the years 1866 and 1867, respectively, in
tons of 2,000 pounds :
1S66.
1867.
Massachusetts
8,606
8,500
NewTork
118,274
145,417
New Jersey
40,680
36.919
Pennsylvania
673,759
686,584
Maryland
13,048
12,363
Total

749,367

784,783

Anthracite iron was first made in this country about the year 1837,
sinco when its production has increased to the volume indicated by the
above figures. Its history has been marked by some severe reverses, the
principal of which were caused by unwise legislation. The statistics of
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this branch of business were first compiled in 1849, showing the produc
tion for Pennsylvania only, which amounted in that year to 118,604 tons.
The production of the whole country in
1854 was
1855
1856
1857
1858
1859
1860

tons 389,435
881,868
448,113
S90,?86
861,4311
471,745
619,211

1861 was
1862
1863
1S64
1865
1866
1867 .

tons 409.229
47»,Si5
677.«3
684.018
41*558
74 '.8*7
781,783

The production of raw coal and coke pig iron during the past two
years has been as follows :
18H7
1866.
If 1,'iH
Pennsylvania
17(',6o0
Ohio
97,1 C8
12M 5
!,2<K>
West Virginia
!,li*8
Total

248,996

318,647

The progress of this branch of manufacture has been steady, as the fol
lowing figures for the past fourteen years indicate. The production in
T. n«Tons.
1854 amounted to
R4.4S5 1861 amounted to
127,033
1
Oti87
1865
. 62,390 i 86-2
157:«>l
. tie,554 1863
;6.56
. 2l>'J.iii6
1857
. 77 4->l | 1861
.iss'.tsi
18^8
. 68.3M 1-65
.2ti8,S9o
1859
. 84,841 18B6
.3 8,<i<7
1860
.128,218 1867
The average annual increase in the make of raw coal and coke pig iron
in Pennsylvania, during the above named period, has been abjut 12,300
tons; and in Ohio 8,200 tons. In the former State it lias increased from
29,941 tons in 1854 to 191,072 tons in 1867, in the latter from about
20,000 tons in 1854 to 126,375 tons in 1867.
The tabular statement following exhibits the quantity of charcoal pig
iron made in the country during the past two years:
1847.
18£6.
1867. |
1866.
89. a
Massachusetts
14,514
12,26.' Ohio
s ,ms
6\74S
Vermont
4.816
1,907 Michgan
86,443
19,500
25,663
Conneciiut
19,671
18,607 Missouri
5,241
5,400
New York
2t.9 >0
26,94 1 Wi^consioD
New Jersey
6,426
9,u00 Kentucky
15.000 f 21.800
8,500 J
Pennsylvania
67841
60,165 Other States
Marylan 1
26,652
24,000
Total
.'
832.780 814,541
In New England the expansion of the charcoal pig iron manufacture (or
a number of years h;-s been prevented by the scarcity of timber, aud many
furnaces, owing to this cause, have been abandoned. At the present rate
of consumption, however, it is believed that there will be no exhaustion of
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the supply of wood, on account of the rapid advancement of the " recond
growth."
The production of charcoal iron in New York in 1867, as compared
with that in 1854, exhibits a falling off of about 8,000 tons ; the make
steadily declined from 34,970 tons in 1854, to 11,897 tons in 1861, since
which it has as regularly ad/anced, amounting in 1867 to 26,942 tons, as
previously stated.
The beginning of the charcoal iron manufacture in Pennsylvania is dated
as far back as the year 1715. Up to the end of 1776 seven furnaces had
been erected. From that time to the beginning of the present century
twelve others were built. We learn from the most reliable records that
fourteen furnaces made iron during the year 1800, and five were idle
though not abandoned. Within the next thirty years forty-nine aditional
charcoal furnaces were built and ten abandoned. From 1830 to 1847, one
hundred and thirty furnaces were built (an average of eight per annum),
and twenty-six abandoned. In the latter year the number of charcoal
furnaces in Pennsylvania reached i s maximum, there being one hundred
and seventy in working order. Since that time, with the exception of a
single year, the numb, r of furnaces annually abandoned equal or largely
exceed the number erected; during the years 1856-7-8, forty-eight were
abandoned and dismantled. In 1854 the production was 116,000. Dur
ing the following eight years the average annual decrease was over 9,000
tons; the whole make in 1862, by forty -six furnaces, being only 42,£80
tons. Since then, as observable by the figures previous y given, there has
been an increase in averaging about 3,000 tons annually. But little char
coal pig is now made in Pennsylvania west of thu mountains, the produc
tion last year by the five furnaces in blast being about 6,500 tons.
In Ohio the fluctuation in the production of charcoal pig iron, owing to
apparent cause-, has not been so marked. Its manufacture there may be
said to date from about the year 1830 ; from tha time to the year 1857
it largely increased in volume, the production in the latter year being
81,156 tons. Since then the average annual make has been 67,265 tons,
falling to 51,390 tons in 1831, and rising to 89,525 tons in 1867.
In Michigan the development of lUu branch of manufacture has been
quite remarkable. The first furnace was erected in 1852. In 1854 the
production was only 900 tons. Since that year the average annual increase
has been 4,200 tons ; the quantity made last year amounting to 55,743
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The following statement exhibits the total quanttity of pig iron made in
the United States during the years 1886 and 1867 :
Anthracite pig iron
Haw bituminous coal and coke .
Charcoal
Total

Tons.
749,367
268,996
882,780

Tom.
784,785
818,647
644,341

1,851,143

1,447,771

The product of the forges and bloomaries in the country during the
past two years is as follows :
18tS6.
1S66.
1S67.
Tons.
Tons.
Tons. Tom.
22,313 24,634
80S
821 New York
1,500 New Jersey
New Hampshire
. 1,814
6,493
5 9S0
1,560 Pennsylvania
1,700
31,380 81,747
. 4,641
4,471 Other States
8,720 4,250
620
788
Total
73,555 73,075
As near as we are able to estimate the proportion of the above make
made direct from the ore was in 1866 36,500 tons, and in 1867 35,800
tons, making the grand total production of iron from the ore—
1,387,648 torn.
In 1866..
1,488,571 '*
In 1867.
The total product of the rolling mills in 1866 and 1867 was as follows:
1,026,189 toni.
In 1866.
1,041,946 "
In 1867.
Of these quantities, the proportion
1866.
J8S7.
Tons.
Tons.
Maine
S,!)42
9,900
Massachusetts
29,467
27,189
New York
68,947
67,043
New Jersey
2,816
2,076
Pennsylvania
212.7S6
246,081
Maryland
2,532
10,840
West Virginia
989 (est) 800
Total

of rails is as follows :
Ohio
Kentucky
Michigan
Indiana
Illinois
Tennessee

1866.
1«T.
Tons.
Ton*.
81,849
S3.1S9
9,856 (est.) 8.000
11,186
8,062
10,438
8,944
44,896
46,534
11,046
5,390
480,778

461,420

Of the product for 1866, 182,082 tons were new and 248,696 tons rerolled ; for 1807 207,552 tons were new and 253.S68 tons were re-rolledIt is impossible, as yet, to accurately analyze the other products of the
rolling mills for 1867, as many of the returns gave the total quantities
without specifying the items composing them ; but we have succeeded in
itemizing the production for 1866, which we give by States in the follow
ing tabular statement, which may be relied on as substantially correct:
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Merchantable
States.
Bar « Itod. Sheet.
4,6 9 2
....
New Hampshire 4,167
....
200
Massachusetts . 16.664
....
Rhode Island.. 6,691
1,700
Connec icut . . . 7,178
New York
47,667
Voo
New Jersey
11,478
....
Pennsylvania. . 118.013 22,025
Delaware
2,717
28S
6,669
8,261
W. Virginia... •2,500
320
Ohio
42,266
3,640
Oiher States . . 9,700
2,1 SO
Total

276,192

Plato.
....

34,069

Nails & Axlc« &
Spikes. other.
Total.
8oO
4,Vii
....
1,167
....
....
2,740
950
3,890
22,666
7,025
56,22*
4,200
12,491
....
1,675
8,853
•••■
14,106
70,197
7,170
24,519
6,184
48,616
47,832
9,94') 213,921
4,064
....
23,602
1,480
2,726
21,t>75
■••■
24.895
16,693
6,953
76.06S
....
16,99*
....

9,143
•*•■
....
239
6,000
35,006
1,064
10,566
....
4,426
6.063

Hoop.
....
....
....
8i0
■■••
....
425
435
11,595
....
••■•
..••
8,174
....

71,507

: 6,459 147,625

49,559

605,411

The following tabular statement exhibits the total quantity of iron of all
kinds consumed in domestic forges, rolling mills and foundries in 18G6 :
Tons.
Domestic product from the ore as before stated
1,887,648
Deduct quantity sold in bars immediately to consumers by bloomaries, and
therefore not entering iuto the manufactures embraced by this table. . . . 12,000
1,376.64}
16.000
S0,o00
326,000
80,000

Scrap imported .. .'.
Scrap domestic
Old nils
Scotch pig imported
Total

1,875,643

Of this total, excepting Scotch pig therefrom, the following are the pro
portions of pig, scrap and old rails respectively, consumed by domestic
'urges, rolling mills and louuUrius :
AruouMt last stated
1,875,644
Deduct Scotch pig
80,000— 1,795,043
By forges, product
87,056
••SU
12,362-- 49,407
By rolling mills, product
1,026,189
Waste
256,547
Deduct blooms*
By foundries, domestic pis

,

1,282,636
62,055-- 1,250,461
515,665— 1,795,643

The Scotch pig imported was consumed by the founderies, making, with
the domestic pig, a total for this class of works of 595,055 tons.
• The t ital number of blooms produced from ore is
=old direct i □ bars

86,500
1S.U00

Total blooms by forces
37,035
•Xadf into bats and shapes
9,J>0;}
Tlie wasie in making wuith is added, under the head of " Forges" in tho teit.
27,655
Total blooms going into mills
52,0(5
17
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The following is an approximate estimate of the consumption of domestic
pig iron :
Toms.
Domestic pig consumed by frrges
S-V'W
by rolling mills
800,488
"
"by founderiea
516,656
Total, as previously reported

1,351,14}

The following statement exhibits the qnantitj of iron of all kinds used
in every form of domestic manufacture for general consumption :
Toil
Toial of domestic irons produced from ore as previously reported
I,8b7,643
Pig iron imported
80,000
Rolled and hammered, imported
2*2,500
Scrap, imported
16,000
Total imported
827,600
Add old rails, re worked, domestic
826,000
Scrap
80,000— 4 05,009
Grand total

2.120.14S

Of this total the quantity and kinds of rolled and hammered iron, obtain
ed from all sources consumed in the United States in 1866, was :
Domestic
ToU)
Produced. Imported. Cons'ed.
Tons.
Tons.
Ton*.
Rails
480,178
10v,0C0
6SU/178
Merchantable bar and rod
276,192
81.960
858,142
Steel
84,069
17,715
61,784
Plate
71,607
V60
72,467
Hoop
16,469
9,725
26,184
Nails and spikes
147,625
147,4*5
Axles and other
49,659 ) 22 160
93J09
•Hammered bars and shapes
2 1 ,£ 00 J
'
Total amount of finished wrought iron that entered
into general consumption in 1S66
1,047,689

232,500

1,280,184

The percentage respectively of foreign and domestio iron of all kinds,
which entered into general consumption in 1866, is :
Domestic.
Foreign.
Total.
Tons.
Tons.
Tons.
Rolled and hammered as above
1,047,689
282/00
1,280,189
Pig iroD
6 1 6,6 65
8 ,000
695,656
Total

1,5 68,344

8 1 2,600

1,876,844

which gives the proportion of 83 percent, domestic to 17 per cent, foreign.
ii ii information relative to the production of the steel works of the
country for 1867 is not sufficiently full to enable us to state the exact

• Produced as follows : By bloomarles, bars, 15.0C0 ; bj forges, 9,500—total, Sl.'OO.
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amount. But the returns received indicate that the product varied
but ljttle from that of the previous year (1866) which was as follows;
Tona.
New England
V.60S
New York (nut including He- seiner steel)
1,000
New Jersey
4,167
Pennsylvania
11,218
Total

18,978

In 1867 about 3,000 net tons of Bessemer steel was made. The pro
duction of this material promises to be materially augmented during the
present year. In addition to the works now in operation at Troy, Harrisburg and Detroit, two others, one at Lewiston, Pa., another at Cleveland,
Ohio, will soon commence operations.
The steel manufacture is suffering severely from the effects of foreign
competition. The importation last year amounting to 21.566 tons (net),
about 63 per cent, of the quantity consumed in the country. Our steel
works, as well as our iron works, have ample facilities for supplying the
home demand for their products, and it is without doubt the policy as well
as the duty of the government to give them an opportunity to do so.
It is impossible to ascertain from our Government records the quantity
of iron and steel imported into this country in 1867, as the Treasury
accounts are made up to the end of each fiscal year (June 30th). But we
find by the last report of the British Board of Trade that during the year
ending November 30, 1867, the following quanties of iron and steel were
shipped from the various British ports to this country. The quantities are
reduced to net tons :
Pig
143,684
Bar. angle and rod
50,751
Railroad
188,770
Castings
1,857
Hoop, sheet and plate
86,056
OH, for manufacture
21,666
Other iron (wrought)
8,661
Total iroD
Steel

449,845
21,656

These quantities exceed by 43 per cent, the importations of the previ
ous year.
Af iY<a wlmlA nnantit.v of nic iron exnorted bv Great Britain durinr/ the
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her customers. Of Loops, sheet, and boiler plate, we imported 35,056
loos, being 23 per cent, of the total quantity of English exports of this
kind of iron. Of the 37,002 tons of steel exported by England, 21,566
tons, or 68 per cent., were shipped hither. Surely these are startling facts,
and yet we are often told by British and American free-traders that this
is the only country with which England has not free and unrestricted
commercial intercourse.
In 1867 the total quantity of iron ore mined in the Lake Superior region
amounted to 516,981 tons, an increase over that of the previous year of
55 ptr cent. The history of this branch of business in that district dates
back to 1858. ^In that year 37,759 tons only were mined ; since then it
has increased to 'ts present gigantic proportions. Within the past year
several new mines have been opened, and the capacities of the old ones
1 argely increased.
A brief review of the iron trade abroad during the past year may not
be out of place here. In England this branch of business has largely par
ticipated in the calamitous depression which the general trade of the
country has experienced since the great monetary panic of 1866. Lower
prices of iron of all kinds have ruled, and are still ruling, than have been
known for very many years. The causes of this stagnation are attribu' ted partly to over-production a few years ago, the collapse of home and
foreign railway schemes for extensions and new lines, and to the defective
harvests of last yaar.
The full returns showing the production of iron in England during last
year have not yet been received, but judging by the reports from several
of the principal iron-producing districts, it will be somewhat less than in
1866, when the product of pig iron reached 4,536,051. The quantity of
iron exported from Great Britain in 1867 exceeded by about 200,000 torn
that of the previous year.
In Scotland, although the iron trade suffered in common with other in.
dustries, the production of pig iron reached 1,031,000 tons, being an excess
of 37,000 tons over that of tlie previous year. The shipments and home
consumption amounted to 1,068,000 tons, a falling off compared with the
corresponding figures of 1866, of 68,000 tons. The stock on hand at the
close of the year was 473,000 tons, a decrease of 37,000 tons. The whole
number of furnaces in Scotland is 1C4, of these 112 were blowing at the
close of the year. The average number of furnaces in blast throughout
last year was 108, and the production per furnace 9,500 tons. The fluc
tuations in prices have been comparatively unimportant, varying from
51s. 6d., to 55s. 6d. per ton, mixed numbers f. o. b. at Glasgow, averaging
53?. 6J. per ton. The presant priceis 52s. 6d.
Miners' wages averaged
during last year 4s. 9d. per day, being 9d. lower than the previous year;
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and we are informed that the tendency is still downwards. *Tbe home
consumption of pig iron was as follows: by foundries, 264,000 tens; by
rolling mills, 156,000 ton?, of the shipments 255,000 tons were sent to
domestic ports, of the latter, considerably more than one-third was si ipped
to the United States. In France the production of pig iron in 1867 is esti
mated at 1,142,800 tons, as follows :
Of charcoal pig
177,800 tons
Of coke
"
886.8SO "
Of charcoal and coke (mixed)
78,700 "
These figures show a decline in the production of pig iron, as compared
with the previous year, of 110,300 tons. The product of manufactured or
wrought iron amounted to 801,000 tons, a decline of about 10,000 tons,
In Belgium the iron trade during the past year has been in a somewhat
depressed condition, particularly so in regard to pig iron, the exports of
tliis iron being considerably less than in 1866. The home demand has
also been less active. Another unfavorable element with which the Bel
gian blast furnaces have had to contend with has been a heavy increase in
the importation of pig iron. The exports of rails shows an augmentation
of 14,000 tons. In the first ten months of 1866, Belgium exported to the
United States 1,480 tons of rails, while during the same period last year
not a single ton was shipped to this country.
From Prussia and Austria we have no late statistical information relat
ing to the interests which you represent. The rapid expansion that has of
late years marked the steel manufacture of those countries is attracting the
attention of iron and steel makers throughout Europe.

THE ERIE RAILROAD CONTEST.
To the public at large the ordinary stock excitements of Wall street
have little interest. The recent contests, however, in that iauro-ursine
assemblage, the Stock Exchange, are of more moment than is generally
supposed. Two railroad kings, with a retinue of influential retainer?,
have entered the lists, each well versed in the arts of the stock ring,
each determined and each possessed of vast resources. Our readers are
aware that, comparatively recently, the Harlem, Hudson River and New
York Central roads have passed under the virtual control of one leading
mind, and that the Cleveland and Toledo road also stands impliedly
committed to the same interest. This unity of management has been
accomplished to secure a harmony of working interests between a Hue of
connecting roads running from New York to the West. This, however,
js but one of the trunk routes connecting this market with the Western
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interior. The Erie road, with its vast appliances, runs to the shores of
Lake Erie, and by alliance with other roads may be constituted a through
route extending from New York to San Francisco. Here is a possible
source of competition with the New York Central combination. Very
naturally, therefore, the latter party desire to secure the control of the
Erie road. The present Erie direction, however, appear disposed to
assume an independent position; and in order to protect their interests,
have determined upon an arrangement with the Michigan Southern road,
under which the latter agrees to lay an extra rail upon its track so as to
enable the Erie broad guage cars to run upon its road, while the Erie
engages to aid in the construction of a broad guage branch connecting
the Michigan Southern with the Atlantic and Great Western at Akron,
giving the Erie a broad guage through connection to the Pacific railroad.
It thus appears that arrangements are completed for two distinct and
competing combinations from New York to the far West. The New
York Central combination are anxious to neutralise 'the competition of
the Erie route ; and the recent extraordinary transactions in Erie stock
and the institution of legal proceedings against the Erie direction arc
more or less connected with plans for accomplishing that object. Some
of the most notorious acts in the management of the Erie company, more
especially the negotiation of the three millions loan with Mr. Drew, have
been brought into court, and alleged as grounds for the removal of that
gentleman from the direction. It is also sought to hold him to his full
legal responsibility for having used for speculative purposes 54,000 shares
of the stock ot the company held :n trust as collateral for his advances to
the company. An injunction has also been issued restraining the direc
tion from issuing stock or bonds to affiliated roads existing or projected,
or in any way involving the Erie company with the interests of such
roads. It is not improbable that these suits may have been partially
designed to assist pending speculations in Erie shares; but there can be
little doubt that the main purpose is to secure the removal of the master
spirit from the Erie counsels, and to prevent any new issues of stock
calculated to embarrass the efforts of the New York Central party to
secure the control in the next election
The precise amount of stock the Erie direction have recently issued is
perhaps known only to themselves. In Wall street, however, it is gene
rally considered reasonably certain that the new issues amount to
from 50,000 to 80,000 shares. The two parties may thus be considered
as in a state of open war. If in the contest every sort of artful and
tricky expedient is resorted to, and the interests of a great cor
poration are recklesly dealt wich, it will excite no surprise; for
in the present demoralization of railroad management everything
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appears to be considered allowable that is likely to prove suc
cessful as a speculative expedient. Those proceedings, of course, have
a very injurious effect upon railroad investments; showing as they do
with humiliating plainness, that the interests of stockholders are abso
lutely at the mercy of managers who control the roads for mercenary
speculative purposes.
Thus far we have noticed but the incidents of a contest which has a
very important bearing upon the interests of the public at large. The
' question that concerns our great trading interests is this—shall the main
avenues of our commerce be under the control of a gigantic monopoly, or
shall they be stimulated and expanded unde" a wholesome competition
of transportation companies ? We have no question that the New York
Central combination, under the control of Mr. Vanderbilt, would be
conducted with an economy and general efficiency which, while redound
ing to the advantage of the shareholders, would yet serve well the
public interests. But it is undoubtedly to the interest of the public that
even the best possible management should be placed under the stimulus
of competition. While readily conceding all that can be reasonably
claimed as to Mr. Vanderbilt's abilities as a railroad manager, and while
allowing that the Erie would be sure of a more efficient head under his
supervision than under its present and late control, yet it would be a
matter of regret upon public grounds were the two independent routes to
pass |into the hands of the same parties. Monopolies are invariably
selfish aud regardless of the public convenience and interest They are
exclusive when they should be considerate, and grasping when they
should be generous ; and for this reason the country cannot afford that
its means of transportation to and from the chief Atlantic port should be
placed under the power of one board of direction. Already the rates of
carriage are so high as to materially impede our commerce ; and the
desideratum of our trade is an amplification and a cheapening of trans
portation. The rapid growth of population and trade are sufficient to
induce the providing of enlarged carrying facilities if free scope be allowed
to corporate enterprise. But in case all our trunk roads pass under the
same control, what prospects is there that the Legislatures of the differ
ent States will look with equal favor on new enterprises ? The record
of corruption at Albany and elsewhere is two pla;n and voluminous to
admit of any hope that legislation in these matters would not be dictated
by the parties who controlled the roads. Besides it would be to the
interest of such a combination to prevent the building of new roads; and
who that knows the difficulties of a new enterprise of this kind struggling
into existence thes not see that by putting down freights temponrily
below the paying rates, this old combination could long deter capitalists
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from entering upon the construction of any competing line. Then,
again, the control of the canals, through legislative corruption, would be
likely to pass under the influence of this railroad interest, and the
immense commerce of this city would thus be subjected to a clique of
capitalists interested in imposing the highest possible rates.
We regret, therefore, to see any desire on the part of the New York
Central combination to control the Erie road. There is an abundance of
traffic to make both roads profitable to the companies, with efficient
management ; and we can conceive of no satisfactory reason for attempt
ing to blend both under one head. Should this policy be persisted in, it
is deserving of consideration whether an urgent application should not
be made to the Legislature for placing the plan under check. Not only
our own interests would seem to demand this, but to even a greater
extent the future development of the West requires it.
But while upon broad public grounds it iss we stated last week, im
possible to approve of the consolidation of the two great trunk routes
to the West under a monopoly, it is still less possible to sanction
the gross abuses of power to which the Directors of the Erie Rail
road Company have just made confession in the report made by the
executive committee of the direction respecting new issues of obliga
tions. ThQ committee state that they have " authorised the creation,
issue, and sale of $10,000,000 of convertible bonds;" and further that
they "consented to the deposit of the bonds of the Boston, Hartford and
Erie Railroad Company, issued under the agreement between that com
pany and the Erie as collateral with several parties who loaned their
property to aid in the construction of that valuable connection." The
report makes no mention of what is generally understood to be the fact,
that the committee have also agreed to aid, by the endorsement of bonds
or otherwise, the construction of a branch road from Toledo to Akron,
connecting the Michigan Southern with the Atlantic and Great Wes
tern road. The responsibilities of the company on account of this pro
posed road and the Boston, Hartford and Erie would amount, it is un
derstood, to about $8,000,000. Thus it would appear that the executive
committee have virtually increased the liabilities of the company to
the extent of $18,000,000.
A word as to the reasons assigned for these extraordinary proceed
ings. It is urged that the company lacked funds for the payment of the
March interest upon its 2d and 3d mortgage bonds and its sterling con
vertible bonds, amounting to about $500,000, and that this had to be
provided for by a temporary lopn from the Treasurer. This very dis
couraging condition of the finances was surely to be regarded as a most
conclusive reason why the company should not incur any unnecessary
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obligations. The road has to pay about $2,000,000 per annum interest
upon its present funded and floating debt, and falls short of one-half
the amount required for the half-yearly payment ; and yet the mana
gers assign this as a reason in favor of incurring new liabilities requir
ing $1,250,000 additional interest, the larger half of which the com
pany engages to pay, while the remainder it guarantees. Such manage
ment appears to us the direct road to bankruptcy. The committee
give as the principal reason for the issue of the $10,000,000 of conver
tible bonds, that the road needs storehouses and an elevator at the Long
Dock, as an offset to the depot of the Hudson Eiver Road in St. John's
Park, the estimated cost of which is $1,300,000; that the road needs
17,000 tons ot iron rails and 8,000 tons of steel rails, costing $2,435,000 ; that the Delaware Division requires to be double tracked at a
cost of $2,790,000, and that the rolling stock equipment needs an addition
ot 50 locomotives, 500 cars and 300 coal dump?, costing together
$1,357,500; other items of expenditure are also specified, carrying up
the total outlay to $8,757,000. A considerable portion of this proposed
outlay comes under the head of repairs and the replacement of worn out
equipments ; which of course is to be regarded as necessary ; a larger
portion, however, is due to the engagements made with the Boston,
Hartford and Erie and the Michigan Southern companies and to new con
struction account. Hence the position of the Erie road, if we are
to believe this showing of the executive committee, is such that it not
only cannot pay its interest without borrowing, but also has to borrow
about $3,000,000 for making good the wear and tear of road and
equipment. It is now about two years since it had to borrow $3,000,000
on open loan from Mr. Drew under similar circumstances. Hence it
would seem that the road is running at a heavy annual loss, and unless
better managed must inevitably ultimately go into bankruptcy. And it
is under such a condition of its finances that the managers undertake
large new enterprises, and lend the credit of the company to support
corporations whose securities cannot be negotiated.
But it is generally thought that there is good ground for suspecting
that the authorization of $10,000,000 of new bonds has a purpose
ulterior to the objects stated by the committee. The Directors are
aware that Mr. Vanderbilt will strongly contest the next election ;
and it may have appeared to them a very desirable thing that they
should have at their disposal $10,000,000 of bonds convertible into com
mon stock for election purposes. The committee are silent as to the
terms upon which the bonds have been sold, and the parties who have
taken them. There can be no doubt, however, the securities were taken
by the Directors or their friends; and it is generally believed that the
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larger portion have been already converted into stock; which the hold
ers can either retain for election purposes, or sell at high prices to ihe
combination who have engaged to place Mr. Vanderbilt in the control
of the company ; so that whatever may have been the motive of the
issue, the fact is that it gives the Directors one of two important advan
tages. This may be shrewd strategy ; but what is it in respect to
fiduciary morality and honor?
Doubt has been expressed in some quarters as to the authority of the
Directors to issue new stock. We see no reason, however, for suppos
ing that they have not acted within the law. The company's charter
does not fix the amount of stock issuable. The 9th section of the
General Railroad Act of April 2, 1850, provides that " in case the
capital stock of any company is found to be insufficient for constructing
and operating its road," the Directors may call a meeting of the stock
holders, and with the concurrence of a two-thirds vole of the entire
proprietory, may increase the capital stock to any amount required.
This course was free to the Erie Directors ; but the openness of the
proceeding and the probable difficulty of securing a two thirds vote for
the purpose, appear to have induced them to resort to an indirect and
secret issue, tor which the law affords them the utmost facility. The
28th section of the act above quoted, authorizes companies " to borrow
such sums of money as may be necessary for completing and finishing
or operating their railroad, and to issue or dispose of (heir bonds for any
amount so borrowed ; * * * and the Directors of the company may
confer on any holder of any bond issued (or money, borrowed as aforesaid,
the right to convert the principal due or owing thereon into stock of said
company, at any time not exceeding ten years from the date of the bond,
under such regulations as the Directors may see fit to adopt." Thus
the law, with singular inconsistency, first denies to Directors the power
to make a direct increase of stock except with the acquiescence of twothirds in interest of the stockholders and then empowers them by an
indirect method to increase the stock to any amount thoy may please.
This is a very grave defect in the law ; and its effect would seem to be
to leave the Erie direction free to make any further issues of stock they
may deem necessary for election or other purposes. Tbe late issues of
new stock, however, are manifestly in opposition to the spirit of the
law. The bonds were issued and converted into stock almost on the
same day ; which was clearly a case of acting under cover of the 28th
section of the act, to evade the wholesome restrictions imposed by the
9th section.
These extraordinary proceedings only show in clearer light the pressing
necessity of legal restrictions on the powers of directors. As the law
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now stands the stockholders—the real proprietors—have to entrust their
property to the control of agents with almost unlimited powers. The
directors hold office for one year, and during that period have unrestrict
ed power to manage affairs so as to produce extreme fluctuations in
the price of the nhares for speculative operations, in which the chances
are all in their favor; and as such fluctuations are more easily produced
by bad and reckless management than by a conservative administration
of affairs there is the strongest possible temptation to take that course.
That directors are not above such temptations, we have but too plain
evidence in the history, past and present, of the Erie Company. It
is notorious that within the last few years some of those in control of that
company have made millions of dollars by this maladministration of
trusts ; and that all this has been done at the expense of the company
is patent from the fact that one of the finest railroad properties in the
country has gradually descended to the verge of bankruptcy, while most
others have been rising to a steady dividend-pnying position. How
long are the interests of stockholders to be placed at the mercy of un
principled speculative directors ?

TRADE OP GREAT BRITAIN AND THE UNITED STATES IN 1865-'66-'b7.
COTTON, BREADSTUFFS, PROVISIONS, TOBACCO, ETC.
The, trade returns of imports and exports for 1807 have lately been
published by authority in England, and they contain many particulars of
interest to this country. They indicate, however, one important fact, namely
that, owing to the high duties and the disordered state of the country, both
financially and politically, our trade has materially fallen off. It is still,
however, large, and the reduced value of many of the articles we import
a:counts, in some measure, for the diminished value of the exports; but, at
the same time, there has also been, in many instances, a falling off in the
quantities of goods exported. The declared value of the exports of British
and Irish produce and manufactures to the United States in each of the
last three years was as follows :
1865.
1866.
1867.
Porte *'on the Atlantic—Northern
£20,339.299
•'
—Southern
890,214 £26.277,186
1,420,602 £19,510,003
I,?02,77 6
Ports on Pacific ...
493,443
801,726
971,00 7
Total
£21,227,956 £28,499,514 £.'1,821,786
The following are the particulars of those imports, so far as quantities
are concerned :
1865.
1866.
1867.
Atkatl, CWts
1,125,478 1,783,243 1,463.491
Beer and ale, bbls
11,821
16,642
19 853
Coals, tons
187,401 ISJ.118 123,392
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Cotton Manufactures—
Piece goods, yaids
Thr-ad, lbs
Earthenware and porcelain, pkgs
Haberdashery and millinery (value)
Hardwares and Cutlery—
Knives, forks, &c. (vilue)
Anvi's, vices, Ac (value)
Manufactures of Germau silver, &c (value)
LlNEN MANUFACTURES—
Piece (roods, yards
Thread, lbs
Metals—
Iron—Pig, *c, tons
Bar. Ac, tons
Railroad, tons
Castings, tons
Hoops, sheets and boiler plates, tons
Wrought, tons
Steel Unwrou.ht, tons
Copper, wr. light, cwts
Lead, pig, <fec . tons
Tin plat, s, cwts
Oilseed, galls
Salt, tons
Silk Manufactures—
Broad piece goods, &c, yards
Handkerchiefs, scarfs, &c, yards
Ribbons, of siik only, lbs
Other articles of silk (value)
do mixed with other materials (value)
Spirits. British, gal s
Wool, lbs
Woolen and Worsted Manufactures—
Cloths of all kinds, yards .
Carpets and druiigets, yards
Shawls, rags. &c. i umber
Worsted stuffs of wool only, and of wool
mixed with other material yards
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122,383,811 114,744,971 88 4f8,362
863.36* 1,531,342 1,404,4*)
74,1168 122,519 101,612
£037,912 1,121,889 85u,*7
JEl"!»,!i56
£96,861
£362,194

312,581
lOy.Wl
731,860

231.S90
101,746
4'j8,3S9

112,092,773 119,442.507 84,753,0^
1,483,791 1,984,092 1,363,13*
67,834
9S.70O 119,457
27,244
63,147
45,616
56,542 100,248 165.215
224
1,564
1.1S0
10,076
80 671
29,683
8,153
11,099
6,5(79
11,405
21,057
19.045
9.997
9.599
8,641
8,279
J-,2:6
7,180
845,263 1,076,778 1,0S0,--21
400,916 2,H3ii G97 1,3 4.949
139,810 161,277 164,2Si5

.

874,511
3,135
82,429
£180,811
£11,478
133,Si6
852,232

674,341
6,225
27,153
99,7*7
8">,687
147,843
180,640

342,312
2,751
15,058
45.164
77.178
95.512
17,072

3,819.426 5.154 208 3,295,539
2,207,590 4,5112,383 3,678.11*4
115,182 '61,889 112,613
8P.471.R22 75,360,409 60,431,859

COTTON.
The total imports of cotton into Great Britain during 1807 amounted
to 11,27-2,651 cwt., of -which 4,715,733 cwt. were from this country, and
4,449,259 cwt. from India. As regards the imports from the United States
there has been a slight increase ; but from Ii'dia they have fallen off to the
extent of about 1,000,000 cwt. The recent advance in the value of cot
ton at Liverpool ha?, however, had a beneficial effect in several quarters;
inasmuch as cotton, the cultivation of which was likely to have been
curtailed, is now being planted on a more extensive scale than had at ore
time been anticipated. The following figures show the particulars of the
imports of cotton into the United Kingdom in 1865, i860 and 18C7 :
1865.
1866.
1S67.
cwt.
cwt.
cwt.
From United States
1,212,790 4,613,370 4,715,753
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As regards the exports of raw cotton the following are the particulars :
Infill.
1865.
1867.
to Russia
cwts. 870,238
sso.stj
427.254
Prussia
6».087
m,imB
11)5, 183
r.,618
Hanover
15,111
4.103
800,849
Hanse Towns
714,600
7."0.4S»1
544,7'0
6111,1119
Holland
481 178
1,604,563
1,241,638
Other Countries
1,207,3'«
Total
2,701,544
3,472,7S»
8,130,593
BREAD8TUFFS.
The high prices current for wheat in Great Britain last year, attracted
large supplies of produce at British ports, but owing to the almost com
plete exhaustion of old stocks, and to the fact that the greater proportion
of our foreign supplies as they were received, went into consumption, very
little effect was produced on prices. The decline which has taken place
from the highest point is very trifling, and it seems clear that vsbeat will
remain dear during the whole of the present season. In France, wheat
commands a still higher price than in Great Britain, fine wheat beinoquoted at Nantes, at 84s., and fine red do. at 80s. per quarter of 480
lbe. The following are the details of the imports of cereals into Great
Britain during 18(35, 1866 and 1807.
WUKAT.
1865.
I860.
1807.
FromRnssb
S,0!'8,879
8,037.199
14,025,286
Denmark
041.278
500,230
418,1112
4.4U1.4H9
Prussia
5,403 014
5,574,563
SchlcBwhr, Holstein and Lauenburg
2V4.169
187.93?
127,222
731,571
Mechlenbarg
617,185
001,884
Ilansc Towns.
480,069
878,012
700,935
France
2,268.873
8,47 <, 130
51i7,405
Turkey, Wallachia, and Moldavia
674,lf-5
618.433
2,440,038
Egypt
icons
83/81
1,451,774
United States
1,177,618
635,239
4,188,013
British North America
800,705
8,789
688.127
Other Countries
1,114,4S0
2,831,042
8,7i3,()60
Total
20,062,983 23,100,329 31,045,00
FLOUR.
1805.
1800.
1807.
From Ilanse Towns
cwta. 247,796
347,012
444,710
France
8,044,823
3,6411,320
1,231,742
United Slates
250,709
280,792
722,970
121.S03
British North America
177,858
40,050
003,506
Other Couutdes
177,780
1,009,038
3,592,909
Total.
3,901,471
4,072,280
8,5-10,429
Indian corn
„ 7,O0b,033 14,322,663
The following were the exports of colonial and foreign wheat at"i
flour :
1361.
1805.
■Wheat.
2-r,,r,'.Hi
27,124
.qrs.
10,861
.cwt. 21,072
Flour.
18,S(1|
TOBACCO.
The imports, exports and consumption of tobacco are show n in the fol
lowing statement :
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Stemmed
Gnstemmed
Alanutactuud and snnff . .
Stemmed
Unstemmed
Manufactured and snuff

CONSUMPTION.
lbs. | 12,190,629
86.165,576
b28,157
EXPORTS.
lbs.
321.5*3
16,077,976
1,517,513
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14,176.790
25,934,7i6
881,399

18,295.158
21,N19.*r4
93u,830

683,914
17,'J75,7»5
8,0(15,112

814.6J4
16,162,431
2,2.5,318

SHIPPING,
The following figures show the number of United States vessels entered
inwards and cleared outwards, at British ports, in each of the last three
years :
, 1865. , , 1866. . , 1887. .
No
Tons. No. Tons. No. Tom.
Entered
343 362,160 403 431,103 4S9 <&5,1«
Cleared
394 30T,U17 507 513,614 617 514,963
—while the following figures show the number of vessels of all nation?,
entered inwards and cleared outwards, at British, from and to United
States porta :
, 1865. , ,
lf60.
, ,
1S67. .
No.
Tons.
No.
Tons.
No.
Tor*.
Entered
671 7.8,899 1,517 1,8'.»4,179 1,538 1,4 7.SM
Cleared
1.048 1,141,061 1,437 1,512,1(98 1,535 l,6U2,eM

UNDERGROUND RAILWAY FOR NEW YORK.
The intolerable obstructions to free transit, in the city of New York
have become, it would seem, an inseperable condition of our existence.
In summer time a large part of every day is marked in the more public
thoroughfares by almost impassiable blockades; and in winter a cart a
other vehicle will often require hours to make a distance of a mile. Tha
personal annoyance thus experienced by any citizen is, however, of little
importance compared with the loss which is sure to result to our com
mercial interests. If more time is required to carry freight across the
city than is consumed by a train of cars in coming from Philadelphia,
Albany or Springfield, it is easy to perceive that trade must find some
other entrep&t, or force a channel for itself through the streets. Even
now the evil is too great for endurance, and yet wo are wont to consider
these but the infant days of our city. At present our commerce is
bounded by the great lakes and the Mississippi River. Many look for
ward with pardonable pride to the day when, through the completion of
the Pacific Railroad and a change in the course of the Eastern trade,
the worlds exchanges will be settled at New York instead of London,
Some may consider this an enthusiasts dream, but all feel that if we do
not obstruct by artificial means the channels leading to and passing
through our city, our present business necessities are as nothing compared
with the wants of the future. Our part in the working out of this result
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is simply to furnish the West with cheap transportation, and remove
the obstructions to rapid and economical transit through our city.
For many years the Legislature of this State has been entertained with
plans for a railroad in Broadway. It did seem foolish to devise routes and
projects to divert travel off from that thoroughfare when everybody
desiring to go up and down the town, naturally sought to do so by that
street. Accordingly, for fifteen years past there has been hardly a session
of the Legislature in which the proposition of a Broadway railroad was not
introduced, carried to a certain stage of maturity, and finally defeated.
A bill, however, did pass the Legislature in 1863 authorizing the enter
prise, but failed to receive the approval of the Governor. The apparent
incongruity existed, that while travel sought Broadway to an extent waranting the employment of railroad facilities, still a railway in that thorough
fare would effectually destroy it for the purposes which made it a desirable
route. Hence everybody has at length agreed that vital considerations
exist against the laying down of a track in that street, and it is almost
certajn that the project will not be soon if ever again entertained by a
legislature.
Nevertheless if travel seeks Broadway, inventors must devise means for
its accommodation. There are several modes proposed; the two principle
are a road constructed on pillars, and a subteranean causeway. The pro
position which was entertained by the Legislature last year, contemplated
the erec tion of cast iron pillars, with sides projecting sufficiently fo r the
location of a track. A road on this plan is now about to be tried on
Greenwich street. There is another enterprise now before the legislature
which is a modification of this, and which contemplates the erection of iron
coluras at each curbstone with cross-beams. The Light of these columns
to be fifteen feet, and the material to be corrugated iron, which is declared
to possess immense strength and tennacity. The speed would be about
double that of the horse car.
This plan might accommodate the passenger traffic, but the transporta
tion of freight is of vastly more importance, and we apprehend that the
elevated railway would never be regarded as meeting that requirement.
Another plan is that which proposes the opening of a route somewhere
west of Broadway, through buildings, the entire length of the island.
After demolishing and removing the buildings, a road, or rather three tiers
of roads, could be constructed ; a basement-road, for rapid transit of freight;
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To place a railroad in Broadway, or at least very near it to have it a
freight as well as a passenger road, and yet to have Broadway as eligible
for its present occupation as it has ever been, appear to be the necessary
conditions of the problem ; short of this the work is incomplete ; if ihis be
effected there is nothing more needed. It is certainly desirable, and in
fact necessary, to keep a railroad off from Broadway. The street is wanted
for an immense number of purposes for our merchants, for our gala days,
and by our citizens for a promenade. Its occupation by iron tracks would
spoil it for all these, and almost revolutionise the habits of our people.
Besides it would not meet the necessities of the case unless the entire
strett were given up to that purpose. So, too, surface railroads parallel
to Broadway are insufficient, and those that we have, do not make any
perceptible difference in the crowd daily thronging that national highway.
To our mind the tunnel is the only apparently feasible method to meet the
requirement. It has succeeded in London, as is well known, but it has
thus far not met with favor at Albany. A bill to authorize such an enter
prise was reported against in the Senate in 1804. The next year one
passed both Houses, but Governor Fenton withheld his signature. In
1866 three projects were introduced, but did not get through the Senate.
In 1867 there was equal ill success. This year the majority of the Senate
committee has reported in its favor, but at the moment of writing we do
not know the features of the bill thus introduced.
There are three general propositions—tunnels of iron, tunnels of stone,
and a thorough excavation of the street. It is hardly probable that a
mere tunnel would give satisfaction. It would most likely be close,
dark, ill-ventilated and repulsive. And hence we rather incline to the
plan which proposes the excavation of an entire street for the purpose of
creating a new thoroughfare under the present street. The sidewalks and
roadway would be replaced in groined arches of solid masonry, spring
ing from heavy iron columns; and upon it placed a road-bed of dry saml,
prepared to receive a pavement which will never be disturbed for any
purpose whatever till worn out.
This subterranean street would also have its sidewalks for street pas
sengers, and four tracks of railroad—the outer ones for way transit aDd
the interior for through freight and passeugers. Communicating with the
Harlem and Hudson River railroads, and not remotely with the Erie by
means of a bridge across the Hudson at Washington Heights, those
thoroughfares would be extended through the heart of the city to the
Battery, so that it would be practicable to set down at Bowling Green a
car of milk from Dutchess County or a load of wheat from Chicago or
tea from San Francisco.
It is useless to discourse about damages to property, for the damages'
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if any, would be as limited as they could be underany plan ; and as a
compensation every building would have two " first-floors," one for the
upper and one for the lower street. It has been estimated that the
expense of this enterprise would be about two million of dollars to the mile
"We are not, however, committed to any one plan, but ask only for the
surest and the best. The obstructions now existing to free transit of
goods over our city, especially in bad weather, constitute a tax upon busi
ness which cannot be afforded. Steamship lines and loug railways are
about to add to our commerce, and we must have a means to accomodate
it through the very heart of our city. Some one of the tunnel projects
would accommodate it, we are confident, whereas it cannot well find
avenues of transportation above ground.

A FLEA FOR OUR FOREIGN COMMERCE.
Nearly every branch of industry in the United States is, at the present
moment, suffering more or less from depression. The withdrawal of the
stimulus temporarily imparted to production and manufactures by the
war; the unsettled condition—now long protracted—of the Southern
States ; and the redundancy of the national currency, have combined > ' • •
with other causes to impair confidence and to paralyze enterprise. As a
consequence, complaints are heard on every hand, and many and varied
applications are pressed upon Congress for remedial legislation. It does
not come within our purpose, at this time, to consider the ground of the
complaints made, or the character of the remedies proposed, so far as
these may have reference to the business of the country at large. We
shall confine ourselves to one department of American industry, which,
indeed, has this in common with every other, that it is suffering, and that
it requires relief ; but neither in the causes which have led to it3 depres
sion, nor in the degree of that depression, nor, consequently, in the mea
sures necessary to its restoration, does it furnish, as we shall attempt to
show., any analogy with the rest. The decline of our foreign commerce
during the last few years has no parallel in the commercial history of this
country, or, perhaps, of any other, except in the period of its decadence;
and we are urged by every consideration of public spirit and of patriotism
•carefully to inquire into all the circumstances of the case, and to consider
what is involved in them.
Our subject naturally divides itself into three parts—the present condi
tion of our foreign commerce, the causes which have led to this condi
tion, and the measures calculated to bring relief.
18
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It is of the first importance tbat we reach a definite and precise under
standing of the condition in which our foreign commerce now is, and
especially as compared with whatithas been in previous years. This com
merce is of course represented by the tonnage employed in it, and
embraces in its scope the enterprise of the shipbuilder, the ship-owner, the
importer, the exporter, and the various other persons directly and indi
rectly affected by the activities of foreign trade.
The total tonnage of the United States on the 30th of June, 1 867, is
given by the Kegister of the Treasury Department at 3,808,615 tons.
The total reported on the 30th of June, 1861, was 5,539,818 tons, which
was the highest point ever attained by us. The decline for the six yean
thus indicated is 1,671,198 tons, or about thirty per cent. This state
ment, however, fails to convey the right impression on the subject, be
cause the figures include the tonnage employed in the inland and coast
wise trade of the country, and this has suffered much less severely than
the foreign. We will deduct, therefore, what is called the enrolled and
licensed tonnage; we will deduct, also, to save figures and to simplify our
tables, the registered steam tonnage, which has never yet reached two
hundred thousand tons, and we will confine ourselves to sailing vessels
registered for and engaged in foreign commerce.
The tonnage of these was m 1S67
'•
" 1S61

1,178,718
2,640,0SO

The difference being

1,361,80*

which shows a loss of a little more than fifty per eent. But even this
does not adequately illustrate the extent of the decline. Since the 30th
of June, 1864, a new method of measuring vessels has been in force i»
the United States, and many spaces are now included in the measure
ment, which before were not taken into the account. The proportion
between the new system and the old changes with almost every different*
of model, and it is difficult to reach a satisfactory estimate in reference to
it ; the authorities of the department think that from ten to fifteen per cent
would cover it. If we subtract only ten per cent, from the tonnage of
1867, to bring it to the same terms with that of 1861, we find that dur
ing the interval the absolute decline in the foreign tonnage of the country
has been fifty-eight per cent., or one and a half millions of tons.
Let us examine this state of things in another aspect. From almost
the beginning of our history as a nation our traffic upon the sea has
been steadily increasing, with occasional reverses, as between 1811 and
1814, and 1818 and 1825. Even during the period of the last war with
Great Britain our foreign tonnage fell off only twelve and a half per cent,
although it should be said that during the two years preyious to tint war
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it fell off twenty-two per cent. We have prepared the following table for
the purpose of indicating the changes which have taken place in the reg
istered sail tonnage of the country for the eight years from 1789 to 1897,
and from 1797, by decades, to 1867 :
Heg'd Sail
Elite of
Tonnage.
Change.
Tear.
Change.
....
....
or 384* per cent.
or 42 per cent.
or fit per c nt.
, . 63,555 or &i per cent.
or ■8-$- per cant.
1,236.682
or 62$ per cent.
or 92£ per cent.
or 60 percent.
This table shows an average gain of eighty-ono per cent, for the periods
given, including the remarkable growth which took place between
1789 and 1797, when, in consequence of the wars then prevailing among
the maritime powers of Europe, our foreign tonnage increased three hun
dred eighty-four and a half per cent, and including also the decades
between 1807 and 1827, when there was a decrease of five and a half and
six and a half per cent, respectively. As the period from 1789 to 1797
may be considered exceptional, let us refer to the growth of our foreign
tonnage during the three decades between 1827 and 1857 ; the first of
these shows an increase of only eight and a third per cent., and yet the
average of the three is fifty-one per cent. In looking forward in 1857
through the coming ten years, it would not have been thought extrava
gant to anticipate an increase equal to the average of the previous thirty
years. What would any of us have then said had it been predicted that
in 1867 our foreign commerce would show for the last ten years not a
gain of fifty-one per cent., but a loss of fifty per cent.? Let us see how
much this difference really is, between what in 1857 would not have been
an unreasonable anticipation and the actual truth :
In IS m our foreign tonnage was
2, "77,094
Add 51 per cent, for the average growth per decade from 1827 to 1857.. 1,212,318
Oor tonnage might have been expected to reach in 1867
Our actual tonnage in 1867 was

3,589,412
1,178,716

Showing a difference of

2,410,697
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significance, if we would endeavor to reach a remedy. To the same end
it is necessary that we should carefully consider the causes which have led
t) the state of things now presented.
And here it should be candidly stated at the outset that during the last
year or two the shipping interest has everywhere been somewhat de
pressed. Mr. Wells, in his report for 1867, says: "Labor and material
entering into the cost of ships are lower to-day in Great Britain and
throughout Europe than at any time for twenty years previous; and yet
there are few or no ships in these countries now in the course of con
struction, while the employment of many that are already constructed is
greatly restricted. In fact, the registered tonnage of the British empire
ceased to record a progressive increase for the first time in the year 1866,
the total registered tonnage (ships and steamers) being 7,306,808 tons for
1866, as compared with 7,322,604 for 1865 ; while the decrease in the
registered tonnage of sailing vessels alone was nearly seven per cent."
From various causes, the building of ships of all descriptions has been
greatly stimulated during the last twenty years, and at the present mo
ment the tonnage of the globe is undoubtedly in excess of the commerc'al demand; this of course would give temporary dulnass to the entire
shipping interest. Then, as Mr. Wells remarks in the same connection
at above quoted, there have been influences, peculiar in their operation t3
the United States. " Previous to 1861 a maritime tonnage was required,
adequate for a transatlantic movement of about three million bales of cot
ton per annum ; but from 1862 to 1866 this immense business was prac
tically annihilated, and since then has been but partially restored. A sinii1 ir experience has also characterized the extensive coasting trade that
formerly was requisite for the transaction of the business between the
northern "and southern sections of the country. The repeal of the Redprority treaty, and the imposition of all but prohibitory duties on the im
portation of foreign wool—forn.erly imported to the extent of seventy
million pounds per annum—have also contributed to lessen the demand
for the employment of vessels."
But while, in common with other nations, we are feeling, in our ton
nage, the usual and inevitable consequences of the excess of supply over
demand, it is quite evident that we are suffering from something far more
serious than this. The relations of supply and demand soon adjust them
selves healthfully ; but it is more than doubtful whether, when the de
mand for shipping shall have fully overtaken the supply, everything else
remaining unchanged with us, American shipping will be able to avail it
self to any considerable extent of the improved condition of affairs.
The disastrous effects of the war of the rebellion upon our foreign trade
claim our special attention, and they can hardly be over-stated. Dunn;;
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the continuance of the war every branch of northern industry upon the
land was promoted and strengthened. Production and manufactures
prospered to an unwonted degree, and the tendency of every step in our
national legislation was to stimulate that prosperity. It will be sufficient
to refer to a single State to illustrate this. An abstract of the census of
Massachusetts for the State fiscal years 1854-5 and 1864-5 respectively,
prepared by Mr. E. B. Elliott, shows that during the latter year, as con pared with the former, the production of leather, boots and shoes had iccreased nearly fifty per cent.; of cotton goods and calicoes had more than
doubled ; of paper had more than doubled ; of clothing had nearly
doubled, and of woolen goods had increased fourfold. Contrast, now,
this statement with the statistics of the tonnage of Massachusetls
for the same years; on the 30th of June, 1855, the total tonnage
of this Commonwealth, foreign and domestic, was 979,205 tons; on
the 30th of June, 1865, it was 248,836 tons, or about one-quarter
of what it was ten years previously. Startling as the difference is,
which is thus developed, it is not difficult to account for it when we
recall the experiences of the war. Not only did the shipping interest not
participate in the stimulus received by other branches of enterprise, but it
was exposed to the attack of the enemy, as all the others were not ; in
deed, it was the vulnerable point of the nation, and how much it suffered
the figures we have quoted show only too clearly. What the raid into
Pennsylvania and the burning of Chambersburg was, in one memorable
instance, was, in effect, repeated upon every sea traversed by our mer
chant vessels. They were soon driven from the ocean ; the only alterna
tive for those that escaped the treacherous pirate was sale, either absolute
or pro forma, to a foreign owner, whose flag could afford protection while
ours could not. The disappearance of our shipping, therefore, need be no
mystery to any of us.
But why, with the return of peace, did not this interest begin to rally
again ? The answer is obvious. The war left us with a depreciated cur
rency, high prices of materials and labor, and a burdensome system of
taxation. These evils still continue, and in a modified form may be ex
pected to continue for some time to come. They affect all branches of in
dustry among us ; but all, except the shi pping interest, have reserved
strength upon which to fall back, while it alone has to meet the encoun
ter in an utterly prostrate condition. Moreover, our ships have to com
pete in the maritime centres of the globe with ships built on a gold basis,
at comparatively low cost of labor and materials, and under exemption
from all taxes on construction, outfit, repairs and stores. Our wool grow «rs, our manufacturers, our iron masters, with heavy protective duties, find
)t difficult upon their own soil, under existing circumstances, to compete
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with the industry of other nations. Is it strange, then, that our ship
owners find it altogether impossible, in the absence of friendly legislation,
to compete with the foreign owner, as formerly, on the voyage, say from
Quebec or St. John to Liverpool, or from Calcutta or Hong Eong to Lon
don ? Nor is it not only on the long and distant voyages that we find
ourselves excluded from competition ; our participation in the traffic upon
our northeastern coast and upon our western lakes is diminishing year by
year, and must continue to do so, as things now are. In 1860 our ves
sels absorbed sixty-eight per cent, of the carrying trade between the
United States and British North America; in 1867 they had only fortyseven per cent., and the trade itself had become greatly reduced in the inter
val. The arrivals and departures at and from United States ports in the trade
with British North America were, in 1860, 8,400,316 tons, and in 1867,
0,662,997 tons, showing a decline of upwards of twenty per cent., and in
the trade thus diminished our participation has fallen off more than twenty
per cent.
There is another consideration, however, of very considerable importance,
to which we have not yet adverted. Although prior to the civil war, our
foreign tonnage increased from year to year, and, under canvass, more
than held its own in its rivalry with that of all other nations, we were,
and for some time had been steadily losing ground, especially in the trade
of the North Atlantic, by our comparative indifference to ocean steam
navigation. The latest English statistics on this subject, on which we
can place our hands at the moment, are for 1862, and give the strictly
foreign steam tonnage for that year at 328,310 tons. Our foreign steam
tonnage in the United Slates for the same year, including that employed
in the trade with British America was 113,998 tons. The British steam
tonnage must by this time have increased to more than half a million,
while ours, in 1867, had reached only 175,520 tons. As soon as it
became evident, in 1837 and 1838, that the ocean was very soon to be
navigated principally by steam, the British Government entered upon a
policy for the creation and maintenance of steamship companies, which it
has pursued without deviation for thirty years. The principal companies
thus brought into existence are known as the Cunard Company, with
which the first contract was made in 1838, the "West India Company in
1840, and the Peninsula and Oriental Company in 1845 ; these combined
fleets now comprise one hundred and nine steamers, with a measurement
of nearly two hundred thousand tons, and with well trained crews of more
than twelve thousand men, exceeding in number, a* has been said in the
Boston Journal, all the men in the naval service of the United States, and
ready at any moment to be enlisted in the work of sweeping the commerce
of their foes from the deep. It has cost from three to four millions annu-
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ally to sustain these royal mail lines, or about one fourth of the annual
expenditure upon our navy before the war. But what ample returns have
been made to the Government for this outlay. The mails have been car
ried regularly and speedily to all the British Colonies, and to all the chief
cities in the commercial world ; and the exports of British manufacturers
have been multiplied many times.
The policy of the French Government has been equally broad and far*
reaching. Determined not to be left behind in the race by its ally across
the Channel, it has surpassed it in the liberality of its subsidies, and is
reaping a large reward not only in the prestige which the French flag is
winning on the Atlantic, the Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean, but also
in an important increase to French trade and commerce. The Emperor
has perfectly well understood, that with capital as cheap as it is in France,
even his subjects could not establish steamship lines to sail by the side of
steamers subsidized by other governments unless they were encouraged by
his own ; and, in making the grants, he has thought it wise to exceed those
conferred on the companies with whom he would have French merchants
compete. As a consequence of this, we are told that the Peninsular and
Oriental Company has been obliged recently to ask for an increase of its
subsidy, and that this has been doubled to enable it to maintain itself in
competition with the French ; the West India Company also reports that
it is suffering from the same source ; how the Cunard Company has had
to yield the palm to the General Transatlantic Company, which occupies
the route between New York and Brest, we all know.
But what has been the policy at Washington in this regard ! After the
British lines had become well established, there was a disposition mani
fested by Congress to assist in bringing American steam companies into
existence ; and in 1847 the Washington and the Hermann were placed on
the New York and Bremen line, calling at Southampton and carrying the
mails. In 1848 the line to Havre was established with the Franklin and
Humboldt ; and in the same year the service between New York and San
Francisco via Panama, was organized under governmental encouragement.
But it was in connection with the Collins line, so called, that our Govern
ment made the most vigorous and the only adequate effort to sustain ocean
steamship enterprise in the European trade under the American flag. The
Collins steamers were the finest which had then been built, and for a time
they seemed to promise all that the country could desire. But the
means of the company were insufficient from the very first ; this led to
heavy outlays for interest and commissions ; it was at the same time
extravagantly managed, and thus, although its receipts were large they
were all absorbed in the expenditure, and yet were not enough. The
subsidy was more than liberal, but this only made the company the less
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prudent in the conduct of its affairs, and really proved a snare to it. That
a subsidy will not permanently help a company deficient in ability 01
honesty, was demonstrated in the history of the parties who undertook to
connect Galway by steam with the United States, and who failed so
lamentably in the construction of their vessels, in the managementof them,
and in all their engagements with the British Government and with the
public. Thus it was with the Collins line ; its administration was defect
ive, and its subsidy could not save it. Two of its noble ships driven, as
we cannot but believe, most recklessly amid fog and ice, foundered at sea;
these disasters destroyed the confidence of the travelling community, im
paired the ability of the company to fulfil its contract stipulations, and too
soon, led to its utter bankruptcy. To err is human ; and it is not neces
sary to criticize with undue severity, the mistakes made by Mr. Collins,
who was certainly enterprising, public spirited, and in many respects deserv
ing of a better fate. We have never being among those who have been
in the habit of blaming the Government for witholding further payments
after the loss of these steamers ; we do not see how any more money
could properly have been paid, except with new guarantees and under
more stringent restrictions. But, as we apprehend, Congress made a great
mistake, when the Company failed, in not immediately appointing a special
committee to inquire into all the causes of its embarrassment, and partic
ularly into all the circumstances, so far as known, of the loss of the Arctic
and the Pacific. Such a committee might have reported with a plan for
the resuscitation of the Collins Company upon a more safe and conserva
tive basis, or a project for the organization of an entirely new company
which should profit by the misfortunes of its predecessor, and perform the
service in the interest of the nation which it had undertaken, but had
proved itself unable to carry out. Instead of all this, Congress gave up
the whole subject in apparent disgust, and allowed this great interest to
go by default. A general law was passed authorizing the Postmaster
General to give the sea and inland postages accruing on the mails carried
accross the Atlantic by American steamers, and the sea postages for sim
ilar service performed by foreign ships ; under this arrangement th»
Arago and the Fulton ran between New York and Havre, and maintained
themselves very creditably; and Mr. Vanderbilt placed some of his
steamers on the same route. This was the the position of our Atlantic
steam commerce when the rebellion broke out ; the steamers first
referred to were taken into the transport service, and the entire trado
between the United States and Europe, the most valuable part of which
had now become identified thoroughly with steam, was abandoned to the
various foreign companies. The immense importations caused by the
requirements of the Government and by the general activity"of trade (as
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■well as by the necessities of the rebels, in connection with the ships calling
at Halifax), loaded down all the steamers coming to the westward, giving
their owners an opportunity to enrich themselves which they were not
slow to improve. More lines were established, more and larger vessels
were built, and the capabilities of the traffic, great as they were, were made
the most of. How advantageous in every respect it would have been if
there had been two or three first class steam lines under the American
flag, traversing the ocean during this eventful period ; such lines would to
day be in a condition almost if not altogether to sustain themselves, indepen
dently of the Government, as are some of the English companies, which
have become rich by carrying the United States mails, and by transporting
American passengers and property in years of almost unparallelled activity
and enterprise. But we neglected to prepare ourselves for so rare an
occasion, and now, although the trade of the Atlantic has been transferred
almost entirely from canvas to steam, and although the steamship arrivals
and departures between the United States and Europe have come to be
almost daily, we have no participation whatever in the immense traffic ;
not one steamer of them all floats the stars and stripes at the quarter.
This accounts largely for the decline of our foreipn commerce, and explains
the statement of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, made in his Report
for 1800, that " while in 1860, two-thirds of our imports, and more than
two-thirds of our exports were carried in American bottoms, in 1866 nearly
three-fourths of our imports and over three-fifths of our exports were car
ried in foreign bottoms." For this we have not the war to blame, for the
decline in our trade on the Atlantic had begun to manifest itself before
1861 ; nor would our steam commerce, if we had had any, have suffered
during the war, as did our sailing ships.
"We pass -now to enquire whether any remedies suggest themselves for
the restoration of our foreign commerce, and to consider what these are.
The war is over, and the rebel cruisers have long since disappeared;
but, as already intimated, the consequences of the war still continue in the
condition of our currency, the advance of prices, and the multiplication
and accumulation of taxes. While this state of things lasts, it were vain
to hope for absolute and satisfactory relief to the shipping interest ; and it
is evident, that any legislation designed to restore this interest to its pre
cise iormer position, with our currency as it now is, must be futile. It is
useless to attempt by any artificial process to galvanize our commerce into
life and activity, until t,ne chief, underlying cause of its depression be
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back to the right basis, we shall again have free commercial intercourse
with the world. We stand forty millions against nine hundred millions ;
and we cannot afford to live apart and alone." Some of our more intelli
gent shipbuilders take the same view. In a report made by Mr. Delmar,
under the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury, we have direct testirnony to this effect. Mr. Patten, of Bath, is represented as saying, "that
drawbacks and remission of taxes and duties would doubtless afford a great
relief to the shipbuilding interest, but not enough effectually to revive it.
The price of labor was altogether too high to enable us to compete with
the Provinces in shipbuilding." And Mr. Bl>;nt, of New York, in a state
ment made by him, speaks to the same effect: "As the country reduces
its debt, our currency will improve, taxation diminish, and prices fall so
that we can begin to build, and then the good old days will come back.'
This indicates the direction which all our efforts for relief should take ; and
it were well if the representatives of all the great interests now complain
ing of depression, would bear continually in mind that our currency must
be brought back to the gold standard before we can hope to compete with
any degree of success with the enterprise of specie paying communities.
It is strange that the resolutions recently passed by the Legislature of
Maine in reference to the shipping interest, made no allusion whatever to
this vital point. Acts of Congress designed to meet simply the pressingi
passing emergency, will be likely in the end to result in more harm than
good. Any legislation which will properly meet the case, must be based
upon principles sound in themselves and of general and permanent appli
cation. There are measures, however, which it would be wise to adopt
under any circumstances, and with our currency restored to a healthful
condition, and of these we will now fpeak.
One of these measures is, the remission of the foreign duty and the
internal revenue tax upon the principal articles entering into the construc
tion of vessels, and into their outfit and supply. We would urge this
because it is the policy of Great Britain and of British North America, and
no argument is needed to prove that if our citizens are to have a part in the
carrying trade of the globe, they must possess the same advantages in the
construction, outfitting and repairing of their ships which their chief rivali
enjoy. It is not the mere fact of the taxation now imposed which prevents
our merchants from ordering ships to be built, but the d:sjrimination
which this taxation creates against themselves, as compared with those
who have had the benefit of the drawback. Before the war we had no
internal tax, and the tariff duties were not oppressive ; consequently, we
could build our ships at as low a cost as other countries. This we cannot
do again while we have to pay taxes from which they are relieved. We
think, also, that apart from the consideration of what is done elsewhere, it
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were a wise expediency for the government to foster and encourage the
shipbuilding interest and the foreign carrying trade, by taking off all
restrictions and disabilities involving outlay, and by giving it the freest
scope for development. Our foreign shipping is employed outside of the
limits of the United States ; it ought to be treated, therefore, like any other
kind of exportation, and everything which it requires to take away with it
for its own purposes it ought to be able to obtain free of duty. This could
not interfere prejudicially with other home interests ; on the contrary, it
would benefit them all, for it would increase the demand for the various
articles which they are prepared to supply.
"We would propose as a second remedy, a judicious system of subsidies,
for bringing into existence an ocean steamship fleet. As we have seen, steam
controls the trade of the Atlantic, and it will soon predominate on every
other ocean. All the best routes are now occupied by the powerful steam
ship companies of Great Britain, France and the North Sea cities; these
companies have possession, a strong point always, and most of them have
accumulated capital which will enable them to maintain occupancy against
all new comers, unless these shall be strongly supported, and they have
also government subsidies to fall back upon. Who supposes that those
insignificant vessels, the Ville de Paris and the Pereire would ever have
been built, or that if possibly they had been built, they would have
maintained their position for a single season agai 'st the Canard line,
unless the French Government had given substantial and liberal aid to
the enterprise ! And what inducement can there be to the American
merchant or capitalist, to place steamers upon the ocean, with the inevit
able prospect before him of opposition from old established and govern
ment-supported lines! Indeed he will not attempt it, as events have
proved. But can the country afford to close its shipyards, and to give
up the traffic of the seas to other nations? Are we ready to strike our
flag as one of the maritime powers, and to shut ourselves up as a contin
ental, self-contained nation like Brazil, Bussia or China ? Then must we
falsify all our traditions ; then have the generations before us altogether
mistaken the sources of a nation's glory and strength. The demand for
ocean steam commerce is made in the interest of the country, and of
every part of it. This is not exclusively a seaboard question ; any more
than the scarcity or abundance of the crops is exclusively an inland or a
western question. It is a question of public economy. The nation can
not afford to indirectly encourage foreign companies to build themselves
up by the conveyance of our freight, by the transportation of our citizens,
and by the performance of our mail service, when our own people are
able, under favorable conditions, to do all this quite as well for themselves.
The history of the Collins line, to which we have made allusion, will
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serve to indicate the dangers to be avoided in adopting a new scheme for
steamship subsidies. Our future legislation on this subject, must be
entirely different from anything we have yet had. A general plan should
be worked out in sharp outline, its provisions should be carefully guarded,
and it should be entrusted for its administration to the Postmaster-General
with large powers. It should aim to establish companies upon routes
■where the commercial necessities are the strongest, and to stimulate, not
to stifle, individual or corporate enterprise. It should embrace the chief
Atlantic cities, and it should have reference to the export as well as the
import trade of the country. It sfcould carefully guard all details of con
struction, and should require the utmost vigilance in navigation, and the
utmost prudence in general management. It should favor the attainment
of good speed, but should not make high or the highest speed a prime
object, for this was one of the most serious stumbling blocks in the way
of Mr. Collins and his associates. Under some such legislation as this, it
would not be long before Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York and Boston
would establish each at least one line to some European port, and at the
end of ten years these lines might be expected to become almost if not
quite self-supporting.
Congress has already recognized the general principle, by subsidizing
steamship companies in the trade with the Brazils, and with Japan and
China ; these companies have no direct competition to meet, and yet they
needed assistance in order to establish themselves. Although it is in one
sense no experiment to place steamers in the European trade, as it was
in those instances, yet, the moral effect of our first unsuccessful efforts,
the strength acquired by those who have availed themselves of opportunites neglected by us, and especially the policy pursued by foreign gov
ernments, render absolutely necessary, as a temporary measure at least,
the intervention of our o*,n government in a spirit of wisdom and liber
ality, in efforts to secure for our flag in steam commerce the position of
honor which it so long and so proudly enjoyed before the ocean was
vexed with paddles and with screws.
The only remaining remedy which we have to suggest for the restora
tion of our foreign commerco is the abrogation of that provision in our
navigation laws which practically forbids American citizens to purchase
vessels wherever they please. One would suppose that this would be
accepted readily by every mind as the most natural and obvious course to
pursue. It being conceded that our foreign tonnage has within a few
yeais declined to the extent of nearly a million and a half of tons, when
by the analogies of the past it might have been expected to increase by
as much, one would imagine that every available facility for supplying
this deficiency should be accepted and favored, and that every existing
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hindrance to the acquisition of new tonnage should be condemned and
removed. We cannot but think that Congress made a mistake when it
refused to allow the return to American registry, when desired, of tonnage
sold by our citizens during the war. By denying the privilege asked for
it was intended to punish some whose loyalty, it was thought, had not
been above suspicion. But the wisdom of any legislation is questionable
which punishes the entire country in order to bring a penalty home to
individuals. Especially would this seem the part of wisdom now that the
cost of construction is enhanced so excessively in this country as compared
with all other nations. But at present our laws forbid the application of
this remedy, and they tell our citizens that they must buy American built
ships, or they shall not buy any. The consequence is just what might be
expected, our citizens have ceased to buy ; and this will continue while
these prohibitions remain in force, and while shipbuilding is more expen
sive in the United States than elsewhere ; Mr. Fatten, of Batb, from whom
we have once before quoted, says—" there is no demand for vessels,
because the carrying trade is being done by other nations, who are free
to buy their ships where they please." Messrs. Webb & Bell, of New
York, confirm this: "merchants will not pay American builders more for
vessels than they will pay foreign builders; and in the present state of the
country we cannot compete with the latter." This is so self evident that
it needs no elaboration. It is the boast of an English writer ou com
merce; "all the building yards and all the seamen of the world may be
made subservient to the wants and purposes of our merchants and ship
owners." Why should there be any hesitation to change our national
policy so that American commerce may be placed in a similarly advan
tageous and commanding position ? Such a change, however, is strenu
ously opposed, and by some with whom on such a question we cannot
differ except with a considerable degree of self distrust. Let us carefully
and candidly examine their objections.
It is urged that to permit our merchants to purchase ships in foreign
countries would be to destroy completely what remains of the shipbuilding
trade among ourselves. Certainly, our shipbuilders cannot be much worse
off than they now are; they admit that they cannot build in competition
with foreign mechanics, and that consequently they have ceased to receive
orders for construction. Many of them also admit that, with a remission
of the duties which we have advocated above, the inequality will not be
entirely overcome. We can hardly hope for the restoration of our finances
to entire soundness for several years; and in the meantime, as we cannot
compel our citizens to iiiTest their money in American built ships for the
sake of encouraging American shipbuilders, the number of merchants
among us employing ships in the foreign trade will continually diminish,
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and the shipbuilding interest, so far as it depends upon this trade, mast
continue to languish. It should be remembered not only that our ocean
tonnage is disappearing, but that our commercial class, as a class, is disap
pearing also. Capital has been and is being diverted to other branches of
enterprise ; and it is for the interest of the whole nation, and particularly
of the shipbuilders of the nation, that it should be brought back again by
adequate inducements to the channels of commerce. Keconstruct the com
mercial class, and the shipyards will soon come into requisition. With a
revival of our tonnage, will appear a revival of activity in them. There
will be repairs to make ; and circumstances will arise not unfrequently
under which orders for construction will be given, even before the inequal
ity of cost altogether ceases. While, therefore, it will, by the measure we
propose, become possible to augment our tonnage, and especially effect
ively to promote our steam commerce, even in the present financial con
dition of the country, the tendency will also be to impart new life to »
department of mechanical industry which is indispensable to the balanced
and best welfare of the nation, but which cannot be made to prosper per
manently under any forced or artificial system of appliances. It is well
known that before the war American built ships could be sold in Liverpool
and London at a profit to the seller; and it is allowed that in the future
our mechanics will be able again to compete in the same way with British
industry. If this be so, what occasion have our shipbuilders, or those
speaking in their behalf, for fear in the event of our removing the restric
tion now under discussion ? Is the question asked in turn, If this be so>
what advantage will result to the American people from this removal!
We reply, first, if the principle is sound in itself, it ought to be accepted
at any time ; second, it would make the restoration of our lost tonnage
practicable at the present time to a degree not otherwise attainable; and,
third, it would introduce an element of competition in the future, which,
as always, would have a salutary effect upon both the cost and the char
acter of construction. Our limits will not allow us to amplify these con
siderations.
But another objection, and one more difficult, perhaps, than any other
to remove, is that which springs from strong and ardent national feeliDg.
With many it is a matter of sentiment ; they cannot, as they say, regard
with satisfaction the prospective increase of our tonnage, if in any measure
this is to be gained by the addition to it of vessels built in foreign yards
and by foreign workmen. Thej regard their ships as emblems of their
country's nationality, and they think, therefore, that these ought to I*
strictly the product of their country's industry. We respect the ppirit of
patriotism which prompts this impulse ; but we cannot think that it is
sonnd in reason. No objection is made on principle by our citizens to
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embarking in a trans-Atlantic steamer built and owned abroad, or to load
ing it down with freight owned in America, or to entrusting to it the
American mails and government despatches. Nor is any objection raised
to the importation of materials and the employment of foreign born
mechanics in putting these together, provided always that this be done in
a shipyard situated on the hither side of an imaginary geographical
line. Nor when, by standing and abandonment, or by the fortunes of
war, a foreign vessel passes into the hands of our citizens, is there any con
sideration of national pride which prevents them from putting it to any
purposes to which it may be suited. The frigate Macedonian, after her
capture from the British, had as respectable a standing ae any other vessel
in our navy. General Grant evinced no hesitancy in employing as a
despatch boat on the Potomac a captured blockade runner, which proved
to be the fastest steamer in those waters. Where, then, should the exer
cise of this national predilection begin, and how much of substantial good
ought we to be willing to sacrifice for it?
Let it not be forgotten, also, that we are not the only people who have
an honest and reasonable pride to maintain in our mercantile and naval
marine. The Emperor of the French, who cannot be charged with any
want of regard for strong national sentiment when he desired to bring into
existence an Atlantic steamship line which should cope with the great
English companies, did not consider that he compromised himself or his
people in the slightest degree, by allowing the Ville de Paris and the
Pereirt to be built on the Clyde. He did not propose to grasp at a shadow
at the risk of losing the substance ; and who shall say that he made a
mistake? Do not the performances of these vessels reflect credit upon the
French nation, and, what is more important, bring advantage to French
commerce equally with the St. Laurent and her consorts, which were built
by Scotch artisans at St. Nazaire ? Look, too, at England, with her sea
*cngs, traditions and her naval heroes. She cannot be suspected of any
want of sentiment in reference to the ocean, yet she has no scruples about
buying' our clipper ships, like the Red Jacket, or our steamers, like the
Adriatic, when she can buy them on the right terms. It is true that in
the debates in the House of Commons, in 1848, on the modification of the
British Navigation Laws, Lord George Bentinck said that this was " simply
a measure for the encouragement of the United States marine ;" and Mr.
Disraeli closed a characteristic speech, brilliant and sarcastic, by observ
ing—" ne Would not sing Rule Britannia, for fear of distressing Mr.Cobden,
but he did not think the House would encore Yankee Doodle. He could
not share the responsibility of endangering that empire which extended
beyond the Americas and the furthest Ind, which was foreshadowed by the
genius of a Blake and consecrated by the blood of a Nelson—the empire
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of the seas." Mr. Drummond declared " the measure to be the last of a
series inculcated by the Manchester school, the end and intention of which
were to discharge all British laborers and to employ foreign laborers in
lieu of them, foreign sawyers instead of English sawyers, foreign ship
wrights instead of English shipwrights, and so on through the whole cata
logue of employments." To all this, which, in the light of what has since
occurred, seems so absurd to us, how admirably did Sir Robert Peel reply ■
We can only quote a few of his words : " We must observe that on the
occasion of every such infringement of what had been called in the debate
' fundamental principles,' there was precisely the same sort of outcry of ruin
to the shipowner. In 1782, when they wished to admit Ireland to partici
pation in the colonial trade, the shipowners loudly complained, and those
of Liverpool, in a petition which they had addressed to that House, declared
that if any such thing were permitted, Liverpool must inevitably be reduced
to its original insignificance."
It is objected, once more, that what is sound policy for England, for
example, may not be at all applicable to our own country. This is true ;
but the burden of proof rests upon those who object, to show why and
wherein that which has worked so well in the interest of British commerce
will not do the same in ours. There seems to be a disposition to follow
England in some particulars of her navigation policy ; why not in all! At
the late National Commercial Convention in Boston, an able report was
submitted by a committee and was unanimously adopted, wherein it was
said :
The de-line of our commerce is an admitted ftct, and most ba obvious to all. As
to the means by which it shall be restored, different opinions doubtless exist. Tour
Committee, however, assume that the legislation and policy of England, which, for
nearly forty years, has been undeviatingly followed, with great advantage, not oolr
by liberal encouragement to steam commerce, but by the remission of duties on all
articles entering into the construction of her vessels of any class, and still further by
allowing her vessels to be supplied with tea, coffee, sugar, and, indeed, all articles
required on shipboard, by being taken out of bonded warehouse, duty free, while it
the same time exactly the opposite policy has has been pursued by the government
of the United States, Bhould furnish us with a clear precedent in this matter.
We heartily concur in all this. But, wo would ask why the English
policy of granting steamship subsidies, and of remitting duties "should
furnish us with a clear precedent in this matter;" while that part of the
same system which encourages the capitalist to invest his money in ton
nage, by giving him the privilege of bnying it where he can buy it to the
best advantage, is to be avoided as dangerous. It seems to us that this
system should be adopted in its completeness, or not at all. We certainly
should not admit foreign built vessels to American registry, while the
American shipbuilder is burdened with disabilities of taxation from which
the foreign mechanic is exempt. Nor should we concede to the American
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shipbuilder the remission of duties and taxes, while the American merchant
is prohibited from availing himself of any advantages which may offer
from foreign competition. Nor, again, can we expect our citizens to
embark their money to any extent in steamship lines, while the price of
materials and supplies is increased by taxation, and so long as they are
forbidden to contract for steamers wherever these can be built the cheapost
and the beat ; and it would be doubtful economy on the part of Congress
to vote them money to enable them to build and maintain steamers, while
continuing to enfore existing limitations. We think it will be quite safe
for us, with the example of England and France before us, to adopt all
these measures, and to give them a fair trial ; if they shall fail to work as
well here as they have done on the other side of the Atlantic, it will be
very easy to abandon them.
Our plea is in behalf of American commerce. Capital can take care of
iUeli; and our mechanics, if the shipyards are closed, can employ them
selves in other labor. . But with our tonnage lost, our carrying trade trans
ferred to other nations, our shipbuilders dispersed, and our inventive skill
in marine construction absorbed in other pursuits, what becomes of our
standing as a maritime power; and what will be our position, if we shall
find ourselves engaged in war? Our naval prestige in the past has been
attained by the help of our ocean commerce ; and in the future it can be
perpetuated only by the same means. Let us, then, in every proper way
seek to build up and to strengthen this commerce on the lakes and on the
ocean, in the interest of all our people, in all their varied relations as pro
ducers and as consumers, and in the interest of the national revenues and
of the national renown.

SPECULATION—LEGITIMATE AND ILLEGITIMATE.
It is impossible to regard with satisfaction the general character ofspec
ulation in Wall street during the last five years, and which now, after
the excitements of the war, has, a3 we have seen during late weeks, lost
little of its extravagance. And yet it would be an error to condemn
indiscriminately. There is a more or le=s common idea that all specula
tive transactions are a species of gambling, unwholesome in their effects
and demoralizing to the spirit of commerce. This opinion appears to
have heen formed from observing only the excesses, and lacks the dis
crimination necessary to a sound judgment of the question. There is a
speculation which is essentially legitimate, and the results of which are
beneficial to the community at large. It would perhaps he difficult, in
some cases, to say where such a movement ceases to be wholesome and
19
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becomes illegitimate; but there are nevertheless certain broad distinc
tions between the two classes of operations.
Properly speaking, speculative transactions are purchases or sales
made in anticipation of prospective changes of value. The changes may
be due to a variety of ordinary causes ; or they may be factitiously pro
duced for the purposes of the operator. In the first case, we should
regard the operations as legitimate ; in the second, as a mischievous med
dling with the regular course of affairs. It would be manifestly futile
to declaim against operations based upon anticipated changes in the con
ditions of supply and demand ; for men of foresight inevitably avail
themselves of opportunities of profit which their sagacity and capital
place within reach. The grain dealer, who from early information as to
the prospects of the growing crops perceives that there is likely to be
a short crop next harvest, buys up breadstuff's, to be held until compara
tive scarcity compels an advance in prices. The effect undoubtedly is to
promote a rise in advance of the actual deficiency ; but, at the same time,
it tends to induce an early moderation of consumption, and to invite
supplies from other sources, and the result is that, when the deficiency
really comes, the rise in prices is much less extreme than it would have
been otherwise. The merchant who foresees that an usually large sup
ply of goods is likely toproduce a depreciation of the value of merch
andise not only sells out his stock on hand, but also sells for future de
livery, anticipating that the decline in values will enable him to cover
his sales at a profit. This pressure to sell has the effect of putting
down prices in anticipation of the actual occurrence of the increased sup
ply ; and in this way the producer or the importer are warned to curtail
their supply, or to seek other markets for their goods. The transac
tions of both the grain dealer and the merchant are essentially specula
tive, the one being, in Wall street parlance, a " bull " and the other t
"bear;" but it will not be for a moment pretended that their operations
are otherwise than wholesome in their effects. Their transactions are
doubtless productive of changes in prices ; but the changes would as
certainly occur without their intervention, and would be more sudden
and extreme.
The same general principles apply also to transactions in securities.
Here, however, values being more fluctuating, less easily ascertained and
very much dependent upon a vague public opinion, there is a wider
scope for operations, and operators are apt to incur unjustifiable risks.
There is nevertheless, a clearly legitimate speculation in stocks. What
ever, for instance, affords good reason for anticipating an increase in the
net earnings of a railroad is equally a a reason for buying its shares
to be held for higher prices ; and, vice versa, whatever tends to depre.
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ciate the value of a given stock affords good ground for selling the stock
" short," as the street phrase goes, t. «., for future delivery. The advan.
tage to the community at large may not be the same in this case as in
speculation in commodities; but there can be no moral or economic
objection to one availing himself, in this instance, of the advantage which
his superior sagacity or knowledge affords.
It is, however, a matter of notoriety that there is much really wild
and baseless speculation in stocks, which is positively injurious in its
consequences ; and it is important to trace out and distinctly define
that class of operations. These excesses are due to the exaggeration
of legitimate grounds for speculation, and to the creation of fictitious
inducements. Wall street presents a concentration of men of ample
capital, quick intelligence and possessing the best facilities for inform
ation on all matters influencing the value of securities. Anything affect
ing the value of a given stock thus becomes known almost simultaneously
to all ; and the result is an amount of operations in the same direction
so large as to produce fluctuations in prices not warranted by the facts
of the case. Let it be supposed, for instance, that, from a temporary
increase of earnings, a given road is enabled to pay an extra dividend
of 5 per cent. So soon as the prospect becomes known there is a g<neral rush for the stock; the price advances, and the hope of being able to
sell out at a profit while the price is so steadily rising keeps up the buy
ing until the stock has advanced 10 per cent. Any advance beyond the
5 per cent, is without justification in fact, and is simply speculating
upon chances. This undue advance induces others to sell the stock for
future delivery, upon the presumption that it must fall back to its proper
value. Not unfrequently these " short" sales are in the aggregate maDy
times over the amount of stock outstanding ; so that it happens, when the
deliveries have to be made, that there is a demand for the shares produc
ing a further excessive advance in the price, and the consequent losses
too often bankrupt both the dealers and their customer*. In a large
majority of cases these transactions are wholly unjustifiable; for the
reason that the operator knows nothing of the extent to which his oper
ations may be affected by those of other parties; he blindly undertakes
heavy risks without being able to judge of the conditions which deter
mine them ; and his speculation is consequently as essentially gambl
ing as the the throwing of tie dice. There is the greatest possible
danger of stock speculation based, in the first instance, upon sound con
siderations, thus lapsing into the most reckless forms of gambling.
There is, however, a large extent of speculation gotten up on purely
factitirus pretenses. This artificial movement embraces a diversity of
devices contrived with much adroitness and practised from year to
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year upon the credulous "outside public" •without discovery. Wall
street has its seasons, and a programme correspondent thereto. When
the crops are being marketed and the merchandise markets are active,
money is in demand and securities aie apt to be realized upon by
mercantile holders and the banks. At that period, the predominant policy
of the brokers is to depress the stock market, so as to get securities at
low prices. After the crop and trade seasons have closed, money flows
freely into the banks, and there is a demand for securities for the invest
ment of profits and from those who had been sellers during the active
season. This is the occasion for the brokers to become sellers ; and
every conceivable expedient is adopted to enable them to sell at the high
est possible price. These seasons form the broad groundwork for the
speculations of Wall street ; but upon that foundation what a superstruc
ture of indefensible transactions is reared ! Not unfrequently intectioially false representations are put in circulation for affecting the value
of stocks. Agents are systematically employed for misleading opera
tors. When a clique, after persistently depressing the price of a stock,
has been able to procure a large share of it at low prices, it employs
subservient pensioners to give " points" to half credulous brokers,
and to significantly hint to friends and operators generally that the stock
is "a good purchase," the reasons assigned therefor being some
times a gross exaggeration of facts, sometimes a pure invention. Here
there is unqualified dishonesty. It is considered the proper culmination
of a clique movement for an advance that it should issue in " a corner."
By expedients well undersood on the street, the stock is run up to a price
so extravagantly high that everybody Bells it for future delivery, the
clique themselves being the buyers and yet almost the exclusive holders
of the shares; the result is that when the time comes for the deliveries of
the stock the clique make their own prices for it.- It was by an opera
tion of this character that nearly all the stock of the Harlem Railroad
was secured by one operator almost free of cost. Such operations
also are conducted wholly irrespective of the value of the stock;
they are a blind venture upon chances ; they are unattended with any
increase of the average wealth ot the parties engaged in them ; there
is no gain in them, without an equivalent loss to others ; they hold in
useless employment a large amount of means which might otherwise
be devoted to productive purposes ; and they are, therefore, to say the
least, a mere gambling employment of a vast amount of wealth. It
is not surprising if in this exciting game of chances, railroad directors
should be tempted to make the interests of their roads subservient to
private speculations ; nor if bank officers should conspire with clique
leaders to derange the money market; nor if even legislatures, the
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judiciary, and the press should become' the tools of combinations. It
is high time these irregularities were expunged from the business ol
Wall street.

FOREIGN TEADE OF THE UNITED STATES.
The Annual Report of the Director of the Bureau of Statistics pre
sents an analysis of the export trade of the country, which throws much
light upon matters that have long been obscure and misleading to statis
ticians. The official returns of our foreign commerce for late years have
appeared to present a constantly increasing adverse balance in our trading
account with foreign countries, which has been perplexing, and to those
who have placed confidence in the completeness of the reports has result«d in serious misciilculations. From the imperfection of the laws regu
lating the official returns of exports, there has beeu a systematic under
rating of the value of products going out of the country. The same error
has also been encouraged from illicit traffic, from imperfect forms of
export manifests, and from defective statistical blanks. From these causes
very important understatements have crept into the published returns of
our foreign trade. This may be illustrated by a comparison of our
returns of exports to Canada with the report of the Canadian Govern
ment relating to the imports into that Province from the United States.
The official returns of tha two governments for the past three years have
been as follows :
Imports Into Exports from Excess of
Canada from U. Siates into Canadian
the U. States. Canada. over US. bo'h
(Specie value.) (Spec e value.) (Specie val)
ISS5
{16,485,125 $:0.4Sl,5i&
$5,i«l,12U
18S6
1H,W7,:»5
12,11)4.614
7,69.',711
tbSI
20,811,821
a.TW.aW
11,U».',5M
Total, thiee years
$57,091,774 $32,315,816 $24,779,3W
It thus appears that, in the single case of exports to Canada, there hag
been an undervaluation of nearly 25 millions in gold within the last
three years. Similar errors occur in connection with our exports to
other countries. This under-statement of exports arises, in great part,
froai the absence of any legal penalty against collectors granting clear
ances upon incomplete manifests. The Director cites the case of a vessel
clearing from this port for Havana, last Spring, with 1,499 packages on
board not included in her manifest, and this may be regarded as a
specimen of laches more or less frequent.
The Report very properly calls attention to the fact that our transfers
of vessels to foreigners are not included in our exports, although unques
tionably belonging to that classification, and aiding materially to offset
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our imports. The transfer of a large number of our vessels under foreign
flags during the war, and the refusal of Congress to authorise their re"
transfer after peace, except under the old legal disabilities, together with
the depressed condition of our shipping interest, has caused a large
amount of our tonnage to be sold to foreigners within the last six years.
The amount of tonnage thus disposed of from 1862 to 1867, inclusive, is
stated at 808,961 tons. At the average value of $40 in gold per ton>
this would amount to over $32,000,000 ; a very important item, of which
no account whatever is taken in the official trade returns.
•
In comparing the exports with the imports, in order to arrive at an
approximate estimate of the balance of our account with the rest of the
world, it is important also to take into account the profits realised upon
our shipments. Our exporters do not transact their business to no pur
pose ; and in order to cover all the risks of their trade and leave a fair
profit, a liberal margin must be allowed for the difference between the
price at which produce is invoiced and that which it brings in the foreign
market. A comparison of our own export returns with the import
statistics of Great Britain will illustrate this point. According to the
records of the Bureau of Statistics, the quantity of cotton shipped from
this country to Great Britain for the year ending June 30, 1867, was
524,320,348 pounds, valued in currency at $161,021,504, which the
director estimates as equivalent to $114,199,649 in gold. During the
year ending July 31, 1867 (which represents the period when the before
mentioned shipments would reach their destination) the imports of
United States cotton into Great Britain were 524,267,520 pounds, the
computed real value of which was stated in the Board of Trade returns
at £28,209,940, which, at $4 84 to the pound sterling, is equal to
$136,526,429 in gold. It thus appears that the difference in value of onr
cotton exports, at the ports of shipment and the ports of destination was
$22,326,780 in gold. This of course is not to be regarded entirely as so
much clear profit to our shippers; inasmuch as the costs of freight and
insurance, largely payable to foreigners, have to be deducted, and also as
a portion of the cotton was bought here by foreign houses at the manifest
value. But, making due allowance for these considerations, it is clear
that several millions must have been realized by our shippers beyond
the price at which the cotton was entered in the export returns. The
same rule, too, must apply to our exports of other commodities. The
total imports for the fiscal year 1866-7 were $391,500,000, and the
exports $334,400,000, the figures in each case representing gold values.
Against the apparent deficiency of $57,100,000 we must set off a large
though unascertainable amount for understatement of exports, for profits
upon our shipments, for our sales of shipping, and for the losses upon
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foreign consignment of goods to our markets during a disastrous business
year.
Our exports for the last fiscal year were $38,800,000 (gold value)
below those of 1860. This hiatus of seven years of retrogression, amid
a period of unparalleled national progress, is a very suggestive and
unsatisfactory fact, showing the sad effects of war and taxation upon
commerce. While our exports have thus fallen off 10 per cent., those of
the United Kingdom have increased 30 per cent., and those of France
43 per cent. A statement of the exports to the several countries in
1860 and 1867 shows that our shipments to Great Britain have fallen
off, within that period, 6£ per cent., to France 42 per cent., and to
British North America 16 per cent.; while those to the North German
Union show a gain of $6,200,000, or 42 per cent. The decrease in our
exports occurs chiefly, as might be expected, on staples of Southern
production. The exports of cotton in 1867 realized $47,900,000 less
than in 1860 ; and those of tobacco, rice, and naval stores combined less
by $6,100,000. On Northern products there has been a net increase of
$21,500,000, of which $17,200,000 occurs upon petroleum and coal oils.
Our shipments of manufactures have fallen off from $35,200,000 to
$27,900,000, or about 20 per cent. The commercial retrogression thus
distinctly brought out furnishes material ior grave reflection to our
legislators.

RAILROAD EARNINGS FOR FEBRUARY.
It will be seen on comparing our present review of the railroad earnings
with those of previous months that the list of roads making monthly
returns is continually decreasing. This is certainly not in the inte rest
of the stockholders, and a change should be effected by legislation, if it
can be accomplished in no other way. It requires but little time to pre
pare for publication the necessary figures, and no company, therefore, can
plead that it interferes with the office business. But even if it did, the
public is entitled to have, and should be permitted to have, all the infor
mation the directors possess. Otherwise dealings in stocks are blind ven
tures, and the stocks themselves are the football of every idle rumor that
floats.
It may be said that the exact figures cannot be so soon known. Then pray
let us have the nearest possible approximations and slight inaccuracies can
be corrected the following month. Some of our largest companies already
make such returns, and if it is possible in one case it certainly is in all.
We trust, therefore, that our own legislature will take the initiative in
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this movement, and require every company heretofore or hereafter char
tered by it to publish a statement early in each month of the gross
earnings and expenses of the road for the previous month. No more effect
ual check on speculative directors could be devised ; for every stockholder,
whether he be rich or poor, can determine for himself, after knowing the
net earnings of the road, what the dividends are likely to be or what is
the present and prospecive value of this property.
The gross earnings of the under-mentioned railroads for the month of
February, 1867 and 1868, and for the two months January and February
of each year are exhibited in the following statement:
,
February
, ,—Jan. and Feb.-^
Railroads.
1867.
1868.
1367.
1»8Atlantlc and Great Western
$877,852 $395,386 $7S8,!'89 $T8O,0Si
Chicago and Alton
157,8'W 296,496 401.619 5W»5
Chicago and Northwestern
674,864 800,787 1,370,811 LSHTIi
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific
324,021 381.9(0 616,668 665,500
Illinois Central
654,201 4R«,08« 1,314,639 1,0U7,9(»
Michigan Central
283,669 ; 04,816 687,766 (WW*
Michigan Southern
811(88 839.738 616,9(5 TltVj-J
Ohio and Mississippi
219,067 2,11,851 461,863 +*.%sa
Pittsburg. Fort Wayne and Chicago
625,498 604,754 1,067,814 1,005,445
Toledo, Wabash and Western
200,793 365,793 43S.4U7 644.:*
Western Union
_
27,666 40,703
67,345 8U»
Total (11 roads) February
$8,079,099 $3,651,938 $6,648,938 $7,110,996
The gross earnings per mile of road operated during the month of Feb
ruary are shown in the following table :
,—Miles—, ^Eamings-^ .-Differ'^
Railroads.
1867. 1868. 1867. 18H8. Incr. DecAtlantic & Great Western
607 507 $745 $779 $84 $Chicago and Alton
280 380 663 1,(58 495
Chicago and Northwestern
1,152 1,163 498 695 !»' ••■
Chicago. Kock Island & Pacific
410 453 648 t87 1S9 .«
Illinois Centra
708 708 783 6ir9 ... ■
Michigan Central
385 385 695 1,068 73
Michigan Southern
634 624 698 648 65
Ohio
and
Miesls-ippl
840 468
340 1,122
644 1,387
690 165
86 . ••
Pittsburg, Ft. Wayne and Chicago
468
Toledo,
Wabash
and
Western..
531
621
SS5
510
135
...
Western Union
180 180 153 236 TS •••
Total (11 roada) February
5,375 6,417 $573 $674 $101 $■•■
The foregoing is a very satisfactory statement, showing a yet increase
in the gross earnings of the eleven roads of $101 per mile over the corres>
ponding month of last year.

PITTSBURG, FORT WAYNE AND CMCACO RAILROAD.
The operating accounts of this company for the years ending December
31,1866 and 1867, present the following results;
1860.
1867. Incrcasc.DccrMM,
$3,441,895 $3,43t,ni1 »•;■•;; sEsee
Freight
'•
4,707.683 4,481,616
U. 8. Mail "
93/00
V3.900
SM
l<m,3<>3
1' 0,633
Express
"
Clef. & Petersburg HR. lease.
85,000
a'>,WK)
6.K63
S.MS9
8,-83
Rents
85,683
83,811
Miscellaneous
GroBB carninga
$7,467,217
$7,467,317 $7,243,135
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From which deduct cost of maintenance and operating, viz :
Maintenance or way
$1,870,58:1 $1,882/85 111,852
of care
552,910
6C5.843
47,6ti8
"
of motive power
I,5b*,l!l6 1,488,633
129,668
Transportation
1,260,471 1,; 9.',48(1
S7,9.'6
General expenditure and (axes
478,674
841.7J6
180,849
Cost of operating
$5,147,686 «4,8<>3,672
281,115
Balance
$2,819,531 $2,S7S,663 69,028
Add ret income of N, C. and B. V
Kaiiroad
65,460
55,344
1M
Total net earnings
$2,874,991 $2,4S3,897 68,906
From which were paid the following amounts :
Interest on bonds
870,861
864,071
6,581
Dividend 10 p. c aud tax
1,(85.815 1,08S,816 5°,501
Siufcins; lund
118,67£
126575
7,897
Cleveland & Pittsburg KR. lease
20:1,018
?7».t.04
88,144
$2,233,404 $2,210,870
16,968
$141,587 $183,527 41,940
The netdecrease in the earnings of the main line during 1867, as compared
with 1866, amounts to $225,091 60, the falling off in the revenue from
freight alone reaching $223,965, of which $170,307 occurred in the local
freight, and $53,65S in the business which emanated from, or was destined
to points on other roads, and which we call through freight. Yet, not
withstanding this decrease in the freight earnings, the tonnage carried
increased 128,573 tons, 103,151 tons local, and 25,422 tons through freight,
nicking the total tonnage for the year 1,154,351 tons, of which 671,348
tons were local. Tbis decrease in the revenue, while the tonnage increased
is due to the facts, first : that the average distance each ton of local
freight was carried was less than during the previous year, and second, in
consequence of the competition of other lines lower rates were charged for
through freight. The passenger earnings show only a trifling decrease
(viz. $2,882 21) which was entirely due to the through travel. For while
the number of local passengers increased 77,729, or seven per cent., with
an increased revenue of $1(7,027 89, the through passengers decreased
63,926, or a little less than thirty one per cent., with a corresponding
reduction in revenue of $107,910 20. As to the expenses of operating the
road the report of the company gives us the following interesting facts:
The continued high price of labor and materials has prevented much of a reduction
in tha expenses tf operating and maintaining the main line. They will, however,
compare favorably with lea iin^r railway!. A comparison with 1866 will show a
decrea-e ot $87,986 57 in conducting transpnitation ; $12*,662 50 in motive power ;
$47 567 87 in maintenance of cars, $18f>.819 18 in general expenses, ant on increase
of $11 1,8^7 71 in maintenance i f way; in the aggregate a decrease of f284,1 14 47,
or $ per c. nt. The foregoing, however, does not exhib t the true relative reductn n
in (he expenses, as a larg. r vulum • of business was done, an I consequently a greater
amount of train mileage made. In 1867 the train mileage wa3 4,721,603 miles,
excluding (he mileage, of w<x d and gravel trains, and in 1866 the amount was 4.574,204
Diiltn, au increase of 14f,899 miles The aggregate expense per mile of trains in
1866 was $1 12 3-10, while in 1867 it was $1 03, showing a reduction of 9 cents per
mile, or at the rate of eight per cent
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The financial condition of tbe company as exhibited on the balance sheets
of December 31, 1866 and 1867, is shown comparatively in the follow
ing statement :
Increase. Deer'se.
1866.
1887.
Capital stock
„
'$9,910,887 $",500,000 $1,559,012
* sisoo
Funded debt
12,56B,t00 12,668,000
Pue to other companies
40,822
Miscellaneous liabilities
864,295
1«,8M
Current exp'nses in Dec. & prior
568,987
573,289
4,302 23M44
Due J. F. Lanier, Tiuatee
88,2J>8
......
Balance to creolt ol Income
8.855,707 8,480,186
124.479
Total
$20,927,539" $28,206,267 $1,338,728
Against which are charged as follows, viz:
Coat of rai.way, Ac
$21,253,746 $25,478,860 (1,225,114 $.
70.475
Supplies on hand
681,918
66M4S
95,872
Dae from other companies
886,954
291,082
74,692
Miscellaneous assets
7C8.338
633,641
Sinking funds
275,910
404,710
12S,600
Cash In hand
670,075
896,529
225,854
Total
$26,927,539 $28,266,267 $1,388,728
The strength of the company's financial position on Dec. 31, 1867'
may be seen at a glance by reference to the following statement :
The immediate liabilities are :
For current expenditures In December, Ac.
$573,289 40
For other miscellaneous liabilities
149,851 06
Total liabilities.....
$723,140 46
To pay which you have the following :
Cash
:
$R96,5?9 45
N»t amount due by other companies
291.0S1 54
Miscellaneous assets
683,611 44
Total i
$1,821,252 <i
Excess of assets over liabilities.
1,098,111 97
The shares of this company fluctuated in the New York market in
1867, as is shown in the following exhibit :
January
92 S&1053C May
9) O 98 I September
99VO106
February
9«K@ 93% June
96X® 99% | October
_ . 96ii@lCl
March
92 V,® 9I>. July
100 @1C7 I November
95)*@ mx
April
W%& 95% August
103%@107 | December

MICHIGAN SOUTHERN AND NORTHERN INDIANA RAILROAD.
We have been favored with an advance copy of the report of this
company, showing the following as the earnings and expenses for the
year ending February 29, 1867 and 1868 :
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memoan southern and northern Indiana rs.

General superintendence
General office clerks and employees
Outside agency
Conduct..™ and trainmen
Engincmen and firemen
Agents and station labor
Switchmen and watchmen
Telegraph operators
»
repairs and supplies
Bnpplying water
.„
Gaslight account
Flagmen and patrol
New and re-rolled rails
Joints for new and re-rolled rails
Repairs,
roadway and track
" bridges
» fenels
..::..:::.::
"•• buildings
andtenders
fixtures
engines and
care
shop tools and machinery
Fuel consumed
..
O.l and tallow
Wasteand rags
Office, train and station supplies
Advertising printing and stationery
e and loss or freight and baggage
to p-opcrtyand caitle killed*
al injuries
Taw exp. nscs and New York office
Bents paid
Contingencies
Insurance _
Total
Hct earnings
. in gross earnings
e in operating expense.
i in net eamlDgs

$54,124 63
28,156 06
« 616 99
Kl.MJ 30
147,191 «
268.854 41
69,100 91
87,214 10
9,656 36
91,684 39
6.889 81
18,810 08
816.438 10
22,812 80
658,177
81
68,781 51
so^iss
81,663 80
213,625
50
223,816 81
17,933 19
268.740 IS
42,579 03
7,601 67
80,571 49
18.918 88
22,863 42
2,412 51
13,08190
29,873 84
10.281 96
10.5 8 26
13,628 09
(2,866,887 50
$1,880,881 81

$51,683 88
IMS 5
40,469 09
108,294 18
"J** S
830,709 89
84.361 64
34,495 47
8,165 81
48.305 25
Mg «
lMg «
447,817 60
CVAQ fi
617,690
34,1.7 62
•*
y^f^
67,4*7
61
249.856 59
229.1U3 47
17,445 41
255,568 63
67,m 71
8 660 06
25,737 7J
21.876 81
211.137 U
S.S46 90
JM0S «
44,945 88
».1S0 97
9,530 89
10,»0 88
$8,068,706 81
$1,609,487 06
$«.°*« *f
-»7-J>» ■»
»«•««■ »»

Operating expenses were 60j per cent, of gross earnings this year
against 65J last year. The resources of the year would therefore show
as follows :
Net earnings
$'.,880,631 61
Lsu. ..Interest on funded debt
^C'JIS ™
Div dends on guara teed stock
.SIS S
Taxes
135.254 Ml
Bent Erie and Kalamazoo Railroad
*2"22 n?
Interest and exchange
..MS ™ 1 MM nan 06
Contributions to sinking fund
151,000 00- 1,031.080 08
Surplus..
$819,75166
Aid. ..Cash on band March 1st, 1867
2« nm m
Sinking fund bonds, sold at par
intm i)
Union stock yard stock, soldat par
~ m'lJjX na
Sales of land at Chicago and elsewhere
• •••
oi.dou uq
Common stock issued in settlement of back divldunds on guaranteed:
stock
45,000 00
And we hare, to be accounted for
$1,368,230 28
TABL« "A"—:
February expenses and other unpaid bills
Unclaimed Interest and dividends
Bills payable, Chicago
Total
Paid off

Feb. 99, 1888.
....$934,406 86
83,071 31

Feb. 98, 1867.
$4-4,710 43
3-2,623 28
25,000 00
$967,477 67
$649,823 71
$174,849 04
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TABLE " B"—AVAILABLE A88BT8.
Uncollected earnings
Freight overcharges dae as
Bil s receivable, Chicago
Working supplies on hand
Individual accounts, 'Toledo
Total
Increase

..

Feb. 20, 1868.
$1S7,279 91
13,327 08
9,2I<> 00
785,436 78

Feb.S8.lSS7
$1«,8M 44
24,6<39 45
5,801 24
656.547 99
1,6W 71
$945,253 73
$887,598 83
$57,656 89

We take from the report the following statement of the cost of
improvements for the year :
IMFBOVEMBNTS.
Lands pnrchised—Toledo, Chicago, Elkhart, &c
Completion Chic go p iBsenger depot
" freight depot
"
Detroit piescnger dopot
Onr half Clark street pavlog, Chicago
Our hall C. & V. connection track, Toledo
Oar share new ferry slip, Detroit
Bridge mason y
New buildings and fixtures on the line
Filling
bridges
New side
tricksreplaced by masonry
•.
Changing line and raising grade at Monroe

$31,73$ W
S;',WS 39
8,03190
7.2K) 21
4,877 66
5,«Wt> 64
4.00 1 00
b3,slo 26
35 359 90
2.780 00
20,2«
90
5,290 63
$223,221 20
New cars
SOl.tftO 15
Total Improvements
$425,077 35
Settlement back dividends on guaranteed stock fpaid in common stock, except $90) 45,<"90 00
Premium on conversions guaiantecd stock, (each)
60,210 00
D M. &T. s ockbo.,gHt In
8,629 67
Northern Indiaua first mortgago bonds paid ofl
4,100 00
tccond mortgage scrip paid
200 On
F'o ting liabl'itics all paid. (Table "A.")
274.S4C 04
Worthless assets charged off to pt out and loss
•
.....
6,514 43
Total expenaed
™.
$518,566 54
Balance on bund, viz :
Cash in New York
$3S2.513 06
Cash in Chicago
107,461 79
Increase in working supplies, &c, see table "B"
57,656 89— 547.633 74
$l,o66,2S0 28

HUDSON RIVER RAILROAD.
'This roar], running from New York city to East Albany, is (double tiack)
144 mil s iu length. The Troy and Greenbush Railroad (East Albany to Troy,)
doable track. 6 miles, is also operated by it under lease. The Dumber of engines
and cars (8-wheel) owned by the company, and in use on the line on the 1st
October, yearly, lor seven years, was as follows :
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The " Doings io Transportation " in the last four years, are recorded in the
following statement :
1863-64. 1864-65.
1865-66.
J run by passenger tr'ns
628,835
61H.226
685,640 1866-67.
194,984
"
freight trains
663,863
688.315
639,853
7lr7.156
gravel trains
103,596
611,513
60,-,99
96.1S6
city cars
256 200
834,728
552,184
j carried
2.017,843 2,068 245 2,169,367 2.266,743
Miles o'l travel
98.853,821 85.778,513 92,793,027 91,129.793
Tons o' freight carried
601,824
4!ll,855
4117,307
681,437
Miles of transportation
72,720,351 33.7*8,414 57,5)5.439 73,237.023
City passengers carried
1,137,558 1,602.058
946,910
Miles of travel
2,275,116 2,184,116 1,893,S90
$ 13 2.099,9.-)l
# 72 2,13«,9)4
$ 80
• earnings
J.921,964
80
Freight"tarnimrs
3,149.401 05 2,924.030 08 9,3)5.611 88 2,025,800
07
MisculLintous:
68,834 87 123,398 86 860,16:148 2,841,958
400,100 23
Tolal gross earnings
4,132,600 05 4,452,380 10 4,845.526 16 5,267,100 23
The receipts and expenses connected with operations in the same years, are
thus summed up :
1863-84.
1861-65.
1865-66.
1866-67.
Passengers
$1,921,277 45 $9,009,030 14 $2,138,944 80 $2,025,800
Freight
2,131,669 31 2,11-9,371 88 2,327,648 68 2,841,258 86
07
Kents
12,473 Hi
16,292 94
28 724 86
43,350 88
Mall service
8.',400 00
82,400 00
32,400 00
45,000
00
Telegraph
1.500 98
1,251 77
2,521 00
Miscellaneous
21,960 07
78,450 65
299;S44 69
272,499 77
Total receipts...
...$4,124,281 63 $4,326,800 83 $4,827,562 96 $5,111,800 41
From which were paid (other than for construction) as follows :
Transportation
$2,545,306 88 $3,170,612 45 $3,050,420 73 $3,225,768 03
281,100 00
546.493 03
Roadway, cn^i's,&c
756,006 69
Interest
691.4S7 0*
537,613 16
515.918 11
77
Dividends-cash
(8) 49U,286 80 (8) 399,405 25 (9)615,4.7 00 (8) 485.220
673,083 75
scnp
(6) 441,930 00
U. S. tax on earni's
99,29s 09
70,196 17
Surplus fnnd
2,069 52
43,276'03
9,540 00
Total disbursem's ....
$4,124,931 63 $4,326,800 38 $4,827,563 96 $5,111,800 41
Total surplus fu'd. . . .
1,761,321 73
The following statement of the capital and debts of the company, and of the
cost of construction and equipment, is an abstract of the annual leports to the
State Engineer (date Nov. 30) ;
1861.
1865.
1866.
1867.
Capital paid in
$6,918,011 89 $6,563,250
39 $6,962,971 45 $9,9.11,500 00
Funded debt
7,737,480 00 ■i,762,S40 00 7,227,460 00 6,494,550 00
1,167 00
1,167 00
Floating debt
1,167 00
1,167 00
Total
13,956,889 89 14,327,957 88 10,191,598 45 16,367,217 00
Construction
$10,774,017 22 $10,970,884 51 $11,095,338 15 $
Equipment
1,616,413 57 1,969.834 83 3,125,599 51
Engineering. &c
703,901 82
708,991 82
763,901 83
Discount, <&c, 4c
1,570,514 41 1,570,614 41 1,570,514 41
Horses, harness, Ac
44,951 50
43,471 50
T'l cost of I'd, &c
14,669,847 03 15,264,686 57 15,543,825 89 17,506,037 2
The funded debt is made up of the following classes of bonds :
Classes .
Interest.
Amount.
Payable.
1st mortgage 7 per cent, bonds
Feb. and Aug, $1,954,000 Feb. 1,1869.
1,936,000 Feb. 1, 1870.
1st mortgage 7 per cent, bonds
"
110,000 Aug. 1. 1869.
1st mortgage 6 per cent, bonds
**
"
2d mortgage (S F.) 7 per cent, bonds
Juno and Dec. 3,000,000 June 16, 1885.
3d mortgage 7 per cent, bonds
May and Nov.
May 1, 1875.
May 1, 1867.
Convertible 7 per cent, bonds
"
"
Under the head of " Discounts, &c," are comprised— the loss in negotiating
bonds and loans, commissions pud, interest to stockholders, &c, prior to 1855.
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The following statements have been abstracted from the annual reports from
1859-60 and following years :
Tear endCost of Road
OperatingEarnings,
lng
and EquipGross.
and
less
Dir.
Sept. 30.
meat.
Earnings.
Repairs.
Expenses, p. c.
1860
$13,370,959 $4,047,145 $1,269,025
$178.1*0 nil
1881
13,1119,114
1.989,014
1,422,553
566,461
1882
13,684.809
2,637,529
1,367,575
1,'.69,954
1883
14,186,624
8,581,902
1,748,425
1,833,477
I
1861
14,669,847
4,182.600
2,545,307
1,587.2*3 II
1865
15,284,588
4,452,880
8,176,612
1.275,768
»
1866
15,543,825
4,845,526
8,050,427
1,795,099
»
1867
17,506,037
6,267,100
2,225,753
2,041,347
8
The following shows the cost, earnings and expen-es per mile of toad for the
same years, the 150 miles constituting the line between New York and Troy
being taken for the divisor :
,-Coat ot road p. m—> ,
Per mile of road
. Expen's PreHn
Stock:
Operatto gross to Hot
Fiscal
and
Actnal Gross iugexNet earn'gs, Adeto,
year.
debt.
cost, earnings, penses. ear-iings. per ct per o.
1860
$87,117 $89,136 $13,648 $8,469 $5,188 61.98 5*
1861
91,126 90,795 18,260 9,484 8,778 71 62 4.14
1862
87,069 91,2*8 17,584 9,117 ",487 61.80 M
1863
89,099 94,573 23,879 11,656 12,223 48.31 U.M
1861
98,046 97,799 27,551 16,969 10,688 61.61
1885
95,515
8,505 71.01
1866
94,611 101,588
103,625 89,693
82,303 21,177
20,836 11,967
62 98 D»*>M
1867
109,248 116,700 85,114 31,505 13,609 61.24 \i rThe monthly fluctuations in the price of the stock of this company in the New
York market is shown in the following table :
ie64.
1866.
January
83 1863.
© 93 139X@143
95 1865.
©115 98#@109
1191867.
,',:':•«
February
91X4* 99 180 ©163 101 ©111X 99 @.04X 1*8 ®13»X
March
95 ©101* U*X<&mx 88 ©115 HKSWl
136J»(*140
April
102 ©117 120 ©164 91tf@114tf 105X®111 \ ^
Hay
116 ©142X 182 ©156 94 aim; 108 ©114 96 StM
June
118 ©148* 138 ©147 97K@110X HO ©113* liW.',@ll»
Jnly
145
©180 120
107 ©111* 112J4@tS0
August
141X©lH8
126 ©li7>j
©185 lul.K©113M
118Ji®*8IV lOW***
HS^ftlAV
September
128>$©150 157 OlfTJK 108X@llltf 119 ©i25 1213Stt'Wf
October
131 ©I41X 109 ©1.5 103X@112}< 120 ©12S* M8«»<a!»
November
141 ©134)4 r.6 ©127X 106 ©110* 118 @1*8« USX®1**
December
110J£@129X 114 ©118\' 107 @109X 118 ©187 124
Tear
82 ©180 107 ©164 88 ©117* 9S#®1S7 ^ Jg ffiq
In April, 1867, the company doubled their capital stock, and in payment there
for allowed 46 per cent., in addition to the 4 per cent, cash dividend then paid.
This plan was adopted as compensation to the stockholders for earnings applied
to construction since 1851. The other 50 per cent, of the new capital goea to
purchase, &c, of the station property in ibe St. John's Park and the improve
ment of the road geoerally. When the payments and purchase are completed,
the share capital will be about $14,000,000.

RAILROADS OF OHIO.
The first annual report of the Commissioner of Railroads of the State of Ohio
has just been published, containing statistics of the condition of the railroads of
that State on the 30th June, 1867, and of their operations for the year ending at
that
Thedate.
office of Commissioner was created by an act of the Ohio Legislature
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passed on the fifth of April, 1867, and in pursuance of the provisions of that act
this report is made to the Governor. The Legislature of Ohio has thus followed
the example of New York, Penn=ylvania, Massachusetts, Connecticut and other
States in requiring by law an annual statement, uDder the oath of an officer, of
the condition and operations of the several railroad companies within her bor
ders. The wisdom of the legislation requiring such reports can hardly be ques
tioned, when we consider how immense are the interests controlled by these great
corporations, and how important an influence they have in developing tbe mate
rial prosperity of the State. In one respect the laws of most of the States might
be amended to advantage, namely, in requiring more r>etaileJ information as to
tbe financial condition of the companies, giving the several classes of their fu ded
debt, the rate of interest paid upon it, &c. ; the returns are required to be very
complete in respect to the condition of the road itself anil the running operations,
bnt ara much less complete in regard to the financial affairs.
In the limited time allowed, aDd without any previous reports from which to
proceed as a basis, it coold hardly be expected that the Ohio Report should be
as perfect this year as it will be hereafter. It contains, however, much valuable
information, and gives promise of furnishing an excellent abstract of the condition
ot the railroads in that State if the duties of the commissioner continue to be dis
charged with the energy and industry showo by tbe preseot incumbent of the office.
The length of the railroads now built and in operation in the State is as follows :
Single main track
2.805 169-1,000 miles.*
Doable main track
84 470-1.000 miles.
Length oi branches
406 980-1,000 ml ee.
Side track
427 882-1.8C0 milca.
Total miles oriron In Ohio
8,817 091-1,000
The total amount invested in the construction and equipment of these lines, as
they stood on the 1st of July, 1867, as shown by the returns of the several com
panies in tbe State, is :
Capital stock
$92,52P,B15 80
Debt
72,020,882 t9
Total present cost
$164,648,898 C9
Thus giving to the stockholders 8,877 091-1,000 miles of railway (quipped u*
a cost of 342,441 33 per mile. This does not include the amount sunk by con'
cessions and surrender of stock and debt, made by many with a view to rel eva
the companies from embarrassment, or the amount lost by the original stockhold
ers and creditors, who parted with their interests at merely nominal prices, in
many cases not yielding them one-tenth the interest on their investment. The
only recompense to this large class is the enhanced value of their other property*
the development of the State and the enlarged facilities for commerce and general
busine"?, which are common to the whole public. The number of persons now
employed in managing and operating the railways in Ohio, as appears from the
return-' of the several companies, is 18,778
The aggregate amount of the gross receipts of the several companies reported
for the year ending June 30th, 1867, from all sources, is 343,523,359 90, and the
aggregate amount ot Federal, State and other taxes paid by t em during the same
period, is $369,472 39 > his, of course, includes the earnings und tuxes of thosa
• 153 690-1,000 ol this Is doable guage.
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companies reporting, whose lines extend beyond the limits of the State. In the
following table may be seen at a glance the condition of the different roads:
oaiO KAILSOAD REIUBN8 FOR TEAS ENDING JUNK HO. U67.
Toial Miles
miles oftr k
oftr'k lain in Re- BipenCompantcs.
Capital 8tock. Debt, laid* Ohio.* ceipts. di U'fs.
Atlantic*&<4.Mahouins
Western
1. 80.000,00'
Cleveland
...)T
2.036.4H0i $81,110,414
1,052,200 $305
$ 419 $5,531,833 $5,473,581
4.420,000
1,028,0
0
123 1,ST6,°£9 1,359 SM
1,623.1)
|203
Hellefont'ii
ral Ohio
8,00.1.000 2,560,630 154 134 8>«.<«e i,i«wa
41.5.000 . .
668,011 599,hlS
(Cent
inc. D.iv. & Eastern
155.00
Sandusky .* Cincinnati
Vt 445,596 1,302 813 190 ion
riprlngfleU & Cnlumbns
)
150,000
21
21
11,958
1»6,(K 0
Cine, Uam. & Dayton
1 3,200,80.1 2,260,000 1176 178 1,301.536 1,378 Sl«
Dayton & Michigan
Vt 2,3X8,003 4,00a917 150 151 805 543 740.4H
374,100 573.830 41 33 2112,912 si6.nl
i inc.. Rich * Chicaeo
)
Cine nnati & Zancsville
1,009,301 1,800,000 139 139 854 347 34,341
1,754,-H
clove.. Col. & Cincinnati
"6,0 0,( 00 425,000 248 VIS 1,857.540 !,3S,»lt
Cievela' d & Pittsburg
5,301.775 3,849,0 0 270 215 2.493,571
Cleveland & Toledo
5,000,000 2,872.185 173 173 2,427.35* 2,5W,4B»
Cleve.. Zane. & Cincinnati
36",Ui3 1,198,561 65 1.3 141,457 141,457
Colnmbns & Ind Central
2.8H0,2d0 6,426,>73 2:t() 15rt 1,104 317 1,K,.',3I7
Cieve., Puincsv. & Ashtab
5,000,1)00 1,500.000 136 100 2,54V81 2,1'4,»»
Carrollton & Oneida
98,000
8,000 12 12
3,553 10 3*1
Cincinnati & Indiana
2,000,000 2,000,000 31 SI
63,500 642,8:7 S3 3) 113,091
Dayton & Union
134.1 00
65,959 14 14 61,727
Iron
Junc"n (Cine. Alndtanap.)
1,9112,195 1,000,000 71 22 510,010 5:6,0411
, „ .1 IVttle Miami .
3.572,400 1,400.010 123 123
1,786,200 248,000 67 07 1,615,383 l,SSl,in
C. * A. i| Col
D.,y &&Xenia
Xcnla..
10 10
309,276 7.18,203 41 42 147,475 lts.s"
Dayton & Western
Lhks Krle & Loi-lpvllle
1,411,700 5i2,0l0 33 33 48,971
MichiganMon.
S. &&N.Toledo
Ind
IfT+ 10,601,200 9,160,840 $51* 93 4,491,070 3.S.H
Delrot,
7 7
Marietta & Cincinnati
14,256,253 4,838,448 298 293 1,203,631 1,328 1«
2,050,000 [335 50
• hlo & MisslfsiD 1
Plitsb , Col. & Cincinnati
1.983,140 0,739,000 145 143 1 275,161 1 2t.il'7*
Fittsb.. Ft. VV. & Chicago
9,997,185 12.937,098 641 •-".II 7,700,953 S.SV.vi«
Bancins., Mane. & Newark
900,235 2,150,000 125 125 645,275 633 750
Toledo, Wab. & Western
6,700,000 14,120,000 1489 84 3,76M«S 4,4(8,141
Totals
$128,192,207 120,452,094 5729 SS77 43,523,959 44.063,97S
The record of accidents during the year is necessarily very imperfect. Muoy
companies do not keep a perfect record, as they should, and some have made no
returns. As far as returns have been received, they are given in the following
result"! :
Total number of farm animals killed
"
" of persons injured
1*1
i*
" oi persons killed
10s
Of the number killed there were :
Passengers
*
Employes
;Ja
Others
From the detailed statements the following classification is maie:
Killed by collision
1
by being on track
«
" by falling from train while In motion
"
" in attempting to get on or off the train while in motion
"
" by being struck at crossings
1*
" by train being thrown from track
"
" in coupling cars
'
" in switching
1
" by striking bridges..
|
" by explosion ot englno boiler
J
" by other causes
1
Of the number killed, 18 were known to be intoxicated at the time of meeting
their death. It will be observed that of the 108 killed, Go were either on the
track, attempting to cross or attempting to get on or off the train while in
motion • these are the three principal causes of accident, as appears from tbe
returns 'of the past year.
• Includine branches, double track, etc. t Operated by one organization. i Main trie*
and branches (docs not include sidings), i Included In Atlantic and Great Western. I In
cludes only main line. 1 dearly all double gauge.
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CHICAGO AND ALTON RAILROAD.
The annual report of this company for the year ending December 31, 1867, has
just been issued. As already indicated in the returns published each month, the
road showj a decided increase in its earnings over those of 18G6, notwithstand
ing the depression in general business, and its serious losses by fire and freshets.
The gross receipts exceed those of the previous year about per cent.—the two
years comparing as follows :
1866.
1867.
Increase. Decrease.
Passenger traffic
$1,946,995 P8 $1,208,700 03 $
$87,535 85
Freight traffic
9,509.498 59 9,430,008 86 150,509 77
U.S. mail, expresses.&c...
189,358 89
954,098 09 114,734 70
,\
Total gross earning*
$3,695,152 80 $3,892,861 48 $197,708 62 jT
Total expenses
2,210,586 93 9,149,198 08 ...
61,408 17
Earnings leas expenses
$1,484,616 63 $1,748,733 49 $959,116 79 $
An item of 6800,000 is charged the ineome account in the pre-ent report for
the stock of the Alton and St. Louis Com] any, wh ch has been all purchased,
the property being merged in, and now represented by the stock of the Chicago
and Alton Company. To provide the means for purchasing the whole of the
Alton and St. Louis stock, and for other purposes, on the 15th of February, 1866
an increased issue of Chicago and Alton stock was sold to stockholders pro rata,
with the understanding that if the Alton and St. Louis road should become the
property of this company in the manner indicated, it should be merged with the
other property of the company, and represented by Chicago and Alton stock then
issued. Purchases of the Alton and St. Louis stock were made from time to
time as opportunity offered, but the entire stock bad not been acquired until the
close of the year 1867. In the meantime, the stock of that company and the
fund set apart for its purchase, have appeared in the income account as part of
assets on hand. The object having now been accomplished, the cost of that road
is charged as paid out of hut account.
The increased amount of earnings from freight traffic is mainly due to the
accession of business (rom the St. Louis, Jacksonville and Chicago road since its
connection with this line at Bloomington, on the 23d of September last.
Although the two lines were connected at that dale, the remuiniu^ three months
of the year were occupied by the St. Louis, Jacksonville and Chicago company
in constructing sidings ami station buildings, and in procuring rolling stock necesBaiy for the transaction of its business. The amouqt of traffic contributed to this
line was, therefore, much less than it would have been had that company been
fully prepared for business when the connection was made. The amount of earn
ings on joint business with that line, received mainly during the last three months
of the year was. exclusive of the 10 per cent bonus paid to them as per contracts
dated January 25th, 1864, as follows : on passenger traffic 340,950 08, on freight
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The coal traffic of this line is increasing. Beginning in 1865 with 6.0CO
tons, it reached in 1866 to 71,090 tons, and in 1867 to 146,050 tons. It is sail
that a large number of uew mines are being opened, from which an increased
amonnt of coal will be taken the present year.
The number of locomotives owned by the company is 72, fire having been added
during the year. The whole number of cars owned by the company is 1,406, as
f ollows : passenger cars 34, baggage and express cars 15, bouse freight care 773,
stock cars 238, platform cars 344, wrecking and tool cars 2, freight care of all
descriptions 1,355.
The report states that the investment of the company (355,000) in the Union
Stock Depot at Chicago, yields a direct return often per cent, per annum, besides
incidental advantages of much greater importance in promoting traffic in thi
transportation of live stock.
On the 14th of February the bridge over the Kankakee river—550 feet in
length—was destroyed by a freshet. It was found to be impossible to construct
a temporary bridge for the passage of trains earlier than the 8th of March—
during the time when the railway was thus practically severed the company suf
fered a loss in business which has been estimated at $150,(00; the b.idge has
since been replaced by a durable iron structure.
On the night of November 1st, the main maihine and car shops of the com
pany, located at Bloomington, were destroyed by fire, involving a loss estimated
at §124,634 59, of which $97,000 was covered hy insurance.
The earnings, expenses and profits from operations for the last seven years
have been as follows :
Fisc
* Miles ,
Result of operations.
. , Result per mile. , Fronts
year.
of r'd. Earnings. Expenses. Profits. Earni'gs. E»pcns's. Profits, p. c.
1861
220 $l,C!l8,4ii4 $046,379 $462,002 $4,993 $2,938 $2,065 41.16
1862
220 1,225,001 167,207 457,794 6,667 8,487 2,080 37. S6
1863
2S0 1,618,700 971.840 701,806 7,608 4,418 8,190 41.99
1864
257 2,770,484 1,6.32,106 1,238,8*.9 10,180 6,961 4,819 45.03
1865
280 8,840,092 2.006,574 1,833,518 18.714 7.166 6,648 47.76
1666
280 8,695,153 2,210,586 1,484,617 13,197 7.S95 6,302 40.18
1867
280 8,692,861 2,149,128 1,743,788 18,903 7,675 6,228 44.79
1 he net earnings have been disposed of in the last three years, as shown in the
following statement :
1865.
1866.
1867.
Net earnings
$1,883,518
$1,484,617
$1,743,753
Joliet & Chic. H, lease
$140,289
$163,312
$152,927
Alton & St. L's H, l'e
68,288
11,760
10,711
Improvements
407,447
221,707
355,407
Interest on bonds
288,185
2s0,700
277,095
Winking funds and tax
84,862
67,188
56,943
Dividends and tax
876,548—1,300,009 653,442—1,278,059 664,173—1,517,256
Balance to credit
$533,449
$206,568
$226,«7
The surplus Jan. 1, 1667, amounted to $1,497,955, and Jan. 1, 1868, to
$924,352 28. This surplus is represented by
BondB held by Trnstees on renewal acconnt
,
$50,OW
ChiniEo and HississlDDi Railroad Company bonds
2.500
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The general balance sheets, December 31, 1864-67, exhibits the financial condition of the company thus :
1864.
1365.
1866.
1887
$3,425,576 $2,4*5,575 $2,425,576 $2,425,410
Capital stock, preferred
" common
1,78:1,848 1,788.348 8,886,6)8 8,886.572
Bonds—sinking fund
'654,ikio 619,01X1 483.0110 4)4,000
l8t mortgage
8,400,000 2,400,000 2,4U0.U00 2,400,000
Income
A
1,100,000 1,10,01X1 1,100,000 1,100,000
Sinking
46,000 81,0110 117,000 156,000
■I fund,
»* bonds
^gl, cancelled
134
575
Bonds and stocks unissued
88,313 37,813 87,813 37,813
351,786
Renewal fund, J. & C. R. R. stock.. .
Alton & st. L. R.R. construction fund
77,471
378,2'i6 369,!Xi() 312,317 21 0,1 HO
Current accounts
Income, surplus Dec. 31..,
741,2:16 1,291,398 1,407,955 024,352
Total
9,896,568 10,008,221 12,290,9J4 11,583,307
Againpt which the following charges are made :
1861.
1865.
1866
1867.
Cost or road & equlpm's (220 m's)
|8-3^'?1,? $8,308,919
„ , $10,118,522 $10,276,604
Bonds and stocks unissued
88,813
37,813
: 7,81 )
37.813
Alton aud St. Loirs RR. shares
617,700 637, iWJ 07i,0: 0
Railroad bonds (foreign)
••
24,800
17,800
Jollet & Chicago RR. shares
11,400
U. S. securities, |S185,000
...
■
135,614
10,000
fO.IXX)
50,000
50,000
Renewal account, bonds in trust
JJXS
451,0.14 436,130 8 8,787;
Supplies on h.nd
41,268
Tinib rlaud
WiJgJ
134
Trustees sinking fan!
B|S
254
78,639
Stock depot & grounds purchased
50,000
rs.ooo
Interest In palace sleeping cars
20,000
Expended to replace losses at Bloomlngton
78,152
oSSSSSSSSSt " Bloom.iD"t.on:::.
13,800
105.478 180,967
Cash on hind, generni fund
237,044 193,097 430, )55 524,128
158,08:1
do
do special fund
■••
Total
$9,896,568 $10 008,224 $12,2t0,904 $11,583,307
Sitce the re-organization of the company in October, 1862, the following cash
dividends have been declared and paid :
Date of payment
Pref. Com . I Date of payment.
Pref. Com.
September, 1863
3%
3X March,
1866
5
5
March.
ISM
K%
— Siptomber 1866
5
5
September, 18H4
3%
0 March,
1R67
.5
5
5
6
»'ar. h,
1805
B
5 Sept. mber, 1867
1868
5
5
September, 1863
3H
8X March,
Tola) in five years and a half
44
The monthly range of prices for the stocks of this company in ihe New York
market, for the last three years, is shown in the table which follows :
^ilrT~Comm,°" s,ock —
< '
Preferred 8t«fk.
i
„,1S65'
18*6.
1887.
is65.
mm
7n »
£"»>»ry
89 ® 92 103 ©I0.-J. 105 @1IC* 90 4» 95 105 61107 M ai,.
February
90 © Hi* v 2 ©119 loo a in* «ja 9,s i, i © 21
2 f,1 P
5*?
iu.ne
'nIT -:
August

"© 99
Sf.S* 95 ®M
?2f 03 984,10(5*
06 ©103 102+ai09

107 0 08
109 ©114*
114 ©115
111 ©117

91 ©107
94*©1(I5
101 ©102*
96 ©101

IOJ (frlOl
102 © 02
l,4fh,icfl
105 fialO 1

lllJWi'V,
" itjil*
117 ©ll6*
11*
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COINAGE OF BRANCH MINT AT SAN FRANCISCO.
The following is ft statement of Deposits and Coinage at the Branch Mint of the
United States, San Francisco, Cal., during the j ear ending December 31, 1S67.
Gold depos'ts
$18,923,13 11
Silver deposits and purchases.
613,117 M
Total deposits
$19,536,470 00
GOLD COINAGE.
Denomination.
No. Pieces. Value.
Double Eagles
980,760 $18,415,000 M
Eazles
9,000
95.001 00
HaTfEairies
29.000
14f,0M 00
Quarter Eagles
88,000
70,000(0
Total
9S6.7S0 $18,720,000 C9
BII.VEK coinage;.
Half dollars
_
1,196,000
$59*.000 00
Quarter dollars
48,000
18,0(0 00
Dimes
140,0(fl
»•«»»
iUlf Dimes
120,000
Fine bars
20
2U.W »
Total
1,504,020 $653,53191
RECAPITULATION.
GoldCoinaec
Silver .... .7.
Total

P88,T70 $18,720,000 »
1,504,020
S50.5S4 «
2,400,770 $19,370,534 91
GOLD DEPOSITS.

United States bullionCalifornia
Idaho
Oregon
Montana
Nevada
Arizona
Parted from sliver
Fine bars
Forcien coin
Fhreign bullion
Total gold

$5,700,871 IS
1,144,483 04
319,6.0 09
800,843 32
49.030 47
48,797 73
„
168,901 92— $7,7-41.548 59
$10,980,791 94
153 453 81
47.86*42— 11,181,60 57
tUiMOX
SILVER DErOSITS.

United States bullionNevada
Arizona
Idaho
Pancd lrom gold
Bars
Foreign coin
Foreign bullion
Total sliver
Silver bars stamped
Total gold and silver
Fine bars, total

806,618 87
8.425 74
39,717 T6—
45 $323,..la
69,999
239,7 9 85
27.595 81
21,95: 76— JS9.S46 8
$613,117 94
19,536.379 u
20,554 9J

The deposits of gold show an increase of $1,643,258 82, and of silver a decrease of
$464,587 61. The coinage of gold was $1,348,000 more than last year.
The supply of coin is now good, and the demand for dut'ie? has been ss follows :
Total January 1 to 28, 1868
$516,515 Jj
Total January 1 to 28, 1867
396,624 23
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BUILDINGS IN NEW YORK AND' BROOKLYN, 1867.
, Finished in 1867. . ^-Unfl'ed Dec. 31, '67-.
N. Y'k. Brooklyn. Total. N. T. Br'klyn. Total.
Stone cdi flees
6
1»
18
18
10
23
Stone frou; do
689
885
924
888
107
490
Brick
1,004
709 1,713
£21
299
620
Brick frontB
76
9
86
34
4
88
Iron
6
....
5
....
....
Ironandbick
. .. 25
....
25
1
....
1
Frame
868 1,721 2,069
65
448
4! 8
Total
2,073 2,781 4,859
807
868 1,670
Described as follows :
Public buildings
™
28
12
88
20
5
25
Houses of worship
26
19
45
13
12
25
Store* and warehouses
817
108
485
82
28
Un
Maimlac. and workshops
299
149
448
86
13
49
Tenement
- ses
486 1,166
226 1,824
712
149
84
183
First-class ho
dwellings
658
465
478
943
Dwellings less than3storics
261 1,108 1,361
42
293
33S
Total
2,078 2,786 4,859
807
863 1,670
folia Report, Feb. 19, 18C8.
FISHING WEALTH OF ALASKA.
Tbe Vancouver Register publishes an article on the resources of Russian Am
erica, from which we extract a portion relative to its fishing advantages. The
writer is J.L. McDonald, of Steilacoom, who is the author of the memorial
conceroicg the fisheries, which is conceded to have been tbe foundation of subse
quent negotiations :
The effect of the acquisition on the commerce of the Pacific coast is now mani
fested in various ways. Shipbuilders, always alive and on the alert for any lay
out, like the war horse, " snuff tbe battle afar off ;" we learn of trim fast schooners
being laid down at our mills and harbors, and as our northern territories abound
with superior building materials in inexhaustible quantities, and as active, am
bitious mechanics are flocking here daily in healthy numbers, truly " every pros
pect pleases," and we anticipate lively times before long. Nor should it be for
gotten that abundance of superior salt is now being manufactured in and around
Sao Francisco by solar evaporators, which is well adapted for tbe curing of fish,
and sold in bulk for $4 per ton in coin. We hope to see salt manufactured along our
coast before long, particularly Puget Sound, as the tropbical salt is too strong,
aud ill adapted for the curing offish. The climate of our coast ranges is more
favorable than on the Atlantic coast ; the fiercest gales on this
need cot disturb or obstruct fishing in a well found and manned
schooner on our coast. And the absence of currents, icebergs
or vessels passing and rc-passing (the terrors of fishermen on the Grand
Bank) along our fishing grounds, renders fishing a mere recreation as compared
to tbe dread terrors of George's or the Grand Banks in the Atlantic ocean.
From this favorable margin in our favor, it follows that the wear and tear to
man or vessel is moderate and even, that little risk is encountered, and conse
quently that the premium of insurance on these risks will range much lower than
those paid in the Atlantic ports. Nor must we overlook our superior facilities
on this coast in the fitting out of our fishermen with warm rainment and healthy
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food ; we have wool enough of our own raising of superior quality to furnish onr
hardy fishermen with durable warm blankets, clothing, socks, mittens, gloves and
nippers, with some to spare, and as to our flour, meal, pork, beef, potatoes, beins
and all other needed " truck and dicker," we bops ere many years to feed the
multitude.
Our climate and facilities for curing Bsh are in every way adapted. Oar dry,
warm northerly breezes—so regular and pure—have already been tried, and Paget
Sound codfish, dried at Port Madison, have long commanded a premium io San
Francisco. Among the many obstacles which obstruct the fishing business in
British North America, the extra boats and crews needed form no small item of
the " great general bill." The port of Canso and the Magdalene IsltBls are
generally resorted to to obtain these indispensable aids which foot up in •
schooner of one hundred tons some $1,500, usually paid in breadstuff?, provisions
or money, generally in advance, which in a fleet of one hundred vessels amounts
to very considerable sums annually. In our new acquisition matters are mach
better ; there we find thousands of hardy, skilful, well-experienced Indian fisher
men, all having their own beautiful, trim canoes, which for the coast fishing are
superior to any boats afloat. This element, so ready and willing to fish, will
effect much saving in men and boats to those who are desirous of locating for
the purpose of fishing and trading in those waters; those Indians are also expert
in making barrels, kegs and kits, so much needed for euring hallibut, herring and
salmon. The Chinamen flocking to our shore will here prove a useful dement in
developing our " hidden treasure;" being excellent fishermen and expert boat
men, they cannot fail to add mach to our rising fisheries in the north, and te
believe tbe un-Christian animosity now so freely vented at this useful class, wiH
speedily melt into " upper air." Thus, Mr. Editor, will our vast coves, bays
and harbors, abounding with choice cod, hallibut, herring and salmon—sand
wiched in with whale and cod liver oil of rare quality and value, with a climate
unsurpassed, free from ice " liners" or dense fogs, and with our great facilities
for building the vessels suitable for the business, with abundance of salt, brea*stuffs, provisions and clothing. In view of such rare faculties, may we not look
for and expect replenishing streams of ambitious young men of capital from tbe
Eastern fishing ports ?
NEW SHIP CANAL IN HOILAND.
The British Corsul at Amsterdam fMr. Newnbam), in a recent report to tbe
Foreign Office, states that the Amsterdam Canal works are now proceeding with
great rapidity. They consist in tbe formation of a ship canal 213 feet wide at
the water line and 18 feet deep, to open a communication between Amsterdan
and the North Sea, and avoid the circuitous and expensive route through tbe
North Holland Canal, which has for many years formed the only approach to
the city navigable by large vessels. The cai.al runs tbroush the shallow latecalled the T and Wyker Meer, and cuts through the high and fandy neck of
1 and, 6,000 metres across, which now separates them from the North Sea, where
a harbor will be formed by projecting piers built of concrete blocks, which
contain an area of over 200 acres. To preserve the water in the canal at a fise
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level, beyond the influence of the tides, locks will be constructed at the North
Sea entrance, and at the eastern end a dam across Pumpus, also furnished with
ocks, is now beiug made to cut ofif the Zuyder Zee. The lakes Y and Wykers
Meer, with the exception of the channel to be dredged through them, will be
reclaimed, and will furnish 12,000 acres of the richest alluvial land. The wholundertaking is estimated to cost 28,000 florins, and the contract for the whole
which has been taken by an English firm (Mr. H. Lee & Son), is now being
energetically pushed forward, the chief engineer being the well-ktown Mr
Hawkshaw. The Pampasdam is about 1,300 metres long, and the circular cof
ferdam for the locks, 160 metres in diameter—in itself a work of great engineering
interest and novelty—is just completed. The works of the ma n canal, which are
progressing chiefly at its western portion, are advancing rapidly, and it is expected
that a great part of the Lake Wyker Meer will be reclaimed by the end of the
ensuing year. The neck of land between the lake and the sea, through which
one of the largest cuttings in the world, 5,000,000 cubic yards, is being made, i
about half completed. The piers of the harbor are to consist of concrete bloc k s
and large block-making works have been established at "Velsen, which are turn
ing out about 50 blocks a day, averaging betweeo three and four cubic yards
each. Of the northern pier a length of about 350 feet has already been con
structed, aod a wooden pier has likewise been run out some distance into the sea.
and a stagi g erected at the end to enable the building of the new pier to proceed
from three independent points. The southern pier will be commenced in the
summer.— The Engineer.

PUBLIC DEBT OP THE UNITED STATES.
Abstract statement, as appears from the books and Treasurer's returns in the
Treasury Department, on the 1st March and 1st April, 18C8 :
DKBT BKARIXQ COIN INTEREST.
March 1.
April 1.
Increase. Decrease5 per eent. bonds
$212,784,400 00 $214,404,400 00 $1,680,000 00 $
« " '67* '68
9,3 8,191 80 8,U0.').641 80
474,550 00
a " 1881
583,6;8.»O0 00 283.811,160 00
850 00
6 "
(5-20's)
1,407,321.8110 00 1,424,395,65" 00 11,073,850 00
Navy Pen. ITJ li p.c
13,000,000 00 13,000,000 00
Total
1,926,160,991 80 1,944,440,841 80 18,279,860 00
BEARING CURRENCY INTEREST.
6 per et. (RR ) bond*
$22,470,000 00 t23.5S3.000 00 $1,112,000 00 $
S y'arscom. int. n'tes
40,514,780 00 40,010,530 00
234,250 00
8-ycars 7-30 notes
202,W>1,!00 00 185.884,'.' 0 00
17,067.000 00
3 p. cent, certificates
25,585,000 00 26,290,000 00 705,000 00
Total
297,S50,S80 00 231,760,630 00
15,484,250 00
MATURED DEBT NOT PRESENTED FOR PAYMENT.
7-80 n. dne Ang.15,'67. .
$1,519,600 00 $1,303,550 00 $
$216,050 00
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DEBT BEARING HO INTEREST.
$356,167,747 CO $388,144,757 00 $
$18,080 00
82,807.947 61 82,588,669 94 280,742 43
26,699,360 00 17,742,060 00
7,957.300 00
414,105,064 61 406.475,476 94
7,689,67187
RECAPITULATION.
*
$ 00 $
$ 80 18,279,850
Bearing coin interest
1,920.100,991 80 1,944,440,841
Bearingcur'yinterest
2a7,250,8Su 00 281.760,680 00
15,481,550 f«
Matured debt
1»,080,168 61 9,036,383 64
l.MB.770»
Bearing no interest
414,165,054 51 408,475,476 94
7.6S9.57757
Aggregate
2,648,207,079 95 2,641,719,332 38
6,487,747 57
Coin fear, in Treas
128,377,46711 122,509,645 02
6,867,812 0»
Debt less coin and car
2,519,829,622 81 2,519,209,687 36
6:9.936 43
The following statement shows the amount of coin and currency separately at
the dates in the foregoing table :
COIN AND CURRENCY IN TREASURY.
Coin
$HK>,6>8,371 75 $99,279,617 68 $
$7,344,757 17
Currency
21,751,082 36 23,23 ',(127 81 1,4 5,944 98
Total coin <S> curre'y
128,377,457 11 122,609,645 02
6,867,812 0»
'the annual interest payable on the debt, as existing March 1 and April i,
1868, (exclusive of interest on the compound interest notes) compares as follows:
ANNUAL INrEREST PAYABLE ON PUBLIC DEBT.
March 1.
April 1.
Increase. D creue.
Coln-6 per cents
$'.0,639,220 00 $10,723,220 00 $84,000 00 $
" 6 " '67&'6S
662,691'0
6*4,218 16
3^,478 34
" 6 " 1881
17,020,696 00 17,0211,629 CO
33 00
" 6 " (5-20's)
81,439,303 00 85,463,739 00 1,024,431 00
" 6 " N. P. F
780,000 00
78O,0uO 00
Total coin interest
$113,441,816 60 $114,J21,£0e ".6 $1,079,990 66 $
Currency-67.30
per cents
$1,348,200
920 00
$ (0
"
ll,M5,480 00
80 $1,414
13,569.539
80 $60,7.0 00 1,!45,S!I1
3 "
761,650 00
787,700 00 20,150 00
Total currency Intcr't
$16,931,180 30 $15,772,169 10
$1,159,021 0»
United States notes
Fractional currency
Gold certi. ofdeposit
Total

COMMERCIAL CHRONICLE AND REVIEW.
Unsettled condition of the Money Market—New York Stock Exchange Boird—Openiif.
Highest and Lowest Miscellaneous Securities at the New ^ ork Stock Exchange -Goversmcnt Securities -Bon Is sold at the New York Stock Exchange Board—P. ices of O remment Secuilties at New x'orh—Course oi Consols a«d American So unties at LondoaOourse of Gold at New York—General Movement of Coin and Bullion at New York—Amount
of Specie la the Cleariug-Uouse—Course ol F^reigu Exchange at New York.
The distinguishing feature ol business during March bus been the unsettled
coidition of the money market. I be month opened with an active 7 per rest.
market, the result of remittances to the Smth. and of a premature demand for
funds fr< m the West for the purchase of breadstuff*. Before the middle of the
month, a very sharp stringency was dev loped, which has continued without iolertnifsion to the close. The Treasury commenced the montn with an uou-ual J low
bulance of currency, and the requisitions of the Wur and \a~y Departinfois
beins; unusually heavy, the Treasurer found it neoes nry to c tit in a consid
erable amount ol lunds from th-^ National Depositories, while the Assistant
Treasurer, in this city also hud to sell go d in order to keep jp bis currncy bal'
ance ; the result of these opa utions bein^ n sb irp depletion o the resources o
the bankj. Durinu the second week the Directors of the Erie Railroad Com
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pany sold several millions of new stock, and in order to protect the proceeds
against legal process remove) the funds to Jersey City; and according to report
Mr. Drew, from a similar motive, transferred his private funds, estimated at 2J
■to 3 millions, to New Jersey. In this way, a very material amount of money was
taken entirely out of circulation ; and this loss coming upon an already par
tially straitened condition of the banks, has resulted iu a btringency scarcely
equalled for severity and c ntinuance for many years. So soon as the gravity of the
situation became clearly apparent, the Treasury showed a disposition to afford
what relief was in its power; but, with its reduced balance, and large depart
mental requirements, it has accomplished little beyond buoying up the hopes of
the market. The Assistant Treasurer has bought several millions of SevenTLirties, but in order to do this has found it necessary to sell nearly an eqial
amount of coin. The Secretary of the Treasury expressed his willingness to
issue to the banks an amount not exceeding $10,000,000 of 3 per cent. Clearing
House Certificates in excha< ge for Seven- 1 hirties or Compound Interest Notes,
or to a moderate extent for bank currency ; the bank-", however, after twice
meeting to consider the proposal, very wisely declined the proposal. As usual
at this feison, a certuio amount of currency has been withdrawn into the
interior ol the State for settlements in real estate consummated on the 1st of April.
The preparation for the quarterly statement of the banks made np on the first
MoikI >y of April, has al.-o had a deranging eff ct upon the operations of the
banks As the r sult of these cause-, the rate of interest, for the latter half
of March, has been very generally 7 per cent, in gold among the private bankers,
and some of the lead ng banks even have charged that rate, while in not a
few instances i and J per cent, per day, i.e. 45 and 90 per cent, per annum,
has been paid by borrowers upon stocks.
What ha' the government to do with the money market, asked a cotemporary
the other day. Why should the banks apply to the Treasury for ClearingHouse Certificates or for any other relief? It might, perhaps, be well for the
country at present if the Treasury possessed no control over the money m irket,
and never attempted to regulate ihe price of gold. But we must take things as
we find them, and deul with practical difficulties as they arise. For the last
week or two there has been a good deal of talk about the Sub-Treasury, its sales
of gold, and its purchases of Seven-Tbirtie', its prodigious balance, and its dis
turbance of the loan market. Th official statement has just appeared, according
to law, to show the business of the office of the Assi-tant Treasurer of the United
States in New Yok for the month ending March 31, 1868. As, during that
month, it happened that the excitement of the money market was charged to have
been augmented in volume and extent by the Treasury movements, we might
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received three million of coin, and has issued gold notes therefor ; and the other, that
he has paid oat three millions of coin interest during the month. Both these state
ments together probably mean that the gold interest which was disbursed last
month was nearly all paid in gold notes, and very little of it in actual coin. As
to how many New York gold notes are outstanding the report is silent, although
the gold notes are really a deposit, certificate, showing that so much of the gold
in the Treasury belongs to the holders. If the monthly report is intended to rive
complete information about the coin in the Treasury, it should obviously be made
out so as to show the aggregate of coin notes.
But we find a much more serious defect in the statement The Treasury, as
was said, is accused of deranging the monty market by locking up greenbacks,
and selling gold at a time of extraordinary pressure on the bank machinery.
Now from the official report of the month out nobody could gather that any
Seven-Thirties have been bought, any greenbacks locked up, or, indeed, that any
gold has been sold at all. This arises not from any fanlt of the Assistant-Treas
urer, but because i he old forms are used for the accounts—forms which were con
trived a score of years ago, when the seven Sub-Treasuries were established. The
Sub-Treasury act was passed in August, 1846, and was intended to separate the
fiscal operations of the Government from the banks. It required all government
payments to be made in coin or Treasury notes, and forbade the deposit in bank
of any Government money whatever. How suitable the process established then
may be for the present exigencies of the Treasury we can infer from the fact thati
in 1846, the whole revenue of the Government from all sources was less than 30
millions, a sum considerably less than one-third of the idle balance at this moment
in the New York office alone.
We said that one of the objects of the Independent Treasury system was to
divorce the Government money arrangements from the banks. The event-" of the
past month sufficiently show that at present the working of the system is just the
opposite of what was intended. The Treasury, so fur from beii g severed from
the banks, may now at ce tain critical periods possess great influence over them,
atid has had, for some weeks past, almost despotic control over them, because it
could at any time take away their legal tender reserves by sales of gold, y sales
of bonds, or by drawing down the balan es in the Nutional bunk d< positories
Of the wny in which this power of the Treasury las been discu-eeJ of late, and of
its relations to the bauks and the money market, a daily paper speak- as follows :
" These institutions did not expect to have their greenback rest; o depleted joit
now by the heavy Treasury drafts. Nj notice of it
given. It came suddenly.
They had not prepared fur any such drain. They scarcely provided for the mual
demand of the wants of business at this active season. For these waMs their reserve
is now birely adequate, consisting as it does of seme 12 millions of areeuliacts and
40 millions of certificates and cm pound notes. If the Treasury had announced its
intention to take away any part of this precious basis of hwful reserve the banks
might have put themselves in readiness for it beforehand. Not hav ng so prepared,
and the Treasury drain being for greenbacks, there is no wonder that some ol the I hree
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We purposely refrain from canvassing c;rtain grave questions which have
arisen out of the Treasury dealings in gold and securities. These question- will
come up more opportun:ly hereafter. The discussion now is not as to specific
acts of the Treasury, nor as to its general policy, but as to the method of report
ing its doings to the people. On this point we conclude, therefore
First, the most candid publicity is demanded, and should be enforced, in refer
ence to all the transactions of the Treasury. This was supposed to be 6ecur d by
requiring a daily and weekly statement of the receipts, the disbursements and the
cash b i lance?, with a complete balance sheet at the end of each month. All
thess are published in the daily papers. The object of such daily, weekly and
monthly publication is to prevent any vtil of secrrsy from interposing between
the eyes of the people and the use which their officers are making of the public
mon y and ihe public credit.
Secondly, this object is not accomplished by the present method of making
out the accounts. The daily statement, for example, tells us that the balance of
cash in the Treasury ranged last month both above and below 100 millions.
But it does not say, what is well known to be the fa' t, that this balance is not
all cash. Part of it is gold, part bank notes, part greenbacks and part securities
paid but not jet cancelled, including t-'even-Thirties and gold notes. The
monthly statement again puts together gold receipts and currency receipts, tell
ing us that the aggregate fur March wus some 70 millions, of which no less
than 8*2,648.484 were from " n iscellanenus" sources. In this miscellaneous
group of receipts we presume are included the premium on the gold sales for the
month. If so, the fact is not stated, but is open to doubt and conjecture, so that
the people who pay the taxes do not see wh .t is being done with their money as
is required by the law and the early custom of the Treasury.
Thirdly, no new legislation whatever is necessary to correct the most patent
inconveniences and absurdities of the existing system. They originated in the
troubles connected with our war finance, and th' uld be got rid of without delay.
Mr. McCulloch, by way of storting the reform, might have the cash balance in
the Treasury reporte I daily under the proper heads of coin, greenbacks and
National bank notes ; and he should direct that the aggregate sales of gold and
bonds be reported each day with the total purchases of Seven-Thirties and com
pound notes. From what has been said will be seen the uncertainty of the
evidence on which rest many of the vogue rumors of co lusion between the
Department and those speculators and money lenders who w'fhed for stringency.
In the atmosphere of mystery and secresy which have been allowed to gather
round and obscure the Treasury movements the most foolish stories get credence,
if they be only plausibly and confident^ repeated to persons agitated by the ter
ror and dread of a monetary panic.
The singular feature in affairs is, that with a stringency in money which ordin
arily would have issued in a sweeping pauic in stocks, the market for securities
has remained comparatively steady. Owing to the breaking up of a clique carry
ing 100,000 shares of Erie, on immense amount of that stock was thrown upon
the market, producing, for a few days, wide fluctuations in Erie and New York
Central ; but otherwise, as will be seen from a subjoined list, the market has
yielded little, not ev n the mercurial stocks on the miscellaneous list, while
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sone shares have actually advanced. This mast be regarded as a very remaikable
evidence of the strength of .h; stock market, and of the resources of tLepr sent
holders of securities.
The following table will show the volume of shares sold at the New York
Stock Exchange Board and the Open Board of Brokers in March, 1867 and 1868,
comparatively :
Classes.
18G7.
1868. Increase. 'DreBank shares
S,it79
3,426
446
1,507,01 1 1,303,014
Railroad "
... . 2M.W3
Coal
"
33,145
10M46
22.1W
2S.M)2
Miuing "
10.012
18.490
20,050
Improv'nt"
41,»76
21,325
3*,til5
Tefeiraph"
45.9f.3
li',388
Steamship"
8* ,661
93.898
12.-37
81,625
Expr'ss&c"
6,60*
75,063
1.825.f02 l,«58,f.77
6,724,849 6,912,897 218,646
The following table will ^ow the opening, highest, lowest and closing pr'.cei
of all the railway and miscellaneous securities quoted at the New York Stock
Exchange during the months of February and March, 1868 :
,
Pi bruar*.
.,
March.
,
Railroad Sticks—
Open. High. Low. Clos. Open. With. Low. Clos'g.
Alton ATirreHaut
5!J£ 61% 60 6'>% 47
49% 41 4i
do
do
prof
72* 74 72 74
71% 73% 6) 69
Boston, Hartf..rd & Erie
16% 16% 14 14
16
16
M' 14X
Chicago & Alton
134 186 128 130 130 131 129* l*tf
d.i
do pref
138 1*8 138 188 133% 133V 181 131
Chicago, Burl &Quincy
144 163% 141 149 160 150 149% 150
d) 4 Nonhweet'n
5H% M% 68% 61
69
6»% 6:1 66
do
do uref
74 75% 72 73% 73% 7*% 7*X 75*
do ARrck Island
101% 102% 96% 86% 98
88% 91 93*
do & Milwaukee
72
72 72 72
Cleve., Col & Cincinnati
106 110 101 102 101* 103 101% 105
di Painesv. & Ashta
110 li0% 108 106 104 1 05
9:t% 101
do <fc Pittsburg
03 96% 93V 91
94% 9'i% 8-V 99X
do A Toledo
112% 113 105% 108% 107% 103% 10i% 104
Del., Lack A Western
H4 115 114 114 114 114 113V 114
Dubuque ASiouiCl y
50 63 60 68
do
do pref
... 75 75 76 75
Brie
74* 73% 67% 67* 66* 81 % 65% *X
do pref
88 83 75 78
76% 80K 74 75
Harlem
129% 181% 120 129
Hannibal A St Joseph
60 74 68% 74
74
77
74 77
do
do pref
72 82 72 81% 81
&>3tf 80 85
Hudson River
147 149 140 142% 142% 146 130 HI
Illinois Central
133% 139 183% 138 140 140 136 137
Ind. A Cincinnati
59
69
19 52
Jo let A < hicajo
B5 95 95 96
Lehiah Valley
104 104 101 104 107 107 107 107
Lone Is and
48 45 43 46
Mar. ACIncln., l«t pref.
S5 3'>% 25 29
29
82
29 SS
do
do 2d do
11% 16 11
11
11
12
11 11
Michigan Central
111% 114 111% 113), 113 114 112V 118
do S. AN. Ind
Sj|< M
88% 91
91 % 92% S7% S'X
Mil. AP. duUb'n, lstpr
99 1(0 99 99
92.
9»
97 97
do
do 2dpr
92 93 92 93
91
92
91 M
Milwaukee* St. Paul
47% 51% 46% 61% 61% f>9% 61 6S*
do
do pref
b5% 68
61
67
6S
75
66% Hit
NewJirsey
132 182 1S2 182 531% 183 Vi IN
do
Central
—....
116 117 116 117 117% 118 117 117%
New York Central
129% 131% 12i 129% 128% 131% 117V 1-3%
do AN.Havn
138% 141 188% 14u 140% 141 U0% 141
Norwich & Worcester
9t
84
94 04
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Miscellaneous—
American Coal
52
53
5J f8 45 45 45
45
Contral do
41
46
41
46 46 48 4H 4a
Cumberland Coal
36
87% 33 '4 83% 85% 30% 82%
Del. & 'lud. Canal Coal
143 )50 145% 148% 148 152% 147 152%
P.nnsvlv.nta Coal
180 180 180 160
PaclBc Mull
114% 114% 1(18 110% 110% 111% 103% 103
Atlauticdo
98% 99 95% 98% »8 99% 86% 88
TJni in Naviintlon
20
26% 18% 26%
Boston Water i oxer
21
21% 20
20 20 20# 19% low
Canton....
59 64% 56% 62% 64 61% 45 48
New York Guano
18 18
11
11
Mariposa
8% 8% 7
7
6% 6% 6
6
do pref
34 14% 10 11% 11
11
10
ID
Qalcksl'ver
25
S5 23 23 22
S3 10% 22%
Citizen's Gas
140 140 140 140 140 140 140 140
West. Union Telegraph
87 87 83% 81% 34% 86% 83% 36
ExpressAmerican
72 73% 66
70
70
70% 67
69%
Adams
7B% 77
71% 73% 73% 76% 70 76
United Stafn
75% 76% 71
78
73
78% 69% 71
Merchant's Union
_
8B% 86% 80% 85 85
85% 82% 84%
Wells, Fargo & Co
45 45 40 40% 40% 41
85 85%
Government Securities have been unusuilly active, but the prevailing tone has
been weak. At this period of the year, there is usually a good deal of realiz
ing upon bonds by parties desiring '0 use the proceedn in business, and this
class of sellers has naturally been augmented by the extreme stringency of money.
The purchases of Seven-Thirties by the Government have sustained the market
against the depression arising from these causes, and at the close prices do not
show any important change from the opening figures.
The amount of Government bonds and notes, State and city and company
bonds, sold at the New York Stock Exchange in the month of March, 1867
and 1868, comparatively, is shown in the statement which follows :
BONDS SOLD AT THK N. T. STOCK EXCHANGE BOARD.
Classes.
1867.
1868.
Inc.
Dec.
L . 8. bonds
$5,689,050 $13,412,750 $7,743,700
$
U.S. notes
1,039,430 4,701,600 8,6Bi,170
....
St'e&cityb'ds
8,036,500 6,653,500 2,717,000
Company b'da
731.500 1,112,C00
8fl,000
... .
Total-March
$11,396,480 $25,900,050 $14,503,870
.„
" —since Jan. 1
... 81,595,430 61,319,630 28,751,2S0
The daily closing prices of the principal Government Fecurilies at the New
York Stock Exchange Board, as represented by the latest sa e officially reported
are shown in the following slatement :
FRICES OP OOVERNMENT SECURITIES AT NEW TORK.
,-6's, 1881.-. ,
-6's, (5-20 yri>.)Coupon
. 5's,10-10 7-30.
Day or month.
Coup. Keg. 1862. 1864. 1S65. new. lS67.yrs.C'pn.2d sr.
Sunday
1
Monday
1:0%
107%• 108%
10S% 106%
106% 1"7
107 101%
101 a 105%
105%
Tuesday 32
Ill
110% 108
Wednesday 4
lit
110% los% lf'9 107 107% 101% 106%
Thursday 5
111% 111% 110% 10:% 103% 106% 107 101% 106^'
Friday
6
11"% 107% 108% 1C6« 107 101% 105%
Saturday 7
111% HI 110%
108% 106% 107 101% 105%
Sunday
8
Monday.... 9
Ill
110% 107% 108% 106% 107 101% 105^
Tuesday.... 10
110%
110 107%
106% 106J£ 101% 106%
Wednesday 11
110%
109% 107% 108 106% 106% 101% 105%
Thursday 13
110%
110 1"7% 108% 1' «% 106>; 101% 105%
Friday
13
111% ... . 110"4 108 108% 106% 1.7% 101* ltt-.?.f
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Sunday SJ
Monday S3
Tuesday 84
Wednesday 26
Thursday S6
Friday
27
Saturday 28
Sunday 29
Monday
80
Tuesday 81..
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110% 108 108% 106% 107 100% '.08%
107% 106% 106% 100% 1(6%
lOW 107% 108%
106% 100% 115%
U9% 107% 108 106%
106% 106% 100},' 105%
109% 107%
106% 107 100% 106%
.. 107%
109% 108% 108% 107 107% 1U0% lOSj
169% ids" 108% io6% io7% ioi%
109% 107% 108% 106% 107 100% 1C5%
107% 108% 106% 107 101% 1*5,'
First
Ill HI* 110%
109% 107% 108 106% 10i% 100% 105*
Lowest
110%
108% 109 107% 107% 101% 106%
Highest
Ill* 110%
HI* 110%
1% 0% 1
1
1
1
IX
Range
0% 109%
107% 108% 106% 107 100%
Last.
Ill1* HOJi
The closing prices of Consols for money and certain Arrerican securities (vizU. S. 6's 5-20's 1862, Illinois Central and Erie shares) at London, on each day of
the month of March, are shown in the following statement :
COURSE OF CONSOLS AND AMERICAN SECURITIES AT LONDON.
Cons Am. securiliw.
Cons Am. securities
for U.S.|Ill.C.|Erie
Date.
for U. 8.II1LO.I Erie
Date.
J-20s sh's. sh'i.
mon.
5-20s
sh's.
she.
mon.
-1•I
Sat'day
93%
I
72% 89% | 46X
Sunday—
11 Sunday
93!, 7:%
Monday...
931,
71s,
43%
Monday
72% 89% 46J,'
93V
Tues
89% 47% I Tus'day
9:1
93% 71%
72% i| 89%
47
Wedne
93%H 72%
Wednesday
.
8<%,I 46%
8!»%
47%
93;," 71s,
Thurs . .
71s,
9:i
%
72%
89%
45%
4BV,
Thursday...
93%
Friday
93 '„ 72% 89%| 47
47% Friday
93% 71%
Sat'day....
Saturday
93,'J 72% 89%' 47
Sunday
Sunday...
.
59%
93% 71%
Monday...
89% 48%
93%
93% 71% 89% 49 '., Mond>y
Tues
ta.%
89% I 48X
93% 71 % 8 ls„ 49%
Wedne
49 5; i1 Tuesday....
93% 71% 89% 49%
Thurs
9*% 71.% j 85% 4SX
Lowest
93% 71% 89%
Friday
49% Highest
93%
I 60%
93; 7S
Sat'day....
0% I 72%
1 I 89%
l.'«- s%
Range
8unday....
47%
98* 72%
Monday. . .
41%
93% 72 89% 45% Low J
Tuesdy ..
91% I 7*%
71% '84%|
93%
89% I 50%
.
93% 72% 89% 45% Hlg f.sgWedn'y . . .
5
8%
1%
1%
74% 811% 46% Rng) in 1?.
Thursday .
93% 7-.".; Kl'y 47% Lust
93% I 74 89% I 48%
Friday
110% in
110*
110%
110% 110';
Ill*
110%
~
111%
Ill ••■ •

The closing prices of Five-Twenties at Frankfort in each week ending with
Thursday, were as follows :
Month.
March 19.
March 26.
March 12.
March 5.
75%®75%
76%@75%
75%@75%
75%
75%
The stringent condition of money and ibe ubsorption of the speculative interest
in stock movements have been again t an average activiiy in the gold market,
and have ut the same time favored a lower premium. Washington has failed
to supply the usual amount of sensations ; and the foreign markets for securities
and the steady course of European politics have been devoid of changes calcnlatcd to produce fluctuations in the price of gold. There appears to htive been a
gradual surrender of the idea which has for some time been held with much
positiveness that the course of our foreign commerce would necessitate an unusual
export of coin this Spring or Summer, and now an opposite opinion is fast
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opening of the month to 1371 on the 24tb, and closed at 138$. The Treasury
has paid oat during the month $3,161,086 on account of coin interest; beside
which, as will be seen from a subjoined statement, there has been received,
$3,634,387 from sources not publicly indicated, but really for the most part from
sales of coin by the Treasury.
The following statement exhibits the fluctuations of the New York gold
market in the month of March, 1868 :
COURSE Or GOLD AT NEW TOBK.
Date.

Date.

-ISunday
S3
Sunday
28 189% 138k 189% 138%
Monday
141% 14'% 141 ^ 111 Monday
Tuesday
44 138% 137% l;8% 138
Tuesday
141 140% 14!,':, 141>»
25 138% 13S% 138% 138%
Wednesday ...
141 140% 141% 40% Wednesday
Thursday
38 138% !■>', 188% 138%
Thursday
141 141 141% 141
27 188% 138;. 138% 138%
Friday
111% 141 % 141 M 141% Friday
28 18»% 138% 188% 138%
Saturday
141% 140* 140% 140% Saturday
Sunday
29
Sunday
80 139 138 189% 138%
Monday
140% 139% 140%! 140 Monday
Tuesday
81 188% 138% 1138% 138%
140 ;.'5!i\ 140%! 189% Tuesday
Wednesday . . .
139% 139% 139% ,139,1$
Thursday.. ..
139% 189% 140>i 139% Mnrch..l86S..
141% 187%|141%|13S%
Friday
139% 139% 140 139% ' 1807..
140% 133% 14U%|134
:s«% 124% 136% 1 127%
Saturday
139% 138% 139 139% ' 1866..
Sunday
201 148% 201 ;151%
' 1865..
Monday
1864..
159% 159 169%|l|i4*
139%il88X 139% 139%
Tuesday
139% 139 189 % 1MI% ' 1863 .
171% 139 171%|149%
Wednesday. . .
138% 138% !38% 138% ' 1862..
IOSti |101% 102% 101%
Thursday
188% 183% 188" 138%
Friday
188% 138"* 138% 1 188% S'ce Jan 1, 1868.
188% 183% 1 144 |183%
Saturday
138% 138% 139% 1 139%
The following formula furnishej the details of the general movement of coin
and bullion at this port for the month of March, 1867 and 1868, comparatively :
GENERAL MOVEMENT OK COIN AND BULLION AT NEW TOBK.
1367.
1808.
Increase. Decrease
Hcceipts from California
$1,896,857 $1,603,433 t
$888,424
Imports from foreisrn ports
142,892
848,841
706,919 ...
Coin interest paldfiomTretBury
2,830,526 3,161,086
230,660
i
Total reported new supply
$4,870,875 $5,518,860 $648,085
Exports to foreign ports
$1 ,837,824 $3,528,609 $1,744,785 $.
Customs duties
12,193,039 9,717,472
2,4SO,507
.$14,086,863 $13,800,081 $
$785,782
Total withdrawn..
. $9,165,583 $7,781,721
7. ~.
'
Excess of withdrawals . .
Bank specie decreased .
. 8,056,772 4,147,334 1,090,562
Bal. denred from unrepo'dsou's
$6,108,816 $8,634,837 $
$2,474,429
The amount of specie in the Clearing House Banks at the opening and closinxr
of March, 1867 and 1868, was as follows :
18G7.
1868.
Increase. Dccreant.
At opening
$11,579,381 $22,091,642 $10,512,201 $ ..
At closing
8,522,609 17,944,308 9,421,699
Decrease on the month. .
8,056,772
4,147,384
The following exhibits the quotations at New York for bankers' 60 days bVlJg
on the principal European markets daily in the month of March, 1868 :
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8
»
10
11
i*
15
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
28
27
28

I09;j@:o9«
io9x©io9.*
imx&w.ix
loy^oiufl'i
109J,'(810!iJtf
109'i@10J^
1095<@110
10:l)4@10!'K
HWXQIOBX
I09i,@10!iJ4HiH?.«!)10'.l?i
i09^<aiiA!,»i
109»,'©10!)>s'
KI9Ji<»109X
l(W%©109tf
io»y.mwx
lMXalMX
109>,-@109«

Mar. 186?
Mar. 1807.

109}>®110 M7)i« 518X 41 <§
108 ,109* 523 515 40%(2

517#©515'i;
61'.>»®51S;;
617>s-@51SX
517* ©515*
510;j@515X
516J<@515K
615
@514Ji
516«@S15^
51(iil@.)15?i
516i,-©515?i
516":i®515»i
6KiV®515?i
517)*®516J<
M7X©516V
617.XS4516K
eii^fDolBJi

41;,'@41«
41S©41X
41SW1.Y
41»«®41<<
41K@ll*
41X@41K
41.W41X
41>i@llX
unmix
41,'.'©41*
41X©41X
41X®413<
41 ®41«
41 @41K
41 @41X
41 @I1X
@41>i
41
41 ©41 %

79V@79>i
79v©79;t
7»Jf®7»«
79i,©79^
7»>>-@7«X
TOKWTOX
79>,-ffi7».¥
79X©7»>C
79«®79X
79J1©;ii«
79>,©7!l)«
79X@7SK
79 ©79),'
711 ©79*
79 @7H«
7.1 ©79 W
79 ©wx
V.) ©79X
79' '©7!>j,'
79X®79X
79 ©79J£
re ©79X

?B'„'©363»86>*©38Vi
8«>i®36X
86X&36X
8' @36«
86 @S6X
3<>Si©'16J<"
88)4@36Ji
36 1,®*!*
3ii>;Jt3BJ<
8«X®S6><
86X&36X
3D ©••»■.'
36 0136',86 ©36X
86 ®36S
86 ©58),
36 ®3«X
M ©36*
3(5 ©*;x
86 ©86*

[Ap.il,
71X971
7,;-,®n
71Ji©»
71H&72
71;.ft'!»
1!.S@71H
71V8TS
71*67*
71Ji«C7S
7l«©a
7JX8W
7Ui®7J
71K®7IS
7i*®HX
TlSftTlJi
71X4*71*
71h@71X
71,S@71Ji
71S871X
713.87*
71?.@K
71X87SK
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Heturna of the New York, Philadelphia and Boiton BatAa
Below we give the rctnrns of the Banks or the three cities since Jan. 1 :
SEW YORK CITY BANK BETUBN9.
_
. dnt-f.
Date.
-—»•.
.S^J-.
fcwuf««
S
January 4.. £9,741 297
ijM ISJ.lftgj ^« W»
F»Mi:::»S

|gg

Mil

|K

gS

»m

ass

gas

Bi:::::gSB gg£ III 3»S ffl
W n,« UlHsos uw*.i» Bt,iw,<m
piiu-adelpiiia bank BETunsp.
. ,
Date.
^3SST
W» WjSS'
January 4
*-b,(^JS
62 5*1707
400 615
10.639.096

»'.«M»
PepofiH»M
g^g

K«1:::::::::::::

IS

FebmatyS2
February 29
March 5
March 14
March «
MarCl

January 13
Jarmary 20
January «7
Fchmaiy 3

b&s

g***

I'M

ggg

U'Sfflm
5' 757
211,365
i?'?M864
53 ?8 1.I.K5
232.18.J
n 867 611
251.051
J^WuSs
53677 317
229,518
1S;|?8;391
63;450,S78
192 858
' ' ' BOSTON BANK BETTJBN9.
(Capital Jan. 1, IBt^ $41,900,000.)

10.&M.484
10.B33.7J8
10.681.S99
10,613.(113
10,648,606

» 7»W
Wgg
SSB
g,«g

SMglg
S^faiO
;.-,,4'u k

M-ifi'w
fife
ru^O
777 627
b',-i »S9

B it::::::::::: g-g
Ma«h so"' :::::::: SiSS

g|
6®'"^

^

Ci.cnl.tion—

18 83« 7f.9 *B
41,904,161 4B
24,70 ',001 II
ggg
43,991,'70 SW'g gS
16 7S8.2J9 4-2,891,128 «.6J8.103 BJ,
16 4»7.648 42.751,067 S4.S60.926 S'S

^8

SSSSSi
36,i84,64o

|gg
mm«
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ECONOMY IN TAXATION.
Br AMASA WALKER.
It is now nearly a century since Adam Smith announced as one of the
four fundamental principles on which all taxation should be based, "that
every tax ought to be so contrived as to take out and keep out of the
pockets of the people as little as possible over and above what it brings
into the Treasury of the State." "While the entire correctness of this prin
ciple has been universally admitted, but little attention has been practi
cally given to it. Not economy, but effectiveness in taxation has been in
general the chief consideration with the taxing power—how to raise the
most money, not with the least expense, but with the least resistance, has
been the great problem of governments. "When the age of brute force
had passed by, and exactions could no longer be enforced at the point of
the bayonet, it became necessary to resort to some other method which,
while it should be less offensive, should be equally efficient, and thus indi
rect was made to take the place of direct taxation. If men might be taxed
without being conscious of it, so that they would neither know when they
paid, nor how much, if they could be made to contribute in such small
SI
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amounts that the drain, though large in the aggregate, would be small in
its several items, it was quite evident that a heavy taxation might be
enforced without occasioning public discontent. Hence the grand enquiry
was, not how taxes can be most economically imposed, but how can they
be made most productive of revenue.
Nor was it all important that equality in taxation should be regarded
in the new system. Whether each citizen or subject were made to fur
nish his just share towards the public burdens was not essential, since few
men could have any very deGnite idea as to what they actually paid, and
no one could determine his own contribution as compared with others.
Hence the indirect system was found to work so satisfactorily to govern
ments that it has been continued to the present day.
But the time must arrive, if indeed it has not already arrived, when the
justice and expediency of our modern financial system is to be brought to
the test of a severe and critical examination. What taxes are the most
economical, the most eqvitable, the most productive !
These are the questions that will be asked, and must be answered ; and if
it should be found that by one form of taxation it costs one hundred and
twenty-five dollars to get one hundred dollars into the Treasury, while hy
another it would cost but one hundred and five dollars to accomplish the
same result, the latter will most certainly be preferred ; and it is equally
certain that in the long run this will be more advantageous to the State
as well as to the contributor.
National imposts in the United States are laid principally in two form.",
viz. : by customs and excise ; but the latter may be subdivided into those
laid upon merchandize, that is, commodities upon which profits are charged
by those through whose hands they pars, and which of course are finally
paid by the consumer, and those, like the tax on iucome, stamps, Ac, upon
which no profits can be charged.
Our present object is to ascertain, if we may, the comparative economy
of the two principal modes of taxation, leaving the questions of equity and
productiveness in abeyance. To ascertain the actual taxation imposed hy
Custom House duties, we first take the amount so paid, and to this (in
our present monetary condition) add 40 per cent for the gold premium,
and upon this aggregate the importer's profit, which we assume to be ten
per cent; upon this amount is charged the jobber's profit, esiitnated at7J
per cent, and the retailer's at 12£ percent. This estimate of the several rates
of profits may be regarded by some as too low, and we are aware that it has
generally been assumed that the importer's profits are 15 percent, then the
jobber's 10 and the retailer's 20 per cent, but to prevent any appearance of
exaggeration, we take the rates first mentioned. If there be those who
think our estimate of profit too high, we would remind them that a
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large amount of all foreign merchandize sold in the country passes through
the hands of more than three different classes of dealers, and that the
greater part is sold far from the great marts of trade, where the profits
charged, both at wholesale and retail, are much higher than in the imme
diate neighborhood of commercial cities :
Duties collected io 1867
$176,417,810
Gold premium paid at 40 per cent
70,567,124
Cost of duties in currency
Importer*' profits 10 per cent

$246,934,934
24,698,493

Jobbers' profits, 74. per cent

$271,683,427
20,376,257

Retailers' profits' Ui per cent

$262 059,684
86,507,460

T>tal paid by consumers
Duties collected

$328,667,144
176,417,810

Total
$152,149,834
—equal to something more than 46 per cent of the whole amount paid
by the consumers, or 86 per cent upon the amount received by the Gov
ernment
This difference is accounted for as follows :
Less on gold premium by a defective currency
$70,567,124
Importers' profits
$24,698,493
Jobbers'
do
20,876,257
Retailers' do
36,507,460— 1,582,310
Paid in profits and gold premium

$152,149,334

We now turn to the Internal Revenue, and apply the same calculations,
except that no importer's profits are to be charged. As American goods
are generally of a more staple character than foreign, they naturally pay
a smaller profit, besides they pass through fewer hands and many of them
for a commission of only two and a half per cent :
Whole Internal Revenue
$265,920,474
Of ti.is Cotton Tax, Income Tax, Licenses, Ac., pay .... $143,465,879
Manufactures, iroo machinery, <tc, pay
122,454,696 266,920,474
Upon these last articles, amounting to
122,454.596
The wholesale dealers charge eay 7J per cent
9,184,"94
Retailers' profit 12| per cent

$131,638,689
$16,464,886

Total
Deduct the original cost

$148,098,625
122,664,699

Paid in profits on taxei

$26,638,930

Equal to an additional cost upon the taxed commodities of 21 per cent
or equivalent to about 9£ per cent upon the whole Internal Revenue.
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These statistics indicate clearly the comparative economy of the differ
ent modes of taxation.
Upon the whole amount collected through Custom Houses, the people
pay $1 86 for every dollar the Government raises, while upon the amount
collected by excise upon merchantable articles, manufactures, iron, &c,
for each dollar paid into the treasury the people pay only $121; difference
to the consumer 65 cents on every dollar thus added to the public rev
enue.
But we have seen that upon a large part of the Internal Revenue, as
the Income Tax, License Tax, <fec, no profits are directly charged ; so that
the whole average advance is but 9£ f ei cent.
Taken together, therefore, Custom House duties cost the people
86-9£ 76-J- per cent more than the excise taxes upon the aggregate amount
so collected.
We arrive then at the following result :
Extra cost of customs to the people at present
86 per cent
Excise when indirect upon manufactusee, Ac
21 per cent
Excise when laid direct, as npon Incime, Stamps, Ac
3 per cent
If this view of the subject is correct, and we think it cannot be dis
puted, the question, other things equal, as to the manner in which taxes
may be economically assessed and collected can not be a matter of doubt ;
we say, other things equal, because it may be urged that though there is
great economy to the direct consumers of the taxed articles in Excise as
compared with the Customs, still as the latter protect home manufac
tures, and thus indirectly confer great benefits upon the general industry
of the country, they may nevertheless prove most advantageous. That is
a distinct question, upon which we do not propose to enter at the present
time. It would open a wide field of enquiry ; since, if the cost of foreign
commodities were enhanced to the extent of 86 per cent., all home man
ufactures, so far as they were protected, must have been raised in an
equal degree ; because there cannot be two prices for articles equally de
sirable, and hence it is absolutely certain that the price of the protected
fabrics must have been raised to so great an extent as the foreign, and
the taxation of the consumers must have been increased by that additioaal
amount.
Passing by this consideration, however, if we take notice only of the
$80,000,000 paid in profits upon the duties, we find that this large sum
is to be divided amongst the mercantile and trading classes, whose num
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peace, including all the expenses of military organization. A proposition
to increase the national forces to that extent and at such cost, would
doubtless be regarded as monstrous, yet the expense would be no greater
than the people now encounter in the profits they pay on Custom House
duties.
Or to take another view of the magnitude of this subject, the amount
paid for the profits upon the duties and the gold premium together, as
before stated ($152,149,334) is equal to the entire annual interest on the
national debt.
We have taken no account, it will be observed, of tLe cost of collect"
ing either kinds of revenue. We omit this because it would considerably
complicate the subject and nut essentially affect the final result. The
cost of collecting the Internal Revenue is known to average a little less
than ten per cent. The expense of Custom House collections is not so
definitely determined. An investigation made in 1850 (see Financial
Report of that year) showed that the cost to that date had averaged six
per cent. There has been, however, considerable difference of opinion as
to what expenses should be charged to the account, so that some have
estimated the cost as high as ten per cent. Mr. Calhoun, in his day, car
ried it up to eleven per cent. We, however, take no notice of the differ
ence whatever it may be.
This investigation brings us into contact with the effects of a depreci
ated currency as seen in its influence upon the entire cost of our foreign
importa'ions to the consumers :
The importation in 1867 was
Duties p.id
Gold coet to importers
Gold premium upo.i the same
Currency cost to i n porters
If to thU we add the same profits as before
Total cost to Knsumers

$»'2,2'8,82?
179 4 7.811)
fi91.6Sl.ISl
836,6 4,^28
8 8,2 S.66M
274 7' 6,236
$1,102,963,896

From this amount a deduction should be made on the consideration that
upon some of the importations, as Railroal Iron for example, no profits
were probably charged. Making this allowance the cost would be re
duced to about one billion of dollars.
We see in this result one of the w*ys in which the people expiate in
part, the crime of allowing a false standard of value, and it is one of the
modes too, by which much of the national wealth is transferred abroad
without an equivalent. We do not say, let it be observed, that all this
vast difference is lost to the country, but give these facts to show howlarge an amount of currency is required to pay for 412 millions of imports.
If it be replied that these consequences, so far as they result from modes
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of taxation, are unavoidable, we answer, that these modes exist only from
the false ideas which influence society. There is nothing in the nature of
things which makes it necessary that the people should pay so much more
in taxes than the government actually receives. The form of taxation
and the character of the currency depend upon the public will, and hetice
may be taken as a correct idea of the civilization and general intelligence
of any community.
Under absolute governments, taxes are imposed and collected by the
arbitary fiat of the ruler. In constitutional and representative govern
ments such contributions are determined by legislative authority, and col
lected in such forms as the wisdom of the people may dictate.
Those who so well understand their own interest as to see that the most
direct are cheapest taxes, that the most just are those which require all
men to pay " in proportion to their respective abilities, that is, in propor
tion to the revenue they enjoy under the State" will discard every other
form of taxation but that which comes immediately upon income, since
that is the only kind of taxation which fully secures the two great ol jects
to be aimed at, viz : equality and economy. Such a mode of taxation we
cannot immediately expect. It must, nevertheless, be sooner attained in
the United States than in any other country, because the people are bet
ter informed, and have more freedom of thought and action than in any
otlier. Alrealy fifty-seven millions of the National Revenue is raised in
in this manner, although the principle is only partially applied. Were it
made universal, were every person, male or female, employer or employe,
business man or professional man, proletaire or millionaire, required alike
to contribute just in proportion to actual income, impartial justice would
be secured and the taxes collected in the most economical manner.
In the meantime without awaiting for such a fiuancial millenium, it
seems desirable that the attention of legislators should be turned in the
right direction. In a government like ours, of the people and for the
people, the question surely should never be asked : How can tbe greatest
amount of money be extorted in such a way that the public shall be the
most unconscious of taxation ? but, How can a proper revenue be secnred
in the cheapest and most obviously equitable manner?
To achieve a system of taxation as unlike the indirect and oppressive
systems of European governments as possible would seem to be a proper
object of ambition to the American statesman.
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THE ERIE RAILROAD CONTROVERSY AND THE WEST.
The " Erie Railway War," winch is now apparently closed through a
settlement between the chief belligerents, has a double interest to the
business community of the country. To our mind the commercial ques.
tion has been the one which for the time overshadowed all others, and yet
the controversy has exhibited a condition of official malfeasance and disre
gard of private rights, which should not pass unrebuked. On a future
occasion we shall refer to this recklessness of directors., and suggest checks
which legislation might put upon speculative officials. Their power for
evil is very great, and we trust that the present excitement will so indel
ibly fix these evils upon the minds of the community that some reform will
be the result.
But the commercial question which has been involved in this attempt
ed monopoly needs to be kept prominently before the public. Not simply
or principally in the interest of New York do we urge this, but rather as
due to the whole West, since we deem it their right that every avenue to
the seaboard should be kept open and as free as possible. The internal
commerce of the country needs increased facilities, and the fact that we
possess, as we suppose, special advantages, makes it more important that
we place no obstacle in the way of this free transit. The Erie Canal, with
its uniform slope toward tide-water; a great railroad, practically level,
upon its banks ; and another line of railroad ofstill greater tonnage through
the Southern portion of our State to Lake Erie ; acquire by reason of the
nearness of the Hudson to this lake,—an importance in carrying on our
internal commerce which cannot be over-estimated.
The tonnage of these great highways the last year equalled 10,000,000
tons. From an active and healthy competition the charges for transporting
this immense mass of freight has not exceeded two cents per ton per mile
or $10 per ton from Lake Erie to New York City, a distance of nearly 500'
miles. Assuming 3,000,000 tons to have been through freight, tho cost
of its transportation, including of course the interest on the cost of the
works, was $ i0,000,000. At the rate of 2^ cents a mile the charges
would be $37,500,000; at 3 cents $45,000,000, and at 4 cents (the rate
that prevailed only a few years ago), $60,000,000.
The only way in which the produce of the far distant interior has been
enabled to reach our city has been through the improvements that have
been constantly made both in the instruments and in the cost of trans
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that grows it. Ohio flour next took its place; but Ohio has almost ceased
to be a wheat exporting State. Michigan still holds out. But the bulk of
this grain now comes from the great region lying west and northwest of
Lake Michigan—a boundless territory, admirably adapted to the culture of
the plpnt, and to which we must look hereafter for our supplies, not only
for domestic consumption but for our export trade.
The great interior entrepots of the wheat trade of the country are
Chicago and Milwaukee. The former is distant in round numbers 1,000
miles from New York city ; the latter some 80 miles more. At these
points wheat is collected from a region having a radius of 500 miles. To
bring it to market from sucli an immense distance, at a rate which shall
supply it cheaply to the consumer, and at the same time leave a fair profit
to the producer, the cost of transportation must be at figures certainly not
exceeding one cent per ton per mile. Such rate amounts to one dollar
per barrel from Chicago to New Yoik—a rate at which a very large proportion of the whole is now brought—by water a portion of the distance
in Summer, and by rail in the Winter season. As the distance from New
York at which it is grown increases, the cost of transportation must be
made to decrease in similar ratio ; otherwise we should soon reach a point
at which from its distance from market tliis staple would have no commer"
cial value.
We have taken the case' of wheat as an illustration familiar to all.
Commerce between different portions of a country so extensive as our own,
is possible only by reducing the cost of transportation to figures that were
regarded as impossible a few years ago. But as already remarked, the
reductions that are constantly being made in cost of transportation hare
been very nearly in direct ratio to the progress of our people over our
vast domain. From whatever points we can bring wheat, we can transport
to the same nearly every kind of merchandise that goes into domestic
economy. Wherever may be the territory from which the Eastern mer
chant and manufacturer can at a reasonable rate bring his food,, lie can
send to the same localities whatever he may produce or have to sell.
An element of cost of transportation, and often the most important one,
is interest on the capital invested. The public owe it to themselves, con
sequently, to see that the charges shall not be increased by any extrav
agant addition to the actual cost of our public works, i. e., that their capital
and their cost shall be the same. The people of this State have already
permitted an important and most injurious deviation from this rule. When
the New York Central Railroad was consolidated the several companies
were allowed to put their shares into the consolidation at some $9,000,000
more than tie cost of their respective works. This sum was disbursed in
the 6ix per cent bonds of the new company. The interest on these bonds,
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amounting to some $550,000 annually, has been a direct charge upon
the commerce passing over this railroad —a tax annually levied upon the
public for which not the slightest equivalent has been returned.
This pernicious example has been lately followed by the Hudson River
Railroad Company which has doubled its stock, calling up, however, only
50 cents on the dollar, the stock-holders putting an equal sum into their
own pockets. As it was alleged, and we assume correctly, that a large
Bum was required to bring up the road so as to enable it to transact its
business economically and safely, there certainly could be no objection to
an increase of its capital, so as to represent the increased cost of the roadBut any excess of such capital over such cost is a great wrong upon the
public, which is to pay for such excess without the least equivalent in
return. The company henceforth, as it hps doubled its capital, must also
double, or very largely increase, ita charges; or if its traffic should corres
pondingly increase must maintain them at old rates, instead of reducing
th«m, as it would have done bad there been no needless increase of capital.
This railroad is a creation of the popular will. Those constructing and
owning railroads should not be allowed to use them as instrumsnts of
public oppression for their own advantage.
This outrage upon the public has paid so well that it is sought to be
repeate.l, not only again in the Hudson River, but in the Harlem and the
New York Central. It is now proposed to increase the capital of the
Hudson River by $6,000,000, the New York Central by $9,663,000, and
the Harlem by $3,200,000, or, in all, §18,863,000, every dollar of which
is to be disbursed as a bonus among stockholders, to be a perpetual addition
to the sliNre capital of the companies without increasing by a single dollar
tbeir capacity to earn. To make dividends on such increased cost will call
for an increase of earnings equal to at least $8,000,000 gross annually.
To such an extent is a tax to be laid upon the commerce of the country
by self constituted authority , who have no more right to make such levies
tban a Barbarv corsair has to impose a tribute upon tho commerce of the
high seas. Now, we protest against all such needless oppressions upon the
commerce of the country.
But to enable the party now controlling the Hudson River, the Harlem,
and the Central to carry out their plans of increase of capital, and consequent
increase of charges, the control of the Erie Railway is necessary. Hence
the struggle for its possession —the " Great Erie War," which we have so
long witnessed. With the personal quarrels between the chief belligerents,
we have no interest, but with the effect of their acts, or the policy they are
pursuing, we have a great and vital one. We protest against the addition
of dead wight to the capital of any of these companies. We trust that the
Central and the Erie will, as they have hitherto been, continue to be oper
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ated as separate and independent lines, with a competition that should
compel the managers of each to be constantly on the alert for business,
and to study the economies of transportation so that the cost of the same
shall be reduced to the lowest practicable limit.

INFLATED CURRENCY AND INFLATED PRICES.
Those persons who explain the late monetary panic by ascribing it
to the action of the Treasury in selling gold and thus draining the banks
of their greenback reserves, find some confirmation of their opinion is
the fact that when the Treasury, a week ago, suspended the movements
complained of, and ceased to lock up currency, the money market imme
diately recovered; the revival of confidence and the restoration of ease
receiving an improvement with each successive day. It is gratifying to
find that the artificial scarcity of greenbacks during the panic has not
resulted in any general demand for a further inflation of paper money,
but has rather given more intensity to the general opposition and dread
with which so suicidal a policy has been hithsrto confronted among con
servative thoughtful men.
We have heretofore referred to the project for increasing the currency
by new issues of greenbacks or National Bank Notes. The alluring
scheme is very popular with some of our paper money men for various
reasons. Some of them believe that new issues of irredeemable cur
rency are a panacea for bad trade. The country they say is impover
ished, its business is decadent, and its industrial population is suffering.
The near approach of th« Presidential election requires something to be
done, and that something is the outpouring of currency. Thus, they
say, will a new impulse be given to the laggard wheels of our financial
mechanism, so that the people may resume their good humor and dis
satisfaction change into content. Another set of the inflationists are
bent on making money. If certain National Banks be made pensioners
of State, and have distributed among them twenty-five or fifty millions
of new currency, there will be a fine harvest for those who are keen and
shrewd enough to "assist" in the distribution. And whether the new
issue consist of National Bank Notes or ot greenbacks, there will wise
such a violent speculation in gold and stocks and all kinds of produce,
that fortunes will be made by shrewd men in a very short time and with
little risk or labor.
Such are some of the motives urging forward the inflationists, and
other motives might be cited besides which we need not specif)'. What
is more to the purpose, is to trace out some of the consequences of this
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agitation, and especially its effect on prices. We have compiled for this
purpose the subjoined table which shows the wholesale market prices of
a number of leading commodities at various times during the last two
years:
1ICES OF LEADING PRODUCTS AT MEW YORK MARCH 1, 1866, SEPT. 1, 1S66,
MARCH 1, 186V JANUARY 1, 1868, AND APRIL 1, 1868.
Mar. 1. Sept. 1. Mar. 1. Jan. 1. April 1.
lt<66. 1866. If67.
1S6S.
1668.
Butter, N. T. fair
$0 44*
4'.'* $0 35 $0 34 to 88 $0 65
ChcB-c. factory
22
16
1«*
n
18
19*
Fluur, round bnop Ohio
8 69
9 40 11 00 10 60 10 70
Wheat. Milwaukee Club
1 65
2 40
2 00
2 10
Cum, mlied Weeiern
124
78
80
1 08
1 40
Beef, extra mega, new
22 25
22 00 18 60 19 60 24 00
Pork, mesa, new
28 00 32 75 20 75 22 26
25 12
Lard
18
12*
16*
19*
12*
Bice, Carolina
12 50
60 13 25 10 3 * 9 60 11 60
Soear, granulated
26*
17
16*
15*
16X
Salt. WT.rthington'a
8 00
8 Oil
2 75
2 85
8 00
Tea. Hyaon. cedium
1 40
1 25
1 25
1 26
1 25
Coffee, Kio, pi Ime (gold)
17*
21
17
19*
18*
Flati, dry cod
7 60
7 00
7 60
6 00
6 00
Clothing Product*—
Cotton, middling uplands
44
32
32
16
27
Wool, ;-axony fleece
74
68
68
65
65
Flax. J. r»»y
20
21
1"* ....
...
Silk. Taatlees, No. 1
11 60 11 00 12 00 11 60 10 75
Brown ahce ines, a andarda
28
23
22
16
18
Print clotha, 64x64
14*
18*
11*
6*
9
Mtlalt—
Copper. Portage Lake
36
31
27*
21
28*
Iron, Scotch pig
48 50 47 50 43 00 86 i0 « <0
" American p g
49 00 49 00 45 50 89 00 40 00
" Ratla. American
85 00 87 60 84 00 62 50 75 00
L»ad, Eng i h (gold)
9 00 10 75
6 90
6 75
6 b7*
Spelter, p a ea, uomestic
11
11
9*
6*
6>j
Steel. American spring
12
11*
13*
15
14
Tin, EnglifhUold)
24
21*
22
2H
MX
Zinc, aueet
14*
14*
12
11*
11*
Wood*—
Eaete n apruce
24 01
22 60 19 75 20 00 21 00
Southern pine
60 00 45 00 42 60 40 00
40 00
70 00
Cle r pine
90 00 90 00 90 00 70
Black walnut
112 60 110 00 Ml 10 125
25 00
VbceUaneout—
, pearl, lat
11 75 13 75
11 50
12 25
Id, anthraci c
10 50
8 00
8 50
7 25
00
22
ge. Ma ila
28
21*
23
22*
•thers. P. West
60
90
Bi
90
86
2i.*
, R o Grande
29
25*
34
33*
87* 1 40
1 20
.North River
83
i 30
Turpentine, apir.ta
91
66*
69
61
71
8 60
3 25
Pitch
* »5
3 25
4 60
4 70
8 00
Ho»ln. No. 1
10 60
« 25
6 00
O 1, o!l»e. In ca ka
1 70
2 68
1 60
1 70
1 75
" wuxle, mined
1 60
1 0!*
60
78
1 62
" lard
1 85
1 4)
1 92
1 12* 1 18
" k-r aane
66
47
40
62
62
Petrol um, crude
29
12
17*
10*
27
Raga, whi e, city
13
10*
»*
12*
Tallow, American
12
12* "ii* "ii
133*
Gold
136
139*
138*
146*
It were an easy task to illustrate from the foregoing table the opposite
effects of contraclion and of enlargement of the volume of paper money.
The four first columns cover the period of contraction of the currency
from March, 18G6, to January, 1868. The last column shows an antici
pated inflation by Dew issues. Accordingl' at each succeeding date of
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the period while the currency was diminishing prices of all descriptions
show a shrinkage. And now that an expansion is talked of a reverse
movement has set in. We can suggest few more instructive lessons in
finance than to lake each item and trace out this general tendency,
together with the subordinate causes which in the different commodities
increased or diminished the average rise and fall, at particular seasons.
Another important inference from the foregoing table is the wayward
movements of gold. Many persons have supposed that in any count7
where paper currency is legal tender, the premium on gold would form
an unerring indication of the extent to which the paper currency was
depreciated. That this opinion is erroneous, has been again and again
proved by the course of our own markets during the paper money era
of the past 5 or 6 years. The financial crisis when gold struck 276J
in July, 1864, was by no means the time of the highest prices in the
general market nor was that the time when we had ihe greatest amount
of currency outstanding. The fact is, that when any nation allows its
financial barque to break loose from the safe moorings of specie, the
fluctuations in values are subjected to a variety of influences. The tde
of inflation as it rises strikes the. various commodities unequally. First,
gold ad vances in price ; then stocks and other securities ofsensitive nature;
next domestic productions, food, clothing, and the necessaries of life;
later still the wages of labor ; and last of all real estate. Conversely,
when the tide ebbs out, it leaves the different parts of the field of prices
with unequal rapidity. Moreover, the tide of prices ebbs and flows with
continual undulations, and these undulations are much more swift and
numerous in proportion as they belong to the more sensitive orders of
commodities, such as stocks and gold and exportable products.
Thirdly, it has been pretended that as prices do not keep pace with the
inflation and contraction ot the currency, therefore, the currency may be
enlargea and diluted by new issues ol unredeemable paper without any
positive certainty of disturbing current values. This opinion is contra
dicted, however, by all experience and by all authority. It is utterly
unworthy of reply, for it defies argument, and opposes the most irre
fragable evidence. It is too late in the history of our own paper money
troubles to claim that new issues of currency can be made without new
redundancy, or that that redundancy will not bring further depreciation
of the standard dollar, and consequent derangement of all prices esti
mated in that standard. We might as well deny the general theory of
the causation of tides, because of certain erratic deviations from uni
formity in the Bay of Fundy.
Fourthly, we see the absurdity of the Treasury movements to put
gold down below the point where the pressure of the natural lawsol trade
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tends at a given date to place it. During the English panic of 1866 our
government sold gold at a great sacrifice, hoping "to keep the price
steady," as the government broker delighted to express it. Twentymillions or more of the Treasury gold was thus thrown upon the market
in the vain attempt to keep down the price below 150. The amount
of revenue which the nation has lost and thrown away "in the last five
years by such futile contests with the law of prices, one does not like to
think of in the present and prospective state ot the Treasury and of the
public feeling against taxation. If the schemes of inflation now pro
posed should in an evil hour be authorized by Congress, it is to be hoped
that no more of our Treasury resources will be squandered in mis
chievous attempts to regulate the market or to keep gold so low that it
shall be the cheapest article of export.

OUR FOREIGN COMMERCE.
The returns of the Bureau ot Statistics, just published, reveal a change
in the course of our foreign trade. The last monthly report gives the
figures, up to the close of January, with an estimate of the imports and
exports for February ; the latter, though it may be slightly varied by
more complete returns, may yet be taken as approximately comet. We
are thus in a position to give a statement of the foreign trade of the
United States for the four months from November to February, inclusive.
In presenting the statement it may be proper to remark that the imports
are entered on the official records invariably in specie values, while the
exports of domestic products, from the Atlantic ports, the precious metals
excepted, are entered in currency values. In order, therefore, to make an
even comparison between the imports and the exports, we have reduced
the items representing currency values to gold at the average price of
gold for each month. In this reduction we have to include the exports of
produce from the Pacific ports, which are entered in gold values, as the
returns do not give the ports of shipment; this under valuation will, how
ever, be about compensated by reckoning at gold value that portion of the
exports of foreign goods not taken out of warehouse. The following are
the statistics :
IMPOSTS AND EXPORTS Or THE UNITED STATES FOB THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER, DECEMBER,
1867, AND JANUARY AND FEBRUARY, 1868, IN OOLD VALUES.
Imporlt (Specie Included).
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Exports.
1S67-8.
Dom. p'odnce. Dom. specie. Total.
November
$25,414,000 $2,001,27-2 $87,475,272
December
23,815,000 8,965,069 32.80 ,069
January
28,712,721 7.469,U92 Sl.ni.813
February
S3,090,897 4,005,632 27,096.529
Totals
$96,062,618 $22,481,065 $118.548,6KS
For merchandise and specie for the 4 month*.
5,801,505
Tutal exports
$124,345,188
Excess of exports over imports
$27,470,65>
We thus find that the exports for these four months exceed the imports
by $27,470,669, or at the rate of 182,000,000 per annum. Although
these months are the most active period of the year in importing opera
tions, yet the above total of receipts is at the rate of only $290,000,000
per annum, which is about $140,000,000 below the average of the two last
fiscal years. We have no doubt that the result presented in this exhibit
is rather under than over the truth. As we recently had occasion to
show, the exports are generally understated in the manifests to a large
exteut. We think it may also be safely asserted that upon a large pro
portion of the goods consigned to the United States for the Spring trade,
little beyond the advances made by the consignee has been realised; eo
that the payments for this class of imports will fall below the value at which
they were officially entered. And, on the other hand, the exports of cotton
will, on the whole, have realized much higher prices than they were shipped
at, under the late large advance in the price. The shipments of Upland
cotton in January averaged 15 cents per lb., and yet the amount realised
upon them in Liverpool was perhaps 30 per cent above that price ; and a
similar rule would hold good with respect to the exports of this staple in
February. To the extent of the consignments of cotton upon account of
home shippers, therefore, we shall be credited with an amount much in
excess of the value shown upon the official record. But while the actual
balance due to us upon the four months trade is probably higher than the
above figures indicate, it must yet be remembered that, in all these esti
mates, the investment account requires to be taken into consideration. W«
have already given estimates showing that the annual interest payable to
foreign holders of our securities cannot be short of $35,000 ,000 in gold.
On the 1st of January a considerable portion of these interest obligations
matured ; and this item must be set offagainst the trade balance in our favor.
We do not think that, during the period under review, either the importa
tion or the exportation of securities was sufficient to materially affect the
estimate.
The above figures clearly demonstrate that at last we have for the pres
ent seen the end of a protracted and dangerous over-trading. We have
repeatedly called attention to the fact that our importations have been,
within the last three years, enormously in excess of our exports, and that
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we have been offsetting an immense ad/erse balance by the shipment of
bonds, liable to be returned upon us at a time when it was least conven
ient for us to take them, and which, upon many grounds ought to have
been kept at home. We are not among those who regard large importa
tions as, under any and all circumstances, a symptom of a healthy state of
trade. So long as we have the commodities with which to pay for our
importations, we cannot import too largely. But when we buy abroad 50
to 75 millions worth of goods in excess of the value of our surplus pro
ducts, and pay for this excess with bonds which constitute a lien upon the
resources of the people and represent no productive interest, we are doing
an illegitimate business, which must bring ultimate disas'er. For the last
two years our markets have been over-supplied with foreign goods; and
the result appeared last Fall in the failure of several importers and in a loss
of capital to the whole importing interest ; while the competition of an excess
of foreign productions with domestic had a discouraging effect upon home
manufactures. All this is essentially unsound and mischievous, but appears
now, however, to be working out its own cure. The importers, injured in
means and in credit by their late losses, have found it impossible to buy to
the same extent as formerly ; and foreign consignees, unwilling to risk a
repetition of their late losses in our markets, have shipped much less to the
United States than for the two last years ; and hence the heavy decline in
the Spring importations.
It is gratifying to witness this evidence of reaction from an era of national
extravagance. It indicates that the people are beginning to acknowledge
the necessity of regulating their expenditures by the reduced net result
of their labor, their capital and their trading operations ; that, in short,
we are beginning to learn the economy which all great wars necessitate,
but which we have been slow to put in practice. Our large importations
in 1866 and 1867 have undoubtedly done much to sustain prices in
Europe against a natural tendency to a fall, growing out of the finanacial
crisis in Great Britain. And the reduction of our purchases abroad will
as naturally tend to foster tho moderation of values across the Atlantic.
"We are the largest customers of Great Britain for woolens, worsted fab
rics and linens, and take ordinarily about 12£ per cent of her exports of
cotton manufactures ; and in view of this fact it may be estimated from
the following comparison what effect the present course of our importa
tions is likely to have upon the value of these important classes of products :
EXPORTS Of CERTAIN FABRICS FROM OREAT BRITAIN TO THE UNITED STATES FOB THE FIRST
TWO MONTHS OF THE YEAR.
1868.
1P67.
1808.
jardB. 37,958,ifi6
85,571,491
Cotton ..
25,4' 8.998
1,844,981
Woolens.
1,612,5J7
1,108,522
28,116,(96
18,988,! 10
Worsteds
18.928,840
976,495
Carpel*..
number.
86,871
Shawls...
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It is not to be expected that the present very low rate of importations
will be long continued, nor is it to be considered desirable that it should.
The generally good profits of importers will enable them to import more
freely next season ; while the European shipping houses will be naturally
anxious to do an enlarged trade with us. This more conservative morement is calculated to moderate the apprehensions which have been very
generally entertained that in 1868 we should have to ship a large amount
of coin to Europe in settlement of our balances. We can now see our way
clear to such an adjustment of our imports and exports as will call for no
further export of bonds, and nothing in the way of shipments of specie
beyond our ordinary production of the precious metals. This being reali
sed, one of the most important obstacles to the resumption of specie
payments may be considered as removed.
RAILROAD EARNINGS FOR MARCH.
The gross earnings of the under-specified railroads for the month of
March, in 1807 and 1808, and for the firstquarter of each year are exhib
ited in the subjoined statement:
GROSS 1• .MININGS FOB MARCH, AND FOB THE FIBST QUABTKB OF 1867 AND '68.
.
March
, ,—Three Mouth*-^
Railroads.
1867.
1868.
1867.
1*8.
Atlantic and Great Western
$438,038 $318,819 $1,177,035
Chicago and Alton
286,961 261,599 637,580 817,6M
Chicao and Northwestern
|757,1S4 855,611 2,0*7,945 8,»8,a*
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific
272,454 262.800 7)>9,128 Ms£»
minors Central
417,071 409,6*4 1,589,061 1,417,(R
M rl tta and C nclnnati
81,652 98,484 257,764 S7J,«H
Michigan Central
875,210 326,8-0 962,976 974,514
Michigan Southern & North'n Ind
879.761 88 ,497 t>96,706 1,0M,»
lwilwauke nn i St Paul
262,031 333,281 9n3,817 1,051,M9
Ohio and Mississippi
279,647 265,905 741,501 7W,a9
Pittsburg, Fort Wayne and Chicago
627,960 684,189 1,695,874 l,779,Wt
Toledo, Wabash and Western
270,630 263,V59 709,097 911'M
Western Union
36,392 39,198 103,759 1JMW
Total (13 roads)
$4,436,849 $4,500,60l$12,592,218 13,4S5.«3
The following table of deductions from the foregoing shows the gross
earnings per mile of the same roads for the first quarter of 1867-68.
GBOSS EAENING8 FEB MILE DURING FIBST QUARTER OF 1S67 AND 1868.
,—Miles—, .—Earnings—, ,-Dlffer'e-^
Railroads.
1867. 1868. 1867. 1868. Incr. Dec.
Atlantic & Great Western
607 607 $2,321 $2,1-8 $... *1S
Chicago and Alton
280 280 2,277 2,920 643 ...
Chlca>'0
Northwestern
1,152
Chicago. and
Rock
Island & Pacific
410 1,152
452 1,760
1,925 2,082
2,054 822
129 •••
...
minors Central
708 708 2,245 2,002 ... *>
Marietta and Cincinnati
251 S51 1,027 1.0S6 59 .••
Michigan Central
285 285 8,8T9 8,415 86 ...
Michigan Southern
624 524 1,908 2.0S4 188 ...
Milwaukee and St. Paul
740 740 1,321 1,423 203 ••■
Ohio and Mississippi
840 840 2,181 2.086 ... *
Pittsburg, Ft. Wayne and Chicago
468 468 8.624 8,803 179 ...
Toledo, Wabash and Western..
621 521 1,863 1,547 184 ..■
Western Union
180 180 676 70S 126 ■••
Total (13 roads) February
6,366 6,408 $1,978 $2,104 $126 $...
This shows an average gain for the quarter this year over 1867 of
$126 per mile. It should be stated that last year, owing to the unusual
Spring floods of 1867, there was a decrease in the earnings of many of
the roads, so that if the comparison was now made with 1866 the gain
here shown would be somewhat less.
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THE IMPORTANCE OP THE VIRGINIA AND KENTUCKY RAILROAD IN DEVEL
OPING THE INDUSTRIAL INTERESTS OP VIRGINIA.
THE TRUE INTERNAL IMPROVEMENT POLICY OF VIRGINIA.
The Virginia and Kentucky Railroad extends the present system of
Virginia railroads from Bristol to Cumberland Gap. It is important in
its relations to the great continental line of railway of which it is a part.
It is no less important in its relations to the industrial interests of Vir
ginia, as an agency indispensably necessary to the development of the
mineral and mechanical resources of the State. I shall speak 6rst of its
general, and, after that, of its local importance.
1. THE CONTINENTAL RELATIONS OF THE ROAD.
The Virginia and Kentucky Railroad is in part executed, and when
completed will connect Bristol with Cumberland Gap. and form an exten
sion of the Virginia and Tennessee Railroad from its present terminus at
Bristol to the extreme Southwestern corner of the State.
History of the Road,
In 1853 the General Assembly of Virginia chartered a company for the
construction of this improvement, and testiBed its appreciation of its
importance to our general railroad system by appropriating one million
and a half of dollars to its capital stock. The appropriation was made
conditional upon the adop'ion of such measures in Kentucky as would
ensure a continuation of the line through that State to the Ohio and Mis
sissippi rivers. This and other causes produced a delay in the organiza
tion of the company until shortly before the commencement of the war, at
which time the company had progressed in the work of grading the road
a distance of from ten to twenty miles. The war, of course, put an end to
all operations, and it has been only within the past four months that the
company has been reoiganized; but reorganized under the disadvantage
of having to resume operations without the aid of the million and a half
of dollars appropriated by the Stale—she being unable to pay her quotas
of subscription.
Its importance to the railroad system of Virginia.
As a part of the railroad system of Virginia, this road is of indispensable
importance, in being the means of completing the system and bringing it
into connection with the roads of the West, over the shortest distance and
by the smallest outlay of money, now practicable. The whole system of
Virginia roads is more or less connected with the Virginia and Tennessee
road running from Bristol to Lynchburg. At Lynchburg, this great artery
22
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of southwestern Virginia feeds with its abundant and increasing trade, Lh«
canal, the South-side Railroad, and the Orange and Alexandria Railroad;
and these three works connect severally with the Danville road, with all
the roads wb'"1- '-"ave Petersburg, with the several roads that diverge from
Itichmor
Jvi with the Central road at Charlottesville and Gordonsville.
There ? .-A un important public improvement in Virginia that does not
derive a greater or less benefit from the trade of the Virginia and Tennessee
road discharged at Lynchburg; and the Virginia and Kentucky Railroad
is simply an extension of that road to the extreme sousbwestern point of
the Slate at Cumberland Gap. A heavy trade from Kentucky and tie
Ohio River, brought to Bristol, would disseminate itself in greater or less
proportion along all the great improvements of Virginia, and every inter
est in the Slate would feel the benefit of this Kentucky connection.
Its connection with the railroad system of Kentucky.
A system of intimately connected railroads, similar to that in Virginia,
exists in Kentucky. Throughout the West the population are aseagerto
open communication with the Seaboard as we on the Atlantic slope are
eager to pierce through the mountain barriers with our public works to
the West. All the railroads in Kentucky will soon be in as direct connec
tion with Cumberland Gap as all the public works of Virginia are with
Bristol. Louisville now has a completed railway connection with Crab
Orchard, Lincoln County. The graduation is in progress for an extension
of the road to London, Laurel County, and the route thence to Cumber
land Gap, fifty-four miles, is now under survey, aud may be completed
before we in Virginia can reach Cumberland Gap. As Louisville will tbus
be in railroad communication with Cumberland Gap at an early day, so
also will Cincinnati. There is already a railroad running from that city
through Lexington, Kentucky, to Nicbolasville, near the Kentucky River.
Thence to Danville, Kentucky, the road is graded, and Danville lies onlj
five miles distant from the road running from Louisville to Cumberland
Gap. This five miles can be completed in any three months. So that
both Louisville and Cincinnati will probably be awaiting the Virginia road
at Cumberland Gap by the time we can get there. The link between
Bristol and Cumberland Gap is, therefore, the only one remaining lob*
provided for in order to place Richmond and Norfolk in continuous rail
way connection with Cincinnati and Louisville.
Comparative distances between great centres of trade.
The distance from Cumberland Gap to Bristol can be accomplished in
ninety-three miles, but considerations connec ted whh the minerals of the
country on the line, make it desirable to place the road on a route which
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will lengthen it to ninety-six or ninety-seven miles. The distances of
Louisville, Cincinnati, Chicago, St. Paul and Cairo to different ports on
the seaboard, are as follows :
From Louisville to—
New Yor*
Btltimore
Virginia capes, via Baltimore
Norfolk, via Cumberland Gap

Miles. From Louisville tol.OtiS West Pont, on York River, via
Richmoml and Air Line road, . . . 649
780
905 Newport News, via same line
685
714 City Point, on James River
644

"What is thus shown of Louisville holds true with reference to St. Louis
and all cities northwest and southwest of that point.
From Cincinnati to—
Miles. From Chicago to—
Miles.
968
New York
968 New York
1,003
Biiltimore
690 Norf Ik, vii < umberlaud Gap
City
Point,
via
"
"
928
Virginia capes, via Baltimore
766
"
938
Norfolk, via Cumbetland Gap
721 West Point, via "
City Point
661 Newport News
969
West Point, via Richmond and Air
Line Railroad
659
From St. Paul to—
New York
Norfulu by Cumberland Gap
City Point, via "
" .,
Wist Point, via "
"
Newport News
From Newport News to the Capes

Miles.
1,410
1,464
1,894
1,899
1,486

From Cairo to—
Miles.
New Y rk
1,200
Haltimore
885
! Virginia capes, via Baltimore
1,018
' Norfolk, via Cumberland Gap .... 800
City Poiut, via "
"... 780
West Point, via "
"
736
12

An effort is now making for constructing a straight line railroad from
Bristol to Norfolk, near the line of 36 deg. 30 ruin., dividing Virginia and
North Carolina. This line would shorten the distance I have given to
Norfolk more than fifty miles. Thus the relations of the lines of the road
from Bristol to Cumberland Gap are shown to be of the highest interest
and importance.
Advantages of the Cumberland Gap line to the cities of Cincinnati, Louis
ville and St. Louis.
These tables of comparative distances present to the eye, in the most
compendious form, the importance to the trade of the West of the line cf
railway of which the Virginia and Kentucky road is part. In presenting
them, however, I must not be understood as advancing the proposition
that Cincinnati, or Chicago, or Louisville, or St. Louis will come to Nor
folk as a market in preference to New York, merely on account of the
shorter route thus presented. But the importance of this southern line
will be primarily due to the fact that the great lines of trade and travel
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lakes and the New York and Pennsylvania canals are closed as greatly to
embarrass the cities of the West in forwarding their produce to market.
It has become a desideratum to Cincinnati, and to all the cities west and
northwest of her, to devise some means of getting to New York by a lidi
entrance, so to speak. The opening of this line will give to Cincinnati,
Louisville and St. Louis the great advantage of access to New York over
a route which will never be clogged with ice ; which presents easier grades
than any of the great lines that cross the Alleghanies, and whbh, though
it also will be crowded with trade, yet will bear a trade in great part their
own. The respective maximum grades presented by the great lines of rail
way that lead over the Alleghany range, are as follows :
Pennsylvania Central Railroad
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
Lynchburg, Bristol and Cumberland Gap Railroid
Blue Ridge (South Carolina) Railroad

100 feet to the mile
116 feet to tbe mile
68 feet to the mile
10 feet to the mile

The cities in question will have the great advantage, over those on the
lakes, of monopolizing the use of this line. At first, indeed, our own eilie'
on the seaboard will derive ittle advantage from a trade passing rapidly
through their environs on its way to New York. But when once a vast
stream of trade begins to flow in this channel, it will not be long before
another step will be taken ; before, instead of going to Europe from Nor
folk by way of New York, it will prefer to escape the high charges and
encumbered warehouses encountered in that city, and go to Europe by
the direct ocean passage.
Two dirtct connections in prospect from Cumberland Gap to the Musi*
sippi River.
The importance of the Virginia and Kentucky Railroad is still farther
increased by two enterprises, which I will here mention. One is, the con
struction of a railroad which is about to be undertaken from Elizabethtowo,
on the Louisville and Nashville Railroad, in Hardin County, Kentucky,
westward across the mouth of the Tennessee River, at Paducah, to the
mouth of the Ohio River, at Cairo. This road will be simply an extension
of the Louisville and Cumberland Gap Railroad to Cairo. The other enter
prise to which I have alluded, is the construction of a railroad eastward
from Nashville into East Tennessee, which will touch Clinton and connect
there with a railroad running from Cumberland Gap to Knoxville. It may
not be known that the railroad from Hickman, on the Mississippi River,
near the Tennessee and Kentucky line, has been lately completed, or
nearly completed, to Nashville. Thus, the road which is about to be made
trom Nashville eastward, connecting with Cumberland Gap, will afford a
second continuous railway line from the Gap to the Mississippi River,
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which will lie very near the parallel of 36 deg. 30 min. latitude. The
State of Tennessee has made appropriations amounting to about fifteen
thousand dollars a mile to this road, from Nashville eastward ; and a com
pany has been organized to construct it, under the Presidency of Mr. J. D.
D. De Bow, the able and eminent Southern statistician. There will thus
be two roads converging on Cumberland Gap from the two great cities on
the Ohio River, and from two points on the Mississippi River, central in
the Mississippi valley. The completion of these roads, and of the Virginia
and Kentucky Railroad from Cumberland Gap to Bristol, will give new
importance to Norfolk and our eastern Virginia harbors.
The Excellence of our Virginia Harbors.
Norfolk is, beyond dispute, the most admirable seaport on the Atlantic
coast; and Cairo, in the same latitude, is the great trade centre of the
Mississippi valley. A study of the map will show that t ie junction of the
Ohio and Mississippi Rivers, is the grand converging point of the Kansas,
Nebraska, Missouri, Des Moines, Mississippi, Illinois, Ohio, Cumberland
and Tennessee Rivers—the geographical centre of their trade, and the
converging and diverging point of full five thousand miles of inland steam
boat navigation —a vastly greater amount of navigation than concentrates
at any other gathering point in the worM. So, likewise, Norfolk is the
great central seaport of the Atlantic, midway between the Canadas and
the West Indies, on the finest, most convenient, safe and capacious harbor
on this continent, open at all periods of the year, accessible from any point
with any wind, and better calculated for a mighty trad} than any harbor
in the world.
But these are not all the advantages of Norfolk on the eastern harbors
of Virginia, as receptacles of a continental commerce. The trade of the
West is growing into such immense proportions as imperatively to require
the opening of the shortest and most direct lines of transit. In the infancy
of the West, and during the 6parsity of settlements and the scarcity of
capital, its trade was susceptible of control, and could be diverted from its
natural and most direct channels by artificial means. But the case is now
changed. The shortest lines of transit must be sought and will be pre
ferred, and this, not only with reference to the land transit, but to the
ocean passage.
In regard to the passages of the ocean, it is to be observed, that the old
routes of stetm navigation have beeu modified with the progress of
improvement in steam naval architecture. At first, the narrowest pas
sages of the Atlantic were sought ; and as both Liverpool and Halifax
were British poits, British steamers enjoyed almost a monopoly of ocean
steam navigation. But of late yearj this state of things has changed.
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Steam naval architecture has been carried to such perfection that the great
vessels no longer hug the shore of either continent until reaching the nar
rowest passages before striking out upon the main ; but boldly steam
forth directly into mid-ocean, regardless of the breadth of the passage,
pursuing the most direct lines of transit. The direct passage from New
York is preferred to the circuitous ono which took Halifax in its way; and
the broiid passage from Norfolk to Liverpool inspires no more awe than
the narrow one from New Foundland to the Irish cl'ffs.
But the case does not continue the same with respect to seaports south
of Norfolk. Indeed, the general course ol the ocean winds and currents,
renders a northward curve, even in the passage from Norfolk to Europe,
desirable, and sometimes necessary, for both sailing vesse's and steamers.
In the admir.ble charts of navigation prepared by Lieut. Maury, and pub
lished in his " Sailing Directions," the truth of this observation is plainly
presented to the eye, and it is made obvious that the trade of all ports of
the United States, south of Norfolk, must coast the continent until it
reaches the latitude of that city before striking out across the main. Even
if the trade of the Mississippi valley could reach seaports south of Norfolk
by a shorter overland route than the route to Norfolk, it would gain
nothing by going to those Southern ports, for the reason that, after e.nbarking upon the ocean, it would still have virtually to pass Norfolk on its
passage to Europe. Norfolk, therefore, possesses over all northern sea
ports the advantage of being nearer by overland route to the centres of
Western trade; and possesses over all Southern seaports the advantage of
being nearer by the ocean routes to all European ports. What is here
said of Norfolk, holds true of any point on the waters adjacent to Hamp
ton Roads ; and applies as well to West Point, Newport News aud City
Point.
Virginia possesses still another harbor which boldly disputes the palm of
excellence with Norfolk. This is the harbor of the River York. For sixty
miles from the Che-apeake bay to West Point, does this beautiful aud
classical stream presenta placid roadstead, admitting vessels of the deepest
draught. At the head of this harbor, on the peninsula formed by the
junction of the Pamunkey and Mattaponi rivers, stands West Point, 38
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I must here leave this interesting branch of the subject, and pass on to
another even more important. I propose to explain —
II. THE RELATION OF THB VIRGINIA AND KENTUCKY ROAD TO THE INDUS
TRIAL DEVELOPMENT OF VIRGINIA.
Before speaking directly of its connection with this subject, I wish to
call attention to a few great truths of much significance in the industrial
crisis through which Virginia is now passing.
Ascendancy of Machinery over the Power of Sinew and Muscle.
Our age is characterized by the grandest development of mechanical
power ever known in the history of the human race. The machine power
of England and Wales is competent to perform the labor of nearly six
hundred millions of men; and is probably greater in productive capacity
than the labor power of all the world besides. The ma hine power of the
United States, though growing with amazing rapidity, does not more than
equal the labor power of two hundred millions of men. It is owned, of
course, almost exclusively by the North.
This mechanical power, wherever developed and wherever possessed, is
placing the communities employing it far in advance of others in wealth,
population, and political and financial power. This form of industrial
energy began to take growth in England about one century ago, when that
country was yet almost exclusively agricultural ; when it exported largely
of grain and imported largely of manufactures; when its industrial inter
ests were all in a languishing condition ; and when, consequently, it was
too feeble to suppress a "rebellion" represented by fifteen or twenty thous
and soldiers under the command of George Washington. Abundant
statistics are available to show that the agricultural communities of Eng
land have advanced since that time very slowly and inconsiderably, except
so far as they have been stimulated by the presence of manufactures; and
that the wonderful development of the island, in the intervening period,
has occured exclusively in its mining and manufacturing population. So
vast is the present capacity of Great Britain for protection and for the
execution of labor, that it can underbid the whole world in the sale of
merchandize ; and even the enterprising and boastful northern St ites of
America, notwithstanding the aid derived from the highest tariff ever
enforced, are about to experience a financial collapse, in consequence of an
excess of imports over exports in their foreign trade ; an excess amo unting
to several hundred millions of dollars per annum. So completely does
this tremendous machine power secure to Great Britain the command of
trade and the tribute of the world, that other countries will have to reverse
their previously received axioms of political economy, in order to protect
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their industrial interests from the crushing competition of so colossal a
power.
The south has recently sustained the loss of the labor of four millions of
slaves, equal to the labor-power of perhaps a million and a half of men.
How inconsiderable is this loss compared with the power of hundreds of
millions of men, possessed by Great Britain and the North ! And how
suggestive are these facts of the means whereby we may repair the loss,
and of the proper line of development and industry now to be pursued !
Agriculture need no longer be an exclusive pursuit at the South.
In contemplating the miraculous advancement of England and the
North, we are almost tempted to rejoice at the loss of a species of labor
which compelled us in the South to adhere to agriculture as an exclusive
occupation. The possession of millions of slaves, unskilled and unteachable in the mechanic arts, inexorably fixed upon us as the yoke of agricul
ture. This department of industry was, indeed, more productive with us
than it was in any other country in the world ; but its very profitableness
was a heavy misfortune. It led us to cultivate our soils too severely ; and
fixed us in the habit of investing the profits which we made in the purchase
of fresh lands and more slaves. There was a continual drain of slaves and
capital to the new cotton and 6Ugar states from older ones east and north
of them ; and this very withdrawal of population from a comfortable,
happy, and therefore prolific, race of people, rendered it more prolific stillThe owners of negroes in the Carolinas and Virginia could not repress this
reproductive tendency in a popnlation so well conditioned, by the process
employed with the brutes ; and the very fact that the comfortable and
contented condition of the slave race resulted in a rapid increase of its num
bers, entailed upou the older Southern States the reproach of slave breed
ing communities. The population of the negroes increased according as
their condition was comfortable ; and this very increase compelled us to
enlarge our agricultural operations, at the same time that i t prevented our
embarking in those mechanical enterprises and avocations which would
have enabled us to keep pace with other communities in the development
of power and wealth.
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of five hundred men. We have at last, therefore, a prospect of a great,
rapid, and most enriching industrial development. We are released from
our bondage to agriculture—we are emancipated from our servitude to the
slave. We are at liberty to choose from all the avocations of life, and all
the pursuits of industry, those most inviting to our various predilections
and most promising of individual and public advancement. No longer
bound to agriculture as an exclusive pursuit ; having now the free choice
of industries, and full liberty to diversify our employments; it would be
strange if we did not turn our thoughts to those advanced methods of
industrial production which have rendered other communities so wealthy,
so prosperous and so powerful ; it would be strange if we did not
call into our service the agency of steam and water, and those wonder
ful mechanical instrumentalities which multiply the power of production
and of labor ten, twenty and a hundred fold beyond the capacity of sinew
and muscle.
The case of the Spanish American republics.
If we fail to retrieve our misfortunes by efforts in this direction, we are
in danger of suffering a serious political, industrial and social relapse, from
the paralyzing shock which southern society has lately encountered.
Examples are not wanting on this continent of the fate that befalls com
munities which have rashly struck down their labor systems, emancipated
their slaves, and reduced all colors of men to the same social and political
level. On the achievement of their independence, the Spanish American
republics, in a blind enthusiasm for liberty, destroyed their labor power,
and converted a million of happy, prosperous and profitable slaves into a
va.-t borde of squ»Iid vagabonds. These states have never been able to
recover from the effects of the enormous folly. The climate interdicts
the labor of whites, and voluntary black labor has proved less productive
in practice than in theory. For the want of labor, the very garden spots
of the earth have been converted into a dreary and hopeless waste. Let
us be warned by their fate, and employ timely measures to escape it. Let
the people of Virginia rejoice that our commonwealth possesses all the
means, resources and conditions of industrial development which are necessary, not only to compensate her rejent losses and misfortues, but in time
to place her abreast of the foremost communities in wealth, prosperity and
progress.
Permit roe to inquire what are the conditions and resources requisite to
success in these highest forms of industrial development?
The superiority of manufactures in England due to .<t<;*rj,» «#•« abund
ant coal and iron.
Ihe machine power of England is represented by her statistical writer
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to amount in the aggregate to a horse power of 83,000,000. As every
horse power of steam machinery gives a labor power equivalent to that of
seven men, the machine power of Great Britain is equivalent to the labor
power of 581,000,000 of men. All the other countries of the world
together, scarcely possess a power equal to this ; and it is a most interest
ing and important inquiry to learn what are the agencies which have
produced so great a power in that country. I will quote from late English
writers some extracts, which abundantly account for this extraordinary
development of mechanical power. One of the ablest of these writers
(Jevons) ascribes the prosperity and material power of England to two
causes, viz. : " 1. The cheapness and excellence of her coals. 2. The
proximity of her coals, iron ores and fluxes (or limestones) to each other.
As the source of steam and iron, coal is all-powerful. This age has been
called tlie iron age, and it is true that iron is the material of our great
mechanical novelties. It is the fulcrum and lever of our great works,
while steam is the motive power. But coal alone can command in suf
ficient abundance either the iron or the steam ; and coal therefore com
mands this age. It stands above all commodities. It is the material
energy of the country—the universal aid—the factor in everything.
With coal, almost any feat is possible, or easy; without it, we are thrown
back into the laborious poverty of early times." Another English writer
(Scrivenor) says: "The great superiority of the English iron manufacture
has generally been considered to consist in having all the materials neces
sary to the manufacture found on, or immediately in the neighborhood of,
the very spot where the furnaces are erected." And still another English
writer (Blackwell) while asserting that "in no other countries does this
proximity of iron ore and coal exist to the same extent as in England," goes
on to describe how the railroad, whici. is itself the creation of iron and
coal, fjsters those two mighty iuterests by bringing the two minerals
together.
1
Professor Page, the learned English geologist, enforces these truths in
more elevated and eloquent terms : " So long as man depends upon tbe
foresls for his fuel his mastery over the metals is limited and his mechanical appliances restricted. But when he has once learned the uses of coal,
and can obtain it in fair supplies, his metal working powers expand ; and
his forgeries, factories, steam engines, steam ships, gas works, railroads and
electric telegraphs, become the necessary developments of this new
acquirement. Once acquainted with these and similar appliances, man
takes a stand on a higher platform, gains new ascendancy over the powers
of nature, and overcomes in a great measure the obstacles which time
and nature oppose to his operations. As a nation we cannot too highly
exalt the importance of our coal fields: our mechanical, manufacturing and
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commercial greatness is intimately bound up with their existence. A high
degree of civilization, as the histories of ancient nationalities demonstrate,
may he obtained without the possession of coalfields; but the peculiar
phases of civilization, in all that relates to mechanical appliances, manu
factures, locomotion and intercommunication, are the direct result of coal
and iron. The fine arts, literature, philosophy, social refinement and poli
tical institutions have existed and may yet exist, where coal fields are
unknown ; but that machine power which coal and iron put into the
hands of man to subdue the forces of nature, and thereby promote the
wider advancement of his race, intellectually as well as materially, is a
thing dependent alone upon the existence of a coal formation. There is
no artificial heat so compact, so portable, so safe and so readily available
as coal ; no substance so adaptive, so strong and so enduring as iron.
These two substances, coal and iron, have been the main factors in all
recent progress, and that which most broadly distinguishes the Britain of
the present from the Britain of the preceding centuries, is the extended
and extending use of these substances through the instrumentality of
the steam engine."
I need add nothing to the utterances of these eminent British authori
ties, in enforcement of the proposition that modern states cannot keep
abreast of the times in these wonderful movements without possessing in
quantity the finer qualities of iron and coal, in accessible and favorable
positions for their employment. I will simply cite a few facts in support
of their declarations. Before the successful use of pit coal in smelting iron
the production of pig iron in England was (in 1788) 68,300 tons. Since
then, its production has been as follows; In 180G, 258,206 tons; in 1854,
3,069,838 tons; in 1865, 5,000,000 tons. Before the impetus given to manu
factures by this importantdiscovery, England was agricultural, and exporte d
grain ; since then she has imported grain. Her average annual exportation
of wheal in the decade ending with 1750 was 3,027,6 16 bushels. In the de
cade ending with 1860 her average annual importation of wheat was 40,250,128 bushels ; the miraculous growth of her manufacturing population
far outstripping her agricultural capacity of production. The prosperity and
wealth of England is now a proverb. But before she discovered the means
of turning her coal to account in the production of iron and the develop
ment of manufactures, the languishing condition of her industry was a
source of constant complaint. When Andrew Yarranton went to Holland,
towards the close of the seventeenth century, to seek out manufactures
suitable lor introduction into England, he said because it was in England
" people confess they are sicV, that trade is in a consumption, and the
whole nation languishes." " The Dutch," says his biographer, " were then
the hardest working and the most thriv.ng people in Europe. They were
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manufacturers and carriers for the world. Their fleets floated on every
known sea, and their herring- busses swarmed along our coasts as far north
as the Hebrides. They supplied our markets with fish caught in sight of
our own shores, while our coasting population stood idly looking on."
In short, England, before she availed herself of her resources of coal and
iron, was in a condition similar to that of the South, though her misfor
tune could not be ascribed to that convenient and stereotyped reproach of
our critics—slavery.
Iron and coal in Southwest Virginia.
I am now to speak of the supplies possessed by Southwest Virginia, of
these two important minerals. The whole of that region, from the county
of Rockbridge to the Tennessee line, and from the lilue Ridge to West
Virginia, abounds in iron ores, or what the geologists call ironstones, which
produce metals proved by the severest tests to be of the finest qualitiesThere are other regions of country which contain larger deposits of the
coarser ores in single masses; but no country in the world exceeds South
west Virginia in the quantity it possesses of the better iron ores. Of the
many mountain ranges which distinguish the topography of that country,
there is not one which does not embosom large deposits of the most
valuable iron ores. They are found in all the usual forms of deposit
throughout the whole length and breadth of that region. The qualities
and quantities of these ores are attracting heavy investments from Penn
sylvania and the northi
Take, for instance, the ores of the county of Lee. The road will pass
Wallen's Ridge at Lovelady Gap, a distance of about fifty miles from
Bristol, thence to Cumberland Gap, a distance of about forty-five miles, it
will run parallel to a bed of iron ore on one side of the mountain and »
deposit of bituminous coal on the other, for the entire distance; the coal
separated from the iron only by the breadth of the mountain, and accessible
to it through occasional water gaps that penetrate the range. There are
two veins of the iron ore each two feet six inches thick. The most eligible
one for working, lies in a small riJge of knobs which 'flanks th
mountain along its entire southeastern base, at a distance of half a mile.
The vein of iron ore lies near the northwestern surface of this small ridge
and slopes parallel with that surface; and is covered first by the earth
forming the surface, and then by a stratum of limestonu several feetthic k
thus presenting conditions for mining the most favorable that could exist.
General P. C. Johnston, a most studious geologist, says that "this bed o«
ore differs from any I have met with, in being a perfectly continuous
stratum, two and a half feet thick, lying in a small flanking ridge of the
Cumberland Mountain, called the Poor Valley Ridge, and extending for a
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distance of forty -five miles known to me." The length of this vein, reach,
ing from Cumberland Gap through Lee into Wise, is known to others for
a distance of sixty-five miles.
But it is the quality of this ore which gives it peculiar value. It is an
argillaceous oxide, free from the sulphuret of iron, and also exempt from
other substances that would affect the purity of the metal ; and yields a
pure aud excellent iron, which is neither cold-short nor red short The
metal has been shipped down the Cumberland river to Nashville, and down
the Tennessee river to cities on the Ohio. The manufacturers who have
tried it have in every instance pronounced it be of the first quality ; and
have made a standing offer of the highest maiket price commanded by
the best quality of iron, for all that would be delivered to them. They
state that it is so well adapted by its toughness and purity to car wheel*,
that it will bear transportation to New York city for that purpose. This
is but an example. All Southwest Virginia .abounds in iron ores of the
most valuable classes.
Turning to coal, it is unfortunate that itR deposits are not distributed
as generally as iron over that much favored portion of Virginia. Although
iron exists in the coal districts of that country, it is not true conversely
that coal exists throughout the iron territory. Along the whole eastern
valley, from the county of Rockbridge to the Tennessee line, in every
mile of the country traversed by the Virginia and Tennessee railroad, the
iron makers are obliged to depend upon wood for fuel. In all that stretch
of country there is no true coal ; there is nothing but a little accidental
coal Ij ing outside of the true coal formation, in quantities serving only
the vicious purpose of exciting great expectations which can never be
realized. The great coal basin of the trans-Allegbany slope does not extend
that far to the east, but is geologically bounded by the Cumberland
Mountain, running up from Cumberland Gap, and by the Stone Mountain
and Sandy Ridge, branching off into Virginia. These ridges form the rim
of a high plateau or table land lying in the true carboniferous formation
filled with coal. It is only in that great western coal basin that you find
the true coals in quantities and of qualities the same as are met with on
the Kanawha river, about Charleston, and in the region of Pittsburg.
West Virginia look with her 15,900 square mites of these coal measures
In this connection I must call your attention to an important fact that
may have escaped public notice. It is the fact that the eastern boundary
of the new St*te of West Virginia was traced and fixed with the object of
including in that State the whole of that portion of the great western coal
basin, 18,000 square miles in area, which belonged to Virginia. That
Stale doci. accordingly include all ot Virginia's portion of the coal basin ;
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except, fortunately, the triangle tnibracing the counties of Wise and
Buchanan, and parts of Lee, Scott, Russell and Tazewell, about 2,000
squaie miles in area. This triangle the new State was obliged to leave off
in order to secure a boundary ^resenting a round contour, and to avoid
the awkward appendage of a "pan handle" in the southwest, simila' to
the one which disfigures its form in the northwest. It is needless for me
to describe the quality of the coal found in that important triangle of ter.
ritory, or the quantity in which it abounds. It is enough to say that it is
within the great western coal basin, to give to persons intelligent on these
subjects all the information which they desire. There, as at Pittsburg,
you find the deep 14 and 10 foot veins ; and the thinner veins above the
general surface of 5, 4, 3£ feet of cannel and bituminous coal.
This triangle of territory is penetrated by the Virginia and Kentucky
Railroad.
The triangular territory of coal, which is in itself an iron region through
out, is cut off from the great iron region lying on either side of the Vir
ginia and Tennessee Railroad, from Bristol to the Blue Ridge and James
River, by a high ridge of mountains, known for the most of its course as
the Clinch Mountain. Through this barrier there is but one low gap
affording easy passage for the co;il, to wit: the Big Moccasin Gap, through
which the Virginia and Kentucky Railroad passes in its way from Cum
berland Gap to Bristol, twenty-three miles west of Bristol.
The Virginia and Kentucky Railroad will thus be of incalculable value
to Virginia in developing the coal measures through and along which it
will pass, and bringing to the iron ores on the line of the Virginia and
Tenmssee Railroad, coal of the best quality known to commerce and the
arts. It will pass through or near the counties of Lee, Scott, Wise
Buchanan and Russell, which contain the only true coal, lying in large
quantities, within the present boundaries of Virginia, available for use in
smelling iron ores. I am not unmindful of the fact that much ore of good
quality is mined from great depths in the counties near Richmond ; but
these deports are too many hundred miles remote from the western irun
ores to be of any avail in developing them. The Chesterfield coal is of
infinite value tn Richmond as a manufacturing citv. but can «rive no niil in
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manufacture more than a few thousand tons of iron in the year. But
when we bring the coal to the iron, or the iron to the coal, or bring a
railroad to both where they lie contiguously, (as they do in Lee, Scott,
Kussell and Tazewell) capital and enterprise will embark extensively in the
manufacture, and instead of producing thousands of tons, we shall produce
hundreds of thousands of tons per annum. Although England now pro
duces five millions of tons of iron a year, there are but two inconsiderable
furnaces that use wood as fuel. In Pennsylvania, where the production
of iron is a little short of a million of tons a year, the disproportion between
furnaces using wood and those using coal is almost as great. We have
more extensive deposits of iron ore in Southwest Virginia than exist in
Pennsylvania; and if we were asked why, notwithstanding, we have so
few furnaces and so feeble an iron interest there, the plain answer would
be, that we have not yet brought our excellent western coals into requi
sition.
A principal value of the Virginia and Kentucky road will be as a
coal road.
The Virginia and Kentucky Railroad will perform the important func
tion of bringing the iron and coal together. It will bring the true coals
of Scott, Lee, Kussell, Buchanan and Wise counties to Bristol, thence to
be distributed along the extensive iron region stretching in buth directions
from that important centre. It will give a value to the iron ores of the
eastern valley, which they never had, and can never have without the true
coal. It will also develope the valuable iron ores of the valley of Clinch
and Powell rivers—a valley fulfilling all the conditions which have been
shown to be essential to profitable manufactures in having coal, ironstone
and limestone lying everywhere in close proximity. This railroad will be
a coal road, which is one of the most profitable attributes of a railroad.
The cost in Pennsylvania of mining coal and delivering it to railroads, (to
the main stems of the railroads from their lateral branches,) is found to be
one dollar and seventy cents per ton. The charge for transporting coal
per ton per mile on several coal roads in the United Sta.es, is as follows :
Baltimore and Ohio railroad
].c2cents.
Pennsylvania Central Railroad
) JU ''
Reading Railroad
1.60 "
Nashville and Chattanooga Railroad
1 55 "
Average

144 "

These are the charges of the roads, and they average, say one and a
half cents per ton per mile. 'I he cost of transportation is not of course so
great; on the Reading railroad, for instance, it is stated to be a little less
than half a cent per ton per mile. Assuming, therefore, that the charge
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for transporting coal on the Virginia and Kentucky Railroad, when the
business shall have been thoroughly organized, will be ore and a half
cents per ton per n.ile ; and supposing the distance from Bristol into the
heart of the coal region to be sixty miles (coal is reached, however, in
forty miles), the charge for delivering coal at Bristol per ton will be:
For mining ami loading
|H»
For railroad and transportation
M
Total in Bristol
The charge for delivering in Lynchburg will be:
For mining and loading?
For railr ad fa ight (264 miles)

Ut»
$1 "
8M

Total
U«
My firm opinion is, that the superior quality of the coal from Stone
Mountain, its purity and excellence, will enable it to supersede all the
coals now in use in Lynchburg, and along the line of the Virginia and
Tennessee Railroad. In regard to coal roads, I think I do not exaggerate
when I say that both in Europe and America they are tbe most profitable
of all railroads.
Two great losses recently sustained by Virginia can be retrieved by the
addition of one road to her railroad systein.
Virginia, by recent events, has sustainod two great losses. She haslost
her agricultural system of labor, and she has lost 15,900 square miles of
the most valuable coal measures in the world—coal measures which she
had in years past expended many millions of dollars in misdirected efforts
to reach. The development of these coal supplies, in connection with iron
would soon have compensated the loss of slaves, and placed her in the
formost rank of wealthy, prosperous and powerful States. But let us
rejoice that all is not lost. Let us felicitate ourselves that she still pos
sesses boundless supplies of the two master minerals of modern civilization;
and that no further effort is required of our still not exhausted common
wealth, than the making,.at an expense infinitely less than tbe advantages
it will bestow, of a single additional railroad.
I have now endeavored to indicate tbe line of industry and enterprise
which Virginia must pursue, if she wishes to escape the danger of relaps
ing into the laborious poverty of an unprofitable agriculture ; and if she is
resolved still to claim that proud rank, and to possess the large control
among the States of this Union, which of right belong to her, and which
she bas been wont to assert. I think I have not exaggerated when I have
maintained, on the highest authority, the necessity of coal and iron in
large quantities and excellent qualities to the industrial development of
the State. In insisting that tbe Virginia and Kentucky Railroad is an
agency absolutely necessary to the developement of her coal and iron
interests, I feel that I have made good the claim of that road to all the
support which Virginia can possibly afford it.
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THE COTTON TRADE.
The recent advance in the price of raw cotton is due to very obvious
causes. The long depression of the Manchester cotton trade appears to
have begotten a violent reaction in manufacturing operations. For
months the spinners had fruitlessly begged for orders, until the fall of
cotton to 7£d. per pound appeared to lay the basis for a large and
prosperous trade. Merchants were, consequently, willing to make large
contracts, and the spinners eagerly took orders guaranteeing them full
employment for several weeks ahead. The contracts, however, had to
be covered by corresponding purchases of raw material ; and it is this
very demand, at a time when stocks were small and shipments from
India falling off, which has stimulated the rapid advance in price during the
past few weeks. The recent purchases of the Lancashire spinners are,
perhaps, unequalled in the history of the cotton trade. From the
beginning of the year to the close of February, the quantity taken for
consumption at Liverpool and London averaged 68,950 bales per week ;
which is at the rate of 3,580,000 bales per annum, or over 1,000,000
bales in excess of the largest annual consumption in the history of the
cotton trade, and is nearly double the rate at the same period of 1867.
This extraordinary demand for covering advance contracts has very
naturally nearly doubled the price of the staple within a few weeks; and
considering that, in April of 1867, Orleans cotton ranged at ll^d., with
much larger stocks than at present, it cannot be considered that the price
now ruling 12£d , is unreasonably high. The spinners have undoubtedly
acted with much rashness and imprudence in making their contracts ;
and it would appear that they must have incurred losses which may
hereafter produce great caution if not embarrassment. The question
arises, therefore, whether, now tliat these contracts are mostly filled, there
will be a reaction in the demand and a consequent falling off in the
price, or are we to anticipate even higher rates.
This problem involves the question of the probable demand for
goods, and of the present and prospective supply of raw material.
Recent indications favor the probability of a gradual revival of the
trade of England and of the Continental States. Trade is more active
at Manchester ; European orders lor yarns and goods are increasing ;
and bankers appear disposed to encourage an extension of commercial
operations. The apprehensions of a Spring war in Europe have sub
sided ; and a movement has been started for securing a general dis
armament of the great powers which gives some promise of success.
The upward movement in the rates of discount in the open market at
London, the increased applications for discount at the Bank of England,
23
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and the reduction of 17,000,000 francs in the specie of the Bark of
France within one week, very distinctly indicate an enlarged demand
lor money tor trading operations. These facts confirm the impression
that, at last, Europe is about to witness a reaction from the protracted
depression of trade. To this extent, therefore, the probabilities are
clearly iD favor of a healthy demand for cotton manufactures. And jet
this demand must necessarily be held in check somewhat by the increased
price. We cannot anticipate that the consumption will be as free with
cotton at 12d.@ 13d. as it would be on the basis of 7d.@8d. If the large
purchases on the part of spinners during the past few weeks have been
made to fill contracts for goods entered into while cotton was at the low»r
figures, is it not well for those dealing in this staple to consider whether
new contracts to the same extent will now be put out at the higher
rates. There certainly is a point in the upward scale of prices at which
consumption will be checked, and even now in the United States the
dry goods business has suffered greatly by the rise in the raw material,
manufacturers not being able to dispose of their present stocks at price*
which will enable them t3 replace them.
Next as to the present stocks and the prospective supply. The
" visible " supplies at the latest mail dates may be thus presented, in
comparison with those of last year at the same period :
1868.
1867.
Bales. Bake.
Bal*
Stock at Liverpool
371,030 4(17,770 Dec. !*.?»
" London
71,440 44,290 Inc. tf.™
" In America
831,817 534,677 I'cc
Surplus held by English spinners
135,000
Inc. 1»]J*
Afloat from America
140,000 215.000 Dec
India
159,900 867,860 Dee.
Total....
1,208,637 1,529,597 Dec.
It thus appears that the stocks and supply in transitu were at these
dates 320,910 bales less than at the same period last year. How far
is this deficiency likely to be affected by the supplies yet remaining in
the cotton regions 1 There is still some uncertainty as to the amount
of this year's Southern crop. Perhaps a fair estimate would fix it »'
2,300,000 bales. Taking from this total 650,000 bales for domestic con
sumption, we should have a balance of 1,650,000 bales available for
export. From Sept. 1, 1867, to latest dates, we have exported 1,280,000
bales ; leaving on hand 370,000 bales of exportable surplus. This, we
think, is about all that England and the Continent can reasonably expect
to get from the United States between now and September 1st, which
would be an average of 17,600 bales per week ; and in order, therefore,
to keep up the consumption to 27,600 bales, which has been the average
for the first two Months of the year, the stock of American cotton at
Liverpool would be reduced to about 120,000 bales, without allow., g an/
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thing for the Continent. Besides, should our total crop be less than
the figures we give, or our own consumption more, there would be a
corresponding deduction to be made in the total we may have for export.
As to the supply from other countries, the general estimates hereto
fore made have shown a probable decrease of about 100,000 bales. The
receipts of Indian cotton at Liverpool for January and February were
about 10,000 bales in excess of those for the same period of last year;
but the quantity afloat at the close of February was 108,000 bales less £
This decrease is stated to be merely temporary, being due to the fact
that the Abyssinia Expedition is now giving employment to a large
amount of the shipping at the India ports, thus, for the time, depriving
the cotton trade of the means ot transportation. But this difficulty
appears to be passing away, and the rapid advance in price is having
its natural effect, as seen in the largely increased shipments of the last
two weeks. For instance, the shipments from Bombay for the first half
of March were only 29,000 bales, but fur the third week they reached
34,000 bales, and for the fourth week ot March they amounted to
42,000 bales. It is evident, therefore, that if this rate of shipments con
tinues, the influence of any expected deficiency in the American supply
would be effectually neutralized.
To sum up, then, the position would seem to be this: stocks in
England and America are light; there is but a small balance of the
Southern crop remaining for export; the India crop has finally felt the
influence of high prices, and is now beginning to come forward rapidlyl
and will, if the shipments are continued at the same rate, go far to make
up any deficiency in the supply. As to the demand, trade at Liverpool
and on the Continent is improving, and yet prices may reach so high
a point (we cannot undertake to say whether or not they have as yet)
as to bring the consumption below the present rate. But with fair
prices for the raw material, the goods trade must partake of and share
in any general improvement in business. We venture no prediction
but suggest that these facts should induce caution among dealers.

PROSPECT OP THE BREADSTDFFS TRADE.
From all parts of the country we have encouraging accounts of the grain
crops. The seasons have been favorable to a second year of abundance.
The very austerity of winter, though productive of much privation and
suffering, has sheltered and nourished the plants which promise to yield
ua a plentiful harvest. In all parts of the West and South the winter croja
are represented as looking remarkably healthy; and si.riih r accounts
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reach us from England and the grain countries of Europe. Besides, as a
natural consequence of the late high prices of breadstuffs, the farmers Lave
generally placed an enlarged area under grain ; and the ample profits derived
from the last crop have enabled them to manure and otherwisn till their
lands to the best advantage. Thus far, also, the Spring has been remark
ably propitious to field operations, and there is a reasonable prospect that
the Spring planting will fare as well as that of the Fall.
' There appears to be, however, a liability in some quarters to over-esti
mate these prospects in their bearing upon the future value of breadstuffe.
In judging of future prices, it is necessary to take into account not onlj
the supplies that are likely to be forthcoming, but also what we have now
on hand. Sufficient importance does not appear to be attracted to the fact
that there had been in the grain-growing countries at large three successive
years of deficient crops, and that even last year the crop in England and
France was considerably below the average. The consequent lack of sup
plies, therefore, was so general and extensive, that but for the fortunate
abundance of our own last harvest, we, in common with Europe, most
have experienced a general famine; indeed, in some parts of Europe much
suffering has actually been experienced during the winter from inadequate
supplies of food. It is not then reasonable to expect that after three years
of scarcity, during which the amount remaining on farmers hands were
everywhere run unprecedentedly low, one year of good crops would restore
prices to the normal level. It requires a succession of abundant harvests
to make up what has been lost in respect to stocks. The last season would
have done much towards bringing us back to a safe position had it not
been for the deficiency elsewhere. But that deficiency has had the effect
to leave the European markets in a worse condition than a year ago. Ac
counts from England and France state that not only is the supply in the
hands of millers and factors comparatively light, but the reserve usually
held by the farmers has been almost wholly drawn into the market by the
high prices. So that even should the supply from next harvest exceed
the average, the ordinary consumption is not likely to leave a surplus suf
ficient to augment the stocks to the usual standard. It is a significant fact
that although the imports of wheat into Great Britain in 1867 were
34,600,000 quarters, against 20,900,000 quarters in 1865, yet the stocks
at the close of last year were less than two years previous. In France as
well as England this condition of things exists. The imports of grain into
the Empire last year were almost unprecedented, and yet the scarcity contines, so that wheat to-day rules even higher in France than in EnglandThe following figures showing the deliveries of wheat at 150 towns in
England and Wales for the week ending March 14 of the last five years
very forcibly indicate the greatly diminished stocks now remaining in the
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bat-ds of farmers in Great Britain. It will be seen that the present extreme
prices can only induce a delivery of 43,000 quarters againstJ77,000 quar_
ters in 1864.
Deliveries,
Price per
Years.
quarters.
quarter.
1864
77.432
40s. Id.
18*5
70,683
8-s. 8d.
ih8S "
72,446
45s. 6d.
J8B7 I.'.'.'
67,584
5»s. 4d.
1888
43,457
78s. Id.
In the United States, however, the exhaustion of stocks, owing to our last
abundant harvest, is not so great as in other countries. At the close of
navigation a large balance of the crop was left in the hands of the farmers;
and although the severity of the winter has facilitated the forwarding of
unusually large supplies to the Western centres, it is very generally reported
that a considerable amount of the old crop still remains in the hands of
the farmers. Stocks at New York have been unusually light throughout
the winter, in consequence of the freezing up of a large quantity of grain
in the canals ; it must be remembered, however, that the supply thus tem
porarily locked up must come into the market at an early day, though in
what sort of condition is a matter of uncertainty. For the purpose of
illustrating the present condition of supplies, we present the following
statement of stocks at the principal centres at the latest dates, and for the
corresponding period of last year :

Floor, bbls
Wheat, bnsh
Corn, bosh
Oats, bash
Bsrl y bush
Bye, bush
Tjtal, grain, bash

STOCKS AT CHICAGO.
March 21, March 21, March 21, March 81,
1888.
1867.
1866.
18B5.
77,424
00,316
82,369
85,000
1,055,523
541,267
1,103.053
1,454,000
8,018,9110
875,071
8S2,K 0
3 i»,700
—
1,099,»20
743,278
99:i9'2
1,MI3.000
67,288
168,518
819 140
177,000
87,567
104,605
112,521
109,000
5,473,497
2,482,739
8,019,715
4,087,700
STOCKS AT HKW YORK.

Wheat
Corn
OaU
Rye
Birley
Total
Wheat
Corn
OaU
Barley
Bye
Total

bnsh.

Mar. 93, '68. Mar. 2", '67947.842
1.371.600
1,54-<,811
1 618,106
1,432,480
1,788,224
11/71
8<)1,569
21,496
749,853
8,9o5,801
5,929,352

STOCKS AND AFLOAT AT BUiFALO.
Mar. 23. '68. M ir. 28, '67.
bash. 263.0X)
167 442
81.1100
25ti,»54
29,000
292,892
lO.OiiO
6,511
6.000
29,700
bnsh. 889,000
743,409

At New York the stock of all kinds of grain is about 2,000,000 bushels
less than two years ago, the supply of wheat being 430,000 bushels less
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than then. It may perhaps with safely he estimated that the quantity
detained in the canals will fully set off this large decrease. In order to
pn s -nt an aggregxte view of the supply at these points, including also
Milwaukee, we present the following summary statement:
,
Wheat
, ,—Other piio—,
1»8
1867.
IfBS.
18CT.
AtNewYork
bmh
947.MS 1,8:1.600 3.017.(69 4J67,a
Chicago
1,(16' ,5*»
541,867 4.S17.H75 1,-M.M
Bnflalo
268,' 00
167 <41
76,000 SAW
Milwaukee
I,l-.0,0t0
656.000
ToUl
8,886.564 2,7% 809 7,811,984 7,08,151
Add tratn other than wheat
1,811,S8» 7,0*5,191
Total brcadstuffs
10,ti9j,2i)8 9,'.6u,500
It appears from this statement that the combined stocks of grain of all
kinds at these points is 10,698,298 bushels, against 9,760,500 bushels at
the same period of last year. In the stocks of wheat there is a gain of
651,055 bushels, or at the rate of 24 per cent If to these supplies be
added the amount detained in the canals of this state, it will be seen that
the increase in stocks upon last year is quite important. It may perhaps
be assumed, with reasonable certainty, that the amount of grain now remain
ing in the hands of producers is likewise larger than at this date last vex
The present supply also compares favorably with more abundant jt.irs.
At this date of 1865 the total stock of grain at Chicago was 4,08 1,700
bushels, or 1,185,797 bushels below the present quantity held there. Leav
ing out of consideration then our relation to the British and Continental
markets, this condition of supplies, together with the prospect of an abund
ant harvest, would seem to justify the expectation of lower prices. But
taking into account the smallness of our surplus, compared with the prob
able wants of foreign markets, and the great reduction of stocks in producers
hands, both in Great Britain and on the Continent, it is very apparent that
there is little room for anticipating at present any important change in
prices, since the foreign demand will hold in check any downward tendency.
Nor even with an abundant harvest this season can the old level of prices
be anticipated. We need a series of good years before Europe can recu
perate its reserve stocks.
Under these circumstances there is good encouragement to our farmers
to make every exertion for producing large crops. There are no otberproducts which, at present, will pay profits equal to those in grain. The fact
that even should the harvest in all countries prove unusually abundant, the
present low condition of stocks abroad would not admit of prices returning
to the average level, makes the position of the producer a safe one, ensuring
as it does a large profit ; while if the result should fall below present hopes,
even higher prices might be realised.
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The report of this company for the year ending December 31, 1867, has
jast been issued, and shows a still increasing prosperity in its affairs. The
reports of the Illinois Central are prepared with greater labor, and furnish
more detailed and accurate statements of the financial condition and
business operations of the road than those of any other companies. Thin is
owing in part to the fact that the company is managed for the interest of
the stockholders, and its officers and directors are ready to subject their
action to the closest scrutiny of the public.
In October, 1867, the D.ibuque and Sioux City Railroad was leased for
twenty years, the Illinois Central agreeing to pay 35 percent, of the gross
earnings from the operations of the leased line for the first ten years, and
36 per cent, for the last ten years, with the option of making the lease
perpetual at any lime before the expiration of the term, at the higher rate«
No liability is assumed by the Illinois Central Company, but merely the
risk of making a profit or loss by working the leased road at 65 per centof its gross earnings ; for the last three months of 1867 the operations
resulted in a net profit of $81,804 63.
The whole line of the Illinois Central Railroad (708 miles) was com
pleted and open for travel and traffic in 1856. Since then twelve annual
reports have been issued ; but, as the whole road has been in use less
than twelve years, the following statements, so far as they relate to busi
ness operations, cover only the results of the eleven full years ending
December 31, 1867. The fiscal operations are given for the twelve years*
1856-67 inclusive.
EQUIPMENT—ENGINES AND CAES.
The following statement exhibits the amount of rolling stock, in use or
otherwise, owned by the company at the close of the fiscal years lt»5i>-07 :
Clo»"of
L/V-0- ,—Number of Car?.-,
Cl-seof
Loco* Vnmher of&'"are.—,
■. Ftv' . y are.
motive?. Pus-. iin<_-.. etc.. fr't.
yeaia.
m liven. Pa*s
112
71
23
2,312
18
1.K10 IW2
Hi
lit)
U
SH
4.965
7.1
22
1.1)01 1883
38 7
1W
7S
2»
3,278
1i
M
2.311 18'-4
8t>5
148
79
33
S.H87
9S
S.MSS
1359
... 18
7-i
61
160
S8
80
»,<»«
21
2.81" li-66
71
23
2,347 lbo7 .
18BI
.... Ii8
11)7
9*
41
8.7*8
The locomotives on December 31, 1867, were classified us follows: 29
in passenger cars, 88 in freight trains, 6 in working trains, 17 in a bitching,
1 in rui.ning pay car, 9 under repairs in shops. 1 on wood train, anil 17
extra. Excepting 9 all the locomotives were coal burners.
OPEBATIONS— ENGINE MOVEMENTS, PAtSKNGEB AND PKEIHHT TRAKflC, ETC.
The following statements exhibit the in tin f alures of th« uperaii hh of
the company yearly for the eleven years ending Dece i,ber 31, 1S07.
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The miles run by locomotives hauling trains were as follows:
St™P"8- F"'eh'- Work',. Wood. Switch'*. TotaL Coetp mJJS7
gWJJ *65.«21 160.765 71.061 163,708 2,229.898 26 22 cu.
HS
»«.«5 f38.2l« 178,447 42,0*) 133,894 U4XSM 80-78 M6.^3 1,124,561 122,277 61,737 202 403 M*5£S KMT «
iSSi
,«8.M9 62,094 84,675 204,380 2.458^23 18-92 »
JSr*
685,6*2 1,224,332 1 9,178 1,780 420,3-2 2.561, 92 17'4» »
JS£
,?f^'??9 L"*7-™9 W.826 4.6*0 366,115 3 386 850 H 52 «
J£S
«.«».«« I.PTJ.IM 69,878 3,027 446 -87 8,507 466 17 44 "
977,801 2,116.422 103,276 ... 406.363 3,608.862 8<67 »
1867
896.BU7 2,284,077 89,182 .... SDsiSo 3$SVM 2U'6a "
The number and mileage of passengers, &c, yearly, were as follows :
„.
Miles
Number Pa'»ens;ere Average ,
Kevenue
.
r,sc<"
run by of | ass n- carried one miles to
Per past.
trains.
per .
mile.
pas-. Amount. per mile.
JgJ
9*8.443
714.707 63.248,800 71.7 $1,064,-78 2-OcU.
1668.
809.925
568.670 82,812,259 55.9
819.C29 249 If™
9.'8,283
6»9.S85 8\464.814 63 1
811,412 2 09 "
£860
926.V13
496,:-91 811,111.459 79 6
846.(193 2 >«i J™!
807,880
4111.583 83,(ISH,135 67.3
HI .769 * 43 "
J66*
8V>,5(i
674,767 t2.58ll.42'
92 7 1,*S».766 2-]2 «
J*5
952.875
852.6V1 78,078,-;53 tB 7 1.797,972 f«i "
J™"
9i4,5.->0 1,108 937 :6.8'.:,726 87.8 2,360.898 S'44 "
l**5,
1,010,961 1, ll.OM 8S,614.439 73.0 2,7*2,S63 3<'7 "
16™
977,801
995 169 56.812,938 64 9
1.-81 3*9 8 50 "
lst>7
996,807 1,077,550 42,492,795 89.4
1,658,882 8 .9 »
The number of tons of freight carried, and the tons of freight carried one
mile, &c, are shown in the following statement:
Miles Tons of Tr» s car- Average ,
Revenue
,
Fiscal
run by freight,
rled oi.e miles
P. ton.
yenr*.
trairiB. carried.
mile. p. ton. Amount.
p. m.
1857
1-65.931 440,812
$1,0 7.988 ....cts.
1858
736,180 Sf>l,56i
975 1MB ..."
1859
S3s,205 422.438 61 650.361 122.8 1,107.019 2:14
1860
1,124.56 ! 5110.313 85.102,-39 144 2 1,623,711 1: 1 "
1861
l,34H,5.-8 720.806 103,437.517 U3 0 1.9;* "36 1311 "
1»3
1,221.332 8116,683 1 1.762.144 126 0 1.995.76S 1:98 "
1861
1.6il,l!r7 952.SH 134.77 ,404 141.4 2.612.569 1 95 "
18nl
1,997.709 1,022,021 161.271.668 150.7 3 853,808 2: 1 "
1866
1.977.163 1.034 "46 J38,494,6ol 182.3 4,211.172 8:10 "
1868
2,116,122 1,1.3,17.1 3) '.34.783 117.0 4,814,160 3:19 "
180'
*..S4,U77 1,:>0J,83« 171,206,986 181. 0 4,965,W2 2:90 "
FISCAL OPKBaTIONS—earnings, expenses, bto.
'J lif sources und amount of gross earnings, the expenses of operating
the road, and the amount of prolvs \ early for the twelve years ending
Deremhfi 31, 1867, are shown in the following statement:
Fincl
,
G-'OS 1 earnings
, Operating ,
Profits.
,
years
Passing'-, freight. O'her. Toral exp uses Gross.
Nett.
1858
$1,112,12 $1,1*647! $207. 161 $2,47 .033 *1.4S9.!Ki« $1,016.IK 9 $93-<.437
1857
1,161.078 1,037 OSS 254 2 17 2.3)7.201 1 -2»,0S1 6: 7.119 301.473
18")
8:9.129 975.04 1 0.801 1,976,578 1.419.955 556,62-3 424.6 8
1859
811.41! 1,10 ,0'9 196.018 2 II144P 1,509,580 601,869 4'"2.765
I860
Mhhlli 1.6 3.7 1 251.I87 2.721.591 1.693.404 1,028.187 !-50 r530
1*11
-Ol.76t 1.97H.18I 21S.707 /.K99.61* 1,581,844 :,315.2«8 1.15>,9 3
-™1.329.766 1.99.1.767 220 291 3.41 ,s 7 1 615.256 1,8311,671 1,«0.571
**»
1.797.072 2 566.759 v72.IH.17 4.63 . 828 2.15:.787 2.4S5.041 2. 8.847
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the gross earnings, payable to the State of Illinois. Including the income
from land the net receipts have been as follows :
Fiscal
Years.
.
.
.
1859
.
.
I860 .... •••••••• •**•••
.
1881
.
1863
.
.
1881
.
1865.!
.
1866 . ■
•■■
1867

Profits ,—Net rec from L'd D'p't appllc. to—,
MB
Inti-rt-et Construe. Fr- ePd Frfle I'd
above.
tan'. bom's. b -nds. fu ds.
$938,437 1304,801 $116,104 $11,817 $....
891,478 800,5-29 4:10,788 51,401
444.1118 157,114 874.173 60.951
492,785 72,201 891,515 14,802 44,762
62 060
(-00,680 173,08:1 42S.104
1.160,908 S23.I-53 819,922
•••• 72.370
67
027
192,9
1
1,B00,571 21-2,520
■ •*«
161,084
8,118 S47 6' 0144 406,706
5,403,114 73 ,971 1.440,090
290,020
588.911
2,174,924 432.90 > l,212,f02
259,903
2,175,447 452.9S2 l.-27S,170
2,663,694 M6.93S 2,022,123
680,729

Proflte Total
2* lose. means.
$ .... $1,371,249
1,183,191
1,012,856
1.010.076
1,5 3,948
1,787,056
2,06-l,714
8.390,*8l
oaeoi 4.987.478
5!i,862 4,100,061
71.085 4.281,662
60,472 6,8211,968

From which were disbursed the interest and dividend accounts
follows :
.
Coupons on Bonds, via.——> Interest Merl Divid'ts Cancel'd
Construe Freo other Redemp- on lull ins ex on b''ds, scrip
Fiscal
Y>ars.
tlon. land, bonds.
bonds, tion. stock. change. rhftres. di-id'n.
$1,0'.I5.187 $209,552 $$...
1S56
. .. $... $
$ ....
$ . . . . $....
1857
1,081,318 207,41* 53,590
" "
1858
1,110 610~ 202.800 27,5-27
1850
1,055,085 187,t>)5 44.820
I860
1.030,567 lla,4!!7 3,«,500
111,271
30.S27
1861
1,1-20,997
310,00-2
1862
1,108,867
>67,610
2S 7.'12
1863
990 337
191,500 77.' 70 779, 66
25,790
118.718 1,661.810 1,772,270
18*4
950,212
23, 65 26,763
12,035 153,540
1885
641,875
128,5(7 2 vSH.687
1868....
621,720
80,539 2,459,078
2,670 174,990
78,174 2,460,731
1867
608,2115
1,%0 175,560
—and up to the close of 1857 interest was paid on the share stock. The
balance remaining after paying the above has mainly been applied to con
struction.
CAPITAL ACCOUNT.
The following is an analysis of the General Balance Sheet presented at
the close of each year:
Cancelled
Net Bonds
Bonds ennc. by flo-it. del'v'd
_
const act.
cJ°?e
Capital bonds Fnnded Land Departs 11 bil- Lanl Total
«» jr.
stock, scrip.
debt. Co ns rue. F. I ds. itle*. DeiJt.' amount.
t
$ 2,130,249
$
$
23 100,359
J£S
8,258.613 .... 18,"0-),050
17.71*6.495
«*]
6,556,435
2.307.012
26,572,1 7
896,167
NM8M10 .... 17.532,779
t -'8.1 03, 156
675,003
$1(1.0-20.202
HS"
11,117.090 ... 17,902.749
7.0-21
nS.SU 720
JS5
15.054,930
15,072.810
J*I ••
15,829,095 1.881,500 15.-277.5O0 2 056,600 138.000 172,929
83.5 it,"24
J**
16.821,3110 1,772.270 15,000 500 i 270,500 ISS.OOO
.... 86,071,0:10
221*
17.213,700 1,772,270 H,649,l>K) 2
. .. :.6 835.970
20,-08.100 169.MI0 13,28 ,000 671,000 ....
8.871.1K10 3-1,0*0,110
4,9
5,000 40,Hh8,060
J***
2:1,374.100 87.160 1-2,831,500
6,918.500 41,478,-2S0
J**
23,886,450 23,480
29.381 12,141,000
l!*67
23,392,30J
10,544,6 <0
7,602,00 , 41,562,280

* Less amonnt in hands of Trustee*.
t.t; Including Trustees feoriti & Oquawka R.R bunds.
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Against which are charged, viz.:
Interest &
Fifcal
Permanent Dividend
■*eunj.
exiwudit'a.
acciiiiut.*
1856
$al,447,949 $1,6:8,518
3857
23 4.!7,. B9 2,8 i '.058
1358
23,720,211 8.S.-6.7&3
1~''9
24,1611.18.1 4,72-,2U8
I860
21,193,8111 4. 9..214
188l
S7.4 ,2,9.-3 4,96-<,««6
MM
26.161.1 71 H,2M.74lt
18t8
2-\liW,!!Sa
5,283 92ot
18 4
29.K75 410 4,521,1118
18*5
8",5'.9.844 7. 6I.H18
1866
3l9 4,4 2 1,ti5H,9i 8
lt«7
81.328,412 7,4S7,552

Net assets Workire
Hundry In Chic. A a ock of
Total
items. New Yurie sup, lies. ac onnt.
$
3,10u,SE9
(28,832 $ ....
t6 5,405 26,872,1*1
551.182 iS,l6<,15S
....
42!l.954 8 '.O.0.2U8
695,263
609.940 479.121 33,111.720
31,054
644,565 488.103 33,5<>4,0S4
1,49 ,0JI Kltt.136 MS.SrHJEO
l>*t,.n;6 615.425 8fi,M5,970
S5K678 2.456.242 1,113,877 S8.1e ,110
8'7.%7 1,.32,163 876.418 4O.KSS.l*0
221.1,90 2,029,.-;19 613,1X18 41.47M-0
174.6U 1,775,603 816.035 41.562,280

The following stateroent exhibits the amount of each series of bonds out
standing December 31, yearly :
T.,til
Construction
Fre i land Optional Deben- 8 per ct.
DC
81.
•
b nde.
b'ind-. right bonds intea. bnnda. amount.
1S3«
$14,1H«.9I5 $i (I 9.877 $828.1,78 $ ....
5.4S5
$ .... $17,71
1857
15.192.5i9 2.(1 M.817 '(88.214
1S.CKK650
61.000
I818
15,8fl 000 2.0 9 817
17,.VS2.179
1861)
16 387,902 2,019,577
17.91ii.749
bl 000 431.970
88 001 42,740 S3!,100 15,672.840
1-60
15,258,010
8,000
8-1.000
1811
14,913,50)
826.0, 0 15.-<7;.50)
1862
14,3*9,01)0
83,000
*87,UU0 14,649.000
Rederop b'c
1888
14.794,'00
83.000
'»>4.000 IS. 131,800
81.000 2,086 011 241,000 l»,fc2-000
1861
10.812.000
£2.1 00 2.663,000
38«5
9,783,500
8,000 12.88.600
8,001
28,01)11 2,921.6 4)
1806
9.191.500
12.141.000
2D,0J0
2,U.>6,000
1867
7,589,500
3.UO0 10,511,300
PBOFOBTIONAL DEDUCTIONS.
The following, deducd from the foregoing statements exhibit the cost
to the amount of $223,000, and $50,000 in bonds of the corporation of
Baiuhridge, the latter endorsed by the company. The general assets
applicable to the same end are the bilance of the Bainbridge exteni-ion
bonds ( ibout $397,000), and 2,001 shares of retired company stockTogether these ai-sets amount, at par, to $370,100. The funded indebted
ness of the company is as follows, stated in the order ot the lespective
issues of b nds :
1859—Iss icd bv Savannah, Albany and Gull R.R. Co., and endorsed by the City of
-avannah
$W,0O0
1859—I»«ied
me for
purchiande Gulf
of d"pot
1661—Issued by
by si( id)
Mlnmic
R.K site
Co , lft mortgage on the division from 41,200
No 7 10 ho nasville
....
....
500 000
1865—Insnvd ny (new) Allan icand Gulf R.R. Co., let moitgige on division from
Mtviiiinah to No. 7
500,000
1S87—Ii-aued b>- a me company, let motgi*.- on the division from Tuomaeville io
Bilnbrid e .
500,000
Total amount ofall lasnts
$1,811,800
The issue last stated was authorized to take up the floating liabilities
incurred for iron and stock in the construction and equipment of the new
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lines. Of this issue only $103,000 have been sold, the remainder, except
ing 185,000, having been deposited as collateral.
The company have now determined to issue consolidated bonds to cover
the several division mortgages. The bonds in question bear date July 1,
1867, are payable in 30 years, and bear interest at the rate of 7 per cent,
per annum, free of government tax. Principal and interest are payable at
New York or Savannah, at the option of the holder. Both are secured
by the whole railroad property, including the rolling stock of the com
pany, and present a security far superior to that of the bonds for which
they will be exchanged. The whole issue will be 12,000,000, of which
$1,500,000 will be exchanged, and the remainder $5jO,000 reserved for
the future exigencies of the company.
The ability of the company to meet its liabilities is fully established by
the results of the business of 1867. ' It is not improbable that the earnings
of the current year will show a large advance over its predecessor, the
road having a more extended area to pay it tribute.

ATLANTIC AND GULP RAILROAD.
This company are successors to the Savannah, Albany and Gulf Railroad
Company, which owned and operated that part of the main line extending
from Savannah to Thomasville, a distance of 200 miles. The present
company, which is a reorganization of the Atlantic and Gulf Company
existing befora the late war, has added to the main line an extension to
Bainbridge on the Flint River, 236 milts from Savannah. This was
opened by sections as completed, between October 3 and December 15,
1867. They have also constructed a branch line from Lawton (131 miles
■west of Savannah) to Live Oak, a station on the P.ensacola and Georgia
Railroad, a distance of 49 miles. This line, which whs opened through in
October, 1866, connects Savannah with Tallahassee, and St. Marks on the
Gulf, and Jacksonville on the Atlantic, affording to northern Florida a
new outlet to the great seaboard markets. Jacksonville is 83 miles east
and Tallehassee 83 miles west from Live Oak, and both distant from
Savannah 263 miles. To St. Marks is 21 miles further. It is the pur
pose of the company at some future time to continue the main line to a
connection with the railroads having for their terminal points the ports of
Pensacola and Mobile.
The rolling stock on the road consists at the present time of 21 locomotive
engines and 295 cars of all sorts. Of these 20 are used in the passenger
express traffic, and of the remainder 212 are freight cars, 15 service cars
and 4 8 construction cars. This amount of equipment is found to be suf
ficient for all the business wants of the company. During the war this
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road suffered more from neglect than from violent injury, and as a conse
quence the renewals and repair?, although quite extensive, have with little
exception been effected without resort to outside credits. The road and
equipment are now pronounced to be in good working order. The earn
ings of the road for the year 1867 were as follows:
From freight
pas-age
mails
Other
Total in 1867
Total in 1866
Increase

Mainline.
$350,1( 5 33
167,699 12
18,114 31
199 98
$521,018 63,
426,63P 49
$91,379 21

Florid* br. TotmJ.
$76,602 2* $4».7UT 47
20,lli8 20 177,767 31
8,085 68
16 *JO 00
199 98
$98,856 12 $619..-74 75
19,810 22 418,449 64
$79,045 90 $173,435 11

The increase of business, as shown above, is not so much an evidence
of increased production as of an addition through the Florida branch to
the area of country tributary to the road. The trade with Florida has been
gained with much labor, and only became fairly established in the Fall
season of 1807. The competition with the route from New Orleans via
St. Mark's for the trade in provisions has, however, been successful, as is
evidenced from the quantities of corn, bacon, pork, sugar, tobacco, lardj
flour, <fec, shipped from Savannah for the Florida Branch. These were
the staple articles of the New Orleans trade. A large share of the cotton
trade of St. Mark's has also been diverted to the Branch road, and finds
a market in Savannah, whence it is shipped to New York, Philadelphia
and Baltimore by the regular steamship lines operating between those
marts and Savannah. The development of the business over the Florida
Central railroad, North Jacksonville and the St. John's River has also
been considerable. By means of low fares and through trains a large part
of the travel to and from this section has been diverted to this road. The
market farms established in East Florida for supplying northern cities
with early fruits and vegetables will also become tributary to it and a
considerable source of revenue.
The operating expenses for the year have been $466,903 63, leaving the
total profits at $152,971 12. Out of this was paid for new work and rolling
stock $34,287 67, and for expenses incurred in 18ti6 and prior $01,356 14,
or a total of $95,643 81, diminishing the profits realized on the business of
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The receipts from the crop of 18G6, for the year ending September 1,
1867, were :
From local stations
2,527
17,839
19,761 bales
8,314
From Florida
9,902
1.6S2
28,553
Total 1866-67...
29,728 "
4,179
The other principal articles transported over the road in 18G6 and
1867 are shown in the following statement:
1S66.
1867.
Increase.
Lnmber
feet. 7,792,000
11,048,000
8,v5H,000
wood
cords.
1,004
2.301
1,297
Cattle
number.
8,'6«
0,1-18
2,481
fhwp
" .
2,756
2,971!
1.S2U
Hides
lbs.
152,122
852,024
199,902
Wool
". 123,423
105,416
41,993
Naval stores
bbls.
8,758
12,278
3,520
The sources from which the passenger earnings of 1867 were derived
are shown in the following exhibit :
From Savannah to Thomasville
654 From Thomasville
to Savannah
785
Oak. to Savannah
3,4.-3
"
" to Live Oak
8,573 *• Live
way stations to Savannah
8.*.60
"
" to way stations
8,218 uki Ttiomasville
to way stati's
1.77
From way stations to way etat'B
6,654
Oak to way
stations
I,u7
"
toThomasvllle
2,149 "'• Live
way stations
to way
stat's
6,46S
to Live Oak
947
Tot il number of passengers moved
42,000
The passenger earnings in 1867 were $177,767 32, and in 1866, $143,.
535 02; showing an increase in 1867 of $34,232 30. The improvement in
the passenger traffic, however, has not been as decided as in freight; for
while the latter has increased 44 per cent., the former shows an increase of
only 24 per cent. The total earnings from both these sources for the year
1867, were, freight 70 per cent., and passage 30 per cent. In 1800 freight
contributed 65 and passage 35 per cent, of the gross earnings. The
financial condition of the company on the Slst December, 1867, is shown
in the official statement made to the Governor of Georgia to have been as
follows :
1,619 50
Ausraita & Savan. R. st'k
$700 00 Suspense account
Bonds of the State of Geo
76,71<0 91 United States
11,880 72
Construction account
4,048,215 24 W. H. Bennett-outstanding bills
395 00
Florida, A & G C K It
177 07 Adm'nlstralivedepartm't
8,3i-9 10
Florida ,r RK., constr'n
412,686 04 Roadway department
187,151 90
Interest account
6,135 88 Locomotive department
118,244 27
71,255 77
Interest on bonds
114,295 111 Car department
"~
Int. on 7 p. c. guar, sto'k
9,803 04 Transportation riepartm't
131,046 60
6,725 05
H. S. HeComb
880 18 Forwarding department
6', 192 40
Accounts due in Confederate cur
Extraordinary expenses
rency
89.832 06 supply department.
10,748 91
2.537 32
Profltaodloss
297,288 80 f ar hin
Pensacola and G. K.K
5rt 21 Post office department .
3,596 3D
Retired stock
200,100 0.) Forwarding agent. .
842 80
Right of wav
101,616 76 Cash
72,572 82
Roiling s ock
879,2i6 09
Real estate
.. 70.001 28
$0,471,0.4 63
Salary account
15,887 47
CREDITOR,.
Bills payable
$156,308 34 Incidental earnings
109 C6
Capital stock
8.643,710 00 bteamshlp lines
260 CO
Company's bonds
1,862,100 00 Outstanding accounts for rails,
Gu 'i beteed 7 p c. stock
181,259 48 motive i ower. machinery and
Mail scrvic.i
14,142 88 supplies, on agreed credits and
Connectl g ma ts
7,158 86 incoun e of stated payments. . . 302,458 10
Freight amiu.,t
85U.105 ii
Passage account
167,699 12
$6,474,1.14 63
Florida branch
97,827 56
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The floating debt of the company, less items appearing on the credit
side, amounts to $576,026 41 ; from which, however, should be deducted
$64,391 98 transient debts paid since the close of the year. The nJ
indebtedness of the company is, therefore, $512,524 43, the whole of
which was incurred for rails, chains and spikes for the new line, and for
rollii.g stock and machinery. To meet these liabilities the company holds
special assets, consisting of stock subscriptions to the Bainbridge extension
of the property, the amounts earned and expended in operations, and the
net earnings per mile of road ; the proportion of expenses to earnings, and
of net earnings to cost of property , and the rate of dividends paid on the
capital stock for the twelve years closing with December 31, 1867:
Net
Co?t of . A monnt per mile , Expo ses. earn, to Dir. o»
to earn- cost of 'lock,
Fiscal
property Gro«» Operati'g Net
years.
per mile, earnings. expenses.earnings. in ■ property, p. c
1851
.'
$30,291 $8,497 12,172 $1,825
62.11
4.37
6 67
1857
88.104
8.839
2,776
65.3
83.39
2,l!i8
6SIU
1 80
1858
88,5 2
2,792
78.55
2/290
t%
2.04
1859
84,1.14
2,986
76.69
1,*1
2,613
1860
88,412
8,8 4
63.97
8.11
2,170
1,625
60.32
4.19
1B61
88,882
4,095
2,261
2,606
186*
89,217
4,867
68. 4
5.77 ..
7.41 4
•S,994
3.i)55
1868
40,410
6,549
61.30
5,41.1
8.30 8
8,479
1884
41 914
8,940
61 .OS
7.13 104M
8.072
69.71
7,071
1865
48,107
10.148
8.66 10
6,073
3,785
1*66
4.3,720
9,365
66 7
5,833
4,127
1867
44,219
9,960
65. 6
1868, Dividend in February
9.83 105J
PRICE Or 6TOCK. AT NEW YORK.
The following statement exhibits the monthly range at which the com
pany's stock has sold for the last past five years :
1863 91 1121864.
January
83«@
@122 111 18BB.
©127X 115 1866.
©181X 111 1857.
®UTX,
Feoruary
88 ©93 115 ©125 114 ©121 ll9X@H6i< 114 @l"
March
91 © 91 128 (isV&X 90 ©119 114x@U9.Jf 111 ®U'
Apr.l
S9 ©107
© 9(1 115
121 ©129
©188 11.3
92 ©118
May
91
©119), 111
115 ©1/4
©122* 111X@1:»
11 <*@U'
Juno
92 © 95 129 ©1.32X 116 ©129 117 ©121 117 @I2*
July
96 ©106 121 ©181 122-<@138V 115"{@123X 110X«JI1"X
August
106
©13! 118X©lE!X
H'.S®'*-*
Septemo'r
Ill ©126
@i23 128
U6<4®mx
1235<@128X 131X©124X
121 SlttX l*
@1SS„
October
113 ©110 110)*@1S0 130 ©138X 123fc@i29 12IX««9V
November
115X@H9J»' 123 @131Ji 13I3£@138 116 ©126X 141 @IW<
December
112X@112X 121 ©131 131 ©114 115)*@li0 129K(gilS5
Year
83X©128 110X@1SS 90 ©188X 112X@1SIJ»' 111 S"3

SOUTH CAROLINA RAILROAD.
The South Carolina Railroad is worked in four divisions, viz:
Charleston Division—Charleston to Branchville
....
6Smll«.
Columbia Division—Branchville to Columbia
68 "
llamburg
Division—Branchville
to Hamburg
"'
""
... SS
75 ""
Camden Division—Kingsviile
to Camden
Total length of road
jUmllM.
The company own 43 locomotives, of which 33 are classed as effective
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and 10 as wanting repairs. Of these, 10 were new in 1866. The car' in
use number 377, of which 22 are passenger, 12 baggage and mail, 264
box freight, and 79 platform
"With this equipment the business of the road was done in 1867. The
results were the transportation of 112,043 passengers, and among the
freight brought to Chaileston were included 155,455 baits of cotton,
10,948 barrels of flour, 93,662 bushels of grain, 11,912 barrels of naval
stores, 12,859 bales of merchandise and 6,187 head of live stock. The
gross earnings in that year amounted to 11,316,006 50, and the operating
expenses $702,229 34, leaving a net earning of $613,777 16, or, deduct
ing interest and other expenses, a net income of $353,613 98. This was
expended in reconstruction to the amount of $339,626 00 ; purchase was
also made of cars, tools, &c, to the amount of $424,499 94, and old claims
were paid to the amount of $99,339 82. These expenditures were $170,225 78 in excess of the earnings, and this deficit was made good by collat
eral receipts to the amount of $42,532 80, and an increase of indebted
ness amounting to $127,692 98.
In order to show the effect of the late war on the business of this road
we have prepared from th,e company's report the following, showing the
total number of passengers carried and the amount of freight received at
Charleston yearly for the last ten years :

SR.::::::::::::::::::.. SB

«

M

£

«

,g

,g

The gross receipts in the same years, and the amounts and rates of the
dividends declared by the company, are as follows :
.
Gross receipts from transportation.
, —Dividend —,
Pasrago. Freight. Mail. Other. Total. Amount. Bate
}8S8
$416.8ul $1,017,421 $51 000 $15,786 $1,501,008 $320,067 8k;
JW9
499,186
963 1,499,688
1 596,696 3*9
766 18*
J8J?
481,034 1,030.668
968,678 51,000
61,000 15
18.8S0
407 358
S2
J1,4,751
689,552 40,178 17,260 1,161,744 S49!l64 8
J862
938,758
807,888 32,500 13,123 1,840,214 465 552 8
J863
3,525,544
76.387 6.C97123
2,990 0 2 698
1au
1415
052 1,355.671
3.S7S.R0B 82,500
32.500 40.765
Bli' 828
104 12
16
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Columbia Division 51,647, and from Camden and the Camden Division
7,449—total, 155,45 > bales. Of tbe total, 85,283, or more than one half
the shipments were made from Augusta, 42,027 or more than a fourth
were made at Columbia, and 5,293 from Camden. Tbe total from these
terminal points was thus 132,603 bales; the remainder, 22,852 bales, from
way stations. The aggregate cotton business of the road depends largely,
indeed, on the navigable condition of the Savannah at Augusta.
The financial condition of the company on the 31st December, 18(57, fs
exhibited on the balance sheet of that date, is shown in the following
summary :
$6,4:S,V14
Capital stock
$5,819,275 Roadway, Ac
Pterling bonds
8,875,811 Lands
4SS.STS
Domestic bonds
1,498/83 Rolling stock
*47,Mff
Certificates
18,06 Materials and supplies
191,471
Change notes
I,4i3 Restoration of property
1,043,91}
, Bills payable
817,180 Loss of property
I,s6i.743
' Coupons—sterling
169,104 Adjoetment i f claims
W,340
do —domestic
69,718 billB receivab e
£6.665
Current accounts
97,658 Stocks
404,0 J
Current accounts
817.IS7
Net Income, June 1565 toDecember, 1867
939,431 Cash
69.134
Total
$11,184,45U
Total
$11,184,450
The total unfunded liabilities according to the above showing amounts
to $666,800, and the available assets (not including stocks $404,062)
amount to $435,399 ; the result is a net debt unprovided for amounting
to $231,401.
The sterling debt bears 5 per cent interest payable semi-annually, Jan
uary and July, partly at London and partly at Charleston. Tbe original
debt amounted to £425,500, and became due January 1, 1866. In that
year an arrangement was made with creditors so as to Tenew the bonds
and fund all coupons due up to July 1, 1866, consolidating the whole and
making th3 debt payable by instalments of two per cent, of the principal
every half-year for the first five years from and including January 1, 1871,
and four per cent every half-year for the ten years from and including
January 1, 1876, thus extinguishing the debt by the 1st July, 1885.
Of the domestic debt (including funded interest) amounting in gross to
$1,492,633, there was due December 31, 1867, $65,966 ; and the remain
der consisted of 7s, $876,167, and 6s, $550,500, to mature on and from
January 1, 1868, to April 1, 1891.
The South Carolina Railroad was the first line constructed in the South
ern States, having been opened for traffic from Charleston to Hamburg in
1832. The Quincy in Massachusetts, the Mohawk and Hudson in New
York, and the Mauch Chunk Eailroad in Pennsylvania were its predeces
sors. Railroads at this time, however, were not built so substantially as at
present, and the South Carolina Eailroad was no exception. It was a rneie
continuous string-piece overlaid with flat rails. It is now one of the best
roads in the Union. Before and during the war it paid its stockholders
liberally.
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OHIO AND MISSISSIPPI RAILW1T.
The Ohio and Mississippi Railway forms a continuous line of road, of
the six feet gauge, from Cincinnati to St. Louis, a distance of 310 milep,
passing through the three States of Ohio, Indiana and Illinois. The Atlan
tic and Great Western and Erie Railwa_\s continue this line eastward to
New York, the whole making a grand through line of traffic between the
seaboard and the Mississippi River, in length 1,203 miles.
This great line was constructed under two independent companies. The
portion of the road in Ohio and Indiana, from Cincinnati to Vincennes
(now entitled the Eastern Division) 192 miles, was built under charters
granted by Indiana, in the acts of February 14, 1848, January 15, 1849,
and February 15, 1851, and by Ohio in the acts of March 15, 1849 arid
January 24, 1851. Under the Inst named act the city of Cincinnati was
authorized to subscribe to the capital stock of the company to an amount
not exceeding $1,000,000. The Indiana act of 1849 authorized the coun
ties which the road should traverse to subscribe stock, &c., and that of
1851 gave the company authority to borrow money, and provided tbatt
on their acceptance, the charters granted by the States of Ohio and Illinois
should become a part of the original act of incorporation. That part of
the line, now the Western Division, extending from the State line of Indiana
to Illinoistown (the terminus opposite St. Louis), 148 miles, was constructed
under a charter granted by the State of Illinois in the act of February 12,
1851. Under these several acts the road was located and built, and in
April, 1857, was opened for traffic between Cincinnati and Vincennes.
The line westward to the Mississippi was completed in the same year,
and the two under agreement were thenceafter operated as one line.
From the day of opening these roads the companies labored under financial embarrassments, and suits lor foreclosure of mortgages followed.
An agreement of creditors and stock holders, dated December 15, 1858.
placed the whole interests of the company in the hands of trustees. In
this position these interests continued for the next ten years; the trustees
in the meantime having liquidated all the stocks and debts of the company
by the issue of certificates. Under an amendment of the original agree
ment dated April 17, 1863, the trustees purchased with the same certi
ficates all the stock and part of the bonds of the Illinois division of the road.
Thus to all intents and purposes the whole line of railroad between
Cincinnati and St. Louis, now known and operated as the Ohio and Missis
sippi Railway, became the property of the trust, subject only to the
mortgage bonds outstanding.
The final object of the trust created in 1858, was the capitalization of
the stocks and debts of the extinct organization and its reorganization cn
a sound financial basis. To complete this design the eastern division
24
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of the road was sold under the foreclosure of the second mortgage on
the 9th of Januan, 1867, and bought in by the Trustees. A new com
pany composed of the holders of the Trustees' certificates was organized
on the 18th of November of the same year, under the corporate name
of the "Ohio & Mississippi Railway Company of Ohio and Indiana," and
the Trustees having, as previously stated, purchased the property of the
' Ohio & Mississippi Railway Company of Illinois," extending from Yincennes to East St. Louis, the two divisions were consolidated on the 16th
of December under the general title of the u Ohio & Mississippi Railway
Company." The basis of the reorganization and consolidation of the
company is as follows :
Capital stock—Common stock
t80,l**i.nno
do
7 per cent preferred Btock
3,300,000
Total stock in $100 shares
$23.K«.CO)
Consolidated 7 per cent mortgage bonds, dne Jan. 1, 1898
6,000,00
Total stock and bonds (— $86,765 per mile)
$»,50C,0«i
Under this arrangement the certificates issued by the trustees were
releemed in stocks at par. The amount of common certificates, however,
exceeded the total common stock issuable by $226,004 44. This excess
ii to be provided for outside of capital stock. On the other hand, the
amount of preferred certificates issued was $145,875 38 less than the
arr.o mt of preferred stock authorized. The balance or net excess cf
certificates to be provided for is therefore $80,729 06, but rateably, or
according to negotiable value, this excess is only nominal, the greater
value of the preferred stock on hand counter-balancing the inferior value of
the common certificates in excess. Of the consolidated mortgage bonds
provided for in the bas:s above given, $4,000,000 will be placed in trust
for the redemption of the bonds of the company now outstanding. The
remaining 12,000,000 aie stt apart for the improvement, <fec, of the
company's property.
Tlue General Balance Sheet of January 1, 1868, shows the financial con
dition of the consolidated company at that date, to have been as exhibited
in the following abstract statement :
Trustees' common certificates converted or to be converted into common stock. (30,000,000 00
Trustees' common certificates to be provided foroutsideof capital
stock
$2*6,604 44
Trustees' preferred certificates converted or to be converted into
preferred stock
$3,S5U24 6*
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Per contra :
Construction
Mac inery and tools
Personal property, real estate, &c
Telesrraph Hue
Equipment
Property
In hands of Treasurer, &c
Materials at shops
Personal accounts
Total

$24,056,9111 77
Hi,740 93
I,686,«32 18
86,(14-2 69
1,7 ''.l* 0 00
$27,647,336 47
$151,90" 50
114,198 46
193,179 04— 461.68100
$28,103,918 47

Tbe rolling stock owned by the consolidated company on the 1st Jan
uary, 1868, comprised 79 locomotives, of which 48 were in use on the
Eastern Division and 31 on the Western Division. The number of cars
was 1,204, of which 875 were on the eastern and 389 in the West rn
Division. These cars are described as follows—passenger (night 4, first
class 32, and second class 3) 39 ; mail, baggage, &c, (mail 4, baggage 10
express 9, paymaster 2, and caboose 34) 59 : and freight, (Diamond line
84, box 440, box stock 47, rack stock 36, high flat 228, low flat 93, coal
234, and tool and wrecking 4) 1,066.
Tbe following statement compares the results of operating the road :
the two years ending December 31, 1866 and 1867:
Earnings from Passengers
Eirnings from fre>g"t
Miscellaneous earnings
Total gross earnings

1866. 43 $1.439,9,10
1867. 56 Decrease. Dt
Mice.
$1,615,696
$18* --■*
87
1,531,478 10 1,872,438 36 Increase. 290,"!> 15
I83.57J 97 157,680 48 Decrease. 25,c~j 61
$3,380,538 60 $3,409,819 27 Increase . $78,735 17

From which deduct ordinary expenses, viz :
Milntenance of way and structures
Motive pow^r and cars
Ttansp-,rtaiioa
Genera1
Taxes, mun'pal & national
Damages to property, &c
Total ordinary expen's
Earnings less expenses

$1,015,586 64
466,780 18
1,138,948 87
115.565 75
109,:90 82
62,671 94
$2,921,324 20
$451,259 30

$718,889 93
413.941 85
1,011.1«8 23
97,130 81
81,486 55
60,193 a6
$2,8''5,790 68
$1,063,524161

Decrease. $3?6."lfi 11
Ducrease. 38,818 33
Decrease. 127,7r*) b*
Decrease. 18.434 91
Decrease. 21.804 27
Decrease. 2,478 68
Decrease. $533,538 54
Increase . $014,269 81

This increase of net earnings is encouraging for the future of the com
pany. But there is yet much to be done in repairs and improvements
which must delay dividends. The extraordinary expenses on these
accounts were in 1866 $349,286, and in 1867, $777,073. Tbe interest
on the §3,888,000 bonds now outstanding is $272,160, and tbe dividend
on the preferred stock ($3,354,128) $234,788, or together, $506,948.
The residue of the net earnings in 1867, $556,580, had it not been con
sumed in extraordinary expenses, would have paid 2£ per cent on the com
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mon slock. The Treasurer's account of receipts and disbursement* for the
two years shows the following results :
Earnings .
ExpenseB.
Earnings less expenses
fcevcn. e of previous years
Trustees
Other sources
Materials used n year
CaBU on hand January 1
Totil

13,295,467 38
8,607,809 25
$678,148 07
4' /8U 37
98 104 S7
08
119,»26
*88,M0 75
&62.077 81
$1,433,858 46

$3,331,2?8 07
x 115,29; «
si 2i\»o :5
97,924 07
14.«'.6 45
UI.lMf t-S
111.M13 4*
*.6,14S 41
$l,7b3 511 51

DISBURSEMENTS.
$isj m »
$13\497 73
Ballasting, &c
129,HI>8 51
Carsani engines
9U.011 il
a ',1114 66
Ind & CL. ciunail UK. Co. (use of 3d rail) .
8,818 81
Miami bridge (rebuilding) "
SS,9!5>0
45,220
00
Bjst of rolnug power
16,1X7*
4,700 00
Heal e-tate
874,2**1
816,775 18
Ar enrages
114,
SS*
113,803 49
Materl i s on band
890 754 11
Coupon- on bouds
935,148 66
Cash on hand December 81
Total
$l,4i8,358 45
$1,763,61151
It will be perceived that at least one-fourth of the disbursements in 1867,
■were on account of the rebuilding of the Miami Bridge, destroyed by
f.eshet in the preceding year. The sum charged to this account is $325,692 92. While the building was progressing the track of the Indianapolis
and Cincinnati Railroad was used by the company's trains, the rent
paid for which was $90,107 41. The disbursements on these two accounts
are equal to a dividend of 2 per cent on $20,000,000 common stock. The
ollowing table shows the progress of the roads in their gross earnings
for the period they were operated together, being a term of 10 years:
Total.
Eastern Dlv. Western Dlv.
1 S58
$846,669 91
$6X6,640 90 $1,4-.3,JIG a
l.f.72,745 M
?859 ' ' '
974.430 75
t.9s,815 09
1.1HS S 75
1BH0
859,831
785,601 97
16
1.346.115 !*
1kk[
"
771,1.99 59
61
674,116
l,919,9*i a
ISta" '
1,122,580
7!<7,4'2 22
S.82i.trte »
Igli!)
I,ti63,704 27
41
1,162,126
49
3,311,070 tS
iStvi
1,915,986 66
1,865,084 16
3,759,1 3 45
ia(i5 "
2,210,5 6 84
1.548,607 11
3,3M',5S3 :«
isti(1
1,987,633
8J
1,892.949
68
1307 ■"■
2,034,071172
1,425,239 55
8,45H,U9 I*
The market value of the certificates or stocks of the company, as indi
cated by the sales at the New York Stock Boards, has fluctuated monthly
f.r the last three years, as is shown in the statement which follows:
-Preferr d Ceitlllcates—.
-Common Certificates
1865.
1866.
1867.
18ti5. 1>6B.
70®70 S7 (&S9
.. .© ...
©.. 70
F"ru..r>
f«@27*
»70
MircU
1»>»@0X 24^@27!»24.14@25>J 81*@-.'6
2.kS»0
... «*....
...
©....
M»y
81*® *¥ 25,'4®«-« 22 @25* . ^ 7 ! 77 .........
*»<>■■•
« ®'JJ* «» ®-'»J4
60(065 7S&78 65 fe»"7
August
» (&.25X 28^«3ll^ 26 fe-.'8X T®.. 7v«kS 67 <&l9
..
7- V<»74Ji
<J7S
Nov.
...bar
S»*®31* S6
taM* 28*©*.2
December
»fc®*»X
28i*(Sio5
2574^ 3J ©. 79^V ■r.' -.470
Ye.r

1»>S®3'X 24X@30X 22 @30

t0@70 71'©.-°

« ©K>
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NASHVILLE AND DECATDR KAILROAD.
The Nashville and Decatur Railroad Company was organized under a
Jaw of the State of Tennessee, passed April 19, 1866, whereby the com
panies owning the line of railroad from Nashville, Tenn., to Decatur, Ala.,
viz., the Tennessee and Alabama, the Central Southern, and the Tennessee
and Alabama Central, were authorized to consolidate their interests. The
articles of agreement required by the act of incorporation were signed on
the 21st day of November, 1866, and the consolidation took effect on tl e
1st day of January, 1867. The road,ss now organized, is constituted f.s
follows :
Main lino—Nashville to Decatur
ISO miles.
Branch line—Columbia to Mount Pleasant
12X "
The roads composing this line were in possession of the United States
during the war, and operated by the military authorities. As most of the
other Southern railroads which fell into the hands of the Federal or Con
federate authorities they suffered much from hard usage, and when returnc d
were in a very delapidated condition. The surrender to the companies
was made on the 15 th September, 1865. The roads, however, were bare
of rolling stock, but the officers having been able to purchase Government
engines and cars to the extent of $304,195, they were enabled to com
mence operations without delay. The following statement shows the earn
ings and expenses of the line from the date of surrender to the 30th Sep
tember, 18t)7 :
To Dec. 81, 'C6. To Sep. 80, '67. Tofal.
1 }4 months. 9 months. il% >• ontbs
Grose earnings
$7<4,!)74
$:J74.0»9
$1,119.0 8
Expenses
420,818
263,o07
tiM.120
Nett earnings
$324,661
$110,281
$484,S9t
All these earnings were used in reconstruction, and in reducing the
indebtedness of the companies to the United States Government. Under
the consolidation the Nashville and D-catur Company assumed all the
indebtedness of the several companies. On the 1st October the bonds ai.d
other liabilities of the Consolidation stood as follows:
Tenness e tate loan, lnc iiuinsj lnt'Test fended to Jan. 1, 1866
$2,115,176
Teaneoeoand ilabam i Railroad iucuuie uonds, dne 1810
.
SOo.nOO
Franklin [ilrnpi-e bunds
46.025
To'al funded debt
$8,S66,S01
United -rat-i- government fo rolling stock, etc
sd!t4.'.'27
Bill- payable
2 8,1*5*
!-undry counts dn'!
9I.9.-S
Tennessee am Alabama roilroid debts unadjusted
47,438
Tot 1 bonds and debt
$3,0:4, 995
Against ihis i* charged a< follows:
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In ibis account the share capital has no place. The books of record
were lost during the war, ane only a very wide estimate of the amount is
given. The President estimates it at $1,526,459. To relieve themselves
from their floating debt the company are now issuing new 6 per cent
bonds to'mature October 1, 1887, and payable in Nashville. The^amonnt
authorized by the act of March 8, 1867, is $500,000.

RAILROADS OF NEW YORK, NEW JERSEY AND PENNSYLVANIA.
The unnoal reports od railroads of the Sta'es of New Jersey and Pennsylvania
have recently been published, and we have also obtained fi om the State Engineer's
Office of New York an abstiact oi the forthcoming report upon the railroa is of
this State. We present to o r readers in the tabl.s whieh follow a smutuary
fie statistics contained in these official reports. The roads of New York make
returns for the year eDding September 30, 1887, those of Pennsylvania lor the
year ending October 31, 1867, und those ol New Jersey for the year ending
December 31, 1867 :
RAILROADS Or NEW JERSEY.
„ „„„_
Company.
BelvHcre Delaware
C mden and Amboy
Dei. & Rirl an (.anal
Camden & Bnrl'n Co
Cimd.-n & Atlantic
Capo May & Millville
Central orN. Jersey
Fcmnet>'*
Freeho ri & Jamesb'ir
Hackenfack & N. Y
Lnt.C Br. & Sea Shore
Millville AQlaaeborot
Mill-tone * N. Brnns
Morris and E.'sex
Newark & Bloomtleld
New Jersey
North rn &'. Hnd. R
Patereon
Pati-r^on & Karaapo
P. Amboy & WYodb
Barltan & Del. Bay*
Roc y Iltil
Honth Branch
Salem
Btiavrz
Vln ei town Bran h
Warm
WeBt Jersey

• Worked by Belvedere Delaware.

DMi
Coat of Capital
Ex- paid.
road and paid
ttuckIn. Fnnded Earnequlpm't.
Inn. penwf. p. c
d hi.
*
t ....
*
678* 17» 40S.81*
8.r>78,039
99H$850 2.245,000
10,0(8,110 6,M 0.(00 9,978,017 8,180,511 J.440.W »
4,5»>.'(i0 4,(141,678 |
871.671
094,487 881.060 8)9.000 7f-.V( 8 Ct.lOIUDa
1,«B7.090 1,1(18,148 1.034.879 885,417 ]77.47» ....
701,018 4(7,01.0 200.' 00 1(0/76 8".« 7 ....
10.836,lo« 187i8,m0 1,51 ((,( 00 8,3.' 0 807 1.678.(41 !•
17,098 44,
ILM
150.011 100,000 I6.6M
0» - i
230, 08 S.-.0,844
63.5H7 Ntd
183.855 10, 00
188.680 17'<.28J
67.811 4V45 ...
41'0 8'B 40",'IJ0
69
3:9 S/,846
15.18*
i0.i :S ...11
118.01 ' iOa.805
10,4(i8« 7 8,818,850 6,817,^37 t,3SS.»4ii 1.1181M 1
118.( 81 I 8.N50
6(l,>80 44,7*7 ....
4,!i:i5.807 6,0 0.00 850.0C0 1,885,808 1,011151 ■
65 »;/a .495,044 680
150. 0CO
100 800,010 L-S58.
ased io } ri< B. '
Leaped
to Erie B. *
350.000 24S.0CO 8\000
■MM <il.l>K
K^* ....
814,5*1 ( 7,0(1 l'4l,0Ctl 431,W
4,0*8 6'« 8,530.7' 0 l,d'6l,500
««i
....
45 0 18 45,654 Lea'd loCeM i:
< t N J.al reut.ffpt
4il,7J5 488, 0(1
-78,887 49.S37 ftUM *
27f,8>7 180,550 200,000
6(1*38 88.' 7! ....
45i.81» 25,139
8,'1» 4.MJI ....
46,256 --..in\ 15 0(0
8,0i 0>00 1,517,'iO 511.400 4&^if6 JTStN) T
I,a69,172 808,6 0 l,01s,000 583 *40 Ii0,u77-*1*»

t Leased.

X Leased to W. 8 Sncd* n 4 C«-
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In ibis account the share capital baa no place. The books of record
were lost during the war, ane oiily a very wide estimate of the amount is
given. The President estimates it at $1,526,459. To relieve themselves
from their floating debt the company are now issuing new 6 per cent
bonds to^mature October 1, 1887, and payable in Nashville. Tbe^amount
authorized by the act of March 8, 1867, is $500,000.

RAILROADS OF NEW YORK, NEW JERSEY AND PENNSYLVANIA
The annual reports on railroads of the Sta'es of New Jersey and Peonsylv
have recently bei-u published, and we bave also obtained fi om ihe State Engineer's
Office of New York an abstiact oi the forthcoming report upon the railroa Is of
this State. We present to o r readers in the tables which follow a nummary o
fie statistics contained in these official reports. The roads of New York make
returns for the year ending September 30, 1887, those of Pennsylvania lor the
year ending October 31, 1867, and those ol New Jersey for the year ending
December 31, 1867 :
RAILROADS OF NEW JERSEY.
„Company.
BelvWere Delaware
C mden and Amboy
Dei. & ftiri an (.anal
Camden & Burl'n Co
Oimd. n & Atlantic
Cape May & Millville
Central of N. Jersey
Femnet.i. •
Freeho d & JameaVg
Hiickt-nsack&N.Y
Lm,<r Br. & Sea Shore
Millville AGlassborot...
Millstone A N. Brnns
Morris and Essex
Newark * Bloomaeld
New.lereev
North rn
Patereon * Had. R
Pati-r-on
P. Amboy&&Kamapo
W\.odb
Rnriian
& Del. Bayt
t» , _ ti*ii

Cost of Capital
road and paid
stuckIn. Fnndid
equlpm'l.
d bt.
*
$
t
3.r>73,03fl 99k 2.M) 2.5-15,000
10,033,170 B,( 00.(00 1 a „.„
4,52n.U0 4/00,618 f
094.487 381.050 819.000
1,967.090 1,108,1:48 1.034.819
701,083 447,Oi,0 200.00
10.830,1.10 18 7i8,H<0 l.Bio.t 00
150,011 100,000
880, 00 2:-.0,8(4
.. .
168.355 10, 00 B ,600
182.680 17^.23 J
4!'08'6 40\'li0
118.01. tO*.8B5
10,4118 0 7 8,610.350 0,S17,J37
IIS.1'31 I 8.860
4,!I85.P07 B.OO.OHi 850,000
495,044 159,(00 aoo.OcO
680 000
350.000 248.0CO
8\0O0
214,6*1
f 7, 00 Im.nOn
4,0*8
6'M
2,530.7
0
1,661,500
Art f\ :a ak oka

Earnpaid.
il'UB. peruse*. p.<.
*"
67b I7» 405.S96 ....
3,120,511 2.^40..' 6 i 10
811.S71 8«1.M' I*
7s>.i(8 K7.101I
325,4(7 177.47B ....
1(0..'76 8C.5 7
8,8! 0 897 ],8-.8.(Sl "io
1..09S SI.7-15
I5.fi! 1 44, 08 '"i
63.5ti7 1 8.v 8 »*.
67.311
4»,?45 ....
59 'i:9 2:'.S46
l».l 38
15.12*
1,3?-2.84(1 1.118SM 2
60,-80 44.7S7
1,865,303 1,01S.15^ ' io
452. 35 23;."HI ....
L' asid io 1 rii R.
5
6
Leased to Erie R.
In.OiiS ii.»«a
431,
'0! <21 l.»T ....
1 ' Mil
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BOSTON BANK DIVIDENDS.
BOSTON BANE DIVIDENDS.

The following taMe, prepared by Joseph (jr. Martin, of Boston, presents the
capital of each of the Boston banks, together with the last two semi annual div
idends, the amount payable April 1, &c The present dividends cannot fail 1o
be satisfactory to the shareholders, as the smallest is 3 J per cent., ranging up to
7, the greater portion being 5 aDd 6 percent. Several ol the barks have advanced
on former rates, and six is becoming a popular figure, the Blackstone and Broad
way touching it lor the first time, advan ing from 5 per cent. The Boylston
also gains from 6 to 7, Eagle 4 to 4J, and the Webster 4 to 5 per cent. Tie
Freeman's recedes from 8 to 6 per cent., Hamilton 6 to 5, State 5 to 4 per centThe Everett passes. Of the forty five banks in Boston, two pay 7 p r cent.'
eleven 6, twenty-one 5, two 4J, seven 4, and one 3^ per cent, averaging a frac
tion over 5 per cent. The National Security Bank commented operations,
Feb. 1, at 83 Court street, and will not, of course, make a dividend at thi? time.
r—iDiif^A,
Capital, ^Div'ds.-^ Amount ,-Stock,
National Banks
Div'd on-^
April, Oct., Ap 11, Apr. ,
of Bueton.
Oc ., Match
1867. 27, '68.
1868. ISIiT, 1S68. 1803
s
5 $87,500
1.3 125
80,010
5
0
115 120
.. i,noo,oiiO 5
60,01.0
Blacketonc, Matlonal
ti
:.n 15
5
5
s;,5'0
115 120
45,1X0
65
5
5
35,i00
6
7
uo 143
li
12,000
5
110 115
40,000
11(1 110
4
4
5(1,0 0
1
Columbian, National
.. .. 1,01)0,000 5
120 122
.. 2,000,000 5
Commerce (Nat. Bank of)
100.0' 0
124 l£2
5
25.000
112 115
5
6
1 8 V-0
4
45
001
*H
60,0.0
111 113
5
5
li 5 1,10
2 0,000 8Jf it
. 1,010,(00 t
60.003
liT 150
G
Funeuil Hall, National
50,000
133 130
.. 1,<OU.OUO 5
5
150 171
60.(100
H
0
21,000
8
(I
130 11*1
Globe, Nuti i al
. 1,1100,000 5
50.000
181 127
5
:
5
87.500
ISO 130
70 010
144 150
7
7
87.5110
IS
11) 112
5
82,000
'.111 110
4
4
5
40,000
5
120 121
IB.OiiO
4
4
1"7 111
1-.6O0
5
5
115 115
5
5
lOO.OOO
114* 1*0
II
12,000
(i
110 115
Nat. Hank of Ked mption
4
40,000
.. 1,000,'MO 4
1-1* 118*
.. 1,000,000 5
5",000
New England, National
5
130 131
6
50.0 0
1)7 ll'J
5
.. 1,IN«I,01I0 4* 4* 45,000
N. America (Nat Bank of)
108 108
.. 1,000,000 t
oo,oo;i
Hepubtic( \at. Bank of the)
183 l.'i-i
8
H
60,' ( 0
0
134 140
r.
60,0 0
141 151
6
87,50(1
115 11 X
5
0
Shoe and Leather, National
6OH0O
.. 1.000,000 0
134 133
<>
ll«l 107
5
HI 000
4
. 1,500,000 4
00,000
118 122
4
110 120
12,000
4
«
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THE WINE PRODUCTION IN CALIFORNIA.

THE WINE PRODUCTION IN CALIFORNIA.
In our remarks of the grape production in California, we alluded casually to
the imports and exports of wine. The subject is, however, too important to be
dealt with so summarily. In less than ten years from the present time, the wine
Interest of the State will have overshadowed all others. Indeed, there is scarce
ly any limit to the productive power of California in this particular. When we
eoosider that thousands of acres of land that cannot be turned to any account in
the raising of cereals can be made available by the viniculturisl, and when we
consider the increasing inducements which are presented to this class as well as
to the wine manu acturer, we can form some idea of the prospective character of
the wine interest. Looking on it, however, even in its present infantile condi
tion, we find that the total production of California wine is ubout $900,000. Of
this the white wine absorbs the greatest share, amounting in va ue to about
8400,000. This article, which is manufactured in Los Angeles and Sonoma,
has now almost entirely disp accd Sauternes and the Rliine wine. It is not only
a much better, but a cheaper wine. SVhile the Rhine wine runges from eighty
cents to two dollars a gallon, the white wine of California sells at from sixty
cents to one dollar. The total production of the State is about 550,000 gallons;
100,000 of which go to New York. The probability is, however, thut a much
larger quintity than this will be sent East the present year. Next to the white
wine, eh.impagne will this year take precedence. It is rather remarkable that
this slwold be so ; for the efforts hitherto made in this quarter have been exceed
ingly unsuccessful. Five or six parties have, one alter the other, gone into the
production and failed. It was let t to the Buena Vista Yinicultural Society, of
Sonoma, to make California champagne a success. This company will, we be
lieve, manufacture, the present year, about 120,0^0 bottles, which they will be
abli* to sell at Irom $12 to $15 a dozen, whereas the imported article runs from
$15 t«' $!!5. Accor ing to the opinions of those qualified to judge, the Sono
ma chuinpagn- is as good as either Heidsick or Clicquot, and promises, there
fore, to en er rapidly into our exports. The total production the present year
will rpa> h $140, ■ 0. Our lust years importation of champagne came to
$300,000. Next to the cbnmp igne, the poit wine will, the ensuinz season,
give the largest yield. This win • is rapidly lacing the place c.f the imported
articln. although there is very little difference in the price— the former ranging
fiom $1 7i to $4 a gallon, and the latter from $1 80 to $4. There is, howeverf
a great diffi n-nce in the quality— the imported wine, which is manufactured in
the i-outh of Fr.mce, be'ig. generally speaking, wanting in that purity which
cb ■riicterisfs our California wine*. The t tal pro uction of port will reach
55.HOO gullons, the value of which is about $133,000; of this, $90,000, or
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VINB CULTURE IN CANADA.

This article, with Angelica and the white wine, is gradually rinding its way to
Germany, nnn is highly appreciated. In Hanover and on the Rhine, these wines
are to be met with in various hotels.
Sherry is the only wine, so far, that does not excel the imported article. It
is, however, rapidly improving, and gives promise, at no distant date, of stoppii g
importaton. The production 13 about 50,000 gallons, which, at SI 25 per gal
lon, amounts to $62,500. The muscatel, although rather backward in quantity
reaching but 10,000 gallons, is of the very finest quality, surpassing the muscxt
of Fontignac. In the northern parts of the State, however, the muscat grape :s
beginning to 1 e extensively cultivated, so that there is every probability of our
being able, in a fhort time, to place this wine among our exports. It sells at
from $1 . 5 to $2 per gallon.—San Francisco Daily Times.

VINE CULTURE IN CANADA.
A correspondent who appears to have paid great attention to the subject hat
sent us a number of part culars relative to the culture of the vine in Canada,
and as to wine production in that country. It may be remembered that the
jurors at the Paris Exposition spoke favorably of the wines produced in Can
ada, and therefore any information as to the new source of supply must prove
interesting First of all, it may be stated generally that the vine-growers of
Canada assert that they have a more favorable climate than the growers of
many districts of France, and that they can pro uce an excellent and exceed
ingly cheap wine, which will in a short time rival the Continental wine». The
heat of Canada during a season of vine veuetati^n amounting to 135 Hay3 is far
superior to that of Burgundy with its 174 days, notwithstanding that the con
trast beiween day and night is so much pre ter, because, according to the most
reliable authorities, the best wine is made where the greatest he.it is concen
trate! in the shortest season cf vegetation, and whe e exist the great' et contrasts
of temperature. Purity of atmosphere, the next greatest advan'age for a wine
climate, belongs to Canada in a much greater decree than to Burgundy, or to
any part of France. It may be asked, why have vine culture and wine-'naking
not been sooner developed in Canada, and al-o in the Unite! S'ates? Although
in Ohio, Indiana, and California, the vine has been cuitiv .ted for wine of lata
years, the growers have gone to work l aphazard and made fatal mistakes.
Germans from the northern limits of Europe have been treating vineyards in the
39th parallel of latitude as the 49th. They have planted »nd pruned in th one
climate as in the other. They brought from the State of South Carolina, lati
tude 33J, the Catawba and Isabella vines, planted them in latitude 39° or 4 °,
near Cincinnati, and treated them as if growing in the 4Mh° in G rinanv, 17°
north of their native climate in South Carolina. One <>f the chief teasim- wby
vine culture for wine-making in Canada has been delayed, is, th t the earlier
French s ttlers were military c ilonists, often at war with Indians or wit'i the
New England Anglo-Saxon colonists. Moreover, the cultivators continuitl to
bs; until quite recently, occupiers und t f mlal tenure, whh-li was not lavor ble
f»* the planting and training of permanent vineyards. Butimiree-heri.il.' the
cause of wine-making vines being Le lected in Canada h is bten that the most
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progressive'in other respects of agricul' mists were Scotch, English, Irish, and
Norwegians, who knew Dot the culture of vines, except such ot tbim us were | rofessional gardeners, and then only in hothouses. The correspondent eajs : "Ou
the 17th of August last, I proceeded from Hamilton by Great Western Kailway (Toronto branch) to Port Credit station. By appointment, the rtsidmt
manager of the vineyards had a carriage waiting, which conviyed me three
miles to his villa, Clair House, 0 ookesvi lie. Mr. de Courtney, the practical
genius of the Canada Wine Growers' Association, had gone to Amertshurg, on
Detroit river, to begin for the Association new vineries and wine-making prem
ises there. I was received by Mr. Cooke, whose father, Jacob Cooke, founded
the village of Cookesville over fifty years ago, and who still livis to tnjoy its
prosperity. The property of the Association here consists of 170 acres, of
which 35 are bearinr vines, 85 more are to be p anted this season, and all the
land is to be under vines in about two years hence. Only ten acrts were in lull
bearing in 1866, ten being young. The wine obtained being 30,000 yul ons,
with u proportiou of brandy distilled from the refuse of graj es. Tiiis year they
expect 60,' 00 gallons of wine—probably more. The locality is withiu the vi
cinity of the deep Ontario Lake, three niilis distant. The comparative high
temperature of the water, which is too deep to freize, modidis the atmosphere all
Winter, and in the Spring pro iuees fogs in the sharp frosty nights, which benePcially protect the vines by retarding vitality until the brilliant sun, becomiug too
powerful to be restrained, bursts through and dispels the mists, vivifying the
lands, and compelling the plants to hasten lorth with leaves and blossoms. The
Association do not prune the vines in the fall, because to withstand the bard
Winter they require to be well strengthened and ripened. They do not prune
at midsummer, as Liebig recommends for German latitudes, because the leaves
are then lungs to the plants ; bat they prune in Spring, between tbe middle of
March and the middle of April. The vines ' weep,' but the climate of Canada
is so pregnant with vital energy that any loss of sap by ' weeping' is soon re
galed, and blossoms come forth instead of superabounding leaves. Two kinds
of wine are obtained—first, a red wine, with exqui.-ite flavor, the true French
boqvel, which is named and hereafter to be known as 'Ontario,' and white wine
resembling the vin ordinaire of France, called in Canada, aud leneeforih to be
known in trade as 'Niagara.' Ample cellais have been constructed underground.
The temperature being low, is, for some days bef. rc each four Winter mopes is
full, raised gradually to near 80° Fahrenheit. Fermentation is increased. After
the full moon the temperature declines and fermentation ceases. WheD the
atmospher cal influences of Spring begiu to affect all things in natuie, the wine
renews its ferment without artificial heat, the temperature remaining as it was
in the cellar all Winter. It was the red winp, the Ontario, which elicited enconiums at the Paris Exposition. Ia all tbe unreclaimed wilds of Cat ada native
vin s grow luxuriautly uod in several varieties. Some are bumble trailers on
the ground, avoiding trees standing in their way ; other- display a bold ambit on,
and climb to lofty iree lops. Not being cheeked by pruning, these latter run to
wood, and yield but little fruit. When, in lc3.i, Captain Jacques Cartier first
ascended the great river of Canada and named it St. Lawrence, he found 6uch
abundance of crapes on what is now the island of Orlean} six miles below
Quebec, that he called it Bjcc us Island. Certain it is that many districts of
Canada offer most spleudid fields for wine cullivat o , ai d that tbey will shortly
be turned to profitable account there can be little doubt."
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COINAGE OF BRANCH MINT AT SAN FRANCISCO.
The following is a statement of Deposits and Coinage at the Branch Mint of the
United States, San Francisco, Cal., during the year ending December 31, 1867.
Gold depos'tB
$18,923,153 17
Silver depusi ts and purchases
613, 117 M
Total deposits
,
$19,536,270 00
GOLD COIHAOE.
Denomination.
No. Pieces. Value.
Double Eagles
940,760 $18,415,000 00
Eagles
9,000
M0.W 00
Hiilr Eu'/es
29,000
14f,C00 00
Quarter Eagles
28,000
70,000 00
Total
986,750 $18,720,000 00
SILVER COINAQK.
Half dollars
Qnarter dollars
lJimes
Htlf Dimes
Flue bars
Total

1,196,000
4S,('0O
140,000
120,000
20
1,504,020

$598,000 00
12,000 00
14.000 00
6,(KO 00
90,534 92
$650,534 92

RECAPITULATION.
Gold Coinage
Silver
Total

f86,770 $18,720,000 01
1,504,020
650 5S4 10
2,400,770 $19,370,534 92
GOLD DEPOSITS.

Un'ted States bullion—
California
Idahi
Orezou
Montana
Nevada
Arizona
Parte I from Bilver
Fine tors
Forei gn coin
Foreign buUion
Total gold

$S,7f0,871 12
... 1,114,483 04
8:9,6 0 09
809,843 32
49,080 47
48,797 73
l(W,9nl 92— $7,741,518 50
$10,980,791 94
153 453 31
47.86S 42— 11,181,603 67
$18,923,152 17
SILVER DEPOSITS.

United States bullionNevada
Arftona
Idnho
Paned from gold
Bars
Foreign coin
Foreign bullion
Total silver
8llver bars stamped
Total cold and silver
Fine bars, total

205,618 87
8,425 74
89,747 45
69,999 66— $323,771 62
239,7 9 25
27,695 31
21,951 76— 289,346 32
$613,117 94
20,534 92
19,536,379 11
20,584 PS

The deposits of gold phow an increase of $1,643,253 8?, and of silver a decrease of
$464,587 61. The coinage of gold was $1,348,000 more than last year.
The supply of coin is now good, and the demand for dutie; has been as follows :
Total January 1 to 28, 1868
$516,515 67
Total January 1 to 28, 1867
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RESERVE OF BANKS.
We bare received the following important circular from the Comptroller of the
Currency :
Treasury Department,
OrriOB or Comptroller or the Currency,
Washington, April 25, 1868.
Numerous inquiries having been received at this office as to whit may conatitule
the lawful money reserve required by sections 31 and 82 of the Natifn 1 Currency
Act, a d it appearing that there is some misunderstanding on the subject, the fol
lowing circular is published for the information and guidance of the National Banks :
I. Reserve of Banks Locatrd in the Cities Named in the Act.
National Ba> kg located in the cities named in section 81 of the National Currency
Act (approved June 3, 1864,) are required bylaw to keep as a reserve twenty-five
per rent, of the aggregate amount of their deposits an i outstanding circulation. Na
tional and State, two fifths of which twenty five per cent, mast consist of lawful
mx ey of the United States. That is, two-fifths of twenty-five per cent, of the outet iodine circulation must consist of plain legal tender notes or specie, and two-fifths
of twi nty-five per cent, of the aggregate amount of deposits may consist of com' ound
int T< at notes, or plain legal tender notes and specie as the banks may prefer.
The wh< of this t*ofiftbs of twenty-five per cent must be kept on hand to the
vaults of the Banks.
The remaining three-fifths of twenty five percent, may be constituted as follows:
one-half the reserve of twenty-five per cent, may be in actual cash balances due
from any National Banking Ass ciation in New York City, selected with the appioval of the Comptroller of the Currency, and the difference between this ont-half
and the two-fifchs in the vaults of the bank (that i«, one-tent'i'of the "hole reserve)
may c insist of three per cent, certificates ; or the who'e of the three fifths of twenty fire per cent may consist of three per cent certificate1, or legal tender notes and
specie, or of clearing house certificates, payable in lawful money, or of any combi
nation of these ; or, if the bank has sufficient'of any or all of the above items to make
the reserve required for its outstanding circulation, all or any part of the threefifibs of twenty-live per cent required for its deposits may consist of compound intere t notes, which, by the terms of the law authorizing their i sue (Act approved Jane
30 1861), are nut a legal tender in redemption o/ any notes issued by any b.inking
association calculated or intended to circulate as money.
Rut no part of th« two-fifths of twenty five per cent required to be kept on hand
f i lawful money can consist of the three per cent certificates, because the law author
izing their issue and use as reserve (Act approved March 2, 1S67) expressly requires
that two-fifhs of twenty-five per cent shall consist of lawful money; that is, of
United States legal tender notes or specie.
The banks of the city of t^ew York must keep on hand the whole or the twentyfive per cent of the aggregate amount of their circulation and deposits required for
reserve, two-fiths of which twenty-five per cent must consist of lawful money as
above.
The remaining three-fifths may consist, for deposits, of compound interest or legal
tender notes and specie, of three per cent certificates of clearing-house certificates
payable in legal tenders, or of any combination of these that may be preferred ; and
f ir circulation, of any or all of the above items, except compound interest notes, which,
as heretofore, stated, are not a legal tender for redemption of circulating notes.
If. Resebve or Banks located outside oe tub Cities named in the Act.
National b nks located in places other than the cities named in section 31 of the Na
tional Currency Act (approved June 8, 1864) are required to keep a reserve of fifteen
per cent of the aggregate amount of their deposits and cutstanding circulation,
Nationul nnd State.
T*o-fifths of tlii* fifteen percent must consist of lawful money of the United States,
a'ul mu->' be kept on ban I in the vmlts of the bank ; that i", two-fifths of fifteen per
cent of the outstanding c rculation must consist of plain legal tender notes and specie
on hand ; compound interest notes, by the terras of the law under which they are
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issued (Act approved June SO, 1864), Dot being a legal tender for the psym.nt or
redemption f au> notes issued by any banking aasocatton intended or ca.lcul.iteJ to
circulate as nmnev.
The r- n an o'er of the reserve required to bo kept on hanH (two fif hs of fifteen per
cent of the ablegate t. mount of deposits) may consist of compound int- rest notes,
or plain legal lenders ami specie, or b<>i|i, as the banks m<y pnfer; but no part of
the reserve lequired to be kept ■ n hand can consist of Ihree per Cent Cert drat- 6,
because the 1 *w au horizing iheir issue and ure as reserve (Act app oved ^JareoS,
1867) iequire- ihat two filth* of the reserve of II National Banks shall consist ot law
ful monej of the U l ite States, thus excluding the Certificates themselves Iro being
consii ere lawful money for redemption puiposes.
1 he Ttm. ining ihrt^e fifths • f the reserve may consist of balances due from a Na
tirnnl funking Association, approved as a redeeming agenl, in any of the c ties named
in section hi ol the act, of plain legal tender notes ami specie, or any combinations of
them, oi of the 1 lire e ptt Cent Cenifii at< s ; an for deposits • nly, all or any part of
the three fifths may consist of Compoun I Interest Notes in pddition to the foregoing;
but no part ol the reserve lor ii>culation can consist of ompound Interest N tea, becau-e, as t xuh.int d abo\e, they cannot be used for the redemption of circuiting
notes.
Ill It is hoped that the above will be c refully considered and fully understood
by tlio>e inteiest-d, and that u» National Bank will at any time be deficient in the
lawful m ne_, resrve which the law requires shal be kept
II. K. HuLBUBD,
Comptroller of the Currency.
THE NEW RAILRO D LAW OF PENNSYLVANIA.
By the free railroad act, that became a law in Pennsylvania a few days ago, any
number of citizens not less than nine may (orru a company for the purpose of con
structs g or running a railroad wherever one may be needed through out the i-tite, ex
cept within the limits of any incorporated city, in whirh case a special cha' ter is
required. To prevent the misuse of this general authority and permtss ou by irra
sponsible parties, 'he prospectus of each new company, and the names of its officers
and inc rporators shall be filed with the Secretary of the Commonweal h. wl»n
nine tenths of fie capital stork, (J which $ 1 0.(100 per n ile ol the propose'! road u
the legal minimum, shall have been subscribed in good faith, and secured by the Co lec
tion of 10 per ceDt of the subscription. When th s ttatement, properly Htte>t*!,
shall have been acknowledged by the Secret iry of S ate, tne company shall possess
the following powerB and privileges under the new act:
Fir t—To have succession by its corporate name for the period limited In its articles of
association.
s-econd.-To sue and be sued, complain and defend, in any court of law or eqnity.
Third —To make rind use a common seal, and alter the same at pleasure.
Foui
th.—n To
purchase,
an I conveythesuch
n-ai and
perron
purposes of ths
corD"*ati<
shallhold,
require,
not exceeding;
amount
limited
In the1 estate
articlesas oftheassociation
Fifth.— o appo nt si-boidinate offlcerB and ageuts as the business ol the corpoiat ou shall
require, aud to allow th m a suitable compensation.
bixtb.—To make by-law- not ncoutistent wilh any existing low for i he management ot
Its property and regulation of its affuirs, and for the transfer of its stock.
By this they are authorised to carry into effect the oljecta named in their rros
pectus, as lully as any corporation created by special act of the Legislature ; ami
such io panies are entitled to alt the rights and privileges, ami are subjected to all
the restrictions and liabi ities granted or imposed in the old ra Iroad law of Fe' ruiry
19, 1849. Thus chartered, the companies are required to complete and open the
first fifty miles of the road within five years ; six months moie beirg allowed for
each additional twenty five miles. Branch roads, connecting with the main line, are
also author Z;d under this act; and when the directors if two companies caono
agree on mutually satisfactotv terms respect ng the junction of the roads, lh« Court
of Common Pleas of the district in which the connecti m is to be made shall I ave
the final arbitration of the question. Unrestricted competition is always better than
favored monopolies, and it would be well if every State in the Union would follow
the example of New York and Pennsylvania.
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PUBLIC DEBT OP THE UNITED STATUS.
Abstract statement, as appears from the books and Treasurer's returDS in
the Treasury Department, on the 1st of April and 1st of May, 1868 :
DEBT BEARING COIN INTEREST.
April 1.
Mayl.
Increase. Decrease.
5 per cent, bonds
$214,464,400 00 $216,947,400 00 $1,488,000 00 $
6 " '67* '68
8,1108.841 80 8,t>S8,2»l 80
215,400 00
6 " 1881
883.617,150 00 583,677,200 CO
50 00
6 " (5-20's)
1,424,395,650 00 1,442,065,450 0(1 1T,G69,S00 00
Navy Pen. F'd 6 p.c
18,000,000 00 18,000,000 00
Total
1,944,440,841 80 1,963,878,291 80 18,937,450 00
DEBT BEARING CURRENCY INTEREST.
6 per ct. (RR ) bonds
$23,532,000 00 $23,982,000 00 $400,000 00 $
8-y'ara com. int. n'tes
46,010.530 00 41»57a,(iS0 00
1,430,850 00
3-years 7-30 notes
185,884.'.' 0 00 16:i,4S0,25O 00
22,393.850 00
S p. cent, certificates
26,290,000 00 28,3?0,000 00 2.040,000 00
Total
281,766,630 00 260,875,930 00
21,890,700 00
MATURED DEBT NOT PRESENTED FOR PAYMENT.
7-30 n. due Aug. 15,'67
$1,808,550 00 $1,075,950 00 $
$227,600 00
6p. c. comp.lnt. n'es..:
6,393,030 00 4,745.28" 00
747,750 00
B'da of Texas ind'ty
256,000 00
256,0 0 00
Treasury notes (old)
158.611 64
155,46164
3,150 00
B'ds Of Apr. 15, 1812
6,000 00
6,000 00
Treas. n'sof Ma. 3,63
616 192 00
616.192 00
Temporary loan
1,284,00 1 00 1,0 2,400 00
25:,C0O 00
Certlfl. of indebt'css
lD.OOO 00
18,000 00
1,000 00
Total
9,086,883 64 7,905,283 64 $
1,131,100 00
DEBT BEARING NO INTEREST.
United States notes
$356,144,727 00 $356,144,717 CO $
$
Fractional currency
82.588,669 94 n2.450.4MI 94
13S.2C0 00
Gold certl. ofdeposit
17,142,01)0 00 19,367,900 00 1,605,840 00
Total
406.47\476 94 407,953,116 94 1,477,640 00
RECAPITULATION.
$ 80 1,963,378.291
$ 80 18,937.460
$ 00
$
Bearing coin interest
1,944,440,841
Bearingciirylnterest
2sl.Hi6,830 00 260,875,930 00
21,31X1,700 00
Matured debt
9,036,383 64 7,905,2*161
1,181,100 00
Bearing no interest
406,475,476 94 407,953,116 94 1,477,610 TO
Ag<rre»ate
2,611,719,332 38 3,639.612,622 38
2,106,710 00
Coin &cur. in Treas
122,509,645 02 139,083,71)4 82
16,514,149 80
Debtless coin and cnr
3,519,209,637 33 2,500,526,827 56
18,680,85980
The following statement shows the amount of coin anil currency separately at
the dates in the foregoing table :
COIN AND CURRENCY IN TREASURY.
Coin
$119,279,617 68 $H 6,909,658 00 $7.630.010 32 $
Currency
23,23 ',027 81 32,174,136 82 8,944,109 43
Total coin * curre'y
122,509,645 02 139,083,794 82 16,574,149 80
The annual interest payable on the debt, as existing April 1 and May 1:
1868, (exclusive of interest on the compound interest notes) compaies as follows
ANNUAL INTEREST PAYABLE ON PUBLIC DIBT.
Ap'll 1.
May1.
Increase. D crease.
Coin—5 per cents
$10,723,220 00 $'.0,1»1.370 00 $14,150 00 *
" 6 " 67&'6S
5-4,218 18
5*,29l 0
18,923 66
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IOWA RAILROADS.
IOWA RAILROADS.

The following tables, made up from the Report of the State Treasurer fcr
the fiscal year ending November 2, 1867, (recently issued,) shows the length
of railroad completed and in operation in the State of Iowa on the 31st De
cember, 1862-1866:
Railroads.
'1862. 1SG3. 1661. lf65. 1S66
Burlington all
75
75
100
75
94
8:1
123
Cedar Rapids
il»
Chicago, Iowa
S3
(-3
H
.••4^3
44
41
44
5-1
Dubuque and Sionx Cily
97
143
97
9T
151
Mississippi and Missouri River (since Aug. 30,
'A
3-1
Division of Chicago, Rook Is.and and Pacific)
, 143 J57
157
ira
Des Moines Valley
90
114
129
163
IS
is
Keokuk, Mt. Pleasant and Muscatite
18
1Iowa Southern
7
7
7
■■■>7
Mc< regor Western
33
50
14
Cedar Falls and Minnesota
11
••
•■
Total length, miles
616 (153
737
H7 1,060
The gross earnings of the same roads in the same years, and the State tat
thereon, were as follows :
rciilroads
1882.
1863.
1864.
1865.
1856.
BurMnetT& Missouri R
$201,681 Mj».SH $390,237 $466,283 $453,393
Cedar Rapids & Mi»sour! R
M.8M
?£'12 451.311 tmja
OTc.ro. Tow. A Nebraska
168,178 S*t,400 42|S6 061,384 651.1S3
Dubuqu Sonthw^ter.
2 .0 1 W. 138 63,b31 1*:,247 133.155
Dubuque and sloux City
229,311 2,5,1% SW.2..S 640.917 M4.SS6
M. &M (CR.Is. &Pac.)
265.426 848.618 603.|9 780,114 633,391)
DcsMol.es Valey.
XJMg *S2'!«, S18'39* 486,654 6S0.271
Keokuk. Mt. Pleas & Mus
21.303
I 66,104 73,298 73,581
Iowa S uthern
2,386
2,886
J,4i4|1
3,474
181,689 218,032
McGregor Western
Cedarr Kails
Fa & Minnesota.
40,878 5S,31S
Total gross earnings
1,109.846 1,670,664 2,55S,7C0 S,S71,7t?3 4.118.066
Gross earnings per mile
l,fM
2,405
3,513
4, 71
3.886
Tax on gross earnings
11,093 15,705 25,537 S8.71S 41.139
These tabulations show a remarkable progress in the dcvelopt ent of the low*
system of railroads. In the space of four years from December 31, 1862, to
December 31, 1866, the length of railroad in operation increased from 616 to
1,060 miles, or 72 08 percent; arid the gross earnings, which in 18ii2 amounted
to SI.109.346, -vere in 1866 54,118,1 66, showing an increase of $3,0i 8,720, or
271.22 per cent. The gros? earnings per mile of road in the mean while were
more than duolicated, having been in 1862 $1,8(1, end in 18S6 83,885, an
increase of $2,084, or 115.77 per cent. The S ate tax throughout the term
under review was at the rate of one mill on the dollar, and hence shows the same
rate of increase (271.'. 2 p. c ) as the gross earnings themselves. O e half of this
tax goes into the General Fund lor State purpose, and the other half is distrib
uted to the counties through which the roads pass.
During the year 1867 there was great activity in the construction of railroads
in this Slate. The Burlington and Missouri was extended to Charlton, 30
miles; the Cedar Rapids and Missouri to Council Bluffs, 25 mi'es ; and the
Mississippi and Missouri to Des Moines, 22 miles; and in the extreme west of
the State there were opened the Cowcil Blufls and St. Joseph Railroad, 35
miles, and the Sioux City and Pacific Railroad, 70 miles. Total new roadie
1867, 182 miles.
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CANAL TRADE.
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CANAL TRADE.
The canals are now open, andfthe great inland lakes are once more in commu
nication with tide-water. This event is a mat er of equal impo tan e to the
great West and to New York. It inaugurates the season of business activity,
and is usually looked forward to with interet to producers and consumers. So
far, however, it is to be regretted that the canal trade opens remarkably dull.
Freights are low and are scarcely remunerative to boatmen and forwarders. This
is a tolerably sure indication that the quantity of produce on hand at the great
distributing ports hafl been exaggerated. At Syracuse, Rochester, Buffalo and
other ports the warehouses are doing a very limited business. In fact, so fur the
canal forwarding trade seems to be limited to the transportation of the grain
and other produce frozen in during the winter months. The quantity of wheat
is larger than all the other grain put together. The following table exhibits the
amount and descriptions of grain that passed down the river to Monday last,
together with the estimated quautiti s that passed Fultonville during that period
on a total of 140 boats :
WHEAT.
OATS.
bush.
bash.
Passed down the river
9*6,000 Passed down the river
375,700
Passed Fultonville
600,000 Passed Fultonville
252,000
Total
G27,7C<>
Total
-~
1,546,600
CORN.
BARLEY.
lf-1,000
Pa-Bed down the river
344,800 Passed down the river
Passed Fultonville
180,000 Passed Fultonville
60,000
Total
480,800
Total
241,0000
It is expected that canal transportation will ii prove as the season advances'
and that in a short time a remunerative and active trade will be in full operation.
But the condition of the canals seems almost to preclude the hope of a trade up
to the average of lormtr years. The canals all over the State are 1 nown to
be in a condition of unparalleled delapidatioa The locks are generally out of
repair ; the beds are filled with deposits ; the banks require raising, and the feedera are choked up. Tudeed, the Canal Board has been obliged to issue an
order restricting the cargoes of boats, so as to obtain a lighter draft of water.
There is very little probability of this order being rescinded, so that, we may
look for a some what limited tradi\ It is estimated that several millions of dol
lars would be required to restore the canals to an efficient staee.
When we consider that this condition of the canals is the result of official cor
ruption, the fact should excite the inoigcation of the public. Here we see great
interests i jured by the vtnality of parties. Enough money has been drawu from
the public lunds, ostensibly for canal purposes, to place and keep the canals ir. a
state of the highest efficiency. The c.iuses that led to this condition of affairs
operate to prevent any reform. The Legislature has been in session (or five
months, and so far no action has been taken for the restoration of the canals.
The opposing political patties see in the delupidated canals a mems of more
plunder, and are unuble to ogne with each other about the division of the
spoils It matters not to them how the public interests may suffer in the mean
time. The mmenee importance of canals to the prosperity of the State and
the entire country are ignored in order lo serve the ends of designing factions.
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TRADE AND COMMERCE OF 8AN FRANCISCO.

ERIE RAILWAY BILL.
The following ia a copy of the Erie Railway Bill as passed by the Senate and
Assembly of this State during the past week, and approved by the Governor en
the 2 1 st instant:
Section 1 . It shall not be lawful for the Erie Railway Company to use any money
realized fmm the convertible bonds ia-ued by said company on the 19th day of Feb
ruary, 1868, and on the 8d day of March, 1868, the said bonds amountit g in all to
$l«,000 00n, exept for the purpose of completing, furthering jnd ■ perating its railroad, and for no other purpose. Nothing n this section contained shall affect any
right of action of any person against any officers or agent of the Erie Railway Com
pany, nor shall it affect any action or proceeding now pending, pave as herein provid
ed ; nor chall anything herein contained be held or construed to affect any liability,
civil or criminal, of any officer or agent of the said Erie Railway Company or of any
other person. The use of the moneys in this section mentioned by any officer or
agent of said railway company for any other purpose than is herein mentioned, shall
be a feiony, pn> ishable, upon conviction thereof, by imprisonment in a State Prison
for not less than two nor more thaD five years.
Seo. 2. The future guaranteeing by the Erie Railway Company of any other rail
road corporation necessary and proper to secure a connection of said Erie Railway
with other railroads so as to form a continued line of communication between New
York and Chicago, f r :he purpose of securing better facilit es (or the traffic of said
Erie Railway Company, and contracts hereafter made for that purpose, shall be
deemed and taken to be within the power of said Erie R dlway Company. N' r shal
any stockholder, director, officer or agent of the Hudson River, Harlem or Hew
York C ntral R dlro id Company enter into any agreement with any stockholder, di
rector, officer or agent of the Erie Railway Company to fix the price for carrying
freight or pissengers through, or to er from any point in thi- State. Any st ck bolder,
director,' fficer or a^ent, or oth-r person authorizing, aiding or consenting to such an
agreement shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof
shall be punished by fine or imprisonment, or both, in the di-cietln of the court.
Szo 8. No stockholder, director or officer in either the New Y rk Central Rail
road Company, the Hudson River Railroad Company or Harlem Radroad Company,
shall be a director or officer of the Erie Railway Company ; and 10 stockholder,
director or ( fficer "f the latter company shall be i director or officer of either of the
three first-named companies.
Seo. 4. it ►hall not be lawful for the Erie Railway Company t' coneo'idate its
stocks, or any part thereof, to divide its earnings, or any part thereof, with the New
York Central Railroad Company, or with the Hudson River or Harlem Kailroid
Companies: and any contract made between the E is Rai way Company and either
of the above companies for such consolidation or division shall be void.
Seo. 6. This act shall take effect immediately.

TRADf AND COMMERCE OF SAN FRANCISCO.
The San Frarcisco Bulletin of Ap il 10, has an elaborate r view of the trade and
commercn of that port for the first quarter euding March 31, from which we
extract the following items :
Thp foreign imports for the fir't quarter show a value of about $4,000,000,
while the estimated valoe. of the eaatern i/oorln reppive' hv th- flteamer via thn
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our export trade is the steady increase in the shipment of articles of domestic pro
duction. These now form from 70 to 80 per cent of the total merchandise exports.
Thu9, of the $6,4 l8,0C0 i f merchandise ship; ed, $4,316,000 was for some 50 articles
of California produce. The shipments of flour aud wheit from this port for the n ne
months ending March SI, reduced to wheat, aggregate oyer 280,000 tons, valued at
abiut $10,00i',000. The g' Id deposits at the San Francisco Branch Mint during
the last quarter amounted to 60,000 ounces, and the coinage to $1,81 'fi»<: The
duties on imports aggregated over $2,00 ,000. The amount collected for Internal
Revenue in the San Francisco District for the quarter was $S«8,000. The amount
disbursed fcr army purposes on this coast during the same period was $ .',000,000.
The dividends disbursed by about a dozen local incorporations during the quarter
reached $9 9, 00. The salea of the mining and other st cks at the San Francisco
Stock and Exchange Board for thetbree months amounted to about $X0,UO0,U' 0.
Tbti sales of real estate in the city and county of San Francisco for the first quarter
of the current year exceeded $7,000,( 00, while the mortgages for the same quarter
foot up $2,600,00i>, and the releases $1,50> ,000. The disposition of tonnage for the
quarter embraced 128 vessels, registering in the aggregate 86,0i<0 tons of tonnage, of
which 19,('00 tons left the port in ballast or with a nominal freight. The import
trade for the past quarter has been fully up to the average of corresponding periods
in previous years.

COMMERCIAL CHRONICLE AND REVIEW.
The Money Market—Prices of Government Secnrillcs at Sew York—Course of Consols and
American Securities at London - Shares fold at New York Stock Exchange—Opening,
highest, and lowest prids ol Railway und Miscellaneous Sccnnti sat New Tori Stock
Exchiniie—Bonds sold at the New York Stock Kxcbanite Board—General Movemc t of
Coin and Bullion at New York— Course of Gold at New York—Course of Foreign Exchange
at New York.
April opened with a continuance of the extreme stringency in money note 1
in our review of March ; nor wus the relief experienced which was expected to fol
low the completion of the quarterly statements of the banks. On the contrary,
up to about the n iddle ot the month, money was so scarce to call borrower?,
that outside th" bunks the rate was very generally 7 per cent in gold, and not
unfrequently i@J per cent per day. Money came back from the country banks
quite promptly alter the s atcment-day ; but as rapidly as it came, it was taken
out of the hands of tt.e banks into the Sub-Treasury through salea of coin
without corresponding purchases of Seven-Thirties. After thi3 process had
produced a very general break down in securit es, the Treasury suspended tem
porarily its sales of gold, and bought Seven-Thirties quite freely. This afforded
the banks an opportunity of recruiting their currency reserves, and there being
at tlie.-amfc time a steady iuflux of funds Ironi the West, the market at the close
of the month was in a comparatively easy condition, the rale on call loans b ing
6@7 per cent, and commercial paper, lor some weeks almost imposible of nego
tiation, was in good demand at 7@8 per cent for prime namei. The extreme
derangements of late weeks appear to be directly traceable to the large with
drawals of currency into the Treasury at a period wh-.n money is in demand for
the Spring trade, and when the banks are subjected to material inconveuience
in preparing for their April itatement.
The general trade of the City has scarcely realised expectations. The condi
tion of the money market has encouraged doubts in the minds_of buyira sugge:ttd by oiher causes; and but for the moderately stocked condition of the
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markets there would probably havebeen considerable fluctuations in prices.
Trade with the agricultural sections has been upon a very fair scale ; but other
wise there has been a depression which bespeaks an unsatisfactO'y condition 0/
things in the retail trade, apparently the rfsult of a general economising of ex
penditures The advance on the price of cotton goods, consequent upon the rise
in the raw material, but checked the trade in t at cla s of manufacture', and
the importers of dry goods complain that they Bre unable to realise the prices
which the extreme moderation of the imports s emad to warrant them to expect
In financial affairs the most remarkable feature of tba month has been the
extreme firmness of Unit 'd States Securities. Prices generally remained steady
through a stringency in money, whichwas forciug down the value of ai\ other
securities; and so soon as the Tieasury relaxed its hold upon the banks, quota
tions advanced with unusual strength, until at the close of the month the market
ranged
per cent above quotations at the same period of last year. Thil
advance appears to have been due chiefly to the purchases of S.ven- Thirties' by
the Treasury, and partially to an anticipation among dealers that a larje
amount of bonds would be required for the investment of May interest.
The daily closing prices of the principal Government securities at the New
York Stock Exchange Board in the month of April as represented by the latest
sae officially reporttd, are shown in the following statement :
PRICES OF OOTEBNXENT SECURITIES AT NEW YORK.
,-6's, 1881.^ ,
6'B, (5-20 yrs.)Coupon
. 5'MO-W 7-30.
Day of month.
Coup. Reg. 1862. 18»». 1865. new. lS67.yn < 'pn id sr.
Wednesday 1
Ill
109* .... 107* 106* 10? 100* MS*
Thursday 2
Ill 111* 109* 107* 107* 106* 106* 10 * 1Q5*
Friday
8
. Ill*
109* 108* 1U8* 106* 17* 100), 105*
Saturday 4
Ill* 111 109% 108* ICS* 107* 107* 101 IBS?;
Sunday
5
Mouday.... 6
Ill*
110* 108* 10S* 1C7* 107* 101 10f\
Tuesday.... 7
112*
Ill 109* 109* 108 I08* 102* 106*
Wednesday 8
112*
Ill* 110 110 108* 108* 102V 1<i7
Thursday 9
112*
Ill* 109* 109* 107* 108 102* 106*
Friday
10
(Good Friday—Holiday )
Saturdiy 11
Ill*
110* 108* 109* 107* 107* 101* 106
Sunday
12
Monday 13
112
110* 108* 109* 107* 1' 7* 101* IPS*
Tnesiny 14
112* ... . ill* 109 109* 107* 107* 101* 106*
Wedneedayl5
Ill* 111* 110* 10^* 109* 1»7* 107* 101* 105*
Thurs ay 16
11.* 110* lifl* 109* 107* 107* 101* 106
Friday
17
112*
110*
109* 107* 107* 101* 10SK
Saturday 18
112 111*
107* 108 10* 106*
Sunuay 19
Monday 20
112* 112 111* 109* 110 107* 10S* 102* l'SV
Tuesday 21
112*
Ill* 110^.' 110* 108 108* 102* 106*
Wednesday22
113*
Ill* 110* 1101 108* 108* 102* 106*
Thursday 23
113 112* 112* 110 110* 108* 1"*?* 103 lot*
Friday
24
110 110K W* 108*
11.7
Saturday 25
... Ill* 100* 110* ICfi* 109 102* 107*
Sunday SG
Monday 27
113*
112 110* 110* 103* 109* 102* 107V
Tuesday 28
112* 1 1* 110* 108* 1U9* 1')** 107V
Wed[)cdaj29
118* 113* 113* 110* 110* 10S* 109* 102V 107V
Thursday 30
113* 118* 112* 110* 111 109 109* 102* 107*
First
Ill 111* 109* 107* 107* 106* 107 1'0* IPS*
Lowest
Ill 111 109* 107 V 107* 100* 10h* 100* 105*
Highest
113* 113* 112* 110* 111 109 109* 10* 107*
Rango
2* 2* 3* 3* 8* 2* 2* 2* 1*
Last
113* 113* 112* 110* 111 109 109* 102* 107V
The closing prices of Consols for money and certain Arrerican securities
(viz. U. S. 6's 5-20's 1862, Illinois Central and Erie shares) at London, on each
day of the month of April, are shown in the following statement :
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COITRSE OF CONSOLS AND AMERICAN SECURITIES* AT LONDON.
Cons Am. securities
Cons Am. securities.
for TJ. 8.H1I.C.I Eric
Date.
for U S. 111!. CI Erie
mon. 5-208 1 sh's. Bhs.
mon. 5-20s sh's. |sh's.
4Sj; Tns'day
81
Wcdne
\ <m
4fiJ,'
»>?4
90', 48X Wednesday
22 93X
B3X 70X1 93X
Thura
J 93',,
23 fl»X 70X1 93X 4fiX
'•'1 47X Thursday
Friday
» w.
4liX
91* 4SX Friday
24 93* 70 !'3.\ 49
Sat'day
* 93
Saturday
25 M 71Sunday
J
4(iX
2ti
48* |Snnday
Monday
5
»2X
2' flii; TOX 94X 46X
MX
!M 4S!< Monday
Tnes
nr, IN \ iTuesday
Wodno
28
94X 47
2d in 70X
MX 47X | Wednesday
Thurs
»
iThuisday
30 M 70X,
Ti'X 95
95 40X
Friday
}0 Good Fri day.
IBX
Holi day.
Sat'day
"
(Lowest
Sanday
\\
ns 70X 89X 45 X
Ilol day.
'.it', 13 X' I 95X
I Highest
Monday
13
72 >, 93* 4A Range
Tncsdy
JJ
8 6X JjX
oix 411 \"
Wedn'y
15 93
Thursday
1" W. x70« 93X 45}.' Low ) o^.
7» ;, S4?4- ^X
91X
•II'.
Fn'ay
» BS'ililOX 98« 45X IHi* a.
95),
Sat'diy
1« »3X| TOX (13* 48 |Rng );»>?.
3 1"X 50 X
iLast
Sunday
W
91 71", 95X1
10 '»
Monday ■■■■ ^.SO 93x1 TOxl MX 48Xll
The closing prices of Five-Twenties at Frankfort lu each week endi:g with
Thursday, were as follows :
April 2.
April 9.
April 16.
April 23.
April 80.
Month.
75X
75«
75X
™X
75X
75X®75X
The stock market has been unusually fluctuating. The disappointment at
the non-relief of the money market, after the making up of the quarterly bank
8tttement, caused a very general realizing upon stocks. The banks at the same
time became cautious as to collaterals and insisted upon margins being kept
close up to agreement. The result was a general break down in the maiket,
which fell upon certain stocks with especial severity. The discussion of the
bill in the legislature relative to the issue of new stock by the Eiie Company
kept holders of Erie and New York Central in somewhat prott acted suspense
and caused a large amount of realizing on those shares by casual hold) rs, which
helped the downward tendency of prices. Upon the passage of the Erie b II and
a simultaneous easing of money, there was a general improvement in the tone of
the m irket and prices advanced steadily up to the close of the month. The trans
actions at the stock boards have been large, and as will be seen from the follow
ing comparison exceed those lor the same period of last year.
The following table will show the volume of shares sold at the New York
Stock Exchange Board and the Open Board of Brokers in April, 1667 and 1 868,
comparatively :
Classes.
1867.
1868. Increaee. Dec.
Bank shares
8,518
2,632
9;ti
Railroad "
l.SSs.ans 1,51 1.so:! 12:1,598
Coal
"
8,368
2,908
6,460
Mining "
86.050
83,530
2.520
Improv'nt"
80,1(10
15,975
14,025
Telegraph"
67,275
74.039
17,864
Steamship"
78,037 176.831
98,794
Expr'ss&c"
12,128
96,109
b2,981
Total—April
1,(18,581 1,913,327 £99,7:8 77TT7T
" —since January 1
7,888,48'J 7,866,224 17,794
The following table will show the opening, highest, lowest and closing prices
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{May,

my, 104X 104X
103 MIX 105 105
Cleve., Col. & Cincinnati
101X 105
99 van
101 100 lo.v
do Palnesv. & Asbta
104 9i>X «9X
92 ISO 83
92
s>v 92V
do & Pittsburg
.94V
10MX 97X K6X
lOi.V 104
103X
do & Toledo
•• 10?V
113)* 114 114 115X 114 114X
Del., Lack & Western
«4 114
75
65V 7471X
74V TJX
Erie
«8V SIX 65V
89
75
71
74 75 7liX
8»Ji 74
do pref
™X 77
73
77
77X 73
Hannibal & St Joseph
74 85*
SI
-4
Ml
85
85X 12iV
84X 140
do
do pref
SI
137
111
140
130
145
Hudson River
142V
147V
137 137 147V 137
Illinois Central
I*J 141) 138
54 64
54
• !•
51
50
59 107
Ind. * Cincinnati
69 1117
107 '•iV
Lehigh Valley
107
25' 25
'25
20
29
32
Mar. & Ctncln.,1st pref.
» 114
113 115X 113 115
112V 113
Michigan Central
9oV
h5
wy.
91V
69X
87Ji
do S. &N.Ind
MX 9!t
92X 97
1 !'.'!»
99
99
07
Mil. A r. du Ch'n, lstpr
9a
!•■•)
93
93
93
in
92
92
dr.
do vdpr
91
84
5'IJ£ ••,
84V 5'i
Ml /A-kee & St. Paul
Bljf 59X Bl
6t X
77
tax 745,' 74
A.,
do pref
68 75 182
132
m
Ne.vJii.ey
113V
114V
117 V H8X
do
Central
H7X r.s 117 117*
iiov li\V
is: k 117V U8X 139
122X 130
New York Central
128X 141
142
137
142
141
nox
do & N. Hav^n
140* 94 94 94 01
94 94
94
Norwich & Worcester
91
siV
i-\
31
32V
si
v
81V
29V
Ohio & Mississippi
30V
78 76 78
711
7'.
76
77 330
do
do pref
77 "hi
387
810
330
295V
316
Panama
846
98 11 3".
5
Pittsb., Ft. W. & Chica
100 103X 99X I1U0X 10 x 1 MX
88'.. )>!
9"V 89V
Reading
98V o*X 82 88
81
86
s5
Renss. aer & Sa'atoga
84V 84V 117 117
117
Rome & Watertown
117
'93
'iij'
W'
92'
Stoningion
90 90 90 90
48 51
5 IX rxix 52
Toledo, Wnl). & Western
4«X 55.V 4'.>; 70
7' X 71
72 72
74 70
do do
dopiet
71
Miscellaneous—
45
4*
48 48in
4<
45
45
American Coal
45
40
40
40 .-•x
48
46
Central do
48 48
33
29
32X ;m
30X 32X 157
Cumberland Coal
83V S5V 147
1-8
152X
Del & Hud Canal Coal
148 152X
104 155V
9iV
88
Pacini: Mail
110X 111X lO.'X 103 103X
8I«
2S
: r.
87V
99V 86 V 2I1X
AtlanticNaviaation
do
98
:>i
3U
26Ji
Union
2tf
'-<>'.
20X 1>X
l'.ljf
19
mv
iiV
19
V
Huston Water oi\er
20
4t;.v 21V
48
8 IX 45
49 V 45 4'",
Canton
84
ti
r>X
8
6
8!,
6
6
Mariposa
6X
9
10
13
l-1, 9 •-':;«
r.v
11
11
do pref
22\
2!!
SOS'
23
23
22
!*X
Qnlckat'ver
14 ' 1411 1411 140
Citizen's Gas
Y> est. Union Telegraph.
34V 36X 83X 38 'ssv '3»V 'six v-.
Express—
B9.V 69 V 49
r.\
89
American
70 70V 87
70 V
t,i IV>
76X
* dams
73X 76 v 70 71
71
71
A'
S
United Stat-*
73
73 V
:15
25
Merchant's Union
85 85
:«?. :rr; 35
35
Wells, Karno & Co
4UV 41
85X 35X 35X 28
-' 1
The umouat of Government bonds and notes, State and city and company
bonds, sold at the New York Stock Exchange in the month of April, lt>67
and 1803. comparatively, is shown in the statement which lollows :
BOND8 SOLD AT THE N. V. STOCK EXCHANGE BOARD.
Classes.
1887.
1888.
Inc.
Dec.
L S. bonds
$10,118,800 fl7,109,850 $8,990,850
U.S. notes
1,122.150 5,778,800 4,856,450
St'e&cityb'ds
2,117,400 4,08(1,500 1,969,100
Company b'ds
880,400
67.>,200
Total—April
$14,038,750 $27,841,950 $13,806,200
" —since Jan. 1
48,634,1:0 90,991,600 42,360,420
The cou ee of gold has been comparatively Fteady. The market has oeen
8t adily supplied by iales from the Treasury, the total amount placed on the
market in that way being about $9 000,000 lor the mon'h ; which has nearly
oll'set the demand lor customs duties. The receipts from California, the imports
of coin ut'd the interest payments of the Treasury amount together to about
the sauif figure as the exports. There has been some 1 imposition to hold up
the price until the result ol impeachjnent is known ; otherwise, the predominant
tendency has b en to discount a lower premium.
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The following formula furnishes the details of the general movement of coin
and bullion at this port for the moDth of April, 18G7 and 18G8, comparatively :
GENERAL MOVEMENT OK COIN AND BCLLION AT NEW TOSK.
1S67.
186a
Increase. Decrease
In banks, near first
$8,5*2,009 $17,097,299 $s,574,6S0 $
Receipts from California
8,149,654 8,455,882 805,728
Imports of coin and bullion
205.671
777,538 611,867
Coin interest paid
247,629
276,100
28,471
Total reported supply
$12,186,563 $21,606,819 $9,420,758 $
Exports of coin and bullion
$2,103.(87 $5,487,619 $3,'!88,982 $
Customs duties
H,611,0T75 10,249,419 738,844
Total withdrawn
$11,614,762 $15,737,088 $4,122,276 $
$570,801
Excess of reported supply.
$5,298,41-0 $.
7,401.304 $.V69,2.81
Specie in bunks at end
14,934,647 7,630,243 .
Derived from unreported sources
$6,833,503 $9,( 64,266 $2,230,763 $
The following statement exhibits the fluctuations of the New York gold
market in the month of April, 1868 :
COURSE Or GOLD AT NEW YORK.
Opcni'g *Jm ■ Closing.
u
6SE
.5■i.
to
Date.
Date.
o
B
3 S
21
18854113*54
13'i)4
Wednesday
1 138X 13SX 13854 138& Tuesday
139)4
22 13;; 13;•>; 14.1'. l:;ti»;
Thursday
• J 13SX 137)4 138); i»7); Wednesday
Friday
3 138
28 140XI139X 140X 140
18^ 137;. Thjreday
Saturday
* 13SX 187J4
Friday
24 140 1 1:19 14(1
138;,' 1188*
138X Saturday
Sunday
J
25 138X;13t- 139)4
26
Monday
J 138.'< 137J4 138S 187)4 Sundiy
£7:138)4 issx 139)4 139
Tuesday
7 13754 137)4 138;; 13-;; Monday
28 189 139
Wednesday
8
138)4 IS8>,' 1'8X Tuesday
Wednesday
29 13«X 1311 r-m. 13»X
Thursday
" ISSJ4 133); l!"8J< 138';
139
80 lS'JX 139X ls»X 1S9X
Friday
}» (G ood Frid ay.) Thursday
Saturday
« 138* 138X 188;; 138X
Iis8x|ia7x|i4n;,-|i8»x
April.. 1868
Sunday
\*
|188*4 18«xil41x|ls5X
Monday
J" 138X 138X 139 188)4 " 1867
:28; 1V5 12WX. 125)4
138)4 " 1866
Tuesday
J* 13*X
148)4 |164x;i46X
Wednesday
}J 13-'., 188X1138»4 1S8X " 1865
151X
16; 166X 1-4); 173)4
"
1864
Thursday
JJj i3s;„ 138
1-8)4
188X
157 M5X 157); 150X
Friday
11 188l< i:»x|l3-s;« 138)4 " 1863 ....
1862
lOi 101)4 102)4 102
1M 138X 188>4 188", 138X
Saturday
111
Sunday
1133xll3:! y|l44 |13HX
....20 13654 138J4 189 1139 S'ce Janl. 1863
Monday —
The lollowing e\hibits the quotations at New York for bankers' 6n days bills
on the principal European markets daily in the month of April. 18S8 :
COURSE Or rOREION EXCHANGE (60 DATS) AT NEW TORE.
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28
87...
28
29
80
Apl„ ISfiS
ApL, 1867

I09ji(»l10
109ji@110
109J{@110
110 U,11»X
109«@10»V
108Ji@109;i

6I3J*@512X
613*@512>i
618Ji@51v)<
6135i@512.tf
M6«@512J<
622>i@512X

41X@41K
41X@41X
41K(%41!<
41,',-@41X
41 @41M
40Ji@41.X

79»i«480
79X®-0
79XI&80
79^®a0
79J*-<a80
78X@79>f

\May,
86K&36S
8«X@»i?.
86*@36»;
S6X®36X
8« «%36S'
85Ji@36,»i

7154©7S
~Hi5WS
71!.@7S
UTi&TS
TlVftT*
71\e7»

JOURNAL OF BANKING, CURRENCY, AND FINANCE.
Hcturns of the New York, Philadelphia and Boston Banks.
Below we give the returns of the Banks of the three cities since Jan. 1 :
•n ,
NEW TOBK CITT BANK RETURNS.
uate.
_„.L;oan"Specie. Circolatiou. Dcpo«it«. I, TendV Air clear';.*
January 4.. $2«,741,297 $14.7*4,614 $34,134,39: $1S7 07.1ITOI $62 1M1ioi
w
January 11. . * 4,170,7*8 19,2*2.856 81,004.187 194 8» 545 *64 7V 'n6 Wt'^ S
January 18 .. 236,033,938 tS,m.m 81 071 006 206 888143 6fi"l5S-"l eit^w
January*.' ... 258 3!!*, 101 85,100,800 8)0-276* 210 .193 084 67 54 161 & vaiS
February 1... 866,415 613 23.955 32,1 44,06*fin 2 i3»5*4 65 197 « t£"4|t*4
Februtry 8... V70,p,S56 22,843,374 31 096 83 2 7 814 5 8 SiSfS BTMUK
February 15 ... 271.015,970 84,198,9.35 84 IMS 196 816 7.39 S23 03 471-6* KnSfiti
February 81... 867.763,643 81,513 9S7 84 100,023 t$>Snm V>8&'$0 aStiflJS
MMchll
ami??™
34,153 881
957 207.787.(«l
.March 14
466,810,0(4 X^'-n?
19,744,70 1 84.318
iOl 1S8 470 57.-17.044
"a 7« «w 619.J19.5S8
em *— an
M«rcU*l
881.4j8.900 17.944.308 34.21 2.671 1 .1916*8 62*lito6 W'VfSw
March 83
857,378,247 17,323,307 84.lM.aiS 186 54.5 118 62$VrS 5B7«ttS
Apri 4
251,287,801 17,077,899 34,227,108 280 IMS16 B7W 706 SfF&lW
Apri 11
252,936.7*5 16,313,150 84 194 *7* 179 isi'sSJ 6
?,xm ILl
Ap 18
254,817,936 16,776,512 84,218,581 18 834 523 50 -)3 660 M3 "i bS
Ap"!*5
252,314,017 14,913.547 34 *27 621 180.307
S4 757 6 4 7-U 134
M»y *
857,6*3,672 16,166,873 84,114;843 m'Sl&S 57,^599 S^T^SS
,
,
PHILADELPHIA BANK RETURNS.
Date.
Legal Tenders. Loans.
Specie. Circulation
Dei>o«its
J«"Utty 4
$16,782,48* $54.00 '.304 $235,91* $10,63I ' 25 NIV&MR4
•January }»
16,037,995
52,593.707
40O 015
0 639 096 *37 31 S
January 18
16,8*7.448
51,013,196
820 978
10 641 752
37 «57tS
January 25
16,836,987
54,345,599
879 393
10 645 848
37 31* 540
February
1
17,064,18.
54,604
91a
248
673
106W92?
««k^7
February 8
17,063,716
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t
„
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AN ENGLISHMAN'S VIEW OF AN INTERNATIONAL COINAGE.
The International Exhibition held last year at Paris, it is well known,
was arranged in sections for each country, all of which emanated from one
common centre. Around this central point was a circular case, in the
compartments of which were displayed specimens of the coins, weights
and measures of the leading countries whence the numerous articles
exhibited around had proceeded. This was, doubtless, a most appropriate
centre for such a widening circle ; unfortunately, however, beyond the
mere designation of the objects exhibited, and a label showing the coun
try where the* were in use, but little information was communicated to
the mass of visitors as to the principles (if any) upon which these coins,
weights and measures are based. This portion of the Exhibition, there
fore, spoke to the eye, but hardly to the mind, a defect which was, how
ever, in some measure remedied by the assembling of delegates from many
of the countries represented, to discuss the various principles involved in
the several systems. Their deliberations resulted in the expression of an
ardent desire on the part of almost all the delegates to introduce some coin
which should have universal currency, in the hope of thereby diminishing
26
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the difficulties in the way of international traffic. This desire was thus
limited to money alone, which was felt to be a step in the right direction,
if practicable, because the question of some universal standard of weights
and measures was acknowledged to be attended with greater difficulties,
owing to the complication of system in which some of the countries con
cerned were involved.
The several delegates parted with the understanding that the one ques
tion so generally adopted should be recommended by each to the con
sideration of his government, and this country, and I believe the United
States, have exhibited their readiness to deliberate as to the advisability
of acting upon the suggestion, by the appointment of commissions to con
sider this idea cf an international coinage.
The majority of the delegates were evidently struck with the symmetry
of the metiical system decimally divided. The English delegates, how
ever, were rightly not prepared to go the length of recommending the
adoption of this system, as the question had already been extensively
ventilated, and the supposed advantages of a decimal system had wonder
fully faded from view on a comparison being instituted between that
system and the one we enjoy, which latter proved itself superior in the
practical points of its adaptability for binary subdivision, and for the com
mon requirements of traffic, leaving altogether out of view the important
matter of the alteration of fiscal arrangements which would follow upon
the adoption of a decimal system.
In considering the question of an international coinage, one point we
must never lose sight of is, that, if adopted, the coins issued under any
international convention must in every country contain practically the
same amount of the precious metal, or aliquot parts thereof. Now, some
countries have established their moneys upon the basis of a gold coinage,
some upon gold and silver, and others upon that of silver alone. In this
country our coinage is based upon the principle that one pound troy of
gold bullion, containing 22 parts fine gold and 2 parts alloy, shall be
coined into £40 14s. 6d.
Our silver coinage is issued much above its intrinsic value, one pound
troy of silver bullion, containing 11 oz. 2 dwts. of pure silver and 18 dwU.
of alloy (or, in other words, 37-40ths pure silver and 3-40ths alloy) being
coined into 66 shillings. This gives the standard silver in our coins a
nominal value of 5s. 6d. per oz. (the market price of standard silver rang
ing lately from 5s. 0|d. to 5s. Old. per oz.) the relative value of (pure)
gold to (pure) silver being thus established at 14 1393-4840 to I.
In France, where they have a double standard and a mixed gold and
silver currency, the old standard of value is based upon silver, the fivefrauo piece being coined out of 25 grammes of their standard silver.
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which contains 9-10ths pure metal and 1 10th alloy. Their gold stan
dard was fixed by the law of the 7th Germinal, year XI. (1803), accord
ing to which 155 pieces of 20 francs are coined from each kilogramme of
bullion containing 9-10ths pure gold and l-10th alloy, the relative value
of gold to silver being by law fixed at 15£ to 1.
In Germany they have only a silver standard, Prussia and Bavaria, by
a mutual convention, coining out of 1 mark of fine silver, to which is
added l-9th alloy (making the bullion 9-10ths fine), 14 thalers, or 24
guldens, respectively. Prussia also coins gold Friedrichs d'Or, nominally
worth 5 thalers, (but practically in commercial transactions current for
6 2-3 thalers,) of which 35 contain 1 mark of metal composed of 21 2-3
parts pure gold and 2 13 parts alloy. The relative value in the Coinage
of (pure) gold to (pure) silver is thus established as 13 11-13 to 1.
In the United States, several changes have taken place in the standard
of their Coinage. For our present purpose, it is sufficient to state that,
by Act of Congress of January, 1837, the standard of fineness for both
gold and silver coins was assimilated to that prevalent in France, or9-10ths
pure metal and l-10th alloy. The weight of the gold eagle or 10-dollar
piece was confirmed at the same time as 258 grains troy, and that of the
silver dollar as 412£ grains troy. This shows the relative proportion of
gold to silver as 15 85-86 to 1. At the same time, it may be observed
that the silver dollar is altogether in an exceptional position,—coined not
so much for internal circulation as for export to China and the East
Indies,—and is issued by the Mint at 108 cents. Seeing that the halfdollar by law weighs no more than 192 grains, the actual relative propor
tion between gold and silver may therefore be set down as 14 38-43 to 1.
The Spanish Coinage appear?, in the present century, to have under
gone several modifications. According to " Martin and Trubner's Cur
rent Coins," 1863, the gold doubloon of 100 reals of 1860 contains
129-430 grains of 9-10ihs gold. It is, however, chiefly in connection
with the silver dollar that the Spanish currency is so universally known.
According to the same authority, the duro or 20-reals piece of 1859,
which is coined of bullion of 9-10ths fineness, weighs 400-623 grains
troy. The relative value of gold to silver is thus established in the
c
#.„ ^ k.atuk tn i
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The comparison of the silver moneys of the respective countries it is
unnecessary to recapitulate, as it is felt universally that, in future, the
basis of all Coinage must be gold ; and there is no doubt but that this
opinion is not generally entertained, but that in all European communi
ties it will be, sooner or later, acted upon. A double standard has become
a practical impossibility, for, as Monsieur Emile de Laveleye, in an article
in the Revue des Deux Monde* for April, 1867, very properly remark?,
"Where a double standard prevails, practically only coins of one of the
two metals from the circulating medium, and from the nature of the thing
this metal must alwr»ys be that which is the most depreciated in value."
Let us then see if any means of approximation between the several sy»
terns of coinage above referred to exist for the construction of an interna
tional coinage. Before we enter upon this point, we must clearly see
what is implied by an international coinage. Two views of such a coinage
must evidently be held, viz., either one which shall annihilate all, or almost
all, existing systems, by adopting in its entirety some one system already
in existence, or some yet to be invented ; or, on the other hand, one which
after certain modifications in some or all current coinages, admits of the
production of coined pieces which shall be capable of representing exactly
some aliquot part o (coins of every system. The first of these views may
be at once dismissed from consideration by a simple illustration. The
question of the decimalization of British moneys has been much ventilated
and the opinion that it is capable of introduction into Great Britain has*
after deliberation, been virtually set aside as impracticable. Consequently'
if this, the lesser alteration, has been found undesirable, it follows that a
greater and more universal alteration is altogether out of the question,
the second view submitted for consideration remains, therefore, as the only
possible solution left to us. If then we look back to the above table, we
find that certain approximations of value exist in the monetary systems
named.
Starting with the British coin of £1, we find—
The French 20 fraDC piece worth
£0 15 10SSSS
Add one fourth, 6 frarjcs
0 S 11-0834
And we have 25 francs, worth
The Prussian Friedrich d'Or (representing really 6 thalen 20

£0 19 9*9172
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of the case. Which shall it be f and what will be the result of thus giv
ing way ? In our humble opinion, for England to give way will be
attended with much more obstacles than would be the case were all the
other nations to embrace her system of valuation. Beside", standing mid
way in the valuation of her coins between France, the lowest on one hand,
and Spain, the highest on the other, international obligations, as expressed
in present moneyB, would suffer a less severe shock. Were the French
system adopted, other nations even now are almost ready to grant
their consent, and yet this would involve for this country an alteration in
the value of the pound of 2.0827 44d., or nearly J per cent. As applied to
the national debt, taking this in round figures at £790,000,000, this would
show an amount of £0,912,500 of which the public creditor would be
defrauded But it is well known that this country is the banking house
of the universe, and that a vast proportion of the commercial transactions
of the worlJ are settled in this country. Now the revenue returns for the
year ending 31st March, 1867, exhibit an amount of £730,070 as received
for stamps on bills of exchange an nromisory n »tes, and £127,847 as com
position for bankers' bills or notes, forming together the handsome
sum of £857,917. The duty levied is Is. for each £100, or fractional
part thereof. If we assume that cn an average each Is. of duty paid
rep resents r.o more than £75 of bills of exchange, it follows that the
amount of the bills of exchange in th:'s country subject to duty or the
year was £1,286,875,500. If we further assume that these drafts have an
average currency of three months, it follows that there are always running
£321,718,875 of commercial paper. A depreciation of i per cen\ upon
this sum is upwards of £2.800,000. The same Returns state that the
amount of property and profits assessed for the year was £364,4 50,000
A depreciation of the value of the £ will seriously affect this vast sum,
although, of course, not in the same relative proportion as running com
mercial bills, seeing that property will be worth in the market a higher
amount in a depreciated currency. We will only further allude to bal
ances in the hands of bankers, to fixad and stated incomes, to bank notes
issued, or to contracts running, all of which would be liable to a deprecia
tion forming in the aggregate an immense sum. Were this country to
depreciate the £1, the loss to individuals would far exceed anything which
could possibly be the case with all other nations put together. But, further, were the French system universally adopted, the relative loss would
be proportionately aggravated in the case of other nations, se> iug that
their coins would have to be still more depreciated.
But would the French not he willing themselves to make an alteration!
We fully believe they would offer fewer obstacles than any olher nation to
an assimilation of their coinage to the £. They have seen the disadvan
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tages attending the mixed systems now prevailing ; they are the moving
power in the consideration of the present question. They are alive prac
tically to the objections to a double standard, which has drained their
country of its silver in consequence of the erroneous proportionate value
attached by their law to gold as compared with silver. They are pre
pared to abolish their double standard, and to discard silver altogether at
a legal tender beyond 50 francs ; and what more ready means could they
find to bring back the errant silver to their country than by adding a few
grains of pure gold to their 20-franc pieces, so as to counteract the baneful
effects from which they have suffered, and which have compelled them to
have recourse to so precious a metal as gold, entailing heavy loss by abra
sion in such small pieces as those of 5 francs, in order to provide the
means of small change to meet the requirements of the community ! At
the present time 1 kilogramme of gold, of 9-10ths purity, is coined into
155 pieces of 20 francs, i.e., into 6,100 francs, and by a decree of the 8th
April, 1864, a seignorage is charged upon this quantity of 6-70 francs.
We propose that in future they should coin 1 kilogramme of their bullion
into 3,075 francs only, and let them, if they please increase their seignor
age to 10 francs. Let us compare this proposed new French Coinage
with our existing British money :
Franet.
1,000 grammes bullion.
1 1 alloy, MOth deducted.
900 grammes pure gold, — 3,075 francs, or at 26 franca per £=-£liS.
England.
900 grammes pure gold, or
13.890-618 grains troy.
1.262 783 add alloy 1 11th.
15, 63,401 grains troy standard.
Which, at the rate of £46 14s. 6d. for 5,760 grains, represents £122,924,
which is sufficiently near to come within the allowance of remedy.
Were the French to exhibit a readiness to accept such a system, the
Germans would unquestionably join in approximating theirs to that in use
here. They have felt for a long time the inconvenience of a silver stand
ard. The British sovereign is everywhere in North Germanv freelv ac-
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At the present moment the state of the currency in the United States
is peculiarly favorable to any change, seeiDg that specie payments are sus
pended ; and any arrangement made by the government in the shape of a
convention to join other nations in the introduction of an international
coinage would, on the part of the States, remain practically a dead letter
until the resumption of payments in specie. There need only be passed
an act of Congress doing away with the existing anomaly of the silver
dollar, issued by the mint at 108 cents, and confining the legal tender (as
soon as the present greenbacks shall be withdrawn in fav r of a metallic
currency) to gold, basing this upon the eagle of ten dollars, and enacting
that the eagle shall weigh 251 grains troy in place of 258, as at pre
sent required. This would make the value of the proposed eagle, as
compared with our British Coinage, £1*9991, which is sufficiently near to
justify the acceptance of the United States' dollar as the exact equivalent
of four shillings, and of our sovereign as five dollars, as already adopted
in the British American Colonies. The public creditor would not suffer,
as he would doubtless gladly accept the depreciated dollar rather than
the greenback with which he is threatened, and the community at large
would have time to fall into the changed valuation of the currency with
no greater difficulty than will have to be encountered when specie pay
ments are resumed.
Amongst the systems before considered, there remains only that of
Spain to remark upon. That unfortunate country has been subjected to
so many alterations of standard, that the people would hail with delight
the adoption by their Government of any system which, from its being
bound up with the more stable systems of foreign countries by an Inter
national Convention, would, to a certain extent, place their Coinage
beyond the power of their rulers to tamper further with it.
Ttaly, Belgium, and Switzerland, who have already accepted the French
system, would doubtless follow the example of France Bhould she be dis
posed to make the change indicated. Greece has already evinced a
desire to join the Powers who have a monetary convention with France.
Portugal. Turkey, Russia, Austria, and Denmark would be unable to resist
the necessity for a modification of their coinage to meet the requirements
of the case, if all other European Powers decide upon the adoption of
International coins; and the smaller German Powers, such as Hamburg,
Bremen, and Lubeck, have already made up their minds that they must
throw in their lot (so far as regards monetary systems) with their giant
neighbour, Prussia.
The American States and Eastern countries, who are bound up in the
Mexican dollar, it will be hopeless to attempt to move, even if it were
prudent, Very little faith, for instance, would be placed in the purity or
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exactness of assay of any gold coins which might be issued by the Mint
of Pekin. The inveterate habits and prejudices of the semi-barbarous
Eastern nations would render it impossible to overcome their preference
for silver at an earlier date than the Greek Kalends, and we need not
await on their account the slow process of their conversion to more
enlightened views. They cannot reason back from effects to causes in
matters of national economy, and will go on their way, until they see
that their interest is really consulted by their modifying their views.
From the preceding observations it is tolerably evident that a general
feeling prevails in the most civilized countries that an effort to effect a rap
prochement between the populations is considered desirable. It is felt that
possibly some heartburnings may be alleviated if, in the important matter
of money ai it passes from band to hand, misunderstanding is obviated. But
it it shown, in the foregoing brief investigation, that, to carry into effect
so laudable a design, a great national injustice can scarcely be avoided if
we are to be called upon to modify our £. It is also shown th it in the
case of France, some change is indispensable from a double standard. To
attempt by law to fix the ratio of value between gold and silver is seen to
be futile; both metals are commodities, the value of which, like that of
all other articles, depends upon supply and demand. As knowledge
grows, and skill and science are brought to bear upon the extraction of
the precious metals from their raw materials, the amount of time, labour,
and expense spent upon the production of any given weight of pure metal
must relatively diminish ; consequently, the more accomplished a nation
becomes, the less value of gold or silver becomes; in other words, the
tendency under such circumstances of the prices of agricultural and man
ufacturing products is upwards, although this tendency m ny be in some
degree neutralized and counteracted by similarly applied skill and science
being brought to bear in the relatively cheaper production of such articles.
We thus have the metals on the one hand, and the necessities or luxu
ries of life on the other, alternately vibrating now in one direction, and
now in the other, and what is true of the metals as compared with other
articles, must, from the nature of the case, be true as between the selves.
The French, therefore, find themselves in such a position that they mutt
modify their previous legislation. What, then, can be more natural than
for them, whilst carrying this modification into effect, to approximate
their system to that of their British neighbours? And in the matter of
their public debt, see how just it is that they should do so. Their creditors
under their law are entitled to look for payment of their claims in silver
just as much as in gold. But by the course of their legislation they have
virtually driven silver from their realm, and now have only gold to offer
their creditors in satisfaction of their claims. Why should their creditors
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be compelled to accept payment in an article of depreciated value f Is it
not right and proper, if they insist upon paying by such a medium, that
they should increase the quantity of the metal composing the integer of
their Coinage, so as to meet the justice of the case? These remarks
apply equally to running commercial bills in France, as well as to all
open balances and contracts, so that no national injustice would be done
if some grains of gold were to be added to the 20-franc piece, as would
be the case were some grains abstracted from the British sovereign.
On the ground, therefore, of justice, as well as of expediency, we hope
we have shown that the desirable end of an International Coinage may
be attained, at least as between Great Britain and France, by the reten
tion of thu British £ as the measure of value, and by the raising of the
French system of money in gold to that value. We have also shown that
the Germans are ready to revise their system, and there can be no greater
objection (putting the matter in its mildest form) to their adhesion to
our valuation, than there would be to their acceptance of the French valution, whiUt the advantages they would derive are patent. The reasons
why the United States should follow in the same course are also seen to
be strong, whilst their business relations with this country being so much
greater, their personal predilections should be more in our favor.
By the adoption of the views enunciated, intercourse between civilized
communities would be facilitated, and, as a necessary consequence, feel
ings of good-will would be promoted at the smallest possible sacrifice of
existing .ulerests.
It is n.-.t improbable that at the bottom of their hearts the promoters
of this movement may have hoped to lead mankind at large to the recep
tion of the grander and more philanthropic idea of universal Coinage,
by which we mean, that the coins of every country should pass current in
all other countries, but this opens up a much wider field for discussion,
inasmuch as it would inevitably involve the adoption of one universal
system of weights and measures, for the reception of which we apprehend
the world i.< not yet prepared. In the meantime, a step in the right
direction in regard to International Coinage, as laid down in an Interna
tional Convention, could not fail to facilitate the larger and more interest
ing question.
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THE CURRENCY QUESTION IN TEE COMMERCIAL CONVENTION IN BOSTON.
BT CHARLES H. CARROLL.
I was glad to find that the members of the Commercial Convention in
Boston of last February were generally readers of this Magazine. Hav
ing bad the privilege of presenting a few remarks, as an outsider, to the
Committee on Currency and Finance of that Convention, by their courtesy,
I would like to offer through your pages to the gentlemen who composed
that, committee, and to your readers generally, some further explanation
of the views which there was not time to elaborate on that occasion.
Several members of the Committee having urged the need of a lower
rate of interest at the West, as a reason for the increase of banks and
currency there, I took occasion to say that to increase currency in relation
to capital is a sure way to increase the rate of interest, as well as general
prices, and that even the supply ot money itself does not change this
law, because interest is not a price for the loan of money merely ; it
is the rent of capital. It is not, therefore, currency that is needed at the
"West to reduce the rate of interest, but capital, since the more capital
there is the less is its rent, and capital can onW be obtained by labor, or
it is the fruit of labor wherever and however obtained.
In support of this doctrine, as to the rate of interest, I presented the
example of California, and stated that money runs away from a high
rate of interest all the world over, as it runs away from that State, where
it is 24 to 30 per cent per annum, to New York, where it is 6 to 9 per
cent ; thence to London where it is 4 per cent, and thence to Parisj
Hamburg, <fcc, where it is only 2 or 3 per cent. The question was asked
why, under these circumstances, does money leave California! I could
only reply, because of the deficiency of other capital there, California is
too poor to retain the great amount of money she produces, the pressure
of business before the Committee precluding any further explanation.
The question of interest is closely connected with the policy of ex
panding the currency, and is important for a reason the reverse of that
contemplated by the advocates of that policy in the Convention. To
give the subjects of interest and currency, therefore, proper consideration,
let me repeat that interest is the rent of canital—loanable capital—and
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ance of capital, it would be naturally low. There can be nothing more
absurd, as the matter presents itself to my mind, than to expel and repel
money with a debt currency, and thus force the business of the country
into the credit system, with all its needless embarassment and direct cost,
and an increased rate of interest besides.
Money is but one of the exchangeable commodities of commerce, only
that it possesses extraordinary utility as the common equivalent and
recompense in exchange, the demand for which is without limit. To this
utility it owes its value, which varies with the needs and means of payment
of all who desire it, differing in this respect not at all from every other
exchangeable commodity. I agree perfectly with Professor Lieber, that
money existed before government; that it is a commodity; and that,
virtually, there are no such two words or acts as buying and selling ;
there is only exchange. The blindnecs of the public in regard to it seems
to, be owing to the interference of legislation in separating the unit of
money from the ordinary weights of commerce by which it was formerly
known and exchanged. Every student of the subject knows that the
British pound sterling was once a pound of silver, and the French livre
the same. Cheating by the governments made these two units the mean
ingless things they are. Our dollar was originally an ounce of silver,and
the German thaler the same.
Gold or silver offered in exchange, or buried in the miser's hoard, for
its intrinsic value, is money. Whoever buys a barrel of flour for a gold
eagle is at the same time buyer and seller; he buys flour and sells gold,
and bargains as much for the value of the gold he sells as of the flour he
buys. Whether in bullion or in coin, whether reckoned by ounces or
dollars, until its value is augmented by labor in the arts, as plate, jewels,
dtc, gold is money.
The rate of interest is opposed to the value of money. That is to say,
where the rate of interest is high, except momentarily sometimes in the
crisis of a bank contraction, the value of money is low, and vice versa.
Loss by the depreciation of tho value of money is just the same in every
respect to its owner, as the loss by the depreciation ol the value of wheat
to the owner of wheat. The value of money is as simple an expression
as the value of wheat ; it is, of course, its purchasing power, and that can
only be expressed in the thing it purchases. If ten dollars of money
purchases a barrel of flour, so much flour is the value of so much money.
If a bushel of corn exchanges for a dollar, the value of a dollar is a
bushel of corn. Where little money buys much of other things its value
is high : where much money buys little of other things its value is low.
Nothing can be plainer ; yet, and aMiough this fact, and the distinction
between the rate 'ntertst and the value of money, have been clearly
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set forth by the best scientific authority in England—John Stuart Mill—
we find the London Economist habitually calling the rate of interest " the
value of money." T cannot suppose this to be the result of ignorance,
bat of the curious and unaccountable persistence with which the practi
cal, so called, and the theoretical, in political economy refuse to become
acquainted with each other. By this misuse of a significant term the
Economist helps to intensify the corruption of the nomenclature of that
science which obscures the subject in the public mind.
Money is capital, if free of hoards. It is exchangeable or circulating
capital, like every other thing that is offered for exchange, and it is wealth
not currency, to the miser. It is wanted everywhere as capital and wealth
"to serve a purpose and satisfy a desire" for its purchasing an.1 paying
power, and for its security ; functions which nothing else possesses in like
degree or in like convenience and perfection. It finds customers without
effort, wherever it is known to exist ; it is the thing promised in debt,
both in and out of the currency, and it makes payment in quality and
value all the world over free from doubt or uncertainty. I say it is wanted
as capital and wealth, not as currency, because as currency it serves only
to make price which adds nothing to value or to wealth. Had we but
one-tenth of the currency we have to day in this country, other things
being as they are, we should have but one-tenth the price of things in
general, but not a particle less of value in our property and not a particle
less of general wealth. We should have, in that case, simply ten times
the value or purchasing power in every dollar of our currency, and, were
such an extreme case possible, it would give us a wonderful advantage in
commerce over every other people on the globe. Who could compete
with us in the production and sale of anything that we have the natural
soil and ability to produce, or the ability to procure ? Who could make
such profits in foreign trade as we? The barrel of flour costing ten
dollars now, would cost but one dollar then, and we could exchange it,
say with England, for a yard of broad cloth of the present currency value
of ten dollars, which, no matter what might be its price, would cost us
but one dollar, because our imports cannot cost any more than the exports
that pay for them. Could we not then supply France and Germany with
broad cloth cheaper than they could make it? Could we not build ships
and sail them, and supply cargoes, cheaper than any other people ? Who
then but we would cover the ocean with ships and steamers, and conduct
the carrying trade of the world ?
And what prevents us or any otler people from realizing Ibis imaginary
advantage? Simply the irrevocable law of value in exchange, by which
money, as capital, the great object as well as instrument ol commerce to
all nations, flows to the market where its value is the most ; that is to
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say, where the least money will exchange for the most of other things.
This being so, no folly can be greater than legislating for a supply of
currency, since money itself is naturally in repletion everywhere to pre
vent any one country or people from having the advantage of others in
international trade, except by the normal exercise of industry and intelli
gence in producing and cheapening capital.
The more of anything there is produced the cheaper it is, of course ;
but this fall of special value is nevertheless an increase of wealth. The
miners and the State of California are enriched as much by producing
money, although cheapening it all the while, as they would be by pro
ducing a like value of wheat. This fact stares us in the face in the
rapid strides of that new State to wealth, and puts to shame the specu
lative theory of certain scholars and writers that money is not capital.
It would be as absurd to oppose the cheapening of money by its increase,
as of Indian corn or wheat by an increase of the crops. But to cheapen
money, as currency, without ii. creasing it, as capital, to compensate the
depreciation and supply the export demand which that depreciation
creates, is quite another thing, that should be restrained as rigidly as
counterfeiting, for it amounts to the same thing in its efl'ect upon the
wealth of the nation. A bank that has nothing to lend, and lends that
nothing in a promise to pay money on demand, creates a fiction, and puts
it into the currency to the degradation of the value of money, and loss
of capital to the community, as effectually as the counterfeiter who does
the same thing, the difference being only in the intention, and in public
credulity which believes in and accepts the one and rejects the other.
This same thing, in principle, has been tried in dealing in wheat in
Chicago : but it lacked that support from public credulity, or, as it is
" called, " confidence," which is so freely granted in dealing in money
under the name and cloak of banking, a useful and naturally an honest
business, the name of which is used to cover a multitude of sins. The
quality of wheat, as of gold, may be uniform, and determined accurately
by competent inspection, and the supply of various owners may be stored
in bulk of one grade, and delivered in detached parcels, regardless of the
distinction of ownership without injustice to any one. Thus, as every
one knows, wheat is stored and delivered in Chicago. The warehouse
men issue receipts, or certificates of deposit, as the wheat is received,
and by and on those certificates it is sold and delivered. These men
were not slow to discover that, as wheat was coming and going continually
and keeping their warehouses replenished, they could establish the " credit
system" in the business, by dealing on their employers capital, counting
upon an average forbearance of demand, without borrowing or paying
interest for it In other words, they could issue certificates of deposit
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for wheat that was never deposited or produced—fictitious bushels of
wheat in promises—cause sales be made by those certificates, and meet
them out of their employer's supplies.* Some of them did this thing;
how many or to what extent is immaterial, and whether with or without
intentional wrong is also immaterial to our argument, which is concerned
only with the principle, and that is swindling. The Illinois legislature
so considered it, and passed a law exacting that any person who
shaLl negotiate or put in circulation any such receipt "shall be deemed
guilty of felony, and, on conviction thereof, shall be fined in a sum not
less than one thousand dollars, nor more than five thousand dollars, and
imprisoned in the penitentiary not less than one nor more than five years."
Some failures among the warehousemen, I think, brought this law about
Nevertheless, the same thing is done with money in Chicago and else
where not only with impunity, but with encouragement. It is popular
among the commercial nations ; it is not banking, which is dealing iu
loanable capital, but currency making, the illegitimate, fictitious "credit
system" of the Bank of England. You deposit, say, one thousand dollars
of coined money in a bank, and the bank will promise to deliver it on
demand to four other men as well as to yourself; that is, will lend its
employers capital on the Chicago certificate and Bank of England plau
four times over by discounting, withont borrowing or paying interest for
it, each of the four customers having the same privilege of checking upon
your money that you have, the bank counting upon art average forbearance
of demand, by circulating its debt in the place of money, so that 20 per
cent reserve of specie will enable it to meet these preposterous promises.
Whether the promises are in certificates, i. e., notes issued, or inscribed
credits called " deposits," makes no difference; the bank creates a fiction
of dollars of money, as the Chicago warehousemen created a fiction of
bushels of wheat, and with the same effect in degrading the value of cir
culating capital.
In this country 20 per cent of specie is considered ample for the bank
reserves; in England 33i per cent; in France, I think, rarely if ever less
than 40 per cent ; and the Bank of France,the only currency making insti
tution in that country, is apt to be in trouble at that ; for France has had
such sharp experience with "paper money" that " confidence" is not quite
sufficient there to give it free scope.
If there be any difference in principle or effect between the spurious
wheat traffic of Chicago, now suppressed, and the currency making of
banks, which is encouraged, in degrading the value of circulating capital
to the loss of its owners and the country, I must say that, after many
• Betting on the price of wheat Is a (Afferent thing, b< cause it brings into the market bDth
buyer and teller slmnltaceously, and by the same act, an i the one balances the other.
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years of careful study of the suhject,aid<d by practical experience in activn
business, I cannot see it. The loss falls first upon the owners of the cap
ital in the local market where the spurious loan is made, and ultimately
is distributed through the country.
"Everything," says De Quincey, "that enters a market we find to have
some value or other. Everything in every case is known to be isodynamic
with some fraction, some multiple, or some certain proportion of every
thing else." It is by this law of equivalents, this isodynamic or equal
force and intensity of value, tending to an equilibrium constantly, but
never resting, that money moves from place to place, and that every frac
tion of capital is attracted by and to every other fraction of capital through
out the commercial world.
" New countries are always understocked." California is understocked.
She has not a sufficiency of other capital to reduce its general or average
value to a level with her natural and large supply of money, or, what is
the same thing, to raise the value of her money to a proportionate or isody
namic* equivalence with her other capital, and it is impossible that she
should have it, because of her insufficiency of population and pioductive
power. Hence, capital in general is dear there in money value and real
prices are high ; in other words, money is cheap ; and money as cheap
capital leaves California, as wheat and corn leave Illinois, being attracted
abroad by other capital according to s»ppry and demand.
No matter what may be the currency in use in this country, whither
dollars or promises to pay dollars in circulating notes or demand deposits,
so far as it is interchangeable with money, or passes for money, it will fol
low the California rule of running away from dear capital—from the mar
ket where capital is relatively scarce to the market where capital is rela
tively plenty—from the poor State to the rich one. The western Atlantic
States cannot retain a dime more of it than will be naturally attracted to
them by their circulating capital ; and, if they make a currency of debt
anong themselves, that currency will as surely fall into the hands of
Eastern creditors, in the cities where capital is in greater proportion to
currency, as does the surplus money of California. But the result will be
widely diflerent ; they send out in such case not money and capital, but
debt and embarrassment, to return and plague them, whereas California
sends money and capital that pays as it goes.
Not that California is ever out of debt to the eastern States. She is com
paratively poor, as I have said, and borrows capital of them, by buying
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goods on credit, her surplus money being of do more advantage to her
than an equal value of wheat or of any othor suiplus capital is or would
be. But by avoiding a debt-currency she secures exemption for her capi
tal from a great amount of utterly needless embarrassment, pro and eon,
in the notes and bonds of individuals for and against the notes and credits
of banks, required for no purpose but to create and maintain such a cur
rency, which, in the nature of the case, by expelling and repelling money,
precludes a like amount of sales for cash in prompt exchange. At the
same time she secures the production, export, aud exchange for foreign
goods, of large quantities of wheat and other staples that she would not
otherwise produce, because the export demand would fall upon the cheap
ened commodity money, which would be exported in their stead.
Many a bushel of wheat and of barley, many a pound of wool and
gallon of wine, are produced and exported by California more than she
would produce if the prices and cost of these staples were raised by a
paper currency, since every step in the direction of high prices limits
their market. Her facilities for producing these things are such that,
notwithstanding her cheap money, she supplies them as cheaply, and, be
ing equivalent thereto in value, they unite with money in the exports.
But let her mix paper with her money, and the 6rst dollar of it will be
an abnormal depreciation of a dollar in the value of her money, which,
there being no new dollar produced to compensate the depreciation and
supply the export demand, will inevitably cause a dollar to be exported
from her pre existing stock of monev, instead of merchandise. She will
have precisely the same additional price to pay for her imports as if she
had a new dollar to pay it with, and she will lose the money absolutely
in an old dollar by having only paper price, not money value, returned
for it.
California might in this way, by adding paper dollars to her circulating
medium, nearly divest herself of money, and, notwithstanding her vast
production and receipts of gold, come into line with her sister states in
suspension and bankruptcy. It is a wonder to me that she has not been
prevailed upon to do this already—that cunning men have not persuaded
the people of California that they need more " money" to transact their
business, and that banks have not been crowded upon them to borrow
their capital blindly for nothing, and charge them interest upon it, by
calling the instruments of this borrowing " money." It is a blind schemr
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era Atlantic States, or as any other place in the wide world, and
that she has it Dot, argues that she is favored with leading minds
wiser than those of Australia where it prevails with a natural excess of
money, and where the list of bankruptcies are unexampled and appalling.
The proportion of wealth, active and inactive, to money in circulation
is naturally about as 25 to 1 ; and when a currency that is a mere me
dium of exchange and not money, is mixed with money, or, as in our
present experience, takes the place of money, the proportion of wealth to
the whole currency continues the same—that is to say, the aggregate
price of the property of the country is twenty-five times the sum of the
currency. There is in property what is called by an excellent economist,
J. Y. Smith, Esq., of Madison, Wisconsin, " a greediness of price," which
secures this result. Every new dollar that enters into the circulating me
dium is soon taken up in the price of things, and if the dollar is money, the
product of labor that price is value ; otherwise it is price without value.
Mr. Calhoun, in bis speech, March 21, 1834, on the recharter of the
United States Bank—one of the most suggestive speeches on banking and
currency, I think, ever delivered in Congress—suggests 1 to 25 or 30 as
the proportion of circulation to the aggregate property of a community.
If by this term "circulation" he means to exclude the demand deposits
from the currency I object to the idea and to his reckoning, for it is im
possible to find the slightest difference in principle or effect between a
bank note and a bank deposit payable on demand. The bank note is but
a check of a bank upon itself—the holder of any sum of bank notes pays
out as much as he has occasion to use at the moment, and keeps the re
mainder for future use in his iron safe or his pocket. So the owner of a
bank deposit pays out in a check the sum he has occasion for at the mo
ment, and keeps the remainder for future use in his bark. It is not the
payment, the mere iniinipulation of the paper, that operates upon the value
of money and the price of things, but the whole sum of the demand debt,
since the whole acts as a purchasing power precisely as the whole of any
commodity in market acts upon the value of that commodity, although
nine-tentbs or any other portion of it may be at rest in warehouses and
seeking demand all the while. Every one operates in money or gjods
with reference to his means at hand.
As this question of the nature of bank deposits came up in the cur
rency committee referred to, I desire to be distinctly understood in reference
to it. No one doubts that one thousand dollars of coin and one thousand
dollars of bank notes in your counting house safe, which you are circulat
ing in various amounts by daily or occasional payments and renewals,
constitute two thousand dollars of currency. Sappose you transfer the
whole sum to a bank, check upon it, and renew the deposit to suit your
27
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purposes ; in what respect is the principle altered or the currency character
of the two thousand dollars changed ? Or suppose your wife takes one
hundred dollars in coin and bank notes to go a shopping, is not this sura
currency ! The demand she makes at the shops enters into or is a part
of the average purchasing power of the whole circulatiug medium of the
country and the world, and tends to raise prices whether she spends any
of the currency or not, and this demand is of course in the one hundred
dollars; for if you did not possess it some one else would, and would
exercise the average demand in it as you do. But your wife meets with
no satisfactory bargains, and the currency is deposited to your credit in
bank. Is it any the less currency than when it was in her hands!
Again, you sell a quantity of coffee for a merchant's note which you get
discounted, and the net sum of the discount is added to the deposit to
your credit. You check upon this sum as you did upon the coin and
notes. All these items are mixed into one deposit, one power, and one
effect. You make an average use of this deposit, as you make an average
use of the goods in your warehouse, in the operations of exchange; and,
in the long run, there will be a proportional amount and purchasing
power of currency and of goods at rest in this way throughout the community. Yet all are in circulation, because all are being offered in
exchange.
As to the word currency there can be but one rule for its interpreta
tion, and that is very plain. Currency is what and where would be money
under a metallic system of like volume, free of hoards ; and it is obvious
that, under such a system, a great, if not the greater, part of the money
employed in trade would be in banks on deposit subject to check at sight;
and another great part would be held by the banks against certificates of
deposit in circulation instead of bank notes. This simple rule distinguishes
curreucy from the ordinary commercial notes, bills of exchange and ledger
debits, which are of the nature of mortgages on property, and represent
capital as against money when offered in market. No one pretends to
consider a promissory note or bill on time, received for goods, as money.
No one de' its it to his c: sh account, and no debtor holds money in reserve
against his bills running to maturity. The effect of selling such bills in
market is to convey the equitable ownership of so much of his goods or
capital ; it is to demand money or currency, and so far to appreciate the
value of money and reduce general prices.
"Whereas, if the note is manipulated by a bank, and its proceed-i are
mixed with money in a deposit, the sum at the credit of the depositor
acts as it would do under a metallic system on the money side of the ex
changes, as money or currency against other capital, tending to depreciate
the value of money and raise general prices, directly the opposite of it*
power as a promissory note.
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I beg leave to d:ssent from the opinion of John Stuart Mill and the
English country bankers on this point entirely. Under an exclusively
metallic system such bills would exist and be discounted by banks for
money actually in their possession. The bills ifsold would act then, as they
act now, as other capital before the discount, and as money or currency in
their proceeds afterwards. In their nature they are instruments of legiti
mate credit having no tendency to inflation whatever. The source of
inflation, and of the commercial crisis, is in the nature of the system
which pretends to lend money, but creates currency by discounting such
bills when there is no such money in existence. The English bankers
endeavor by their argument to escape the odium of the commercial crisis,
and cast it upon the increase of credit in overtrading; but they are in
error. Prices are raised by currency, not by simple credit.
In computing the currency, of course, the bank reserves must be
deducted from the total of bank demand liabilities, and placed where they
belong in the reckoning, or we shall reckon the same thing twice over.
Then adding the net sum of these liabilities to the money in circulation,
and now to the outstanding government notes also, we have an amount
of currency that is as 1 to 25 of the aggregate price of the property of
this country, as nearly as an estimate can be made. Reckoning; thus, by
tho aid of the bank returns at Washington near January 1, 1861, 1 find
the currency in the latter part of 1800 amouned to 640 millions of dol
lars, which sum multiplied by 25 gives 16,000 millions of dollars as the
aggregate price of the property of the country. This corresponds with
the census estimate of 1860.
As London is the settling place or great clearing house of the commer
cial nations, we can determine by the course of sterling exchange very
nearly the relation of our currency to its natural volume at any time.
Nine and a half per cent nominal premium for sight bills, as every
merchant knows, is the true par of exchange on London. By the latter
part of 18G0 sterling exchange had fallen below this point materially,
indicating very clearly that the currency was below the true money volume.
Had there never been a bank note or uncovered demand deposit in exist
ence, we should have had 040 millions of dollars of gold and silver in cir
culation at that time unquestionably. As it was, we had but about
$200,000,000; 440 millions of money being repelled by the kiting of
debt against debt to maintain a bank currency within the amount natur
ally belonging in solid money to the capital of the country.
I believe that capital has increased so much that, but for the repulsive
power of the debt currency, we should have at thi* time 800 millions of
gold and silver in circulation, instead of which we have a mixture chiefly
of poverty and embarrassment, amounting to 1,400 millions, maintaining
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average prices at 75 per cent above money value, real estate being now in
the greatest fever of inflation, other things having subsided a little to
make room for it.
Now, in view of the ratio of 1 to 25, let us inquire what California would
need to do to retain the gold she now sends away, and we may learn
what any State must do to avoid sending to other States a currency of
debt to her own loss and embarrassment, instead of merchandise to her
profit and advantage. In round numbers the population of the United
States in 1860 was 32,000,000. It will be observed, therefore, that the
average of currency was $20 per capita for the whole country. California
cannot retain so much as this, because she is young in enterprise and
opportunity, and her capital does not equal the average of all the States.
But allow her, for argument's sake, $20 per capita, and, her population
being in round numbers 400,000, she can retain but $8,000,000 of money
free of hoards. What she may retain in hoards is of no consequence to
our argument, as it is of no consequence in commerce, nor in determining
the value of money. The aggregate price and real money value of the
developed propetty of California is, then, $200,000,000, according to ray
computation as 25 to 1 of the currency, and this sura is, I think, an
extreme allowance.
San Francisco receives yearly $50,000,000 of gold, which, the currency
of her State being full, she sends to the Eastern States, and to foreigu
countries. To retain this gold California must produce, every year, one
thousand, two hundred and fifty millions of dollars ($ 1,250,000,000) of
wealth of all sorts, over and above her present annual production. This,
and nothing less than this, as 25 to 1 of the money, will enable ber to
retain all this gold. Any one may see at a glance the impossibility of her
doing any such thing, since after eighteen years of great industry in
mining, and in every other sort of production that would present a
promise of profit to the' most acute and enterprising people that ever
colonized a country, she has accumulated, altogether, but 200 millions of
property.
Here let me remark that I prefer this method of estimating the wealth
of a community to the most elaborately prepared statistics, since every
portion of wealth, whether in market or out of it, must have an estima
tion in price, and that price must depend upon and fluctuate with the
volume of the currency. It is possible to make a comparatively satisfac
tory and accurate computation of the currency of this country from the
ample returns of the banks to the government, intelligent commercial
estimates of the movements of the precious metals, and the treasury report
of its own issues. No othor nation is, or ever was, so well supplied with
information in these particulars. Merchants and bankers generally know
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how to keep accounts and state them. But it is impossible to make any
thing satisfastory out of the figures supplied by the various government
agents, widely distributed over this great country, who are selected, not
for their competency, but for their politics, or the politics of those who
have an interest in finding them employment. Many of these men are
turned into office ignorant of the work they have to do, and turned out
again before they have time and opportunity to learn it, if they would,
by the whirligig of partisan politics which turns upon the rule: "To
the victors belong the spoils," ignoring experience and qualification en
tirely.
The Director of the Bureau of Statistics, Mr. Delmar, in his report to
the Secretary of the Treasury, Nov. 14, 1867, gives some instructive and
amusing examples of the character of government returns that deserve
attention in this connection. Referring to certain tabular statements, of
a few years past, he says :
" The tonnage returns were swelled with thousands of ghostly ships—ship9 that
bad gone to the bottom years ago. Newport swelle 1 her coastwise movements with
the daily arrivals and departures of the Sound steamers ; and at some of the borderdistricts, every time a ferry boat entered and left a slip, her tonnage, agniast a
standing regulation of the department, found its way into the account of the foreign
entrances .ind clearances."
" The collector of Pembina reported that he had erroneously returned imports for
exports, because he had a felon on his finger."
The imports for 1861 have been variously reported at $286,500,000,
up to $352,000,000 ; those of 1862, from $205,700,000 to $275,300,000 ;
and minor discrepancies follow in 1863-'4-'5. The exports of 1861 are
returned in different reports all the way from $227,900,000 to $389,700,000; those of 1864 from $281,800,000 to $320,200,000; and dif
ferences of smaller amounts occur in those of 1862-'3-'5.
Now, if the Custom House can do no better than this, what can we
expect of the departments of more recent and imperfect orgaiization ?
In computing the wealth of the country I am better satisfied to rely upon
the currency.
Returning to California experience, we find that State cannot keep her
yearly surplus of money, $50,000,000, in circulation at home, unleis'sbe
can make a yearly addition to her property of $1,250,000,000 in money
value.
By the same rule Illinois, for example, could not keep $10,000,000 of
bank currency in circulation, in addition to her present supply, unless
she could simultaneously produce $250,000,000 of wealth of all sorts
over and above the regular production, measuring price by the existing
depreciated currency. And if she produced the wealth she would have
the currency without producing it, because she would sell goods to other
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States. and receive their currency in return. It is beginning at the wrong
end of the operation to make the currency before the capital, because if
she does so she will buy goods of other States, remit currency, and run
into debt to them, and into difficulty altogether, unless the currency is
itself capital, ». e. money, and then, of course, she will remit the surplus
without embarrasment, and with as much advantage as she would remit
anything else, by paying, instead of running in debt, for the returns.
The population of Illinois numbers at this time, probably, 2,200,000,
and it may be presumed that her capital equals, per capita, the average
of all the Stales. Hence, at $20 a head, she can maintain $44,000,000 of
currency in money, or at par with money and no more : multiplied by 25
this gives $1,100,000,000 as the aggregate money value of the developed
wealth of the State. As all but six or seven per cent, of the wealth pro
duced in any State, or in all the States, in any one year is consumed in
the same year, the accumulation of $250,000,000 of value, in addition to
the existing wealth of Illinois, must require much time and labor ; but
$250,000,000 of price may be added to that wealth in very little time,
and with very little labor—only so much as is needful to make specula
tions and promises, or fly-kites of exchanged paper, that by bank dis
counting will serve for inscriptions of credit to the amount of $10,000,000 >
provided all the other States expand their circulating medium in the
same proportion. But if they do not unite in the expansion ; if they
keep down their circulating medium to its present relation to capital,
Illinois will buy of them in price more th;m she sells to them ; the
$10,000,000 additional of her currency will be diffused temporarily among
the States, Illinois retaining but her fraction according to capital, and ia
due time the whole will return "to plague the inventor" as surely as
chickens come home to roost. It is utterly impossible for Illinois, in
the long run, to maintain a dollar of currency in relation to capital more
thau the other States.
Let us not forget that science is experience classified and recorded, but
V its theory is what men think about it, which may be as wide of the truth
as Ptolemy's doctrine of the immobility of the earth. Illinois has had
ample experience of the truth in this matter of a debt currency, and one
would think might by this time have reduced that experience to science.
By simply exchanging bank liabilities, payable on demand, against tbe
liabilities of various States, payable, as it now appears, mostly never, she
had accumulated a currency of bank notes and demand deposits amount
ing to $13,000,000, the bank« having only $300,000 of specie to pay it
with. This was the work of nine years— 1851 to 1860, and it culminated
in extensive financial ruin to the banks and people of that State.
This being an addition from time to time to the natural sum of tbe
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circulating medium of the State, by raising general prices and furnisbing
" accommodation " to merchants and farmers, encouraged tbe holding
over of domestic products which checked production, and the sales of
merchandise to other States, win e it stimulated purchases from them,
and the consequence was, as I have said it always must be with such a
currency, it took the place of money cheapened by excess, and was
remitted to the credit or cities of the east. Thence it returned mostly in
the traveling bags of banker's, broker's and merchant's agents, who met
with all sorts of evasion and opposition to their demands for payment.
They were told that they were paid already. Was it not money they had
in their bags? What more could they want? It is good money," well
secured currency," said th. Illinois people, and when some of these agents
could not see it, they were, in certain interior places where a bank was
about as necessary as the Temple of Jerusalem, hustled and mobbed out
of town. This sort of experience ought to show that debt is not money,
and that the promise to pay a thing is not the thing itself. A crash of
baukruptcy sponged the slate of this business.
It is well to observe in this connection that the wea'.th of a com
munity naturally divides itself into three fractions, say two-fifths of cir
culating capital, two-fifths of fixed capital, and one-fifth of unproductive,
enjoyable wealth. In the fixed capital I include wealth intended for
productive purposes, but not ready for market, and, therefore, not cir
culating or offered in exchange. Of these fractions only one, ».
the
circulating capital, which is in the ratio as 10 to 1 of the currency,
makes any demand for, or has any influence upon the value of money
that will prevent its export, so that we have only to persevere in the
production of circulating capital to secure the utmost degree of mate
rial prosperity, and all the value in money or currency that we can
possibly possess. Any scheme to p oduce or procure more money or
currency than will naturally or necessarily be attracted by and to this
circulating capital, except on the California principle for export, is worse
than folly, it is mischief, because it increases debt, wastes capital, and
substitutes poverty and embarrassment for wealth.
And it will be observed that in creating circulating capital we
increase paii passu the other divisions of wealth, into which it dis
tributes itself hy a law that is as certain of obedience as the law of
gravitation; hence, after all, we must put twenty five times the labor
into the production of general wealth that we employ in the produc
tion or procurement of money, or it will fall in value, and run
away by its depreciation, which, if natural because of the increase
of gild and silver, is a gain of wealth, like the depreciation of breadstuffs by an increase of the crops, that, but for this increase of quan-
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tity would not be exported ; but if unnatural, because of the increase
of " paper money" it is a loss of wealth, it merely robs the country of so
much pre-existing money and capital, and we might as well throw so much
gold into the sea.
In conclusion, let me advise the reader tn bear in mind the experience
of California and Illinois in the investigation of the currency question ; and
I take leave to enter a caveat against the deductive method of reasoning
on this or any other question of political economy, which is quite too com
mon ; that is, from theory downward to fact. The opposite or inductive
method, upward from the fact of experience, is, in my view, the true course
to pursue with economical questions. Adam Smith's method is deductive.
He supposes a wagon way through the air, which "enables the country
to convert, as it were, a great part of its highways into good pastures and
cornfields, and thereby to increase very considerably the annual produce
of its land and labor." By this downward logic, from the clouds to
the earth, he finds a saving of gold and silver in the use of "paper
money." A paper wheel or a paper machine, which costs less than
a metallic one, is another of his metaphors. " A certain quantity
of very valuable materials, gold and silver, and of very curious labor," is
thus saved for other uses than distributing the revenue of society among
its members. Looking from the clouds he does not see that these valu
able materials, gold and silver, form, themselves, like other circulating
capital, a portion of that revenue which is lost by the degradation of their
value through the previous increase of the currency, before " paper money"
takes their place.
I have the highest respect for Adam Smith's teaching generally, but
this deductive process of his, to prove the profit and advantage of "paper
money," seems to me inductive nonsense. When we have a wagon way
in the air, to reason from, which transports goods and passengers with
the directness, celerity and security of railways and earth roads, we shall
doubtless cultivate the ground beneath with profit and satisfaction. When
we find a paper wheel or a paper machine, to do satisfactorily the power
ful work of a metallic one, miners and metal workers will keep holiday or
starve, perhaps, and then it may answer to accept Adam Smith's theory
c f "paper money" as scientific truth.

THE POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF DIRECTORS.
Recent events have not tended to strengthen public confidence in the
good faith of the directors of our large corporations. The exposure of
the internal workings of some of our prominent companies has revealed*
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condition of things which is a scandal to the business morals of the times.
We have seen directors subordinating the interests of stockholders to
their own temporary speculations in the most reckless manner. Indeed,
to such an extent has this evil grown that they appear to seek their posi
tion as much for private speculations as politicians seek office for the
sake of bribes and spoils. The position affords peculiar facilities for gain
ing information upon the affairs of a company which may be turned to
great advantage in the ventures of Wall street ; it supplies the loaded
dice of cliques, which, in hands of ordinary skill, generally carry off the
stakes of the gullible "outside public;" and in pursuing this object the
duties and responsibilities of the position are, of course, lost sight of.
When changes occur in the affairs of a company affecting the value of
its stock, the matter is kept a strict secret by the directors until they have
laid their plans for victimizing the stockholders by adroitly using these
facts, which all were entitled to know at once. This use of the superior
information of directors is in the nature of a fraud upon their constituents ;
a fraud of agents upon proprietors. Nor is this the only or most culpable
form of abuse. Directors are permitted to effect loans in behalf of the
company in such amounts and for such purposes as they may please. One
case of this kind is notorious, in which the board of directors borrowed
$3,500,000 from one of its members, in a manner which enabled the
lender to use the stock given as collateral for speculative purposes. The
facilities for speculation afforded by this transaction are generally supposed
to have been tumed so shrewdly ; that the accumulated profits amount to
almost as much as the loan itself, the public having been mulcted of the
money. This is an illustration of one of the ways in which our railroad
capitalists become millionaires at the expense of the public. We have
seen the directors of the same company, within the last few week«, guar
anteeing or engaging to guarantee the bonds of other companies to the
extent of $8,000,000, and indirectly issuing new stock to the extent
of $10,000,000 : and this most secretly and without one word of consul
tation with the stockholders. Another company has issued, with the
utmost secresy, $4,900,000 of new stock for purposes about which the
stockholders were never consulted and without their authorization ; and
when the question of the legality of the issue was brought into the courts,
the directors, in order to escape the consequences of an unlawful issue,
plated themselves and the effects of the company beyond the reach of
the courU, organized under the laws of another State, and secured from
a foreign legislature, the legalization of their abuse of power. That the
directors speculated themselves in connection with these transactions is
admitted in their own evidence before the courts. These cases are but
illustrations of what is going on upon a smaller scale continually.
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Is it not high time it were understood whether this sort of abuse of the
powers of directors is to ba continued or placed under legal restraint !
If it is to be continued, then stockholders ought to understand that the
property in which they have invested is under a system of management
whicli admits of systematic breach of trust; which keeps the shareholder
ignorant of all he is interested in knowing, until the information is of no
avail ; which permits in the directors the carrying out of sinister purposes;
which, by conferring large powers upon trustees, attracts into the direction
the most unscrupulous of our capitalists, and tends to bring high positions
of trust into contempt; which, in fine, constitutes chosen agents absolute
masters, and makes the real proprietors tools and dupes. We think all
must agree that this evil is becoming unbearable and should be placed
under check, and the only question is, what are the best means of accom
plishing that object ?
There are two main essentials in any plan seeking thiB end—greater pub
licity respecting the affairs of companies, and a stringent limitation of
the powers of directors or trustees. As to publicity, an annual report
is now about the only in formation communicated by directors to stock
holders ; and even this is often made up iu a partial manner and so as
to conceal what it is especially important should be known. A yearly
exhibit is whollj inadequate for affording the information which a stock
holder needs in order to judge of the position of his investment. A
merchant who took no further interest in his business than to require
from his clerks a yearly balance sheet would be deemed a singular and very
unreliable man of business ; and it is somewhat of a marvel that so
many should be found willing to put their capital into enterprises the con
dition and prospects of which they have such meagre data for estimat
ing. T'ue, some of our railroads are accustomed to issue a weekly state
ment of their gross earnings ; but even this meagre information is optional
with the directors, and is frequently withheld for speculative reasons
when there a-e any variations of revenue calculated to affect the value
of the stock. The issuing of these statements should be made compul
sory on every road, and the scopn extended so as to include the current
expenses and the net earnings. This, of itself, would afford very important
information, and would tend to hold in check the speculative propensities
of directors. Stockholders, however, have a right to expect an explicit
statement of traffic and finances, made out according to a starching
formula, every quarter. Such an exhibit should especially include every
branch of expenditure and a detailed statement of outstanding temporary
obligations. This would remove the veil of secrecy under which so much
official speculation is now carried on, and by revealing the con litionof
the corporations would enable the public to judge of the true value of
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stocks, be<peak confidence in them, and arrest that wild street speculation
in securities which is now productive of such manifold mischief. It is true
that the law gives to the stockholder the right of examining the books
of the company at will. But of what avail is this right in ordinary
cases ? When the information sought is especially important, the directors
or their agents usually so hamper the enquirer that be has to resort to
legal process to get at the secret. Few are qualified to make an intel
ligent search of the books of a company ; and fewer care to take the
trouble. Besides, the stockholders have a right to expect, for the sake of their
own convenience and interest, that their agents shall furnish them at fre
quent and regular periods, a full statement of affairs, and this right
should be duly required by legal enactment.
The chief remedy, however, is to be sought in the limitation of the
powers of directors. The present theory of the railroad law of this State
is that the directors are not agents at will, and subject to consultation and
instruction from their principals the stockholders, but that, for the period
of their office, they are, with but slight qualification, absolute masters of
affairs. Without the consent of the stockholders they can buy prop
erty or roads, lease other lines, guarantee the loans of other compares,
extend the road, make what they may deem improvements at discretion,
contract leans upon their own terms, and increase the capital stock through
the issue of convertible bonds. What more absolute powers could be con
ferred upon them ? That such prerogatives are dangerous to the interests
of corporation and of stockholders is too evident from the recent doings
of directors in cases which have attracted much public attention. It would
seem that the case would be fully met by an amendment to the general
railroad act providing, among other things, as follows: ], That no new
issues of stock or of bonds shall be made, except with the consent of twothirds in interest of the stockholders ; 2, That all issues of stocks or
bonds shall be made by open tender, and to the highest bidder; 3, That
no purchases of land, or of other roads, and no leasing of other roads
shall be made without such consent; 4, That directors shall not guarantee
the stock, bonds or coupons of other companies, nor extend their track,
nor make improvements involving more than a limited outlay without
such consent; and, 5, That directors shall net borrow money, upon
temporary loan, beyond a certain limited amount, except with such consent.
Under some such limitation of the powers of directors as this, we
should have a speedy end to the abuses which now create so much scamlal,
and are sapping the very foundations of judicial honor and probity. We
trust that some of the many influential citizens, who are daily protesting
against this venality in high places, will take the matter up with spirit,
and carry it to the Legislature. Such action on the part of the Chamber
of Commerce would be a proper sequal to its late doings in connection
with the Erie struggle.
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THE CONDITION AND PROSPECTS OP THE SOUTH.
In estimating the industrial future of the South, we have no alterna
tive but to leave wholly out of the question the political conditions
affecting its prospects. At present, its ten millions of population are
under military control—the worst possible condition for social and indus
trial progress—and how long they may remain so is quite uncertak.
A system of reconstruction is now in process of experiment, but two
great difficulties attend it ; in the first place, it is opposed to the wishes
of the white population, and next, even if generally adopted, it would
be subject to radical rearrangement upon a change in political adminis
tration. We must, therefore, in any case regard the South as destined to
suffer from an unsettled and unsatisfactory political status tor some years
to come ; which is about all that can be said definitely as to the bearing
of politics upon its future prosperity.
Material improvement, however, although necessarily retarded, is by
no means inconsistent with unfavorable political conditions; and there
is reason for hoping that this fact may receive illustration in the imme
diate future of the South. That section was, as is well known, utterly
prostrated by the war ; but connected with its prostration there is this
qualified consideration, that its losses received full expression at the close
of hostilities. They were not represented by an enormous issue of obli
gations to be held by capitalists as a future lien upon the industry of
the people, and could be exchanged abroad for commodities which had
not been earned through actual production. If there was poverty, it
was poverty undisguised by false appearances of wealth, and not only
without temptation to an unjustifiable extravagance and expansion, but
attended with the most effective inducements to effort and industry.
The loss of past accumulations constituted an imperative motive for a
large class, who had previously been idle population, to engage in useful
pursuits, whereby the South gained a new source of ultimate wealth.
The change of condition necessarily involved a temporary interruption
of industry. The transition from slave labor to free- required from the>
planters a certain amount of ready means for the payment of wages
which means they had not and could not readily command, in conse
quence of their loss of credit with the factors. In many cases the home
steads had been ruined by the army, and in most the appliances for
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little as the land, was capable ot migration to more prosperous sections.
Thus the conditions for making occupat'r n possible existed. For a time,
however, the high cost of living and the tendency toward inaction among
the negroes, following emancipation, necessitated the payment of a high
price for labor, which, together witb a burthensome tax upon cotton, and
bad crops, involved a heavy loss to the planters, adding temporarily to
their difficulties. This very poverty, howe'ver, necessitated the applica
tion of a prompt remedy in the employment of the laborers upon easier
terms and under conditions calculated to insure more regular work.
From the close of the war to the present time, the South has been engaged
in restoring the normal conditions of production, and although the pro
cess is far from complete, yet considerable progress is being made, and
affairs are in a much more promising condition than at any time since
1865. This fact is encouraging, showing that, prostrated as the South
was, it was not so far weakened as to have lost its powers of recu
peration.
Mistaken inferences are drawn from the present low price of property
in the Southern States. While in the North real estate has about
doubled its former value ; in the South plantation lands and dwellings
do not bring more than one half to two-thirds their worth in 1860;
from which fact extravagant conclusions are drawn as to the ruined con
dition of that section. Southern lands are depreciated at present, mainly
from two causes : first, because, owing to the exceptional conditions of
production above noticed, they cannot be made to yield the same profit
as formerly, and next because, from like causes, there are many
sellers and few buyers. The very fact of land being so cheap, however,
is calculated to draw agriculturists from other sections of industrious
habits and with adequate means for farming effectively.
It is worthy of note that, during late months, we have heard fewer
complaints of depression. The negroes appear to be more generally
recognizing the necessity of labor to subsistence, are working for lower
wages, and are steadier in their application to work. The planter's
family, too, is generally becoming a working part of the community,
fewer hands are employed in domestic duties, leaving a larger proportion
of the negroes to engage in productive pursuits; all of which, though
humiliating to many heretofore affluent, is yet highly conducive to the
restoration of prosperity. Eeports as to the condition of the growing
crops are generally quite satisfactory. The cotton crop has been tempo
rarily put back by ungenial weather, but not to an extent threatening to
affect appreciably the ultimate yield. The planter is now relieved from
the oppressive 2£ cents tax, and present probabilities favor the prospect
ol a lair profit upon his cotton. The grain crops are said to be very
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promising. The unprofitableness of last year's cotton crop has caused
an enlarged area of land to be placed under cereals, and it is quite likely
that the South may have a good surplus of breadstuff's for export. Con
sidering how largely corn and pork contribute to the sum of the
negroes' wants, it is apparent what an important bearing an abundant
supply of grain must have upon the price of labor and the contentment
of the colored population. Besides, the planters are beginning to under
stand that they have a ready relief from the temporary derangements
connected with cotton growing, in an extended cultivation of grain crops.
In many sections the land is admirably adapted for grain culture ; and
the farmer has the advantage not only of being able to raise the finest
quality of wheat, but also of being in a position to place it in the mar
ket in advance of the Western crop. His transportation facilities are
equal to those of the Western farmer, and he is about as near to the
large grain markets. If, therefore, the production of cotton be hazardous
through the competition of the India staple, or if it require more capital
than the planter can at present command, there is a ready resource in
resort to the growth of cereals, while the consequent limitation of the
cotton crop would probably enhance the price to a point at which it
would become profitable to increase its cultivation.
Estimating the prospects of the South then, not by comparing the
present with the past, but by what it has H the way of land, climate,
labor, experience and transportation facilities, we see no reason why we
should anticipate for it anything short of a steady, sound and healthy
progress. Its white population certainly will not soon regain their
former luxury and extravagance, and its civilization is likely to he
assimilated to that of other sections, with less of sumptuous living
among the wealthy and a more equal distribution of comforts among
the working classes, so that its trade with the North must be regulated
accordingly, that is as respects the character of the goods supplied.
But, if our assumption be true, that the South is now in a position to
produce what will supply moderate wants, and yet leave a surplus for
accumulation, there is, after all, sufficient ground for anticipating hence
forth a steady trade in the lower and medium grades of merchandise
with the Southern States. And when this recuperative movement is
fairly inaugurated we look for very rapid progress.

PANICS AND PREVENTION.
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•who remembers the great panic of 1857 is ignorant that it was ascribed
to the sudden failure of the Ohio Life and Trust Company on the 24th
August of that year. This incident was but the spark which fired the
train, the exploding compound having long been accumulating. From
this theory of the causation of panics it follows that such desolating
catastrophes are not beyond control. They may be foreseen. They
may be prevented. Their progress may be checked, and each panic
which occurs teaches something to thoughtful men which helps them
to devise methods for averting similar future evils. Not a few of the
incidents disclosed by our recent monetary trouble are worthy of notice
in this point of view, and may be fruitiul in cautions and suggestions
bearing upon the present anomalous financial position of this country.
Among these incidents we will briefly cite two or three of the most
prominent. The failure of H. J. Messenger of this city for some half a
million of dollars a few days ago, gave a glimpse of the contrivances,
formerly too common and even yet existing, by which country banks not
under the sharp, keen inspection of the National Currency Bureau, may
be manipulated by a central office in New York, and cf the end of such
combinations when the bubble bursts. Another of tho perils of our
financial position was brought to light in the sudden break in Atlantic
Mail last April, with the supposed loss thereby to a leading savings
bank in this city, It was well that the other investments of the bank
were so sound ; and the " run" upon it seems only to have strengthened
its credit. Better far, however, if the bank had held no Atlantic Mail
shares, nor any ether securities of less than the highest credit. As
Government bonds constitute now so large a part of the floating secu
rities dealt in at the Stock Exchange, there is less need than ever for
savings banks to hold, either for investments or as collateral for call loans,
anything but Government bonds. A law placing these institutions under
more severe censorship was proposed at the last session of the Legis
lature of this State, but failed to pass.
A third fact, and by no means one of minor interest, is forced on
our attention in the late defalcation in the National Hide and Leather
Bank of Boston. It is the old story of a confidential clerk of a bank
placing himself in the power of a speculative schemer ; and being thus
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tending over a series of years, requiring an exertion of adroitness and skill
greater probably than all the rest of the bank business, and involving
the forgery of signatures, the mutilation of correspondence, the tamper
ing with bank books and bank records, and the harmonizing of evidence
from far distant points. Who can wonder if this dishonest clerk, under
the harrassing tortures which had no respite, day or night, has been
struck with incipient paralysis, and has sunk beneath his prodigious
burden of guilt and fear !
What are the practical lessons from these three incidents each of
which represents a class which might be indefinitely extended 1 The
first inference is that the National Banking law is worth all that it costs
the country if by its segis we are only guarded from such extreme and
unsafe expansion as in 1837, 1847, and 1857 culminated in a general
panic. We have so often exhibited evidence for the belief that by the
safeguard of the national system the banks are kept within safe limits
that we need not repeat the argument here. Suffice it to say that if
any large part of the banks of this State had been in the condition of
Mr. Messenger's satellites, and if we had had to ride through the late
gale with such unseaworthy craft, no human power could have saved
us from shipwreck.
Secondly, the national banking discipline, or rather such methods of
inspection and publicity, as it applies to the foundations of the banks,
compelling them to be sound, stible, cautious ; and to do good business
or else to close their doors, might be very advantageously applied to
our savings banks, and no time should be lost in bringing about the
needed reform, not only in this State but throughout the country.
Thirdly, the national bank system, much as it has done, is not incapable
of practical improvement. The defalcation of half a million in the New
York City Bank, the previous defalcations at Baltimore and Washington;
with the minor incidents of the like sort here and elsewhere, have stimu
lated the Comptroller and his intelligent corps of bank examiners to
increased zeal ; but the affair of the Boston Hide and Leather Bank
shows that there is need for more care in the wcrk ot inspection, and
for new safeguards against dishonesty. We are far from thinking that
the blarne rests with the Government inspector exclusively. There
must be hearty co operation between him and the president, cashier and
directors of each of our national banks before the system can work well.
Still, we have here a fraud successfully carried on for several years—a
fraud which it was the duty of the inspecior, as well of the bank
president and directors, to discover and to stop—a fraud which was
so covered up as to elude the vigilance of all except the one culprit in
the bank, and his single confederate outside. Mr. Ilulburd, we trust.
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will have a complete report made of the transaction, and will print it
for the information of the public that we may get at the exact facts, and
try if a remedy cannot be applied to prevent the possibility of a similar
fraud succeeding hereafter in keeping itself so long hid. "It must needs
be that offences come," we are told on the highest of all authorities, "but
huiaan experience and human effort must combine to teach us the art
by which offences and crimes of the sort we are discussing may be
transmuted into the means of prevention, and the instruments of safety.

NATIONALIZATION OF THE TELEGRAPH.
We have frequently had occasion to call attention to the prevailing
tendency to place the larger movements of capital under the direct con
trol of the central government. The latest development of this mania
is a scheme for centralizing the direction of the telegraph system of
the country. A measure to that effect appears to have been matured,
and is to be early introduced into Congress. The details of the plan
have not yet been made public, and we can therefore discuss the pro
posal only upon general grounds.
It is alleged, in justification of the scheme, that the present telegraph
companies are monopolies, that they are selfish and regardless of the
public convenience, that they charge unreasonably high rates for mes
sages, and leave large tracts of country without telegraphic facilities.
There is nothing new in the character of these charges ; they are the
same in principle as those usually urged in defense of governmental
assumptions of power. On like grounds the European governments
take from the people the right to manage their own affairs in their
own way, and constitute the central power a sort of universal guardian,
the people being regarded as minors, and unfit to take care of their own
interests. In the same spirit England, in strange inconsistency with the
aggressive tendency of popular power in that country, even now con
templates the transfer of the railroads of the Kingdom under the power
of the government, and a bill is at present before Parliament proposing
to authorise the Postmaster-General to purchase all the telegraph lines
of the country. This proposed substitution of official for individual
responsibility is a proceeding peculiarly strange in this eminently invertive and commercial era, when practical intelligence is believed to have
attained an unprecedented perfection. Now, if ever, it would seem that
the people should be eminently independent of governmental leading
strings, and be granted a carte blanche in the management of their affairs.
28
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Especially would this conclusion seem to be reasonable under a republi
cs form of government, which is based upon the acknowledgement,
in the broadest sense, of the manhood, intelligence, conscience and gen
eral social competency of the citizen.
But, to confine ourselves to the more practical inquiry, what reason bate
we to expect from the Government a better management of our telegraphs
t'lan obtains under their present corporate control ! Granted, that we
hive monopolies in our present system and that our gigantic corporations
timporarily defy competition. Does this afford a reason for the concen
tration of all the companies under one grand monopoly ? The pecuniary
s iccess of our telegraph associations is one of the surest guarantees of
tie extension of telegraph facilities; for it holds out the strongest incen
tive to the formation of new enterprises. It is invariably found that
monopolies, unless protected by exclusive franchises, beget their own cure
through the inducements they hold out to competition. They maybe able
to kill off the earlier competitors, but they are weakened by each successive
a'.tack, and at last they find their equals. Not so with a Government
monopoly. That is omnipotent. It allows no competition ; it is subject
to none of the natural laws controlling commerce; and it is equally
independent of the influences which in private enterprises tend to develop
ment and improvement; ar.d worse still, it is too apt to prove perpetual.
As a choice between monopolies, then, the temporary corporate form is
far preferable to the perpetual national.
Again, what reason have we for supposing that under a national
system the public convenience would be better served than under the pre
sent organization ? Does it accord with observation that Governments
with large powers are considerate of the public convenience? On the
contrary, are not bureaus notoriously indolent, indifferent, assuming, and
ready to sacrifice the weightiest concerns in their punctilious devotion to
red-tape routine ? A private corporation has a very direct interest in
consulting the public convenience ; for so far as it meets a public want it
augments its business and profits; and any company failing in this
respect affords the wider scope for competition. A government burean
has no such interest. Its officers are responsible to their superiors, but
for nothing beyond the observance of a fixed routine of duty, which alwavs
adapts slowly, and only after much outside pressure, to the constant
changes in the wants and convenience of the public.
Those who favor the nationalization of the telegraph should be prepared
to show that, under the control of the Government, we should have a
more efficient management of the business than exists under the present
companies. It devolves upon them to prove from the antecedents of federal
administration that officers are always selected with a chief regard to their
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experience and qualifications, that good officers are retained in service,
that clerks and employees are well trained and expert, that they are
held to duty by a sense that their position depends upon their efficiency,
and that the management of bureaus is stimulated by the constant spur
of competing interests. All these things are essential to good manage
ment ; and yet it is notorious that, from the manner in which the Govern
merit departments are supplied with officers and employees, these qualifica
tions are held in entire abeyance, or that where efficiency exists it comes by
accident. The public offices are filled too frequently without regard to
merit or adaptation. The applicants generally belong to that floating class
of population who find it difficult to succeed in the common competition
for the awards of honest industry, and whose only recommendation is
that they have done questionable service in a political canvas, or are the
friends of a politician. Not only are the qualifications of experience and
general ability ignored in the selection of officers and eraplove'es, but
they are equally disregarded as a ground for retaining their services when
a change of administration throws open the bureaus to a new batch of
office seekers. • Among public officers and servants there is no esprit
du coips, no professional ambition, and none of the ordinary rewards of
efficiency. Their position is held only temporarily, and is sought in
many cases less for the sake of its legitimate compensation than for its
occasions for making indirect gains. To expect that, under such a system,
we should have an efficient management of an interest so entirely dependent
upon experience, ability and vigilant oversight as telegraphing, would Le
an absurdity.
Besides, the revelations of corruption in the public departments afford
poor guarantee that a gigantic telegraph bureau would be treated otherwise
than as a new source of peculation. Candor compels the assertion that our
political officeholders are not the men to be entrusted with the handling
of the large amount of funds that would pass through such a department.
The purchase of stores, the construction and repair of lines, <kc, would
afford ample occasion for officers benefitting themselves at the expense if
the public. In truth, the scheme promises little else than an increase of
government power and patronage for political purposes. That politicians
should initiate such a project is not remarkable ; but we think private capi
talists will be slow to sanction the forcible transfer of one of the chief
agents of commerce and civilization from the legitimate sphere of public
competition to the corrupt control of a government monopoly.
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It is important that we should not suffer the engrossing character of
the political complications by which commerce and industry are just now
surrounded in our own country, to make us indifferent to the grave events
which are actually occurring, and to the still more grave events which
seem to be preparing, in the political world of Great Britain.
It is unnecessary for us to dwell upon the fact that the interests of
Great Britain and of the United States are destined to be more and more
closely interwoven with every year's development of either nation. Hat
fact is obvious to every competent observer of the world's atfaiia, and neither
those who anticipate the predominance of American over English interests
in the markets of the world as a result to be rapidly reached by the com
pletion of our new system of communication with the East, nor those who
look forward to a protracted tenure of her imperial position by the great
British metropolis, will deny that a serious change in the political constitu
tion of the British Empire must entail upon America, as well as upon
England, social and financial consequences of the greatest moment.
That such a serious and decided change is now actually impending
over Great Britain, we hold to be demonstrable. It was observed, the
other day, by the Pall Mall Gazette, which, though one of the youngest,
has already commanded for itself a general recognition as one of the very
ablest of the London journals, that up to the present time the influence of
the Atlantic cable, upon political matters in both continent?, bad been
unredeemedly deplorable. The remark may have been a trifle too sweep
ing, but it is, nevertheless, full of truth. The value of political news sent
from England to America, or from America to England, is contingent
upon the just interpretation of that news by the intelligence of either
nation. The satirical statement of the great economist, Mr. John Stuart
Mill, that so-called " practical persons," in his experience were, for the most
part, men who had observed, collected and mitunderstood a great store of
facts, has a direct application here. The rapidity with which political items
are now flashed through the wires, and the curtness with which they are
necessarily stated,4when every word represents a small ingot of gold, com
bine to make it extremely difficult, not to say impossible, for most men
to form any exact and coherent notion of the significance of the news
which has hardly reached them before its impression is followed up and
effaced by a fresh wave. Brevity, which is the soul of nit, is too often the
tomb of truth. Almost all important human transactions re juire to be
fully stated, with all their modifications, bearing*, and relations before they
can be usefully understood, or their real drill a*eitained.
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The bare announcements, for example, which have recently from day to
day been made to us, that Mr. Gladstone, as the leader of the opposition
in the English Parliament, has assailed the British Premier, Mr. Disraeli,
on the question of dis-establishing the English Church in Ireland : that the
assailant has carried repeated majorities in the House of Commons : that, in
spite of these repeated majorities carried against him, the Premier still
retains his place, and after consultation with the Queen refuses either to
resign or to dissolve Parliament; these bare announcements, we say, may
suffice to produce the impression that a sharp contest for political power is
going on within the walls of Parliament between two of the cleverest and
most ambitious of living English statesmen. But they do not suffice to
convey to the hasty reader of the daily journal, no mattei how well informed
he may bo, or how deeply interested in regard to British politics, any jus'
sense of what we believe to be the truth, that this sharp Parliamentary
contest is only the beginning and the indication of a coming contest on a
wider field, which threatens to assume the proportions of a genuine political
revolution. The existing British Parliament is the last which will ever be
assembled under the existing laws regulating Parliamentary representa
tion, unless Mr. Disraeli should suffer himself to be forced into, or should
conclude it to be wise to order a dissolution with a fresh election during
the current summer. Should he do so he would inflict almost equal
annoyance upon his supporters and his opponents. An English Parlia
mentary election involves to each member engaged in the contest, whether
be be elected or whether he be defeated, an extraordinary outlay of funds.
Cases have been known in which an ambitious candidate has expended
more than one hundred thousand dollars for the pleasure of seeing himself
beaten at the polls ; and it is but rarely that any man succeeds in reaching
a seat at St. Stephen's without drawing his cheques to a large amount.
Now, as it will be necessary next year to make a new appeal to the new
constituencies which will then be called into b>ing by the Reform Bill of
1867.it is clear that neither the friends nor he foes of Mr. Disraeli can be
gratified by the prospect of a dissolution which would entail upon them all
the burdens ot two electoral contests within a single twelvemonth.
When, therefore, Mr. Gladstone and his maj irily brought the question
of the disestablishment of the Irish church before the existing Parliament,
Mr. Disraeli took the ground, in resisting Mr. Gladstone's proposition'
that wliile be did not believe a majority of the existing constituencies were
in favor of such a measure, and, therefore, in ordinary circumstances would
not hesitate to dissolve Parliament and -'go to the country" upon the
issue, he felt 6till more certain that a majority of ihe future constituencies
to be next year created would take the same view of the case, and that he
should therefore reserve the question for a luttire decision by them, and
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decline to abdicate under the pressure of the majority. Although this was
a most unusual course for a British Premier to adopt, the circumstances of
the case also are so unusual that Mr. Disraeli's conduct in tbe matter is
applauded even by many of those who dislike him most as a man, and dis
trust him most as a Minister. It is felt and conceded by liberals who have
no immediate interest in Mr. Gladstone's immediate advent to power, that
to " force the hand" of Mr. Disraeli at this time is a blunder, if not in its
way a crime in politics. A dissolution and election under tbe existing
Parliamentay laws would be a public annoyance and misfortune. A change
of government would also be a calamity, in the face of the fact that the
Disraeli Ministry by which the English Reform Bill bad been passed, or
at least accepted, is now anxious to complete its work by passing the
Scotch and Irish Reform Bills also. Men who feel this, and say what they
feel, are vexed and mortified by the spectacle of a Liberal leader who
shows himself impracticable, impolitic, hot-headed, selfish and greedy of
immediate office, when he has it in his power to strengthen both himself
and his party permanently by resting on his victories, and helping the Tory
government to an easy death.
Mr. Disraeli, on the contrary, is no doubt quite as much delighted as
the supporters of Mr. Gladstone are provoked by the disposition of his
rival ; and relying upon a continued term of office until tbe expiration cf
the existing Parliament, he is organizing his forces and his policy for a
future conflict when the new constituencies come into being. And he is
doing this, we repeat, on a basis and in a way which indicates that he st
least believes the political constitution of England to be on the eve of
undergoing a serious revolution. The new Reform Bill will introduce
into the politics of Great Britain a vast multitude of new voters, variously
estimated at from half a million to a million of men. But no estimate has
yet been made of them, which does not concede to them the power to
swamp the existing constituencies, or, in other words, to make the House
of Commons a representation not of the tentorial, nor of the mercantile,
nor of the financial, nor of the intellectual, but of the numerical force of
Great Britain. Many enthusiastic British liberals anticipate from this
change a fresh impulse to progress in a liberal sense. Other liberals of a
less sanguine or of a more cynical turn of mind, already begin to question
the soundness of such anticipations. Mr. Disraeli evidently relies upon a
widely different result of the great change. The astute and unscrupulous
Premier, who has seen himself elevated to the first rank in the affairs of
the empire by combining the tory aristocracy with the new democracv in
support of a democratic reform bill, plainly believes that he will be enabled
to retain the rank which he has won by combining the new democracy
with the tory aristocracy against the establishment of religious equality ia
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Ireland. "Justice to Ireland" is the cry, and a very noble and commend
able cry it is, of the liberals, whose victories Mr. Gladstone is abusing .
But who can be sure that "justice to Ireland " will be as potent a cry
with the suddenly enfranchised masses of a strongly Protestant England as
it is with the educated leaders of English liberal thought, and wit!i the
intelligent voters of the upper middle classes in England ? Mr. Disraeli
lias been a close observer of men and things in his time. He has seen in
France, if nowhere else, that sudden spasms of democratic fervor may
as often conduce to fortify prejudices, and to establish arbitrary power as to
enlighten politics and to extend true liberty. He knows that in England
Ireland is not loved. Englishmen, and especially Englishmen of the
classes now about to be enfranchised, hate Irishmen, in the first place,
because Ireland has long been oppressed, and there is no dislike so bitter
as the dislike of men who have played the part of oppressors for the men
whom they have oppressed ; in the second place, because Irishmen are
Roman Catholics ; in the third place, because Irish labor invades and
cheapens the labor market of England.
When we reflect that all these illiberal possibilities in the temper and
training of the new English constituencies are to be played upon by so
ingenious a politician as Mr. Disraeli, backed by the whole power of the
British Church, which feeh that in defending the Irish Establishment it is
really fighting for its own life, and by the whole power of the landed
aristocracy outside the "Whig party, which feels that if the endowment prin
ciple in the church be overthrown, the entail principle in the State must
be the next point of attack ; when we reflect on these things it must be
plain that the political battle to which Mr. Disraeli looks forward is cer'ain
to be one of the most fiercely contested and the most dubious which
England has ever witnessed.
And whether it be won or lost by Mr. Disraeli it must inaugurate a
political revolution of which Mr. Disraeli himself, perhaps, hardly foresees
the possible eventualities. For it will give the new constituencies a keen
and formidable consciousness of their power and their importance. It will
introduce into British politics something, at least, of the temper and the
tactics of universal suffrage. It will democratize the intrigues, and, there
fore, by a fatal and inevitable logic, it will democratize the machinery also
of British poli tics. It will begin at least to modify the tenure of office in
England by calling into being there a powerful class of politicians hitherto
few and unimportant in numbers on the other side of the Atlantic, but
neither few nor unimportant, alas ! among ourselves, to whom politics will
be a trade, and offices a prize. Of such a change as this who can wisely
prefigure the full force and the possible fruits ? Neither the fiscal, the
commercial nor the industrial policy of Great Britain can be said to be fixed
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from the day when, over a million new voters at the polls of England, the
wand of a fierce religious and political excitement is deliberately waved by
the most reckless, if not the most dangerous, public man who has ever
appeared at the head of British affairs since the revolution of 1688.

FOREIGN TRADE WITH THE UNITED STATES.
The last monthly report of the Director of the Bureau of Statistics
enables us to present a tolerably accurate statement of the foreign
trads of the country for a series of months past. The returns for the later
months are subject to slight modification upon the receipt of the monthly
schedules from the Pacific and some of the minor ports; but these changes
will not materially affect the general result. The imports for each
month of 1867 have been as follows :
IMPOSTS INTO THE UNITED STATES IN 1867.
,
Merchandise.
, Gold and
1367.
Free.
Duiable.
Total.
eilv«r.
Total.
January
$1,001,570 $£5,818,879 $36,8*8,449 $1,111,018 $27.<<34.T7
February
1,841,8)2
88,787,833
84.9:9.685
686
227
3K.fi«.),i»<*
March
2,770,682 29,104,187 32,174.819
605.666 3 • .4S8
April
1 871,259 87,068, ;2« 88,!IS9,485
644,038 89.5-^SS
May
1 ,692.695 &VM13.047 85,285,748 2,820,000 36.6 *,* 2)
June
1,659.827 29 672,944 81,282.271
615,031 81,817.3)4
July
1,255,249 81,981,612 88,-. 37,791 l.tW.^SS S4.435.6S4
August
1,419.676 Sl.OOS.W 83,325,464 1,175,SS1 84.5tU.2i-i
September
1,478,521 29,)'98,714 80,572,235 1.199,106 31.671.S41
October
1,890,681 27.9S6.4S1 29,877,062 1,2)12.189 3f.tES.3E-l
November
1,462,826 24,022,927 25,485,753
329,203 23.SU.SM
December
1,219,873 19,263,448 20,488,321
984,924 21.46N245
Tolal imports
$3r3,048,S2S
These figures, it will be perceived, are for the calendar year, and as
the ordinary official returns are made up for the fissal year, viz., from
July to July, it is difficult to present an exact comparison of this total
with that of former years. As the best parallell obtainable, however,
we give the following statement of annual importations for the last ten
fiscal years :
IMPOSTS INTO THE UNITED STATES FROM 1867-8 TO 1866-7.
fpecle. Merchandise.
Total.
1857-58...
|19,274,4'-C $263,83S.(i.-|4 $232,6:3.150
1818-59
7,434.789
83!,3«,841
«38,7»J> 150
1830 60
8.550,185
858,616,1W
362,1(^154
1860-61
46,8 9,611
888,8111,543
385.650. 133
1861-62 .. . .
16,415,052
258,941,999
275,357.051
1862-68.'
9.5-4.1' 5
243.835,815
2S2.M».:<20
1863-(i4
13,115,613
316,447,283
8Sy.5-2,S*l5
JHM-65
9,810,073
23S,74.'.,580
24b,555.(S2
1865-00
10,700,098
431,812.066
*45.M2.I.'S
1866-07
*2,3ti8,S45
889,924,977
41?,SiB,S»
Although the imports began to decline toward the close of last year,
yet the aggregate for the year is largely in excess of the highest period
before the war, is $135,000,000 in excess of the last year of hostilities,
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and $62,000,000 below the year next succeeding peace, which was far
in excess of the most active year in the history of our trade. There can
be no reasonable doubt that, for the years 1865-66 and 1866-67, the
importing trade was largely overdone, and a period of reaction was to
be expected. The process of contraction appears to have set in with the
preparations for the trade of this Spring, and hence we find the receipts
from November to the present time to have been upon a conservative
scale. The following comparison shows the importations into the United
States (specie included) for the past three months of the current year,
compared with the same period of 1867 :
IMPORTS FOE JANUARY, FEBRUARY AND MARCH, 1868 AND 1867.
1867.
1868.
$27,934,467
January
$22,243,051
3i,665.943
February
88,785,637
82,780,485
March
83,038,066
$96,330,694
Total Ht quarter
$84,' 67,354
Decrease 1868
12,313,540
It is thus apparent that the receipts for the first quarter are at the
rate of $50,000,000 per annum, or 12 per cent less than for the same
period of 1867. This reduction, however, has not been such as to render
the importing trade much more profitable than it was a year ago ; so
that it would seem to be fairly presumable that the preparations for the
Tall importation, will not be on a scale exceeding the arrivals for the
current season.
We now turn to the export movement. The Director's returns pre
sent that portion of the produce exports usually entered in currency
values reduced to gold; and for the convenience of comparison we shall
therefore give the entire exports in gold values :
EXTORTS OF THE DNITED 6TATE3 FOR 1867, GOLD VALUE.
,—Drmeetlc produce ,
,—For re-exports.—.
At antic
Specie and Merchan
Pacific
Sperie
dise.
bullion.
ports.
1867.
iota
January
$27,891,753 $1,008,992 $3,^1,532 $1,130,364 1190,453
1,101,141
475,642
8,017,548
1,672
864
February
29.610,032
397,818
2,622,442
2,' 37.182
763,261
March
87,775,064
941,6*8
8,244,358
2,072.1
'«
1,147.350
April
81,021,881
618,873
1,273,269
1,064,101 li ,660,713
May
21,302.02 1
6i:,r>82
8,052,403
843/08
Juno
20,185,9il
1,212,732
861,410 15.>>20 293
699,5(10 1,578,173
July
1S.537.U87
980,197
516,396
1,617,827
2,978,081
AugUft
14,3*5.2811
1,814,587
1,151.937
877,6 8
8,468.314
September
1.',745,792
Octobe
1 7,8ii7,475
8,22;;.066
1,073,881
524,415
1,652,069
1,0»U,392
911,191
2.061,272
432,8*)
November
24.576.445
8,955,060
8i0,i,64
755,827
1,222,433
December
25,162,125
Total
$281,110,907 $13,891,331 $07,455,092 $15,036,179 $8,138,506
RECAPITULATION OF ITEMS.
Domestic
produce
at
Atlantic
ports.
$381,100,907
•'
"
Pacific ports
13 8111,331
Domestic specie and bullion
67.455,092
Foreign merchandise
15,056,119
specie
8,138,606
Total exports.
. $385,642,015
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It thus appears that the total exports for the year 1867 amounted to
$385,652,015, gold value, against $383,048,825 of imports, showing an
excess of exports amounting to about $2,500,000.
The exports for the first three months of the current year show a
material decline from those of the same period of last year, as will
appear from the following comparative statement :
EXPORTS FROM THE UNITED STATES FOE JANUARY, FEBBUART AND MARCH, 1867 AND
1868, GOLD VAIUB.
-1S68.
, ,
1867.Domesiic Domestic Foreign Domestic Domestic Foreign
Months.
produce. specie, re-expoits. produce. specie, re-export*.
January
$26,211,337 $7,287,767 $1,779,735 $28,900,745 $3,851,532 #1.320.8-3
February
27,134,418 4,006,ti82 1,119,798 30,718,173 3,017,548 2,147.908
March
26,295,455 8,223,696 1,758,934 88,538,326 2.622,414 2.435.S0O
Total
$79,641,204 $ 4,517,095 $4,658,467 $98,157,244 $9,491,522 $5.MM,529
EKOAPITULATION OP TOTALS.
1868.
1867.
Homettlc produce
$79,641,204
$98,157,244
Domeftic specie
14,517 095
S.491,522
Foreign re-exports
4,658,467
5,904,529
Total, three months . .
{ 98,816,766
$113,553,295
The total exports for the past quarter of the year are thus $98,816,766,
against 8116,553,495, showing a decrease of $14,736,529. This falling
off is due mainly to the lower value of our shipments of cotton this
year. The quantity and value of cotton shipped in each of these months
in 1867 and 1868, stands on the Bureau reports as follows :
-1S0S.
,
,
1678.Months.
Pounds.
Cur. value.
Ponnds.
Cur. ralur.
January
100,161.4112
$16,691,424 91.662,704
$29,s:ii,>.«?.-i
February
101,723,505
18,018,189 91,607,260
2J.47S.4l3
March
101,031,453
21,£46,6S5 123,264,739
38,275,314
Total, 3 mouths
811,919,450
$56,256,298 306,534,703
$97,584,715
While we have shipped 5,400,000 lbs. of cotton during the first
quarter, more than last year, yet the declared value is $41,300,000,
currency, less than then. This heavy falling off in the value of this
staple has been, to a large extent, compensated by an increased value
in nearly all the other exports. It may be of interest, as affording a
criterion of the probable movement of the precious metals, to ascertain
the balance of our foreign trade, so far as indicated in these returns ;
we therefore present the following comparison of imports and exports
for the first quarter of the year :
IMPORTS AND EXPORTS FOR FIRST QUARTER OF 1867 AND 1868.
Imports.
Exports. Exc of exp'rs.
First quarter, 1868
$84,067,354
$>>8,81ti.7t'.6
$14,749,412
First quarter, 1867
96,880,894
113,653,2%
17,174,401
According to these figures, the exports for the three months were
$14,749,412, in gold, above the value of the imports. This, however,
is not an infallible indication of the real position of the trade balance.
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Much of the cotton sent out was consigned on account of home ship
pers, and during the late advance on the staple would realize much
higher prices than the invoice value; while, as a rule, consignments of
foreign merchandise to this market have not realised the invoiced price.
Upon the whole, this showing cannot be deemed an unsatisfactory o:ie.

THE CONDITION OF TRADE.
Those who anticipated a prosperous Spring trade, now find that the
event does not square with their hopes. The complaints common in
nearly every branch of the vast distributing trade of this city are evi
dence that, from some cause or other, business is in an unhealthy con
dition. We should hardly construe these murmurs as implying an
extreme depression, or as meaning that trade is generally without profit.
Traders cling to the memory of old times ; they regulate their expecta
tions by their experiences during and preceding the war ; and anything
falling short of the active business of those days appears unsatisfactory
to them. For this reason every season now brings a disapp >intment to
the merchant; and it may be years before he forgets to mold his hopes
from a history that is not likely to be repeated within this generation.
There is, however, valid reason for a certain amount of complaining.
Trade is not so prosperous as we have a right to expect even under the
changed circumstances of the country. Capital is not yielding the
average return ; enterprise is timid and discouraged ; capitalists shun
the risks of trade and production, and prefer letting their means rest
in the Funds to actively employing them in business. The retail trade
appears to be overdone, and goods are accumulating in the hands of
shopkeepers, with consequent loss. Manufacturers complain that they
cannot distribute their products at prices proportionate to the cost of
labor and materials, although relieved of the oppressive internal
duties. In fact, the agricultural interest alone appears to be prosperous.
The high prices of grain, animals and animal products are just now
ciusing farming operations to be unusually prosperous ; but at the
expense of the rest of the community who have to take these products
at such high prices. Nor does the farmer return to other interests com
pensation proportionate to his increased profits. He is apt to be pen
urious and hoarding; and instead of investing his pro6ts in the means
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superficial observer it may seem strange that, at the expiration of three
years from the close of hostilities, trade should appear less prosperous
than then. And yet there are reasons for expecting that such would be
the fact. During the height of the war, many new enterprises of an
essentially unsound character were started. In 1865, they were giving
employment to a certain amount of labor and capital, which, though
unremunerative, yet gave a semblance of activity and produced a real
expansion of business. Now, these enterprises are languishing and declin
ing, with consequent losses to capitalists and discouragement to trade
generally. Again ; the war left us with an enormous accumulation of
Government obl'gations in the hands of the people. Simultaneously,
the trade of Europe was in a languishing condition, and foreign capital
ists were seeking investments as safe and remunerative as the com
mercial employment of capital. Our people, flushed with the illusion cf
inflation, had no idea of contracting their expenditures ; and it conse
quently suited the mood of both parties to make an exchange of bonds
for merchandise. For nearly three years succeeding the war, we have
consequently had an immanse importation of foreign products; the dis
tributing of which has given activity to business. We nave now a reac
tion from this process from causes operating in both directions. For*
eigners are no longer prepared to take any i mportant amount of our
bonds ; and our people are not able, to the late extent, to purchase foreign
goods. Sagacious observers have foreseen that an importation based
largely upon remittances of obligations was destined to a speedy contrac
tion ; and that result has already come, with a consequent limitation cf
the business of the country. This system of conducting our foreign com
merce was overtrading in the worst of forms ; for we were buying largely
in excess of our means of payment. We have given long-dated prom
ises to pay in settlement, and for the next fifteen years must remit sev
eral millions of products in payment of the interest—a severe penalty
for our extravagance. The end of this spendthrift policy has not come
one day too soon ; and it is well that, at present, we see no worse result
than a temporary contraction of business.
The trade of the country now begins to feel the full effect of our
onerous taxation. Last year the Government collected $490,000,000
of taxes, §179,000,000 in the form of imports on foreign goods, and
$311,000,000 from internal and direct taxes, a larger amount pro rata
than is levied upon the people of any other country. Nor is the collec
tion of this large revenue the end of this oppression upon commerce.
A large proportion of the taxes are levied in such a manner as to seri
ously aggravate the burthens. The duties being imposed upon pro
ducts in the hands of the importer or manufacturer, and a profit being
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charged upon the impost by these parties and by each dealer through
•whose hands the goods subsequently pass, there is ultimately an immense
addition to their cost to the consumer. This process is well illustrated
by the Hon. Amasa Walker in the May number of the Merchants'
Magazine. To ascertain the actual taxation imposed by Custom House
duties, he first takes the amount so paid, and to this (in our present
monetary condition) adds 40 per cent for the gold premium, and upon
this aggregate the importer's profit, which he assumes to be ten per
cent ; upon this amount is charged the jobber's profit, estimated at 7£
per cent, and the retailer's at 12£ per cent, as follows :
Duties collected in 1867
Gold premium paid at 40 per cent
Cost of duties in currency
Importers' profits 10 per cent

$176,417,810
70,667,124
$24>i,9')4,984
24,698,493

Jobbers' paofit, 7 J per cent

$271,6-8,427
2o,876,-267

Retailers' profits, 12£ per cent
T- tal paid by consumers
Duties collected

$292,069,684
36,607,460
$3 8,667,144
176,417,810

Total

$152,149,384

—equal to something more than 46 per cent of the whole amount paid
by the consumers, or 86 per cent upon the amount received by the
Government.
The same calculations also apply to the internal revenue, except that
no importer's profits are to be charged. As American goods are gen
erally ofa more staple character than foreign, they naturally pay a smaller
profit, 'besides they pass through fewer hands, and many of them tor a
commission of only 2£ per cent:
Whole Internal Revenue
$265,920,474
Of this Cotton Tax, Income Tax, Licensee, Ac, pay .... $143,465,879
Manufactures, iron machinery, 4c, pav
122,454,596 265,920,474
Upon these last articles, amounting to
122,454.695
The wholesale dealers charge cay 7} per cent
9,184,094
Retailers' profit 12i per cent

$181,688,689
16,464,836

Total
Deduct the original cost

$148,093,625
122,664,699

Paid in profits on taxes

$25,638,930

Equal to an additional cost upon the taxed commodities of 21 percent,
or equivalent to about 9J per cent upon the whole internal revenue.
I
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Thus, with a system of taxation which enormously increases the cost
of commodities to consumers, it is evident that the effect of taxation
must be to severely depress the trade and industry of the country. Our
people had become so habituated to free expenditure, that it required
time to inure them to habits of economy corresponding to this heavy
drain upon their resources. For a time, therefore, they have been
living upon their accumulations; and it is only now, when they find
their resources materially reduced, that they begin practically to recog
nise the necessity of economy. On every hand, therefore, we see tie
beginning of a process of contracting expenditures. Luxuries are beicg
curtailed ; as an illustration of which we find the piano forte market oversupplied, and dealers advertising their instruments for sale upon
monthly instalments. Families are refusing to pay the late high rents
for dwellings ; and hence the 1st of May found large numbers of
houses unlet. In every household the question is—how to reduce
expenditures ; and the result is very general complaints from the retail
trade. This process of contracting expenses must go on yet further,
until consumption is more evenly regulated by production ; and then,
but not till then, may we expect a healthier condition of trade. Con
sequent upon this curtailment of consumption there must be ere long a
diminished demand for labor ; which again will work out a reduction
of wages, and a resulting decline in the cost of all products. There is
reason for hope that this much needed reduction in the cost of labor may
be facilitated by an abundant harvest and cheaper food—a boon which
would also tend to the general amelioration of the condition of trade.
Business, moreover, has still to battle with the mischievous tendencies
of an inflated currency, and its concomitant ficticious fluctuations in
prices ; while the exciting agitation of fundamental political issues has
also a very unsettling effect upon commercial confidence. For all
these things, however, time will work out an ultimate remedy ; but, for
the immediature future, it would be to hope without reason to expect
our former average prosperity.

RAILROAD EARNINGS.
The recent prosperity of the agricultural interest has naturally conduced
to an increased traffic on the railroads. This influence has been fostered
by the premature closing of the canals and the consequent locking up
of some millions of bushels of grain in transit, which has necessitated
the forwarding by rail of a large amount of breadstuffs pending the sus
pension of navigation. The roads, thus flooded with produce, have been
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enabled to make their own terms as to rates of freight, and their earn
ings for the last four or five months have consequently been almost
unprecedented. From the subjoined returns from fourteen leading roads
it will be seen that the gross earnings for the month of April amount
to $5,521,000, against $4,704,000 for the same month last year.
GROSS EARNINGS FOR AFRIL, AND FOR THE FIRST FOUR MONTHS OF 1867 AND 1868.
,
April
, ,—Four Months—,
Railroads.
1867.
1868.
1367.
1868.
Atlantic and Great Western
$443,029 $431,008 $1,620,064 $1,529,281
Chicago and Alton
2*2,165 270,886 910,745 1,088,020
Chicago and Northwestern
774.280 1,068,059 2,802,225 3,467,283
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific
2S0.288 288,700 1,060,405 1,217,000
minors Central
440,271 467,754 2,029,332 1,886,881
Marietta and Cincinnati
72.76S 108,461 330,532 380,975
Michigan Central
862,783 415,75$ 1,836,759 1,890,272
Michigan Southern & North'nlnd..
891,168 455,9S3 1,387,869 1,548,257
Milwaukee and St. Paul
816,389 435,629 1,220,206 1,488,278
Ohio and Mississippi
284.729 252,149 1,026,233 961,878
Pittsburg, Fort Wayne and Chicago
600,557 774,103 2,286,431 2,553,740
St. Louis, Alton and Teirellaute
168,162 218,097 693,461 661,314
Toledo, Wabash and Western
817,052 800,14)0* 1,026,149 1,107,764
Western Union
„
40,710 49,231 144.457 175,547
Total (14 roads)
$4,761,341 $5,521 ,2!8$17,831,858 19,454^493
The April earnings this year show the very large increase of 154- per
cent over 1867. For the past four months of the year, the earnings of
these roads aggregate $19,454,000 ; which is a gain of $1,673,000, or S£
per cent upon the same period of last season. In order to make the
comparison strictly accurate, however, it is necessary to take into account
the difference of mileage at the two periods ; we therefore reduce the
earnings of each road to the average per mile, for the four months, as
follows :
GROSS EARNINGS PER MILE DURING FIRST FOUR MONTHS OF 1867 AND 1863.
<- Mile? ^Earnings- ,—Differ'e—.
Railroads.
1867. 1868. 1867. 1868. Incr. Dec.
Atlantic* Great Western
807 507 $8,195 $3,016 $... *i:a
Chicago and Alton
280 280 3,281 3,!-89 605
Chicago and Northwestern
1,152 1,162 2,432 3,009 677
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
410 452 2,607 2,692 85
llliuoisCentral
708 708 2,666 2,663 ... 203
Marietia and Cincinnati
251 251 1,866 1,517 !C1
Michigan Cemral
285 2S5 4 652 4,878 2S6
Michigan Southern & Northern Ind
524 524 2,(48 2,055 307
Milwaukee and St. Paul
710 740 1.649 2,011 862
Ohio and Mississippi
310 840 8,018 2.827 ... 191
Pittsburg, Ft. Wayne and Chicago
46S 468 4,885 6,456 671
St. Louis, Alton and Terre Haute
210 210 3,302 8,119 .... 153
Toledo, Wabash and Western
521 521 1,971 2,126 155
Western Union
180 ISO 803 975 173
Total
6,576 6,618 $2,720 $2,929 $219" $"
By the above table we find that, for the four months, the gross earn
ings average $2,039 per mile, against $2,720 per mile for the correspond
ing months of 1867, the gain averaging 8 per cent. As there is no
* Estimated.
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reason for supposing that the working expenses of the roads have been
increased materially, in connection with this enlarged traffic, it is to be
presumed that their business this year has been unusually profitable.
It is easy, however, to draw erroneous conclusions from the enlarged
earnings of the roads. We not unfrequently see thess increased totals of
current gross earnings paraded by the side of those of six or seven years
ago, for the purpose of showing the large improvement in the value of
railroad properties. Such a comparison, however, ignores very important
elements involved in this question. For instance, if railroads have
doubled their gros9 earnings since 1862, it is very obvious that there
lias been a necessity for the change, in the largely increased expenses of
running and management. It is evident from a comparison of the
increased cost of materials and labor in everj branch of industry, that the
expenses of the roads must have been well nigh doubled within the last
few years ; and this consideration must obviously be set off against the
gain in the gross earnings. The question to be ascertained then is, what is
the proportion between the gross earnings and the expenses of the two
periods? In order to elucidate this point, we have compiled the appended
tables, showing the earnings and expenses of fourteen principal roads in
1866 or 1866-7, compiled from the latest published reports, and giving
like statistics from reports issued in 1802, and representing the traffic of
1861-2:
EARNINGS AND EXPENSES Or FOURTEEN PRINCIPAL RAILROADS IN 1866-7.
Gross
Exearnings penses.
Chic. Bnr. & Qulncy, 1866-7......
$6,083,000
$3,093,(00
Chicago & Northwestern, 1866- 1 .
10,161,0110 7,113,000
Clevlaud, Columbus & Cinn, 1866.
l,9i3.O00 l.-.'S4,000
Michigan Central, 1866-7
4,325,000 2..S46.000
New York Central, 1866-7.
13
979,000 lo.OM.Ol.'O
New York S, .New Haven, 1866-7.
2,06S,iiU0 1.864,00 >
Central of New Jersey, 1866
3,581,000 1,9(3,000
Chicago & Alton, 1866
8,695,0<H> 2,210,0<i0
Illinois Central, 1866
6,546,000 H,9H.0OO
Ohio * Mississippi. 1866........
3,8&i,O0>i 2,9^9,000
Toledo, Wabash s. Western, li66.
S,7i7.O00 2,^11,01.4)
Ene, 1865-6
15,312.000 12.083,000
Hudson River. 1856
4,8i6,0UO 3 090,000
New York & Harlem, 1866
2.183.(100 l,t>6 1,000
Total (14 roads)
$t«,4US,0U0 $56,987,000
Miles ofroad owneu & leased by 14 comp's
5,251 miles
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New York and New Haven
Central of New Jersey
Chlca ;o and Alt h
Illinois Central
Ohio ^nd Mi'Sissippi (192 mi'es)
„
Toledo, Wabash und Western (243 miles)
Krie
Hudson River
New York and llarlem
Total 14 roads
Miles of road owned and leacd by 14 comp
Average per mile
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Gross
Net
Earnings. Expenses. Earnings.
l,080,0uo
634,000
454,000
1,397,000
151,000
640,000
1,225,000
768,000
457,000
3,445.000 1,615,000 1.830,000
l,13t,000
797,000
337,000
1,938,000
9*8,0IK)
950,000
8,400,000 4,861,0110 8,539.000
2,730,000 1,368,000 1,382,000
1,154.000
698,000
456,000
$39,980,000 $21,743,900 $18,237,000
3,809 miles.
$10,496
$5,708
$4,788

The annual gross earnings of all these roads in 1866-7 amounted to
182,468,000, against $39,980,000 in 1861-2, an increase of 106 per cent.
The expenses aggregated $56,987,000, against $21,743,000 in 1861-2, an
increase of 162 percent. The net earnings were $25,481,000, against
$18,217,000 in 1861-2, an increase of 41$ per cent. In 1866-7 the
expanses were 69 per cent of the gross earnings; and in 1861-2 54J per
cent. io this extent, the showing for 1866-7 is decidedly unfavorable
as compared with 1861-2. Here, however, it is necessary to take in tg
account the changes in the mileage of the roads. In the earlier period;
under comparison, these companies owned and leased 3,809 miles of
road; in the latter, 5,254 miles. The yearly earnings and expenses of
all the roads combiued averaged per mile, for the respective periods, as
follows :
Gross earnings. Expenses. Nit earn.
18S1-2.
$10,196
$5,708
$4.7SS
1806-7.
15,696
10,846
4,850
Increase In 1866-7
$5,200
$5,138
$62
Increase per cent
60
90
1%
It thus appears that while the gross earnings have been increased
from $10,495 per mile to $15,696 per mile, a gain of 50 per cmt, the
expenses havu grown from $5,708 per mile to $10,846, an increase of
90 per cent; while the net earnings show an average gain of $>62 per
mile, or 1£ per cent. Virtually, therefore, the net earnings of the roads
are about the same per mile as at the beginning of the war. It should
be stated, however, that these roads have now about $7,000,000 more
net earnings to be devoted to the purposes of construction, interest and
dividends than they had in 1861-2. But, on the other hand, the costs of
construction have been doubled, the bonded debt of many of ihe roads
has been increased, and a very large addition has been made to the share
capital. Of course the unusually large earnings of the last four months,
shown above, place the finances of the roads in a better position financially
than they held in 1867. We leave our readers to determine how far these
considerations should temper the current estimates of the value of railroad
securities.
29
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THE CHINA TRADE.
KUMBER I.
" This mission," said Mr. Burlingame, in ratber oracular explanation
lo his San Francisco entertainers of the purposes of his Embassy, " means
progress." Without giving way to unreasonable hopes, we may well be
inclined to accept the sign in this sense, and to enquire in what manner
and to what extent this progress is to reach and affect the commercial part
of the world, of America especially, which has heretofore divided with
the diplomatists and the missionaries, (taking the lion's share) the inter
course, limited as it has been, that has taken place between the Western
nations and the Chinese.
The diplomatists have until recently been engaged in a long and weary
i truggle, by chicane and force alternately, to fasten upon a powerful and
elaborately civilized nation, a foreign policy of which it recognized the
injustice. Kesistance to that policy was baptized "Oriental duplicity."
The missionaries have labored, for the most part with zeal and fidelity,
in a fruitless field. To people who not only believed but practiced a
morality which was old when Christianity was born, it was naturally not
easy to appeal in favor of a religion the mass of whose professors, so far as
the Chinese saw them, did not practice but only believed its precepts.
Commerce has been practically limited, on the one hand, to the capacity,
always increasing, of Europe and America to consume the teas, silks and
other products of China; on the other, to the disposition and ability of
the population embraced within a narrow area near the "open ports" to use
the fabrics of the Western looms, and to poison itself with the opium, to
supply which, in defiance of the Chinese government, has been one of the
most cherished rights of European civilization. Lucrative as this com
merce has been to the individuals concerned in it, and important so far
as regards the wealth and power of Europe, and now of America as
well, it has only touched the sheil of China.
A few wealthy merchants, branches of flourishing firms in England or
America, have established their houses in China, with ramifications at
each of the lesser ports, including of late those of Japan ; in the conduct of
this traffic have amassed princely fortunes in a few years, and, when still
young perhaps, have returned to their native country to enjoy them and
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the oldest and most honored names have disappeared entirely. Opera
tions are no longer conducted on the same grand scale. Economy in
expenses is thought of. The necessity and practicability of monopoliz.
ing trade by means of expensive, branch establishments at all the ports is
beginning to be doubted. Since the establishment of steam communica.
tion between California and China, the Chinese merchants of Hong Kong
and San Francisco have been, collectively, shippers of by far the greater
portion of the large cargoes carried by the mail steamers of the Pacific
Company. These native merchants, some of them of considerable wealth,
were able, by reason of their greater frugality in all respects, to ship at a
profit which would not have enabled their European neighbors to live. The
steamers, as common carriers available to all alike, gave them an opportu
nity, never before realized, for adventures large or small and of quick issue :
they were not slow to avail of it, and thus new branches of business have
sprung into existence.
In all this there is room for progress, and promise of it. Between
the oldest nation and the youngest: China, frugally supporting her popula
tion of four hundred millions on an area of 1,300,000 square miles; Amer
ica, prodigally scattering thirty millions over 3,000,000 square miles ; the
former elaborately organized, reposing under a civilization which came out
of the furnace centuries ago ; the latter with no organization whatever, more
than a town meeting, boasting of a bran new civilization whose chief
characteristic is a fierce unrest; the one profoundly conservative, the other
eagerly radical : between the people who before the birth of Christ discov
ered gunpowder, printing, and the compass, and that other people, who,
within a single life time, have wrested from each untold uses, and given
to each its highest practical application, surely there is room for the
interchange of more than a few boxes and bales of merchandise.
In California there are now sixty thousand Chinamen, of whom it is
said ten thousand are eugaged on the Central Pacific Railroad, the others
being occupied in mining, agriculture and various industries. It is diffi
cult to foresee to what extent may be carried this transfer of population
from a land where it exists in inconvenient excess of numbers to one where
the demand for labor is apparently insatiable, and the means of providing
for its wants practically unlimited. Unjust laws and unequal application
of them, united to the violence, unrestrained by law, with which the
Chinese laborers, partly because of their frugal habits and patience under
abuse, were treated by the laborers of other foreign nations, had the effect,
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administration of the laws which recognizes in a Chinaman some rights that
an Irishman is bound to respect. The annual movement of population
for the past five years compares as follows :
Arrived at Departed
an Francisco. San Francisco6,487
8.959
2,166
8.681
3,066
2,198
2,284
2,998
4,:87
4,811
18,120
16,1«

1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
Total

Bullion began to be an important article of export from California to
China about the year 1 854, when the annual shipments reached a million
dollars. Since then this trade has gradually increased, the shipments since
1S63 having been as follows. For the sake of comparison we have placed
id parallel columns the shipments from California to Japan for two pears,
previous to which they were wholly unimportant, and also the shipments
from Great Britain to all China and Japan, reduced to dollars:

1863
1864
1S65
1866
1867

«
„

^-From San Frano'sco.—>
To China.
To Japan.
114,206,370
7,888,978
6,963 522
6,588,084
$105,890
9,089,580
6)8,049

Gt Br tain
to all China
and Japan.
$»,97f.515
4.456,645
2.800.130
1,515,980

The steady and rapid growth of the export from the Pacific coast is in
remarkable contrast to the decline in the flow of silver from England,
and at first sight there would appear to be some intimate connection be
tween the two; but the causes are, on examination, seen to be, for the
most part, quite distinct. The heavy shipments from England to India
and Asia during the war in this country were part of the overgrown
speculation to which the mercantile community of England abandoned
itself at that time : the course of the bullion flow accurately marks the
progress and subsidence of the fever. The reaction has been the more
severe because the excitement of disease was accepted by the patient as
a sign of health. On the other hand, the trade between California and
Asia has been growing in bulk and value, and the sudden increase of about
twenty-five per cent in the treasure movement of 1867 results from
a combination of this cause with the establishment of the steamship line
on the 1st of January of that year, and an anomalous state of the India
exchange market, coincident with the plethora and low rate of money in
London, in consequence of which heavy operations were carried on, result
ing in losses that will probably prevent their repetition in 1SGS.
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Tbe values of domestic merchandise exported from San Francisc*.
to China and Japan during the last three years compare thus :
To rhlna. To Japan1865
4)1.876,160
1886
1,5S4,7IK) f107,814
1' 7,275
1867
1,825,336
811,063
These exports consist mainly of breadstuff's, lumber and "sundries,"
the production of the Pacific States.
The two principal articles of import from China and Japan are tea and
raw silk. The following table shows the exportation of each from either
country to Great Britain and America for five years :
FBOH CHINA.

Tear
1881
" ending
" Mayf' 51, 1865
"
"
'* ISO*
"
"
" 1867

r-Sllk, peenls of
,
Tea. ponnds
, 138V pounds—,
ToEigland. To America. ToEngl'd. To Am.
113,159,1-00
i;,8s9,i00
48.608
883
118,040. 7i.O
14,745,201
82,313
248
111,185,200
24,«lfi,500
62.800
894
116,061,100
36,193,900
60,052
715
rmoit jafan.

Ttear ending Marco 30, 1864
1865
"
"
"
1866
'
1867
"
"
"
1868

1,982,916
2,286,788
887.140
364,145
772.SW

1,488,577
1,698,170
8,224,69 1
5,510,486
6,710,207

7,411
65
6,525 None.
5,710
65
7.616
78
4,559
518

The importation of raw silk into this country has received a marked
impulse from steam communication, and is, in our judgment, destined to
grow to important dimensions, with momentous consequences to the
national wealth. This article is worth, on an average, about $600 in coin
per bale, or about $5 a pound. The silk of Japan is the finest known, and
is used in the production of the most highly esteemed fabrics ofBritish and
French looms. The eggs of the Japanese silk worm are also imported
into France to an enormous amount, and at great expense, to supply the ray
ages of the disease which has for some years past affected the native
worms. With our greater proximity to Japan, and the great saving of
freight and of interest on the cost of a material of so much value, there
seems no reason why the infant manufacture of silk in this country should
not grow to a sturdy manhood. In all except the more elaborate and costly
fabrics, this advantage in the first price of the raw material should enable
the American manufacturer to compete successfully with foreign looms for
the supply of our extensive home market.
This questiou brings us to consider tbe probable influence of the Pacific
Railroad, now approaching completion, upon the population and wealth of
this country, and especially of the Pacific States, in relation to the com
merce with Asia.
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The results of operations on this railroad for the years I860 and 1S67
compare as exhibited in the following statement:
Passenger earnings
Freight
"
Mail
"
Express
"
Miscellaneous
Total earnings

1806.
1867.
Increase. .
$1,322,846 78 $1,213,525 43
$109,821 ;
8,209,4i7 85 2,164,225 40 $154,798 05
62,100 00
52,'CO 00
98,345 17
148,885 68 60,040 85
84,766 92
81,217 28
3,549 09
$8,717,386 22 $3,S09,i53 58 $91,697 36 $

Against which are charged expenditures, viz. :
Iron & superstructure
$241/51 79 $264,818 99 $23,86114
Ho idw'y & ftructures
644,066 45
633,491 20
9,424 95
<'ars, engines, <fcc
656,605 78
449.469 84
Transportation, &c
1,889,462 63 1,489,008 85 49,546 17
Total expenses
$2,811,186 50 $2,786,882 82
Earnings less expen's
$906,199 72 $1,028,471 26 $116,271 54

$
107,136 «
$24,304 IS
$

The length of road operated, including the 22 miles of the Chicago,
Burlington and Quincy Railroad used by this company, was 522 miles,
both years, which gives for 1866 $7,121 43, and for 1867 $7,297 61 per
mile, showing an increase for 1867 of $176 18 per mile. The expenses
for 1866 were $5,385 41, and for 1867 $5,338 85, showing a decrease
of $46 56 per mile. The net earnings for 1867 were thus increased over
those of 1866 by $223 74 per mile. The ratio of expenses to earnings was
75.62 per cent in 1866, and 73.15 per cent 1867.
The results here shown are highly encouraging. The cereal crops
throughout the country traversed by the road were far below the average.
The loss on freight traffic from this exceptional state of things is estimated
at no less than a million dollars ; and yet, despite this adverse experience,
the aggregate earnings of the year 1867 foot up largely in excess of
those of any corresponding period in the history of the company.
The decrease in the company's expenses has been wholly in the engine
and car department. The total decrease in 1867, as compared with
1866, was $107,136 04. There has been an increased expenditure in
all other departments, to the aggregate amount of $82,831 86, which
leaves the net reduction at $24,304 18. In the road department there
has been a vast amount of extraordinary work done. During the year
225,000 cross ties were renewed, and 32 miles of new and 39 miles of
re-rolled iron plnced in the track, and 5 miles of new sidings built
Bridrros, station-buildings, &c, have also been constructed to an unusual
extent. The rolling stock was also increased by three engines, and 25 7
cars of all kinds. The equipment at the close of 1867 consisted of :
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locomotives, 105, passenger cars,49 ; baggage and mail care, 24; freight
cars, box, 1,173, stock 405, flat 243, coal 154, caboose 45, and dump 30.
The receipts and expenses of the company on all accounts for the year
1807 are shown in the following statement :
Construction, *c
Interest & pref. dtvid'd
Discount and exchange
Tol. & Wabash RR. Co
New York office
Sinking fond bonds paid
Total

$443,536 53
1,039,161 R3
32,800 ft!
1,454 98
10,543 2S
731,000 00
$2,238,497 44

Net earnings
Machinery and tools sold
Cons. mort. bonris sold
111. & So. Iowa lift
Bal. from previous year,
Total

;$1,022,471 26
1,840 GO
1,410.000 00
22,100 00
878,599 10
$2,730,010 20

—leaving a balance to credit of income amounting to $491,512 82.
The changes effected in the balance sheet during the last year are
shown in the following statement of balances at the close of 1860 and
1867 :
Increase. Decrease1807.
18'6.
Capital stock, com'n
$5,700,000 00 $5,700,000 00
pref'd
1,000,000 00 1,000.000 00
Funded debt
14,345,00 1 00 15,494,1 00 00 1,149,003 00
Coupons due
11,015 25
42,234 75
53,250 00
Overdraft
71.790 53
71,190 53
BH-» payable
15,430 00
15,500 00
80 03
Equal ization account .
605,728 00
665,726 19
491,512 82
117,913 82
873,599 00
Balance of Income,
Total
$22,113,900 47 $22,751,182 82 $640,282 35 $.
Against which are the following charges, viz. :
Hoad and equipment
Trnstee«
M terial and fuel
Blocks
Sundry recounts
Equ ilization acc'unt
4Msh
Total

$19,850,000 00 $20,990,000 00 $1,149,000 00
1,195,000 00
1,195,000 00
303,014 07
208,757 88
34,256 U
J 0,000 00
10,000 00
65,f80 43
95,678 8S
40,098 45
700,300 27
84.574 03
665,726 19
151,171 98
151,171 98
$22,113,900 47 $22,754,182 82 $640,232 35

The funded debt as it stood on the 31st December, 1867, was as fol
lows :
,— Interest. , ,—Principal.—,
Classes of Bonds,
Hate. Payable.
Due. Amount.
First mortgage bonds
Tol. and Wabash RE. 75.4 miles
7 Feb. A Aug. 1890 $900,000
L. Erie. Wab. * St. Louis RR, 167 m
7 Feb. * Auj,'. iw.10 2,500.000
Great Western H.R. (W.D.) 100 m
10 Apr & Oct. 1868 1,000,000
Great Wesien K.R (B D) 81 miles
7 Feb. * An*. 1S88
45,000
GrentWes'eraR. K. of ISM, 181 m
7 Feb. AAng. 1888 2,500.000
Gulncy and IMedo R. R.. 84 miles
7 May & Nov. IS1.*)
SOO.OCO
Illinois & So. Iowa K.R. , 41 miles
7 Feb. & Aug. 1S82
300,000
Second mortgage bonds
Toledo & w T>a-h R R., 75 4 miles
7 May * Nov. 1878 1,000,000
Wibash and WeBt rn RR, 167 miles
7 May & Nov. 1871 1,500,000
Great Western K.R. , of 1S59, 181 ra
7 May & Nov. 1893 S,0(«t.000
Equipm-ntbnnd (Tol and Wab R.R)
7 May A Nov. 1883
600.000
Biiiklng f .1 b'ds ( I'., W. 4 W R) 500 m
7 Apr. & Oct. 1871
269,000
Consolidated mtg b'ds ( 1 ., W.4W]
7 F. M. A. * N. 1907 1,880,000
All of which principal and interest are payable in New York City.
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Regarding the funded debt, the president in his report says :
The funded debt is chaDged id two particulars; first, by the payment and cancella
tion of $731,000 of our maturing sinking fund bonds ; and second, by the substitution
therefor, by exchange and otherwise, of consolidated mor'gage bonds of the comi any,
and also by disposing of a portion of the latter bonds for the Heredosia firidte and
other purposes properly chargeable to capital. The arrangement made some time
since for the extension of the first mortgage bonds, secured on the Ohio and Indiana
divisions of the road, is now practically accomplished. It is also anticipated that dur
ing the yebr 1868, the balance of $269,000 of sinking fund bonds will be ex ingnisbed
by exchange f r consolidated mortgage bonds, which finally disposes of all the funded
debt maturing for some time to come.
On the whole, the report shows an improved and satisfactory condition
of the company's affairs. The earnings are gradually increasing, and in
the face of extraordinary drawbacks, were larger in 1 867 than in any former
year. This excess, although insufficient to justify the payment of a divi
dend, affords gratifying evidence of a marked uniformity and stability in
the growth and development of the traffic of the road, as well as encour
aging assurances of its capability under favorable circumstances to make
liberal and satisfactory returns for the capital invested.
The construction of the iron railroad bridge over the Mississippi River
at Quincy (undertaken conjointly by this company, the Chicago, Burlir-^ton and Quincy, and the Hannibal and St. Joseph companies), is now
being prosecuted with a degree of energy that warrants its builders in
fixing the month of September next as the time when the passage of trains
will be accomplished. By the completion of this great and important
work, the companies interested will secure safety and dispatch in the
transmission of freights destined for interchange at the Mississippi, and
obviate the delays and expenses incident to ferriage.
The lollowing table is appended with the view of showing the fluctua
tions in the market value ol the stocks of the company since the consoli
dation of July 1, 1865:
1867-68.
46«@ 3«
89 ©49
B9 ©44.*
88 039J£

1866-67.
86)4^40
S9 ®VX
44 ©MX
40 @SBfc

1865-66.
....©..
43 ©.48
89 ©55

Months.
Jnly.
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

1865-66.
..©..
..©..
Mlffi
64
64®. 66
6tf?,68

•Preferred stock1866-67.
1867-6S.
61 061
7>>>!
©71
67J4 ©70
10 0W% (9 (tliS
6iM
©«8
72?i©75
73
©7.#
66
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This road will form an important link in the great midland line whicb|
commencing at New York, Philadelphia and Baltimore, passes through
Pittsburg, Pa., Steubenville and Columbus, 0., Logansport, Ind., and
Peoria, III., to the Mississippi at Warsaw and Burlington, at these points to
connect with the lines across the Iowa to the Missouri River and the sev
eral Pacific Railroads already constructed or to be constructed. This
route being much shorter—atleast 100 miles— than that by Chicago, must
naturally command a large share of trans continental commerce.
The Toledo, Peoria and Warsaw Railroad is wholly within the State of
Illinois. It commences on the Indiana line where it connects with the
Columbus, Chicago and Indiana Central Railroad, a recent consolidation
of which we gave an account in the Magazine of last April. From this
point it extends in a straight line to Peoria, 111 miles, and so far has been
open severaljyears, and operated under the name of the Logansport, Peoria
and Burlington Railroad. From Peoria to Warsaw the distance is 119
miles, of which 66 miles were brought into operation January 1, 1868, and
the remaining 53 miles are to be completed on or before July 4 of the
current year. A branch is also to be built from La Harpe on the main
line to Burlington on the Mississippi. The line between Peoria and Keo
kuk formerly belonged to the Mississippi and Wabash Railroad Company^
but was consolidated with the Logansport, Peoria and Burlington Railroad
in 1865, under the name, as above, of the Toledo, Peoria and Warsaw.
The rolling stock owned by the company at the close of the year 18QTt
consisted of 2 1 locomotives and 334 cars, of which 8 were passenger, 6
baggage, mail and express, 6 conductors' and the remainder freight and
coal cars.
The earnings of the road from Peoria to the Indiana State line, 111
miles, amounted in 1867 to $574,462 28, and were derived from the fol
lowing sources, viz. : passengers 1182,746 29, freight $329,512 44, mails
$9,850 00, express $7,415 85, military $1,071 71, rent of road $25,000,
rent of cars $3,221 53, and miscellaneous $15,644 93. The operating
expenses, including taxes, &c., amounted to $387,457 63. The net earn
ings were $187,005 23.
The gross earnings per mile were in 1866 $5,060 02, and in 1867
$5,1 75 34—increase 2.28 per cent.
The nett earnings were ir» i860 $1,549 24, and in 1867 $1,684 73—
increase 8.74 uer cent.
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year, was $786,548 90, and the total expenditures, including interest on
bonds $111,965, amounted to £499,422 63; balance to credit of income
$287,126 27. The financial condition of the company at the close of
1867 is shown in the following general statement:
Capital—Common stock
lft preferred stick
84 preferred f to k
Funded debt— ut mortgage 7p. c. bonds (B. D.)
1st mortg-ge 7 per cent bonds (W. Division)
2.1 mo-tgage 7 per cent bonds (W ..Division)
Construction acc muts unpaid
Open accounts (operating)
Bills payable
Sinking lund (re ired by Illinois Central Kailroad earnings)
Income account ; surplus earnings
Total
Against this amount are charged, viz. :
Railway construction
Equipment ; engin s and cars
Sundry balances (operating)
Cash and cash item?
Materials and fuel on hand
Total

$1,115,400 0(1
1.651,316 42
908,400 00- $8,675,116 41
$l,60u,0(i0 00
775,000 00
498,03) 00— 8,878,rO0 GO
121.411 Si
60,:bS SO
B6.IS3 18
78,021 :8
887.126 27
$7,186,868 60
$6,456,555 91
600,700 00—7,057,855 91
9.273 Tl
17,2 3 07
62,510 91
$7,136,^68 90

The road and equipment will cost about $9,200,000, or $40,000 per
mile. The means of the company to carry the work to completion appear
to be ample, the contractors taking a large part of their pay in stocks and
bonds.

COMMERCIAL CHRONICLE AND REVIEW.
Mr. Sherman's Coin Contract Law—The Mon' y Market—Gov ,-mment Securities—Consols
an1 American Securities at London—The Stock Market—Railway and Miscellaneous
Securities—The Uuld Movement—Foreign Exchange.
If Mr. Sherman is gratified by the passage of the coin contract law, he has
little reason to complain of the previous action of the Senate defeating his bill
for inflating the currency by the issue of twenty millions of new bonk notes.
What is surprising is that this untimely and mischievous project could have
appeared to the mind of so experienced a political leader to stand the smallest
chance of adoption. It would involve the giving up of the establisbeJ policy on
one or the most important prerogatives of the Government, that of guarding the
currency, and exempting it from dilution and derungement by new issues. The
national cry for u si und currency will certainly be heeded so far by Congress
that no further depreciation is to be attempted, nor any new emissions of any
sort of paper money, especially of bank notes.
Waiving the general question of policy, bowevfr, the special objections to tbe
bill are, first, that it does not touch the most important defects of the banking
system ; and, secondly, that it does not offer a fit remedy for the evils with which
it proposes to deal, in illustration of the last named point we may cite Mr.
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Sherman's statement that " sundry States in the Union have not a national bank,
while Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut have from $50 to $75 per
inhabitant." It is no honest remedy for this state of thit gs to endow and sub
sidize certain new government banks by a forced loan— a forced loan of the worst
SJrt, that of an issue of paper money. Who, moreover, would gain the profits
of this new doling out of the national bounty ? For whose emolument does Mr.
Sherman believe that these twenty millions of notes would avail ? Would the
people at large be benefited ? or would the whole profits be absorbed by a few
speculators who had clubbed their means together to form these new banks ?
Mr. Sherman suggtsts a reply to these queries. He says that " the banks of
O'uio have loaned every dollar at their command to New York, while they refused
to the merchant, farmer and produce dealer ary accommodation." And what
does this alleged fact prove but that the hot bed system of forcing banks to grow
where the spontaneous movements of business do not produce them is fruitful in
abuses. This is but one argument out of many by which Mr. Sherman's own
admissions helpe I to defeat his project, and the people are well satisfied to see it
die.
It is undoubtedly a defect of the National banking system that its currency is
unequally distributed. A recent report showed that of the 300 millions outstand
ing, 104 millions were issued by New England, almoBt 70 millions by New Yorki
40 millions by Pennsylvania, and 40 millions by Ohio, Iudiana and II bob, so
that over three-fourths of the National bank notes are issued from New England,
New York and Pennsylvania. How this concentration on the seaboard origi
nated Mr. Hulburd tells us, in his report for 1866. He describes it as follows :
"The original act of March 25, 186 ', provided for an apportionment of the national
enm ncy to the several States and Territories as follows: one hundred and fifty millions
according to representative population, and one hundred and fifty millions accord
ing to bai king capital, resources, and business.
" This reqmremtnt was repealed by the act of June 8, 1864, which left the distri
bution to the diecreti n of the Comptroller of the Currency. By the amendment of
March 3, 1 8n5, the clause requiring an apportionment to be made was re-enacted, but
at the same date an amendmen to section 7 of the internal revenue act provided
that all existing State I anks should have the right to become nation d banks, and
should have the preference over new organizations up to the 1st of July, 18t55.
" These two amendments were not in harmony ; for, if the apportionment was made
as required by the amen !noeat to section 21, the State bank' then in existence could
not have been converted without exceeding in many instances the amount of circula
tion Apportioned to the different Stale*. But, as it seemed to be the intention and
policy of the act to absnrb all existing banking institutions rather than to create new
banking intere t- in addition thereto, the Comptroler of the Currency so construed
the amendments as to permit the conversion of Sute banks without limitation. The
effect of this action was to make a very unequal distribution of the currency, some of
the States receiving more than they were entitled to by the apportionment, and leav
ing but a very limited amount to be swarded to the Southern and some of the Western
States."
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been introduced into Congress for this purpose The most important was that
of Mr. Hooper, which proposed to call in the circulation of banks on certain
established rules. First, no bank was to be allowed to issue more than one
million of dollars of its own notes. Secondly, the smaller institutions were to be
regulated as follows : a bank whose capital did not exceed $300,000 was to issue
notes to the amount of 90 per cent of its capital ; a bank whose capital was from
$300,000 to $50 ,000 was allowed 80 per cent of circulation, and if the c pita!
was $500,000 or upwards 70 per cent was the limit. Much objection wa* made
to this scheme, and a modification of it was proposed by the Comptroller of the
Currency allowing banks with two millions of capital to receive $1,12 "',00 > of
notes. Three millions of capital was to entitle an association to $1,400,000 of
notes; four millions to $1,500,000; five millions to $1,600,000, while ten mill
ions of capital was to secure $3,' 00,000 of notes.
The discussion of these plans evoked opposition from the banks whose privi
leges it was proposed to cut off, so that the attempt was given up, and to this
moment no practicable solution of the difficulty has presented itself. The only
points which have been established so far, seems to be tha the people will not
allow the currency of the country to be tampered with to accommodate those
who wish to start new b.mks ; and, secondly, that the existing banks, which
ei joy currency privileges will not, if they can help it, suffer those privileges to
be taken from them or curtailed.
u
We have referred thus exclusively to the currency aspects of Mr. Sheroran's
bill, because it was by these chiefly that its defeat was rendered, jnevit ible. We
trust that if it should be revived hereafter in a new form, that it will be care
fully revised, and that its provisions will be exteuded so as to enforce the
redemption of all bank notes in New York, the establishment of som : needed
safeguards against defalcations among bank t ffieers, the keeping up of more
adequate legal tender reserves, and the increase of the efficiency of the Currency
Bureau, by making its examiners and other officials responsible where bad bankin v, which leads to failure or defalcation, has been concealed; and through
negligence, ncompetence or collusion has failed to be reported.
The usu.il stringency of money in March and April has been followed in May
by a very decided reaction towards the other txtreme. The contraction of busi
ness necessitated by the pressure of the foimer period has natural y been attended
by a licjiled demand for accommodation from merchants throughout the country,
und at mo t of the commercial centre there has prevailed an abundance of idle
funds, which have gravitated hither, and are now seeking employment at very
low rates of interests At the same time the loanable resources of tbe banks
have been increased by the payment of about four millions of interest in tbe
redemption of Cojipound Interest Notes dated May 15, 1865, both principal
at,d interest of which have b en paid in 3 Per Cent Certificates, absorbing
the whole of the latter. Tbe change in the condition of the banks resulting
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The fact of money being now -' @4 per cent on demand loans, while choice
commercial paper is negotiable at 5 per cen', is an indication of a stagnant
condition of general trade. In most branches of business the Spring trade
has proved unsatisfactory, the only really healthy demand having come from the
West, which has been exce tionally prosperous through its abundaut crops;
Retail dealers complain of the contracted purchases of their customers, and that
their business is so overdone by the multiplicity of traders that they cannot
make an averse profit; and jobbers, under these circumstances, are naturally
cautious about the standing of the parties to whom they selL
T e fo lowing are the rates ol Loans and Discounts for the month of May :
BATES OF LOANS AND DISCOUNTS.
May 7.
May 14.
May 21.
May 23.
Call loaDS
6@7
6 @—
6 @ 6
4 @ 6
Loans on Bonds and Mortgage... .
—@ 7
—@ 7
—@ 7
—@ 7
A 1, endorsed bills, 2 moa
t\@ 7
6j@ 7
8 @ 6J oJ@ 6
Good endorsed bills, 8 <fc 4 mos
7 @ 8
7 @ 8
6*@ 7i 6 @ 7$
"
"
single Dames...
6@9
8@9
7@8
7@8
Lower grades
— @— — @— — @— — @—
The general unprofitableness of trading enterprises and the plethora of money
have induced an extension of speculative transactions in securities, and esp cially
so on Governments. A variety of considerations have conduced to diverting
operations in that direction, prominent among which may be mentioned the near
completion of the funding process, and the consequent filling up of the outstand
ing authorizations for loans. The high prices of real estate have had an infl
uence in causing investors to shun that mode of employing their fuDd3, while the
high prices of railroad stocks have tended to deter speculators from toucl ing
them. Under the influence of this and other circumstances, which were more
fully explained in our last issue, there has been during the latter half of May
an unprecedented demand, which toward the close had carried up prices beyond
all precedent. Transactions in all kinds of bonds have consequently bean large,
as may be seen in the following statement of the amount of Government bonds
and notes, State and city and company bonds, sold at the New York Stock
Exchange in the month of May, 1867 and 1868 :
BONDS BOLD AT THB N. T. STOCK EXCHANGE BOABD.
Classes.
1867.
1868.
Inc.
Dec.
U.S. bonds
$16,256,800 121,621.060 $5,894,250
$
U.S. notes
1,130,100 4,»<80,800 8,700,750
....
St'e&cltyb'ds
2,888,800 3,759,100
895,800
Company b'ds
930,300
718,000
212,300
Total—May
$21,180,500
$30,928,950
$9,778,450
. Jan. 1
....
rr„ Jjjj
—since
69,784,680
121,923,550
62,108,870
The daily closing prices of the principal Government securities at the New
York Stock Exchange Board in the month of May, as represented by the latest
sale officially reported, are shown in the following statement :
PRICES OT GOVERNMENT SECURITIES AT NEW TOBK.
^-6's, 1881.-, ,
6V (5-20 y«.)Conpon
• 5's,10-40 7-80.
Day of month.
Coup. Reg. 1862. 1884. 1865. new. 1867 yrs.O'pn.2d sr.
Friday
1
113*
108*
mU.
107
109
J08«
10-V4 107#
fl.f»j.. a
ins
inav inc.
inau
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Friday
11?.*
106* 107* 1W*' 100* 1033,' 107*
8 ..
Saturday «...
113* 113}* 109 107* 107* 109* 109* 108*
10. .
Sunday
Monday 11..
iis*
109' 167" 107* 109* io»* ios*
Tuesday 12...
"8* 113*
107* 107* 109* 109* 103*
113* 108,*
Wednesday 13
109* 1'9* >v
Thursday 14
ii4" 113* 109 107* 107* 109* 109* 10
103*
li>3*
in 113^ 111!) 107.*
Friday
15
1U!I 107 107* 109* 109* loa*
Saturday 16
114
Sunday
17.
Monday 18.
167* 107* 109* iio' ' ids*
114* 114*
Tuesday 1»
107.* 107* 110* 110* 104 107X
Wednesday 20
114* 114,*'
10S* log 110* 110* 104* 107*
Thursday 21
US U4*
108* ins,*' 110* 110* 104),
22
116*
108* 108* 110* 110* 101*
Friday
115
Saturday 23
108* 108* 110* 110* 104*
24
Sunday
Monday 25
ire* io8* 110* iio* 105*
115k
115* 115?.' 110,* 109 109* 111* in* 105*
Tuesday *6
Wednesday 27
115* 115*
109* 109* 111* 111* 105* I08,*
1C9* 109,* 111 * 111* 1'15* 1C9
Thursday 28
115* 115*
iOil* 109,* in* 112 105*
Friday
29
118* 115*
Siturda
30
100* 109* in* 112 105*
Sunday
81
First
113* 113 108* 106* 107 109 109* 108* :o7*
Lowest
115* 115* 111* 109;. 109* 111* 112 105* 109*
Highest
113* 113 107* 106* 100* 108* 109* 103 107*
2* 2* »*
Range. .. .
2* 2* 4* 3* 8* 3
Last
115* 115* 111* 109y. 109* 111* 112 105* US*
The closing prices of Five-Twenties at Frankfort in each week endii.g with
Thursduy, were as follows :
May 7.
May 14.
May 21.
May 23.
Month.
T5*©T5*
75*
76*
77
7»*&77
The closing prices of Consols for money and certain American securities
(viz. IT. S. C's S-20's 1862, Illinois Central and Erie shares) at London, on
each day of the month ol May, are shown in the following statement :
COOHB« 0» CONSOLS AHD AMERICAN SECURITIES AT LONDON.
Cons Am. securities
Cons Am. securities.
for tT.S.ini.C.iErie
for U. S.IIll.C.j Erie
Date.
Date.
mon. 5-20s|eh's. jsh't.
mon 5-20s sh's. shs.
21 94* 71*| 9 * 15*
Friday
1 93* 7"?." 95*| 46* hnrsday
22 91* 71*. 95* 45*
Sat'day
2 93* 70* 95*1 40* I Friday
ISatnrday
23 »>,* 71* 95* 4"*
Sunday
8
24
mi TO* 95* 41* |Sui.day
Monday
* 94*
70* 95* 4S* Mond.y
25 95 71*
45*
Tues
26 95'. 7:* 95* 45*
Wcdne
6 94 70', 95,* 40 Tuesday
27 95* 7.*
70* 95 * 40 Wedneeday
i'.
Thurs
.... 7 91*
28 91..* 7v*
46*
Friday
8 91 70* 95 * 40 Thu'sday
29 iXi?. 72* 97** 47*
Sat'day
« 94 to* 95.* 40 Friday
atu'diy
90.* 72* 97 17*
Sunday
JO
70 * H 45* Sunday . . .
Monday
11 »»;.'
94* 45*
Tuesdy
J* 94* 70'.
.
93* 70* 94* 45*
70'.; 94* 46
Wedn'y
18 04*
•15.*' Lowest.
91,'.'
96* 72* 97 47*
91%
Highest..
7"*
Thursday
J4 91* 70.fi 95 45*
Range . . .
-'>, 2* 2*
Friday
Jj
Sat'd*y
I" 94*, 70,* 94* 45*
91!, 70* 81* I"*
)
Sunday
J7 94* 71* 91* 45* Low
97
HiK'IB
Monday
J;
4.* 3
71?. 94* 4i*
Tus'day
» 04*
-*
Wi*
45*
94*
71*
95*
Lust.
72*
4;-2
Wednesday
20
The course of the stock market has been somewhat disappointing to the largi-r
holders of railroad shires. A very lurpe proportion of the leai ing shares h d
been bought up by combinations, in anticipation that the current liberal earr
ings of the roads would induce an active speculative demand during the usual
Spring and Summer ease in money. The event, however, has proved that there
are few casual operators in the street, and that the regular habitues of Wall
street are unusually cautious ; so that although considerable effort has been made
to draw out speculative transactions, yet the result has been disappointing, and
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the volume of business has been less than during the same month of 1867, as
may be seen in the following table showing the volume of shares sold at the
New York Stock Exchange Board and the Open Board of Brokers in May,
1867 and 1868, comparatively :
Classes.
1867.
1868.
1S68. Increase. Dec.
Bank shares
4.051
2,253
1,798
Railroad "
1,468,011 939.315
Coal
7,615
5,315
2,200
Mining "
18.930
49,715 30,7c5
Improv'nt "
41,900
16,015
25",885
Telegraph "
43,07:
6,714
3,V<">7
Steamship"
01,180 131,505
70,: 25
Expr'ss&c"
84,411
98,166
Total—April
1,678,699 1,278,271
400,458
" —since January 1
9,517,1*9 9,134,495
862,634
The following are the closing quotations at the regular board June 6, cornpared with those of the five preceding weeks :
May l. MayS. MaylS.MayS . May29. June 5
Cumberland Coal
1-3
31
.... 84*
Quicksilver
32.* 29% 30% 29* 26*
27
Canton Co
51* 61
51
50* (0
61
K
Mariposa pref
11
9
New York Central
1«?*
128* 121 133% 132%
Erie
T}X 68% 69
08* 7<* 69%
Hudson River
I?,1'*. 137
136 13S 143% 141*
94% 94
Reading.
»K 90% 90% 93
Sli* 87* 88
Michigan Southern
"i*
89*
117"
119* 119*
Michigan Ccntrnl
"*
84* 84* Sii 88* 86%
Cleveland and Pittsburg
°J
ioo'.,- 1H5* 107% M9* 108%
Cleveland and Toledo
lj»
68%
Northwestern
gj*
6«X «7* 66)4
r.7,* 79% 81%
78
preferred
™* 17
95* 95
95* »7?.' 102
Rock Island
"'J" iii7
y. MIX 109* 115% 111
Fort Wayne
**J»
146
147* 14s* 150
Illinois Central
'J'
SO* 81*
Ohio and Mississippi
31* 81%
The following table will thow the opening, highest, lowest and closing prices
ol all the railway and miscellaneous securities quoted at the New York Stock
Exchange during the months of April and Miiy, 18C8 :
-April.
-Ms
tlpen. High. Low. Clos. Open. Hieh. £ow. Clos'g
Railroad Stocks
■i.-i
•1!'* •1!
Alton & Tern Rant
40 45
i
45
do
do
pref
68 «8 k«
73 \' 6i
Boston, Hartf..rd & Erie
IS "5 uw 6S
14* 15 15* 15
15*
Chicago & Alton
120 12-1* i»n 128 128 128
127* 127*
do
do pref
129 135 12!> 129 129* 128 1«*
Chicago, Burl 4 Quincy
ISO 150 150 150 14!) 150 149 150
75
75
do & Milwaukee
7".
d> & Norlhwest'n
gj) V4Y 60 '63* 64 70
63
08%
do
do pref
74V 76V 68
75* 75* Ml%
79*
do & Rock Island
6jj^ 517' 05 mi. »4* 98* 93* «7%
104* [104 109 104 107
do Puiuesv. & Ashta
111O lOilf <xi 102* 102% 108* 1(12 198
do AHtuburg
'a* x" 83 82* 89 83* ss
106* 110% 105*
D^ii^weaiem::::;:::
IS" IgS .«* 105*
114* 118* 125 11*% 125*
do
do scrip
,
■■ii* 117 117 117 117
E.rie
•■•
73%
71* 72% 68* 70
do prer
ifi" "75'
,5 'esW
2x" 71
74
74
77
76
SO
Hannibal & St Joseph
78* 771^ 73
7!!
83
78
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Morris & Essex
85 65 85
85
New Jersey
133 133 i»3 188
do
Cell-Hi
117V 118* 1MH 115* 119 ISO 116 119*
New York Central
122* 130 110* 128* 129* 184 1*7* 183*
do &N. Haven
139 142 187 142 150 159 110 11
Norwich & Worcester
. 94
94 94 94
....
Ohio & Mississippi
31
82* 28* 81* 81* 8'.* 29* 30*
do
do pref
7« 78 76
78 78 80
78
80
Pannma
816 316 295* 807 8:5 330* 815 330*
Pitieb., Ft. W. & Chita
10* 1\5 99 1H8* 104 116 101 116
Heading
89* 91* 86* 90 90 96* 90
95
Kenss.-iaer & Saratoga
85 86 84 86 86* 89* 86* S!>*
Btoningion
~
92 92 92 92
Toledo, Wab. & Western
50* 62 46 51
5'.* 52 49
51*
do do
dopiel
72 72 70* 71
69
69 69 69
Miscellaneous—
American Coil
48 48 48 48 43 43 43
43
Ai-hburton do
8
8* 2
3
Central do
40 40 40 40
Cumberland Coal
82* 88 89
t2* 83
85* 83 85*
Del. & Hud. Canal Coal
157 100 155* 1 8 V8 165 156* 164
Pacific Mail
108* 104 86 94* 91* 97
90* 95
Atlantic do
81* 87* 28 85
85 85 81* 84
Union Navliatton
26* 8U '.0* 80 SO
26 20
94*
Boston Water . ower
19* SI* 19 21X 21* 21* 20* 20*
Canton
46* 49* 45 49* 61
62 49
61*
Cary Improvement
8* 8* 8* 8*
Mariposa
6
6* 665665
do pref
9 12* 9 11* in
11* 9* 9*
Quicksilver
28 28* 13 27* 27* 32* 27* 29
Citizen's Gas
144 144 144 144
v> est. Union Telegraph
85* 88* 81* W% 3T* 88* 86* 38*
Bankers & brokers Ass
113 113 109* 112*
Uuiou Trust
1*0 120 120 1*0
EjpreBS—
American
69* 69* 49 61* 60 61 63 6*
Adams
75* 76* 62 62 61
63 5ti* 56*
UnltedStatoB
71
71* 45* 61
60* 61* 55)* 56
Merchant's Union
85 85 25
81* 81* 81* 28 28*
Wells, Fargo & Co
35* 85* 26 26* 26* 27
22 2i*
The gold movement presents some unusual features. The exports for the month
reached the very high figure of 816,920,000, while the payments for costorra duties
were $1.0,009,000, making an aggregate of $26,934,000 withdrawn from the
market, or $.0,046,000 in excess of the withdrawals for the c responding month
of 18S7. The withdrawals exceede.l the supply from all reported sources by
$9,288,<!00, and yet there was $1,69.1,000 more specie in the banks at the close
of the month than at the beginn ng, which is to be accounted for by the fact that
$:i,:>72,000 of gold was derived from unreported sources, chitfly from sales by the
Sub-Treasury. The payments o( coin interest at the Sub-Treasury are $999,000
above those of May, 1867, and the receipts from California $1,342,000 larger.
The exports arc more than double those for the same period of last year.
The following formula furnishes the details of the general movement of coin
and bullion at this port for the month of May, 1867 and 1868, comparatively :
GENERAL MOVEMENT OF COIN AND BULLION AT NEW TORE.
1S67.
1863.
Increase. Decrease
In banks, near firBt
$7,401,304 $16,168,873 $i,762,569 $
Receipts from California. .
1,181,128 2 52V185 1,312.257
Imports of coin and bullion
812,ouo
4i-0 0!4 lt>8,0-«
Coin interest paid
16,054,000 17,063,376 999.376
Total reported supply
$24,951,432 $36,22.'),f>66 $11,274,224 $...
Exports of coin and bullion
$8,307,000 $16,945,980 $8,G1S,'80 $...
Customs duties
8,684,000 10,009,176 1,427,178
Total withdrawn
$16,889,000 $20,935,166 110,040,166 $...
Excess of reported supply
$8,062,432 $9,288,51)0 $l,226,(ti3 $...
Specie in banks at end
14,088,667 17,861,083 8,777,421
Derived from unreported sources
$6,021,235 $8,672,588 $2,651,353 iV.
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The price of gold has been remarkably steady, considering the importance
of the politiciil events (especially impeachment) c Iculuted to affect the premium,
the quotation having ranged between 139-J and !4l'J airaiust 13.'@13-JJ in May
lc67,and 1 2.i-J@141i in I860, and 12Sj@14.H in 1865.
The following statement exhibits the fluctuations of the New York gold
market in the month of May, 1868 :
COURSE Or GOLD AT NEW TOUK.
Date.

Date.

Friday
139741140 '3'7i
1
Friday
241
vw.
Saturday.
2 wax
23|13»X 139)4 1 139)4 13934
,139>4 13»x Saturday
Sunday."
3
Sundiy
24
Monday
J 139Xli39X 139W 13934 Monday
25 18974 13974 liio" 14(l"
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20 14UV 13974 :140* 140*
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27 14HX 1.39* lwx 139j;
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20 139* 139X 1
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139)4
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9
30|189* |139* 1 139 139X
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Sunday
J«f
Sunday
31
Monday
11 itn\
140,X% 1 :)!)*< May.. 18(13..
Tuesday
}j 139>4 13',*- 139
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13 IMS.
18117..
139*4 13fl«4
Thursday
14 13974 13'lj, 14014 13974 " lSWj..
Friday
Jo 139)4 1 139 »» I 139*4. 139>; " 1865..
Saturday
Jo
139)4
" 18U4..
Sunday
}(
1863 .
Monday
}» !»'; 139if
1882..
139X
Tuesday
1 139.', 139)4 139'; 1*1*
Wednesday
20 139); 1:19);
1«*7< 139?,- S'ce Janl, 1863....
13 >y.
1:J9)4
Th iradav
21 139)4
139 !i 1 ' 4
Foreign exchange has been firm thrru.hout the month, ut rates admitting of
the export of the piecions metal . There has been comparatively little cotton
going forward, while the maturing obligations were heavy, and a laige amount
bud to be remitted against coupon - due Slay 1st.
The following exhibits the quotations at New York for bankers' 60 days bills
on the principal Eurcptun m.irkets daily in the mont'i of M >y. 1858 :
COURSE OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE (60 DATS) AT NEW TORE.
London.
Paris. Amsterdam. Bremen. Hamburg. Berlin,
cents foi
cetimea
cents for cents for cents for cents for
54
peiice.
fordotlar.
florin. rix daler. M. banco. tlialer.
Days.
1
110 ©ll(i).' 513)44i>512* 41X44UX luiam 8«X®Srt.S 71*S>,72
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Sl3j;3k512*
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a■:.
5HJ4©M3X
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X©
I
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79J4{%SO 3ii«@:«>>; 7' 74372
4
5I3S@5!2X 41X@41X 7ti;«-«i»o S(iW(rjVi(>.',' 7174@72
5<■•
51374;4*512* 41X4tll* 79;.43)30
7 17.4672
7l?,,Tt72
1.
612x@ .... 41(,@41X
S
HOXfttUOX 512X40 .... 41X'«>4iX 79)4(rf,-<0 3t>i,4t.:tli)4 71)4@73
iioxjauo* 5U*@ .... 41X<&41* 7U)«4iSd
71,'i(gi72
10. _
11
110 @1I0X 513s;©Sll^ 41X©«X 79>4:»-0 3 Ufawa 7l74@72
110 ©11(1'* 6l3X«jl611* 41X4JIIX 79)4f' 30 36 » ©3H.'4 7l'.f{7i
12
79)443*0 »iK<i>3tl«4 717.(<J.72
....
13.
110 ©r.ox
@110X 512*®
110
5i'jx@ .. 41X©41X
41X@4l* 79J4t(i)(0 SnS'ffiSfi,',' 71
7,41.72
14.
15
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17.
snx«is«i,- 7i74©.2
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19
l(*i)4@ll' X
71 7.4'.'.*
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717,@'.2
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109'4fU10X 513X©512X
3ri^«v3f.,'4 71744674
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8''X©3(i'4 717.4^72
•23
109*tfellO* 513,"4©il2X
513«4i51*X
717»4ji72
•i'<
110X4M10* 613?iffi512X
110)443.110* 513(4 (i%51*«
nuxusif x 5i»>«<a.>i-x27.
as.
UOX ..11"X 5l31i'.(5iaX
•.'it.
lltl!»©110X 518X®M2«
so :
nosaiioK 5l3,xaol2«
81
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KWiTAllOX MS?«'i}51t7i 41X©41!< 795446SO W.'4(r
1BCT
10y;,4i,110 5*0 4j610 407i©41>4 76>44i80 3d ' 6J» 7174©72
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THE HUDSON BAY QUESTION.
As there seems tc be a good deal or misapprehension on the present position
of the Hudson's Bay question, it may be as well to state how the matter actually
stands. It is provided by the 146th section of the Union Act that '• it shall be
lawful for the Queen, by and with the advice of her Majesty's most honorable
Privy Council, on address from the Houses of Parliament of Oanada, to admit
Rupert's Land and the Northwestern Territory, or either of them, into the
Union, on such terms and conditions in each case as are in the addresses expressed,
and as the Queen thinks fit to approve." There is a strong desire in
Canada to get this provision carried into effect: and an address to the
Crown has been passed by both the Canadian Houses. In that
address, however, nothing is said i s to " terms or conditions," and these
remain for future negotiation. }Mr. Rose (the Finance Minister of Can
ada) and Mr. Maedougall are expected to arrive here in June on business cohnected with the Intercolonial Railway, and it is understood that they will also
endeavor to come to some understanding with the Colonial Office and the Hud
son's Bay Company as to the terms oe wh ch the territory now in the possession
of the latter shall be incorporated with the Dominion. The settlement of tnis
question is of great importance both in a colonial and an imperial point of view.
The address to the Crown to transfer the sovereignty of Rupert's Land to Can
ada does not, of course, compromise the pecuniary rights of the company, which
remain to be settled either by agreement or arbitration.—European /tones.

WINE GROWING.
M. Edmond About, in a recent article on the wines'of France, gives ij the
Moniteur some interesting figures and facts. From his authorities it is shown
that the vine yields more than one-fourth of the rev< nue of France derived fiom
agriculture. In 1866 wine to the amount of 308 millions was exported irom
France—the value of the whole, peoductiona being estimated at S00 millions nf
francs. The average cost of the wine crop is one franc the litre (u little more
than a quart), whilst the finest wiues cost Irom 12 to 15 lranc< the Iiir--. the
Haute Buurgogne and Medoc are the two braudj which, M. About iiffirms, iVty
criticism as to the purity of their kind, owing to the corners of V nnce whete
these vineyards a e. 'I he king of red wines he declares to be the Cos Yougeol, t.ut
that vineyard yields an average of 450 hhds. only. The king of white wines 13 the
Chateau Yquem, and that estate is smaller than the Clos Vougeot. The growers
of these wines, M. About states, lestrained by a laudable pride, as well as honesty,
never falsify or dilute tliem. None know better than the armers, howiver, i ow
much try public like to be deceived—that pablic which buys Clos Vou eot at
three, ai* Chateau Yquem five at francs the bottle The tanners sell their pure
wiuc dear, and leave to the unscrupulous intermediaries the shame and profit ol
1hi Iraud. M. About deems the great otstacle to a wider planting of the wine
in the Uironde and other countries exceedingly favorable to vineyards, to be he
want of well-trained labor. Viue-growing and wine-making are delicate and
eoi stant troubles, and (armers have great difficulty in supplying themselves wita
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bends, and in come instances the vine laborer is not to bo had at any price. In old
tit es counterfeits were, in point of bygene, barmlese, for champagnes made from
gooseberries and rhubarb did not destroy the coatings of the stomach. But the tin
ordinaire that any country chemist can get you up nowadays is excellent an 1 a poieon, and has tr e advantage of unvarying quality, aud sparkling champagne is con
cocted from petroleum and coal, and sold as Clicquot or Montebello. The Boede er
champagne is as often counterfeited as any other, and quantities of "green seal" are
swallowed in England and America which it costs just one shilling per bottle to
manufacture. M. About thinks the Italian wines the least adulterated as a class,
owing to the small exportation of them, and sees little hope of any change for
the better in France, as long as the young men of the country are absorbed to
so great an extent by the army. With the necessary number of hands toe pro
duction of Burgundy wine might be tripled, and the coarser brands so improved
and cheapened as to leave little margin for the counterfeiter's profit. Think of
Cbambertin and Sauterne cheaper by half than beer and cider ! if Napoleon III.
would only disarm, reduce hi) army and encourage the works of peace.—Paris
correspondence (May 14) of the Boston Post.

REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES OP TIIE UNITED STATES.
We extract the following tables from the speech of Mr. Schenck, Chairman of the
Committee of Ways an 1 Means, made on Monday last. He stated the receipts of the
national revenue for the fiscal year ending June 80, 1867, to have been as follows :
RECEIPTS.
Currency
$314,109,136 fil
Coin
176,410,610 88
Total—coin and currency
$490,530,947 49
EXPENDITURES.
The expenditures for the fiscal year ending June SO, 1867, were as follows :
FOB CIVIL SERVICE.
Legislative,
judiciary,
executive
and
diplomatic
$61,110,027
27
Pensions
.•
20,936,551 71
Indians
4,642,641 77
Navy
81,031,011 04
Wat—exclusive of bouDties
83,841,555 80
Total ordinary expenditures
$191,664,677 69
Interest
143,781,691 91
Bounties
11,382,850 8!
Total expenditures
$346,729,129 S3
The balance of receipts over expenditures for tlie fiscal year ending Jnne 80,
1887, was
$143,797,818 16
By the acts of July 18, 1866, and of March 2, 1867, internal revenue taxes were
repealed or abated to an extent sufficient to occasion an annual loss of revenue from
internal sources, taking the returns of the preceding year as a precedent, of at least
$90,000,00^, of which amount some sixty or seventy millions were made applicable fcr
the reduction of taxes during the fiscal years ending June 80, 1866, and 1867 ; the
balance taking effect during the succeeding or present fiscal year.
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.NATIONAL RECEIPTS AND EN rUNDITUU KS PUB THE CURRENT FISCAL TEAR ENDING JUNE
10, ll>r>8, ACTUAL AND ESTIMATED.
For the three quartern, from July 1, 1867, to March 1, 1808, actual:
EXFEND1TCBE'.
RECEIPTS.
Customs
$141,408.S7l 37 CI- II. I (relative. It r.reigu In
Laura
8W.8MT 81 tercourse
$38,554.r5 SJ
Interna' rcvimie
140.tiS0.4i6 <4 Interior, pensions, 4c
41,783,337
83.S58.496 83
Dircc ui
1.4I».«6V 40 War
19,1:3.673 53
M rccllmeous
8>,01»,3tit> 71 Navy
Interest on public debt
109,418,383 S7
Total.
. $'J9'J, 194,459 £9
Total
1490,678,060 SS
Fourth quarter, from March 1, 1868, to June 30, 18ii8, estimated :
HKCKIPTS.
» XPRNDITCRES.
Customs
$44,0/0,000 00 Civil, legislative, and foreign nLat.ds
xio.ooo 00 lerrtourse
$'3.000,0ft) V
lotcnul reTcuue
50.000,000 00 Interior,
pensions, &c .•
4,00o,(O0 Oi.
S5,noo.i»ooo
J-irecttax
SOO.OiiO 00 War
Navy
6.500,000 00
Mit-cel aueons
12,010,000 10
Interest on public debt.
40,000.000 tw
Total
$108,000,000 00
Total
$03,500,000 00
Total revenue and expenditures for the fiscal year, ending Jane SO, 1868, actual
and estimated :
ItECEIPTS,
EXPENDITURES.
Customs ..
$105 208,374 87 Civil, legislative, t.nd foreign in
I-ands
1,100,387 31 tercourse
$31,554,173 34
Internal revenue
190,086 446 4 1 Interior, pensions, &c
2S,778,S37 49
Direct tax
1,718,'JliO 46 War
14s S5M96 Si
4S,fi;3,fiT3 53
Miscellaneous
41.019,800 71 Navy
Int rest on public deb:
H9,41s,ss3 87
Total....
. $405,194,459 29
Total.,
. $i7!i, 171.065 83
BEOPITDLATION.
Receipts and expenditures for the fiscal year eodiog June 30, 186 - :
Totil receipts
$405,794,459 49
Total expenditures
8;».17S,CB6 N3
Estimated balance ofreceipts over expenditures lor the fiscal year ending Jane
iO, 1868
(46,610.332 46
As to the national receipts and expenditures for the fiscal year, ending June : 0_
1869, Mr. Schenck stated that the appropriation bi'ls for .he next year, which hate
passed or are now pending, are as follows :
rviiciency bill, Senate, No. 34 passed
,
$12,535,196 «
Si.000 (■>
Deficiency bill, Senate, contingent, No. 46 ', passed
Deficiency bill, Reconstrcciion, No 1.045 passed
87,llu 50
Kelicf bill. District ot Columbia, March 10, passed
15.000 (i>
Military Academy, pasecd
»84,(£4 50
Consular and Diplomatic, parsed
I,»>6,4i4 00
VohI Office, passed
1.646.000 00
Pension!", pending
3 ,350,a«J 00
32,181,(11.1.0
Army, perding
17,'0O.O0O 00
Nnvv. pending
Legislative. Executive and Judiciary, pending
16,t*U.674 0.1
Sunday civil expenditures, pending
6,040,376 :»
Iu'tmn—pending
>,.'4KJ.000W
6,000.000 Or
Itiver and nnrb r—pending
1,HI 4,960 «0
Deficiency bill—pending
Total
$130,801,364 51
Miscellaneous, including appropriations for New York City Post Ofllc.', pri
vate bi-ls and judgments ol Court claims—e-timated
$10,000,000 W*
Permanent appropriations fjr collecting the revenue, &c
9,96».UM 00
, Total
$150,000.0 « 00
Iuterest on the public debt
14:i,61h,'r78 53
Total
$479,031,445 0
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XXTBAORDINAnT EXPEND.TUBtS.
Bounties—es (mated
$40,«00,r00 00
Alaska
7,Sih\0 0 (10
Total
$327,651,443 08
TothiB asgregato there shou'd also be add d outstanding appropriation4
her„to.ore m ide that will not be extended till n xt your, viz
24,fH>!U84 00
Making a tot l probab'e expenditure daring the next Us -al year, for which
raveuue must be provided of
$352,320,629 03
A recapitulation of the estimates «f recei Is given by M'. Schenck shows th« fol
lowing as the total anticipated revenue for the next fiscal year:
Customs
1*165,000,000 Miscel aneous
30,000,000
Internal revenue
210,560,000
Public lands
1,000,000
Total
$406,560,000
Supposing no increase of receipts from distilled spirits and tobacco over the receipts
for the fiscal year ending June SO, 1861, the above estimate would be reduced to
♦8fi">560>"00.
Estimate of expenditures for next fiscal year, before submitted, $852,820,629.
Balance to account ut Burplus revenue, $28.239,37i.
BURLIKGT01Y AND MISSOURI RAILROAD.
An erroneous statement has been circulate! in the daily papers, to the effect that
this company bad negotiated a loau of $3 ,00i\0»0, alltaken by its own stockhol !ers«
It is hardly necessary to deny the accuracy of such an extravagant statement, and
we do so merely to call att' ntion to the real fads appearing in circulars issued to the
stockholders of the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad C mpany, by its Board
of Directors, which have been sent to us by Mr. Den:son, Chairman of that Board. The
assent of a m jority of stockholders h ving been given to the proposal that $3,000,000 bonds of the Burlington and Missouri Riv.if Road should be taken by the Chicago,
Burlington and Quincy Cmipiny, the following, from a circular to the stockholders
of the latter company announcing the fact, will explain the whole transaction :
A very Urge maj rity of our stockholders having responded to our circular of Februaty 20th, an I expressed their approval of the proposed aid to the Burlington and
Mi-souri River Railroad Company, to secure the completion of its road to the Mis
souri River, we have the rppirtunity to offer you the $1,200,000 convertible Donls
wh ch we are to take up, and the $l,8un,0(H> Land Mortgage Bon-Is whi h that compmy are entitled to issue on the 100 miles to be built as the fin il section. The two
clisse ', amounting to $3,000,000 in the aggregate, are to be sold together in the prop irli u of tlree Land Mortgage Bonds ti two convertible. The Land Bonds are
seven per cnts, have twenty f ur an 1 a half years to run, (to O tober 1, 1893.) are
th* fir?t and only I en " n the road, rolling stock, franchise and land grant of about
400.000 aires—the lands believed to be sufficient t> provide a sinking fund for all the
b mds secured on the whole'property. The convert ble are to be eight per cent ten
venr bonds, to be redeemed io the preferred stock of that company at o* any tine
before maturity, and are to be taken up, on sealed proposals of holders, by the
Chicago, Burlington and Q lincy Railroad Company, from the profrs.of its business
with the Burlington and Missouri Kiver Rai road Company, commencing February,
187P, with the excess of profit , estimate I as heretofore, above theamount pie Iged to
th' former issues, and cntinuing in operation 'ill the profits, beyond what had been
pieviously pledged shall am uut to enough to take up the present iss :e, when the
bocd' will cease to draw i itereet, after public notice, and must be surrendered at par
an t accrued interest, or, after twelve tin tubs from the date of the a 'vertisement,
forfeit the claim on our company to take them up; provided, however, that the sur.
redder shall not be required within a period of five \ears from the date of the bond.
Tbese bon Is are offered to our stockholders of record, March 1 6th (dividm 1 day,) at
eighty five per cent, and are to be pail for in t»n instalments of equal amount, with
the privilege of anticipating payments at the rate of seven per ce- 1 per annum. * *
By order of the Board,
J. N. Dknison, Chairman.
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MINNESOTA RAILROADS.
The following account of the railroads of Minnesota, from the Cincinnati Rail
way Record, is of much interest :
We come □ w to the railroad system, which has progressed in Minnesota, for a
new S ate very rapidly. The principal railroads are aided very largely by the
Gove'nmenl. In 1857, Congress made a land prant of four and a half millions to
Minnesota for railroad purposes. In 1864, an additional grant was made. These acta
gave ten sections 6,400 acrea of land for each mile of roal; to be built under the
law, for the great projected lines. The principal lines are :
1. Fir»t Division of the St. Paul and Pacific Railroad.—This goes firm St Pad
via St. Anthony and Minneapolis, to a point on the Western boundary of the State,
at or near Bin Stone Lake. The main line is 200 miles in length, of which twentvfive miles a-e in operation, filteen graded, and the company expect to complete, in
all, seventy miles this year. Connected with this line i9 a bridge over the Mississippi,
above the Falls of St Anthony. This road has a branch from St. Anthcny to Watab,
of which sixty five miles, to Sauk Rapids is in operation.
2. A Line from Watab (connecting with the former) via Crow Winy to Pembina,
on the great Red River of the North, 320 miles in length-—This line is lo 'ated, but no
part of it is constructed.
8. The Minnesota Valley Railroad,—This goes up the Minnesota Valley from
St. Paul to the Iowa State line, and thence to Sioux City, which is the northern ter
minus (by A t of Congress) ••{ a branch of the Union Pacific Railroad The whole
distance to Sioux City is 240 miles, of which sixty-two miles are in operation, and
ninety will be at the end of the year.
4. The Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad.—This line >a nearly North and South, is
110 miles long, and all of it in operation.
6. St. Paul and Superior Railroad.—This line goes from St Paul to the bead of
Lake Superior, which is 150 miles. It has thirty miles graJed, and a laige land
grant. It will be pushed to completion.
6. The Hastings and Dakota Railroad—Considerable grading is done on tbii
road, anil twenty two miles will be finished this year. It is Bast and West across the
State.
7. The Winona and St. Peters Railroad.—This line is East and Wee- across
the entire State, and will be 250 miles. It is completed 105 miles, and will be
fin slieil to the Minnesota River, 140 miles, by the close of 1868.
* 8. The Southern Minnesota Railroad—This line is from La Crescent up the Valley
of Root River to the western coundary of the State, It is finished thirty miles, and
v. ill he 26'1 miles in length.
9. The Chicago and St. Paul Railroad.—This is to be constructed along the
Misa ssippi River to the southern boundary of the State, and has been endowed by
the State with 10,000 acres of lanl per mile. A large force is engaged in construc
tion, and the company have determined to build and equip the road with the least
possible delay.
10 The Stillwater and St. Paul Railroad.—This is eighteen miles in length, and
is intended to bring the lumber trade of the St. Croix Valley to St. Paul.
RAILROADS OF TUB DOMINION OF CANADA.
The following returns if the railroads of the Dominion of Canada, for the year
en iii tr December 81, 1867, have been made to the Parliament :
Cost of Bail- Receipts Expenses Net.
Length in
roads and
per
per
earn
Provioces.
ni'les.
equipment.
mile.
mile
ings.
Onrario a d Quebec
2,183 $H4,wi;,853 $5,076 $3,433 $1,«3
New Brunswick
196
7,Bll,9t>0
1,06«
780
*&i
^ ova Scotia
145
6,326,266
1,460
1,26!)
191
TV,»«I
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PUBLIC DEBT OF THE UNITED STATUS.
Abstract statement, as appears from the dookb and Treasurer's returns in
the Treasury Department, on the 1st of May and 1st of June, 1868:
DEBT BEARING COIN INTEREST.
May 1.
Jane 1.
Increase. Decrease
5 per cent, bonds
$915,947,400 00 $281,812,400 00 $4,865,000 00 $
6 "
'67&'68
8,688,241 80 8,5S2,611 80
306,600 00
6 " 18S1
283,677,200 00 283.677,200 00
....
6 " (5-20's)
1,442,065,430 00 1,494,756,600 00 52,690,150 00
........
Navy Pen. FM 6 p.c
13,000,000 00 13,000,000 00
Total
1,963,378,291 80 2,020,327,841 80 57,449,550 00
DEBT BEARING CURRENCY INTERBBT.
« per ct. (RK ) bonds
$23,982,000 00 $25,902,000 00 $1,920,000 00 $ . . .
8-y'arscom. int.n'tes
41,573,6S0 00 21,604,690 00
22,'i«8,7»0 00
8-years 7-30 notes
160,490,250 00 106,610,6V) 00
57,379 600 00
3 p. cent, certincates
28,3?0,000 00 60,000,000 CO 2!.670,000 00
Total
260,375,930 00 203,117,540 00
67,258,390 Co
MATURED DEBT NOT FRESENTED FOR PAYMENT.
7-80 o. doe Ang.15,'67
$1,075,950 00 $947,500 00 $
$128,450 00
6:>. c. comp. Int.n'es
4,715.2*100 8,012,360 00 3, ,67,030 00
B'ds of Texas ind'ty
256,0 0 00
256,000 00
Treasury notes (old)..
135,461 64
165.21161
250 CO
B'ds of Apr. 15, 1842
6,000 00
6,000 00
Treas.n'sofMa.3,68
616,192 00
553.41)2 00
60,700 01
Temporary loan
1,0 .2,400 00
883.609 00
148,761 00
CerUd. of indebt'ess
18,000 00
18.000 00
Total
7,905,283 64 10,834,202 64 $2,928,919 00
DEBT BEARING NO INTEREST.
United States notes
$356,144,727 00 $356.1*4,212 00 $
$515 00
Fractional currency
«2,450.4«9 94 82,501,589 94 8MO0 (0
Gold certi. ofdeposit
19,357,900 00 20,298,180 00 940,280 00
Total
407,953,116 94 408.973,981 94 1,020,865 CO
RECAPITULATION.
$ SO 2,020,827,841
$ 80 57,419.550
$ 00
$
Bearln" coin interest
1,983,378,2^1
Bearmecar'ylnterest
20(i.375,9:X) 00 203.117,540 00
57,258,890 00
Matnreddtbl
7,905.208 61 10,834.202 04 2,928.919 00
Bearing no Interest
407,953,116 94 408,973,981 94 l,020,t65(0
Agireaate
2,600.612.022 38 2,0)0,750,506 38 4.140,914 00
Coiu&cur.inTreas
139.0S3.794 82 l&3,507,)i79 61
5,576,115 18
Debt less coin and cnr
2,500,528,827 55 2,510,244 866 74 9,"16 039 18
The following statement shows (he amount of coin and currency separately at
the dutes in the foregoing table :
COIN AND CURRENCY IN TREASURY.
Coin
$t"6,,K)l,«'18 00 $ 0,228,550 3) $
16,681,098 69
Currency
32,171,136 82 43,279,121 33 11,104,933 51
Total coin & enrre'y
159,083,794 82 133,607,679 64
6.676,115 18
The annual interest payable on the debt, as existing May 1 and June 1
1868 (exclusive of interest on the compound interest note-*), compares as follows :
ANNUAL INTEREST PAYABLE ON PUBLIC DUBT.
Mayl.
Junel.
Increase. Decrease.
Cotn-5
per
cents
$10,797,370
" « •• 67&'6S
5>",29l 00
fO $i:,O4n,620
511,958 00
50 $243,230 00 $...
6,336 00
" 8 " 1881
v
17,1120,132 00 17.020,0 2 lil
6 " (5-20'sl
80,520.927 00 89,1*5.330 00 3,161,109 00
6 " N. P. F. . .
780,000 00
780,0.10 00
Total coin interest
$1:5.0I2,2!3 50 $119.041,54<-: 50 $3 300.323 CO $ ..
Currency-ti pet cents
$1,438,920 00 $1.554 1*100 115,200 00 $..
7.80 "
11,493,301 10 7,709,577 35
8,7-3,786 *75
"
3 "
S4:i,900 00 :,500,iO0 00 050,000 00
Total currency inter' t
$13,782,18110 $10,703,697(5
$8 018,486 75
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Heturns of ttie Ntw York, Philadelphia and Boiton Banks.
Below we give the returns of the Bunks of the three cities since Jan. 1 :
NEW
YORK circnla'ion.
CITY BANK RETURNS.
Date
T.nanj.
Specie.
Deposit*. L. Tend'*. Ae. clear'*:*.
January 4. $24J,711,207 $12,724,614 $34,134,391 $187,070,784 $62,111,201 $483,266,304
January It
.si (,1711.723 19,222,856 81,094.137 194,835.645 64.753,118 553,*S4.525
January 18 . £56,038.938 23.191. 867 81.071,006 2(15,8*1 143 66,155.24t 615».707.W9
January^ .. 258 392,101 25,70fl,XOO 81,0-2,762 210,093,084 67,154,161 528,503.22*
February 1... 266,415 613 23,955,820 44,062,521 213 830,524 65,197,153 637,449,923
FebrullY 158 ... 271.015.97il
-.70,655,356 24,192,95s
22,82.1,372 81.043,296
81,096,831 217,814,5
Febru.vy
2'.b,759.82S8 5->,846,*'>9
63,471.762 597.242,595
650.521.185
February 21 . . 207.703,643 22.513,987 84,100,(123 509,095,351 6<J,Rii'i.930 452.451,192
FcWruar,
29
.267,240,6,8
22,091,642
31,0
6,223
208.661,578
58,551.607
705.109
784
March 7
269,156,630 20.714,2 3 34,153 957 207.737,(«0 57.1'17,044 619,21t'.598
March 14
2(l>;,hHI,0-4 19,744,70'. 34.218.3S1 101,188,470 54.738.S66 691.277.641
March 21
261.476.90 I 17.914.308 54,212.571 191,191,526 62.ifil.086 619,482,341
March
257,378.247 17,077.29.1
17,8-<:(,307 34.227,108
34.193.803 280.95(1,816
186,525,128 5i,709,7M>
62.123.078 567,783,138
657.843.908
April 423 ...... 251,287,891
AAl',nil1118
11 ... 252,936.725
16,313,150
81.191,272
179.S51.88J
51,932,609
493.371.4S1
251,817,916 l'i,77'i.5!2 81,218,581 1S\832,523 50,'33,660 623,713.923
Auri!25 ...252,314,617 14,913,-17 31,227,621 180,307,489 53.866,757 S 2,7*4,114
May 2 ... 257.623,673 16,166,373 *4,114,813 191.206.::!5 57.863,5!t9 588,717,852
May 9 ... 205.755,883 £1286,910 84.20.'.,409 199,276,568 57.541.827 507,(rS8,HR
Mil v 16 ...267,724,783 20,9)9,142 34,193,249 201,81 '-,305 67.013,095 480.1st.,9iC
Mm* 23. ...267,881.279 20,479.947 34,'83(3S 2'i2.507 550 62.233.rO! 4>8,73.\14*
May 80.'
268,117,490 17,801,183 34,145,606 2O',716,90; 65,033,964 602,118,*4S
PHILADELPHIA BANK RETURNS.
Date
Lcsrnl Tenrlers. Loan?.
Specie. Circulation. Dejxistlr.
January 4
$'6,782,432 $52 00 ,304 $2:'5.0li $10,631,00(1 $36,621,274
January 11
16,037,995
52,593,707
400.615
10,639.096
37,131,830
lanunry 25
18
16,827.423
6»,013,1%
820,973
10,641,752
37,457,089
Jauuarv
16,836,937
62,325,593
279,393
10,645.226
37.31-;,MQ
Febmaiy 1
17,064.18 .
52,004.916
24)1,678
10,038.927
S7.W2.S87
February 8
17.063,716
52,672,148
287.878
1".635'926
37 3«fi.fif3
February 15
10,9fl,944
52,f>32,'46
263,157
10,663,823
87.010,520
Fc»rna' V 22
•• 17,573,14'.)
52,423,166
204.929
10,632,495
S6,4f3,4i4
Iebuar'v29
17.877.877
52,459.757
211,365
10.614,484
3j,7!«\314
Maich
17,157,954
53,(81.(ili5
232.18')
10.633,713
84,8217.861
Mar h 14
16,Kr2,299
53,867.611
251 051
10.631,39!"
94.5-.-i 'SO
March 21
lr>,(,0 1.946
53.677,337
229.518
10,618,613
33,8.lr..M>6
March 28
14.318,391
53.450,878
792 858
10,643,(10li
32,42>.:i«0
Ai ril 4
13,* 8,625
62,209.'2S4
215,835
10.042,670
31,27-,U<>
A ,ril II..
14.191..%-.
62,-,'56,949
£,'.0,240
10 640.932
32.25f.t71
A | ril 20
1J,493, <87
!<£,< S'.>,780
222,' 29
10,610.479
33.9 (1.952
April 17
14.9.51 100
52,812 6 3
204.60S
10,610.312
S4.7T7. >0
May 4
14,'.l'.'(,83 :
53,333.740
314,366
10.63L4 4I
S5,H*.9S7
]\ „y 11
16,166,1117
03,771,794
397.778
10.629,0 5
»'.ni7.M«
7,-a, IS
16.381,5 5
53.49',588
8 3,525
10,632,615
S»i il:*- («>3
M.y S5
15,623,099
5£. 63,225
280,302
10,66i,276
S6,0l0,.*7
BOSTON BANK RETURNS.
(Capital Jan. 1, 1866, $4 1,900,000.)
Local
, Circulation ,
Loans.
Specie.
Tenders. Deposits. National. State.
Januiry 3
$31,960,249 $I.406.V4R $15,543,169 $40,»S0,022 $24,6:16.559 $228. 77 0
January 13
97.800,239 1,270,! 87 15 56",!iH5 41,496,320 24,757,965 227.M5.3
January 20
97,433,468
926,942 15,832.76!) 41.904,161 24,70 ',001 217,37*
January
97,4.^3,435
841,196 16,788,22!)
16,819.637 4-2.891,128
43,991,70 24,628.103
14.504,(06 221.H0
*2«,2:8
Febiuaiv 278
!I6,8"5,260
777.627
February 70
97,073.9 6
652,1189 16,497.643 42.752,01.7 2 I 850.92»; 221.7(0
February 17 .... 98,218.828
606, '0 16X614 1 41 5"2.550 24.85O.055 220.452
F. hru ir.24
97,46'J.48ti
616.''53 16,8' 9.5111 40,387,614 24,686,212 £16,490
March 2
100,24:1,692
683,8 2 1 6301,846 40,954,936 24,876,089 - £ 5.S14
March 9
101,' 69 361
ff.7. 174 15,556.696 39.770 418 24,987,700 210.162
March
16
101,499,611
918.485
39.276,514 25.062,413
197.721
March 23 '.
100. II19,59>
79-1,006 14,6-2,842
11,712.560 !>7,022,546
25,094.253 197.2s*
March 80
99,132.263
(iS5.(31 13,736.(132 36. '84.640 24,983,417 197.1:79
April (i
97,020 !C'5
731,510 18,004,921 36.1'08,157 25.175,191 1118 023
97,850.280
873.487
12,522,035 36,417,89(1
S6.422.929 24,231.058
24,213,014 ]66.«.61
167.013
,April
,,i] 13
ill
9S.9('(i.8'i5
'-('6,486 °ll,!4»,603
Apiil a7
f8.;)02..H3
677, 63 122.8545 86,259,946 £5,281,978 1B1.331
May 4
97,021,197
815,469 12.656,1!0 37,635,406 £5,203.284 160,3t3
May
V7.332,-283
May 11
18
»6.9:J8,524 1.133,(168
l,1sh,8Sl 11.962,368
12,199,4-.'2 87,358,776
87.S44.S42 25,225,178
£5,234 465 14J.248
760,241
May 25
07,041,720 1,018,64.4) li,848,141 fc8,3US,14: £3^10,660 160,151

This book should be returned to
the Library on or before the last date
stamped below.
A fine of five cents a day is incurred
by retaining it beyond the specified
time.
Please return promptly.
4

